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Aragon D2A
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you're crazy not to buy the Levinson.
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A TTRACTIONS

Crystal ball time. (For those who asked
whether Imeant H.L. Mencken in my mention of the "W.H. Mencken Signature Edition
crystal ball" in February, the answer is, of
course, that Idid, although it's fair to point out
that the great man didn't actually make crystal balls, my usage being intended as a...
oh,
never mind.) Stereophile's industriously busy
bees are working on agood number of equipment reports right now; I'll just list arepresentative sample of 'em by product category and
you can rest assured that some, if not all, will
appear next month.
Loudspeakers: Thiel C53.6, Shahinian Diapa-

son, Museatex Hybrid 6, Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitan, PSB Stratus Mini, Unity
Audio Signature 1, Martin-Logan Quest &
Aerius, Harbeth HL-P3, ProAc Response 1,
Monitor Audio Studio 6, Rogers Studio 3,
Mirage Mlsi, Genesis 3, Mission 753, Harman/
Kardon Forty, NHT 2M, Linn Keilidh, Dahlquist DQ-28, Soundwave VR3, AR Classic 12,
Entec L2-F20 active subwoofer. Amplifiers:
AMC CVT-3030, Mark Levinson No.27.5,
Melos 400, Air Tight ATM-3, Conrad-Johnson
Evolution 20 8c PV10A, Metaxas Marquis,
Iraklis, & Solitaire, Sonic Frontiers SFM-160,
(continued on p.352)
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Robert Harley ponders the question why it should be worth listening to recordings when
the real thing—live music—is available.

LETTERS

Topics this month: male posturing hula dancing, Robert Harley'sJanuary article on
jitter; February's "Records 2Die 4"; listening to speakers in another room; the Thiel
CS2 2speakers; and thefinal word on Stereophile's EAD DSP-7000 review.

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end news from the US and UK, including the unveiling of Stereo Exchange's
new listening room in Manhattan, full-length films on avideodisc the size of aCD
from Nimbus andJVC, new gearfrom Krell and Krell Digital, anew recording venture
from B&W, and anew bulletin board listing events being promoted this month by
retailers.

55
265
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Sam Tellig looksfor culture—and Russians—in Las llegas.

BUILDING ALIBRARY

Michael Ullman listens to EssentialJazz Recordingsfrom the '40s.

278
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317
354
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331
339
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337
353

Classical: Thefirst two installments of Wolfgang Sawallisch's excellent new cycle of
Beethoven symphony recordings; Bernstein, Harris, and Copland on Dorian; Chesley's
Bob Katz records an entire opera (Guzman's Ambrosio) with asingle microphone;
Harnoncourt once again sets Mozart on his ear; Sinopoli proves that he's incapable of
conducting anything shallowly—even Tosca; nine recent recordings of Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring; and Rubinstein's Last Concert for Israel. Audiophile jazzfrom the
Chesky, Reference, Nabel, and M.A. labels, plus new albumsfrom Elvis Costello (with
the Brodsky Quartet), R.E.M., 10,000 Maniacs, Tom Tom Club, Loudon Wainwright
III, and the prolific Mr. Z. Andfinally, our Recording of the Month: Ry Cooder's
improvisational Meeting by the River with Indian slide guitarist Vishwa Mohan
Bhatt.

Larry Archibald offers some High-End musings.
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ROBERT HARLEY

We/Mile-fie»
A

,aCES press breakfast in Las Vegas
last January, amember of the "all
amplifiers (and digital sources!)
sound the same" school of audio journalism
made an interesting assertion. He argued that
if our society were studied by extraterrestrials, they would find an unhealthy obsession
with the re-creation of experience at the
expense of experience itself. This speculation
was avehicle to support his position that
buying good hi-fi is awaste of money; for
the same financial outlay, one can attend
hundreds, even thousands of live performances. Moreover, this anti-high-end writer
suggested that El's would consider our quest
for better music reproduction abizarre folly
when the real thing is so readily available?
As Idrove home from aBach concert in
Santa Fe amonth later, the memory of this
conversation suddenly returned. Hearing
unamplified live music—which takes up a
fraction of my music-listening time—made
me reflect on the differences between live and
reproduced music. What do we get from live
music that hi-fi systems can't deliver? Conversely, is there something aplayback system can achieve that live music will never
provide? Would we be better off forgetting
about artificial reproduction and only experiencing live music?
These musings solidified my position on
these questions—a position diametrically
1It strikes me as odd that someone would choose to work
in afield for which he has no passion, only contempt.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

opposed to that expressed by the audio writer
at the breakfast table. Far from being dispensable and superfluous, reproduced music is
avital component of our music-listening
lives. And rather than demonstrating human
folly, the quest to reproduce music well
exemplifies just how important music is to
those who pursue high-quality playback?
What reproduced music does that live
music can never hope to achieve is allow us
the extraordinary luxury of choosing what
music we want to hear, when we want to hear
it. At this moment Ican select from avast
range of musical types and artists and hear
them instantly. Performances can be repeated,
with adeeper understanding and increased
joy from each hearing. In addition, reproduced music exposes us to apanorama of
musical forms unimaginable before the
advent of audio technology. This is adelight inconceivable to our music-loving predecessors.
But are the distortions and artifacts imposed by the recording and reproduction
process too high aprice to pay for this convenience? What does live music do for us that
we never get from recordings?
Live music has many sonic qualities not
2Another well-known audio writer recently posted amessage on the CompuServe bulletin board that expressed the
ennui he felt about audio. He implied that to buy highperformance audio components would seem apointless exercise when there are more fulfilling ways to spend your money.
Iecho Robert Harley's sentiment in wondering why awriter
would earn aliving reporting on an activity he apparently
regards as being of limited worth.
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REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS . .
Mark Levinson 4 components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonic's. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

mar-Kr
Evnscn
<007 petecl

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. Ali who participate in their production share the feeling of pride that
comes from knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson Nt 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.

NIB

The Nt 30 is atrue reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence _
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
The Nt 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
Nit a0, we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition

rnerhir.
eyinson
Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured Dy
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES WorldRadioHistory
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FAX (2031346-1540

captured by recording and reproduction
technology, however sophisticated. At the
Bach concert, the lack of power and impact
of the sound reminded me that hi-fi systems
tend to average out live music's wide range
of dynamic contrast and vividness. Chamber
groups—even the 22-piece ensemble heard
at the concert—don't have the immediacy
and vividness in real life that we hear when
they are artificially reproduced. The additional vibrancy and detail is an artifact of the
recording and reproduction process (and
often atoo-loud playback level). Paradoxically, it is these qualities—vibrancy, immediacy, and power—that areproduction
system lacks when it tries to re-create the
sound of a20-piece big-band playing at full
steam. Regression toward the mean seems to
be an inviolate rule of audio technology.
This is the quandary: We ask the same electrical and mechanical contrivances to accurately convey the delicacy of asolo violin and
the earsplitting power of abig-band. The
mechanisms by which aviolin creates sound
are vastly different from those by which a
large brass section makés air move. Yet we
expect acombination of cone and dome
drivers, and/or aplanar device, to reproduce
the huge spectrum of texture, power, nuance,
and expression originally created by very
different mechanisms.
This conundrum is even more apparent if
we look at asolo classical guitar and a100piece symphony orchestra in terms of their
spatial presentations. We expect arealistic
reproduction of the orchestra's width—perhaps 70'—from our hi-fi systems. Yet we also
expect the same two loudspeakers placed the
same 8' apart to reproduce the correct image
size of aclassical guitar. The result is that the
small instrument sounds larger than life, and
the large ensemble sounds smaller than
reality—again, regression toward the mean.
These artifacts inherent in music reproduction are only exacerbated when components
in the playback chain impose their own sonic
signatures on all music. The result is atendency to dilute the extremes toward acommon denominator.
Other aspects of live music that we never
hear from areproduction include an utter
lack of glare, stridency, fatigue, and homogenization. In live music, we can hear with
complete ease the individual threads that
comprise the whole. After hearing the very
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

different tonal colors from the Concertmaster's and second violinist's instruments
individually during Bach's Concerto in dfor
Two Violins, BWV 1043, Icould distinguish
them at will from the rest of the string section
during the ensemble playing. Similarly,
despite the harpsichord being very faint, its
musical contribution was always apparent.
This fine resolution better communicates the
composer's and performers' intent, adding
adimension to live music that we don't get
from areproduction.
Finally, live music provides asense of privilege at witnessing the creation of something
that has never before existed. The interaction
of the performers (particularly in jazz), the
energy, the sense of being part of this magnificent endeavor of making music, just aren't
the same when you sit in front of the loudspeakers.
But these are mere trivialities compared
to what reproduced music does convey! A
good playback system is capable of expressing the vast majority of the music's meaning and content. The shortcomings are
minuscule in relation to how well an improbable combination of vinyl, diamond, copper, silicon, paper, wood, and metal can
express both the sonic and emotional components of music. The fact that adigital data
stream or mechanical modulations in apiece
of vinyl can be transformed into objects—
instruments and voices—hanging in threedimensional space before us is nothing short
of miraculous. That the datastream or groove
modulations can convey the musicians'
expression is even more astonishing. Indeed,
such afeat would be considered magic if the
mechanisms involved weren't completely
(well, almost completely) rational and understood. We criticize what aplayback system
does wrong while being oblivious to the big
picture of how moving and gratifying reproduced music can be.
This is why the audio writer at the breakfast table was dead wrong. The fact that
reproduced sound falls short of the live experience is no reason to abandon the quest for
agreater musical experience in the home.
Instead, it should be the motivation to seek the
combination of components that brings us
closest to the live experience. If that writer
chooses to forego the joy agood playback
system can provide, that is his loss. But some
of us care about music too much.
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But, with the STUDIO
MONITOR, PARADIGM has done
the impossible... captured
high-end speaker performance
for an almost impossible
$1,899/pair.•
Designing this fine an
audiophile speaker takes alot of
determination and extensive
resources -better design
execution with better materials.
And premium materials are
used throughout. From diecast
aluminum chassis, used in all
drive units, to the astonishing
tweeter with its
pure-aluminum-dome, to the
midrange with amineral-filled
polypropylene cone and
ferrofluid cooling, to bass drivers
with mineral-filled polypropylene
cones, 11/2 voice-coils and
massive 40 oz. magnets, to
advanced enclosure design and
seamless dividing networks.
The results are staggering!
The STUDIO MONITOR is
articulate and transparent, yet
also very dynamic!
YOU WON'T FIND
PARADIGM everywhere. Speakers
this good require the expertise of
aqualified audio specialist. So,
before you buy any high-end
speaker, visit your AUTHORIZED
PARADIGM DEALER... and listen to
the power and the glory of the
STUDIO MONITOR.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
write: AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box
2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302. In
Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Dr., Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BUILD ahigh-end speaker in the
digital age?
It's not easy. Today's finest speakers must be able to reproduce not just
the subtle detail of music but also its size -be it agrand symphony, intimate
jazz or progressive rock Even few expensive speakers are up to the task

MI\

MI /MAIM\
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Sound&Vision
Critic's
Cfioice Award
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.) Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time
to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long
or address more than one topic.

A GRAND UNIFICATION THEORY?
Editor:
Ifeel most grateful toi. Gordon Holt for his
article on hi-fi stereo in the December 1992
Stereophile. It has given me aperspective on
audio that Inever have had. For me, at least,
it is the Grand Unification Theory of Audio.
Perhaps Iwill now become an audiophile
instead of an audiophyte?Cma. R. ANDERSON
Bethesda, MD

THE FINEST?

Editor:
Jack English (12/92) describes the latest CAT
as "the finest preamplifier available today."
Ihad not been aware that he had auditioned
all available preamplifiers in his system.
Shall we look forward to his forthcoming
reviews of offerings from Spectral, E.A.R.,
and other likely contenders? Or is he simply
pursuing the Lewis Lipnick Untutored Gushing Award for 1992?
Of course, Stereophile will benefit from the
reprints and the attendant free advertising.
Mission accomplished?
WARD STEVENSON
Darien, CT
Mea culpa. Literally within hours of the mailing
of the December '92 issue of Stereophile which
contained my review of the Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature preamplifier, Ireceived a
number of callsfrom equally perceptive readers. No,
Ihave not heard every preamplyier currently available, nor have Ihad the chance to audition all of
them in my system. Ishould have tempered my conSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

clusion on the CAT accordingly. Nevertheless, while
Iapologizefor "gushing," Iremain steadfast in my
admiration of the CAT
Iwould, however, like to point out that no one
at Stereophile was in any way involved in writing
my review, nor was it intended to be any more that
it was—to wit, an equipment review. Personally,
I
feel that the CAT is asuperlative product and did
so state. For Mr. Stevenson to imply that the review
was tailored toward objectives of reprints or advertising is absurd.
—Jack English

ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT?
Editor:
Just when the brouhaha over CG's indiscretions has died down, Neil Sinclair of Theta
("Manufacturers' Comments," January 1993)
offers to play procurer! Not only is the winkwink-nudge-nudge stuff gratuitous, but the
implication of quid pro quo, even in an allegedly humorous context, is most unfair to
Stereophile and its loyal readers. There's a
popular perception out there that the audiophile is avictim of arrested development;
why give the skeptics more evidence!
FREDERICK ROSES
Seekonk, MA

NOW GET OUTTA HERE!
Editor:
Ilaughed so hard, my datajust about jittered
itself into total distortion. After Barry Willis's
intellectual approach as to why more women
aren't interested in high-end audio ("Toys for
Boys?," January 1993), Iread Neil Sinclair's
"Manufacturer's Comment" to Corey Green-

WorldRadioHistory
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berg in the same issue.
"Delivered on successive nights, or all at
once?" Don't that say it all? As long as highend remains the "mine is bigger" male
posturing ground that it is for many so-called
"audiophiles," no matter how much we turn
down the treble we won't involve more
women, and that's our loss ...
Keep up the good work. Now get outta
here.
J.J. ADAMS
Bellerophon, MA
EQUAL BUT DIFFERENT
Editor:
Ihave just read Barry Willis's article "Toys
for Boys?" in your January 1993 issue. Idon't
usually read Stereophik, but was prompted by
my husband's comment that here was an
interesting article about why women don't
seem to be as involved in the field of highend sound as men are.
Mr. Willis's article says two things. One,
women hear differently, and since niost
audiophile products are designed by men for
men, women's experience of the sound produced is less than enjoyable. So far, so good.
While Istrongly believe that men and women
are equals as citizens and deserve equal treatment in political and economic realms, we
do have some inescapable biological and anatomical differences. Women's responses to
high frequencies differ from men's because
of these dissimilarities, even though our
enjoyment of well-reproduced sound may
be equal.
Mr. Willis then goes on to say that most
components aren't pretty enough for women.
They just don't meet up to the critical Wife
Acceptance Factor. Iam forced to concede
this point, because it's true: Most of the components you guys design look like something
drawn in aseventh-grade mechanical drawing class. They're ugly. And much of what's
not ugly is boring. Ihesitate, though, to concede the point that appearance counts. It
comes perilously close to atraditional complaint men have of women, that we care more
about style than about substance, that we can
be bought off with frippery, that we are not
serious. So Ipoint back, in my own defense,
to Mr. Willis's first argument: that components designed by men do not acoustically
appeal to women. Thus, Iplead my case: If
forced to live with apiece of furniture that
sounds bad, at least Ican insist that it look
12

good.
But Ihave another thought about why
women are not more involved in high-end
audio. It's very simple: Men don't want us
there.
How do Iknow this? Aside from having
my experience (that most high-end systems
are not designed with my needs and tastes in
mind) confirmed by Mr. Willis's article, one
look at your January cover tells it all. In the
field of audio, women are unnecessary. They
are frivolous decoration, objects of amusement. And your main audience, men—even
engineers and designers who are supposed
to have abrain or two—find them most
inviting half-naked, exhibiting overtones of
"exotic," implicitly childlike, and certainly
captive sexuality.
Finally, it is telling that, in all of Mr. Willis's
article, he is able to make only one point
about why men should care if women are
involved in audio: Women have money to
spend. The men want it. The bottom line is
this—the boys don't really want the girls in
their club, but gosh darn, without the girls'
money, no more club.
Well, guys, sorry. You and your club are
going to have to change enough to actually
welcome me before Ispend my money there.
You'll have to go beyond turntables in pretty
colors and good tone controls. You'll have
to stop insulting me with your "art," you'll
have to stop making jokes at my expense,
you'll have to genuinely care what's important to me. You'll have to see how music fits
into my life, and design practical, affordable
systems around my needs. And before you
can do that, you'll have to understand and
respect those needs.
Listen to the people who make cars; they
no longer insult women. Listen to Mr. Willis.
He's trying hard to be on the right track, but
you're all along way from success.
NANETTE W ESTERMAN
Seattle, WA
TRUE HULA, NOT JITTER
Editor:
On January 22, 1993, Ifinally got my January 1993 issue (Vol.16 No.1). On the cover
is afluttering female figure in agrass skirt
standing on abase inscribed with the word
"Aloha."
Is this supposed to be ahula dancer, and
is it supposed to represent digital jitter?

WorldRadioHistory
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or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of Whet Hi-fl? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System "has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.
Aclaimed by Audiophile (woo, the RB980 can form the heart
of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and
then add another when you need. Audio Review ama
measured the RB980; 137watts fi 8ohms per channel, 267watts
fi 4ohms per channel, 388warts fi 2ohms per channel. Audio
Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM
tuner/preamp RTC950 motor:driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim. HI411 Choice 111/911 Rotel CD player
RCD965 Best Buy' "produces the sort of Sound that many
higbend products wouldn't hate a hope of
achieving." Hi-fl World (11/91) RCD965
"effortless sound quality..." CD a
Hi-fi Buyer (12/9.m again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, del, and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.

r

oe,

High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

fq

RTC950
RC0965
RD965

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180wutts. What H141? (3/92; says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."

Designed in Britain Enjoyed Worldwide
ROTEL OF AMERICA

PO BOX 653 WorldRadioHistory
BUFFALO
NY 14240

USA

TEL 1-800-7243903

First, hula dancers never play ukulele and
dance at the same time. The hands are an
integral part of the hula, and are used to "tell
the story" of the song or chant.
Second, real hula movements are extremely
smooth and elegant. How could anyone
think ahula dancer's movements portray digital dock timing errors—"on the order of tens
of trillionths of asecond"?
Your cover artist's commercial portrayal
fails to convey the effects discussed in Mr.
Harley's article.
As for Mr. Harley's newfound correlation
between aprocessor's sonic and measured
performances, Idon't think jitter measurements totally explain the sound quality he got
from the California Audio Labs Sigma D/A.
If he had tried as many different 12AX7s as
Dick Olsher did in his Jadis JPL report, he
would have found that the Sigma's sound can
be greatly improved with asimple tube
change.
Iurge Mr. Harley and Mr. Olsher to give
alisten to the 12AX7B from Allegro Sound
(one of your frequent advertisers). Replacing the stock Chinese 12AX7 with an Allegro
12AX7B made amuch bigger improvement
than changing the Crystal CS8412 "B" input
receiver to a"C" version in my Sigma. My
Sigma was further improved by some simple
cap (MIT) and rectifier (mahalo, Corey," for
this tip) changes, but Iwouldn't expect you
to try something that voids the warranty.
DAN EVERT
Pukalani, HI
Mr. Evert: The little "Aloha" base on which our
January '93 cover model is standing should have
been adead giveaway. Cover artist Gregory Truett
Smith was not attempting arepresentation ofatraditional Hawaiian Hula dancer, but aparody of one
of those obnoxious, kitschy little action figures of
yesteryear that jiggle maddeningly from the rear
window of the car in front of you.
Mrs. Westerman: In the spirit offair play, we
followed our "half-nakedfemale"January cover
with our all-naked male February cover.

A REVERSE CORRELATION?
Editor:
Harley's results in "The Jitter Game" obviously show areverse correlation between
sound quality and jitter level. The processors
1Here's atip for Corey. Get yourself acopy of Robben Ford
Stretch/GRP STD-1102.

& The Blue Line,
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with the least jitter (Vimak and Forté) were
given poor listening ratings. Those with the
highest jitter (Bitwise and Sumo) were
accorded favorable listening ratings. Iwould
say that, at first glance, your jitter approach
is virtually useless for predicting processor
sound quality.
Actually, Bjorn Bjerede's letter supports
this view. Who in the hell can hear a0.00078°
phase jitter or ajitter spectral signal 110dB
below afull-volume recording? Come on,
get real.
BERNARD A. ENGHOLM
Carlsbad, CA
The apparent reverse correlation is due to the processors with the highest oversampling ratios (Vimak
and Forte) having the lowest measuredjitter in absolute terms. However, when these low levels ofjitter are examined as aproportion of the very much
smaller word-clock interval, they are actually worse
than ahigher level ofjitter affecting amuch lower
word-clock frequency. As explained by Robert
Harley in his "Follow-Up" review of the Sumo
Theorem in this issue, we shall now presentjitter
levels normalized to the most common 352.81eHz
word-clockfrequency in order to give acommon basis
for comparison. And asfor the audible effects ofjitter,
Iinvite readers to audition track 26 on the second
Stereophile Test CD, which compares apure
11kHz tone at -10dBFS with one afflicted with
lOns ofp-pjitter having afrequency of 4kHz.—JA

M OZART &J
ITTER

Editor:
Congratulations on asplendid issue (January
'93). Among the high points: Harley's article
on jitter, his tantalizing account of listening
to Pacific Microsonics' HDCD, and Mortimer H. Frank's survey of the Mozart
"Haydn" Quartets. The Coreymeister was
entertaining as usual; one has come to expect
nothing less.
Although Iconcur with Mortimer H.
Frank on his assessment of the Emerson's
Mozart (here is atruly stunning quartet who
seem to have it all: depth, taste, wide-ranging
repertoire, and chops!—live or recorded), Idid
miss seeing mention of the suavely gorgeous
set from the Berg Quartet (recently remastered on CD: Teldec 9031-72480-2, which
includes K.499, 575, 589, and 590). And I
couldn't help but flinch abit at the brief mention and assessment of the Barchet Quartet's
out-of-print cycle, however accurate in context, if only because it was through their
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where they live and breath music, asurvey of 17
D to A converters was conducted by the noted
musicologist and audio critic, Dr. Ludwig Flich.
Only two converters earned thee'—nFERENCE
CLASS" status. One of these converters sells for
$13,500. The other, AT ONE SEVENTH THE PRICE,
is below.
P-I— CDKYCD,

where they live and breath consumer electronics,
and where one can purchase anything in the
world, that same D to A converter was chosen as
1992's COMPONENT OF THE YEAR.

UNIQUE IN THEWORLD,
the Counterpoint DA-10 's DACCards
let you listen to multibit, Sigma-Delta 64X or
BitStream DAC's.
Only the DA-10 has two digital-domain tape
loops, four digital inputs with coaxial, TOSLINK
or AT&T ST-type optical formats, and is a
COMPLETE DIGITAL STUDIO.
Only the DA-10 has adjustable DAC trimming.
It even uses zero feedback in its Ito V converter.
IN SHORT, ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICAL
D TO A CONVERTER IS ALSO ITS MOST ADVANCED.

HERE FOLLOWS A
(GROWING)
LIST OF AVAILABLE
DACCARDS;
ULTRAANALOG
DUAL 20-BIT
AUDIO DAC
PHILIPS 20-BIT
BITSTREAM DAC
CRYSTAL
SEMICONDUgOR
18-BIT SIGMA
DELTA DAC
ANALOG DEVICES
20-BIT MULTI-BIT
DAC (FACTORY
STANDARD).

,A10
COUNTERPOIN14261 Las Palmas Dr Carlsbad CA 92009
US and bénacje BOO) 275-2743 Fax (619) 431 -59E36

(9)

„A*
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson'
products, we defined quality in audio,
using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
N2 23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed N2 23 amplifier, the N° 23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced

THE

BEST

current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the NQ 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands aquest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
NIP 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.

mar-Kii>1.
Levinson
Mark Levinsone products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
Fn. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203)346- 1540
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reading of K.465 that Ifirst encountered, at
ablushingly early age, this cosmically staggering work.
Sonic comments on "The Jitter Game":
in balance, Ibelieve the soul-searching over
performing and publishing the measurements with Meitner's gizmo resulted in the
right decision. However, Iwould caution
against too much confidence being placed
in the accuracy of the measurements made.
When Isaw apicture of the box (p.145), Igot
abit concerned. The BNC input connector
is not only unbalanced—it's not even isolated
(apparently). The tacit assumption throughout the article is that this instrument is not
going to significantly interact with the units
under test. This is adifficult condition to
assure even when measuring analog circuitry
at relatively low frequencies. For the very fast
transitions of digital circuitry, and when tens
of picoseconds are important, probing and
measuring without corruption is extremely
challenging. A good first step in refinement
would be to employ alow-capacitance active
probe, preferably adifferential one at that.
It is interesting that Harley seems cognizant
of the many mechanisms that may induce jitter within aprocessor (see paragraph 2,
p.123), but doesn't consider the impact of the
probing itself.
BRAD WOOD
Principal Design Engineer
Harman Electronics, Northridge, CA
Good point, Mr. Wood, and one that concerns us.
As in all measuring techniques, the hidden assumption is that how the measurement is performed does
not change the behavior of the device under test. We
have found our measurements to be repeatable,
which implies at least that if there is an interaction,
it is not random. But as we develop this measurement, we will explore ways of minimizing unexpected errors. There is also the point that even the
word-clock pin of the DAC chip, which is where
we have to attach the probe, is its4physically separatedfrom the actual internal point in the chip where
the jitter affects the conversion to analog. As mentioned in this issue's reportfrom the 1993 WCES,
John Westlake ofPink Trianglefound significantly
higher levels ofjitter in the silicon!
—J
A

CONFUSED?
YOU SHOULDN'T BE ...
Editor:
Robert Harley's fascinating article on wordclock jitter in the January Stereophile, while
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

suggesting ameasurement that can quantify
word-clock jitter differences among digital
to analog converters (DACs), and thereby
provide measurement differences that correlate to audible differences, left me with several
concerns. First, as Iunderstand the explanation, the word clock triggers the DAC to
output the analog signal. 1£ due to any of various causes (demand from other components,
demodulated stray radio-frequency energy,
induced power flows from poorly shielded
or spaced conductors, or the power demand
of the thousands of transistors in the DAC
that are demodulating the digital signal),
there is asufficient surge or sag in the amplitude of the word clock signal, then the DAC
will jitter the signal. So far, so good.
Then Igot lost. The LIMD is hooked up
to the word-clock pin and "tuned to that
word clock .. (p.125). What word clock?
While on p.117 the article states that
'... Assuming the original sampling frequency was 44.1kHz, the word clock's frequency will also be 44.1kHz (or some multiple of 44.1kHz if the processor uses an
oversampling digital filter):' which Iassume
is the word clock referred to in the first quote,
the following statement on p.125, referring
to "the spectrum of any processor's word
clock (up to 20kHz)," suggests that the
LIMD looks at the DAC's analog output.
My first concern, therefore, is whether the
LIMD looks at the digital input or the analog
output of the DAC. The statement that the
probe is attached to the word-clock pin
seems to mean that the LIMD looks at the
digital input, but this is not abundantly dear.
DOUGLAS WEINFIELD
Washington, DC
The LIM Detector's probe is indeed connected to
the pin of the DAC chip which receives the wordclock signal, which has a
frequency of 44.1kHz or
amultiple of it. The LIMD, like an FM tuner, is
tuned to thatfrequency and then demodulates the
word-clock signal (which generally resembles adirty
squarewave) and outputs an analog signal which
represents the spectrum of the jitter present on the
word clock (up to 20kHz). We then use the Audio
Precision System One as anarrow-band spectrum
analyzer to look at that pure jitter signal. —J
A

J
ITTERBABBLE?

Editor:
"The jitter Game" (Stereophikjanuary 1993)
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by Robert Harley was certain to evoke a Mr. Miller (who owns acompany called Musical
response from yours truly, so here it is.
Fidelity of Nevada which markets a muchWith the continuing Jitterbabble permeatballyhooed AID converter called "Colossus") is,
ing the pages of audio publications today,
ofcourse, correct when he states that, in the CD sysperhaps your "expert" would answer the foltem, "the audio data are embedded in the clock,"
lowing question: Since jitter is contained in
as Robert Harley put it inJanuary. Butfor him to
the data, and the compact disc system is selfsuggest that there is therefore common-mode rejection
clocking (see below), how can jitter or the
of clock-timing irregularities reveals asurprising
absence of it possibly affect the sound quality
misunderstanding on his part of the manner in
of the CD, since there is no analog informawhich digital data are encoded on the CD (as an
tion contained on the CD itself—none whatanalog signal, no less), and of how inaccuracies in
soever?
the timing of the ultimate conversion of each 16Self-clocking—an explanation: This
bit digital word to analog affects the waveform of
means that any jitter contained in the data is
the reconstructed signal. As Mr. Miller appears to
also contained on the clock, or vice versa,
respect the writings ofKen Pohlmann, Isuggest he
and it is identical. Therefore, the jitter is canreads Mr Pohlmann's latest book, Advanced Digceled, and in analog jargon is described as
ital Audio (Howard W Sams & Company, 1991),
"common-mode rejection." Common-mode
for elucidation.
-JA
rejection implies that ifjitter exists equally
on both the clock and the data, then the jitter
KESSLER'S OVERDOING THE
has no effect!
TWEAKING?
The techniques of data recording and CD
Editor:
playback have been implemented over the
Ihave just received your February '93 edipast 20 years or so, in mass storage devices
tion and wondered if your contributor Ken
(ie, hard drives, etc.) in the computer industry.
Kessler got his assignment right.
In reviewing the illustrations in which jitPerhaps he thought you said "Records to
ter was introducid, how come the clock ilDie From"; eg, Dion's immortal "The Wanlustration was not shown—only the data
derer" and "Runaround Sue"?
stream? Further, samples are always taken at
The man must have hail damage. He's
the most stable point in each data bit conobviously been overdoing the tweaking.
tained in the data stream. The data clock is
JEFF BURNS
what determines the position of the playback
Johannesburg, South Africa
sample.
Digititis occurs during the initial analog
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
to digital (AID) process. Advanced bit-rate
Editor:
converters are available universally to the
Just thought Iwould write and give you my
audio industry, but then they are provided
ideas on "Records to Die For":
primarily to insure 16-bit linearity. 20-bit
Pink Floyd's Delicate Sound of Thunder, Pink
converters, designed for additional headroom
Floyd live. ..
all the Pink Floyd you will ever
during recording, mean nothing when the
need. Try the last cut, disc two, with bridged
storage and retrieval is relegated to a16-bit
Adcom 555s powering two Klipschorns;
system in the end.
turned up about halfway (sound larger than
The foregoing is exactly why "soundlive); then you will understand things Wayne's
rings," "magic marker pens," clamps, stops,
World was never able to teach you even if you
weights, Armor All, and baking your CDs
saw it ten times!
in the bread ovens of America, also have
Next try Led Zeppelin's boxed set. This is
absolutely no, repeat no, effect on the anareally cheating 'cause it is really more than
log sound quality of acompact disc, because
an album, but the sound quality is so much
there isn't any!
better than the CD releases of the original
Ken Pohlmann wrote aStereo Review colrecords. It also sounds better than my Japumn some time ago entitled "The Numbers
anese vinyl pressing of Led Zeppelin III. This
Gamer Perhaps he should address this once
set also comes in vinyl, which Ihave not
again, and include Jitterbabble too!
heard yet.
BRAD S.M ILLER
John Mayan, Bluesfrvm Laurel Canyon, with
Incline Village, NV
Mick Taylor before he joined the Rolling
18
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PRAISE,

INDEED

"The MATRIX 804 reminds me of nothing so much as a miniature MATRIX 801 Series 2- but
ith a sound in no way miniaturized.

... Closing my eyes, the 804s transported me to an

entirely different environment. The sense of space was dramatic. The imaging was tigtrly
focused and precise, both in width and depth.
nd Inoted

no obvious midrange colorations.

...Clarity and inner detail were outstanding
The sound had fine punch and dynamics,

but without exaggeration. ... It is one terrific little loudspeaker, and Ihighly recommend it."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 11
(Nov. 1991)

•1111••••■••••••••

The MATRIX 804 has the magical abilrty to transport the listener to the immediacy and realism of the original source, without drawing attention to the means. There can be no
higher recommendation for a loudspeaker, or its maker.

B&W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 Tel: (416) 771-6611
WorldRadioHistory
Fax: (416) 882-8397

Push the envelope!
FIBER OPTIC CABLES

'1111111111ffli

—TOSLINK &ST STANDARD —
AN \LOG

—

CARTRIDGES, ARMS &ACCES=

LP'S AND CD'S

INTERCONNECT CABLES

In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to des.
cribe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improve.
ment for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves -please put
us to the ultimate test -listen and
look for yourself.

SEVEN MODELS
VIDEO CABLES

ULTRACONNECT

—COMPOSITE AND 5-VIDEO—

SORBOTHANE FEET

SPEAKER CABLES

RF STOPPERS

9ay

MU

—GREAT MUSIGGREAT SOUND—

sixTEE\ 'MODELS

audioquest
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112
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Distributed in Canada by Audio Products International, 3641
McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1X 105 Tel: 416-321-1800

Two From the Vault was voyfavorably reviewed
by me in September 1992, p.201.
- RL

has recently put out aDrake 4-LP boxed
set (and aCD set for you laserbeams out
there)—worth owning, but not quite up to
Five Leaves Let's high standards.
Clive Gregson and Christine Collister,
Home and Away: acoustic guitar and resonant
alto, beautiful melodies, great harmonies,
simply recorded. On Cooking Vinyl.
Richard and Linda Thompson, IWant to
See the Bright Lights Tonight: for True Blue
Doom and Gloomers, this is the best of their
many fine albu,ms. Tilted more toward Celtic
folk and less toward rock than their highly
acclaimed Shoot Out the Lights, and with far
better sound, especially on the first UK Island
edition.
Louisiana Red, Sweet Blood Call: stark,
sphincter-tightening acoustic blues. Imagine
Edvard Munch's The Scream juxtaposed with
video footage from the LA riots and you'll
get as close as you'd want to get to this real
deal. The sound? Much better than it needs
to be to make this list. On the Blues Beacon
label, also recently reissued on the Dutch
Tomato label as part of adouble album entitled Midnight Rambler. Tomato blues vinyl
reissues in general are well worth seeking out.
And now for something completely different. If you like the Seattle grunge-rock scene
(Nirvana, et al), check out these roots:
Groundhogs, especially Thank Christfor the
Bomb and Split; Druids of Stonehenge, Creation; and the Pink Fairies, especially Never
Never Land and What aBunch of Sweeties.
Happy vinyl hunting!
RANDY KROEKER
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

JGH, DEADHEAD?
Editor:
Nice picture ofJGH on the "R2D4" cover
(February '93). Ididn't know Gordon was
aDeadhead. Cool.
My picks for R2D4 (great music, great
sonics, and all currently available, at least on
CD):
John Renbourn, Sir John Alot.. .
:my
favorite of this master acoustic guitarist's
great catalog (check out his work with
Pentangle and Bert Jansch as well). On
Shanachie.
Nick Drake, Five Leaves Le: jazz-tinged
British folk by the late, great Mr. Melancholy.
This music embodies the essence of hauntingly sweet pain. The first edition (UK
Island) sounds best, by along shot. Hannibal

A HIGHLIGHT
Editor:
While Ilook forward to every issue, February's "Records to Die For" is one of the highlights of Stereophile's publishing year. Ihave
three comments:
1) Brahms: Piano Concerto 2, with Richter
and Leinsdorf, is RCA LSC-2466 on LP. The
liner notes are an interesting account of the
recording session, noting the illness of Reiner
and the switching of pianos. Wonderful
album!
2) Plaudits to Lewis Lipnick's choice of Sir
Granville Bantock's Celtic Symphony, The
Witch ofAtlas, The Sea Reims, and A Hebridean
Symphony (Hyperion CDA66450). This is a
demonstration-quality disc that is filled to
the brim with great music.

Stones. This record is probably the reason he
was asked to join the Rolling Stones in the
first place. Sonic quality of the old London
vinyl far exceeds that of the new Deram CD,
but hey, no longer available on LP, so get the
CD.
Probably Grateful Dead, Europe '72, or
possibly Two From the Vault, which Ihave not
heard yet. Live rock and roll albums just have
more life; they also take asuperior hi-fi system to reveal their true sonics. The trouble
is, with their inconsistencies you almost need
agraphic or parametric equalizer (God, or
is it JGH?, forbid) to get it right, and even
then you lose something in the process.
To mellow it out, Iwould pick Aja by
Steely Dan, but then you guys already picked
that one. In fact, most of my other picks you
mentioned already. Thank you. Keep up the
good work.
KEN SANCHEZ
Santa Fe, NM
WHAT, NO DEAD?
Editor:
Since you have used the well-known
skeleton-and-roses theme on your "Records
to Die For" cover (February '93), one would
have expected at least one Grateful Dead record. Well, not really, but let me humbly suggest Live Dead (WB 1830) and Two From the
Vault (GDM 40162), or possibly American
Beauty (WB 1893).
ROBERT BERTRAND°
Reno, NV
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The Breakthrough.

The original Meant GM-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrough.

The new Adcom GFA-5557I power amplifier.

Upon its introduction, the Adcom
GFA-555 power amplifier was considered
abreakthrough in audio technology.
Rated superior to amplifiers costing two
and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming abetter component at
any price.
Now, after years of using the
GFA-555 as their model of superior
performance and value, Adcom engineers
announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-555II, rated at 200 watts
per channel'', offers greater stability,
superior heat dissipation and less
distortion. It is everything which made
the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"**and more.
With the GFA-55511, Adcom begins
anew generation of amplifiers, designed
to set anew standard for performance at
areasonable price.., giving more and

more music lovers the opportunity of
experiencing the thrill of sonic perfection
without the shock of exorbitant costs.
Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to
the new GFA-5551I. Then ask its price.
You'll hear how good this new
breakthrough sounds.
*Power output watts/channel, continuous both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz at
less than 0.04% THD.
**John Atkinson
Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 10, Oct. 1990

ADCOM®
details you can hear

o

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ
08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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3) Iwent record shopping on my lunch
hour today and turned up avinyl copy of
Murder of Crows by Joe Henry. When I
returned Ihad amessage from my wife telling me that the six CDs Iordered from BMG
Classical Music Service had arrived in the
mail. Couldn't wait to get home and crank
up the CD player—NOT Thanks, RL, for
the Joe Henry intro. Ihope to find the other
three albums.
Thanks also to the Vinyl Junkie for turning
me on to Wax Trax II in Denver. Ialready
have aletter in the mail inquiring about several newer vinyl releases.
ROBERT DALRYMPLE
Pittsburgh, PA

W ORTH CHECKING OUT

Editor:
Ihave picked up anumber of good pieces of
music because of your "Records 2Die 4"
series and would like the opportunity to turn
others on to five of my favorite recordings.
(All have very good to excellent sound, at
least as far as analog is concerned. Ihave not
heard any in the CD format.)
Schubert: Symphony 8, Benjamin Britten/English Chamber Orchestra. A wonderfully moving performance by the great British composer. Very lyrical and very powerful.
(London 6741)
Mendelssohn: Symphony 3, Maag,/London Symphony Orchestra. Possibly the finest
3rd on record. A truly great performance.
(London 15091)
Daniel Lanois: Acadie. The unseen force
behind some of the great pop talents of our
day (Nevilles, Peter Gabriel, U2, etc.) has
released only one record, but it is alitde
masterpiece. A great record with extremely
natural sound. (Opal/Warner Bros. 25969)
Sam Phillips: Cruel Inventions. Produced by
T-Bone Burnett, this album has some of the
catchiest tunes and lyrics of any pop album
Ihave heard in awhile. Great sound, too.
(Virgin V21S 86213)
Kate Bush: Hounds of Love. This 1985
recording is, in my opinion, one of the most
powerful albums Ihave ever heard. Side 2in
particular is extremely haunting and deserves
to be heard by awider audience. Even if you
did not like earlier Kate albums, this one is
worth checking out (British EMI only).
KENT TAGER
Greensboro, NC
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

SADLY OUT OF TOUCH?
Editor:
Having just finished reading your Rock/Pop!
Folk listing of "Records to Die Foe' Isat back
in my chair for several moments and began
thinking about my own collection. Getting
up, Iwent and stood in front of my 1300+
records and pondered this assortment of
vinyl. Ithen sauntered over to my 400+ disc
assemblage and contemplated some more.
It then came to me—Stereophile may be without peer when it comes to equipment reviews, but having just looked over the music
Ihave collected from the past 25-30 years,
you are sadly out of touch when it comes to
that vast vista called Rock & Roll. I'm not
referring to audiophile-type recordings. I'm
talking about air-guitarin' with your tennis
racquet, screamin' into the hairbrush, buttbumpin', groin-grabbin' Rock & Roll. My
only hope is that, with Corey on board,
things can only get better in the future.
My opinion. As always, that and 50¢ will
get me acup ofjava.
JAMES WARLOE
Normal, IL

ENY TYPE

Editor:
Ienjoyed "Records to Die For" in the February 1993 issue (Vol.16 No.2). One "R" set
by this piece, however, would seem to be the
small-typeface record.
The typeface in your other articles is
already small enough—on some evenings
when my eyes are tired Ihave to put down
your book and read another—but this article
was especially difficult. The typeface-size
wars should not be achallenge from publisher to reader; typeface and size should be
chosen to make the book inviting to read.
Please call atruce to this contention between publisher and reader and choose one
or more of the following solutions:
1) Supply amagnifier with each issue
2) Use larger type on larger pages
3) Use larger type on more pages
4) Use larger type and fewer words
Iwould not advocate the first or last of
these solutions.
Please give some consideration to the readability of your magazine, and above all do not
emulate the tiny typeface of this otherwise
enjoyable article in future ones.
JAMES POTZICK
Potomac, MD
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TITILLATE YOUR
Musk is apowerful stimulant,
titillating our senses and
awakening our emotions. Paul
Barton, founder of PSB and a
respected musician and
Recording engineer, designs
lcudspeakers which deliver
pure, natural sound, free
fr3m colorations. The result?
Recorded music that parallels
the live performance. The
acclaimed Stratus Gold and
Stratus Mini offer unparalleled performance, splendid
appearance and unequalled
value. Audition them tpday!
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LISTENING IN ANOTHER ROOM
Editor:
Regarding Robert Deutsch's "Listening in
Another Room" (Feb. '93): The image
desired from astereo system is not holographic. The listener hoping to perceive the
image of an instrument or singer from his
favorite chair does not expect to get up and
walk around that image, even if it is not
projected from beyond the boundaries of the
room. The total sound output radiated from the
speakers cannot, therefore, be the sound areal
instrument or singer would make within the
listening room. Likewise, the sound heard
in "Another Room" results from the same
total speaker output radiation, and must also
be different.
LEON VICK
Raleigh, NC

L.I.A.R.
Editor:
Re: The Acarian Alón report in February '93.
Ihope Robert Deutsch developed his LIAR
test before the November '86 Audio came out.
It was in this issue that Richard C. Heyser
mentioned such atest on p.72 of his review
of the Klipschorn.
ROBERT T.KUNTZ
Medford, OR
Listening to the whole ofaloudspeaker's ouertfrom
outside the room is actually an old idea that I
first
heard expounded in the mid-'70s. Yes, the late
Richard Heyser did mention it in the November'86
Audio, and yes, Mr. Vick, it does reflect the
speaker's overall power output which, with all
speakers other than omnidirectional types, will be
differentfrom their on-axis sound. Nevertheless,
like RD, Ihavefoutul the LIAR test to give agood
correspondence with quality, presumably because
it reveals sharp peaks in the reverberant soundfield
generated by the speaker that affect the overall sound
perceived at the listening seat.
—JA
BLOWING HIS OWN HORN
Editor:
Iwas surprised and delighted by Dick
Olsher's "mini-review" of my horn speaker
system (Stereophile, January 1993, p.185).
Unfortunately, Dick's mind-blowing experience may have caused him to get some of
the details wrong. It is an all-horn system
with no direct radiators. The tweeter is an EV
T-350 horn, the midrange is a300Hz tractrix wooden horn with aDynaudio dome
driver, and the bass is aquarter-size 50Hz
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

folded bass horn with an EVM12L woofer.
A variation of this system was demonstrated
at the 1988 Stereophik Show at Santa Monica,
California (Stereophik, June 1988, p.67). Since
that demo, the system has been upgraded
with better cabling and enclosure damping.
While the tweeter and midrange horns
have their drivers time-aligned, there is a5ms
time delay between the bass horn and the
midrange horn. Yet according to Olsher's
observations, the time delay had no effect on
the system's excellent imaging capabilities.
In fact, this observation is consistent with the
findings of Blauert and Laws (Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America, May 1978,
p.1478), who showed that the threshold of
perceptibility among test subjects for group
delay is greater than several milliseconds
below 500Hz. The crossover point for the
bass horn is 400Hz.
The design details of the midrange horn
and a1/s-size version of the bass horn were
described in my articles in Speaker Builder
(January '86 and February '90, respectively).
Again, Ithank Dick Olsher for his compliments and for destroying the myth that a
well-engineered horn loudspeaker system
can not be made to image properly.
DR. BRUCE EDGAR
Contributing Editor, Speaker Builder
APPROVING THE THIELS
Editor:
Let me quickly second J/Vs approving review
of the Thiel CS2 2speakers (January '93,
p.238). Ihave apair in black lacquer, and they
look almost as good as they sound. Which
is elegant! From the first moment of hearing them last October, Ihave found them one
of the most musical speakers Ihave ever
heard. The sonic colors are there, the musical
values, and virtually throughout the musical
scale that they encompass. And you are right:
the more you listen the better they sound.
You can't have everything from aspeaker,
of course, and Ido miss the bottom octave
or two of the Steinway "snarl" that my
elderly Snell Type As could still pump out.
Having said that, however, Ihave only praise
for the Thiels—and for your sensitive, wellvalued review? Good work! One thing Idid
not see: These speakers sound fine at very
low volume A useful virtue for dinner-party
2Stereophile is really looking good and reading well these days
[Thank you.—Ed.1
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The world's gre,at music has n ,er
sounded better than when played throúgh
an Aucltoliegettetrèlasfic series amplifier
now. Because
new "V" series
kkiYerid power amplifiers' raise your favorite
4
music to aharmonious new pitch. With
greater p?rwers of resolution, focus and
dynamic expression than ever before.

ete

With threetew models -the V35 and
V70 stereo. and V140 monoblocks -the
"V" series allows youto match this
exciting new level of performance to the
level of power you actually need. Each
model sounds as wonderfi2 as the next:
within its respectivè'power range. So you
don't have to sacrifice sonic quality; or
spend more than ypu need to.

The "V" amplifiers employ a>
fully
balanced circuit topology, input-to-output.
to reduce extraneous noise and improve
dynamic contrasts. -Kpatented D.E.C.
circuit and advanced coaxial capacitors
also help reduce distc.rition through the
critical midband frequencies. At startup
and shutdowe -sophisticated new circuits
easeeliellr amplifiers into and out of
theit &anal triode operating mode, wÉileje
the V70 and V140 models also ha*--f.1p.
cooling tó help extend tube life:
-

Music inpe 14y of "V" isn't for everyonê& if music is more than
sonic wallpaper in your life. then you
really dese#e to hear what the "V"
series amplifiers are all about.
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music, etc.
Let me note that the chief music critic of
aprominent newspaper in America's third
largest city owns Thiel's 22, and St. Louis
Symphony Music Director Leonard Sladcin
has them in his listening system, as does Santa
Fe native Charles MacKay, general director
of Opera Theatre of St. Louis gust to mention
three applications that Iknow about). When
you find professional elfflical musicians buying the Thiel CS2 2, you lcnow Jim and Tom
and their associates down in Lexington are
on to something. And it ain't blue grass!
Congratulations to all. J. A. VAN SANT
Santa Fe, NM

THE THIELS ENCORE

Editor:
A comment about 1st-order crossovers,
which JA discussed in the sidebar to his Thiel
CS2 2review in January '93. In an ideal 1storder crossover, the individual drive-units
are each -3dB at the crossover frequency,
compared with -6dB for an ideal LinkwitzRiley 2nd-order crossover. Thus, to get the
combined magnitude response flat, the
drivers must be 90° out ofphase with each
other at the crossover frequency (the woofer
is -45°, the tweeter is +45°). In contrast, for
the 2nd-order crossover, the drivers are both
-90° at the crossover frequency (after reversing the tweeter's polarity), so they are "in
phase" with each other (but not in phase with
the input signal).
What this means is that, for an ideal 1storder crossover, you should not try to listen
on the main response lobe, where the individual drivers reach your ear in phase with
each other. If you listen on this lobe, then the
sound will be relatively insensitive to small
changes in vertical position, but it will show
a+3dB hump in the combined response at
the crossover frequency. (Might this partially
account for the residual brightness JA heard
in the CS2 2?)
I'd like to compliment Stereophiles mix of
subjective impressions combined with and
correlated with measurements—this is useful
from the points of view of both aconsumer
and adesigner. However, I'm alittle uncomfortable with the recent trend toward inclusion of emotional responses like "ability to
play tunes." Ever notice how sex which is
"done" identically can feel great one night
and mediocre another? Or how amilkshake
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

can sometimes "hit the spot" and sometimes
just serve as something to eat? Musical enjoyment is similarly variable, especially when
you're trying to dissect acomponent instead
of trying to enjoy the music!
RALPH GONZALEZ
Wilmington, DE

SUBTRACTING FROM THE MUSIC

Editor:
Ifeel compelled to respond to the letter in the
February 1993 issue from reader Mark L.
Swierczek. Mr. Swierczek took Robert
Harley to task for stating that measurements
were overemphasized. Mr. Swierczek appears
to have totally missed the point.
The emotional content of apiece of music
is, indeed, "inherent in the subject itself." Mr.
Harley did not mean to imply, as Mr. Swierczek assumed, that some components have the
ability to add to the emotional content of the
source, but rather that many components subtract from that content. Emotional content
depends on nuances; loss of emotional
impact equates to loss of information. No conventional measurement as yet can measure
this parameter.
Mr. Swierczek's examples are invalid as
they do not involve loss of information.
However, Gone with the Wind or "The Simpsons" would not have the same effect on the
reader or viewer i£ for example, the last word
in each sentence were omitted.
If one's components can get out of the way,
emotional content will emerge unscathed,
and the listening experience will involve the
listener to the same extent that the live experience would. This is the accuracy Mr.
Swierczek implies is his goal. To paraphrase
Mr. Swierczek, high-end components "would
do well to leave the emotion" in "the music:'
ALAN RAUCHWERGER
South Hackensack, NJ
Mr. Gonzalez is of course correct that the listener's
emotional response to apiece of music is not an absolute. But when confronted by objections like Mr.
Swierczek's, it should be remembered that components that affect the dynamics of arecording can
signecantly change its impact on the listener. Many
years ago, for example, Iwasfooling around with
adix 119 compressor/expander andfound thatjudicious use of the unit could make some recordings
indeed soundflat and uninvolving. As Mr. Rauchwerger suggests, why should it be so surprising that
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The Digital Art
The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by amastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Meridian
Audio recognised its benefits and limitations.
Ten years on, we have built a reputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
established our reputation, second to none, for
understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
promets.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.

A1ERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112,
Eastpoint (Atlanta), GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
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components which change or eliminate sonic nuances
subtractfrom the emotional message present in the
music?
-JA

HITTING HOME RUNS

Editor:
Your January 1993 issue is outstanding. I've
been reading Stereophile for three years; this
is the finest issue Ihave seen.
First, Iwant to compliment Larry Archibald on his insightful, and honest, editorial
("The Final Word"). Churchill's "end of the
beginning" comes when we (White people)
realize and admit we DON'T REALLY
KNOW WHAT BLACK PEOPLE ARE
THINKING, and we don't really understand
what to do to create afair environment for
Black and other disadvantaged people in this
country. We must clear our minds of our
prejudices and assumptions, and just listen to what
others tell us they need to get ahead in
America. When all groups are empowered
to speak for themselves through publications,
radio, and other media, the message will get
through to those with the power to make
major changes in our society. Isalute LA's
invitation to these voices to join Stereophile:
diversity is the true path to growth in any institution.
You hit another home run on "Toys for
Boys?" When my wife listens closely, her ears
are easily the equal of mine in discriminating among components. But she has zero
tolerance for "tech talk" (I'm an engineer),
no interest in reading about audio, and is only
dragged ("kicking and screaming") into an
audio store. But once there, she knows what
she likes, and she's good at explaining it. She
doesn't give adarn whether it's made of
samarium-cobalt or unobtainium, but she'll
tell you within five minutes if she'll have
it in our living room, and the reasons—
sonically, visually, or otherwise. She does
complain about the APPEARANCE of
audio gear, and the complexity of its operation;
yet she's not intimidated by convenient technology: she spends all day on aMacintosh
computer.
"The Jitter Game," "As We See It" (Pacific
Microsonics HDCD system), and the continuing spotlight on Sony's Super Bit Mapping technology collectively comprise the
most enlightening (and promising) set of articles on the topic of how CD technology can
yet be advanced that Ihave seen anywhere
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

to date. Bravo!
And, at last, thank you: JA's review of the
Thiel CS2.2 was "spot on:' in my humble
opinion. As proud owner for ayear now, I
feel the speaker has no significant shortcomings, and many strengths: it is attractive, wellconstructed, fairly priced, and never fails to
reveal another level of performance when
other components in my system are upgraded. (In spite of those jerks at Bose, my
pair have a"point" in their name, and Iintend
to keep referring to it. It will be acold day
in Hell when Ibuy any product from Bose.)
Last August Iwrote Thiel to express my
pleasure with the speakers, and Jim Thiel and
Kathy Gornik (whom Ihad met at adealer
and liked very much) personally responded
with awarm, appreciative letter which Ihave
framed on my office wall. This is what the
High End is supposed to be about: special people bringing pleasure to others through a
commitment to music and audio not explained or justified by greed.
Your Low-Priced Loudspeaker Review
proves you do not pander to the ultra-highend manufacturers. (My apologies for having
previously accused the editors of "losing
sight of all reality." Only aselect minority
among you live "in the stratosphere:' and
these few editors properly address your more
fanatical readers. May they live happily ever
after with their $100,000 systems in their
padded listening rooms; the rest ofus have alijè.)
A happy owner of an EAD processor (don't
run, hear me out), Iwas dubious about Robert
Harley's grasp on reality (Who could remain
sane listening to one processor after
another?), but my recent experience lends
much credibility to Mr. Harley's views.
First Ibrought home aPS Audio UltraLink. Iheard the same qualities spoken of in
the review, but Ididn't place the same value
on some as he had. Overall, Ididn't prefer
it—but Irespected his viewpoint.
Then Ihad the analog section of my EAD
upgraded by agentleman who advertises in
Stereophile (without prior permission, Iwon't
mention names). This upgrade retains the
smooth, relaxed character of the EAD while
1) deepening and tightening the bass, 2)
cleaning up the highs, and 3) enhancing
transparency, imaging, and soundstaging.
The improvements are significant; Inever
grasped the degree of these weaknesses until
they were gone!
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(Nor am Ialone in my enthusiasm: among
his references is adealer who compares the
upgraded EAD favorably to two $4-5k processors he sells, both of which are favored by
Mr. Harley.)
Iapologize: knowing what Inow know, I
CONCUR with the essence of Robert
Harley's criticisms of the stock EAD (though
Istill find afew comments unduly harsh). No
matter: you, and he, should experience how marvelous the upgraded version sounds. One must
assume EAD knowingly compromised on
the analog components to keep within their
target pricing, while building aD/A decoding
section among the best.
"EAD owners, wake up your unit!"
Keep up the good work—I'm learning a
lot from Stereophile.
VICTOR A. LOWELL
San Carlos, CA

TASTES GREAT!
No, LESS FILLING!
Dear Peter Pan:
"I'll never grow up, never grow up, never. .."
Thus sang John Atkinson and his merry
underground band, ca 1992.
Well, the EAD controversy is certainly a
"major" development in the Never Never
Land wherein High End audio now dwells!
Not quite as exquisite as the cable or blindtest controversies, mind you, but still "profound." The priorities in the subjectivist
netherworld become more and more skewed
with each passing year.
Iwonder what these guys (staff writers and
others) were doing while their kids were
growing up (and whether they worry about
alienation). Maybe the audio obsession took
the place of such mundane social conventions
as child-rearing and other hobbies. Dick
Olsher, in aSymphonic-Line amp review,
even brings in his son to regurgitate some
high-end platitudes. Nonsense! What assbackwards priorities! When these folks turn
65 and no one gives adamn, let's see if this
activity was agood investment of time. Itrust
that even Mr. Holt is shaking his head in
dismay these days. Has he created aFrankenstein?
Reading this stuff (yes, I'm amusic lover)
is not only abore but uninformative as well. Take
your pick:
30 days to amore powerful vocabulary
Seminar in the "philosophy of sound"
Who is the most discerning in the West?
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

At least while you're aphilosophy or theology major you accumulate credits for this
kind of metaphysical investigation. Young
adults with apenchant for writing (Greenberg is cherished for this reason) can understandably get carried away by youthful excess. For older gents, what awaste of precious
time! Your high priests of sonics aren't exactly
saving souls.
What are you doing, exactly? When adults
in the scientific community offer criticism
(not insult, just criticism), you dismiss them
petulantly like Peter Pan. Your ears suddenly
close shut while you hold your breath. (I
believe that Robin Williams will be cast as
John Atkinson in Stereophile, The Movie. [What?
De Niro turned it down? Tom Cruise wasn't available?—Ed.])
Thank God that the Lehnert-inspired controversies surrounding Enya (Is she great?)
and popular music vs "classical" involve art
per se. The object of the discussion there has
areference point that can be addressed by the
reader. One might be exposed to new music
horizons in the process. But how does one
develop an opinion regarding the correct
microdescription of acomponent's coloration? Do we all buy each device only to sit
around in candlelight trading adjectives?
"Rolled off" "No, analog-like." Tastes great,
or less filling? Who's better: Mantle or Mays,
Moffat or Tiefenbrun? Boys will be boys;
some just never grow up!
The rare negative review now invites outrage from some chronologically old children.
We've progressed (or regressed) to the point
that one rotten adjective dropped by a"chosen" one can cause these kids to trade in or
cease enjoying acomponent. Many of us out
here in the real world would have stuck with
the "mainstream" press if we'd wanted only
positive reinforcement. Every product can't
be both outstanding sonically and afine value.
After the smoke clears, we end up merely
with an audio tout sheet: "Who do you like
for aDAC at less than akilobuck?" "Well,
Harley likes the Theorem this week. .."
"Over at The Absolute Sound they like. .." If
Iwant to read touts, I'll go to the race track.
Enough already!
STEPHANIE M AZE
New York, NY

HESAID IT. ..
Editor:
As an audiophile and an avid reader, Isub-
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live music.
Had nature intended sounds to travel only forward,
acoustics would be asimple science.
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M-si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only rytural.
Because what defines the sound nf music is as much
Tihe physical space surrounding them as the instruments
tirselks. In reproducing music, aloudspeaker must
place you, the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
But before you audition the Mil Sees at your
Mirage dealer, take in alive concert or two.
Thenyof can experience for yourself just how
unforgettably life-like the M-si's really are.
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MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
See the music.'
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scribe to many magazines. Iwant to widen
time campaigning for President under the
my base of opinions on gear and decided
Natural Law party? When Iread his "Manurecently to purchase afew back issues of The
facturer's Comment" in the January issue,
Irecognized the name and got ahunch that
Absolute Sound.
After reading Randy Wells's letter about
maybe a"natural law" candidate just might
"accurate, comprehensive reviewing" by The
be associated with acompany called "EnAbsolute Sound (Stereophile, February '93), I lightened Audior First it was Anthony H.
finally feel compelled to write.
Cordesman on national TV talking about the
Yes, Mr. Wells, Stereophile did not give your
best strategy to raid Baghdad. Now this.
beloved EAD DSP-7000 agreat review. But
Next, will we discover that J. Gordon Holt
why must you then feel threatened about
and L. Ron Hubbard are one and the same?
your purchasing decision? The reviews here
STEVE NADLER
are merely atool, and ahighly subjective one
Plaistow, NH
at that.
You see, Ilike tight and well-controlled
It is my understanding that Dr. Hagelin was indeed
bass, my friend likes thick'n'lumpy bass. I the Natural Law candidate in the 1992 election.
drive aHonda, he drives apiece of crap, and
Regarding Mr. Nadler's conjecture, it might be sigthat is all that matters. You are happy with
recant thatJGH and the late Mr. Hubbard were
the EAD and that is all that should matter.
never observed in the same room together. But
Idon't like your processor, Mr. Wells, nor
probably not, because high-end audio is not areligdo Ilike The Absolute Sound. When Iwant a ion, is it?
—JA
review or recommendation, Iwant it from
the person who is both listening to the piece
CGVS. MFSL
of gear and who is writing the article. Ican't
Editor:
take seriously amagazine whose writer is
Iam responding to Corey Greenberg's
recommending asystem and then goes on to
review of the Dunhill Compact Classics reissay he's never heard it, though.
sues on 24k gold in January 1993.
A few examples of this can be found in
Ithought the purpose of arecord review
TAS's recent recommendations of high-end
was to inform the reader as to the musical
systems at different price points (December
content of the disc, the style of artistic expres'92). Thomas Miller says, on p.84, that "I am
sion, and how the disc actually sounds.
relying on the advice of my colleagues" in
In reference to sonic merit, Iwould expect
regard to an amplifier he recommended.
information presented on how the DCC disc
What's this, he did not audition his choice?
compares to the original LP and the standard
Then Anthony Chiarella goes on to recomissue on CD. Mr. Greenberg does indude his
mend aClassé amp (p.86), and although Ilike
opinions here, but he also deliberately
Classé, he did not audition it. Sure, he relies
attempts to discredit the fine work Mobile
on their reputation, but that should be an
Fidelity Sound Labs has done. Iam still tryaudio no-no.
ing to figure out how this can possibly relate
So you see, Mr. Wells, it would be advisto MFSL when they have not reissued any
able to look alittle harder at the things you
of these titles. Itherefore condude that he has
perceive to be perfect. Stereophile is not perfect
apersonal problem with MFSL. Furthereither (sorry, guys). You will find genuinely
more, his tone is very angry when he makes
sincere subjective reviews here in these pages
his unfair comparisons.
of Stereophile; simply that the reviewers do
Isimply feel that his remarks were not necessary and did not serve the subscribers of
not agree with you is not areason to invalidate your preferences or past purchases.
your magazine. Perhaps aforum other than
RICHARD D. PETRILLA
arecord review would be better suited for his
Columbus, OH
anger and his trivial conversation with
Michael Fremer.
ENLIGHTENED?
I look forward to Mr. Greenberg's
Editor:
response May Ibe so bold as to suggest that
Is John S. Hagelin, Ph.D., Director of Reawritten apology to MFSL would be in
order?
RICHARD A. DEVINCENTIS
search for Enlightened Audio Designs, the
New Castle, PA
same Dr. John Hagelin who bought TV air
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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SFP-1

Phono Stage

• 57 dB of overall Gain (20 dB MC/37 dB MM) -internally switchable
•finest quality passive components such as MIT MultiCap, Solen,
Wima, Kimber Kable and RCA connectors, Vishay, Holco, etc...
•fully regulated supplies and shielded raw power supply
• matched, selected and tested signal tubes (12AT7A and 6DJ8)
• RIAA accuracy: + 0.3 DB (passive high frequency/active low
frequency)
• moving coil section is adirect coupled J-Fet stage integrated with an
all tube moving magnet/RIAA section
• both resistive and capacitive loading can be altered internally

$ 1095 US($ 1295 CDN)
The perfect complement to the SFL-1 Line Stage Preamplifier.

SFC-1

Control Amplifier

The SFC-1 is configured like an INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER but is actually
ahigh sensitivity power amp with the switching and control functions
of our SFL-1 preamplifier. Perfect for all your line level sources such as
CD, TUNER, DAT, VIDEO, TAPE, etc...
• similar parts quality as all our other SONIC FRONTIERS products
• 50 watts per channel (continuous)
• integrated bias meter with individual adjustment controls
• 60 lbs of high quality tube electronics

$ 1795 US($ 2195 CDN)
An unprecedented value for the budget-minded audiophile who does
not wish to sacrifice on quality!

SONIC FRONTIERS
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760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471
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US: John Atkinson

Iwholeheartedly endorse dealers putting on
seminars so that their customers can talk with
visiting manufacturers, designers, editors, or
whomever. What Iwould like to institute
with this issue, therefore, is adealer "bulletin
board" in which we list this month's worth
of coming events. The idea was originally
suggested by Liz Fernandez and Peter
McGrath of Florida's Sound Components,
and Peter's wife Susan.
For example, on April 15, Progressive
Audio, 1764 North High Street, Columbus,
OH, is presenting aTheta Digital seminar,
featuring Mike Moffat. (Mike was interviewed in Stereophile in October 1992.) Seating is said to be limited, so call Progressive
at (614) 299-0565 for times and reservations.
Dealers holding such events should fax me
the when, where, and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of publication: ie, if you're holding an event in June,
you should get the details to me by April 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention
ofJohn Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board!'

New York: Jack English

On Friday, January 22, Dave Wasserman's
and Bob Engelhardt's Stereo Exchange store
in lower Manhattan unveiled an absolutely
marvelous audio tool. Unfortunately, it is one
that none of us will ever own—an acousti36

cally minimalized listening room. Room Zero
(as it is called) took over 15 months to build,
at acost of over $120,000, and was designed
by acoustician Frances Milano, who has done
similar work in designing recording studios.
Key elements of the room were customized
products from both RPG and Acoustic
Sciences (both of whose products have been
reviewed in Stereophile). While the room has
yet to be voiced, Ifound it remarkable visually as well as sonically.
To launch the new room, Amis Balgavis
and the (Westchester) Audiophile Society
jointly sponsored an unveiling. While impatiently waiting for assigned turns to participate in the demo of the new room, the
Audiophile Society's magazine, The Audiophile Voice, ran adiscussion meeting featuring
reviewers from The Absolute Sound, TAI', and
Stereophile, with food and drink as well.
George Stanwick, asalesman from Stereo
Exchange, ran the all-too-brief demonstrations. The system consisted of the following:
Well-Tempered Fountainhead Classic tonearm and turntable; van den Hul MC-1; Wadia
2000 transport and processor with an ST
connection; Conrad-Johnson Premier 7B
preamp and Premier Eight monoblock amps;
MIT 330E interconnects and 750E CVT
speaker cables; all feeding the oft-praised
B&W Matrix 800 loudspeakers. In my own
brief listening, Iwas unable to hear any
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reflected sounds coming from the room itself.
This was very encouraging—Room Zero
was specifically designed to be the ultimate
comparator. The intent was to build aroom
which would allow equipment to be the focal
point of what is heard. As best as Icould
ascertain, the listening environment had
achieved this objective.
Stereo Exchange intends to use Room Zero
for demonstrations, by appointment only.
They do not intend to use the room as a
means of selling services to build or treat
listening rooms. Room Zero's sole purpose
is to offer astate-of-the-art environment for
the audition of audio equipment. Stereo
Exchange's commitment to New York-area
audiophiles is to be congratulated. Those of
you not from New York now have another
reason to make the trip.

*tis
Canada: Robert Harley

The Canadian high-end manufacturer
Museatex recently announced a"friendly
merger" with Analog and Digital Systems
Inc., better known as a/d/s/. The two companies exchanged shares, forming aholding
company called a/d/s/ Technologies. The
merger became official on February 1, 1993.
The merger was envisioned as away of
achieving "cross-pollination" between the
two companies—Museatex needed largerscale manufacturing and distribution, a/d/s/
wanted the design and engineering talents
at Museatex. The result should be abroader
market for Museatex's technology, particularly in car audio. Museatex will continue
to design, manufacture, and market Museatex
and Meitner products from their Calgary
headquarters; a/d/s/ will also continue to market products under the a/d/s/ brand name. The
two companies intend to remain separate
entities, with each addressing adifferent market segment.
Kurien Jacob, formerly President of
Museatex, became President and CEO of
both companies; Ed Meitner, Chief Engineer
at Museatex, assumed the role of Executive
Vice President of Engineering at the two
firms. Former a/d/s/ President Dr. Godehard
Guenther is now Chairman of the Board of
a/d/s/ Technologies.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

ew
UK/Japan: Robert Harley

Nimbus Records of England recently announced anew technology that provides up
to 135 minutes of frill-motion video and stereo digital audio from aCompact Disc. The
new discs will play back on astandard CD
player with adigital output; the S/PDIF data
stream feeds an external decoder that turns
digital data into video for display on astandard television or video monitor.
The Nimbus CD-Video is made possible
by two technologies: 1) anew video data
compression system, and 2) Nimbus's doubledensity CD mastering technique.
The video data compression scheme is
based on achipset made by C-Cube Microsystems of Milpitas, California. Video data
compression drastically reduces the number
of bits needed to represent adigital video signal. The compressed video, stored on aCD,
is then decompressed during playback by
Nimbus's external decoder using the CCube chipset. Initial reports suggest that the
decoder will be available within ayear and
cost less than $200.
The second technology is a new CD
mastering technique that doubles the information density on CD by making smaller
pits. Few technical details of the "doubledensity" mastering were available, but the
process uses half-sized pits and aslower disc
speed to achieve the 135-minute playing
time. Reportedly, standard CD players have
no trouble reading the small pits, and the
rotational servo systems in most players will
lock to the slower speed. Track pitch has also
been reduced from 1.6µm to 1.24m. CDVideo discs mastered with this technique can
be replicated for the same price as conventional CDs, according to aNimbus spokesman. A "quadruple-density" CD is reportedly in the works that will provided fulllength, broadcast-quality video in widescreen format.
Nimbus demonstrated the CD-Video system at MIDEM (the annual music industry
conference) in France in January. The fully
functional unit was claimed to be aproduction model rather than aprototype. Picture
quality was reportedly better than VHS.
Nimbus claims that arecordable version will
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be available within ayear—about the same
time the decoder boxes are scheduled for
delivery.
If the Nimbus CD-Video becomes a
reality—particularly the recordable version—
it could challenge both VCRs and LaserVision videodiscs. The Nimbus system would
be, in essence, asmaller, random-access digital VCR and provide disc playback of video
with amuch lower software manufacturing
cost than LaserVision. It remains to be seen,
however, if the compressed video quality
approaches that of LaserVision. Nimbus
claims CD-Video's picture quality is "at least
as good as LaserDisc."
Meanwhile, JVC announced plans for a
high-resolution CD-Video format to be
available when anew compression algorithm, MPEG-2, is standardized! The company is working on aquadruple-density CD
using ahigher rotational speed and narrower
tracks. When combined with MPEG-2, the
JVC format would provide "broadcastquality," widescreen-format video on CD.
No availability dates were announced.
Philips has also joined the video-on-CD
bandwagon; they plan to demonstrate fullmotion video on the CD-I format at the June
CES in Chicago.
Whichever company's technology triumphs, it seems inevitable that full-motion
video on aCompact Disc will soon become
areality.

US: John Atkinson

Back in February (pp34-35), we published
two letters from readers who were having
difficulties with their BRB amplifiers, the
company apparently no longer trading. We
have since heard from Harry Bunting, one
of the founders of BRB, who has informed
us that anyone having aBRB amplifier in
need of service should call him at (408)
736-6492.

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Nearly acentury has passed since Wallace
Sabine began to put concert-hall acoustics
1The standardization committee for video and audio data
compression systems is called Moving Pictures Experts
Group (MPEG).
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on ascientific footing in the course of designing Boston's Symphony Hall. (In his honor,
the acoustic absorption of aroom's walls is
measured in sabins.) But after 90-odd years,
concert-hall design is not yet afully developed science. Consequently, while some
modern halls produce splendid sound, many
other recently designed halls have disappointed both musicians and audiences (for
example, Washington's Kennedy Center
auditorium, where Lew Lipnick plays in
the National Symphony, and the Barbican
Centre in London).
Obviously new information is needed.
There have been scattered efforts by individual researchers to develop measurements
that might explain why some halls sound
wonderful and others do not, but they have
met with only partial success. To coordinate
such research, acoustical consultants on several continents have formed the Concert Hall
Research Group under the leadership of Leo
Beranek, who wrote the classic texts on
acoustics and concert-hall design. One of the
group's first projects is to assemble aunified,
up-to-date database of the measured characteristics of existing concert halls. Researchers
at three different centers (Copenhagen's
Technical University, Canada's National
Research Council, and the University of
Florida's Architecture Technology Research
Center) have been making measurements for
several years that differed in many details but
were fundamentally similar in character. A
sonic impulse is produced on-stage while
directional microphones in the audience area
capture the initial sound and its many reflections. The measurements are analyzed to calculate the strength of the reflections as afunction of direction, time-delay, frequency
content, reverberation time vs frequency, etc.
Before the measurements could be compared, it was necessary to evaluate the differences in measuring technique. For example,
one group had been using apistol shot for
its on-stage sound, another fed acomputergenerated impulse through a 12-sided
speaker; and one group used acombination
of omni and figure-eight microphones to
obtain directional data, while another used
microphones in adummy head to mçasure
the inter-aural correlation of signals at the
two ears. To see how such differences affect
the resulting data, all three teams brought
their equipment to Boston and measured
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Symphony Hall on the same day last May,
placing their sound sources and microphones
at the same location and height. The three
groups moved on to make simultaneous
measurements in atotal of nine US concert
halls during atwo-week comparison.
The first results yielded comparisons close
enough to validate the hope that when the
analysis is complete this year, the data that
have been collected in recent years by the
three separate teams can be combined into
adatabase containing unified measurements
of about 100 important concert halls in
Europe, North America, and Japan. There
are hopes that the group may also manage
to sponsor measurements in halls with
audiences, to see how they differ from
empty-hall data. Then the really interesting
work of the Concert Hall Research Group
can begin: correlating the acoustic measurements with the architectural characteristics
of the halls and with listening judgments, in
the hope of discovering reliable rules for
designing great-sounding halls.
Of course, new concert halls aren't built
every week. New information about designing for good sound is likely to be used more
immediately, and much more widely, in two
other ways: 1) to refine the design of electronic ambience-synthesis circuits for both
studio and home use; and 2) to improve the
acoustics of existing halls, especially of multipurpose halls that may house asymphony
orchestra one day and aconference on economics the next. This activity is known as
"electronic architecture" and involves using
electronics and speakers to add artificial
reverberation to halls whose physical acoustics are too dead for music. More halls are
being built today using electronically assisted
reverberation than traditional concert halls
that rely solely on natural acoustics.
At last fall's AES convention an interesting
paper (Preprint 3383, "Room Impression,
Reverberation, and Warmth in Rooms and
Halls") was presented by David Griesinger,
the principal designer of Lexicon's digital
ambience-synthesis processors for studio and
home use. His theory is that the subjective
impression of being surrounded by (or
immersed in) asound-field is related to very
quick fluctuations in the apparent position
of the sound-source. (Both phenomena are
caused by lateral reflections that produce
rapidly varying wave-interference cancelSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

lations at the two ears.)
Incidentally, at the Las Vegas CES Joel Silverman of Lexicon put on one of the most
persuasive demonstrations of surround
sound that I've heard. The sign over the
entrance drew listeners into the booth by
promising aHome Theater demo. But during the first part of the demo the large video
screen showed only still pictures of musical
instruments, while musical recordings were
played—first in stereo and then with the Lexicon CP-3 surround system operating. I've
had alot of practice listening to surround systems, but when the CP-3 was switched in I
wasn't aware of any sound coming from the
rear speakers. The recorded sound of asolo
piano was suddenly transformed from a
rather flat and lifeless image to arounded,
full-bodied, three-dimensional sound that
delivered areal flavor of the Steinways Ihave
played. Only after thus demonstrating how
the subliminal use of surround processing
makes the reproduction of recorded music
more true-to-life did Silverman play amovie
excerpt with Dolby Surround. It was awonderfully sneaky way to convey the message
that surround technology is not just for home
theater.

Connecticut:
Robert Harley &
John Atkinson
Krell decided not to attend the 1993 WCES,
instead devoting their resources to unveiling new product lines to the press, dealers,
and international distributors at their factory
immediately following the Show. As it wasn't
possible for Stereophiles editors to fly straight
to Connecticut immediately after the CES,
we called Krell for information.
First, Krell has introduced abudget DSPbased processor, the $2850 Studio 2. The unit
comes standard with every input type (AT&T
ST-Type optical, AES/EBU, Toslink, coax),
and both single-ended and balanced outputs.
The new top-of-the-line Krell converter is
the $14,000 Reference 64, atwo-chassis, 64xoversampling processor which replaces the
SBP-64X. Owners of the SBP-64X can have
their units upgraded at the factory to Reference 64 status for $5600. The existing SBP64X power supply is modified to work with
the Reference 64, and Krell simply swaps the
processor portion in the customer's unit.
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Top of the Krell Digital line is
the $14,000 Reference 64.

Krell's Studio 2offers every type of
data input for $2850.

Similarly, owners of the Krell SBP-32X
can upgrade their units to the Studio processor for $1600. The 32-X's analog board is
replaced, new software is installed, and the
power supply is modified. All Krell upgrades
are factory-direct.
Krell's amplifier ranges have been similarly
updated. Though the Audio Standard, MDA500, and MDA-300 monoblocks, and the
KSA-5 headphone amplifier are all still available, the stereo stalwarts of the Krell line, the
KSA-250 and KSA-150, are gone? replaced
by new models featuring the "sustained plateau biasing" developed for the Audio Standard amplifier. Rather than the brute-force,
constant-current, class-A output-stage biasing that has been afeature of Krell amplifier
design since the beginning, the patentpending "sustained plateau biasing" allows
an amplifier to get the sonic benefits of full
class-A operation with very much less
production of waste heat. Fundamentally, the
bias level tracks the signal: an "anticipator"
circuit with aslew rate of 1800V/res allows
the bias to rise instantaneously to meet the
music's demand, but not subside until acertain period of time has elapsed. A class-A
amplifier dissipates ahuge amount of heat
when passing no signal; Krell's new circuit
topology allows an amplifier to remain cool
when it is not required to amplify asignal.
The new models are the KSA-50S, KSA100S, KSA-200S, and KSA-300S, costing
2Krell will be announcing an upgrade program for owners
of KSA-1 50s and '250s to have their amplifiers modified for
sustained plateau biasing and to incorporate aversion of the
new models' cosmetics. Price and availability were still to be
announced as we went to press.
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$2800, $4650, $6500, and $8500, respectively.
An interesting feature of these amplifiers'
power-supply designs is that they are
manufactured to be country-specific in terms
of line frequency and voltage A US amplifier
running on 60Hz and 120V cannot be restrapped internally to run on the 50Hz, 240V
found in the UK, for example, without being
sent back to the factory. Given the way technology has allowed makers of lap-top computers to supply universal power supplies that
will work anywhere in the world without
adaptors, this would seem to be aretrograde
step. However, Krell hopes by doing this to
cope with the increasing amount of "greymarket" sales afflicting the international High
End.3The Martin-Logan Aerius electrostatic
loudspeaker is similar, for example, in that
its internal power supply detects the frequency of the AC supply and won't work if
it is not that to which it has been set.

UK: Ken Kessler

A colleague just returned from Moscow,
reporting that vinyl is alive and well and costing around 30 pence (42e) per LP. In hard,
Western currency—especially dollars. He
could only carry back so many LPs in his
valise, but did bring me Russian pressings of
the Beatles' Abbey Road and aLed Zeppelin
double The vinyl is flat and perfect and the
sound good enough to make you want to fly
to Russia with lots of cash and empty suitcases. He also said that there wasn't aCD
player in sight, that the average Russian's total
monthly wage is only enough to buy 1.3
CDs at Moscow prices, and that it looks like
vinyl will continue to be pressed there for
some time yet.
But things are changing, and—from acollector's viewpoint—not necessarily for the
worse Because Europe became asingle market on January 1, 1993, the British government now has to accept certain forbidden
practices which are not illegal in other European territories. On the sleazy side, hard-core
porn could soon flood the UK, despite Great
3Iwas recently told that one US retailer sells more of acertain
high-end speaker system in Europe than do all its manufacturers' European distributors combined.
—JA
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Britain having some of the toughest censorship laws in the Western World. (One can
only imagine how your typical British civil
servant would react to the porno exhibits at
the Sahara Hotel during the 1993 Las Vegas
CES. ..)
This pandering to stifled British libidos
will occur in two ways, the most controversial being the beaming into the nation's
homes of the myriad hardcore porno satellite
stations—especially "Red Hot Dutch" from
the Netherlands, which has received so much
free publicity from the mainstream newspapers that the satellite vendors have enjoyed
awelcome boost in sales. And with national
borders all but disappearing, innocent daytrippers off to France for cheap wine might
also wend their way toward Denmark for
saucy videos. A spokesperson for the British
censor interviewed on TV showed more
concern for quantity imports for resale than
acouple of smutty films purchased for home
use. And what does this mean for those who
prefer aural to oral? Welcome back the venerable bootleg.
Bootlegs are, in comparison to porno,
utterly innocent. True, they infuriate the
artists and record companies because of lost
revenues, but collectors love 'em to pieces
because they're the only method possible for
acquiring rare performances, outtakes, and
the like. Until this year, the mere presence of
asingle bootleg LP or CD in aretailer's racks
could mean the shop's closure, alarge fine
(£5000 is not unusual), and confiscation of
the shop's entire legitimate stock. So you can
imagine my surprise upon attending arecent
record fair—usually worth visiting only for
used vinyl, promo items, and singles—and
finding astall selling only bootleg CDs. And
what aselection! Hundreds and hundreds of
slick, professionally produced bootlegs, with
an artist selection ranging from AC-DC to
Zappa and priced only £1 more than legitimate, commercial CDs.
The young man behind the table was, at
first, unwilling or unprepared to divulge anything until Ishowed him press rather than
police credentials. While Iwas having ahard
time controlling my saliva flow as Ilooked
over 30 or so Beatles bootlegs I'd never seen
before, countless Doors and Dylan, acouple from the Kinks, too many to count from
Neil Young and Led Zep—even three from
the Bangles!—I did learn that he was as mysSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

tified as his customers.
Given that all of the bootlegs originated
from continental Europe—three countries
in particular which are members of the
EEC—and that they are legal or quasi-legal
on their home turf, such CDs are therefore
above prosecution in the UK. Or so the seller
thought them to be. As the fair was only one
of the many he'd attended since the first of
January, and as he hadn't been hassled even
once by the boys in blue, he assumed that
bootlegs had been decriminalized. Or the
police were finally looking the other way, at
criminals more in need of catching, like
rapists, muggers, car thieves, and lawyers.
And so did the fair visitors and the other
sellers assume it was OK to flog unauthorized music. They looked on with admiration/envy at his table, swamped by collectors
fighting for alook at the semi-illicit wares,
eager to hand over their shekels for discs they
could only dreamed about the day before,
CDs they might acquire if they managed to
hit the right shops on the Continent. Talk
about brisk business: at £14 ($21) per CD,
Ifigure that the table took more money that
Saturday than the local Our Price discount
chain. Then again, January was abad month
for new releases.
Igave the guy my phone number because
Iwas desperate for one CD which had just
sold out and Icouldn't wait the three months
until the next record fair. And Ifeared the
possibility that he might be busted between
now and the end of April. It could be my last
chance to find Buffalo Springfield Stampede.
Would he post me acopy? No sweat.
Three days later, the phone rings. "You the
bloke who wants aBuffalo Springfield CD?"
said aheavy, menacing voice straight out of
The Long Good Friday.
"Er, yes," Ireplied, watching my career
pass before my eyes should this turn out to
be some sort of heinous setup.
"Right. Where do you want it sent?"
Itold him. "How should Ipay you?"
"I'll send you an invoice separately. Don't
want anything on paper."
Iprodded him abit. "Can you send me a
catalog?"
"Like Isaid, nothing on paper."
Which kinda contradicts the mix of caution and fearlessness shown by the man at the
record fair. Suffice it to say, the CD hasn't
arrived yet.
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US: John Atkinson

Changes of address for amplifier companies
on each side of the country:
The David Berning Company is now at
12430 McCrossin Lane, Potomac, MD
20854. Their telephone number remains the
same at (301) 926-3371. Klyne Audio Arts
can now be found at 20604 Grand Mound
Way SW, Centralia, WA 98531-9612. Tel:
(206) 273-8477; Fax: (206) 273-6991.

US: Don Scott

Researchers at the Department of Energy's
Oak Ridge National Laboratory have anew
technology that could enable an entire music
library to be stored on asingle disc. The
breakthrough is called Surface-Enhanced
Raman Optical Data Storage (SERODS),
which is based on an optical effect called
Raman scattering: when laser light shines on
amolecule, the molecule vibrates and scatters
the light. The scattered light is modulated at
the frequency corresponding to the molecule's vibration. Additionally, in the last ten
years scientists have noticed that when
molecules are near amicrostructural metal
surface, Raman scattering is enhanced up to
100 million times. This is called surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS). When
Tuan Vo-Dinh, agroup leader at ORNL's
Health and Safety Research Division, and
David L. Stokes, adoctoral student at the
University of Tennessee, applied the effect
to optical storage, SERODS was born.
Current CD technology stores data as
transitions between sequentially recorded
bumps and flat lands on the disc surface. A
detector reads the disc by distinguishing
between laser light that is reflected from the
valleys and the bumps. By contrast, SERODS
relies on differences on the molecular scale.
In the process, avirgin master disc is coated
with microscopic silver-colored beads. These
promote an intense SERS effect before any
bit information is encoded. A laser then
"writes" on the disc by modifying the molecule substrate interactions by orienting the
molecules in the coating. This changes the
molecules' light-emitting properties and creates bit information. For instance, agroup
of molecules that once stood on end can be
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

altered so that they lie flat. This rearrangement creates amolecular "hole" in which the
intensity of the SERS Effect is decreased, giving adifference between the optical behavior
in these regions and the microscopic regions
on the disc that are unaltered by the laser.
Initial experiments have given 100 times
more storage capacity than current CD or
computer disk technology. Vo-Dinh states
that the theoretical limit of the concept, when
fully developed, could mean a100,000-fold
improvement in storage efficiency.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

When were the first stereo recordings made?
The usual answer is about 60 years ago. Some
experimental stereo recordings may have
been made in England during the 1930s by
Alan D. Blumlein, while he was developing
the comprehensive theory of stereo that he
published in patent applications. Meanwhile,
on this side of the ocean, engineers at Bell
Laboratories conducted numerous experiments with stereo sound during 1931-33,
including stereo recordings of several performances by Leopold Stokowski and the
Philadelphia Orchestra. About ten years ago
some of those early Bell stereo recordings
were released on aspecial LP.
Those probably were the first recordings
that were intentionally made in stereo. But
some earlier recordings could have captured
stereo perspective by accident. Several years
ago aCalifornia record collector named Brad
Kay reported that EMI may still have accidental stereo recordings in its vaults. Before
the era of magnetic tape, recordings were
mastered directly onto wax discs. Then, as
now, engineers normally used two recording
machines—the second serving as asafety
backup in case of aproblem with the first.
Today the output from the mixer or preamp
is split to feed two tape decks. But in the
1920s mixers weren't often used; typically
asingle microphone was connected directly
to the disc mastering machine. To feed the
backup recorder the engineers could either
use amike splitter or set up asecond microphone. If an engineer chose the latter course
for any reason, the resulting primary and
backup discs would have been recorded from
slightly different perspectives.
Kay was able to find matched pairs of discs
that were recorded at the same sessions but
with different mastering numbers. By play-
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The occasion was arecording for the
newly established record label B&W Music.
B&WM will incorporate previous titles produced and/or sponsored by B&W, many of
them originating from the company's involvement—due to the enthusiasm of B&W
President Robert Trunz—in the Montreux
Jazz Festival over many years. On this occasion the London studio venue was recording engineer and producer Mark St. John's
"145 Wardour Street."
St. John, aman of strong opinions, is far
from reticent in sharing them.5 He remains
unconvinced by digital technology, either as
arecording medium or in electronically synthesized and digitally processed musical
instruments. He claims—and Imust admit
to being in broad agreement with him—that
the vast majority of studio installations for
digital encoding and decoding substantially
degrade both "life" and low-level ambient
decay when compared with agood 15ips
halftrack analog tape master, with or without
Dolby SR noise reduction.
The band has some unusual components:
José Neto plays aParradis "electric" guitar,
which has nylon strings for ultimate playability and expression, each string having its
own mechanico-acoustic sensor. This stateof-the-art device operated via its own control
system, which included aPoly SUBBASS.
Gary Meek also played some keyboards,
these standard devices such as aRoland D50.
A key component of Fourth World is the
marvelously varied percussion of Airto
Moreira. In addition to over 150 instruments
collected from all over the world, he also has
afew drums and the odd cymbal. Many of
his sounds are found or invented from everyday objects, even scrap materials. When playing, he can access these at lightning speed and
in time, even when the music is proceeding
UK: Martin Colloms
Courtesy of B&W, Irecently attended a at afurious pace and with ahigh improvisational content.
recording session for the band Fourth World,
Recording these sounds presents the
which features the highly musical talents of
engineer with special problems. Close mike
Airto Moreira, Flora Purim, José Neto, and
positions are impossible, as many of the
Gary Meek.
instruments are waved violently about and
4The first stereo playback (as opposed to recording) could
don't remain in tidily defined locations.

and if they could be played in sync, authentic
Edison-cylinder stereo might be obtained.
Of course that's not likely to happen. Even
if two surviving cylinders could be found
that were made on the same day, they probably wouldn't be from the same take. At
many sessions the musicians were required
to repeat their performance over and over
again to generate the multiple masters that
were needed. This eventually became the
cylinder's downfall.
When Emile Berliner co-founded the Victor Talking Machine company to manufacture flat "gramophone" records, he could
promise convenient one-take recording
because many thousands of flat discs could
be replicated from just one master. The ease
of recording asong in asingle performance,
in contrast to the multiple takes required to
produce alarge quantity of cylinders, attracted the world's leading singers to the disc
format—Enrico Caruso, Feodor Chaliapin,
John McCormack, et al. And efficient massproduction allowed discs to be priced lower
than cylinders at retail. Edison enthusiasts
continued to claim that cylinders sounded
better than flat discs, and Edison continued
to produce them until the 1920s, but it was
alosing battle. (Today's LP lovers will be
excused for thinking that they are repeating
aprevious life.)
To sum up, we can say with confidence
that the first stereo recordings were made at
least 60 years ago. It's possible that stereo
sound may even have been recorded as long
as 100 years ago ,
4 but we'll never know.

well date back to the very earliest days of sound recording.
In the late 19th century, the stage of the Paris Opera was wired
with anumber of telephone type microphones, each of which
fed asingle telephone earpiece in aremote location. If, instead
of alistener placing an earpiece to asingle ear, he or she had
placed one to each ear, they would have heard something very
similar to binaural stereo, the two microphones being spaced
apart. But we will never know whether anyone did indeed
try this experiment.
—JA
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5With hair down to his butt, earrings worthy of an unrepentant biker, tights rather than trousers, and adistinctly heavymetal air, he hardly seems acandidate for producing anything
twee. Which is good news for those of us who detest lame
audiophile discs. Unlike most modern producers, St. John
actually preaches "natural sound recording"; it's enough for
me that he's worked with James Brown and Percy Sledge.
—MC
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The new Naim CDI
Getting things right the first lime is
atradition at Nains Audio.
U'hich is why our first CD player,
the CDS, has received such worldwide acclaim.
We are now delighted to introduce
a second model, the Nains CDI.
The Nains CD] incorporates all of
the technological innovation and
expertise gained from the develop.
tuent of the CDS. Designed to be the
best

in its class and devoid of

gimmicks, here is an affordable player
capable of pros iding true musical
enjoyment.

Its a
Peach

Our efforts are bearing fruit.

\o‘‘ ‘ou know what's in aNain.

naim audio.north amencainc.
:

North Sedgu ick Street •Chicago •Illinois bool4 •Tel (312) 944 0217
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St. John tries very hard to capture ahighly
natural tonal quality, including directional
and spatial content. Traditional directional
microphones (mainly acrossed pair of AKG
C414s) were used at far-field locations in
view of the size and frequency response of
the instruments. These were backed by no
less than three true spatial pickups: an original
Mk.1 Calrec (AIVIS) SoundField mike with
special facilities for enhanced two-channel
work, aSound Sphere by Sennheiser, and
finally the latest Neumann binaural dummyhead system. To provide true stereo information, these tnikes were placed about ameter
away, well above the percussion table, in contrast to the usual pan-potted synthesis which
passes for stereo in many systems.
St. John is renowned for his collection of
historic microphones, each chosen to match
the character of the instrument concerned.
A rich evocation of a"Stan Getz" sound was
desired for Gary Meek's 1938 saxophone,
captured with aperiod mike—a large STC
ribbon—avoiding the shrieky sound present on so many modern recordings. A tubed
Neumann U47 was preferred for vocals. For
one track, the plan was for Airto to let rip

with his unique tambourine solo out on
Soho's Wardour Street, where he would give
an impromptu concert for passersby, Mark
capturing the event using the spatial mike
arrays to provide ambience and atmosphere.
Nearfield monitoring was accomplished
via Dynaudio Mis, and on this occasion the
B&W Silver Signature. Mark St. John wished
to obtain acloser view of how the track
might play back in home audiophile arrangements eand was prepared to put up with the
false bass lift which occurs when such afreefield system is used in the nearfield.
The primary master will be on 15ips 1
/"
2
tape recorded on aheavily tweaked 15-yearold MCI deck fitted with Saki heads and
Dolby SR? Every care will be taken with the
transfer to digital; it is planned that aselected
Meridian 18-bit 607 ADC will be used to
transfer the analog tape to CD-R.
6Uncharacteristically for astudio denizen, St. John admits
that the best audiophile equipment can often do abetter job
than pro-studio equivalents. He cites Krell's rise times, highend tube equipment's midband capabilities, and more—the
guy's wholly conversant with the audiophile patois. —KK
7There's adistinct possibility that the music will be released
on vinyl, in limited numbers and with the stampers smashed
to smithereens after the pressing run is completed. —KK

Fanfare International

500 E. 77th Street, New York, NY 10021
Tel. 212-734-1041 Fax 212-734-7735
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ou need a vacation already
from Russians" It was my fiancée, Marina.
"I'm sure there are Russians in Vegas.
There are, as you know, Russians everywhere:'
And Iwas right. But not exactly the Russians Iexpected to encounter in Vegas. The
Russians, in fact, made some of the best
sound of the show. ..
and not just Yakov
Aronov, with his line of tubed gear.
Meanwhile, as Iwas splitting for the show,
my Russki comrade, Robert, was preparing
to emigrate to the Caribbean, if only for a
week, this being one last vacation before his
wife's family emigrated from Moscow.
Robert had just received some new interconnects.
"I can't believe what they did," said Robert
the night before his flight.
"Who?"
"Russians!'
"What did they do?"
"They came, drank all my champagne, and
took away my new interconnects!'
"Is that all?"
"No, then they called up tonight to tell me
that the new interconnects suck."
Robert seemed genuinely distressed.
Bummed out.
"How could they know—assuming even
that they have ears? The wire isn't brokenin yet. Iknow this interconnect, and it's very,
very good!'
"They say you don't know what you're
talking about:'
"Look, comrade, you'll never win with
those Russian cronies of yours. Their cables
will always be better than yours. None of
those guys is ever going to praise your
system."
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

"How do you think my system sounds?"
asked Comrade Robert, sheepishly.
"It sucks, Tovarish. It's asystem that only
aRussian immigrant would listen to—a newcomer, someone right off the plane. A real
American would never own such an amplifier as you have"
"Now you're starting on me."
"Spakoiny nochi, Tovarish." (Pleasant dreams,
Comrade.) "Have anice trip. You have a
whole week to forget how your system
sounds!'
Iwas hoping to get some warmth and sun
myself, but no such luck. The weather in
Vegas, for much of the show, was rainy and
cold.
The magazine put us up at Circus Circus—
only the editorial staff, that is. Larry, Mark,
and John were probably trying to tell us that
we're abunch of clowns. But hell, the hotel
is only aten-minute walk from the Sahara.
"Welcome to Circus Circus!' It was the
reservation clerk. "What's your name?"
Itold.
"Your room's been canceled:'
"Canceled? By whom?"
"By Stereo-feel. H-m-m-m. You here for
the porno exhibit over at the Sahara?"
"Might be, now. But do you have any
more information?"
"No. Miss Debbie Fisher canceled your
room"
Ifrantically got on the phone to Santa Fe
to find out the reason why. Was Stereophile
trying to tell me something—that they really
didn't want me in Vegas, after all? It turned
out that Iwould now be rooming with
Thomas Norton—this because Robert
Deutsch was refused entry by US Immigration in Toronto. Yup, writing for aUS publication, he would be taking work away from
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The Height Of Technology

Available In All Sizes.
Apogee Acoustics celebrates its
tenth year as the world's first and
leading manufacturer of ribbon
loudspeakers with the introduction of
the "Grand."
The ribbon technology that makes
the Apogee Grand the speaker
system of the decade is also found in
our entire range of award winning
speakers.
The height of technology is yours
whether you invest in our timehonored Full Range Ribbon Speakers
or the elegant Centaurus Hybrid line.
Apogee's Ribbon technology begins
with the Centaur Minor at $1,295 per
pair.

gegeid

"Once you hear the seamless transparency
of the ribbon, it may be difficult to go
back to listening to cone
and dome drivers."
Robert HarleyStereophile-Vol. 15 No. 1, Jan. '92

'-PDGEE FICOUSTICS, INC.
APOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC., 35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK, RANDOLPH, MA 02368
(617) 963-0124 • FAX #(617) 963-8567
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For more information and adealer nearest
you, call Apogee Acoustics, Inc. at (617) 963-0124.

starving American writers—like me! Never
mind, Bob. When Quebec splits, the rest of
Canada will join the United States and Provinces of North America, just to spite the
French. You read it here first. (Remember, I
told you to visit the Soviet Union while there
still was aSoviet Union.)
Where was I? Oh, yeah, waiting at Circus
Circus for my room. It seems Stereophile tried
to get the front desk to tell me on check-in
that Iwould be rooming with Major Tom,
but that was more than the hotel's computer
system could handle So Igot the runaround.
Itook the Circus Circus Sky Shuttle
(monorail) to my room in the back towers.
"Welcome to Circus Circus:' said Big
Brother from the monorail's loudspeaker. I
could spend my time with folks from
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Barstow, California—shooting craps, playing blackjack,
pulling the slots. There was aspacious keno
lounge. A "friendly" poker room. While I
was losing my money, my kids could watch
live circus acts, as opposed to dead ones. (No
more ridiculous than "live" recordings.)
"Make your fantasies become reality in the
wonderful worlds of Circus Circus," bellowed Big Brother, before the monorail
stopped. "And remember: watch your step
leaving the Sky Shuttle!'
Finally, Igot to my room—with aterrific
view of Vegas overlooking the Circus Circus
recreational vehicle parking lot. That's who
goes to Circus Circus, Ithought—RV owners.
Ross Perotians. Not your high-end hi-fi
snobs, but the sort of people who might buy
Pioneer's Laser Interactive Family Entertainment—LIFE, for short.
The night before the show, Pioneer had
apress demo of their new mishagos—the
aforementioned LIFE. Sony can lose their
shirts on MiniDisc. Philips can flop with
DCC. (We'll see—too soon to tell.) Why
shouldn't Pioneer have aturkey of its own—
Laser Interactive Family Entertainment?
Maybe I'm being too hard.
You'll read about this marvelous new technology elsewhere, I'm sure, in exhaustive
detail. Iquote from the press sheet: "LaserActive is anew multi-format system, developed in technical cooperation with SEGA
Enterprises and NEC Home Electronics, that
combines the full-motion video of LaserDisc
technology with interactive capabilities to
provide consumers with an advanced level
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

of interactive home entertainment!'
Got that?
At the press conference, there was the usual
parade of US and Japanese executives issuing
self-congratulatory statements, followed by
ademonstration of LIFE, which revealed the
system to be afancy, expensive video game.
A player, which will also take laserdiscs and
Karaoke discs—in addition to various types
of game discs—will retail for nearly agrand.
Of course, you'll need ahigh-quality monitor, asurround-sound receiver, speakers. A
complete system could well cost you three
grand—not exactly the kind of thing anineyear-old Nintendo fan can afford.
"Who wants this thing?" whispered a
writer from another mag.
The software that was demonstrated was
inane—although the picture was good.
Action games. Travelogs. You could visit a
French restaurant and chat with the chef, for
instance. (Of course, you couldn't actually
taste any of the food. But that was also true
of the hors d'oeuvres that Pioneer served.)
What's the meaning of LIFE? Death? Artificial reality? Who needs to travel to France
when you can interact on your video screen?
There is agreat application for LaserActive, and from all the twittering it must have
been on the minds of more than half the
males present. The meaning of LIFE is SEX.
To hell with the travelogs and the video
games that few nine-year-olds can afford.
The most obvious application for LaserActive, Iam afraid, is porn. Think of it—
interactive porn videos! Will porn peddlers
be licensed to produce the discs? If not, will
they go ahead and produce them anyway?
"The left or the right one, dear?"
"Now or later?"
"AC or—"
Ahem. I'm fantasizing, of course. I'm sure
Pioneer wants to keep this clean—precisely
why they've called it Laser Interactive Family
Entertainment. And this is supposed to be
aserious show report. Or is it?
Having consumed afree breakfast the next
morning and helped myself to aflashlight at
Onkyo's expense, I'm supposed to tell you,
breathlessly, that Onkyo (you're welcome)
has just introduced an alphabet-soup surround-sound receiver to replace last year's
highly successful alphabet-soup model. This
went on for half an hour. Itried to take notes,
but no one could keep up with the furious
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The New THIEL CS3.6
A new generation of 1HIEL loudspeakers has evolved from over 15 years of research,
design, and engineering dedicated to the highest level of home music reproduction.
The new CS3.6 continues the high standards set by the critically acclaimed reference
model CS5 and the more affordable CS2.2. Using all 1HIEL designed drivers, the CS3.6
provides an extremely high degree of tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic accuracy.
The 1HIEL tradition of innovation and superior performance continues.

The same 1" metal dome
tweeter used in our flagship
model CS5 eliminates
resonances, energy storage,
and colorations in the audible
range. The short coil/long gap,
large suspension design
provides very low distortion
and high dynamic range. The
result is high frequency
reproduction of unparalleled
clarity and realism.

The 4.5" midrange driver uses
our unique double-surface,
air-core diaphragm (patent
pending) which practically
eliminates "cone breakup"and provides exceptionally clear response. A short
coil/long gap magnet system
is used for very low
distortion. Rigid, cast
magnesium chassis are used
in all CS3.6 drivers to
improve clarity.

The new 10" woofer employs
arigid anodized aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"break-up" and unwanted
energy storage. A specially
shaped magnetic pole greatly
reduces distortion, and heavy
copper rings maintain an
ultra-stable magnetic field. In
conjunction with the bass
radiator which eliminates the
resonances and noise of a
bass port, the result is
remarkably clean and tonal
bass reproduction to 27Hz.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical information.
It also incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce
energy diffraction which
contributes to very "open"
reproduction.

A 3" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The synthesized first-order
acoustic crossover is a25
element unit implemented
with 36 parts. It provides
extremely uniform tonal
response (±1.5dB), and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information. Custommade polystyrene capacitors
and low-oxygen copper, aircore inductors are used for
very low distortion and highly
transparent reproduction.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Amberwood
or Black Wood. Custom
finishes are available by
special order.

Suggested Retail $3900/pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427
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pace of letters and numbers, all jumbled
together.
"There's nothing wrong with all this," said
another reviewer. "People these days listen to
crunched numbers."
After the onslaught of unforgettable product introductions, Idecided to visit the porn
video displays on the "wrong" side of the
Sahara Hotel. Iwas not yet up to hearing the
High End in the Sahara bunkers.
A certain Miss Whoppers was signing
autographs over at the Infinity booth, so I
waited in line. (This is Infinity Video, not the
speaker company. Heh-heh. The other
writers can cover the other Infinity.) "To Sam:
Sweet Wishes, Wendy Whoppers." Iwould
have sent the photo to John Atkinson, but I
didn't think he'd print it. But what the hell,
maybe he would? Isent the photo.
Iwas now—finally—ready to cover the
show. It was near high noon. Ihied me over
to Music Hall, knowing that Roy Hall was
about to open the first bottle of ingle-malt
scotch.
"Are you going to write something about
me?" asked Roy.
"Yes, I'm going to say that all the owners
of the adult video production companies
look like Roy Hall!'
"Same scruffy beard," said Roy. "Same
roguish look. Iknow, I've been over there
already. The only difference is, Idon't wear
agold chain around my neck!'
Roy treated me to four or five marvelous
single-malts over the course of the show and
kept me from covering the show sober—a
frightful prospect. In gratitude, I'm pleased
to announce the most significant speaker
introduction of the show: the Epos ES-11
in mahogany finish.
"It looks great:' Itold Roy. "Finally. The
other finishes are so dull. This looks rich!'
And—all kidding aside—the ES-11 was
easily "best cheap sound of the show!'
"That what you're going to write?" wondered Roy.
Roy has also started selling "fat records,"
good stuff, mostly jazz, on 180-gram vinyl.
These are licensed from Steeplechase, pressed
from new mothers. Iparticularly liked the
Archie Shepp album, Trouble in Mind.
Iran into Ken Nelson in the corridor —
Stereophile's East Coast and Foreign Advertising Representative.
"What are you covering?"
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"Covering? Iam uncovering the porno
exhibits at the other side of the hotel. Gotta
get back. Want some names of potential
advertisers?"
Ken shook his head.
Meanwhile, in the lobby of the Sahara
hotel, scantily clad adult video stars strolled
up and down the corridors with their
keepers. ..
or masters. It was terrific—the
best CES by far.
Would Iget serious? Isaw Major Tom and
the other staffers bustling from room to
room. Gotta get to hear this. Gotta hear that.
Gotta be at this press conference at 1pm.
Iconsulted my list of press conferences
which offered free meals. Someone slipped
asheet of paper into my hand: Mission was
serving champagne and caviar at their suite
in the Mirage. Ihad yet to view the volcano
at the hotel's front entrance, and it was getting
dark, so Ihailed acab. The volcano, by the
way, erupts every 15 minutes from 6pm on.
It's something you should see at least once.
This was agreat meeting. Ihad the pleasure
to meet Mr. Farad Azima, the head honcho
of Mission. He had some beautiful, jewellike Cyrus mini-components on display. Easily the best-looking sound of the show. The
stuff sounded good, too. Farad and someone
else from Mission were lamenting the fact
that people no longer lust after hi-fi the way
they used to. People have other aspirations
now. Computers. Video. Cars. Boats. Watches.
Caribbean vacations. Second homes. Hi-fi
is pretty far down on most people's lists, if
it's there at all. Mission/Cyrus aims to turn
this around with equipment that sounds
good and doesn't turn people off.
Speaking of watches, Ken Kessler was at
the Mission party, too, probably for the same
reason Iwas: champagne and caviar. (No,
that's not being fair to Farad: there was good
company and worthwhile product, too.) Ken
had his latest cache of classic used watches—
about two dozen of them, most from the
1930s and '40s.
"And this watch would sell retail in London for £1000. You can have it for $1000:'
said Ken, as he noticed me admiring one of
the timepieces.
"Offer him $800:' said another person at
the table.
Everywhere Iturned at the show, there
was Kessler with his watches. "I gotta do this,
with what they pay me at Link House." (Link
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House is the parent company of Hi-Fi News
& Record Review.) But obviously Ken is also
doing this for the pleasure.
"I sell watches mainly to people in the
industry!' said Ken, "so you know I'm not
screwing anyone. My reputation would be
dead. And if something goes wrong, you
always know where to find me: the next hi-fi
show.
"All these watches are in perfect working
order. They've been checked-over and reconditioned!' He handed me aloupe so Icould
examine some of the watches more carefully.
It was like being in ajewelry store.
"You can't get these prices at Tourneau,"
crowed Ken. "Even Larry Archibald bought
one!' Alas—I would have bought awatch,
had Iseen one Ireally wanted. The alternative
to Kessler is trying to find acheap watch at
auction—a time-consuming process. Besides,
Idon't know what I'm doing.
Ken turned to Farad. "I'll give you acommission. Five points for the use of your
premises!' The guy is indefatigable.
Unlike the other Stereophile reviewers at the
show, Iwasn't assigned to cover anything in
particular, which is why, for the most part,
Ididn't find it. But the magazine did pay my
plane fare, so here are afew (serious) highlights of the show.
Gold Aero has just purchased acontrolling interest in the Tesla tube factory, in the
Czech Republic. So. ..
new tubes, beginning
with abeefed-up version of the EL34 called
the E34L Power Pentode, which has already
found its way into tube amps from Sonic
Frontiers, Bruce Moore Audio Design, VTL,
and anumber of other manufacturers. The
stock Tesla EL34 is agood tube, so this is very
encouraging news. Itried to sponge some
samples; if they come, I'll give you areport.
The Tesla takeover is timely, what with no
more tubes coming out of what used to be
Yugoslavia. The E.I. factory is located in Serbia, away from the war zone. But there's an
embargo on, and importing new tubes from
Yugoslavia is trading with the enemy. Expect
the worldwide supply of Yugo tubes to start
drying up. Meanwhile, Tesla may start producing KT99s, as well as KT88s. The prospect gladdens my heart, like adrink of Roy
Hall's single-malt scotch. Ihear from the
grapevine that good tubes are beginning to
arrive in quantity from Russia, as well.
Yakov Aronov is using some of these
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Motherland tubes—a set of four Russian
6L6s in his SA 30 stereo tube amplifier:
$1500 retail; 30Wpc. Ilove this Art Decolooking line of gear, most of which comes
with burgundy-colored glass faceplates. This
is the way expensive Russian radios looked
during the Brezhnev years. Ah ...
nostalgia.'
Noteworthy, too, for Tube Cheapskates is the
70Wpc IC-70 tubed integrated amp.
Cary Audio Design is another one of my
favorite tube gear manufacturers. (So many
tube gear manufacturers—so much grief for
manufacturers of solid-state!!! Heh-heh.)
Cary is prolific when it comes to designs.
Noteworthy was the CAD-DAC D/A converter. $4500 retail and worth every penny,
if looks are any indication. "I don't give a
damn how it sounds," Itold Cary's Dennis
Had, "it's so beautiful you could buy it as a
work of art!' (Actually, it sounded quite
good.) Lots of inputs for digital stuff and analog, too: you can use Cary's own $399 RIAA
phono preamplifier, for instance. "I'm listening more to CDs now," said Dennis Had. No
wonder. The tubes are top-mounted so
they're all exposed. A sample has been
promised for review.
The Valve Amplification Company is
prolific, too. A pair of their PA90Cs resides
in my reference system at the moment.
Meanwhile, VAC has come out with the
"Vintage Williamson" line of more modestly
priced tube gear, named in honor of DIN.
Williamson, one of the great tube-era
designers of the 1950s. Idon't want to turn
this report into adealer catalog, so I'll just
mention the VAC DAC II, asingle-chassis
DAC from VAC which retails for only
$3290. "Don't tell anyone whispered Kevin
Hayes, "but in some ways Iprefer this to our
original VAC DAC." Iwouldn't tell asoul,
Kevin. Keep it under your hat. (I mean—he
didn't swear me to secrecy in advance.)
Itake the liberty of calling Howard Mandel "Howie Hyperfy" because that's how his
CES badge read. And Joanne, his wife, had
abadge reading: "Mrs. Hyperfy." Howie,
head honcho of Altis Audio, was showing
his $10,000 tubed DIA converter. Howie's
stuff always sounds good—despite Howie.
1If the good life of the Brezhnev era had lasted, Imight never
have met Marina. By the way, Marina and Iwent to the Sterrophik show in San Francisco, which was the weekend after
our wedding. This way, Ionly had to pay for part of my
honeymoon. Stereophile paid the other half, plus Igot acheap
room rate at the Marriott.
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"There's a downside to this Hyperfy
name," confided Howie. "People think my
stuff might be over-detailed."
Only your system at home, Howie.
Howie has anew Altis Ultima digital processor for $10,000. It was going to be priced
even higher, but Howie decided to go easier on the cosmetics. "It has artificial intelligence!" screamed Howie. "It thinks for
itself! It's abargain for 10k!"
Yeah, the Altis Ultima Bitstream processor
did sound sort of incredible, and the classA analog output stage is tubed. So. ..
take
that, the rest of you guys. Problem is, Howie
has promised review samples to Stereophile
before but never sends them. Ithink Howie's
afraid of Harley. But who knows? Maybe I
can pry one loose. But only the Ultima,
Howie. Only the Ultima.
"I am the Bitstream King!" roared Howie,
"I just wish Iwas making more money."
There was more, much more. Speakers?
Lots of good stuff, including the $2300
Hales System Three and the $4700 Artemis
EOS. The Hales System One Reference
($16,000) sounded magnificent in the Sonic
Frontiers room. All prices per pair.
More modest speakers. The Genre HI
by Arnie Nudell's Genesis Technologies
sounds like awinner at $499. And Wolf
Man—David Wolf—gave me avery convincing demo of the new Scientific Fidelity
Joule speakers ($1490 with stands).
Iwill not tell you about the Mpingo discs
and Passive Acoustic Resonators from Shun
Mook Audio—I have to save something for
future columns—but Ican tell you that I'm
enjoying agreat amount of mischief with the
Mpingo discs. Guaranteed to drive Russians
and Lars mad. Absolutely stark raving mad.
BEST TASTE OF THE SHOW
Iwasn't looking to cover solid-state amps,
but Iloved the "Twentieth Anniversary" editions from Electrocompaniet—a combination preamp and 125Wpc power amp, to
be sold only in pairs, each piece made of
drop-dead Larvik Labradorite—a sexy blue
stone from southern Norway that's aglow
with crystals. Only 400 pairs will be sold, at
$4995/pair. I've always liked "Electro"
amps—clean, crisp, quick, like abreath of
Scandinavian air, yet not too lean or cold.
Lars should get agander at these, and he
might forget all about his digital tweaks?
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

WORST TASTE OF THE SHOW
That's easy. The stone tablet—à la the Ten
Commandments of Moses—found in the
TARA Labs suite at the Sahara Hotel: "Thou
shalt not covet any other cable." Holy Moses!
This refers to TARA's Rectangular Solid
Core, "the speaker cable that God uses?' The
tablet is even more ghastly in the flesh than
it is in recent TARA ads.
God knows I'm not areligious person, but
Ifind this promotion not only tasteless but
offensive. It seems every bit as sacrilegious
as anything Salman Rushdie wrote, and look
at the sentence pronounced on him.
HIGHLIGHT OF THE SHOW
Just as Marina predicted, Russians: the Russian National Orchestra, under Mikhail Pletnev, at the University of Las Vegas on Saturday night Unbelievable—the finest symphony
orchestra from Moscow was playing in Vegas
during CES. And this time, awhole bunch
of us from the show attended, led by Richard
Shahinian of Shahinian Acoustics. The program included Beethoven's Symphony 7,
which is very popular among Russians, and
Tchaikovsky's Orchestral Suite No.3.
What was this world-class orchestra doing
in Vegas? Ilearned that they had afree night
and had to play somewhere. Vegas it was,
although only two-thirds of the 1800 seats
were sold. (Vegas is, after all, acultural wasteland.) What apleasure to hear Beethoven and
Tchaikovsky instead of the jingle-jangle of
Circus Circus slot machines! Or, for that
matter, the thump-thump of subwoofers.
You don't believe Las Vegas is awasteland?
Get this. The Sofia Philharmonic was invited
to Vegas and the orchestra was housed in a
cheap hotel near the airport. Only someone
neglected to provide transportation to the
university. So the Bulgarians walked to the
concert—that's two miles—carrying their
bass fiddles and kettledrums on their backs.
Igot back to my room at Circus Circus.
Outside my door, at the end of the hall, a
wastebasket into which someone had barfed:
maybe one of those nice guests Imet in the
elevator. (The management removed it quiddy
enough.) It was time to head back east. $
2"I am on athreadmill," Lars announced after his latest round
of digital tweaks.
"Treadmill, Lars, the word is treadmill."
"Threadmill, treadmill, what's the difference?"
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RECOMMENDED GEAR
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ROOKS &COMPUTER SOFTWARE'
Good Sound by lowo Dearborn
O
&M, optimum waiter
..9. 411
soft seer, 412pp....12.95
plotment lot your listening room
o
•

r

the

11

Ihe Audio Glossary by IGordon Holt
raft seer, I
52pp .............12.95
The Audio I/Khoury by Glenn DWhile
soft cover, 412pp ........2935
Ilse Mosier Handbook of Asoetks, led Ed
roll rover. 366pp .......19.95
Hondbook for Sound Engineers, large
encyslopedm, h/cover 1506pp _99.95

f

J

'•"`"c2i:w'b."`""

The Listening Room Software
Program, Version 4.0.
Lets you analyze room amuses
mlearn optimum speaket
plosement
IBM meson 45 00
Macintosh
65.00

(hitcher the bee room
placement for subwoolet/
'oriel« systems
.
• •

Woof en-Sattelite Offset
Computer Pragrom.
Works with all types of sub •
mettle systems.
IBM only 34.95

...........

s-Jobal
ci '

POWER LINE CONDITIONERS & POWER LINE FILTERS
•
Power Wedge By Audio Power
1'Winner el Stereaphile's Coveted
i Product Of The Year Award I99r
Purer Wedge
Power Wedge
Power Wedge
Power Wedge
Power Wedge
'
,
owe ,
giede

Perfectionist Audio Components (PAC) IDOS Filter
IDOS w/ 5oudets.149D5

116 w/ 10 outlets.
56900
114 w/ 8males_
'449.00
113 w/ 7oudes for video..................."569.00
112 w/ 6outlets
122 w/ 6outlets la 2201
1
..129.00
110 „/ 6 hi, hancernod,
... 239.00

New Power Wedge Peter En

--I17n
.----'-'''.-----'
%12,
M. /1 WId I1
7
-'-'-'
17 IT,
.

IDOS 2w/8 owlets ...

199 95

Pima Power Industries
AVRI800 1800 wan power, 'quints,' 6oullee.......'339A5
10811
3-stoge Illiering 8outlet power fiher strip.. 99 95
PS Audio Powersonic isolator

New From T Audio,
Tice Audio MF8.3 mulli.bronch power conddioner

row iFokibX 8ins conditioner, 8outlets ............."395.00
Pour Commter-converts 2709 to 1109-8 outlets 11 399 95

11.1....._..........**279.00

ANALOG IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR LPS,ARMS,TURNTABLES &STYLI
LAST Record Treatments
el Power Clean« 1995 o1 Prewoofive
19.95
.3 Regular Cleaner, 14 95 .10 Meg tope treatment _17.95
Turntable Drive Belts
AR ES Ibell
12.95
WI HW-19 belt .19.95

Rego Planer 1A. 3 32 00
SOIA Belts.
19 95

Record Brush: Hunt E.D.A. MR 6dual-oction

1991

ROOMTUNES*

SONEX TREATMENT

The Hew Low Price Ploy To
Furs loor listening Room.
'Winner, "Runners Up Aware
In Ste eophile's 1991 "Product
of the Teo," Awards
fcholones .............39.95/pr
Cornerlones.. ......79.95/sei
Dame Roomlunes'•229.00/pr
ElossTune .
........ - 149.00/en
RA' Amp Camp ..'12900

The World's Most
"Recommended"
Ckaning Machine.
The Record Doctor
-works like the
eypenswe morhates,
but rosts less bemuse
you turn retards by
hand
Only 189.95

!L
il
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Misr Analog Accessories
«phew eolith, auto lift for manual toneorms.
29.90
Dennison Metal Soundness°, dignment guoge
149 95
OB Systems Pronto alignment page
29 95
Ketaline Dust cover polish 8mesh remover .......... 14 95
Shure
SEG-2 style pressure gunge.
IA95
SOFA
Asyrlic Record Mot
99 95
5010
Reflex damp, fits most turntables.
149A5
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit
4990

Saneo -Ors Arouslic Tiles:
g hiti‘ 2
k4f tile,
I1

'
..• ..,-. ..
:
•
••,'7,
ji -

3495
11 95
11 95

Heodshell Accessories
Sumiko HO I2 univeml type headshe'l .
Sumiko 5529 premium hectilshelllece .
SW Litz Premium Von den Nul 'week!' lead

19 95
10 00
29 95

NEW GRADO HEADPHONES

we/dr-de?...
2 Areee,w,

In blast, or beige,
59.95/box of 4

Stylus Cleaner/Treatment
Stone 63/Electronic 'wee stylus dean«
LA51.4 Stylus Ironing solufion wnh 1brushes
IA51.5 STWASTStylus preservative whiten

Grado "Prestige" lirodph -• ,
New-SR80. .... 95.00

4
.e.6-.,,,e,--,( s
s
8
R
2Ir0 ...........1199995
(on-59325. 295 00
- ee k,-.-, - 15ft ext roble......39 95
ze742.-

95

dwww
'Ari/"„0ff
we'e
".„,
ss s -1,
dediedeede
r•• 4
e

"Nature Sonei
Acoustic Tiles:
2' by AsSon's M7, r&4' thicknesses
Choose Mask OF beige,
169 95/be.

•".."./

Grade Signature Series
19.1
...... .595.00
Headphone cop 19100
lug 1511 eel cable 14995

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & CLEANING SOLUTIONS.
VPI Record ChurnsMachines
Record Cleaning Solutions
1119-16.5 deluxe cleanIng machine ................. .399.95
NW-16.5/220V for Europe &Ado ..........
'499.95
RW.17 professional model
'669.95
1191.17F profesponol model w/fon
•769.95
11W-16.5/17 replotement perk up tubes ..
....I9.95

Nitty Gritty Machine Accessories
NG fluid opphrotor brush
..9.95
NG (opslon replorement kit
11.95
DCI soft rover fm 1.0.1.5 &The Record Deer 17.95
HG Vot ,sweep slap replacement kit
11.95

Our sales staff is very knowledgeable and
ready to help. They can advise you on technical
details or sound quality of anything we offer.

For
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Hilly Gritty Purd.r .2 rerord cleoner
16os ...........IA95 Igol.......
39.95
Kitty Gritty let -echo strength clean«
6oz
.14A5 I
6oz
24.95
Superneoner II every cloy record slean«
16oz .
.12.95 32or.
16.95
1gol .
.24.95 23 gol
_49.95
Tanned gentle every doy record cleaner
16or .....
.14.95 1gol
69.95
VPI RCM every day record cleaner
loo ...............4.95 1gat...
21.95

fast, friendly service call toll free:
1- 800 - 942 - 0220
Or 1-800 - 669 -4434

!Áll
ir
l
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TAKE ADIGITAL DRIVE
-AND SAVE $100 TO $179

lb. DOE nmy absolute firs,
choice in adigital protestor '
report Son lellig in Siereophile
Vol 14. No 10. October 1991.

, &wag, IW .:."•
—

—

'

.......

.

.

Nee CO player/tronsports
offered with Audio Aldiemy's
remarkable ODEvI.0 Bintream
D/A processor.

1.111

/

.

._ .. Sips CD920 CD NMI'
New CHI-12 laser minim phrs digital cmid «art

Mika Akberf's oww CD' CD Import
Inttoduiing the world's lint low wire (D hansom. Audio Alchemy's (DI Nol o(D
player. die (DI Hon admired (0 uonspori with aheavy duty. shah mounted drawer
ossembly and sperol cool liner diva' rinuitry Ole CD Imatched wirh the DDEvl 0
dgho1 processor retails for 5699 Out spend inhodutioiy pine nonly 5599 pirro we'll
else Inilude Alrhemy's (S Idiglial i
able a579 value —11115 1Your total savings 5179
Audio Alihemy COI rDOEvl 0protestor 1CS 1ioble '599 00

Purrhased sepeirdely, you could pay up lo 5600 la lire Philips (0920 (D player
combined with Audio Alchemy's 002v I
0pixessor Now for olimited lime, get the
(D920.00( combinalion fog only 549905—you save up la 5100!
Philips 0920 (0 player w/ itinwle .Audio Alchemy OE/Eel 01 processor '499 95

**MELDS SHA-1

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS-NOW ON SALE!
Audio Alchemy Digital Components-On 5ok!
allia.

PS Audio Digital Processors-On Sole!
Ps (odre Dignol Link 11 We' 570
Now"499 95
PS Audio Supeilink 11 Was 51195
.Now "995 00
PS Audio Ultralink lop Red , .
Now "1995.00
NEW-PS Audio lambda CD Drive
•I695.00

000

Ike following models none will. oIOM (S Idigilol 1 iol
ruble —a 579 vole Free with oidei
ODEv I0Bilstieam 0/5 processor
41101 filter
"399 00
DII anh liner
"349 00
"499 00
XDP new advonced Elittireom processor
All new Audio Alchemy (0 import,
DDS II Froni loud CD transport, Lisl S699Now "599 00
ODSY10 lap load Tithe's's model ....... Now "799 00

111.111/
"1111mor komer's IPII
Tetà.1 el il. Yee^ Mini
pm °,500

15,
ppmm ,Hepdpho „ Amp

Headphone omphelereme line sloge w/3 inpuls..." 109500

INTERCONNECTS, SPEAKER 8. VIDEO CABLES, ilt CABLE BLOCKERS
MIIMMIMallW

Audiophile
Speaker
Cables
logo
labo,
and
Audio
speaker Coble,
ides.Al.eltex, Silted,.
(all
leo
wires
onTire
Cardin,
15onstet

Audio Inierronnerts Weirs/
i010 Lobs Ouonlum (D 1.0M
.49.00
Caitlin 3008 Microtwin IC 1Ohl
..115.00
T
OM Labs Pandoro "S .I( Was S295/M _Raw 169.95
5111015 75(4 24 w/17
16T R(As PON ....................43500
Digital Transmission Cables ilo.
Mornier (able Lighlspeed '00 optical IM............39.95
Ions labs Quantum Digital II 'IA ... ........../5.00
New -Cordes Digit.' coaxid wide 1/5.78.00
Toro Lobs Digital (0101 0110e DP Imaxi& toble...175.00
Silterh 11F 6silver"mid 175
21000

441t

Premium Video (abler No)
Monsler Coble Video 2 IN .....I4.95
Monster VHS Video Coble 10.15.95
loro Quantum Video (able 18139.00
Toro $505 Video Coble 161......95.00

3M....
.2495
3M
3405
Mi.....
.. 95 00
211........ _157 50

VIBRATION &ISOLATION ACCESSORIES.
Sims Norm !solution Feet
Narrow Silence's T41 59 95
Sloop Norcom (D Feet14 /29 95
Oil

Monster Cable Footers
our Isoler damping material
(D hooter ........ ... (41 49.95
Heovy Duty Foolei 141 9500

New Source-Russion 8
American Power Tubes
504/0134 heal Russian 10/141
6923 Olinsion milirmy 60181
7025 (Roswell industrial 121Y1).
65505
GE US-made 35.110e.

IA

I• 6

•.

Frf
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25.00
14.95
.9.95
...NP/99.95

6L6Gt

.

,

Duo-Tech CE -1000 Cobk Enhancer
lhe (oble Enhanier tends rhe ideol signol through
inierionnerts ond speaker rubles to randition diem foi proper
burn in All tables sound ben er when properly burned
Coble [filmier (F 1000 list 5175
now 149 95

RAM Labs Tubes
RAM has been oleading supplier el
piemium audio lubes foi decode.
13537
12411
12AUT
118111
6018
6107
5251
E134
6550

(
r
a wmm ,
(1,,,,,,m, (,,prp r.con dirm,,,, .
49 95
Korook cleaner B. enhonre kit._
14 95
Sumdo ¡week toniort con honer
locum, II 2ionlact rood tioner
14 95

0061701

PREMIUM GRADE TUBES-AT NOT SO PREMIUM PRICES
Golden (Wagon Tubes
Speriol tubes mode to British
Engineering specs
Grades Regular low Hose
120070 ... 14 00... .. 14 00
526576 .14.00... 3420
1205111 .1400.
3400
6018
....21.00........32 00
E1.34/6(A7............NP/42 00
8188
...............NP/96,00

TOO "DNA 'e
The original DMital None
Blockers .......14.95/pr

CABLE ENHANCER SALE.

Audio Selection Isolators
by German Acoustics.
Choose block or (no, finish
lsolotion i
ones
141 42 95
Suppori disks
161 19 95
(ambinotion sets 14.41 49 95
Mod Squad Tip Toes
Short
5" loll 650
loll w/urew I5" 14 95
loll lip loes come in
doeaded pies fru mony
different layen el equipment.

AudioPrism Isolleorinqs
-damping support globes
Standard site
39.95
.... _131
Large site .............(31 89.95

Block Digital Noise With Cable-Clamping Blinkers.
SLACKERS
.. ,„,s,
-spend design odes tables
better (pairs'
Regular Blorkers....14.95
brag Big Blake., .19 95

irjp
'

FIX GROUND NOISE.
Reduce backgiound and digital none by pioperly grounding
all tow equipment The ESA testei levee's if your gear b
propedy grounded
Ohs Polarity lesmi .....PI/ 95

9.95
16.95 42.00
995.. 19.95 .4500
9.95......19.95._45.00
11.95_2200
14.95....25.00...A5.00
1295....27.00
19.95..29.9$ 5600
.....18P/49.95
......MP/69.95
.NP/71 50

YTI. Special Tubes
5881 Russion Tube
IR90 11 lobe

15 00
48 00

6350
12.95
1207........19.95
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Order Now P. Gel
FREE Phono
Cartridge Bone

NEW LOW PRICED TURNTABLES
FROM SOTA &PRO JECT.

New SOTA Cswet twuteide
New Only $549.95 Complete.

New Pro Jest Iturntabk
Only $349.95 Complete.

The new SOTA (orner turntable has odvonced (ratlines like ode. 2
-Mrok bora, o
plotter mode of non resonant DeIron, and ohigh quality LMI mneorm lo
complete the package we odd the Grado /F3Eo cortudge- a569 volue—FREEt
SOTO (omet turntable eh arm destroyer &Asedo oortrrage "549 95

The new Pro lea 1turntable, imported from Vienne futures ahandsome dense
fiber bone, soppier° beonng, and ohigh polity arm eh easy height adjustment
Order noie and you'll also gel oSank° Oyster oartrelge -ra 540 vole— Freer
Pro lea 1hentoble weh arm, darlover and Oyster moridge '349 95

SAVE UP TO $100 ON TARGET RACKS.
target rocks from England hold
equrament firmly to sedum internal
end external denims larget rooks
feature rigid all steM ronsuation
war dense fiber board shelves
covered with bled, ash trawl Open
damn provides mommum
ventrlotran -your gear won't cook.
sales features rigid welded
frames -se series rectories some
assembly and is las expensive
Coders 575 extra per sel

Model
TF51
T15
no
r151so
115sa
Peso
TT3sa

-Tr

Height
40 34'

AT

40"
34"
34"
34"

eShelves
S
was S399,
5
wet S369,
5
ran S269
5
won 5359,
5
was 5319,
4
was 979
3
was S245,

STANDESIGN RACKS
Sale Prise
now 1299 95
now I
219 95
now 1199 95
now ¡
249 95
now L235 00
now 1199 95
now 1179 95

Target TIE 1omp
stand rones amp
4" off floor Wes
5100, now S85

Looks Great-Hides Cobks.
Standesran Deism, series rooks
feature one-peire welded steel
frame «eh on elegant swept
book look loor tube features
holes to ollow you to hide cables
Block ash wnyl covered shelves
ride on rone points for
mommum isolation
Model
Desrgn
Design
Doman

SURROUND SOUND DECODER-LESS THAN $80!

Start With The New OD. ISurround Sound Decoder...
Book ethe 60s, Dynotoes David Hefter developed asimple
name Mourne derode 4rhonnel inf ormohon hem srereo
signals. Introducing the oil new OD-I Series 11 deroder from
the new Dynan The OD ISeries Ti 'allures Oevid's originol
passive circuir, plus earns like volume ronhol, direct bypast.
and renter channel control
The OD 1II son be oonnected between your erashng omp and
the mom channel speakers—there's no need to mess with the
front speaker's Wring ,
Dynoto OD HI emu. surround sound deader. '7995

Al 5349 95
The Pro leel 1
Is ASteel ,

Now Add The Right Rear Channel Speakers...
Dynoco snew FL 650 in wall
speokers make the perfect rear
o
honed speaker for surround
sound The FL 650 smount flush in
ceilings or any fiat surf ace—
out of ought but not out of ear
With thee 65" polymer woofer and
1" soft dome tweeter the Ft 650 s
rant the right hove the range and
power for reor channel sranols
Senutenty n91db/I W Impede.
Is 8ohm
Dynoto FL 650 in wall speaker,
only;199 95/pea

eShIrs Hat
5 5 34"
4 4 34"
3 3 24'

099
L349
L299

Winn

DIAMONDS ON SALE.
Satre a Introduchon 10 years
ego, the Wharfedale ()remand
has been one of the best rating
speakers in the world
Audiophiles love Diamonds
wide open dynomic sound

Diamond V
Wharf edole Diamond Ill 65" 2way 95" toll 73" We 8
deep, wiwoll mount brackets was 5249, now '199 95/pou
Wharfedale Diamond V65" 2-coy speoker stale of the art
drivers 10 5" MO X7trade X75" deep attune, power
hondlIng 1005v/rms, won 5399, now '•299 95/poor

PHONO CARTRIDGE SALE, INCLUDING: MONSTER, SUMIKO, 8GRADO.
Monster GAN &wing
Calle 5.3ww) Corldtige.
Alpho Galosh 100011
was 5800 now 399 95
Sane Gene, 2000
wos SI 200 now599 95

Smite Ile. Pelt Fr*
Output (2.0rer) PACs.
Blue Point MC
Art SIM
now 99 95
Blue Point Special IA(
let 5295 now 259 95

Grade &Grado Signature
Cartridges.
ill- I
19 95
lie. Stgreoure Jr
99 95
Signature 8
loll
SIgnotute MU
loll

THE ULTIMATE ISOLATION SANDWICH-FROM BRIGHT STAR AUDIO.
Start holotion by plotting bole Rook Isom...,
pod -on top of seesime electrooes
especially (D pleyers or D/A processors Little
Rock, domps vibrations ethe Messrs and
shields Moults from air borne B¡internatn
Little Rork in dark gronile fineh 99.00

Little Rock-cut covey wee

Big Foot isololion base uses one of nature's
best vihrotion toilers—send—to remove
harmful vibrohons from gear Works greol
with (D players, amps, memo turntables
Loser Dim players, etc
Big Fool in dark granite finish '14900

"NOT ASTORE.-MOREI
WE ACCEPT:
VISA/MC/DISCOVER/AMEX
CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER:

1-800-942-0220

SHIPPING CHARGES

AUDIO
ADVISOR
WorldRadioHistory

Shipping Charges (UPS Ground, Insured, 48 States)
Aoressoriee 10 item
493 Earn Items
150 earh
'brachia/Stands
12 95
Buido/Jorge siendo
16 9S2995
"Electronics/Speokers, etc
895
.1993 Audio Advrsor, lou .Penes subject to Menge
Rumness Flours Mon Pit 900-690 EST, Set 10.00 300
Address' 225 Oakes SW, Grand Romds, /Al 49503
FAX 616-451 0709 •Phone 616 451.3868
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STEWART GLIcx offers some multiple-choice
relaxation for those exhausted from devouritig
.
• Stereophile's latest "RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS" listing.

D

oyou suffer from Audiophilia nervosa, that dreaded disease afflicting
long-time readers of Stereophile, The Absolute Sound, Hi-Fi News
&Record Review, and various other sordid high-end rags? Well, take
heart, my friends—relief is on the way. But before treatment can begin, as
with all illnesses, proper diagnosis is of paramount importance. To help facilitate this, Ihave compiled aset of multiple-choice questions. Please take the
time to read through these carefully, and jot down your best-guess response
from the choices below. You really should use a#2 pencil, as the lead in a
#2 is bound to give you the smoothest response, with the least amount of
writer's fatigue, allowing the letters to flow effortlessly from the first movement of your hand to the last.
•1) You have just returned from the music store with five new discs, all
gleaned from last month's Stereophile equipment reviews. In your mailbox
is anewly arrived, freshly wrapped copy of abrand new, up-to-date issue
of Stereophile. What do you do?
a) Head straight for the kitchen 'cause you've spent the entire day at the
music store browsing through CDs and the latest hi-fi mags and you haven't
eaten athing all day.
b) Head for your stereo to listen carefully to all your new CD purchases.
c) Rip open the new issue of Stereophile, quickly check out the conclusions to all equipment reviews, then head for your stereo to play two-minute
snippets from all your new CD purchases, and finally go to the kitchen for
somefood, all in that order.
•2) You've just received the latest issue of Stereophilès "Recommended Components." In it you find that the speaker system you own, which has been
recommended for the last five years, has just been dropped, due to the company going with adifferent walnut finish for the cabinet, and no one at
Stereophile has heard what effect this change may have had on the speaker.
As aresult of this news, you:
a) Write an irate letter to Stereophile, accusing them of every nasty trick
in the book, and threaten to cancel your subscription unless they reinstate
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Listen

to what
these
magazines
have
to say.
Then listen
to our new
100-CD
Jukebox.

"A CD "changer" with better error correction
than single-disc units? In aword, yes."
High Performance Review
"Our overall impression of this system,
both in its concept and its execution, was
overwhelmingly positive."
Stereo Review
"Their Favorite Program System CD 3101
appears to be the world's most convenient
CD player ... an elegant piece of engineering."
Popular Electronics
"Very few CD players, even high-priced
separate CD transports, have been able to
achieve this level of performance ...
unfailingly reliable and incredibly fast."
Audio
"The NSM setup performed just about
perfectly, delivering superb sonic quality ...
most interestingly, agrowing number
of manufacturers are integrating the
(NSM CD 3101) into their own multi-room
systems."
Audio/Video Interiors

NSM

The Performance Machine'
For more information & the dealer nearest you, contact:

NSM of Germany's
CD 3101 FF'S 100 Compact Disc Jukebox

NSM Consumer Electronics
694 Ft. Salonga Road •Northport, NY 11768
Phone (516) 261-7700 •Fax 7751
WorldRadioHistory

your speaker in "Recommended Components."
b) Immediately put your speakers up for sale, but not through Stereophile,
'cause you're pissed at them, and the speakers having just been dropped
from their listings will not lookc good to other readers.
c) Put on some music, reread old glowing reviews, and generally convince yourself that your decision five years ago to purchase these speakers
was indeed awise move (actually, it wasn't your decision in the first place,
but the decision of the writers at Stereophile—if you know what Imean).
d) Sit down and relax with acup of herbal tea, and contemplate the impermanence of all things.
•3) You have just dropped awad of money on the latest D/A processor, the
one which has received the ultimate accolades in the high-end press. Now
your dealer informs you of apending update which finally makes this processor sound "just like analog" (which he's been saying about each D/A
to come down the pike for the last two years). How do you respond to this
news?
a) You rush home to call the manufacturer to make arrangements to send
your unit in for an update, only to find out it's been updated two times since
you bought it, and the cost to keep up means you'll have to put off that newcar purchase another year.
b) You rush home to call the manufacturer to tell them how pissed you
are that they should crank out these expensive updates, practically at the
drop of ahat, and that no one in their right mind could attempt to keep up
with this nonsense. Then you make arrangements to send in your unit to
have it upgraded.
c) You listen to afriend's $500 turntable front-end and realize just how
badly you've been had with all this state-of-the-art digital technology, and
out of frustration with the whole high-end endeavor, you sell off all of your
equipment. The money you get, although about 1/3 what you paid for it
all, is still enough to subsidize you and your spouse's early retirement to
aremote island in Hawaii, where the only sounds of any consequence arc
the waves crashing upon the shore (but what liquidity!).
•4) The average amount of time spent listening to one piece of music without
moving to fidget with the equipment is:
a) 20 minutes
b) 5minutes
c) 15 seconds
d) Who has the time to listen to music, with all of these equipment reports
to read?
•5) If you had to describe your feelings about the sound of your music system
in as few words as possible, it would be:
a) Sounds real good to me, couldn't ask for anything better.
b) Sounds okay to me, but there is some room for improvement.
c) Sounds okay to my friends. They're only interested in listening to music
anyway!
d) It sounded real good yesterday; it seems to lack something today. Oh,
what the heck! My friends are coming over tonight and ...
Well, there it is. How did you do? Do you suffer from Audiophilia nervosa?
If you read through all the questions and answers and did not laugh even
once, then there's no hope!
If you laughed alittle, well, at least you have asense of humor about it.
If you busted agut from laughing so hard, please write to Stereophile and
let them know; Icould use the extra income. You see, there's this cable I've
been thinking of trying out.. ..
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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ewho shops for an umbrella on a
rainy day is certain to get wet before
reaching his goal. Somewhere in
there, Isuspect, is ametaphor for the meaning
of life. Or perhaps it's just something Iread
from aChinese fortune cookie. But there's
no time now to sort all this out as Iapproach
the Las Vegas Target store. My first day in
town for the Big Show—the day before the
actual opening—promises the wettest Winter
CES in memory. So I'm searching for that
umbrella. Once inside, Ipurchase it quickly,
then scurry off to my first pre-show press
wing-ding. The January weather in Las
Vegas is usually radiant, but I'm certain that
Vegas will do its best to keep visitors from
noticing the dreariness. No one comes here
for atan anyway.
But the action on these four days in early
January wasn't in the casinos.' This year's
CES-in-the-desert was, as usual, ahuge
event. It may have been, officially at least,
only slightly larger than last year's show, but
covering it thoroughly took planning—and
no wasted motion. As usual, the audio exhibits were all over town. The Sahara Hotel
hosted the bulk of the high-end exhibits
(referred to as "Specialty Audio" by the CES
organizers). The Mirage was primarily
oriented toward home theater, but enough
high-end folks made their headquarters there
that it was amandatory stop. Then there was
the usual complement of "outboarders"—
exhibitors renting hotel space on their own
1For which casino owners will likely gripe, as they usually
do, dut big conventions are bad for business For their money
(literally), conventioneers spend too much time on business
and too little at the "gaming" tables. The hotels make up for
it by doubling, tripling, and even quadrupling their usual
room rates. (A room at Circus Circus normally can be had
for $27/night; during the show, $95/night.)
2A word of advice to manufacturers who feel it agood idea
to "outboard." Yes, you save money by bypassing the CES
organization and renting aroom direct from ahotel, but you
take the risk that only afew hardy souls will make the special trip to find you. With the number of exhibitors in the
hundreds, for one person to spend 15 minutes in each of their
rooms would require aCES to last at least 8days. As the show
actually runs for just three and half days, it's hard for ajournalist to justify the investment in time to drive to or take acab
to an outlying exhibitor, no matter how wonderful the sound
they obtain, unless there are other manufacturers outboarding
in the same hotel. And perhaps not even then.
—JA
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at "unofficial" hotels?
In the larger-than-life report that follows,
Robert Harley examines all the new digital
goodies demonstrated at the show; Ido the
same for loudspeakers; Dick Olsher pens a
few words on tubed components; J. Gordon
Holt insisted on covering video and home
theater products; and, as well as taking most
of the photographs, Guy Lemcoe describes
what he found in the way of affordable highend sound. But first, Corey Greenberg recalls
the rooms with the sound that floated his
boat. ..
—Thomas J. Norton

COREY GREENBERG
FLOATS HIS BOAT

I

twas two weeks before the show, and I
was trying to convince Debbie Fisher,
Stereophiles Den Mother extraordinaire,
why Ineeded her to arrange my Vegas flights
to include at least atwo-hour layover in
Phoenix.
"Look, I'm aprofessional journalist; Ineed
the time to prepare for my article, to map out
my approach, to get all my facts in order."
Debbie wasn't buying it.
"You just want to sit in the Phoenix airport scarfing Nathan's hot dogs for two
hours on the magazine's tab."
"How 'bout just one hour? Please please
please please please?!"
Oh God how Iwish it weren't true, but
Debbie had me nailed. There isn't adecent
frankfurter to be had in the entire state of
Texas, but the Phoenix airport has Nathan's:
the lifeblood of my veins, the arrow in my
sparrow, the tastiest, holiest wiener in Creation. And while for some, another Consumer Electronics Show spells exciting new
products to see and hear, for me it means a
joyous biyearly assault on the world wieniescarfing record.?
But first, Ihad to get through Debbie.
3Held, according to two conflicting sourcebooks Ihave on
hand, by either William P. Meadows of Ft. Meyers, KY, or
the late puppeteer Waylon Flowers.
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EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE A PRODUCT COMES
ALONG THAT NO AUDIOPHILE CAN DISPUTE.

The new M Series speaker cables go one step further, bringing you one step

HERE ARE FIVE

closer to reproducing the musical event. For the serious audiophile listener
who wants to extrapolate every last nuance of the musical performance, we've developed new technologies. For example, there's
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Multi Twist -.Incorporated in every M Series' cable, Multi Twist"
enhances the mechanical integrity of the cable for a more
coherent reproduction of delicate harmonic structure and
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detail. Our new Is°Ter' dampening material isolates
individual conductors from outside vibrations
which can generate signals that interfere with
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the music. We invite you to compare
M Series' speaker cables with other
cables available at many times the
price. We think you'll discover why
M Series* music is indisputable.
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We invite you to hear our new M Series' çables. Please call.to find the dealer nearest you. (Soo
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"JA says you put more Nathan's hot dogs
on your last CES expense report than cab
fares, meals, and bail money combined. He
wants me to book you adirect flight to Vegas
this year."
"Whaaaat?! That'll cost the mag double the
plane fare!"
"We'll still come out ahead."
In the end, Iagreed to present no more
than five Nathan's receipts for reimbursement
at the end of CES, and Debbie agreed to give
me my return ticket back to Austin. The fact
that Ialso turned in receipts for "Nathan's
Taxi Service:' "Nathan's Dry Cleaning:'
"Nathan's All-Night Pharmacy:' and
"Nathan's Nondenominational House of
Worship" was pure coincidence.

COREY'S COOL-MAN PICKS
OF THE WCES

As my instructions from JA were to scope
out the show and choose ahandful of products that really juiced my lizard, Icame up
with this short list of gear which Ithought
was the coolest new stuff at CES. RI-I, DO,
TJN, and GL have more complete reports on
the various product categories, so consider
my report Corey's Cool-Man Picks of the
1993 WCES.
As always, there was plenty of new digital gear introduced at the show, but there
were acouple of new products that really
caught my eye: most noticeably Theta's new
$599 Cobalt processor. Mike Moffat's latest
design, the half-pint Cobalt is Theta's lowestpriced digital processor and their first shot
in the sub-thou DAC War. The li'l Cobalt
lacks the big Thetas' software-based digital filter; Mike explained that this was just
impossible to implement in such an inexpensive unit, so the Cobalt features ahighperformance off-the-shelf digital filter IC.
Bob Harley and Iboth have Cobalts fired up
in our listening rooms as we speak, so you'll
see some review ink on the littlest Theta
before you can say "Rush Limbaugh sucks"
athousand times fast.
Theta was also showing their new $1500
Data Basic CD-only transport (ST-Type optical output adding $300 to the price's). Unlike
4If Parasound can offer a8695 DIA converter with ST-Type
optical output standard, and EAD can sell their new DSP1000 at 8895 including the glass fiber interface, why do some
manufacturers charge $300 to 8400 extra just for the ST-Type
output?
—RH
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the Philips LD player-based $2400 Basic II,
Theta designed and built the Data Basic from
the ground up using the latest Philips CDM9Pro transport assembly. And unlike the
big-ass Data II, the Data Basic is housed in
asleek, low-profile chassis. While the Theta
mob still cedes the championship belt to the
big Data II, they claim the performance of
the new Data Basic is higher than that of the
original $2000 Data.
The biggest shocker in the Theta room for
me, though, wasn't either of these new products; it was the first working CES demo of
Theta's new laser-based digital transmission
link The new hookup addresses the shortcomings of even the Audiophile-Approved
AT&T glass fiber-optic link by using areal
laser for the transmitter: Theta claims a1GHz
bandwidth for the new data link system vs
AT&T's 50-100MHz. Seeing as how it'll cost
acool $1850 to install it between aData/
Gen.III rig, Icall the new data link "S&M";
the cost hurts, but once you hear it you'll beg
for more! Theta was switching back'n'forth
between AT&T and S&M with asystem that
included the Data II/Gen.III rig and Sonus
Faber Extremas, and, in typical Reviewerspeak, "the difference was not subtler
No? OK, how 'bout, "I peed my boxers"?!
Man, you have to hear this S&M setup to
believe it; I'd never heard my Fairfield Four
CD sound so fleshed-out, so real until Iheard
it with S&M. But even more telling than that
was after the demo, when I'd relinquished the
Sweete Spotte comfy chair to the next victim and was chatting with Theta's Joanne
Wheeler off to the side of the room where the
munchies were. A CD with some extremely
low-level cricket sounds was being demo'd,
and without even really listening to it, the
difference between AT&T and S&M was
obvious and dramatic to my ears even way off
to the side while Iwasn't even paying any
attention to it! Does S&M render AT&T and
electrical coax unlistenable? HELL no, but
for digital audio at the cutting edge, the S&M
hookup may just be the best yet. I'm still
scratching my head as to why and how, but
I
just took delivery of the only Data II/Gen.III
rig with switchable S&M/AT&T there is, so
I'll give you the World Premier Lowdown
on it in an upcoming issue.
5Theta first demonstrated the S&M link at last year's SCES,
but it was plagued by afaulty laser assembly.
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McCormack Line Drive TLC-1

BITCHIN' ELECTRONICS

Passive-aggressive Steve McCormack had
some heavy news to drop at the show: he's
phasing out his $1150 McCormack Deluxe
Line Drive AGT and $650 Standard Line
Drive AGT after almost adecade of loyal service. In an emotional speech before astellar
crowd of hi-fi press luminaries, McCormack
praised the two departing passive preamps
as "stellar members of the McCormack line,
whose distinguished careers were conducted
without any thought of gain whatsoever."
Why is Steve 86ing the two best-selling
products in the McCormack line? Because
he's replacing them both with the new $995
TLC-1 passive/buffered line stage. Yes, you
heard me right: the TLC-1 is aPassive Buffered
Preamp, although Steve warned me that if I
called it that he'd pants me at the next CES.
The gainless TLC-1 is similar to the departing Line Drives, but, like Aunt Corey's
Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp, the
TLC-1 hangs apair of active buffers on its
volume pot's outputs. The TLC-1's buffer
consists ofjust two discrete FETs per channel,
and the internal power supply means no
unsightly external power-supply boxes for
your undocumented domestics to have to
move while vacuuming. Steve says the TLC1is his most transparent Line Drive product yet; current and happy Deluxe Line Drive
owner and new father JA seems anatural to
review the TLC-1, so look for it in an upcoming ish.
Another new preamp that looked as if
it could be something truly serious was
Threshold's new flagship preamp, the $4995
T2. Another new design from Threshold's
Mike Bladelius, the aptly named 12 is Mike's
all-out statement on fully balanced signal
control. Unlike most of the "balanced" preamps in the High End, the 12 doesn't convert
the audio signal to unbalanced inside the preamp, only to "balance" it again at the outputs; the T2 preserves the balanced signal
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

from input to output using atrue differential
circuit and afour-section 60-step discrete
resistor attenuator. Add in the 150W external
dual-mono power supply and full remote
control and the 12 looks like it could kick
Ah-nult's ass without half trying! With
balanced gear becoming more and more
prevalent in the High End as well as in my
own He-Man rig, Iloowk for-ved tew tayking de 12 for afoowl review spin, to be
shoo-wah.

W HAT WAS HOT AND
WHAT WAS NOT

What was hot at this year's WCES? Two
words: Home Theater. Now, Iknow that
you, Cherished Reader, are loath to see any
mention of video-related products at all in
this most hallowed of audiophile journals,
but Home Theater is the biggest and hottest
thing in home audio right now, and you better believe that even the most respected names
in the High End are taking it deadly seriously.
When companies like Martin-Logan, KEF,
and Celestion all introduce dedicated Home
Theater speaker systems with more Standing
Room Only ballyhoo than their high-end
"music only" speakers, you'd have to be a
sick ostrich in massive denial not to hear the
rumbling on the train tracks. Iwon't stain
your copy of Stemphile with any specific new
Home Theater product reports just now, but
Iwill hip you that Home Theater is here to
stay, and whether you like it or not, you'd
better make room for it under the high-end
big top because it's going to re-energize and
float the whole high-end biz just like CD did
adecade ago.
What definitely was not hot at this year's
WCES? Four words: DSP acoustic environment correction. Lauded as the Next Big
Thing by many in the high-end press, including Stereophile's Peter Mitchell, DSP room/
speaker correction as exemplified by Snell's
joint effort with Audio Alchemy, as well as
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First in aseries...

Just What
Do You Think
You're Doing?
What is the ultimate goal of ahigh fidelity system?
The commonly accepted Holy Grail of HiFi is the faithful reproduction of arecording. The bad news is that ,using that definition, many
audiophile's systems have reached sonic nirvana. In fact, many sound far
better than the systems most engineers use to monitor and evaluate their
recordings. But do these systems really reproduce amusical event? Very,
very rarely. The problem stems not so much within the system, as within
the entire recording chain itself. While digital recording is far from
delivering "perfect sound forever", at least we at home can have a
reasonably accurate copy of the original recording. The pipeline from the
studio to the home has become very good indeed.
But whit sso sacred about the recording? Ask arecording engineer if a
two channel stereo recording can accurately reflect asonic environment. If
he's polite, he try not to laugh in your face. Unless the recording was
mide in aroom the same size as your listening room, there is simply no
way you will get the proper spatial perspective playing back the recording in your room, no matter how good your equipment is.
It simple, two channel stereo does not work if you want to reproduce a
three dimensional musical experience. No one ever said it was possible
(except for some wonk in the ad copy department). We
known this for
over half acentury, yet we have languished in the backwater of two
channel stereo, tirelessly tweaking and experimenting with aflawed
technology.
Maybe you should re-evaluate what your system is supposed to do.
Perhaps the goal should be to reproduce amusical event, not just the two
channel recording. Clearly, you will want to reproduce the ambient
soundfield as well as the direct sound. And dearly this reflected energy
must come from beside and behind you, as it does in aconcert hall. Short
of tearing down your house and building aconcert hall in its place (which
would be exciting), you will need to place loudspeakers around the
listening area and acontroller to send the appropriate signal to them. The
concert hall simulators and stereo ambience extraction modes in the
Lexicon CP series allow you to have variable acoustics. Your listening
environment can now enhance the music, not fight it This is for people
who love the whole experience of music, not just "HiFil
There snothing wrong with audiophile minimalism just realize that
your listening experience is subservient to the limitations of the recording
technology.

lexicon,
HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES
100 BEAVER STREET, WALTHAM, MA 02154-8425, TgL (617) 736-0300, F
Ax (617) 891-0340
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the independent Sigtech project, among
others, failed to live up to its advance billing
as "perhaps the most important advance since
the advent of stereo." One demo was plagued
throughout the show by various hardware
and software bugs, while another, filly operational demo showed nothing so much as:
1) The current implementation is along way
off from approaching the kind of performance that deserves such heady praise as the
quote above, and;
2) Even if and when it does get its act
together, DSP room correction still might not
amount to ahill o' beans.
For those new to the term, DSP acoustic
environment correction refers to the process
of taming room-induced frequency-response
dips and peaks by measuring the response of
apair of speakers at the listening position in
the room in which they'll be used and generating acorrecting signal in the digital
domain that, when used to modify the data
stream of adigital source like aCD player,
should render the overall response of the
room/speaker much flatter and more accurate
within adefined listening area.
At least that's the theory.
Unlike products designed to correct for
the intrinsic frequency and time errors of the
speaker alone, like Celestion's DLP-600 DSP
processor for their SL600Si, these DSP
room/speaker EQ processors attempt to correct for the frequency-response dips and
peaks caused by the distance between the
speaker itself and the walls of the room. Simply put, when the DSP processing chain
detects, say, an in-room response dip at
100Hz, it adjusts the digital datastream to
apply a"corrective" complementary boost
at the same frequency. In fact, it's just this
kind of LF room-mode problem caused by
the distances between awoofer and aroom's
walls that the proponents of DSP acoustic
environment correction claim is the biggest
beneficiary of the new process.
Except that it doesn't quite work that way
in the real world. The frequency-response
notches caused by destructive interference
between the direct sound and the out-ofphase reflected energy from, for example,
aside wall (the so-called "Allison Effect")
are sometimes what are known as "infinite
nulls." No matter how much extra energy is
applied by the DSP acoustic environment
processor, it's gobbled up by the sonic
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

equivalent of ablack hole.
So what do the current Sigtech, Snell, etc.
DSP processors do when faced with an
infinite null? Their programmers arrange for
them to ignore it, and move on to the next
frequency-response deviation in hopes that
it, too, isn't impossible to correct for.
The point I'm trying to make is, while the
thinking and motivation behind DSP acoustic environment correction is to be lauded,
the current implementation is along way off
from the kind of"! Have Seen The Future"
prophecies being thrown around. And here's
the real kicker: Even with perfect DSP acoustic environment correction, the correction
will still only be relative to one listening position in the room. If the listener moves his or
her head just afew inches, then the sound will
actually be use than with no DSP correction
at all! Idon't know about you, but that
sounds pretty dumb to me, not to mention
antisodal
Why this long harangue about DSP acoustic environment correction and why it ain't
no thang, baby? Because it seems to me that
everything that the proponents of this new
technology are trying to correct for can more
easily and much more effectively be taken care
of if the speaker itself was designed to take these
efficts into consideration in thefint place. Why dick
around with the audio signal in the digital
domain to correct for anomalies in the
speaker/room interface when you could and
should do abetter job by designing aspeaker
that minimizes these anomalies when sitting
in areal room and hence doesn't need any
"outside" DSP help?
This WCES saw the introduction of anew
speaker by an established designer that was
expressly designed to minimize and even
eliminate the kinds of interference problems
6As pointed out by Peter Mitchell last month (p.57), the size
of the listening area where the sound will be fully corrected
is only really critical at high frequencies. If they're sensible,
the DSP programmers therefore only do broad correction in
the treble to avoid this problem. When designing the B&W
DSP unit, in fact, Michael Gerzon and Peter Craven decided
to apply correction only below 500Hz (equivalent to asound
wavelength ofjust over 2'). The thing that astonished me
about the DSP room correction systems that Iheard at the
CES was how little improvement Iheard. My positive experience of loudspeaker-only correction with the Celestion
DLP600 that 1reviewed last August (Vol.15 No.8, p.145), or
the Quadrature loudspeakers at the CES, had led me to expect
asignificant improvement when the room problems were
compensated for. Yet, except when the loudspeaker positioning was made deliberately bad or the room acoustics were
truly dreadful, Ifound the improvement to be subtle. Like
Corry, 1suspect that DSP technology is currently asolution
looking for problems to solve.
—JA
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Every component tested.
Every driver tested. Every
assembly tested. Every pair
matched. Every sound a
proven virtual reality
through pulse coherent
technology.
Plus a5-year waranty.
Affordable too!

Sanusbysterns
Component Foundations
•Heavy steel framework has spiked feet and may be filled with shot or sand.
•Large 20" by 18" shelves are constructed of MDF resting on isolation studs.
These are the largest and least resonant shelves available.
•Component Foundations feature various trim kits, allowing them to match any
living environment. Oak, Walnut, Black Lacquer, and Rose, Emerald, Gray &
Sand Fountainhead kits are available.
•Component Foundations are modular. Towers may be bridged together with
either one or two Video Bridges to create a high performance wall unit. The
Video Bridge will accommodate up to a35" monitor. A Video Leg allows two
Bridges to be used with a single tower. Seventy configurations are possible!
AboveCF35 with Solid
Oak Trim

LeftBasic Audio with
Black Ash Vinyl
Shelves

"Overall, however, the Sanus was the best looking of the units under
evaluation. In the more important functional area, the Sanus Rack
comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place on it.
"The CF45 is, however, the most suitable as the support fora full-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and the optional Video Bridge)."
Thomas J. Norton Stereophile
Racking It Up Vol. 14 No. 11 November 1991
'Even without the sand, it was very rigid and tolerated 6 large tube
amplifiers without any problems."
"'can't believe tdid not install this sooner. (lisa very good unit. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED"
Bound for Sound

Little Canada Minnesota
(8001359-5520 fax(612482-0536
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the DSP mob tries but fails to fix. That the
speaker produced what Iconsidered to be the
best sound Iheard at this WCES is no coincidence.

AND THE WINNER IS ...
The speaker I'm talking about is NHT's new
flagship $5000/pair Model 3.3. Known primarily for their full line of affordable speakers
like the $500/pair Model 13 reviewed by RH
in Vol.13 No.9 as well as their popular new
home Theater speakers, the 3.3 represents
NHT's first all-out assault on astate-of-theart high-end speaker. But despite the affordability of NHT's regular line, designer Ken
Kantor is no stranger to all-out assaults; AR's
celebrated MGC-1 "Magic Loudspeaker"
of the early '80s was Ken's first successful go
at an innovative flagship speaker, AR selling
over 200 sets of the $4000/pair speakers.
The 33 is, in the designer's own words, the
ultimate expression of NHT's "Focused
Image Geometry." The 33 shares the angledinward narrow front baffle of past NHT
models, which both breaks up internal standing waves and directs the sound away from
aroom's sidewalls to ensure the smoothest
response and most accurate imaging and
soundstaging. The 3.3 is an exceptionally
long speaker—the dimensions are 42" H by
7" W by 31" D—so the mid and HF drivers
are also placed well out into the room for an
optimal ratio of direct vs reflected sound
reaching the listener's ears.
But while no domestic NHT speaker
before the 3.3 has sported awoofer larger
than 6.5", the new four-way 33 features a12"
sealed-system woofer in amassively braced
cabinet for bass extension of-3dB at 24Hz.
The woofer is purposefully mounted all the
way at the rear of the cabinet on the speaker's
inward-facing sidewall to ensure optimum
loading between the woofer and the room
when the back of the 33 is positioned within
afoot of the rear wall, as recommended by
NHT. Mounted high on the narrow 7"
angled front baffle are the 6.5" lower-mid
driver, 4.5" upper-mid driver, and 1" metaldome tweeter in aconfiguration specifically
designed to break up interference effects with
each other and the cabinet edges. The 33 was
clearly designed from the outset to work with
the room, not against it, and you don't have
to hook up an expensive adaptive digital correction processing chain and sit in atightly
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

defined Optimum Point In Space to hear the
result.
All of this techno-jizz wouldn't matter if
the 33 didn't deliver the goods, and man
woman and boy, I'm here to tell you that it
did. Driven by aMicromega CD player and
PS Audio electronics, the big 33s gave what
was clearly the best sound Iheard at the
show? Deeeep, ultra-tight bass that made the
room's walls flex, coupled with the ability
to play insanely loud without ahint of strain,
were the most obvious characteristics of the
new NHT speaker, but it was in the accurate
rendition of recorded space that the 3.3 not
only far surpassed previous NHT designs,
but most other high-end speakers I've heard.
Whether it was my own CD or one of
NHT's, the focus and three-dimensional
staging of the 33s was heads and shoulders
above anything else Iheard in Vegas this year.
Deep, tight bass, unlimited dynamics,
holographic imaging. To say Iwas knocked
out by the 33 would be selling the speaker
short—I want apair and Iwant them now.
Ironically, or maybe not, the speaker which
impressed me second-most next to the big
33 was another new introduction of NHT's:
the $235/pair Super Zero. While the 33 is
NHT's new flagship, the li'l Super Zero is the
lowest-priced model in the line. A complete
re-design of the company's existing Zero
mini-speaker, the half-pint Super Zero replaces the older version's bargain-basement
3/4" tweeter with ahigh-quality 1" dome
driver, and features an improved 4.5"
bass/midrange driver as well as anew crossover. Ibought apair of the original Zeros last
year for Real World monitoring purposes at
my radio station's production studio, and
while they were good for el-cheapo throw'em-up-and-make-some-noise boxes, the
Zeros were hardly what I'd call true high-end
minimonitors.
The new Super Zeros are. The new higherquality drivers and improved crossover let
the Super Zero play much louder without
strain than the original Zero, and the degree
of smoothness and focus Iheard from them
was impressive for any speaker, much less one
costing $235/pair. CD after CD, whether it
was my Fairfield Four disc or Dylan's killer
new Good As IBeen To You, Iwas hearing a
7When Iheard them, the pair of 33s were producing an
exceptional soundstage accompanied by adeep, powerful low
end. (ST found them alittle bright, however.)
—TJN
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Do you really hear the unique character of your music? The personality?
The soul? To experience the essence of music, some audiophiles build systems based
on impressive technical specs. Others rely on their highly developed perception.
Exposure Electronics creates amplification systems which satisfy both
inclinations. Extraordinary technolog, capable of extraordinary performance. All built
with an ingenuity which disproves the myth that stunning sound quality is achievable
only at extreme prices. The right system enables you to hear the true character
of your music. To Exposure character is everything.

Serious Amplification Systems
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believe that the measure of an audio system
was its ability to traumatize the hearing as
much as possible as quickly as possible, and
that the function of asubwoofer was to produce as much bass as it could without actually bottoming out more than afew times per
minute. The sound in their demos was so
godawful it was giving home theater the
sleazy reputation previously enjoyed only by
"quadraphonic" surround-in-the-round. It's
no wonder respectable high-end manufacturers shunned it. Home THX forced on
home theaters the kind of restraint and quality standards that were necessary before highJ. GORDON HOLT
end manufacturers would take it seriously.
ON HOME THEATER
Finally, tentatively, they are starting to.
At the end of my Lexicon/Snell HomeTHX review (Vol.15 No.12), Isaid Iwas
udio's enfant terrible continues to
eagerly awaiting the entry of more high-end
grow completely out of control.
manufacturers into home theater, but Ihad
The explosive growth of home theno idea it would happen so fast. Since that
ater during aperiod when sales of everything
was written, KEF, B&W, Kinergetics, and
else were definitely sluggish has given further
Wilson Audio have all come aboard, and
impetus to the view that HT is where highwere demoing their home theater systems in
end audio is going!' 9 Perhaps it had better
Las Vegas. Ididn't get to all their rooms, but
be, because that's where the home electronics
Iheard enough to convince me that the
dollars are going.
home-THX products Ihad reviewed were
The enthusiastic consumer acceptance of
just the first step in an evolutionary quality
home theater, with its big-screen projectors
race that (I firmly believe) will take sound
and floor-shaking surround systems, has
reproduction farther along the road to realism
forced high-end manufacturers to look more
than has hitherto been possible.
closely at videol° as away back to the prosIfaulted my in-home HTHX system for
perity of yesteryear. And home theater
doesn't look as disreputable as it did just a ashortage of resolution. It did not surprise
me at all that the high-end systems Iheard
year or so ago. No longer just the province
had it in spades! Not only were hard sound
of sofa spuds and their network-TV pap,
effects like gunshots as loud and percussive
video has become America's picfclicd medium
as all get-out, subtle effects were more readily
for watching movies.
audible and scarily realistic, and although
Home theater got started during the late
none of the systems Iheard went any deeper
'80s, when consumers learned that the specthan the extraordinary Snell SUB-750
tacular surround-sound effects that wowed
woofers Ihad used, some had rather better
'ern in the theaters were hidden in the soundbass detail and authority. But there were
tracks of virtually every stereo videocassette
some minor problems, too. According to my
and laserdisc. Almost overnight, it seemed,
hastily scribbled notes, the Wilson demo
Dolby-licensed surround decoders appeared
sounded at times as if the low end was overin stores, and the rest is recent history. But
loading, the KEF TI-IX demo was excessively
before THX got into the act, with its wetsibilant, and the most theater-like midrange
blanket insistence that audio systems conwas from Snell's "Senior" THX speakers in
form to certain technical standards (God forthe Ampro room.
bid!), home theater hucksters seemed to
level of sound quality Ihaven't experienced
before in such inexpensive speakers; the
Super Zeros were definitely the Steal of the
Show. Although they were demonstrating
the Super Zeros solo in Vegas, Ibet the combination of NHT's $650 active SW-2P subwoofer and apair of Super Zeros would
make akiller Real World speaker system; at
acombined price of only $885 retail, you can
bet your sweet tush I'll be giving this rig the
once-over in aReal World review soon.

A

8It's nice to know it's going somewhere.
9But see last month's "As We See It."

—JA

10 And please don't call it TV TV is sitcoms and censorship;
video is original, uncut movies for people who don't like
what's happened to theaters. (In fact, many laserdiscs feature
restored footage that had been originally cut to allow the film
to fit the two-hour timeslots of multiplex exhibition.)
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

HOME TIM

Lucas Arts' THX division announced at a
press conference that they would soon be
making available acommercial version of
their computerized in-room frequency-
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response measuring set—the one used by
Tony Grimani for setting up the Snell/Lexicon/Ftane system in my home. It will be
priced at around $2000, which is abit overboard for aconsumer who may never use it
more than acouple of times ayear, but reasonable for asystem installer who will be
using it frequently. The device will read out
1
/
3-octave band levels—unweighted, or
weighted to correct for THX's re-equalization curve—and can be made to show the
equalizer settings necessary to obtain the flattest possible response.
Lucas Arts is also introducing a new
quality-control system for laserdisc manufacture, in which anumber of test signals are
inserted into the video vertical interval" during film-to-video transfer, to allow quick and
easy tracking of signal quality at every step
down the production line, including the final
LD pressings. The telecine monitor is precalibrated to SMPTE specs, and if the consumer's monitor is identically calibrated, the
picture should look as much like the original as his monitor will allow. Note that this
is not an encode/decode system or apictureenhancement scheme; it is simply ameans
for reliably checking various aspects of picture quality during laserdisc manufacture.. It
doesn't ensure perfect LDs; production personnel need to use the tests properly before
they can be of any value. But they should
make perfection easier to achieve.
Incidentally, some skeptics have been calling THX a"gimmick." If something that
helps reproduce an original signal as accurately as possible is "gimmicky," then what
does that say about high-end audio gear?

THE RETURN OF AMBISONICS
Otskyo was showing their new TX-SV909
PRO (Phew!!) multichannel receiver, which
includes seven separately addressable amplifying channels at 110W each and abuilt-in
Ambisonics decoder. This 4-channel surround system, developed by England's Michael
Gerzon, is—in theory, at least—the best system to date for reproducing third-dimensional space, but it never caught on with
high-end people, despite their preoccupation with soundstaging. Outboard Ambisonics decoders were available from Minim,
asingle small English firm, for some years,
11 The "space" between the bottom of one screen scan and
the top of the next.
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but were phased out in 1989. But Ambisonic
recordings continued to be made—notably
by Nimbus Records, all of whose CDs are
so encoded. Several ofJA's own recordings
(the Chopin Scherzo and the Dream of Gerontius excerpts on Stereophile's Test CDs 1and
2) were made with the special Ambisonic
"Soundfield" mike, although Idon't know
ifJA's were surround-encoded. Were they,
John? Yes? Yes?! [No.—JA.]
Now that vastly more consumers than ever
before own surround systems, Ambisonics
may at last earn the acceptance it deserves.
Onkyo obviously thinks it will.

DISCRETE SURROUND

A paper delivered by John Kellogg of Dolby
Labs proposed aset of requirements for
future home-theater sound systems that will
be based on Dolby Stereo Digital (SR-D),
their discrete, data-reduced 5.1-channel (5
channels plus asubwoofer track) digital system for movie theaters. Called Dolby Surround Digital, the home version is predicated
on the (as yet unannounced) availability of
discrete-channel digital soundtracks in telecasts and on video cassettes and laserdiscs.
Some of Mr. Kellogg's points—such as the
requirement that none of the channels limit
the capability of the others by overloading
prematurely—were self-evident. Others,
including some by Dolby's Roger Dressler,
were of particular interest to high-end audiophiles, among them the assertion that "good"
sound reproduction is asubjective call rather
than the result of objective criteria. This
sounds like ahigh-end audiophile talking!
Indeed, Mr. Dressler's observation that
"There's no point in limiting manufacturers
by imposing rigid standards for certification"
would seem to put Dolby Labs on the opposite side of the accuracy/musicality fence from
Lucas Arts, whose THX systems are based
entirely on mandated performance specifications.
Kellogg also posited that, in surround
reproduction, where the spatiality is in the
signal source, room acoustics should contribute minimally to the reproduced soundfield
—a view with which Iheartily concur. Only
then, he contended, is it possible to hear what
the recording itself sounds like.
Other points: The surround channels for
discrete signals must be able to accept astereo
(split) signal, unlike the mono-only surround
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The age of music is back
with the Tseries of amplifiers
and preamplifiers.
The unique T2truly balanced
preamplifier and advanced
1GBT Ti amplifiers are the

O

forerunners of awhole new
design philosophy from
Threshold.
Please contact us for more
details and preview locations.
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THE WORD IS OUT ON ALÓN LOUDSPEAKERS
"This is probably the most dollar
worthy full range speaker system in
the history of high fidelity."

"With acathedral organ playing, I
thought of reaching for my wallet to
feed the collection plate."

— ALON IV
AUDIOPHILE MAGAZINE
(Hong Kong) March 1992

— ALON IV
Bob Sireno,
BOUND FOR SOUND, February 1992

See Full Review
by Art Pfeffer,

"This speaker marries the best of box
systems and
dipoles, and must
be heard. Even the
opposition left
impressed."

— ALON IV
THE ABSOLUTE
SOUND, #80,
June 1992

"It need hardly
be said—but I'll
say it anyway—
that at $3400/pr,
the ALON IV represents excellent
value and is
strongly recommended"

— ALON IV
Ken Kessler
HI FI NEWS
February 1992

"These speakers at
$1800/pr are nothing short of phenomenal!!"

— ALON IV
Robert Deutsch,
STEREOPHILE,
Vo1.16 No.2
February 1993

— ALON II
Mike Sands
JAZZOPHILE
November 1992
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of Dolby Surround and its home-THX
incarnation.' 2And the speakers should provide acompromise between spatiality (THX
dipolar) and pinpoint locatability (unidirectional) that is appropriate to the acoustics of
the listening room.
Finally, Kellogg called for yet another
"standardized" component interconnect, this
one amultichannel plug/socket that would
make all electronics hookups quick and easy
(and will undoubtedly provoke another endless discussion among perfectionists about
its detrimental effects on the sound). But perhaps we should look at the bright side of this:
It will rid us once and for all of the accursed
RCA plug.

VIDEO ACOUSTICS
This is the name of anew firm producing a
unique home theater system. What makes it
"unique" is that it is the first ever to get an
endorsement from Dolby Labs. Video
Acoustics' literature bears aDolby-attributed
quote that reads: "This is the first speaker
package from any manufacturer that offers
the soundfield characteristics necessary for
ahigh-end (home) theater system." I'll bet
the THX people are not happy about that.

M ISCELLANEOUS VIDEO NEWS
The 'MX people announced the results of
acollaboration with UniScreen, Inc.: A
micro-perforated front-projection scicvii that
allows loudspeakers to be placed behind it,
without "significant" degradation of the
sound. This would eliminate the height and
locational ambiguities which result when the
speakers must be placed above or below and
to the sides of the screen area. All theater
screens are perforated, but since aperforation hole reflects no light, screen brightness
has to be atradeoff between acoustical transparency and light reflectance. A modern
movie screen might have about 36 0.05"
holes per square inch (the holes are invisible
to the audience). On ahome screen, holes
that size would make the image look like an
LCD projection. UniScreen's new AS-1000
screen has 400 perforations per square inch,
yet around 93% of the screen is still reflective
12 Theaters add their own spaciousness to the mono surround. Home THX uses "decorrelation" to simulate space
in asmall room, thus requiring separate amps and speakers
for the surround. But THX does not require the ability to
reproduce adiscrete surround source, and no existing decoders
(that Iknow of) have it.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

area! KEF was demoing their THX speakers
with the AS-1000, and it did seem to be as
acoustically transparent as it's claimed to be.
Sony's $14,000 VPH1251Q industrial
data-grade projector, mucho-$100 Stuart
screens, and the $15,000 Faroudja LD-100
"Super NTSC" line doubler seemed to be
the demo products of choice for top-line
home theater exhibitors that weren't showing
off their own projectors, screens, and line doublers. But the sharpest HDTV image Ihave
seen to date was not from Sony or Pioneer,
but from an Ampro projector. All the previous HDTV demos I've seen have had soft
image outlines, rather like abetter-thanaverage line-doubled image. Perhaps it's
because I've always equated movie sharpness
with visible grain, and HDTV has none.
Indeed, Iwas similarly unimpressed with
most of the HDTV in the Ampro room. But
one clip—a computer-generated short called
"Dead Animals" (It was about dinosaurs, not
road kills)—almost knocked my socks offl
In retrospect, Ithink Iknow why. Ithink the
digital image may have had visible, albeit very
small, pixels, which•could give the same illusion of crispness as sharply focused film
grain." Iwonder. ..
Am Ionto something
here?)
Ampro also showed abrief outdoor-scenic
segment in honest-to-God full-color 3-D,
which used aviewing system unfamiliar to
me. The viewing glasses had one clear lens
and one dark (neutral-density) lens, and neither was polarized. Quick L-R-L eye alternations seemed to confirm that what Iwas seeing was in fact true 3-D, but as yet, I've been
unable to find out much more about it. I'm
still digging.

THOMAS J. NORTON
ON LOUDSPEAKERS

A

susual, Ibegin my CES coverage at
the "Zoo," the vast Las Vegas Convention Center. Ilike to hit it while
I'm fresh rather than making atentative
assault after two or three days of bouncing
around the Sahara (and elsewhere). Outside
13 In my photographer days—weddings aspecialty!—I found
that you could get acrisper-looking image by using afast,
coarse-grained film like Kodak's Tri-X rather than aslow,
ultra-fine-grained film such as Pan-X, especially if you pushed
the film to 800ASA or more.
—JA
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Judging from what some of our competitors are doing
and saying, they've been reading our Cable Design
booklet... Maybe you should too.

audioquest

Please visit your AudioQuest
dealer or contact us directly for afree copy.
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the press room Imeet up with my friend
Randy from back east, and we begin our
trick-or-treating. Randomly wandering the
Zoo's miles of aisles can be fini, but is almost
always inefficient and unproductive. Much
of the floor space is given over to amindblowing array of calculators, watches, audiovideo furniture, home computers and video
games, car stereo (those fun-loving folks
from The Crunch company and Earthquake
of San Francisco have adjoining booths this
year), and piles of uncategorizable electronic
doo-doo.
My assignment this year is to cover loudspeakers, but, as usual, Ikeep my eyes and
ears open for other items of interest. The big
Japanese manufacturers are well represented,
though some of them are concentrating on
showing limited (non-audio) portions of
their lines. Much of the action on the main
floor is clearly video-related, as has been the
case for the past few years. Audio has long
since ceased being top banana with the highrollers. Aside from Sharp's new high-end
version of their LCD projection TV (with
over 900,000 pixels and aprojected price of
perhaps $12,000 when it becomes available
later this year) and the continued but tentative
push in 16:9 aspect-ratio video monitors
(RCA/Proscan and Panasonic are threatening Spring introductions of alimited selection), Ifind little here of interest.
What audio action there is seems to be taking place in asmaller exhibit area off the main
floor. In the sound-for-video area, Kenwood
and Altec Lansing are teaming in ajoint display of home THX products which substantially undercut the current going prices for
home THX gear. Kenwood is showing a
TI-IX processor/preamp and separate, singlechassis, six-channel power amplifier, and
Altec Lansing has acomplete six-piece
MX loudspeaker array. The Kenwood pair
will retail for about $2000for both, and the
Altec loudspeakers should be listed at around
$3000. The loudspeakers can be purchased
separately; without the Altec subwoofer, for
example, the set will run you $1800. And
BIC is introducing anew floorstanding
loudspeaker at what, for them, is ahigh-end
price: the $1199 Reàlta, athree-way, fivedriver design. A brief listen shows promise,
or at least no immediately irritating qualities in one of the prefab isolation booths that
passes for alistening room.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

BIC Venturi Reàlta

Infinity is showing off the Kappa 8.1
loudspeaker for $1100. (All prices are per pair
for loudspeakers and monoblock amplifiers,
unless otherwise stated.) The 8.1 is afourway design being used in an audio-video system with the new Kappa Video center channel/surround loudspeaker ($400). It's being
played way too loud for me; I'm having a
problem making acritical audio judgment
with my fingers in my ears. And is the
soundtrack from Terminator 2even conducive
to such judgments? Icome away only knowing for certain that the Kappa 8.1 will play
at very high levels without blowing up.
Searching out the few goodies at the convention center is proving to be apretty draining exercise. We stagger over to the Sahara
mid-afternoon on the first day to began the
real treasure hunt.
At the Sahara, Ihear that the high-end
exhibits are being plunged into silence on a
regular basis. The power has failed several
times today, the first day of the Show; the
same thing apparently happened yesterday,
as manufacturers were trying to set up.
Maybe it's the extra load; unlike last year,
when agood portion of the top floor was
empty, both floors of the Sahara bi-level
complex are full this year. Maybe the weather.
Whatever the reason, Iseem to have missed
alot of the fun.
But Ipush on, hoping that the circuit-
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gTHE ALMIGHTY
SURE KNOWS
HIS CABLES ...
.
.
.
These cables have wonderful
lucidity finds R.D., and atop-tobottom coherence that's truly
heavenly."
—Robert Deutsch. Stereophde's
"Recommended Components."
October 1992 (Vol. 15. No. 10)

"A new standard has been set.
The performance of both RSC
Speaker Cable and RSC Master
Interconnect is just simply
superb ... they give 'LIVE'
to the music."

—K. W. (Lincoln) Cheung
AudioTechnique Magazine. Hong Kong

". .
an endearing smoothness,
but without obvious loss of
detail due to softness."
—Amis Balgalvis. Stereophile.
October 1992 (Vol. 15. No. 10)

"The already great-sounding bass
got better, the mid-range became
the aural equivalent of chocolate
truffles, and the treble sparkled
even more brightly than before. I
was elated, for Ifelt I'd found
the 'just right' cable for my
needs."
—Guy Lemcoe. Stereophile.
November 1992 (Vol. 15. No. 11)

The Speaker Cable That God
Uses" Rectangular Solid Core by
Tara Labs. For the name of your
nearest RSC dealer and acopy of
Tara Labs' "white paper" on
speaker cables, call 503 488 6465
or write 2567 Siskiyou Blvd.,
Ashland, Oregon 97520.
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breakers hold and the creek don't rise. As I
wander into the Duntech room, the mere
presence of the name produces surprise After
an absence from the US market, the Australian company seems to have anew distributor here—the same folks who handle Quad.
Not much chance of customer confusion
there Duntech now has three separate series:
the Classic, Design, and Studio. The major
change in the Classic series appears to be cosmetic, the whole line now having amore elegant, less massive appearance. The top-ofthe-line Sovereign, however, is still unlikely
to be inconspicuous.
Duntech founder John Dunlavy, no longer
with the company that bears his name, has
founded anew company, Dunlavy Audio
Labs, located in Colorado to market—you
guessed it—loudspeakers. But he's not here
at the Sahara; he's hiding out somewhere
downtown. Ihear he has six models in what
is called the Signature Collection, ranging
from the SC-1 Monitor ($995, standmounted), to the SC-VI ($16,995, all 81" by
18" by 29" of it). He also has loudspeaker
cable—the DAL-Z.8.
Is Colorado becoming anew loudspeaker
mecca? With Dunlavy, Genesis, Green Mountain, and Avalon, it just might. Avalon
Acoustics, the "oldest" of this group, seems
to be well represented, with their loudspeakers in several exhibits. In their own suite
they're introducing the new three-way, fourdriver Radian ($9950). Its driver complement
differs from previous Avalons in its use of
two woofers (9" each) and acone midrange.
The folks from Acoustic Research have
aroom dedicated to their new Limited series,
discussed in detail by Larry Greenhill in
"Industry Update" afew issues back (Vol.16
No.1). Their line currently consists of the
Model 2 preamp at $2200, the Model 6
equalizer at $2800, the Model 200, 200Wpc
amplifier at $3200, and the Model 3loudspeaker at $6500. Lower-powered amplifiers,
an FM tuner, and aCD player are planned
for later introduction.
MBL has been receiving some good press
on their 21st-century, art deco-ish loudspeaker, the MBL 101 Radialstrahler, and I
realize why as soon as Isit down in their
room. Wishing Icould spend more time here,
Imake anote to come back later. It's dear that
the 101 has an open, spacious sound, typical of the omnidirectional breed. Coloration
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

also seems low. It's also apparent that it really
needs asubwoofer to go full-range (MBL's
own sub is in use here). The only bad news
is the $29,000 price, sub not included.
After the first couple of hours at the Sahara,
Ido note one uncomfortable trend: there
seems to an epidemic of Ferrari-pricing. But
the best sound Ihave heard so far does come
from one of the more expensive products—
the $16,000 Hales System One Reference
loudspeakers. The sound is simply clean, natural, and completely at-ease. It's reassuring,
to note, however, that the up-market Haleses
are combined with Sonic Frontiers electronics—the setup is actually in the Sonic
Frontiers room—which, while not cheap, by
all reports do seem to offer good value And
Hales hasn't forgotten the rest of us, either.
In their own room they're introducing the
Hales Three, projected to retail for $2300. A
relatively large, three-way, floorstanding
loudspeaker apparently built—at 120 lbs
each—with the same attention to solidity as
the other Hales models, it's making avery
favorable impression on the visiting dealers
and press.
Idrop in on SigTech, the folks who
teamed up with Snell at last Summer's CES
in Chicago to wow the throngs with digital signal processing or DSP—one of the biggest high-end stories to come out of the
windy city last year. Here they've set up Snell
B Minors, and the layout is conveniently
arranged to allow for switching from the
listening seat—DSP in, DSP out. Iplay afew
of my own selections from acompilation
CD-R I've brought to the Show (which is
proving extremely useful and timesaving
everywhere Iuse it). Every selection save one
is clearly improved with DSP—tighter bass
with amore open, dimensional, less cluttered
sound. The holdout piece is "Way Down
Deep" from Jennifer Warnes's new album
The Hunter. The big bass beat on this song
is causing something, Ican't be sure what,
to overload furiously with DSP. It sounds
okay without it. SigTech's TF10D-3 (where'd
they get that model number?) processor will
be available soon, for $5000. Could be awinner, but vinyl fans are not going to like the
idea of converting their analog sources to
digital, processing them through the SigTech,
then converting them back to analog to feed
their amps and speakers.
The first day is getting short, and Ireturn
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An original oil painting is displayed in aframe without glass. The artist's intent—the
emotion and interpretation, should never be filtered through any kind of veil.
Music is exactly the same. The closer you can get to the original, the more apparent
the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
inherently flawless signal handling, rather than brute-force correction of non-linearity.
Bryston's new generation of amplifiers represent the culmination of 20 years of
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to the Stereophile room to see who's around
for dinner. Then the lights go out. Stumbling
around in the dark, Ilisten for familiar voices.
Somebody named Napoleon seems to be
looking for CG, but the Coremeister won't
be in until tomorrow. DO is there, and we
round up acouple of others for aquiet dinner,
comparing notes on the day's events.
If this is Day Two, Imust be in the Mirage.
The action here is heavily video, but there are
still items of real interest to those audiophiles
who break out in arash just thinking about
apicture tube in the listening room. Regardless, Ican't resist taking aquick peek at the
sound-for-video exhibits.
The big news continues to be who's who
in the home THX sweepstakes. KEF seems
to be emphasizing video sound this year, with
an impressive demonstration of their prototype home THX loudspeakers. No details
available on the THX equipment just yet.
They're also demonstrating amore modest
setup using their new center/surround loudspeakers. There are two models available, the
90 ($380 each) and the 100 ($500 each).
These use KEF's Uni-Q drivers, and KEF
recommends that they be used with the
Reference Series loudspeakers. The latter (the
103/4, 101/2, and 102/2) will soon be available
fully shielded for use near avideo monitor.
A few other bits of home THX loudspeaker
news turn up also: B&W is showing anew
line ofTHX loudspeakers (pricing expected
to be in the $6000 range for the complete set,
available in the spring), the same for McIntosh (about $6500), and Boston Acoustics
became ahome THX licensee just prior to
the Show. Kinergetics has broken into THX
with a$4000 THX surround-sound processor.
The real action in the Mirage seems to be
happening upstairs, where asmall gaggle of
manufacturers are holed up in large comfortable suites. René Besné, former honcho at
Threshold, has founded anew company
called Quadrature to develop aline of loudspeakers using DSP to correct the speaker's
response in the frequency and time domains
(leaving the room to its own devices). Their
flagship, the DSP 1, sure sounds impressive
driven by new amplifiers from Pass Laboratories (by Nelson Pass, another Threshold
alumnus)—but at $27,900 you're certainly
entitled to at least that much. Nothing
wimpy about the sound here—big, full, and
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

dramatic. There will be other models, including the DSP 2 (four smaller columns at
$16,700) and the DSP 3 (two cabinets at
$11,500). The drivers are conventional, and
the digital signal processing here is restricted
to loudspeaker correction. Quadrature seems
to be philosophically opposed to "predistorting" the output of the loudspeakers
to correct for the room. (This is essentially
what all such schemes actually do, though
when we're talking about the digital domain
the argument becomes alittle fuzzier. Are we
not, after all, looking for the best loudspeakerroom combined response?) The four large columns of the DSP 1are intimidating, but the
styling is elegant and helps diffuse the visual overload.
In the Energy room Ispot their flagship,
the Ventas v2.8 (S6000)—a four-driver,
three-way system. On every selection Iplay
from my CD-R it produces a stunning
sound, open and detailed through the midrange and top, tight and deep at the bottom.
The system does have the undeniable.benefit of alarge (and perhaps slightly too live)
room, but so far only the big Hales in the
Sonic Frontiers room back at the Sahara has
impressed me more. And the Hales is considerably more expensive.
The Lynnfield Series of high-end loudspeakers from Boston Acoustics, introduced
as aproject-in-process at last year's WCES
and again at Summer CES, finally appears
to be amarket reality. Ilearn in their suite that
the Lynnfields will be marketed under the
Boston Acoustics banner after all, not the
Index marque as reported by JE from last
Summer's CES. The model designations
must apparently be final—or else these spiffy
owner's manuals they're handing me will
have to be redone Both models are here—the
floorstanding 500L ($4500-$5000) and the
stand-mounted 300L ($1800-$2000 plus
$500 for the dedicated stands). The engineering behind these loudspeakers appears to
be innovative, both models utilizing an
aluminum-coned mid/woofer and aluminumdome tweeter (the larger model also has two
internally mounted 65" woofers). That alone
is not unique—Lynnfield designer Phil Jones
was responsible for the drivers in the Acoustic
Energy loudspeakers. What is is the use of
acoustic filters—Boston Acoustics calls them
AMDs, or Amplitude Modification Devices—
positioned in front of both the bass/midrange
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and the tweeter, tailoring the sound to
mechanically (rather than electrically) suppress unwanted resonances. We'll have more
to say about these in the future, but abrief
listen to both reveals asmooth, open sound.
The image focus in the 300L does seem to
tighten somewhat below normal seated
height, indicating that perhaps ataller stand
(or some backtilt) might be agood idea.
Back downstairs, both Tannoy and Monitor Audio are showing off new loudspeakers.
Tannoy has three, in their new Definition
Series. The Definition D700 floorstanding
system has asingle 10" Dual Concentric
driver and a10" bass driver ($4999). Icouldn't
get aprice on the other two models—the
Definition D100 with its single 6.5" Dual
Concentric driver and the Definition DlOOS,
identical except for its magnetically shielded
design for use as acenter-channel loudspeaker. All were in Tannoy's multi-faceted
cabinets. And Monitor Audio has the new
Studio 6($2499), with metal-cone woofer
and gold-anodized tweeter to replace the
older Studios 10 and 15. Their MA800
($1499) has amore conventional woofer.
Good bye, Mirage. Hello again, Sahara—
more Ferrari-time. Rockport, previously
known for their elegant and muy expensivo
turntable/tonearm front-end, is taking the
plunge into the loudspeaker market with the
Rockport loudspeaker (catchy name), aproduct which, at $26,000, will keep the company
firmly in the high High End. It's athree-way
design with an integral subwoofer, the latter
driven by abuilt-in amplifier (said to be a
Bruce Moore design) hidden—at least from
the front—in the unit's base. The remainder
of the cabinet is hung suspended from this
base with asuspension having a4Hz resonance. Looks like an interesting departure
from the rigid loudspeaker mounting which
is almost universally recommended these
days. It should keep the bass from being
transferred to your floorboards (and presumably from any downstairs neighbors).
The cast cabinet itself is striking in appearance, although the drivers look rather conventional. The sound is very good, but Isuspect that they need amuch larger room to
show what they can really do. The price
demands that they do alot.
Acarian Systems wowed up last year
when they introduced their Alón IV. This
year, with the $20,000 Alón Phalanx, they're
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

aiming for the business of those three audiophiles who can actually afford this super
high-end stuff.' 4 The Phalanx looks like an
Alón IV on growth hormones: the IV's single
midrange driver has been stretched into six,
one of these for the upper midrange, the other
five for the upper bass. The tweeter and
woofer seem to be at least similar in appearance to those from the IV, while the large,
elaborate crossover network is mounted
externally, àla Hales and Avalon.
But wait aminute. Here's anew challenger,
boldly pricing where only afew have priced
before. The champ of the new, over-the-top
introductions has to be the Armageddon
Mk.I ("the last loudspeaker system you'll
have time to need?") from Concertmaster
Systems. Only $59,000 for four large, 6'tall tower units—two for the subwoofers,
two for the upper-range drivers. It must be
bi-amped (amplifiers not included). With a
total of 20 drive-units and anet weight of a
ton, it would be easy to call these ajoke. But
the drive-units selected are good ones—
including two ceramic tweeters and aleaf
supertweeter—and seem to be well integrated. They really do sound very good. But
worth this kind of money? I'm far less certain on that score. Shaking my head, Iwonder just how many loudspeakers this end of
the market can support. With the less conventional IRSes, WAMMs, and Apogee
Grands firmly entrenched, Iwish Concertmaster luck.
On to VMPS, where designer and company head Brian Cheney is proudly showing
off his new flagship loudspeaker, the FF-1,

Concertmaster Systems Armageddon
14 Actually, more of this super-expensive equipment is sold
than you might imagine, though as apercentage of the marIcet its sales are minuscule We can at least hope that, by exploring what's possible when price is no factor, amanufacturer
can improve its real-world products.
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Finally, digital components
that are really musical.
Ordinary digital components call attention to themselves and draw you away from the music. When you
become aware of different aspects of the sound, it's aclue that something is wrong. Why aren't you
enjoying the music? Creek digital components are built to be musical. Every circuit is designed,
every part is selected for the purpose of making music.

CREEK DAC -60
The Creek I
MC-60 uses the very latest Colinear converter technology
from Burr Brown in its select grade 20-bit, 8-times oversampling digitalto-analog chips. Audio grade, copper legged capacitors by Elna are used
along with mechanically damped surface mount chip capacitors. All
components are mounted on areduced ferrous content PCB. The
CREEK DAC-60 DIA CONVERTER.
internal layout provides for independent, isolated digital and analog
power supplies.
CREEK CD -60

CREEK CD-60 CD PLAYER

The Creek CD-60 features aselected grade 16-bit Crown digital-toanalog converter with 4-times oversampling and athird order GIC filter.
Clean power supplies are behind the integrity of sound of the CD-60. It
has doubly regulated power lines at the source near the transformer and
at the supply end. Special voltage regulators are used to supply power to
the servo circuits. All components are mounted on adouble-sided,
plated-through circuit hoard.

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI-Fl. CREEK MAKES MUSIC
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY, 11023 Tel: 516 487 3663 Fax: 516-773-3891

They declared
it awinner.
Tom Norton

Robert Harley

John Atkinson

Guy Lemcoe

Jack English
"The clear "winner" in terms of overall
performance is the wonderfully
satisfying Epos ES!!. It stands apart
from the other loudspeakers
auditioned blind, ..."
— Jack English, Stereophile,
Volume 16, No. 1 January 1993.
(Summation of the relative ranking of 23
loudspeakers auditioned in three sessions.)
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023
Tel: 516 487 3663
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which strongly resembles the Concertmaster.
But the FF-1 is abit more down-to-earth,
with only two cabinets, fewer drivers (seven,
which for VMPS is positively Spartan), lower
weight ("only" 375 lbs per side), and lower
cost ($6800-$7200). Idon't get to listen long,
but make anote to return later.
In another of the Sahara's myriad small
hotel rooms Ifind the Avalon Avatars. It's
the Muse room, and the baby Avalons,
fleshed-out with aMuse 18 subwoofer, are
killer. (Ugh. Did Isay that? Hep me Rhonda.
Never mind.) The sound is terrific, certainly
the best sound from Avalons at the Show,
with awide, deep soundstage and, not surprisingly, perhaps the best bottom end I've
heard in the past two days, courtesy of the
new 300 monoblocks from Muse ($3500),
which produce 300W (8 ohms) per side.
Muse also has two other new amplifiers, the
175 monoblocks ($3000) at 175W each, and
the 160 stereo amp ($1900), which, if I'xn following this line of reasoning correctly, is
160Wpc. Muse's earlier amplifiers remain in
the line.
YI3A now has anew US importer. Their
new two-piece CD player ($4800) and
Integre integrated amplifier are making very
nice sounds in their room through apair of
Martin-Logan Aeriuses.
Ilook in on Martin-Logan's own room.
Company head Gayle Sanders is out and
about, but Karen Sanders gives me the Cook's
Tour. Their major introduction at the Show
is the new on-wall electrostatic loudspeaker
(about $2500-$3000)—its actual model
designation is pending, but "Wall-Stat" is
being tossed about informally. It's about the
width of the Aerius but somewhat taller; the
back wave of this dipole radiator is partially
absorbed and partially redirected out the
sides. Also unveiled is an oddly configured,
hybrid center-channel loudspeaker designed,
of course, for video use ($1500 each).
And what is Wilson Audio up to? Nothing really new, it seems, but what's this? A
video setup? Hard to believe. This has to be
the most over-the-top audio-video setup
ever assembled outside ofAudio Video Interiors'
last conspicuous consumption special. Wilson is using what is arguably the best NTSC
video projection equipment available (Sony
front projector and Faroudja line doubler);
the sound setup consists offive WATT/Puppies, Spectral amplifiers, and two WHOW
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subwoofers. They're emphasizing musical
excerpts from recent films rather than action
sequences (well, two out of three, anyway).
The music sound is first-rate—no screaming home-theater midrange—but on the
action (the opening sequence from Raiders of
the Lost Ark, it seems abit overdriven at the
top end. At least they're not using the motorcycle/truck chase from Terminator 2, which
seems to be in use all over the place this year.
Back to audio for audio. Bright Star
Audio is showing-off their Altair Pro
($2450), ahigh-tweak version of the Altair
loudspeaker. It incorporates a ceramiccoated, metal-dome front tweeter, ceramiccoated dipole midrange, and round-ribbon
rear tweeter. Bright Star's Big Foot isolation
bases seem almost as ubiquitous at the Show
this year as RoomTunes always seem to be,
and are now available in anumber of sizes.
That reminds me—somebody told me I
had to get by the Roortilimes room (say that
fast, three times). Now Isee why. Or, rather,
Idon't see much of anything, they have the
lights turned down so low. Another power
failure? No, there's music playing—a strikingly wide and deep soundstage, completely
divorced from the loudspeakers. Or, rather,
Ican't guess where the loudspeakers might
be. As the lights come up, Isee apair of large,
floorstanding, two-way loudspeakers—the
RoomTunes loudspeaker ($3450). It is designed to be literally "tuned" by means of a
number of adjustable access points located
in strategic places around the loudspeaker.
There isn't really time for Michael Green of
RoomTunes to go into detail on this, or into
what, specifically, is being tuned to what.
Presumably, it's the loudspeaker to the room,
but how this can be done by changing the
tuning of the loudspeaker cabinet panels—
which is what Ipresume is being done—I
have no idea. Though Inotice some boxlike
coloration in the sound—something which
presumably can be fixed—this is completely
swamped by a stunning out-of-the-box
image Near-field listening has to have something to do with this—the loudspeakers are
no more than afew feet from the listening
chair. RoomTunes also has some Tuning
Strips, new acoustic treatment devices which
fit in the long axis of awall-to-wall juncture.
But the big news here is the loudspeaker.
Day 3. Saturday. I'm supposed to be stop
by at the ALMA (American Loudspeaker
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• Certainly we know of no other speaker
of its size or it's price which can touch it.
This is the one we were referring to when
we said an affordable speaker was
among the best we had ever tried
UHF -Canada -USA
• If these aren't the best buy in loudspeakers, Iwant to hear what is! Overall
they do everything well plus they are
efficient and easy to live with.
Inner Ear -USA
• The 3A MMG speakers sounded
larger than one would expect from their
size. Their high efficiency, smooth response and wide frequency range appear to
be consistent with the "professional control" function assigned by the
Manufacturer and they could play at amazingly high levels without
sounding strained
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• Daniel Dehay's MMC are one of the most musical speakers (independent of their price) I've ever heard When Iremember it well, the MMG
are the first product Ireviewed, which merits to be called: sensational
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Manufacturer's Association) conference in
the morning to hear apaper by the folks from
Aurasound. They've come up with some
interesting loudspeaker driver construction
techniques (written about by Peter Mitchell in Vol.16 No.2). But I'm late—had to take
another run at the Mirage to tie up some
loose ends—and the paper has been presented
by the time Iarrive Someone is talking about
ferrofluids. Riveting topic, but Ican't stay.
The folks from Aurasound do, however, have
one of the small booths around the perimeter of the conference room, and they provide me with information. Iask if anyone is
using their new technology. One of their reps
starts to fill me in on their 1" by 4" TV loudspeakers, but another realizes that this isn't
exactly Stereophiles area of interest. He steers
me to ahuge low-frequency driver to be used
in anew Parasound subwoofer. Ineed to
investigate this further in the Parasound
room, when Ifind it.
Ihurry back to the Sahara, where the pace
is picking up, as it usually does on the weekend. The power seems to be holding. Nestorovic Labs is showing the Signature version of their Type 5AS Mk.IV ($7000) with
metal woofer parts machined from lowcarbon steel, extensive use of MIT multicap
capacitors in the crossover, special Cardas
speaker wire, specially damped cabinet interior and driver frames, and selected and
matched mid- and high-frequency drivers.
Inotice that First Sound is sharing the
room and introducing anew division, Presence Audio, to market active devices (as contrasted with First Sound's well-known passive attenuators). The Line Stage Ipreamplifier is their first product under the new
logo. If not exactly asteal at $1750, it's almost
abargain compared with some of the products I've seen so far at this show—a tube unit
with stepped attenuators, dual-mono circuitry, an external power supply, and the
same first-class looks as the First Sound line.
Everybody's been telling me about the TriTorr loudspeakers, from anew company
called Xenoco (sounds like amember of
OPEC). Ifinally get to see them. Two of their
models are in the room: the 5.0 ($4865) and
6.0 ($9885). There is also, apparently, athird,
smaller model, the 4.0 ($3885). Except for
size, all three look the same. They say that
once you've been involved in audio long
enough, even your de vu gets déjà vu, but I've
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

never seen anything quite like this before.
How can Idescribe them—sort of like six
copper salad bowls per side, with three
different-sized sets of upright and inverted
pairs facing each other, the drivers mounted
externally at the top (or bottom) of each
opposing set of bowls. They appear poised
to inspire aremake of Forbidden Planet (monsters from the Id?). Ican imagine them being
named Krell, had that name not already been
appropriated. The 5.0s are being demonstrated; asingle, hulking 6.0 is greeting visitors at the door. Klattu Barada Niktu. To be
charitable, these seem to need work, and the
folks from Xenoco are claiming that further
refinement is in the works. Idon't actually
get to hear them do very much; they're being
played at very subdued levels. But when the
choral piece I'm hearing gets much above a
whisper, they start to exhibit the type of resonant coloration you might expect from
drivers mounted back-end out in undamped
metal baffles—which is more or less what
they are. The rears of the drivers—the part
radiating the primary, direct sound—have
fat, stamped metal frames, which must cause
all sorts of interesting interference patterns.
The configuration looks sonically hopeless,
but why should Idiscourage what looks like
aserious attempt at something new? Ido
hope, however, that, for now, Xenoco's
research program does not include your cash,
unless aserious listen tells you that these are
just the dressing for your Caesar's.
Green Mountain Audio has their flagship Imago in one of their rooms, but it's an
adjoining room that catches my ear and eye.
Here they've set up their smaller, cast-marbleenclosure, three-way Diamante ($3795 plus
$1100 for matching cast marble stands). Side
by side with and driven by the idiosyncratic
but strangely beautiful 845 Absolute integrated vacuum tube (triode) amplifier from
Unison Research of Italy ($13,000) and the
MSB Gold CD player, it is clearly part of one
of the more visually striking setups at the
Show. And there's more to it than looks; I
really like what Ihear from the combination.
Scientific Fidelity is showing their new
Joule, astand-mounted loudspeaker ($1190
plus $300 for matching stands) first seen at
summer CES in Chicago. Interestingly, SciFi has amore or less normal setup at this
show, absent the subdued light, art-deco,
tuxedoed look of their previous demonstra-
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dons. Sci-Fi is no longer showing their electronics, this year using VAC amplifiers.
Also displaying show-stopping looks but
at adifferent price level is The Kind Horn
Company. They have several new models
(the original models remain in the line),
including the Quintet ($6000) and Quartet
($4000), and subwoofers as well. They tell
me they were almost put out of commission
on the first day of the Show when one of the
power surges from the Sahara's on-again, offagain electrical service fried the Quintet's
woofers. Fortunately, they used the same
driver in one of their subwoofers and were
able to cannibalize it to keep their system in
operation.
Threshold hasn't gone into loudspeakers
yet, but their suite is filled with new electronics. First is the T-2, afully balanced
preamplifier with full-function remote control and outboard power supply for $5250.
Next, the TZero preamp ($2750 with plugin phono stage, $2550 without). Ialso spot
three new stereo amplifiers: the Ta 300
150Wpc class-AJAB ($2990), the Ti 500 with
two output modes (125Wpc class-A or
250Wpc class-AJAB, $6750), and the Ti 200
100Wpc class-A ($4500). Threshold's designer, Michael Bladelius, has clearly been
busy this past year. Forté, Threshold's less
expensive line, is content with the introduction of afive-channel, single-chassis amplifier, the FT-1 ($1590), designed for video use
and furnishing 125W to each of the front
three channels and 55W to the rears.
In the Phase libchnology suite Isee nothing really new in the loudspeaker line, but in
the back room it's adifferent story. I'm really
impressed by the new Phase Technology 105
($2500). Nothing exotic here, just afloorstanding, three-way system using Phase
Tech's proprietary flat-piston drivers, driven
by Conrad-Johnson tube gear. Spectrum
Audio is also introducing anew high-end
loudspeaker aiming for the same price point,
the Model 100 ($2495).
3:30 Saturday afternoon—time to head
downtown to the Golden Nugget, where
several manufacturers are out-boarding—
exhibiting as unofficial attendees. It's not hard
to see why they exhibit here. The Golden
Nugget, like its sister hotel the Mirage (same
owners), is one of the classier hotels in town.
And it has some of the largest exhibit rooms,
afar cry from the rabbit warren at the Sahara.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

imma.
Magnepan MG-I0

The big news in loudspeakers at the Nugget is from Magnepan. They're finally in
production with their MG-10 ($1200), atall,
narrow (about 10' wide) panel loudspeaker
designed with video in mind. Its inherent
low-end rolloff is about 80Hz, appropriate
for blending with asubwoofer. Three pairs
of them are set up in Magnepan's very large
room in asurround array with aLexicon processor (this was strictly an audio demo, however, no video). Two Velodyne subwoofers
complete the setup. The sound is outstanding, even with the discretely set surrounds
turned off—an opera selection Irequest very
nearly comes to life. While afew of the exhibits at the Show have impressed me more sonically (notably the already-mentioned big
Hales, Avalon Avatar/Muse subwoofer, and
Energy Ventas v2.8), the Magnepan room
definitely belongs in the top half-dozen.
Sunday, last day of the Show. What's this,
ahorn revival? Not quite, but there're always
afew companies ready to attempt one. Last
year it was Kind Horn; this year, Solo Electronics is showing their H500 Studio Horn
Monitor ($2480). It's arelatively small system
with ahorn-loaded midrange and metaldome tweeter (an unusual combination),
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sounding very dynamic and punchy, if somewhat forward, driven by Solo's own 323
integrated amplifier.

Solo Electronics H500 Studio Horn Monitor

Of course, if you really want ahorn-loaded
loudspeaker, you can always go all the way
and buy Hartsfields from Classic Audio
Reproductions, afaithful reproduction of
awell-known JBL design produced from
1954 to 1964. A pair of them are tucked into
the corners of the Classic Audio suite. Istill
remember seeing, as asalivating barelyteenager recently stricken by audiophilia, one
of these monsters snuggled into acorner of
the audio department in Sam Goody's on
49th Street in New York. Hard to forget
Goody's when it was Goody's, with jillions
of new LPs from floor to ceiling in endless
layers of shelves. Mercury Living Presence,
RCA Red Seal, London FFSS. Sigh. Icouldn't
afford the Hartsfields then, nor could Iafford
all the LPs Iwanted. Ididn't catch Classic
Audio's price for their clones, but I'm sure
they'll happily make you apair in the finish
of your choice.
The folks from Speaker Art can be
counted on to show up at aWinter CES with
something new and different each year. Last
year it was an ultramodern cast cabinet
which, to me, resembled agiant popside.
This year they're being just alittle more conventional with the Odyssey EE, afull-range
satellite two-way loudspeaker sitting on a
second cabinet which functions as acombination stand and bass-reinforcement module.
Nice sound, high price ($14,000). The look
is faceted, àla Avalon.'
5

15 Ilost count of the loudspeakers which now seem to have
copied this look. It makes alot of sense, diffraction-wise,but
can't be cheap to execute.
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Fortunately for most of us, the truly
affordable end of the High End has not been
forgotten. Definitive Technologies is
showing the new BP 8 ($798) and DR 7
Bookshelf Monitor ($498). The former is
Definitive's least expensive bipolar design,
the latter astand-mounted model using the
same components as the DR 7Tower which
impressed many last year.
At the same price point, Genesis Technologies now has the Genre 3. Looking like
aslightly shrunken Genre 2, it's producing
aremarkable sound for the bucks, any bucks,
with an open, natural balance, tight soundstage, and solid, well-controlled low end
(including fine low-frequency power handling). But perhaps just as intriguing is Genesis's other introduction, the Stealth B-200
MOSFET power amplifier ($6000). At least
the literature calls it apower amplifier; that
really doesn't tell the whole story. Its passive
input section has remote-controlled multiple
inputs and adjustable gain with VsdB steps
(0.1dB may also be made available). The level
of class-A bias is continuously adjustable
from the remote control—from 20W to
100Wpc (total rated output is 200Wpc).
Now it's the final afternoon of the Show,
and Istill have, it seems, half of the Sahara to
cover. Next time I'll wear afake beard and
sunglasses and hide my Stereophile badge—
might speed things up. Ipromised Richard
Shahinian that I'd get back to his room at the
end of the day; Ihave adrop-the-needle challenge (or, to be up to date, drop-the-laserbeam)—a piece of music Idon't think he'll
recognize (fat chance). Ialso want to tell him
that his Diapasons were performing very
nicely in the German Acoustics room,
driven by prototypes of the humongo
Symphonic-Line Krafft Reference 250
amplifier ($25,000/pair and weighing-in at
280 lbs each—heavier than the loudspeakers).
But Ihave to finish up an endless stretch of
rooms before that.
VPI has anew TNT Series 3($5000) with
arevised, isolated motor, thicker stainlesssteel pillars, and other changes. There's also
aStand-Alone Motor Assembly, the SAMA
($400), for the HW19. What's in this next
room? Tony 'Iliddeo and his upgraded Monitor One loudspeakers with new TPX-cone
woofers at $1595. Sounds nice. And over
here? Ensemble? Oops, can't go in there
now. Urs and Anna are such incredibly nice
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hosts that I'll have aguilt-attack if Ispend
less than 15 minutes there. Too bad; they
invariably have one of the better-sounding
rooms at the Show. Ilook in; there doesn't
appear to be anything new in loudspeakers
on display. They're demonstrating the
Profundo woofers with the Tango satellites.
Push on.
The Unity Audio Signatures are not new,
but it's the first I've seen or heard them. Nice
setup, nice sound. Astonishing low end from
the Unitys for their size (said to have less
internal volume than the LS3/5a), and topflight imaging as well. They're in the Musical Design room, and Jolm Hillig is demonstrating them with his electronics and neat
CD One ($1495), atweaked, dressed-up,
Pioneer Stable platter player. Sorry, John,
have to move on. I
just hope there's no power
failure for the rest of the day.
Counterpoint's just around the corner,
playing their new Clearfield Diplomat; $1195
plus $800 for accessory stands which incorporate abuilt-in subwoofer. Big room, but
alittle too much business chatter (that is what
CES is for, after all) to really make acritical
judgment. Promising, though. Into the Parasound room, where ajumbo subwoofer in
an elegantly shaped cabinet can't be missed
—the GMAS-18, they call it. Now Iremember that AuraSound 18" driver. This
is where it's going. Over 2.5" linear cone
excursion, you say? Price forecast to be
around $5000 including amplifier and crossover? Could this be acut-rate POW-WHOW
killer or what? No time to think about that
now. New Parasound electronics by John
Curl, including the P/LD Line Drive Preamp
(less than $1200), and the HCA-1206 sixchannel THX power amp ($2600). Lots
more in the works for later in the year, too.
Can't stay, pity they're not playing the big sub.
TARA Labs nett. Hey, this is the best I've
ever heard Sound-Labs (the A-3s in this case),
driven by TARA's updated line stage and
monoblock amplifiers. TARA cables, but of
course. Hi Matthew, hi Joe. Bye Matthew,
bye Joe.
PSB with their new Stratus Silver ($1500)
replacing the basic Stratus; redesigned woofer
and new tweeter. A new top-of-the-line
model Four from Ryan Acoustics ($3295).
A preamp and apower amp from Amhearst
Audio—the A-200 (150Wpc, $900) and the
P-2000 ($720 including phono stage). New
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

to me, though Irecall them being mentioned
in someone's Summer CES '92 report.
Apparently they're designed by B&K's original designer, which gives them acertain leg
up over the 10,000 other new companies that
show up at every CES.
Here's Michael Yee Audio, with abuncha
stuff PA-1 power amplifier ($1300, 100Wpc),
LA-1 line-level preamp ($1000), PFE-1
Phono preamp ($900), even aD/A converter
(the DA-1, $950). Yee has agood story, calling his design concept "Tonal Imaging" and
handing me aWhite Paper I'll have to read.
Later.
Lyra always has something new and interesting. Let's see, no new cartridges, no new
turntables. What's this? A prototype tonearm? Pretty slick. You're hoping for aprice
of well below $1500? Nice to see someone
trying to undercut those +$2000 tonearms.
Come to think of it, nice to see someone, anyone bringing out any new tonearm at this
stage of analog's half-life.
And what's this? Bill Firebaugh of WellTempered fame, sharing aroom with the
folks from Bitwise. That's right, they're
working together on anew processor, almost
ready for market. RH will likely have caught
this one. I'm here for loudspeakers. Whoa!

4

7,4

›1'

Bill Firebaugh and Larry Archibald
with Bill's Well-Tempered Loudspeaker

There are the Well-Tempered loudspeakers,
the world's biggest billiard balls. Cat's eye,
you say most people are calling them? That
too. Cosmetic redesign is anticipated—
probably not abad idea—though otherwise
they're almost ready for market. Killer bass.
(Oh, no. Not again!) It's that 6" -diameter
port, eh?
Whew. Three o'clock, and the Show closes
at four today. Mirage is starting anew off-
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shoot company, Athena Digital. First product is an innovative electronic crossover
(about $600), but it's not truly digital. DSP
stuff is planned later. Also for Mirage's sister
company, Energy. Join the bandwagon. And
that "other" energy, Acoustic Energy (now
distributed by Edge Marketing, the Air Tight
people) has anew Aegis rninimonitor loudspeaker. At $1000, it's abargain in this otherwise expensive line. Matching stands will set
you back another $350-$400, though. Oracle has anumber of new models to supplement their big Helicon ($9995)—four new
models ranging from the Mentor Monitor
at $1895 to the Minerva at $5995. Two of the
models (but not the latter) are available in
molded granite finishes at asignificant price
increment (up, of course). There's the topof-the-heap Linaeum Model 9B ($13,500).
Iwish Ihad more time to hear it, but I'm sure
that this room is not big enough to do it
justice.
ESB, are they back? Seems like ahalf dozen
new Italian audio manufacturers are here,
most looking for distributors. Along with
Dynaudio (for their complete systems)—
though they're not exactly Italian. Missed the
Sonus Faber Extrema again (in the Theta
room at another hotel). Someday I'll get to
hear it. What's this? Another video display.
Hmmm. Museatex front projector. Looks
pretty good. Can't stay here. Soundwave has
awhole new line? The VR-1 ($895), VR-2
($1290), and VR-3 ($1590). They're still
making their original models, though, now
in Series 2form. And Kimber has anew line
of loudspeaker cables that come with amortgage, topping out with the SP6010 at $15,000
for an 8' pair! The mortgage part is ajoke.
The price is not. Or at least Ray Kimber told
it to me with astraight face. Idon't think it
was ahallucination. Wasn't that CG Isaw
running down the hall, chasing adwarf
named Napoleon? This is getting weird. It
must be closing time.
Nearly four o'clock and Iwander into
Shahinian's room, but Richard Shahinian
is off to ameeting. Imake alast sweep of the
halls, hoping to catch the odd item or two.
By now, most exhibitors are furiously packing up their equipment to avoid late charges
in their rooms. Boxes are everywhere. Suits
and ties have been discarded in favor of work
clothes. Ispot Sam Tellig going through the
motions of helping Roy Hall pack up the
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Music Hall room—Roy must still have some
Scotch left. The Stereophile room is almost
packed—very little left there. Ihear of loudspeakers Imissed: NEAR's 40Me at $1250,
the little Excel from Energy ($150), the Atom
from Paradigm ($159). There were certainly
others.
Ibump into Dick Olsher and we meet later
to unwind over dinner and exchange information: Ihave some information on tube
electronics he may have missed, he picked up
afew stray items on loudspeakers. We're on
the same flight back to Albuquerque in the
morning, and Ioffer to drive him to the airport. That night Ipack; my suitcase, half
empty on arrival, is jammed with brochures
demanding to be read.
The day after the Show and Las Vegas
greets us with the best weather of the week.
It figures. But this is the first day since before
the Show began that I've had the time to
notice. Idrive DO, JGH, and GL to the airport. We each have adifferent take on the
Show, depending on what we concentrated
on covering. But the Show was memorable
for all of us, and two things seem certain: it
was certainly the most upbeat show in recent
memory, and there will be no shortage of
new stuff to keep us occupied over the coming year.

DICK OLSHER REPORTS ON
TUBES AT THE SHOW

F

,or the first time in adecade, Audio
Research has introduced new all-tube
amplification: at last, apure-tube signal path. Dubbed the Reference Series, the
Models One, Two, and Three appear to represent William Z. Johnson's creative magnum opus: an attempt to redefine the state
of the art. The Model One, a100W monaural
power amp, uses aunique combination of
ARC's partial cathode-coupled output stage
together with Ultralinear connection of the
screens. An important advantage of this configuration is that screen-protection circuitry
can be used in the power supply; in the event
of atube arc, the supply voltage is quickly
shut down electronically. The result is said
to be an output stage of increased reliability,
good efficiency, and excellent load-drive
capability. To realize the One's full sonic
potential, Johnson crafted the Model Tinto
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LIKE THE AMP I
TSELF,
THE REVIEWS ARE NOTHING
SHORT OFASTOUNDING.
"I'm trying to restrain my own enthusiasm for
the Crown—I don't want to be seen loosiiie my
marbles. But this is adamned good amp.
Sam Tellig —Stereophile, Vol.15 No.12, December 1992

"I give this amp amost enthusiastic thumbs up!
lmay just buy this honey."
Bascam H. King —Audio, June 1992

"The MR is indeed ararefind. It combines sheer
power with anaturalness and delicacy that up to
this time has been unheard of.."
Bill Donally —New Jersey Audio Society

As you can see, the Macro Reference has made
apretty impressive impact on high-end audio
reviewers And rightly so. Because this amp
combines massive power with incredible sensitivity
at aprice that will astound you. Audition the MR
in your system and hear the difference.

For afree information packet containing the
complete, unedited reviews from Audio, New Jersey
Audio Society, Stereophile, The Absolute Sound",
and acopy of the Macro Reference Owners Manual,
call us toll-free: 1-800-535-6289
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line preamp and Model Three phono preamp. These preamplifiers emulate the Model
One's front-end topology to provide the
same level of sonic performance. All of the
Reference Series components operate in fully
balanced mode. Thus, with single-ended preamps, the Model One will require abalanced
line driver, such as ARC's BL1 ($595), to
provide abalanced signal input.
Scott Frankland's new company, Wavestream Kinetics, presented an aesthetic
knockout: the $22,000/pair V8. Ostensibly
a200W all-triode monaural power amp, the
V8 resembles aMayan temple more than it
does an audio device. As one's eye scans the
slopes of the massive chassis, one's attention
is invariably drawn to the two rows of Gold
Aero KT99s jutting out like so many howitzers. There are eight KT99s per channel, each
driven by azero-gain buffer to ensure high

slew rate and fast transient response. The
front-end power supply is tube-regulated
and -rectified. The output stage's horizontally
opposed push-pull layout allows the frontend circuit to be located equidistant from
both halves of the output stage while maintaining minimal wire lengths between tubes.
Two massive toroidal power transformers are
used. The output transformer weighs 27 lbs
and can deliver 200W into 2, 4, or 8ohms at
12Hz!
Another stylistic power amp was showcased by the Hovland Company. The triangular Aurora offers 100Wpc into 1, 4, 8,
or 16 ohms, using apair of EL34 output
tubes per channel. Speaker impedance selection is easily accomplished via aswitch. Hoyland's own Musicaps are used in all critical
circuitry. The Aurora is bridgeable to provide 200W in mono operation.

Hovland Aurora amplifier

Audio Research Reference Series
Model One amplifier

VVavestream Kinetics V8 amplifier
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

My visit to the Edge Marketing/Air Tight
room was rewarded with anice chat with Air
Tight's designer Mr. Muira and my first
glimpse of the ATM-1 amp and anew linestage preamp. The ATM-1 is the baby in Air
Tight's power-amp lineup: astereo amp
designed along conventional lines, but with
uncommon passive parts and no circuit
boards. A pair ofEL34s per channel provides
36Wpc into 4and 8ohms.
Gold Aero has expanded its audio product
line to include the KT99A, E34L, and 6FQ7/
6CG7 vacuum tubes. The KT99A (made in
Yugoslavia) is an improved version of the
KT99 (Gold Aero's designation for the KT90
with amodified base), and is offered as an
upgrade not only for the KT99, but also as
aplug-in replacement for 6550/KT88 output
tubes. The Czechoslovakian E34L is said to
WorldRadioHistory
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allow more power output than astandard
EL34, but with the same bias and drive
requirements. Both tubes are available in the
Gold Aero Premium and Platinum series as
singles, matched pairs, and matched quad
sets. Even more exciting was Gold Aero's
announcement that it is starting its own US
manufacture of the KT88. Just think—a
domestic alternative to the Chinese-built
KT88.
If ever there was amatch made in heaven,
the KSS Audio Engineering 100W OTL
amp ($3995) driving the Sound-Lab Pristine ESLs must be it. The sound of this
combo in the smallish KSS room was stunningly palpable Anyone doubting the magic
of tubes should take amusical ride on the
KSS AC/DC amp. DC-coupled from input
to output, it boasts afrequency response of
DC to 1MHz for atube amp. The output
stage uses the 6AS7 power triode popularized
by Atma-Sphere. Also unusual for an OTL
is the power delivery into low-impedance
loads: 85Wpc into 4ohms, 60Wpc into 2
ohms.
Bruce Moore and Bruce Moore Audio
Design are alive and well. Currently, the top
of the power-amp line consists of the M225,
which, as you might imagine, is amonoblock
design capable of delivering 225Wpc into 2,
4, or 8ohms. However, full triode operation
is possible at reduced power (115Wpc). A
sextet of 6550As is used in the output stage.
The front end uses a12AX7 and a5687. One
half of the 12AX7 is used for voltage amplification while the other half serves as apowersupply decoupler—a new circuit, patent
pending to Bruce Moore. The 5687 is used
as abuffer stage to provide low-distortion
drive to the output stage. A good-looking
amp, and one that Tube Man would dearly
love to get his hands on.
MFA lives on, despite the departure of cofounders Bruce Moore and Scott Frankland,
and thanks to the MC Reference preamp
($12,850). This, currently the company's
focus, is said to be MFA's crowning design
achievement. Building on an earlier foundation, chief engineers John Nunes and Amn
Roatcap have forged the MC Reference into
atrue contender in the ultimate preamp
sweepstakes. Offering up to 923dB of phono
gain and extremely low noise, even 0.1mV
moving-coil cartridges can be accommodated. This may be the best-sounding fullSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

function preamp money can buy. Stay tuned.
Sonic Frontiers hasn't been sitting on
their hands. A couple of affordable new
products from this Canadian firm caught my
attention. The SFP-1 Phono Stage ($1095)
complements the SFL-1 Line Stage that Ilike
so much. The moving-coil section is asinglestage, direct-coupled J-FET, followed by a
two-stage all-tube RIAA moving-magnet
section. Gain available is 37dB (MM) and
57dB (MC), internally selectable. The stated
RIAA accuracy spec of ±03dB puts to
shame much more expensive phono sections.
The SFC-1 Control Amplifier ($1795) combines the front-panel control and switching
functions of the SFL-1 Line Stage with a
tubed stereo amp section. A pair of EL34s
per channel are used to generate 50W output.
Igot another glimpse of Cary Audio
Design's fabulous 805 monoblocks ($7495/
pair) in action. A single-ended design, the
805s re-create the glory days of audio—the
'20s and '30s—when power triodes ruled the
day and push-pull was only an avant-garde
notion. Much more affordable is the Cary
SLA-30 ($899), which uses four EL84s
(6BQ5) as output tubes in atri-tet circuit
offering 30W class-A per channel. The SLP30 is acompanion, all-tube, line-stage pre-
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monitors AC voltage.
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master control.
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amp at $699. There is also the LPP-1, a$399
stand-alone RIAA phono preamp.
There was abevy of new products from
Vacuum 'Elbe Logic, including anot-sological (price-wise, that is) stereo amp at
100Wpc, all triode. At an asking price of
$12,000, VTL (tongue in cheek) referred to
it as the "Crazy Amp!' The chassis is entirely
milled, and features 24k gold-plated top deck
and transformer hats. The output stage uses
apair of Russian 6C33C-B power triodes per
channel. This tube, arecent find, is amuch
beefier incarnation of the 6AS7, and garnered
its fair share of doubletakes for its unique
"triple-breasted" look—the top of the glass
envelope is adorned by three sumptuous glass
nipples.
In keeping with its tradition of affordable
products for the masses, VTL also introduced
a40/40 integrated amp at the entry-level price
of $1350. Some of the features include afourinput line stage and Record Out. A quartet
of RCA 6AQ5A output tubes are used per
channel. Two new line-level preamps are also
available. The High Resolution Line Preamp
($1250) offers up to 15dB of gain, four line
inputs, and abuffered Record Out. Similar
to the above, the Maxline is even more
affordable at $850. VTPs 225 monoblock
amps are now solely available in the Bob
Harley (preferred) configuration: eight EL34s
in class-AB1 Ultralinear. The price remains
$5000/pair.
Valve Amplification Company introduced the Vintage Series in fond memory of
those bygone days when affordable tube
products were the norm. The Vintage Williamson power amp ($1950) is asinglechassis stereo amp based on the legendary
DIN. Williamson circuit. Features include
VAC's ultra-wide-bandwidth transformers,
direct-coupled input stage, regulated input
power supply, and premium parts. The
output-stage bias and balance are readily
adjustable by the user. A full tube cage is
optional. The Vintage Series also includes the
Williamson Integrated amp ($2490), apreamp, and acouple of monoblock amps.
LA Audio tube amplifiers are now distributed in the US. Despite what you might
surmise from the company's name, they're
based in Denmark—"LA" stands for the
designer's initials. LA Audio is ready to challenge any tube amp out there. An example
of their product line is the P-5 Gold monoSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

block, powered by adozen KT88s and capable of delivering 500W (class-AB) into 4or
8ohms with less than 1% second-harmonic
distortion. The output transformer is an
ultralinear type with bifilar windings on pure
grain-oriented silicon steel for low saturation and wide frequency response.
Newcomer Solo Electronics introduced
the Solo 323 ($1980), an integrated stereo
amp with a"Bi-Wire Output." Powered by
three EL34s per channel (50W class-AB), the
323 features asplit secondary winding in the
output transformer. These windings are
optimized for direct connection to the
tweeter and woofer in aspeaker that allows
bi-wiring. The windings may also be paralleled for use with single-wired speakers. A
MM phono stage is provided in addition to
aline stage. Driving the Solo H500 Horn
Monitor ($2480/pair), this amp produced
some very sweet sounds.

Solo Electronics 323 integrated amplifier

From Russia (and now LA) with love:
Yakov Aronov Audio Laboratory is a
name worth remembering. Rather than focusing on test-bench specs (which are quite good,
by the way), the designs emphasize musical
enjoyment. To quote from their literature, the
Aronov line possesses "the dynamics of
Mussorgsky, the melodiousness of Tchaikovsky, and the complexity of Stravinsky!'
New for 1993 is a60W stereo amp at $2000.

ROBERT HARLEY DOES
DIGITAL

T

his Winter Consumer Electronics
Show was averitable showcase of
new digital audio technology. There
were lots of new digital processors, transports,
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and digital tweaks from established digital
companies, as well as first digital products
from names known more for their analog
high-end endeavors.
In addition to this exciting array of tweaky
hardware, this CES marked the full-fledged
introduction of Digital Signal Processing
(D SP)-based loudspeaker- and room-correction systems. This technology has the
potential to radically change the way music
is reproduced. I'll have afull roundup later
in this report.

Bitwise Musik System 2
Bitwise Audio lbchnologies introduced
their intriguing and long-awaited Musik
System Two TC DIA converter. The TC (for
"Time Continuous") has been under development for nearly two years with Bill Firebaugh, designer of the Well-Tempered Turntable and Well-Tempered Arm. Details of the
Time Continuous DAC topology, said to be
unique, are being kept under wraps until the
product is introduced. The $5800 twochassis unit has aclock output for connection to Bitwise's new Musik System CD-1
transport, atechnique they call "System Synchronous." This arrangement reportedly
reduces clock jitter in the processor.' 6The

CD-1 transport is based on Pioneer's Stable
Platter mechanism, adrive that is rapidly
gaining popularity in high-end transports.
Delivery is scheduled for late March, 1993
for both the 'PC DAC and companion $2450
CD-1 transport.
Bitwise also announced apremium version of their Musik System Zero processor
and an upgrade program for original System
Zero owners. The Zero Plus, as it's called, has
aCrystal input receiver (replacing the higherjitter Yamaha chip), AT&T ST-type glass fiber
input, and the ability to connect to their CD1transport via the System Synchronous
clock system. The Plus option adds $650 to
the Zero's $1500 price. Zero owners can have
their converters upgraded to the Plus version
for $800. Newer production of the Zero will
include the Crystal receiver chip as standard
(but not the Plus's other features) and keep
the same retail price.
Following the great success of their UltraLink processor, PS Audio showed aprototype of their Lambda CD transport. Based
on the new Philips CDM-9 Pro mechanism,
the Lambda has 13 power-supply regulation
stages and arigid metal-alloy subchassis. The
Lambda is expected to sell for $1695 ($1895
with AT&T glass output), with the first units
shipped in February. PS Audio also announced
aprice reduction, from $1195 to $995, on
16 There's no question that locking the transport to the processor's master clock is the way to go (that is, unless acompletely jitter-free interface can be developed). The Linn
Karik/Numerik CD player (reviewed in Vol.15 Na 1) dramatically illustrated this concept. Removing the clock cable
switches between conventional clocking and the clock feedback system. The difference in sound quality with and without
the additional clock signal was vast.

PS Audio Lambda CD Drive
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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their SuperLink H processor. Since my
favorable review of the original Superlink in
Vol.14 No.4, the product has been redesigned
based on what was learned from the UltraLink.
Counterpoint gave JA and me afascinating demonstration of the differences between
DAC chips. Their DA-10 D/A converter
($1695) accepts plug-in DAC modules,
allowing the user to select whatever DAC
best matches his system or sonic tastes—and
to upgrade the unit as newer and better DACs
become available. We heard the Analog
Devices AD1862 20-bit ladder DAC, Philips
7350 Bitstream, and aCrystal CS4328 DeltaSigma type. It was immediately apparent that
the AD1862 was the best, with the 7350 Bitstream chip adistant third. Counterpoint will
soon have an UltraAnalog DAC module for
the DA-10. The processor also lets the user
adjust the MSB (Most Significant Bit) trimmer by ear from afront-panel trim pot.
Incidentally, the sound was excellent; the
DA-10 fed Counterpoint's SA-5000 preamp,
with their Natural Progression monoblock
power amps driving the new Counterpoint
Embassy/Diplomat ($2000) loudspeaker system through Cardas cables and interconnects.
Another interesting comparison, this time
between different digital filters in the same
processor, was heard in the Pink iliangle
room. John Westlake, designer of Pink Triangle's new Dacapo digital processor, played
the same piece of music with an 18-bit
Yamaha filter (the YM3414), then with a
Burr-Brown 20-bit filter (the Burr-Brown
is identical to the ubiquitous NPC filter) in
the Dacapo converter. Surprisingly, there was
ahuge difference: the 18-bit Yamaha was
smoother, more liquid, and better resolved
space and depth than the popular NPC filter.
The Dacapo's plug-in filter modules allow
the user to switch filters according to taste.
There were some other impressive engineering techniques inside the $2995 Dacapo,
including an optional ($2695) massive external power supply that will power the unit
from batteries. John Westlake also shared
with me some of his research into clock jitter.
He milled the top off aPhilips 7350 Bitstream chip to get to the manufacturing test
points inside and found that the jitter inside
the chip was much worse than when measured at the IC's pin—and he had 'scope
photos to prove it. This suggests that the jitter
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

measurements presented in last January's Stereophile (and all future jitter measurements)
are abest-case condition—the jitter inside the
DAC is likely worse than at the pin. Where
will it end?
Meridian presented some new products
at the show, including their promising $895
263 DAC. The 263 replaces the highly
regarded 203 and is said to sound much better. I've got a263 on deck in my rack for a
full review. Other Meridian products shown
included the latest versions of the 602 transport and 606 DIA converter, as well as the
607 A/D converter, 603 analog preamp, and
601 digital preamp. The 601 has an on-board
A/D converter and performs RIAA phono
equalization in the digital domain. Meridian's Bob Stuart also made some good sound
with their D6000 digital loudspeakers I
reviewed back in Vol.14 No.9. Meridian was
planning amajor new product launch at last
month's Stereophile High End Hi-Fi show in
San Francisco.
The folks at Audio Research haven't been
sitting on their digital laurels; their highly
regarded DAC1-20 has been completely
redesigned and is now called the DAC2. The
new processor features balanced outputs, the
Crystal input receiver, and awhole new
design from the power supply up. The DAC2
is reportedly alarge sonic leap above the
DAC1-20. In fact, Audio Research claims the
DAC2 is competitive with any other digital processor, regardless of price. The DAC2
sells for $3495, the same as the DAC1-20. I'll
be eager to hear the DAC2; watch for my
review.
Enlightened Audio Designs unveiled
three new products, revealed amajor change
in their popular DSP-7000 processor, and
announced an upgrade program for DSP7000 owners.
First, the company showed their $1099 T1000 transport. The player is based on
Pioneer's Stable Platter mechanism and uses
areclocking circuit for low jitter. AT&T STType output is standard. Gold and black finishes are available, with gold adding $200 to
the price. The DSP-9000 Pro is EAD's statement product, incorporating some high-end
circuit topologies. The $6900 unit has eight
digital inputs (including AT&T, AES/EBU,
Toslink, and coaxial), balancing in the digital
domain (before the four PCM63 DACs),
separate power supply, multistage regulation,
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remote control, Teflon analog pcb, and highquality passive components (Vishay resistors, for example). Moreover, the DSP-9000
is software-controlled, allowing configuration changes from afloppy disk or modem
connection.
EAD's new low-priced DSP-1000 D/A
converter is very similar electrically to the
DSP-7000, but has fewer features. Scaling
down the features allowed EAD to price the
DSP-1000 at $899, including the AT&T glass
fiber input.
Starting in January 1993, the DSP-7000
will have been called the DSP-7000 Series
II. The new unit uses Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs (instead of Analog Devices AD1860s),
includes the redocking circuit developed for
the DSP-9000, and incorporates other refinements. The cost for the DSP-7000 Series II
is $1850, $445 higher than for the original
DSP-7000. Owners of the DSP-7000 can
upgrade to Series II status for $445, thus
incurring no penalty.
A whole new line of transports, D/A converters, and CD players was shown by Wadia
Digital. The units feature gorgeous cosmetics and battleship build quality. Starting
with transports, the company unveiled the
Wadia 7and Wadia 8models, both of which
are based on an upgraded version of the
superb TeadEsoteric mechanism used in the
highly regarded Esoteric P-2 transport. The
top-of-the-line Wadia 7transport ($9500)
has an external power supply, massive construction, and aremote control made from
asolid aluminum block. The 8is asinglechassis unit that sells for amore affordable
$3000. Of course, both have ST-type glass
fiber output—an interface pioneered by
Wadia for audio applications.
The Wadia 9"Decoding Computer" is a
three-box system (decoder, power supply,
glass fiber interface) using Wadia's custom
DSP-based digital filter and proprietary 22bit DACs. The price of this 64x-oversampiing converter is ahefty $13,500. A less
expensive decoding computer, the $4000
Wadia 15, was also shown. The 15 oversamples at 32x and features alow-jitter clock
recovery circuit. The glass fiber optical interface (called the Wadia 10) that comes with the
Wadia 9is also available separately and sells
for $2500.
Finally, Wadia showed their Wadia 6CD
player. The 6combines the same TeadEsoSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

teric mechanism used in their transports with
a32x-oversampling decoder. Retail price is
$4000. All the Wadia units share aunique
construction that minimizes resonances for
optimum performance. At the most recent
Audio Engineering Society convention,
Wadia's Don Moses presented a paper,
"Enclosure Detuning for 20-Bit Performance," that detailed the design and testing
of the chassis used in the new Wadia line of
digital components.
Sonic Frontiers showed an early prototype of their tubed D/A converter, the SDP-1.
The single-chassis unit has amodular design,
allowing the user to choose between DACs
or upgrade to abetter DAC later. The unit
uses discrete regulation, atubed output stage,
MIT caps throughout, balanced DACs (four
Burr-Brown PCM63s), Crystal input receiver, and NPC digital filter. AT&T glass
fiber input and balanced outputs are standard.
The SDP-1 is expected to sell for asurprisingly low $2500, and be available in April.
An UltraAnalog DAC-based version of the
SDP-1 was also announced by Sonic Frontiers but not shown. The SDP-1's modular
design will enable SDP-1 owners to upgrade
when the UltraAnalog board is available in
June.
NAD had some interesting products on
display and gave us aglimpse of an exciting
new product on the horizon. First, they introduced the 502 CD player, areplacement
for the popular 5425. The 502 uses aMASH
1-bit converter and sells for $299. The company also showed the prototype of a$599
D/A converter, the 010D Digital to Analog
Interface. The 010D uses the Crystal input
receiver, Burr-Brown DF1700 filter (same
as the NPC), and apair of AD1860 DACs.
New patent-pending regulators are used in
the power supply (six regulation stages), the
analog circuitry is all class-A and directcoupled, and parts quality appeared very high
(polystyrene caps and metal-film resistors
throughout). The 010D also allows the user
to adjust the MSB trimmer by ear. NAD
should be in full production of the promising
010D by the time you read this.
C. Victor Campos and Eric Edvardsen of
NAD also told me about anew digital
preamplifier in the works. The unit provides
full switching and gain control in the digital domain, as well as additional processing
functions; the preamp will synthesize stereo
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Denon DP-X transport and DA-X processor

from amono source (based on Michael
Gerzon's algorithms"). Of course, bass and
treble controls will be implemented in the
digital domain. An onboard AID converter is
provided for using the digital preamp with
analog sources such as tuners and cassette
decks. The preamp uses some interesting
techniques to assure reliability and low manufacturing cost. In fact, the NAD digital preamp is targeted to sell for an astonishingly
low $995 retail. A full production version
will be shown at the Summer CES in June.
The first digital product from Muse Electronics made its debut at the show. The
Model Two DAC features some interesting
topology, including two Phase-Locked Loops
(PLLs), passive current/voltage converter, and
Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs. Designed for
Muse by Graham Hardy (who holds aPh.D.
in physics from Oxford), the Model Two is
targeted to sell for $1500 and be available in
mid-1993. The sound in the Muse room was
superb: the Model Two DAC fed the new
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks, which drove
the Avalon Avatar loudspeakers and Muse's
Model 18 subwoofer. Incidentally, Muse
makes afully balanced version of the Model
18 which Iwill report on in an upcoming
issue.
The Australian company Metaxas Audio
Systems (MAS) showed their $3500 MAS
DAC. The unit uses UltraAnalog DACs, an
interesting power supply (discrete, capacitor17 The prototype was also fitted with aDSP implementation of another of Michael Gerzon's ideas, astereo "depth"
control to move the image backward and forward. Although
Iwas impressed with the effect of the stereo synthesis, while
the DSP depth control did indeed change the perceived image
depth, it also introduced some noticeable comb-filter anomalies which significantly lowered the overall quality. Definitely
awork in progress.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

less regulation), and ahigh-precision clock
from Apogee Electronics. Apogee (no connection with the well-known ribbon-loudspeaker company) makes the highly regarded
professional A/D and D/A converters found
in many mastering studios. Metaxas sent me
their display unit for afull review.
Every so often, one of the big Japanese
electronics companies introduces a"statement" product to show off its engineering
and garner attention for the company. This
year, Denon introduced three such products,
two of which I'll cover here. The first is the
DP-X CD transport, agorgeous-looking
$8000 unit that looks promising. The DP-X
uses an airtight pickup chamber, large clamping disc stabilizer, heavy chassis, and careful attention to reducing resonance. AES/
EBU and AT&T ST-Type optical outputs are
provided. When used with Denon's matching DA-X digital processor, the transport will
lock to the processor's clock output.
Denon's DA-X "Alpha" converter ($6000)
reportedly "interpolates at ahigh speed and
re-creates the lost data below the LSB (Least
Significant Bit)." [/t appears to look at arunning
average of the data and use this with ROM look-up
tables to calculate what the missing bits would have
been.—Ed.] The result of this Alpha processing, shown in oscilloscope photos, is reportedly finer quantization step size and more
analog-like reproduction of low-level signals.
The DA-X is fully balanced from just before
the DACs, through the analog stage, and to
the XLR outputs. The discrete, directcoupled output section uses no feedback. As
just mentioned, the DA-X will serve as the
master clock to the DP-X transport via asecond AT&T ST-Type optical link. Denon ex119
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Don't let our friendly laid back
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Parasound D/AC-I000 processor

C.E.C. belt-drive CD transport

pects to bring the technology pioneered in
these products to their more affordable prodUCtS. 18
Parasound showed an early version of
their $695 D/AC-1000 digital processor. The
unit features three power supplies, polystyrene caps, and Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs.
ST-Type optical input comes standard. The
D/AC-1000 should be shipping by the time
you read this. Parasound also hinted at amore
ambitious D/A converter they expect to have
later this year, a"from scratch" effort by
design genius John Curl. Parasound also
showed anew Japanese transport they're distributing. The unit, made by C.E.C., is agorgeous top-loading unit with asliding door.
The belt-drive (!) C.E.C. transport will sell
for $4650 in the US.
An interesting product from the Italian
manufacturer Unison Research promised
to provide analog sound quality from CD.
The "Valve Analog CD Stage" replaces the
analog output stage of your CD player or
digital processor (but not the DACs). Using
the tubed unit requires tapping into the CD
player after the DACs. Suggested retail price
is $2300. There are, however, no US dealers
18 Denon also showed anew monoblock power amplifier,
the POA-MX. This monster weighs in at 220 lbs per side (for
comparison, aKrell KSA-250 weighs about 140 lbs), incorporates both MOSFET and bipolar output devices, and will
put out 1400W into 1ohm. No one was willing to predict the
actual retail price, but Ibet it won't be cheap
—TJN
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

for the product.
Steve McCormack showed aprototype
of his D/A converter, the McCormack Digital
Drive DAC-1. The $995 processor uses the
Crystal chipset (8412 input receiver, 4328
Delta-Sigma DAC), the same output topology used in the Signature CD player, discrete
regulation, separate digital and analog boards,
separate transformers, and ahost of other
tweaky techniques. The DAC-1 also shares
cosmetics with other McCormack products.
First production is scheduled for April.
Theta demonstrated their Linque, ahighspeed, single-mode optical interface between
transport and processor. A brief listen suggested that Theta may be on to something
with this idea. The cost for the three-piece
Linque (receiver, transmitter, and fiber optic
cable) is awhopping $1850.
Cary Audio Design showed agorgeous
new tubed D/A converter called the CADDAC. The two-piece unit looks more like a
tubed preamp or power amp, with 12
vacuum tubes protruding from the shiny
chrome top panel. The CAD-DAC is also a
full-function preamplifier, with analog inputs
and atape loop. The unit is based on the
Burr-Brown PCM63 DAC. Suggested retail
price is $4500.
Another tubed D/A converter with an
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integral preamplifier was shown by Vacuum
Ube Logic. The VTL Straight Line Stereo
D/A Converter uses an UltraAnalog 20-bit
DAC and provides source switching between
one digital and three analog inputs and avolume control. The all-tubed line stage can be
switched out of the circuit. The $3500
Straight Line is available without the preamp
for $500 less. VTL also showed their Langevin line of solid-state electronics, including
a$1575 UltraAnalog-based D/A converter.
Also on the vacuum tube front, ConradJohnson unveiled their Premier Nine
Vacuum Tube DAC. The $3495 unit is based
on aBitstream chip, has multiple digital
inputs, and boasts an impressive power supply. Two 6GK5 tubes provide gain after the
DACs. Delivery is scheduled for late April.
Forsell of Sweden, manufacturer of the
Air Force One air-bearing turntable, showed
the Forsell Air Reference CD transport. The
transport has an air bearing at the interface
between the platter and disc, reportedly
reducing disc vibration. The Air Reference
will sell for $4900—quite alow price considering its air-bearing feature, solid build,
and gorgeous appearance. Forsell also
showed amatching D/A converter, called
simply the Forsell D/A converter. The unit
is based on Bitstream technology (it seems
Europeans automatically choose Bitstream
DACs) and is designed to work best with the
Air Reference transport. Forsell claims the
$4900 D/A converter is better than any processor extant.

Forsell Air Reference CD transport

After afew false starts, DPA Digital Ltd.
(formerly Deltec Precision Audio) is now distributed in North America. RCS International, importer of Spendor and other British
products, will represent the Welsh-designed
and -built converters. The DPA lineup includes the T1 transport, Little Bit and Bigger
Bit converters, and the PDM One and flag122

ship PDM Two processors. All the DPA units
are based on Bitstream technology.
Audio Alchemy introduced the ACD 1
CD player/transport, aCD player bundled
with the Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0 converter and Clear Stream digital cable. The
$595 package was created to fill the market
niche for alow-cost digital front end that
could later be upgraded by switching digital processors. The company also showed
the Digital Drive System II, a$695 transport
with an Audio Alchemy-designed output
driver and mechanically optimized chassis.
Monarchy Audio announced that the
popular Model 20 DAC has been discontinued and replaced by the Model 22. The
new unit is arefinement of the previous
model, which has received good word-ofmouth. An unbalanced version sells for $980,
with balanced outputs adding $220 to the
price. The 8x-oversampling unit uses dual
Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs and adirectcoupled, all-discrete analog output stage.
Milbert Amplifiers has given the world
the first vacuum-tube D/A converter for the
car stereo. The $1250 tDAC uses a12AX7
which can be seen through the processor's
front-panel window when mounted in a
dashboard. The unit claims to use aproprietary input receiver that results in "zero recovered clock jitter," and plans to make the
receiver available to other manufacturers.
Milbert will offer ahome version of the
tDAC "in the near future."
There were repeated power failures in the
Sahara (site of the high-end exhibits) that
caused great aggravation among exhibitors.
(How do you like your whole system getting powered up at once with abig AC voltage surge?) As the halls were thrust into silent
darkness, one system could still be heard—
that in the MSB lbchnology room, running
off their battery power supply! MSB also
showed their Gold MSB Processor. The
$3395 unit, which looks like aflat plate,
claims to be "jitter-free" and uses aproprietary ladder-type DAC.
On the Digital Compact Cassette
front, Panasonic representatives claimed
better-than-expected sales of DCC decks
since the format's introduction late last year.
They also showed new car and portable
DCC decks scheduled for August delivery.
Ialso had an opportunity to evaluate DCC
sound quality under fairly good listening
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Better than
the Original!
Analogue Productions is so confident that our remasters are
better than the original, that if you do not agree or are not totally
impressed with the sound quality, we will give you your money back
\II, Analogue Productions (LP) and Vanguard Classics (CD)
are combining old recording techniques with the latest
— _
_ _ mastering technology to create the ultimate sound. The
LP's are Limited Edition and mastered by Doug Sax.
New! Sonny Rollins 1Way Out West. (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.) CD is on

_
g_

the Original Jazz Classic Label.

LP—AAPJ 008 $30.00

'CD—COJC 337 $15.00

New!

Ravel-Works for Orchestra /Skrowaczewski Minneapolis Orchestra
La Valse, Alborada del Gracioso,
Rapsodie Espagnole, Menuet
Antique (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.)
LP—AAPC 007 $30.00
CD—APCD 007 $16.00

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK OF IN PRINT
& OUT OF PRINT AUDIOPHILE LPs & CDs!

New! Rachmaninoff ISymphonic
Dances; Vocalise Donald Johanos
Conducting The Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. CD—CAPC 006 $16.00

THE WEAVERS
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New!
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Weavers/Reunion at Carnegie Hall (CD is agold limited edition on the
Analogue Productions Label.) LP—AAPF 005 $25.00 CD—CAPF 005 $30.00
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Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man IRodeo: Ives the Fourth of July I
Thanksgiving. CD includes Ives: Washington's Birthday IDecoration Day
LP—AAPC 004 $25.00 CD—CAPC 004 $16.00
Gould Latin American Symphonette 1Gottschalk: A Night in the Tropics.
Abravanel conducting The Utah Symphony Orchestra LP—AAPC 003 $25.00
Canteloube ISongs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath —Soprano. Conducted
by Pierre De La Roche. 2CD set is on the Vanguard Classic Label.
LP—AAPC 002 $25.00 *CD—CVAN 8001 $26.00
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Virgil Thomson /The Plow That Broke the Plains & The Suite from "The
River." Leopold Stokowski conducting the Symphony of The Air. CD also
contains: The Suite from L'Histoire du Soldat. CD is on the Vanguard Classic
Label. LP—AAPC 001 $25.00 •CD—CVAN 8013 $16.00
Massenet Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra Conducted by Louis Frernaux. LP—AKLA 522 $25.00
New! LP—AKLALE 522 $30.00 (LP 180 gram vinyl pressing)
CD is on the Klavier Label. *CD—CKLA 11007 $16.00

New!

Ray Brown /Super Bass. (LP is 180 gram pressing) LP—ACPR 74018 $25.00
•These items are not on the Analogue Productions Label or were not produced by
Analogue Productions.
Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity Wilson
Dorian Reference Recording Chesky
VVaterely Harmonia Mundi -(IMP
Proprius -RCA Living Stereo -Kisser
Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3
Delos -IBM -London Blue Backs
SHIPPING
Continental U.S. $3.00 for the st den $.40 for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.

=RD" 1-800-525-1630

Catalog 83.00 U.S. I$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog
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TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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Forty-Nine Reasons to Make
Peter McGrath's Sound Components
your Next Destination.

COMPONENTS

AudioResearch LS2B Pre-Amp
Audioquest Dragon Speaker Cables
Championship Golf Courses
B&W Silver Signature Speakers
Bryston 4B NRB
CWD Furniture
Everglades National Park
Goldmund Mimesis 12D to .1 Converter
Grado Signature Headphones
Halls of Shopping Malls
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Cartridge
Lexicon CP 3Surround Sound Processor
The Florida Philharmonic Orchestra
Linn Karilç/Numerik CD Player
Fabulous Sport Fishing
Madrigal Library 100 CD Player/Computer
Magnum Dynalab Etude Timer
Magnepan MG 20 Speakers
Marantz AX 1000 Digital Audio Computer
Miles of Sandy Beaches
Mark Levinson No. 31 CD Transport
Luxury Hotels
Meridian D6000 Speakers
MIT Shotgun Terminator Wire
NAD #2400 THX Amp

Nakamichi Music Bank 1000 Cl) Transport
Proton VT 335 TV
New World Symphony*
Quad ESL 63/Gradient Woofers
Rotel RCD 965 BX CD Player
Runco Super ID Video Projection System
Sailing in Biscayne Bay
Snell Type BMinor Speakers
Spica IC 50 Speakers
Stax Signature Headphone System
Stewart Motorized Screens
Sony 75 ES DAT
Sound Anchor Stands
Superb Restaurants
Sunsets in Key West
Thiel CS 3.6 Speakers
Transparent Audio Wires
Wadia #6 CD Player
Watt PuppyAVhow Speakers
Five Soundrooms
Full Selection of Master Tapes Analogue/Digital
Home THX Audio System Showroom**
Full Service Dept.
Full Installation Staff
'Call Peter to arrange for tickets
**Registered trademark of Lucas Arts Entertainment Conip.un

Peter AleGmth's

SOUND
COMPONENTS

NEW LOCATION:
1533 MADRUGA AVENUE, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33146
TEL: (305) 665-4299 •FAX: (305) 663-4138
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conditions. Marantz representatives had a
PASC (DCC's data compression system)
encoder and decoder connected so it was
possible to compare the CD source to the
same signal after PASC encoding and decoding. The system included Marantz class-A
monoblocks driving Snell Type B Minor
loudspeakers. Iwas able to control aswitcher
that selected between CD and PASC coding, as well as select my own music.
Although audible, the difference between
them was far less than Ihad expected—and
less than the difference between CD and
MiniDisc's ATRAC coding (reported in
"Industry Update," Vol.15 No.11). The disparity was similar to what one hears from
two similarly priced but different-quality
digital processors, not the difference between
aMark Levinson No30 and an inexpensive
CD player, for example. DCC, however, is
still slow and clunky compared to CD (or
MiniDisc), but initial impressions suggest
that DCC is the better-sounding format.
Marantz has sent Stereophile their $1199 DD92 18-bit DCC machine for an in-depth
evaluation by J. Gordon Holt and myself. I'll
also be spending some time in my listening
room with the PASC encoder/decoder system used at the show; afull report will follow.
Although not adigital product, the "Digital Phase Aligner" from Prism Audio
Technology claims to correct digitalinduced problems by processing analog signals. The Digital Phase Aligner is abox
inserted between power amplifier and loudspeakers, reportedly improving soundstaging, focus, smoothness, and front-to-rear
depth when used with adigital source.
Several new digital cables were introduced
at the show. XLO Electric debuted their
Type 4.1 digital interconnect. The Type 4.1
replaces the Type 4Jack English reviewed
recently, and is available with any combination of connectors (XLR, RCA, BNC).
AudioQuest had two new AT&T ST-Type
optical cables, the OptiLink Pro 1, a200MHz
bandwidth link that sells for $165/m, and the
600MHz OptiLink Pro 2for $295/m. AudioQuest also showed their $225 AES/EBU
interconnect, which features FPC copper,
XLR connectors, Teflon dielectric, and silver conductors.
In one of the most interesting listening
comparisons I've heard at ashow, Acoustic Sciences Corporation (mventor of Tube
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Traps) demonstrated the difference between
atreated and untreated listening room. They
had two identical suites with identical playback systems (a pair of Vandersteen 2Ces fed
from the same source) in each room. One
room had seven of their new Tower Traps
strategically placed; the other room had no
treatment. The listener could move back and
forth between rooms to hear the effect of the
Tower Traps. Although I've always been abig
believer in the effect of listening-room acoustics, this demonstration dramatically illustrated how important room treatment is. In
the treated room, the soundstage was far
more expansive, extending beyond the loudspeaker boundaries. There was also agreater
sense of depth and better pitch definition in
the bass. The untreated room had anoticeably narrower and more pinched soundstage,
and the bass was more amorphous.19 Iasked
ASC to send me the new Tower Traps ($395
for a10" by 6' pair, $495 for a15" by 4' pair)
for afull evaluation in my listening room—
watch for areview.
The biggest news of the show was the
introduction of three DSP-based loudspeaker/
room-correction systems. Snell Acoustics (in
association with Audio Alchemy), SigTech,
and B&W all demonstrated adaptive DSP
boxes that provide corrective equalization
and reflection cancellation for loudspeaker
and room-response anomalies. This is the
hottest field in audio research at the moment,
and one that has the potential to revolutionize
music playback.
Snell Acoustics, in association with
Audio Alchemy, debuted their CQ-10 Digital Loudspeaker and Room Correction Processor. The CQ-10 is an extremely sophisticated signal processor that can provide flat
amplitude and phase response at the listening
position, correct for room-amplitude anomalies, and cancel unwanted reflections from
the listening room's surfaces.2°
After aroom/loudspeaker is measured, the
19 The major difference Iheard, with the program material
in use, was atighter, less reverberant sound in the Trapped
room—just the difference Iwould expect. It might have been
more interesting to have two different types of room treatment
side by side, rather than Tube Trap vs bare (or normally furnished) room. Iheard that ASC did issue achallenge to do
just that, after hours, but I'm not aware if anyone took them
up on it.
—13N
20 See Peter Mitchell's excellent primer on these techniques
in last October's "As We See It" (Vol.15 No.10). Another good
introduction to this technology is Kevin Voedcs's white paper,
available free of charge by calling or faxing Snell. Tel: (508)
373-6114, Fax: (508) 373-6172.
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data gathered are transformed into appropriate coefficients that control the CQ-10's
DSP filters, in essence creating an "inverse"
of the error signal. When inserted in adigital signal path (as between transport and DIA
converter, or aloop in an all-digital preamplifier), the CQ-10 generates mirror-image
signals of the errors present in the listening
room, resulting in cancellation of those
errors. The CQ-10 can perform its corrective
function over a900ms window.

Snell CQI 0 DSP control unit

It takes an enormous amount of computing power to generate these correction signals
in real time over the audio frequency band—
and affect nearly asecond's worth of data.
The CQ-10 was realized with anew DSP
chip from Star Semiconductor that incorporates four DSP engines on one chip, all
running at aclock speed of 50MHz. Two of
these awesome devices are used in the CQ10. Even with all this horsepower, it was still
necessary to perform some software tricks
to maximize the CQ-10's capability. Iwon't
go into the details in ashow report; we will
no doubt conduct afull review of the CQ-10
when it becomes available.
The CQ-10 hardware is being made by
Audio Alchemy and the software was developed by MusicSoft, in which Audio Alchemy and Snell are major shareholders. The
price of the CQ-10 is an astonishingly low
$2500, which will presumably include avisit
from the dealer to measure your loudspeaker/
room. Delivery of the first units is scheduled
for late March, 1993.
In the demonstration of the CQ-10, the
difference between corrected and uncorrected
was profound—but not necessarily for the
better. Iheard it the second day of the show
at 8am; other listeners reported better results
later in the show after the CQ-10's designers
had time to tweak it?' It was impossible to
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

assess the CQ-10 under show conditions, but
Ibelieve this technology has vast potential
for improving the quality of reproduced
music.
Another demonstration of DSP loudspeaker and room correction was provided
by Cambridge Signal Technologies (SigTech), who showed their $4750 TF10D-3
"TimeField Acoustic Correction System."
Visitors to their room could sit in the listening position next to the processor and switch
it in and out, as well as select their own CDs.
Unfortunately, program with deep bass
caused the system to become overdriven with
the TF10D-3 switched in. Isurmise that the
processor was trying to compensate for lack
of energy in the lowest octave, causing the
woofer and amplifier to be overdriven. Ilook
forward to hearing abetter demonstration
of the TF10D-3.
Finally, British loudspeaker manufacturer
B&W showed an engineering prototype of
their acoustic correction system in aprivate
suite. Unlike the other systems heard at
the show, the B&W operates only below
500Hz—where room modes are strongest
and most audible. It also allows the user to
selectively correct for the room and speaker,
or just for the speaker's known high-pass
bass rollout. Switching in the B&W unit produced avery subde change, in sharp contrast
to the vast differences produced by the SigTech and Snell units. Through apair of 802
loudspeakers, the processor extended the
bottom end, removed the smearing and congestion in the midbass, and gave the presentation amore open sound—very impressive.
B&W plans to market aconsumer version
later this year at aretail price of "between
$1000 and $10,000."
Every CES seems to have one product that
calls attention to itself either because of its
absolute performance or by virtue of offering
incredible value. This year's product that
seemed to provide the most bang for the
buck was the new $499/pair Genesis Genre
loudspeaker. Driven by aPS Audio UltraLink and the prototype Genesis Stealth B200 power amplifier, the sound was remarkably good. Had Iheard the presentation
without knowing the price, Iwould have
21 It's my understanding that the speaker and room had been
measured while the latter was empty of people, resulting in
suboptimal correction during the demonstration to approximately 30 sound-absorbing members of the press. —JA
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guessed the loudspeakers cost around $1500.
This is one to watch.
Although poor to mediocre sound was the
rule at the show, several rooms produced
truly first-rate presentations. Without adoubt,
the best sound at the show again goes to the
Hales System One loudspeaker. This year,
the $16,000 System One was displayed in the
Sonic Frontiers room (Hales used their suite
to show off their excellent—and affordable—
Model Three loudspeaker). The playback
chain consisted of Sonic Frontiers' SFP-1
phono stage ($1095), SFL-1 line stage, and
SFM-160 monoblock power amplifiers. The
digital front end was aKrell MD-20 transport driving Sonic Frontiers' prototype SFD1processor. LP source was via an Oracle
Delphi Mk.IV, SME 345 arm, and BenzMicro Ruby cartridge. Inever heard the digital system—I was content to let them continue playing LPs on this excellent analog
front end. The sound was superb. [It was pretty
good on digital, too.—Ed.]
Runners-up for best sound included the
Muse Electronics room, where the new
Muse 300 monoblocks drove Avalon Avatar
loudspeakers with aMuse Model 18 subwoofer. Sources included Muse's new $1500
DAC (driven by aJVC XLZ-1010 CD
player), LP, and master tapes played on a
Scully halftrack machine. The Hales System
Three loudspeakers (less than $2500/pair)
were also very impressive, as was Ken Kantor's new NHT Model 33 ($5500 projected).
The Thiel CS3.6 loudspeaker also produced
good-sounding music (I've got apair in my
listening room; review forthcoming), as it has
at previous shows.
That's the roundup of new digital gear. It
looks as though I'm going to have my hands
full in the next few months trying to keep up
with this ever-changing technology. I'll keep
you posted."

Guy LEMCOE
ROUNDS UP THE STRAYS

0

nthe WCES's opening day, eager
to see all the latest and greatest gear
from both familiar and not-so-

22 Iapologize ill missed anyone. Manufacturers introducing
digital products at shows should send mc afax or letter in
advance alerting me to the fact.
STeREOPHILF, Al.1111
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familiar manufacturers, Iheaded for the
Sahara Hotel's Bi-Level Complex where well
over 150 rooms had been transformed into
eye-opening, ear-teasing sound parlors.
What Isaw, felt, and heard in my frantic
survey of these "parlors" ranged from the
sublime to the ridiculous. The arrays of hightech, well-built, exquisitely styled components and accessories Isaw was enough to
make your mouth water. The élan present in
some was equally overwhelming, yet, during
infrequent coffee breaks when Icould relax
and reflect upon the event, Icouldn't help but
think just how far off the mark some of the
exhibitors had strayed. Ibegan to question
just what the relationship between that which
transforms an electrical signal into something
we recognize as music, and the music itself, was.
Sorry to say, by the end of the Show, Iwas
no closer to an answer than Iwas on the first
day. Idid form an opinion, though. What I
found sadly lacking at this show was aconscious effort on the part of the manufacturers
to convey to the visitors their interest in the
music, and not just the product (which,
understandably, they hope to move out of
their factories). Conspicuously absent in conversations Ioverheard were references to how
the music being played made the listenerfeel,
though there was lots of discussion about
how the music soundee 3Remember, sounding good is anecessary, but not sufficient,
condition for asystem to convey amusical
idea.
After awhile it seemed that every other
room Ientered had $20,000 loudspeakers at
the end oían equally dear electronic daisy
chain—the two linked by cable costing the
equivalent of agood used piano. Has the
High End lost sight of the forest by focusing on the trees? What market is it after? For
an industry cloaked in controversy and
shrouded in mystique—an industry seeking
an identity and recognition among the
masses—isn't the flaunting of the esoteric and
outrageously expensive product antithetical to that challenge? It seems to me that the
kinds of displays Iencountered this Winter
in Las Vegas will further alienate not only the
sincere music-loving hi-fi hound from highend sound, but the average consumer as well.
23 It's interesting to observe how the oft-scorned lexicon of
the hi-fi subjectivist has been so widely appropriated by those
who hold the opposing view.
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Mark Levinson, President of Cello, Ltd. announces:
DIGITAL YOU CANNOT HEAR
The ultimate test of aDAC is the unity gain insertion test: Play ahigh
quality analog record. Insert our Series 8ADC* and DAC** through a
balanced line tape monitor circuit (Cello Audio Suite) at calibrated unity
gain. With our new Cello Music and Film Systems Series 8DAC, you
will hear no difference between the analog source and the digital loop.
We invite you to hear this acid test for yourself. Bring in your own DAC
and we will test it for you. You will be the judge.
Cello Music and Film Systems showrooms offer the full Cello line,
including our new video and digital audio products. When you are
considering the decision to own the very best, call us for more information
and an audition.

1want to hear this for myself.
Send me free literature.
Send me your 95 page book on Cello. Ienclose $10.
Name
Address

Phone

Fax

Cello Music and Film Systems New York, 112 E. 71st St, NYC, NY 10021
Tel: 212 472-5016 Fax: 212 879-1434

Mark Levinson, Director

Cello Music and Film Systems Los Angeles, 9080 Shoreham Drive 05, LA,CA 90069
, Tel: 310 273-2203 Fax: 310 275-2279
Joseph Cali, Director

L_

*analog to digital converter
** digital to analog converter
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In these tough economic times, when all
buying decisions are carefully weighed,
what's apoor guy or gal to do when aticket
to "acceptable" high-end sound costs so
much? It's no wonder the uninitiated view
"high-enders" as demented and the amounts
of money spent on their hobby with incredulity. It doesn't have to be this way, though.
There are exceptions, and in this brief report
I'd like to alert you to ahandful of companies whose prices, presentations, products,
and sincerity impressed me.
It's difficult to get involved in the music
under hurried, crowded show conditions
(especially with the incessant power failures
which occurred on two of the four days), but
after attending these shows for afew years,
you learn to extrapolate asense of rightness
about an exhibit or demo. For example,
Joseph and Chris Lau of Solo Electronics
were showing off their H500 Studio Horn
Monitor ($2480/pair) powered by their 323
integrated stereo amplifier ($1980 including
MM phono stage). With asensitivity of
96dB, the speakers sounded sublime driven
with just eight pure-triode watts. What particularly struck me was the smoothness and
ease with which the music was reproduced
and the lack of listening fatigue Iusually
associate with horn-loaded compression
drivers. Exclusive of afront-end, but including the Sound Anchors speaker stands
($550), this system costs just ashade over
$5000. Not too many doors away from this
room, Isaw apreamp selling for over $8000!
Iwas similarly impressed with the sound
in the AudioPrism room. A pair of minuscule Totem Model 1loudspeakers, atop solidlooking Target stands, were producing not
only prodigious bass, but bass that was tight

AudioPrism Debut tube power amplifier
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

and clean. They were powered by apair of
neat-looking AudioPrism Debut amplifiers.
The Debut's designer, Victor Tiscareno,
expects the price of this vacuum-tubed,
35Wpc, stereo amp to fall between $1295 and
$1495. The Totems sell for $1495/pair ($2160
with Target RS-4 stands). With the signal
from amodified Sony CD player handled by
aFirst Sound passive preamp, Ifound the
sound of this system revealing, involving, and
musical. With acost just ashade under $5000
(exclusive of the Sony), it demonstrated what
can be done with some thought given to system matching.
A product seen but not heard, yet one
which excited me anyhow, was the Classé
Thirty remote-controlled balanced preamplifier. For $1195 you get remote control of
volume and mute, and balanced (as well as
single-ended) inputs and outputs. This is no
line-level-only unit, either. In addition to the
usual line sources, it will accommodate both
MM and MC cartridges, with internally
adjustable loading for the latter. It seems an
ideal mate for the Classé Seventy power amp
($1095). If its sound retains the character of
other Classé products I've had experience
with, the combination should be worth a
serious audition.

Classé Thirty remote-controlled balanced
preamplifier

Across the North Atlantic from Classé's
homeland lies Norway, host to Electrocompaniet AS. Across the room from their beautiful, Limited Edition faux marble components was aproduct which especially caught
my eye—the ECI-1, 100Wpc integrated
amplifier ($2595). It's line-stage only, but
you can add their ECP-1 Balanced Phono
Ampliwire for only $595. These products
beg to be heard!
Audio Note Co., UK, apartner of Audio
Note Co. ofJapan (who made waves with
their $62,500 Ongaku integrated amplifier 24 ), is entering the "real" world with five
24 Yes, you read that correctly.
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DSP-7000 Series II Upgrade
••••

What is it? Enlightened Audio Designs is now offering the most fundamental innovations of the DSP-9000 Pro to owners of
the original DSP-7000. This upgrade incorporates the finest DACs in the
world: the PCM63 dual-differential "Series K" 20 bit DACs by Burr
Brown, along with new, high-precision reclocking circuitry which markedly
reduces the DSP-7000's already-low jitter.
The Sound: The result is dramatic. Liquidity and smoothness are an
order-of-magnitude beyond anything we've heard before. Tonal balance is
seamless throughout, and even the upper mid-range (often atroublesome
area for digital reproduction) sounds natural and enticing. Remarkably,
even with all this liquidity, resolution and articulation achieve new heights.
Space surrounds the sound even in the most densely orchestrated passages—
an achievement we've never heard on digital before. These changes bring
the DSP-7000 within striking distance of the DSP-9000 Pro. Price: $449
CALL 515-472-4312 to receive your DSP-7000 Upgrade kit.
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lines (!) of integrated amplifiers. Each line will
have three models whose preamplifier sections will feature either phono, line, or DAC.

Audionote
Ongaku amplifier27W for $62,500!

The modestly priced Oto uses three EL84
pentodes in aparallel push-pull configuration
producing 12Wpc. The line version costs
$1795 ($2495 for either the phono or DAC
version). A $500 increase in cost moves you
up to the Soro, which uses 6L6GTs operating
as pentodes in parallel push-pull, yielding
20Wpc pure dass-A, with only 12dB of feedback. The Meishu costs an additional $400
and offers apush-pull output stage using
pairs of 2A3 direct-heated triodes providing 8Wpc in pure class-A with no feedback.
Incidentally, retrofittable remote control for
volume mute, on/off, and standby (?) is available for each of these products for $450.25
I'm glad to see a trend toward such
humanely priced, modestly powered amplifiers, integrated amps, and preamplifiers. It's
products like these which will help spread
the gospel and draw those consumers standing on the sidelines into the occasionally
wacky world of the High End.
Displays such as Iwitnessed in room 6118,
however, won't. Everyone is entitled to their
opinion as to how asystem sounds. Expressing that opinion is inexorably linked to the
experience of high-end audio. Rudeness,
however, on the part of consumer or manufacturer, has no place there Ifound the verbal
onslaught directed at the sound of the MBL
101 loudspeakers by ashow attendee inexcusable. Where was this person's sense of
decorum? It's one thing to wince at the sound
of asystem you don't like, but to loudly
broadcast your displeasure to those around
you (who just might be enjoying the presentation) is infantile and offensive—especially
when your boorish comments drown out the
music. My hat's off to the spokesman from
MBL who politely absorbed the abuse and
25 The prices listed for these Audio Note Co., UK products
are projections only.
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waited patiently for the guy to leave the
room. My take on the sound? Ithought it
was fine. [Me too.—Ed.] (I'm still trying to
reconcile the bass Iheard with the unorthodox design of the loudspeaker.) I've been to
several CESes but have never before witnessed such empty-headed behavior. Ihope
Idon't encounter it in the future.
Finally, for those who like lists, Ioffer the
following:
Best Sound at the Show:J. Gordon Holt talking about music and hi-fi (in that order).
Worst Sound at the Show: Too much competition in this category to choose just one.
Most Spectacular Sound at the Show: The
Armageddon Mk.1 loudspeakers by Concertmaster Systems, Ltd.
Most Unusual Good-Sounding Product: The
MBL 101 Radialstrahler loudspeakers.
Most Unusual Bad-Sounding Product: The
Tri-Torr loudspeakers.
Product Most Lusted After: The Verdier
"Heavy Metal" turntable.

Verdier "Heavy Metal" turntable
from Audio Advancements

Keno Girl Most. ..: Forget It!
Biggest Sound Surprise: The Sound-Lab A-3s
in the TARA Labs room driven by the Passage monoblock amplifiers. I've not heard
them sound better.
Most Pleasant Surprise: Meeting bass virtuoso Dean Peer.
Eeriest Music Heard at the Show: Art Zoyd's
Nosferatu in the RoomTune parlor.
Product Most Likely to be Fought Over by
Reviewers: The Audio Research Reference
Series Model One monoblock amplifier.
Most Mysterious Products at the Show: The
various wood resonance-controlling "devices" offered by Shun Mook Audio.
Most Red-Faced Reviewer: Yours truly, if,
upon audition, Idiscover the Shun Mook
Audio products perform as promised. S
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omponents listed here are ones
which we have found to be
among the best available in
each of four quality classes, and
whose purchase we highly recommend. Following each listing is abrief description of
the product's sonic characteristics and acode
indicating the Stereophile Volume and Issue
in which that product's report appeared.
Some products listed have not yet been
reported on; these are marked (NR). We recSTEREOPHILE. APRIL 1993

ommend that any product's entire review be
read before purchase is seriously contemplated (products without reviews should
therefore be treated with more caution);
many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and
caveats appear in reviews, but not here. To
obtain back issues of the magazine, see the
advertisement in this issue. (We regret that
we cannot supply photocopies of individual
reviews.)
In general, discontinuation of amodel
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precludes its appearance here. In addition,
though professional components—recorders,
amplifiers, monitor speaker systems—can be
obtained secondhand and can sometimes
offer performance which would otherwise
guarantee inclusion, we do not generally
include such components. Apart from that
exception, Stereophik's "Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in
the US through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

How

RECOMMENDATIONS

ARE DETERMINED

The ratings given components included in
this listing are predicated entirely on
performance—je, accuracy of reproduction
—and are biased to an extent by our feeling
that things added to reproduced sound (flutter,
distortion, colorations of various kinds) are
of more concern to the musically oriented listener than things subtracted from the sound,
such as deep bass or extreme treble. On the
other hand, components markedly deficient
in one or more respects are downrated to the
extent that their deficiencies interfere with
the full realization of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended
Components" every product which we have
found to be truly excellent or which we feel
represents good value for money. Bear in
mind that many different tastes are represented. The listing is compiled after extensive
discussion among Stereophiles reviewing staff
editors, and publisher, and takes into account
continued experience of aproduct after the
formal review has been published. In particular, we take account of unreliability and
defects that show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received afavorable review can't therefore be regarded as a
guarantee that it will continue to appear in
this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at
the time the listing was compiled (February
1993). We make no guarantee that any of
these prices will not have changed by the time
this issue of Stereophile appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform much better than might be expected
from its price, we have drawn attention to it
with aspecial symbol by its listing: $$$. We
also indicate products that have been on this
list in one incarnation or another since the
"Recommended Components" listing in
136

Vol.13 No.4 (April 1990) with aspecial symbol: et .
Longevity in ahi-fi component is a
rare enough commodity that we felt it worth
indicating (although, as in the case of FM
tuners and separate MC head amplifiers, it
can indicate that the attention of design engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters
complaining that the Symphonic Bombast
A-123 Mk.VIa, which we recommended
heartily two years ago, no longer makes it
into "Recommended Components" at all.
Where deletions are made, we endeavor to
give reasons (there always are reasons). But
remember, deletion of acomponentfrom this list
does not invalidate abuying decision you have made.
Class A
Best attainable sound, without any practical considerations; "the least musical compromise." A Class A
system is one for which you don't have to make aleap
of faith to believe that you're hearing the real thing.

Class B
The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; cost is afactor, but most Class B components
are still quite expensive.

Class C
Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically
natural than average home-component high fidelity; products in this class are of high quality but still
affordable.

Class D
Satisfying musical sound, but either significantly
lower fidelity than the best available, or major compromises in performance—limited dynamic range,
for example. Bear in mind that appearance in Class
D still means that we recommend this product—it is
possible to put together amusically satisfying system exclusively from Class D components.

Class E
Applying to loudspeakers and phono cartridges only,
this "Entry Level" classification includes products
that may have obvious defects but are both inexpensive and much better than most products in their price
category.

Class K
"Keep your eye on this produce" Class K is for components which we have not tested (or have not finished testing), but which we have reason to believe
may be excellent performers. We are not actually
recommending these components, only suggesting
you take alisten. In certain cases, though the report
has yet to be published, the reviewer and Editor feel
confident enough that the review opinion is sufficiently well-formed to include what otherwise would
be aClass Kentry in one of the other Classes, marked
(NR).
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Individual reviewers mentioned by their
initials: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson,
Amis Balgalvis, Martin Colloms, Anthony
H. Cordesman, Robert Deutsch, Jack English, Gary A. Galo, Corey Greenberg, Larry
Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt,
Ken Kessler, Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick,
Peter W. Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton, Dick
Olsher, Donald A. Scott, Bill Sommerwerck,
Sam Tellig, Stephen W. Watkinson, and Peter
van Willenswaard.

How TO MAKE USE OF THE
LISTINGS
Read carefully our descriptions here, the
original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews
in other magazines to try to put together a
short-list of components to choose from.
Carefully evaluate your room, your tastes,
your source material and front end(s), your
speakers, and then yourself: with luck, you
may come up with aselection to audition at
your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will not tell you just what to buy, any more
than Consumer Reports would presume to tell
you whom to marry!

TURNTABLES
Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her salt
should (unless exclusively committed to CD) consider
at least one of our Class D recommendations or, preferably, one of the Class C turntables and their variants, as
the essential basis of amusically satisfying system. An
in-depth audition as part of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combination before purchase is mandatory. The
point should also be made that these are lean times for
turntable manufacturers—"Buy while you can" is Larry
Archibald's advice. If an inexpensive turntable has not
made its way into Class D or is not listed in Class K, do
not assume that it is recommended by default. Underachievers are more common in the world of turntables
than in any other area of hi-fi.

A
Basis Debut Gold Standard: $6900
"A natural for aClass A recommendation," said AB of
this thoroughly worked out, beautiful-looking suspended-subchassis design. Interchangeable armboard has
been designed in an ingenious manner that doesn't compromise structural rigidity. Avacuum hold-down upgrade
is available for $2600; the Basis supplied with hold-down
is $8900. (Vol.13 No.12)
Versa Dynamics 2.012.3 *
Ingenious vacuum hold-down, air-bearing, suspendedsubchassis turntable with integral air-bearing tonearm.
JGH felt the complete player to give the "best sound from
analog disc" that he had heard, particularly in its presentation of silent backgrounds and tight low-bass response.
Needs avery massive support (designer John Bicht uses
athick slab of granite). Though the 2.0 is no longer made,
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it is retained in this listing due to Versa's March'92 offer
to present owners of a"2.3" update kit. (Vol.10 No.8,
Vol.11 Nos.1 & 4; see also JE's report from the 1992 WCES
in Vol.15 No.4)
Versa Dynamics 1.0/1.2
Aless sophisticated sibling to the the 2.0, the 1.0 has been
JE's preferred turntable/tonearm combination for some
years. The user-installable upgrade from 1.0 to 1.2 costs
$900 and both extends the trebles and lowers the noise
floor, more easily allowing harmonic structures to be
heard. (Vol.16 No.2)
Linn Sondek LPI2 with Lingo power supply:
$264542745 (depending on finish) $$$
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingo-equipped
version minimizes the LP12's propensity for aslightly
fat midbass and subjectively extends the low frequencies
by another octave, resulting in aClass Brating overall.
The upgrade alone costs 81295. New Trampolin suspension minimizes effect of support. (Vol.14 No.1)
SOTA Cosmos: $4400
"Does it boogie?" asks MC, adding that "Very few of the
big tumtables da" TJN thought very highly of the Cosmos, however, feeling that it offers amore contrasty sound
than the SarA Star, with greater inter-transient silence.
The subjective result was that small details were better
resolved with the more expensive turntable. The low end,
too, betters the Star in detail and darity. TJN did feel, however, that purchasers might want to experiment using the
Cosmos without SOTA's supplied "Groove Damper"
mat. In systems which lean toward warmth, the mat led
to "a slightly more dosed-in sound that tempered the feeling of an unrestricted top end that is one of the Cosmos's
principal strengths:' In other, leaner-sounding systems,
however, the overall balance with the mat might be preferred. A high-gloss black finish adds $600 to the price;
adustcover, $250. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.15 No.3; see also
TJN's SOTA Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4)
Aura: $3950
The only recommended turntable to conform to the
Oriental high-end norm of coupling ahigh-mass platter
on asprung subchassis with aseparate, unsprung motor
tower, the beautifully finished Australian Aura impressed
DO with its ability to enable the arm and cartridge to
throw adeep soundstage. "Borderline Class A!" quoth
he, though the Aura didn't quite match the Versa 2.0.
Dynamics, too, were effortless, he felt, musical peaks contrasted with an astonishingly quiet, velvet-black background. Works well with the both the SME V and the
Graham tonearm. Now distributed in the US by Musical
Surroundings. (Vol.13 No.4)
VPI TNT $3500
Sophisticated belt-drive turntable with two idler pulleys
in addition to the motor pulley to give amore even belt
tension. "Soul" was an ingredient that TJN felt impelled
to mention as being part of the big VPI's sound, as was
"midrange liquidity, with aself-effacing high-frequency
sweetness" The sounds of the cartridges and arms he used
became alittle richer on the VPI when compared with
their sounds on the SOTA Cosmos and Star. Compared
with the sound of the standard VP! HW-19, the TNT features agreater degree of palpability. LA's reference LP
source. West Coast price is $3600. A dustcover and dedicated stand add $1150 to the price. (Vol.13 No.7)

Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla: $1745-81845 (depending on finish) *
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The standard against which newer turntable designs have
been measured for 16 years now, the Linn is felt by some
to be more colored than the other Class C 'tables, particularly in the upper bass. Latest version has alaminated
armboard which results in aconsiderably more neutral
sound. Certainly it is harder to set up and more likely to
go out of adjustment, though with the latest springs,
Trampolin suspension, and glued subchassis, it is now
much better in this respect (low-bass extension suffers
when the LP12 is not set up correctly). Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the
feeling of musical involvement offued by this classic turntable Good isolation from shock and vibration-essential
in view of the fact that JA's cats like to use his LP12 (with
the lid down) as aspringboard tojump onto the equipment
cabinets! While the felt mat doesn't offer the greatest degree
of vibration suppression within the vinyl disc, what
absorption it does offer is uniform with frequency. Despite
flirtations with other decks, JA remains true to the basic
design he has used now for over 15 years. A version with
aBasik power supply is available for $1395-$1495,
depending on finish. (Vol.7 No.2, Vol.13 No3)
Oracle Delphi Mk.IV: $1995
Latest version of this elegant Canadian turntable offers
greater subchassis stability, ahard polymer mat, anew
bearing and bearing mounting, and arevised platter that
concentrates its mass at the rim. Its basic sound is analytical rather than romantic, being "detailed, tight, quick"
with "excellent clarity," according to TJN, who did note
that it lacks warmth. Turbo power supply adds $450 to
the price, though TJN found the improvement offered
to be relatively small. Owners of earlier Delphis can have
their turntables upgraded for $795. (Vol.14 No.8)
Roksan Xerxes: $2260-$2750 *
Unusual but well-made British design that eschews aconventional sprung suspension for asemi-rigid construction.
Easy to set up and align, therefore, but astable support
essential. Excellent pitch stability, though the bass is alittle
lightweight. Provides afirm musical foundation for the
SME V, Rega RB300, and Eminent Technology ET 2
tonearms. (Vol.13 No3)
SOTA Deluxe Star Series IV turntable: $2195 tr
A synergistic match with the SME Series V tonearm, the
Series IV Star, complete with the acrylic Supermat, is significantly better than earlier versions, due to its use of an
aluminum armboard, new motor drive pulley, new suspension springs, and ribbed platter construction. Compared with the standard SOTA Sapphire, the vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range and detail, as well
as resolution across the audio range. The basic SOTA Sapphire at $1595 lacks vacuum disc clamping-the Series
II Reflex clamp (separate price $150) is supplied as standard
-but is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in
design, and sonically exi,-llent. (Vacuum damping is available as a$600 upgrade.) If you find the cost-no-object
"superdecics" tantalizingly out of reach, JGH recommends
that you set your sights on the SOTA Deluxe Star: "The
best turntable performance you can buy for anywhere near
its cost!" It must be noted, however, that LA and JA find
its sound alittle uninvolving compared with the Linn,
Well-Tempered 'table, or VPI. (Vol.9 No.2, Von° No.5,
Vol.11 No.1)
VP! 1-1W-19 IV: $1800 *
The Mk.Ill version of the VP! 'table (still available for
$1200) was cosmetically more elegant than the original
and achieved astandard of sonic neutrality that put it dose
to the SOTA Star Sapphire, and at asignificantly lower
price. Borderline Class B. The Mk.IV version is better
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thought GL, with significant improvements in soundstaging and resolution. An upgrade with astandard Mk.IV
platter from older HW-19s costs $750; with aTNT Series
2platter, the upgrade costs $850; an acrylic armboard for
the ET 2costs $50, while the special 1"-thick armboard
for the ET 2when the TNT platter is used costs $100. The
HW-19 readily accommodates awide range of tonearms-the ET 2air-bearing design in particular-and is
very stable The $400 Power Line Conditioner (see Vol.12
No.2) is an essential accessory. New as of 1991 was an
upgrade path to the VP! TNT, as well as anew bearing
and platter. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9 Nos.4 & 9, Vol.12 No.11,
Vol.15 No.8; see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112, and GL's ET 2
report in Vol.14 No.10)
Well-Tempered Turntable: $2225 (inc. arm) *
An integrated belt-drive turntable/tonearm combination
featuring an acrylic platter and aunique four-point wobblefree bearing. Lacks asuspension, but designed with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of
speed stability and the rejection of motor noise Most obvious sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed and harmonic structure, coupled with cleaned-up sound quality:
"The quiet between the notes is suddenly more silent,"
said AB in his review. In addition, dynamics seem to be
enhanced, though the sound is more lightweight than
that of, say, the VP!. Only significant drawback, as far as
mix'n'matchers are concemed, is its dedication to the WellTempered Arm. No other arm can easily be fitted-we've
had reports that the Wheaton Triplanar works wellbut it's available without arm for around $1195. A highgloss finish adds $200 to the price of either version, while
ablack, damped platter costs $200-$400, depending on
vintage of turntable, or purchased as upgrade or with new
turntable. GL feels the new platter to go along way toward
alleviating the WTT's lightweight balance; "it should bring
pleasure to alot of record collectors-borderline Class
13:' was his conclusion, though he finds the WTA's cartridge clips rather fragile RH recommends the various
Mango Audio Labs modifications-Well-Damped Arm
Clamp ($299), Micro Suspension System & Motor Terminator Kit ($219), and, for those with the old platter,
the Platter Interface System ($179)-see his review in this
issue (Vol.11 No), Vol.16 No.4)

D
Linn Axis: $1195 (inc. Akito tonearm)
Versatile, "turnkey operation," two-speed belt-drive deck
with electronic speed control and ingenious suspension.
Latest version fitted with the new Alcito tonearm, which
is much improved compared with the original arm.
"Smaller" sound than the Sondek, which offers both a
greater sense of ease and better low-frequency extension.
Tight midbass, but aslightly "fat" upper bass, coupled
with aforward HF balance, don't detract from this inexpensive player's ability to allow its owner to enjoy the
music. CG preferred the sound with the Linn cables
replaced by AudioQuest Emerald. Version without arm
costs $895. (Vol.10 No.1, original version; Vol.14 No.7)
Rega Planar 3: $599 *
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb arm.
Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic,
limited cartridge compatibility, but asafe Class D recommendation nevertheless. Can be obtained in adedicated version for playing 78s. (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6)
SOTA Jewel: from $1195
Basically abare-bones SOTA Sapphire without the suspension or vacuum hold-down, the Jewel features the same
"Constrained-Mode" damped platter and inverted bearing
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as the more expensive model. Using both AudioQuest
PT-8 and Graham tonearms, TJN was impressed with the
Jewel, finding its sound taut, clean, and dynamic, with
awell-controlled bass. Balance alittle forward, more contrasty, compared with the Cosmos, and sound tends to
smear at climaxes by comparison, but overall "very high
Class TX' according to TJN. The Jewel can be upgraded
all the way to Star Sapphire level; fundamental upgrade
prices include wooden armboard ($30, $50 pre-cut), cornposies armboard ($100 blank, $135 pre-cut), acrylic dustcover ($100), and Reflex Clamp ($150). (Vol.15 No.4)
VPI FINV-19 Jr. turntable: $600 *
Well-constructed belt-drive turntable featuring an excellent disc-clamping system. No suspension, due to upgrade
path to fully fledged HW-19 being incorporated into
design. GAG therefore recommends awall-mounted isolation shelf (such as the Target) to get the best performance
from the Jr. Available for $950 ready-fitted with AudioQuest PT-6 tonearm. West-Coast price is $25 higher.
(Vol.12 No.10)
Well-Tempered Record Player: $1195
Somewhat fussy to set up, but when done right the WTFtP
'table/arm combination produces coloration-free sound
with aclarity and resolution that belie its price. Possesses
amore laid-back, more musically natural balance than
the Linn Axis, but does not achieve this by suppressing
recorded detail. Low-bass performance is intrinsically
alittle soft, but can be fine-tuned by playing with the
damping arrangement. Borderline Class C performance
with the latest platter, according to CG. (Vol.14 No.7,
Vol.16 No.2)

Rockport Technologies, Immedia RPM-1, Forsell, SME
Model 20, SOTA Comet.

TONEARMS
A
Eminent lbchnology Two: $950 *
The ET 2concas its predecessor's cueing difficulties and
comes up with ahost of ingenious extras, including VTA
adjustable during play. More important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open soundstage," according to AHC,
and gets the best results from awide range of cartridges.
Very fussy to set up and use and needs avery stable subchassis turntable—VPI, for example—to give of its best.
MC also reports excellent performance with the ET 2
mounted on the Roksan Xerxes. Surpassed overall by the
SME V, which has as neutral amidrange and significantly
better bass definition and extension, and by the Airtangent.
At less than half the fixed-pivot SME's price, however,
the ET 2is an excellent value. Latest version incorporates
aviscous damping trough ($95) and arevised manifold
to take advantage of the higher pressure offered by the
Airtech Wisa air pump ($375) and surge tank ($200). (The
pump and tank cost $500 if bought together; ET's highpressure manifold for the Model 2costs $100 with return
of original pump and manifold.) GL reports excellent
results from this combination on the VPI HW-19, and
also recommends the Teclock AL-911 VTA dial indicator
($27), for which ET provides amounting bracket ($25).
(Vol.8 No.7, Vol.13 No3, Vol.14 No.10)
Graham Model 1.5: $2200
The "t2" version costs 82650 and includes tungsten sideweights ($250 as upgrade) and AZ-1 Azimuth Alignment
Box ($200 as upgrade). Both versions incorporate new
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SW-2 arm wand ($500 as upgrade) and arefined counterweight decoupling mechanism; otherwise, the arm is
the same as reviewed. Beautifully engineered unipivot
design using an SME-type armboard cutout that offers
interchangeable armwands and easy adjustment of VTA,
azimuth, and geometry. Superb bass definition, though
not as much ultimate weight as the SME, but astonishingly
good retrieval of midband information duetos very low
resonant signature, exceeding even the performance of
the SME in this area. Standard finish is gold matte; chrome
matte is available to special order. Now distributed by
Musical Surroundings. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 8; see also TJN's
SOTA Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4)
Linn Ekos: $2495
Cleaner-sounding than the Wok, upon which it's loosely
based, the Ekos rivals the SME in overall neutrality while
offering asomewhat brighter, more enugetic presentation
of the music. The treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides amuch better match with
the Linn LP12 than the English arm, which loses control
of the bass when mounted on the Scots turntable. MC
also found the Ekos's bass to be more tuneful and "open"
than that of the original Wok. Azimuth adjustment is not
possible. (Vol.12 Nos.3 & 4, Vol.13 No3)
SME Series V: $2550 *
Ergonomically and aesthetically awork of art, with afinish
worthy of Tiffany's, this pivoted tonearrn has an extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of the lowest resonant
signatures in this region (though DO feels the Graham
to offer slightly more midrange detail). Easy to set up, VTA
and overhang are adjustable during play, but no azimuth
adjustment, something that DO feels to be asignificant
drawback. "The best bass performance on the market:'
said SWW—LA concurs, having auditioned the Von a
VPI TNT—butJGH, DO, and LL feel that the whole bass
range is somewhat exaggerated. Certainly JA feels the latter
to be the case when used with the Linn LP12, which is
apoor match for the arm. Some compatibility problems
with cartridges having low height. A less versatile version,
the IVVi (which uses Series V bearings and Magnan Vi
wiring), appears to offer many of the V's sonic virtues
at alower cost ($1995), though LA feels the difference
between the V and the original IV to be well worth the
extra outlay. (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8)

Oracle SME 345: $1595
Made by SME for Oracle, this sports the detachable headshell of the 309, the bearings of the IV, and the arm lead
of the V. A less relaxed, less warm sound than the SME
V, thought TJN, the more expensive arm also offering
slight improvements in depth and overall high-frequency
balance. Nevertheless, he found the combination of the
Oracle Delphi IV and SME 345 arm to be very satisfying.
(Vol.14 No.8)
SME 309: $1195 *
ST continues to use this detachable-headshell arm on the
now discontinued AR turntable—"Beautifully engineered,
easy to use, agreat non-tweaker's arm," says he. Lacks
any damping mechanism. (NR, but see Vol.11 No.10, p53,
and Vol.12 No.12, p.63)
Well-lbmpered Arm: $900 *
One of the most neutral arms, according to JGH, this oddlooking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb highs,
stereo soundstaging, and midrange, plus excellent compatibility with MC cartridges that put alot of energy back
into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low bass and,
according to some listeners, an undynamic sound, but virtually no other problems. Good value for money. The
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Black Classic version, which is currently being supplied
with new Well-Tempered Turntables, is available as an
upgrade for $300. Removing the armrest, which adds a
thickening in the lower midrange when the arm is
mounted on the Well-Tempered Turntable (see Vol.11
No.6), further improves the sound, as does replacing the
standard counterweight with amore massy one nearer
the pivot. RH recommends the LP Lab modification for
the WTA (Vol.15 No.1)-a carbon-fiber armtube is also
now available-which costs $245 including UPS return
shipping. (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7, Vol.9 Nos3 & 5, Vol.16 No.4)

AudioQuest PT-8: $595
TJN got excellent results from the PT-8 fitted with Signet
OC-9 and AudioQuest 404i-L phono cartridges on a
SOTA Jewel turntable Soundwise, the balance is abit more
forward in the midrange than the Graham arm, but with
excellent dynamics. The armtube is dead, there's no play
at the pivot point, and friction seems very low, he found,
summing it up as "a gem!' Otherwise identical AudioQuest PT-7 ($495) and '6 ($395) differ from the '8 only
in having less highly specified AudioQuest arm-topreamp cables. (Vol.15 No.4)
Rega RB300: $299 * $$$
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost creeping into Class B. Works well with the Rega and Roksan
'tables, but also recommended by ST as an ideal substitute
for the arms that come with the AR and Sonographe
'tables. The Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with
the VPI HW-19 WU!' and Jr. and SOTA Sapphire turntables. Lacks any form of height adjustment, however:
VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers under the
base. (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 No.1)

MC's reference pickup "matches the Linn Troika for bass
definition and overall definition," and offers asuperb balance between the ability to decode space and perspective
and to present adetailed retrieval of groove information.
Allows its owner "to be swept away by the music" (Vol.13
No.3)
Symphonic-Line RG-8 Gold: $5000
What is so endearing about the handmade RG-8, according to DO, is its rare mastery over both music's finesse
and brawn: the effortless detailing, the smoothness of
expression, and the purity of texture are combined with
the bass impact and dynamic power of asteam locomotive.
Works best into high impedance loads. DO'S current reference. (Vol.16 No.2)

AudioQuest AQ 7000: $1595
RH's auditioning, confirmed by RD, DAS, JE, LA, and
AB, suggests ahighly musical performance for this
sophisticated low-output MC manufactured for AudioQuest by Scan-Tech in Japan. Superb rendering of depth,
astonishing retrieval of recorded detail, and "razor-sharp"
transient leading edges are coupled with aslightly emphasized top octave (that becomes sweeter after significant
run-in) and asomewhat lean overall balance. DAS adds
that "its detail credibility, staging, and natural warmth
make you want to smash your CD player against the wall!"
Initial auditioning by RH of anot-yet-broken-in sample
of the latest NSX version suggests possible Class A performance, RD adding that the NSX has amore neutral
treble than the earlier version. (Vol.14 No.6, Vol.15 Nol)
Audio-lechnica ARTI: $1300
Eminently musical sound with alyrical upper midrange
that DO found to sing on female voice. Excellent grip on
treble transients but less control at the bass end of the spectrum. Not as tonally convincing or as well-integrated topto-bottom as the Lyra Clavis. (Vol.16 No.2)
Benz-Micro MC-3i: $1750 *
Low-output MC from the manufacturer of the van den
Hul and Madrigal Carnegie cartridges that TJN thought
to be overall the best he had heard to date in his system.
Possessing asimilar, somewhat softish balance-"tubeysounding," said TJN-the Benz offers atransparent view

Naim ARO, Wheaton Triplanar IV, SME 4.5i.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A
Benz-Micro Reference: $2500
Gutsy reproduction of the lower mids and bass octaves.
Non-resonant LF signature with remarkable bass punch
and control; atrue reference in this regard. Exemplary
retrieval of low-level detail. DO noted aslight brazen or
synthetic quality through the upper octaves that traded
grain for smoothness in its portrayal of harmonic textures.
Price with aqualifying trade-in phono cartridge is $1750;
retipping cost is $500. (Vol.16 No.2)
Ikeda Kiwame: $2495
Difficult to set up and happier at aVTF of 23gm, when
tracicability is still only adequate, the Kiwame still manages
to light afire under the soundstage. Remarkable transparency, spatial resolution, and palpability coupled with
adisarmingly liquid textural voicing, says DO. (Vol.16
No.2)
Koetsu Pro IV: $3995
Although DO ultimately couldn't recommmend it in his
review-he found it "overly lush"-JE emphatically disagrees, feeling the big Koetsu to be one of the world's great
cartridges with "a state-of-the-art midrange" and abig,
wide soundstage, though its bass is less generous than
some of the other Class A contenders. "Paints amarvelous
picture of the music," summed up JE in his "Follow-Up!'
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(Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.11)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature: $2150 *

into the soundstage More warm-sounding than the various Ikedas, feels DO. RH also feels the MC-3 to be warmsounding compared with the more incisive AQ 7000; he
also feels the latter's presentation of depth to be alittle
more coherent. Latest version has anti-resonant vented
body. Price with aqualifying trade-in phono cartridge
is $1250. (Vol.13 No.3, Vol.14 No.8)
Ikeda 9R: $1895
Sibling to the no-longer-available Rowland Complement
from the same designer, the cantilever-less Ikeda offers
similarly superb transparency. Music has afast, tight "URthere" quality, felt AB: "vividly focused, delineated, and
dynamic!' Less refined treble than the Clavis and AQ 7000,
however, with some sibilance emphasis. (Vol.15 No.1)
Lyra Clavis: $1695
Like the AQ 7000, made in Japan by Scan-Tech, the Clavis
was felt by AB "to trade some of [the former's] lowermidrange richness for an improved ability to handle the
upper frequencies." He also noted "an outstanding absence
of colorations" and rejoiced in the way the Clavis was able
to retrieve inner detail during loud, complex musical passages. A winner at the price! The retipping cost is $995,
not $1115 as stated by DO in Vol.16 No.2. (Vol.15 No.1,
Vol.16 No.2)
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AudioQuest 404i-L: $695 er
A slightly forward treble and aminor lack of image depth
didn't prevent TJN from enthusiastically recommending this MC, the sound being naturally detailed without
any HF exaggeration. Current production has FPC-6
"Functionally Perfect Copper" coil windings, said to
improve the sound of the low-output version slightly but
that of the "H" high-output version to asignificant extent.
(Vol.12 No.3)
Grado Signature TLZ H: $500 *
The only MM model in this rarefied performance region,
the TLZ features slightly more open highs than the AudioQuest 404i-L, an open, lively midrange, ataut midbass,
and expansive low frequencies, according to TJN. Latest
version is said to be alittle flatter in response than the
review sample. "A sweetheart:' feels GL. (Vol.12 No.7)
Kiseki Blue Goldspot: $700
This well-made MC offers good trackability, good if not
outstanding image delineation, and "outstanding bass control and definition," thought DO. (Vol.15 No.3)
Audio Advisor/Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000:
$600 et
Early samples seemed to be very arm-sensitive, but when
mounted in an optimum tonearrn—the ET 2, for example
—the Sigma Genesis offers an airy and open sound with
superb dynamics but arather soft bass. Rather aforward
if detailed presentation of soundstage information, as
though the 2000 "seemed to turn up the contrast ratio
anotch," thought MC, implying that it would not be the
best choice for systems that are already alittle larger than
life. Further auditioning suggests high Class C is the
appropriate rating. Now available only from the Audio
Advisor, but abargain at the new price. (Vol.13 No.3)
Audio Advisor/Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000
II: $400 er
Almost as sweet in the top five octaves as the Koetsu Rosewood Signature, but more detailed. For along time one
of DO's favorites, while DAS finds it "to play awider variety of material with superb detail" than any cartridge he
had heard up to February 1990. GL also thinks highly of
the Genesis 1000. As with the Monster Genesis 2000, now
available only from the Audio Advisor, but again abargain
at the reduced price. (Vol.10 No.5)
Signet AT-0C9: $400 *
"The best ever from Audio-Technica," said TJN. Neutral through the midrange, the 0C9 is less sweet and threedimensional than, for example, the vdH MC One, but not
by much. Highly recommended (and an excellent tracker).
The 0C9 has very high output for alow-output MC,
minimizing phono-stage noise. (Vol.12 No.2)
Sumiko Blue Point Special: $295 US
(See CG's review in this issue.)

D

Benz-Micro MC-20E II: $125
(See CG's review in this issue.)
Grado Signature MCZ II: $300 *
Although basically similar to the more expensive TLZ,
the MCZ sounds less "fast,',' with less well-extended highs
and aless focused sound. A "steady shortstop" rather than
a"home-run hitter," said TJN. (Vol.12 No.7)
Shure V15 Tnte V-MR: $175 *
Very neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft high end.
High compliance makes it unsuitable for use in high-mass
arms. You sacrifice abit of detail compared with good
MCs. A "budget reference:' according to ST, who, given
his druthers, would place it in Class C, though he notes
that its sound "doesn't open up like agood CD." RecomSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

mended for its unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability, and listenability. Excellent value, frequently available
at significant discount. (Vol.7 Nos.5 & 8, Vol.10 No.5,
Vol.12 No.11)
Sumiko Blue Point: $125
(See CG's review in this issue.)

E
Grado ZTE+1: $30 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM has
excellent trackability and sounds rather like agood MC.
Readers of this magazine should consider spending more
than $30 on acartridge, but when asked by friends what
they would recommend for an old Dual or Garrard, this
"system saver" is the one to mention. Will hum if used
with older AR decks (an "AR" version is available); lack
of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping, even
flutter, with high- or even medium-mass arms. (Vol.7
No.8; actual review was of the earlier GTE+ 1)

Roksan Shiraz, Linn Arkiv, Benz-Micro Ruby, Sumiko
Transfiguration.
Deletions
Linn Troika replaced by new Arkiv currently being auditioned; Dynavector XX-1L now too expensive for Class
C.

KARAOKE LASERDISC/CD
PLAYERS
A
Pioneer CLD-V820: $1050
"Class A fun!" wrote CG. Who are we to disagree? (Note
that CG actually reviewed the almost identical CLD-V710,
which lacks the '820's DSP reverberation generator—CG
preferred the older model's "cheesy" bucket-brigade echo.)
(Vol.14 No.12)

CD PLAYERS
Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different in
this and the following two sections: whereas the phrase
"state of the art" can be interpreted literally for other categories, here it means the best CD sound available as of
the time of writing. With every advance in digital replay,
we realize that the goal still seems to be just as far away.
As with computers, aCD replay system in effect becomes
obsolete as you drive it home from the store; we urge caution to someone about to purchase an expensive "stateof-the-art" CD player. Perhaps the wisest strategy these
days would be to buy separate transport and DAC units,
eventual replacement of the latter being the best way to
stay abreast of continuing development. (Note that the
Class rankings in CD players and D/A processors are not
necessarily directly comparable.) However, deficiencies
in the AID converters used to master CDs may well be
the limiting factor in CD sound—see RH's interview with
Doug Sax in Vol.12 No.10 and compare the sound of the
industry-standard Sony PCM-1630 with Cheslcy's 128xoversampling ADC on the appropriate tracks on the first
Stereophile Test CD.

A
Linn Karik CD transport &
Linn Numerik D/A processor: $5790
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Two-box system in which the DAC clocks the transport
via aseparate link. Excellent presentation of instrumental
timbres other than asomewhat lightweight bass, thought
RH, with an intimate rather than Technicolored soundstage, and afatigue-free, musically appealing balance. JA
also liked the Linn. MC, however, feels that the Linn has
areduced sense of pace and involvement. Current version of the Karik transport incorporates aD/A section to
enable it to be used as astandalone CD player. (Vol.15
No.1)
Micromega
$8000
Very expensive three-box Bitstream player. "Superb in
its ability to convey the fine dynamic structure of music,"
judged RH, who found that the Trio's soft, liquid presentation made him forget about reviewing and just enjoy
the music playing. Less "punchy" presentation than the
best mujo-bit processors, however. Though RH ultimately
prefers the Linn, MC notes that the Trio offers "superior
digital replay!' Now distributed by Musical Surroundings
and includes both balanced and single-ended outputs.
(Vol.15 No.5)
Naim NA CDS: $7395
The sound of this very expensive two-box player (unusually, it has aseparate power supply rather than analog section) offers asuperb sense of pace and rhythm without being overly incisive. Smooth and easy to listen to,
thought RH, though ultimately he felt this didn't offset
the resolution of low-level detail, which was not to the
same standard, preferring the same-priced Theta Data
and DS Pro Generation III combination. However, as
some whose ears we trust prefer it to the Linn player, we
advise you to listen for yourself to see whether the CDS's
balance of virtues fits your tastes. (Vol.15 No.8)

Kinergetics KCD-40 Platinum: $2295 tr
The KCD-40 is alittle fussy regarding choice of interconnects, but in asympathetic system, it "combines arich,
rounded, glowing midrange with an open, detailed top
end and afull, warm, but well-defined and punchy bass,"
decided TJN. "The music never fails to communicate,"
was JA's conclusion. High level from variable outputs
optimizes its use straight into apower amplifier. (Vol.13
No.!, Vol.16 No3)
MSB Technology Silver: $2795
"Tubelike" in that this Philips-based player combines a
slightly warm, but not loose, bottom end with an immediate, "alive" midrange and lower treble and soft extreme
top, the MSB is aTJN favorite. No digital output, although
one can be added at the expense of the player's analog section. Includes MSB's 32-lb "Electromagnetic and Acoustic
Isolation Plate," which is attached to the bottom of the
player. (Vol.16 No3)
Proceed CD Library: $13,000
"Excellent!" is how LL answered when JA asked him what
he thought of this 100-disc changer combining Proceed
Series 3digital electronics with aprofessional jukebox
mechanism, ahigh-quality Philips transport, abeautifully realized remote control, and asophisticated computerized database for disc information. CG, too, was
impressed, finding it significantly enriched his life during
the months he had it to play with. Main drawback (apart
from the 100-CD capacity) is the necessity to key in all
the CD and track information with the supplied QWERTY
keyboard before the programming options can be used,
but, as CG points out, at this price level this is something
the retailer should be prepared to do. See also "CD 'Railsports." (Vol.15 No.8)
Proceed PCD 3: $2995
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A significant price increase carries with it an improvement
in sound quality that is major, according to JGH, or minor
but still important, according to TJN, who described the
Mk.2 version of the PCD as being "drier, less liquidly
sweet, less pristine-sounding!' The new Proceed's sound
is tight, detailed, and open but alittle more "detached:'
alittle cooler than the MSB, overall. (Vol.16 No3)

California Audio Labs Icon Mk.II: $850
A full-featured American player with apowerful upper
bass, with excellent soundstage depth and imaging,
thoughOE. Midrange alittle grainier and leaner than the
other Class C recommendations, but the Icon still manages
to effectively communicate the music's message. "Few
players at or near its price offer as much:' summed up JE.
(Vol.15 No.7)
Creek CD-60: $1295
Expensive and not the highest resolution of detail, but
awarm, musically involving sound, with abetter presentation of the music's rhythmic values than the other
players in this Class, decided CG. "Borderline Class B:'
quoth he. Little of the edginess found in most affordable digital gear. DAS found the Creek to sound very
smooth, and preferred it to the Sonographc MC describes
the Creek as "ordinary' however, while PWM feels careful
system matching is essential. (Vol.16 No.3)
JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800
"Gets the midrange right," noted CG, finding that the
JVC also offered atransparent, sweet, grain-free treble,
but asomewhat lightweight bass. ST recommends this
player highly for its smoothness and low-level resolution—he liked it so much, he bought it! (Vol.15 No.2)
Pioneer CD-65: $800
Less lean-sounding and more forgiving than the samepriced JVC, but also less transparent, the Pioneer with
its "Legato Link" D/A conversion and upside-down platter
nevertheless impressed the heck out of ST "More dynamic, dramatic, and atmospheric [than the JVC]," enthused
he. (Vol.16 No.1)
Sonographe SD22: $895
A little rolled-off in the highs but "sweet and laid-back:'
says MC of this Bitstream player. The SD22's "got the
warm romance of tubes in spades," thought CG, though
he did note asomewhat reticent bottom octave in the bass
and restrained dynamics. But "definitely in the winners'
circle says DAS. (No coaxial data output.) (Vol.15 No.2)

D
Rotel RCD-955AX: $449
Rotel RCD-965BX: $549
A pair of otherwise identical Japanese players designed
in England that differ only in their DACs: the '955 uses
Philips's 16-bit, 4x-oversampling chip set; the '965 the
7323 Bitstream chip. The original multibit '855 so impressed LL that he recommended it to 20 other fellow
members of the National Symphony Orchestra; "Great
sound for apeanuts price" was the thrust of his review's
conclusion. Very sensitive to the cables with which it is
used, though in the right context LL felt the '855 to offer
"a deg ,e of transparency and harmonic neutrality usually
found only with the expensive stuff?' RH agreed that the
'855 offered asound that is musically involving, adding
the opinion that its sins are ones of omission rather than
commission. Fitted with adigital output. The current version, the '955, differs from the '855 only in having better
cosmetics and ahigher price. Both CG and MC point out
that the '955 sounds more musically natural than the Bitstream RCD-965BX, due to abetter-developed sense of
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dynamics and amore involving, if less detailed, sound.
MC, however, feels that the 965 still deserves recommendation. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 No.2, RCD-855; Vol.15 No3,
RCD-955 & '965)

Wadia 6, Sony CDP-X779ES.
Deletions
Meridian 208 not auditioned in current, revised version;
NAD 5425 replaced by NAD 502, not yet auditioned;
NAD 5000 not auditioned in too long atime.

DIGITAL PROCESSORS
A
Mark Levinson No.30: $14,950
Very expensive but very well-made and very versatile processor whose ease and quality of sound, when driven via
an ST optical cable from aTheta Data, blew RH's socks
off. Its dynamic contrasts, palpable soundstaging, and freedom from "digital" artifacts set anew standard for CD
replay that might not be surpassed for years, he concluded.
JA agrees, the only CD sound he has experienced to come
close in terms of musical accessibility being that of the
Linn Karik/Numerik (though that Scottish combination
doesn't have the Levinson's lush, warm balance) and the
Meitner IDAT. "Excels in its filigree presentation of
recorded detail," enthuses he. "Rewrites the rules:' notes
KK. Stereophile's "Product of the Year" for 1992. Textbook measurements, too, that imply close to true 20-bit
resolution. (Vol.15 No.2)
Meitner MAT: $14,950
A massive and very expensive processor with physically
dual-mono analog sections and aseparate power-supply
module, the IDAT ("Intelligent Digital Audio Translator") incorporates Meitner's C-Lock data-jitter reduction
circuit. The word "Intelligent" refers to its digital filter,
actually two filters, the processor switching between them
according to the dictates of the signal. Implemented
in atotal of four Motorola 56001 DSP chips, aFinite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter with the best frequencydomain performance is used for slowly-changing signals; an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter with the best
time-domain performance is used for transient-rich signals. The result, as RH said in his review, is an excellent
presentation of the music's rhythmic values, incisive
soundstaging, low frequencies that were "the antithesis
of blurred, slow, or poorly defined" (if not quite as deep
or powerful as those of the Generation III Theta), and
grain-free high frequencies that were "midway between
the Gen.III's incisive presentation and the No30's laidback ease." (Vol.16 No.3)

California Audio Labs System 1: $2645-$3495
A complicated component whose mainframe chassis
($1995) can be fitted with two DAC modules, either multibit (Caelum, $350; Indus, $650) or PWM (MASH IV,
$200; MASH V, $1500). The digital input is apparently
converted to analog, then back to digital (a decidedly inelegant kludge, feels JA) before being fed to one of the DAC
modules. While TJN can't recommend the MASH IV
module, he found the Caelum to offer Class C sound, the
Indus and MASH V Class B. Both of the latter modules
were warm-balanced; the Indus DAC proved best at
reproducing transient details, the Super MASH DAC the
better sense of spatial ambience. Overall, he preferred the
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Indus for its "sweet yet vibrant" sound and palpability,
but the beauty of the System One is that its owner can
benefit from the sonic advantages of both DACs. "A winner," summed up TJN in his review. (Prices listed are for
System Ifitted with either the recommended Indus or
MASH V DAC modules.) (Vol.15 No.8)
Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra: $3995
Well-finished solid-state processor uses two UltraAnalog
20-bit DACs in adifferential configuration similar to that
of the Analog Devices DACs in their excellent KCD-40
CD player to give "razor-sharp transient detail" and
"crystal-clear soundstage transparency:' with atight, solid
bass. A more forward, leaner presentation than the ARC
DAC1-20 which will work well in more laid-back systems. (Vol.15 No.3; see also Vol.15 No.2, pp.143-145)
Proceed PDP 3: $2495
RH's preliminary auditioning suggests solid Class B
sound. "Watch this space," says MC. (NR)
PS Audio UltraLink: $1995 $SS
With its digital heart the same NPC filter chip as the
Levinson No30 and one of the two-channel UltraAnalog
20-bit DACs, the UltraLink promises alot for arelatively
affordable price. RH found it to deliver on that promise,
its somewhat midrange-forward sound featuring avivid
immediacy, razor-sharp transients, excellent resolution
of fine detail, palpable soundstaging, crystal transparency,
and clean, hash-free highs. "A great bargain!" he proclaimed. GL, JA, and RD concur with RH's enthusiasm,
RD adding that, for him, the UltraLink's most important attribute was "its ability to reduce the sense of strain
and congestion while unraveling complex musical passages involving orchestra, chorus, and soloists:' An ST
optical input costs an additional $200. (Vol.15 Nos.6 &
9, Vol.16 No.1)
Theta DS Pro Generation HI: $4000
Beloved by LL, the latest Theta is adigital champ with
its powerful bass, excellent rhythm, and asuperbly solid,
deep, and wide soundstage presentation effectively communicating the musical message. "For those watching
their budgets, the [Theta] knocks on the No30's door
at afraction of the price," summed up RH, though JA felt
that afme treble grain keeps the Theta from joining the
hallowed ranks of Class A. Balanced outputs add $1000,
AT&T ST-type optical input adds $400; Toslink optical
input adds $100; Single-Mode Laser Link, with which
CG feels true Class A sound is produced when the Pro
is driven by the similarly equipped Data, adds $800.
(Vol.15 No.10)
Theta DS Pre Generation III D/A preamplifier:
$5000 er
Providing extensive digital-domain functions, including atape monitor facility, this massive processor features
user-replaceable ROM chips containing the coefficients
for the digital filter. The analog section includes one additional set of line-level inputs. Compared with the earlier
Generation II, the Generation III DS Pre offers 50% more
computer power and 20-bit DACs. DO's reference for
digital sound, but only if the analog signal is obtained from
the tape-out jacks, when the Pre should sound very similar
to the DS Pro. (Vol.12 No.3; see also DS Pro review in
Vol.15 No.10)
Theta DS Pro Basic H: $1995 $SS
The Mk.I DS Pro Basic's resolution of fine detail and
soundstage depth was excellent, RH describing its overall
presentation as "vivid." CG was similarly mightily
impressed by the Mk.II Basic, finding it less laid-back
than the PS UltraLink, with abetter sense of pace, "a huge
[but] tightly focused soundscape," and very much bettersounding than good entry-level digital gear. He also raved
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about the Theta's presentation of recorded space. While
MC feels the Mk.II Basic to sound more "elegant" than
the Mk.1, he questions whether this has been achieved
at the expense of the ultimate sense of pace. Balanced outputs (which significantly improve the already excellent
sound, says CG) add $400; AT&T ST-type optical input
adds $400; Toslink optical input adds $75. (Vol.13 No.8,
original version; Vol.16 No.1)
Vacuum Ilibe Logic Reference: $7000
This tubed unit features the UltraAnalog 20-bit DAC,
though this has its output level reduced to provide abetter
match for the tube output circuitry. "A complete freedom from hash and grain," said RH. Though he noted
that the expensive Stax better defined image outlines, he
found the VTI:s warm presentation ultimately to be more
musically believable. Bass is alittle soft, however, while
the overall balance is more forward than the Wadia 2000's
or that of the Thetas. Works well with the Meridian 602
transport. Review sample had alarge de-emphasis error,
said to have been corrected in subsequent production.
(Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.6)

Bitwise Audio Technologies Musik System Zero:
$1495
Rather apolite, lightweight balance, noted RH, lacking
dynamic contrast compared with the Kinergetics KCD55p, but this minimalist design offers asmooth, unfatiguing treble with air and delicacy and acomplete lack of
digital hash and metallic hardness. "There was just the
right balance between presentation of detail and asense
of ease," he summed up. BNC coaxial and Toslink inputs
only. (Vol.15 Nos.9 & 10)
Kinergetics KCD-55p: $1895
Identical to the twice-the-price '55 Ultra apart from substituting Analog Devices AD1862 DACs for the Ultra's
UltraAnalog DACs, the '55p has amore etched treble
quality which keeps it from Class B. Dynamics are excellent, however, the soundstaging superb, with considerable
image depth, and the bass powerful, extended, and tuneful.
ST-type optical input available for an additional 5250.
(Vol.15 No.9)
Micromega Duo BS: $975 $$$
Needs to be used with agood transport, notes MC of this
French Bitstream processor, something that was confirmed by ST who got excellent results with aMelior CDD. "Sweetness, smoothness, and delicacy. ..
free from
edgy, irritating sound," was ST's description of the Duo's
character. (Vol.15 No.6)
Theta DS Pro Prime: $1250
A huge, transparent soundstage, and asense of immediacy
and effortless of power that are "un-Bitstream," said RH.
LL agrees with RH's strong recommendation, though
DO feels the Prime to be slightly bright and grainy in the
treble. MC felt the Prime to be alittle forward in the midrange, and points out that, like other Bitstream processors,
it needs to be used with agood transport, such as Theta's
own Data. (Vol.14 No.11)

D

Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.0: $399
$$$
Overall balance of this very inexpensive Bitstream processor is on the forward side of neutral, with an upfront
presentation of detail and asomewhat restricted image
depth. The DDE has asharper sense of image focus than
that other giant-killer, the Rotel RCD-855, but with a
less laid-back musical presentation. Some disagreement
among Stereophile's writers about the quality offered by
144

the DDE: ST says it's basically as good as the Meridian
203; JA and RH feel it doesn't offer quite as well-developed
asense of palpability; CG prefers the Rotel '955; MC mentions that it needs to be used with agood transport; JE
adds that it's anice little product unfortunately "overrated by the audiophile grapevine." All recommend it
highly to music-lovers on atight budget, however, ST
saying that readers who own CD players with coaxial digital data outputs should "buy the DDE, forget the hardware, and enjoy their music." is bus connection makes
for easy updating. ST says the separate power supply
makes the sound more dynamic. (Vol.14 Nos.8 8c 10;
Vol.15 No.10)
Audio Alchemy DTI: $349
Not aD/A processor but adata reclocicing device that goes
between the transport and D/A and reduces measured
word-dock jitter. Uses same chassis as DDE. (No review,
but see Vol.16 No.1, p.143)
California Audio Labs Sigma: $695
Smooth, unfatiguing character but with arather fat bass,
reduced resolution of detail, and arather uninvolving
nature. Can only be used with apreamplifier having ahigh
input impedance (more than 15k ohms). CG feels it to
have too much of an editorial effect on the music, but some
say that substituting different tubes can have abeneficial
effect (see "Letters" in this issue). (Vol.15 No.10)
Cobalt 307: 5599
The best under-51000 processor CG has heard. Borderline
Class C. (See RH's review in this issue.)
PS Audio Digital Link II: $499
Very smooth treble with alack of grain, allied to abass
that is fuller than the Sumo Theorem's while not being
as fat as the CAL Sigma's. Lacks transparency, but excellent
value. (Vol.15 No.10)
Sumo Theorem: $799
Borderline Class C. (Vol.15 No.10; also see RH's review
in this issue)

Mark Levinson No35, VAC DAC, VII Straighdine, Bitwise Musik System 2'IC, Counterpoint DA-10, Meridian
263, Wadia 9& 15, Sonic Frontiers SDP-1, NAD 010D,
Monarchy Model 22.
Deletions
Audio Research DAC1 & DAC1-20 replaced by DAC2,
not yet auditioned; Wadia Digital Digimaster WD-2000
and Museatex Melior Digital Control Center not auditioned in too long atime to be sure of their current status; Music And Sound DLS-1 Digital Line Stage too
expensive for Class D sound.

CD TRANSPORTS
A
Esoteric P-2: $4000
RH, AB, and PWM all swear by the improvement wrought
on CD sound when this expensive, beautifully constructed
transport is used. Astonishingly low measured jitter, found
RH (see Vol.13 No.5, p.87), lower even than that intrinsically typical of aCD. Internal clamp renders it incompatible with CDs fitted with the central retainer disc for
the Mod Squad Damper, however. JE reports that the P-2
works fine with both the Surniko/Allsop edge rings and
the Monster/AudioQuest surface rings. Coaxial and Toslink outputs only. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.4)
Nakamichi 1000mb: 56000
Stunningly finished transport visually matches Naka-
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michi's 1000p processor and 1000 DAT transport (see
"Recording Equipment") and incorporates the Japanese
company's "Music Bank" 7-CD changer mechanism.
CD drawer door provides acoustic seal against external
airborne vibration. Sound driving the Theta Generation
Ill or PS Audio UltraLink is mellower than the Theta
Data's, RH found, with ageneral sense of ease. AT&T ST
optical output adds $850. (Vol.15 No.6)
Theta Data Series II: $2400
Modified Laserdisc player which impressed RH, MC, CG,
and LL. AT&T ST optical output adds $400 to price, but
must be regarded as mandatory. (Though CG says that
if you have an early Data, the money is better spent on
upgrading to the Series II—"Coax Series II sounds better
than optical Series I.") JE feels the Data to be clearly the
best transport he has heard in his system, while RH stated
that it "redefines what we can expect from aCD transport." RH's Data occasionally finds adisc it won't play,
while LL's original Data developed asusceptibility to
shock, which appeared to be asample fault. Now features
optional Single-Mode Laser Link (see RH's and CG's
WCES reports in this issue). (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.15 No.10)
Proceed CD Library: $13,000
"A Class A CD transport for the rich audiophile couch
potato!' in the words of CG. See "CD Players:' (Vol.15
No.8)

Meridian 602: $2750
With this expensive but beautifully built and finished British transport feeding the VTL processor, JA felt the sound
to be superbly natural, particularly regarding the reproduction ofbass frequencies. Comparison with the similarly
priced Wadia WT-3200, using Mod Squad Wonderlink
for the coaxial connection, revealed the American transport
to produce arather more forward midrange, aless deep
soundstage, and occasionally more emphasis of the top
octave. Like the expensive Nakamichi, the drawer door
isolates the CD from airborne vibration. Borderline Class
A, and superb error correction. An MC favorite, but nonstandard output impedance may lead to more-than-usual
variability of sound with data cable used. (Vol.14 No.6)
Museatex Melior CD-D: $1749
ST heard afirming-up in the bass, lower distortion and
hash, and increased resolution of detail, air, and ambience
with this nicely finished transport fitted with acoaxial
data output. RH confirms that high Class B is the appropriate rating. (Vol.15 No.6)
Proceed PDT 3: $2495
Cosmetically identical to the Proceed CD player, the PDT
offers optical (ST), balanced electrical (LR), and unbalanced electrical (RCA) data outputs. Compared with the
Esoteric P-2, the earlier PDT 2offered amore forward
treble and fatter and deeper low frequencies, but alesswell-defined bass performance overall. Latest PDT 3significantly improves on the PDT 2's performance, and has
slightly better cosmetics and excellent damping feet.
(Vol.14 No.5, Vol.16 No.5)

Creek CD-60: $1295
More rock-solid, rhythmically involving than the JVC
'1050 when used as atransport, reports CG. (Vol.16 No3)
JVC XL-Z10501'N: $800
We have found the JVC to make agood transport from
its coaxial data output, even though that output is taken
before JVC's proprietary K2 Interfacejitter reduction circuit. (Vol.15 No.2)
Pioneer CD-65: $800
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"Makes asuperb transport," notes ST, who likes the
Pioneer's ergonomics. (Vol.16 No.1)

Mark Levinson No31, Pioneer PD-S95, Forsell Air Reference, C.E.C., Theta Data Basic, PS Audio Lambda, CAL
Delta, Wadia 7& 8, Enlightened Audio Designs T-7000,
Meridian 200.
Deletions
Wadia WT-2000 and WT-3200 discontinued.

PREAMPLIF IERS
Editor's Note: All the Class A preamplifiers apart from
the Jadis and CAT offer both balanced and unbalanced
outputs.

A
Audio Research ILS2B: $2995
"The most transparent yet—love it!" says MC of the
unbalanced version of this line-level-only preamp, which
RH also found to have almost no editorializing effect on
the signals it passes. DO demurs, however, feeling the
FET/tube '2 to be bettered by the Jadis in that the all-tube
preamp threw amore palpable, better-defined soundstage.
Current version has balanced inputs and outputs; an
upgrade is available for owners of the original LS2 for
$695—see "Manufacturers' Comments" in this issue.
(Vol.14 No.10; Vol.16 No.1; see RH's "Follow-Up" in
this issue)
Cello Palette Preamplifier: $6500
As well as superb transparency across the band and holographic imaging, the Palette Preamplifier offered "a musical quality Ididn't know existed!' according to LL, though
JE is less convinced. Extremely high input impedance but
only 6dB of gain. Incorporates superb graphic equalizer
which differs from the norm in having alarge amount
of interaction between the bands; in combination with
the fact that the maximum amount of boost and cut
decreases toward the center of the audioband, this actually
results in very fast optimization of program material by
ear. Note that the response with the controls centered but
not bypassed is not quite flat, which will invalidate listening comparisons to pin down the sound of the EQ circuitry on its own. Optional phono stage costs an additional $2000. (Vol.15 No.6)
Convergent Audio lèclmology SL-1 Signature: $4950
JE's reference, the tubed CAT is both harmonically accurate
and able to endow the music that passes through it with
"glorious midrange splendor!' It also excels in the reproduction of dynamics and of apalpably real soundstage.
"Magic," summed up Mr. E. (Vol.15 No.12)
Jadis JPL: $5395
DO's reference, the tubed Jadis offers timbrai accuracy,
consummately defined soundstaging, and sets anew standard in the delineation of dynamic contrasts. Fleshes out
the full spectrum of shadings from soft to very loud with
the greatest of ease, says DO. MC would like greater transparency, however. (Vol.16 No.1)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consummate: $8750
This superbly made, fully remote-controlled solid-state
preamplifier is TJN's reference for absence of preamplifier
sound, offering superbly precise imaging, palpable soundstaging, clean and tight low frequencies, and aslightly
forward midrange and treble. Less dark-sounding than
the Krel1KBL, decided TJN of the line section, with better
image focus. Phono section sounds open and spacious,
but alittle lean overall. Price includes phono stage, available
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separately for $2800; price for line section alone is $5950.
(Vol.15 No.1)
Mark Levinson No.26: $6495 *
The No.26 has alaid-back presentation of the music, coupled with superb definition of detail and soundstage
delineation. One of the two finest solid-state preamps JA
has heard, the other being the Vendetta phono unit. With
internal switches set for minimum gain, the sound lacks
dynamics, however. Offers achoice of internal balanced
line-level input or high- or low-gain phono input, and
front-panel-switchable signal polarity. The price quoted
is for the version with the balanced input module.
Digibuffs can obtain abasic version lacking phono stage.
Should they change their minds but wish to keep their
balanced input option, an outboard phono unit, the No.25
($2495, High/Low Gain, $3990 with additional PLS-226
power supply) is available but needs careful positioning
to avoid hum being induced into its circuitry from the
power supplies of other components. More expensive "S"
version of No.26 ($8495 with internal balanced or phono
module, $7495 without) features Teflon circuit boards:
our auditioning suggests that it sounds significantly more
transparent and would therefore supercede our recommendation of the 26. (Vol.11 No.5)
Threshold FET tenle: $5700 *
A two-box unit with separate High-Level ($3200) and
Phono ($2500) sections, each with its own power-supply
module. While its soundstage depth was alittle shy of that
provided by the best tubed preamps, DO—that wellknown tube enthusiast—was impressed by the Threshold's
superb presentation of musical detail and lack of grain.
"An exceedingly pure and pristine window on the sound:'
he summed up. JGH also loves this preamplifier's line
stage. (Vol.14 No3)

Audio Research SP14: $2995
Borderline Class A sound for this versatile hybrid tube/
FET preamp. The 51314 is one of those rare components
that lays out every sonic detail clearly without destroying the essential sense of musical wholeness. It allows the
listener to hear into the soundstage in an addictive manner,
without having individual instruments thrust forward
at him or her, though that soundstage is alittle less wide
than with the best preamps. The quality of its line stage
doesn't quite match that of the phono: though GL
enthused that at last he "could hear through the electronics
to the music itself' CG found the line stage to have more
of an editorial effect than he would have liked. JA feels
the SP14's treble sounds perhaps alittle more etched via
its phono stage than, say, that of the Conrad-Johnson PV9,
but, as GL noted in his review of the SP9 Mk.II in Vol.13
No.11, both share asimilar quality—"magic." (Vol.13
No.6)
Audio Research SP9 Mk.II: $1995
Offering an almost identical tonal balance to the excellent
SP14, the original version of the '9 had asofter overall
presentation but agrainier midrange that detracted from
what would otherwise be asuperbly musical, Class B
sound. The 1991 $40 tube update dramatically improves
the sound, says GL, endowing the '9 with better dynamics
and arich, full-bodied, non-fatiguing sonic character to
both phono and line inputs. (Vol.13 No.11, Vol.14 No.6)
Coda Technologies FET-01: $2750
"Superb detail, very smooth, lacks dynamics when compared with the best preamps, avoids any hint of hardness
or sibilant splash, afine performer at the price says ST
of this beautifully built FET preamp. "Cool, calm, and
collected," was how RD described the Coda's sonic per146

sonality, noting that its bass was more extended and more
controlled than that of either the SP9 or PV11. He also
found it to lack any trace of hardness. Line-level-only version costs $2450. (Vol.15 No3)
Conrad-Johnson PV11: $1895
Less colored than earlier C-J preamps, with abetter sense
of space and depth, felt RD, who found this all-tube design
to supply an endlessly musical stream of sound. "A magical
way with voices!" he noted. The line stage does add some
warmth, but RD felt the phono stage to be outstanding.
"Watch disc input noise," warns MC, "but good value."
Line-level-only version costs $1495. (Vol.14 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson PF-1: $1395 US
Moderately priced FET preamp offering apure-sounding
treble, aslightly crisp, well-delineated midrange, and excellent soundstaging via its phono input. Limited headroom
would seem to dictate that high-output MM pickup cartridges are best avoided, and ahighish noise level mandates
careful matching with low-output MCs. More important,
felt MC, what lifted the PF-1 out of its price class was
its superb presentation of musical dynamics. Via the line
input, the overall balance was atouch lightweight, but
again with arealistic sense of scale and natural dynamics.
A version lacking the phono stage is an excellent value
at $1150. (Vol.13 No.12)
Counterpoint SA-5000: $3595
Superb transparency, coupled with aslightly forward presentation and ataut, robust bass. A slight reduction in
soundstage "air" and depth keeps this versatile, well-made,
all-tube preamplifier from scaling Class A heights, however. "Worth the extra bucks over the SA-3000," said GL.
Separate (tube) power supply. Note that the inverted position of the polarity switch slightly increases the gain,
which will invalidate any "Absolute Phase" listening tests.
High output impedance from better-sounding "Direct"
outputs mandates care in system setup. (Vol.15 No.1)
Counterpoint SA-3000: $1995
The sound from LP of this well-made tube preamp bore
aresemblance to the Vendetta Research, felt GL, with a
superbly transparent midrange, excellent soundstage
depth, and well-extended lows. (ST demurs.) The line
inputs, too, seemed to add very little to the sound of CD.
However, arather clinical overall balance—"piquant"
rather than mellifluous, said GL—leads to care having to
be taken with integrating the Counterpoint in amusically satisfying system. A line-level-only version, the SA2000, is also available for $1495 ($$$). (Vol.13 No.11)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consonance: $3700
The remote-controlled Consonance offers asuperbly
clean, neutral, transparent tonal balance with an opensounding, airy, and detailed treble. A laid-back midrange
balance, but with more top-octave air and more detailed
overall than the Audio Research SP14. Grainier than the
Rowland Consummate and less transparent, but borderline Class A. RD finds the current production (8/92) to
give more detail and abetter sense of ambience. Price
includes phono stage; line-level-only version costs $3300.
Balanced and unbalanced outputs are provided. (Vol.14
No3)
Krell KSL: $2500
Line-level-only control preamplifier (an optional phono
stage costs $500 more) with balanced as well as unbalanced inputs and outputs. The sound is "amazingly close"
to that of the KBL, said MC, with superb dynamics, a
"clean, crisp bass devoid of any emphasis or restriction'
but arather cool midrange balance. A touch of haze in
the high treble keeps this otherwise exeetl eo rpreampfrom
attaining aClass A rating. Current version has new cosmetics to match ICrell's new product lines; owners of orig-
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ins! KSLs can have their units updated to the new look
for $180 plus shipping. (Vol.14 No.7)
Mark Levinson No.28: $3495
A superbly quiet phono stage and aline stage with exceptional detail, clarity, and focus are offset by aslight drying
of harmonic textures and atouch of upper-midrange grain,
thought RD. MM or MC stage adds $500 to price Ingenious high-precision volume control uses an optical shaft
encoder. "Good Class B sound," adds LL, noting that the
No.28 sounds "filtered" compared with the twice-theprice No.26S. (Vol.15 No.7)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier: $1095 $SS
"Class A" according to CG, who prefers it to the LS2B;
"borderline Class A" according to _IA; both use this modest FET/tube device primarily as aline stage. Excellent
soundstaging, aneutral, "utterly transparent" (says CG)
midband, and powerful, driving low frequencies are only
offset by aslightly dark overall presentation (says JA). Price
is for silver finish; black front panel adds $100; now has
three (unbalanced) inputs. (Vol.15 No.10)
Perfectionist Audio Components
CPR HIB/TIPS line stage: $3100
Class B for the battery-powered line stage, felt RD, due
to alack of editorializing, awide soundstage, and excellent
presentation of detail, but Class C for the optional phono
module. AC-powered line stage costs $1550; AC-powered
line stage with MM stage costs $1950; AC-powered line
stage with MC stage costs $2350; TIPS rechargeable battery supply on its own costs $1550. (Vol.15 No.10)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1: $1395 $SS
"This Canadian line-level preamplifier kicks butt!"
exclaims DO, noting that it competes effectively with units
costing much more. A hybrid tube/FET design from the
pen ofJoe Curcio, it features lavish selection of passive
parts and careful attention paid to power supplies.
Dynamics and spatial resolution are strong suits, though
its reproduction of harmonic textures is strongly affected
by choice of 12AT7A tube. DO found Chinese tubes to
sound bright and grainy, the best tube being the Yugoslavian Tesla (Gold Aero) now supplied as standard, which
had the smoothest-sounding treble. High output impedance will mean careful selection of length and type of interconnect running to the power amplifier if the highs are
not to be rolled off. Current production has improved
midrange clarity and treble smoothness compared with
earlier version due to changes in wiring and board layout. GL enthusiastically agrees with DO's characterization
of the SFL-1 as "a giant killer" (Vol.15 No.8, Vol.16 No.2)

Adcom GFP-565: $800 *
An excellent preamp combining Walt Jung's design skills
with good parts quality, buffered tape outputs, low output
impedance, and ahigh-current, low-impedance power
supply. GAG feels the '565 should convince even the most
skeptical listener that IC op-amp circuits can sound both
musical and accurate. Full-featured, but purist outputs
are supplied that bypass tone-control and filter switching.
MM phono preamp is one of the quietest ever, with accurate RIAA EQ. The best under-S1000 preamplifier,
according to GAG, offering stiff competition to far more
cosdy units. GAG felt Class B was the most suitable rating,
but further auditioning by JA, LL, CG, and ST puts the
'565 on the cusp between Classes B and C, provided the
listener uses the bypass outputs. Otherwise, the sound
quality drops to solid Class C. (Vol.13 Nos.2 8c 10)
Bed( Sonata Pro 10MC: $698
Inexpensive preamp with one of the best MC stages ST
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has heard—"neutral, detailed, never spitty or splashy."
Line stage not quite as good, but can be switched out of
circuit. (You needed to switch off the power amps when
you did this with early Sonatas, but current production
is OK in this respect.) Price now includes balanced outputs.
(Vol.14 No.5)
Music And Sound DLS-1 DIA preamplifier: $1195
Versatile switching unit for analog, digital, and video
sources includes agood D/A section and aline-level
preamplifier that, while slightly veiled in absolute terms,
is free from the thickness or murk that obscures the sound
of many inexpensive preamps. Passive preamp mode is
more transparent than the active, though the sound is still
less sharply focused than the best passive control units.
Price now includes remote control. (Vol.14 No.3)
Music Reference RM5 Mk.II: $1150 *
Tube design unique in offering user-adjustable line-stage
negative feedback. DO found the music to sing with the
preamp's overall feedback set to give 18dB of gain; with
the Ft1‘45 in this condition, he felt there were no sonic
weaknesses apart from aslight lack of dynamics. Otherwise, soundstaging was excellent, the treble free from
grain, the lows tight and extended, though more recent
auditioning suggests Class C to be amore appropriate
rating. He summed up the performance as "wonderful."
Best suited for agood MM or ahigh-output MC, the
RM5 represents superb value at an affordable price. (Vol.13
No.4)

Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Metaxas Marquis, Jadis
JP80MC, Classé DR-6 Mk.II, Vacuum Tube Logic
Ultimate.
Deletions
Krel1KBL no longer available; McCormack Phono Drive
and Duet EPS discontinued; Conrad-Johnson Premier
7A replaced by revised 7B, yet to be auditioned; Adcom
GTP-400 preamp section not auditioned for too long a
time.

PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS
Editor's Note: While many audiophiles feel that apassive
control unit has the potential for offering the highest possible sound quality from line-level sources such as CD,
it must be noted that the entire responsibility for driving the interconnects, the passive unit, and the power
amplifier input is handed over to the source component,
which may not be up to the task. Careful auditioning and
the advice of your dealer will be essential in putting
together amusically satisfying system around apassive
unit.

A

Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators: $195-$675
RH enthused over the transparency offered by these passive control units, sold by mail-order only. Ranging from
the dual-mono Ultimate Attenuators, which plug into
the power amplifier's input sockets ($195/pair with 12position attenuator, $450/pair with 24-position attenuator), to the more convenient stereo Stepped Attenuators
available in balanced versions and with two or threefive inputs, those primarily interested in CD replay should
investigate these well-made units. (Vol.13 No.7)

Audio Synthesis Passion.
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Deletions
McCormack Deluxe Line Drive AGT and Line Drive
AGT replaced by new buffered version not yet auditioned.

M OVING- COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A
Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer: $3500
A 35-lb step-up transformer that offers "utter transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according to RH.
JA agrees, finding his LP sound with the SU-1 feeding
the Mod Squad Phono Drive's MM input to be deliciously
transparent and musical. Unless used with Expressive
Technology's own interconnects, however, it may be
impossible to avoid excessive hum pickup. Needs also to
see a47k ohm load impedance with low capacitance,
otherwise sound quality will be overly dependent on the
preamp MM input characteristics. (Vol.15 No.7)
Mark Levinson No.25: $3990 tr
Available in High- or Low-Gain versions, this MC-linelevel phono preamplifier features identical circuitry to the
phono section of the No.26. Above price includes PLS226 power supply. See "Preamplifiers!' (NR)
Vendetta Research SCP-2C phono preamp:
$2995 *
From John Curl, adual-mono MC-line-level RIAA
equalizer and preamplifier with separate power supplies
that redefines the definition of "quiet." JGH felt that this
well-made unit imposed less of asignature on the signal than any other preamp he has heard. An ideal partner for apassive-preamp-based system, though its lowish
output means that the power amplifier or speakers used
must be quite sensitive if musically acceptable levels are
to be achieved. Current version does not invert polarity.
RH enthusiastically supports the Class A rating, while
TJN feels it just beats the Consummate phono stage in
terms of clean presentation of detail and overall balance.
(Vol.11 No.6, Vol.15 No.1)

Audio Research PH1 phono preamplifier: $1495
"Remarkable in its sense of focus, delineation of individual
instruments within the soundstage, and transparency,"
said RH, though pointing out asomewhat lean, tooincisive balance that keeps this unit from Class A performance overall. Requires careful system matching, therefore.
(Vol.15 No.11)

Counterpoint SA-9.
Deletions
McCormack Phono Drive discontinued.

POWER AMPLIFIERS
A
Editor's Note: Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently in
character that each will shine in an appropriate system.
Careful auditioning with the user's own loudspeakers is
therefore essential. Note that, except where stated, all output powers are those specified into an 8ohm resistive load.
Air Tight ATM-2: $6995
148

An 80Wpc classic stereo tube design from Japan that
eschews the use of printed circuit boards in favor of pointto-point wiring. DO's reference for midrange accuracy:
"the most refined tube amplifier money can buy" (though
he's alarmed that, after the review sample broke, it did not
sound as superlative when fixed). Though its highs are
free from grain or hash, the Air Tight does have rather
ashut-in high treble when compared, for example, with
the Audio Research Classic 60, apoint which bothered
ST "Sounds like amore refined Quicksilver," says RH.
Its low bass, too, is less well-defined than the other Class
A amplifiers, and it really needs to be used with speakers
having 8ohm impedances. Nevertheless, in an appropriate
system—DO thought the combination of the ATM-2
with the Ensemble Reference minimonitors was particularly synergistic—the Air Tight will give superbly musical results. (Vol.13 No.5)
Audio Research Classic 150 monoblock: $9990/pair
A full, harmonically rich midrange presentation, apowerful, extended, and articulate bass, stunning soundstaging, and agrain-free treble—so JE described this hybrid
150W monoblock that uses K188 tubes in its output stage:
"A Class A product if ever there was one!" LA adds that,
based on his auditioning of apair of '150s driving Thiel
CS5s, it has "a magic midrange and better bass than it
should have." Balanced inputs add $200/pair. (Vol.14
No.11)
Audio Research Classic 60: $3995
The sound of this relatively low-powered (60Wpc) stereo
design that combines tubes with FETs is alittle forward
in the low treble, yet never fails to sound musical, thought
JA. Superbly delineated soundstaging. The midrange is
presented with anatural tonality, and though the low frequencies are not as tight or as extended as the Krell or
Mark Levinson competition, they have amusically appropriate fullness. With the latest ARC KT88 tubes, the sound
acquires even more depth and palpability. Classic 120
monoblock ($7990/pair) features similar circuitry but
builds even further on the '60's strengths by extending
the dynamic range and adding apotent degree of bass
slam. (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14 No.9)
Conrad-Johnson Evolution 2000: $4995
Hybrid 200Wpc design using tubes for voltage gain and
aMOSFET output stage. (Inverts signal polarity, so Wood
Effect buffs take care.) Tremendous dynamics are coupled
with excellent performance at the lower edge of the audio
band. JE found the soundstage presentation to be alittle distant, as well as slightly lacking air and spaciousness in absolute terms. Less vivid-sounding than, for
example, the ARC Classic 150, the 2000 also lacks alittle
low-level resolution. Nevertheless, avery musically satisfying performer. (Vol.15 No.4)
Fourier Sans Pareil OTL monoblock:
$2950/pair plus freight
Only available direct from the manufacturer, this audiophile-grade reworking of the NYAL Futterman OTL3requires careful load matching, preferably with highishimpedance speakers, its measured output power of 160W
falling off rapidly below 8ohms. Surprisingly strong bass
for an OTL design, while, as DO noted, "in concert with
all great tube amps, it breathes life and drama into the midrange." And the soundstaging? With the amplifier driving
Sound-Lab A-ls, this literally had DO dancing forjoy
in his listening room. To alarger extent than any amplifier
in this listing, the Fourier will demand aspecial relationship
with its owner. (Vol.15 No.6; see also "Letters" in Vol.15
Nos.8 & 9)
Jadis Defy-7: $6490
(Vol.14 No.9; see MC's review in this issue.)
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Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblock: $15,950/pair *
LL would like alittle more power, but agrees with JA that
the 100W No.20.6 offers abig improvement over its
predecessor. The sound preserves the 20.5's effortless
dynamics and stunning bass impact and extension, and
couples them with asignificantly more transparent midrange and airier high frequencies. Whereas the 20.5 lost
on points to the newer No.23.5, the No.20.6 sets anew
standard, in JA's opinion. Type II Upgrade from No.20.5
costs $2390/pair plus $560/pair for new faceplates; upgrade
from older amplifiers below SN 1850 costs $3290/pair.
(Vol.12 No.9, No.20.5; Vol.15 No.4)
Mark Levinson No.23.5: $7495
A significant redesign of the original 23 has resulted in
an altogether more musical-sounding amplifier, according
to JA (though LL feels it to be too laid-back for his tastes).
Compared with the 20.5s, the 300Wpc 235 offers amore
vivid, more dynamic, better-defined view into the image,
though it still doesn't approach the standard set by the
Audio Research Classic 60 in this respect. Its soundstage
is also alittle shallower than that thrown by the Krell KSA250, but it handily outperforms even that beast when it
comes to low-frequency extension and weight. At its best
with darker-sounding loudspeakers, such as the KEF
R107/2, with which it makes amusically synergistic match.
(Vol.14 No.9)
Symphonic-Line Model RG-7: $5600
"The only solid-state amp Iwould live with:' declaims
DO of this well-made 150Wpc German design. "Musically refined, wonderfully transparent and detailed without
even ahint of edginess and aggression," he adds, though
its presentation is on the dry side compared with the best
tube models. (Vol.15 No.2)
Threshold SA/12e monoblock: $14,400/pair
"A gorgeously clean, natural high end" and "an open,
lively midrange said TIN after auditioning this expensive
250W behemoth of apure class-A amplifier. Perhaps the
most authoritative low frequencies of any amplifier, but
image depth not quite to the standard shown by the Krell
KSA-250. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.9)
Threshold S/550e: $6300
A more forward midrange and treble balance than the
similarly priced Krell KSA-250 or Mark Levinson
No.23.5, said RH of this very powerful, 250Wpc stereo
amplifier, but with asimilarly impressive reproduction
of low frequencies if slightly less soundstage depth.
Though somewhat less subtle in sound than Threshold's
SA/12s, its more vivid presentation will work better with
tonally laid-back speakers like the Apogee Stage, decided
TIN. (Vol.14 Nos.! 8c 9)
Vacuum Ube Logic 225 DeLuxe monoblock:
$5000/pair *
RH's long-term reference amplifier; in its EL34-fitted
form, he feels it has adetailed and unfatiguing presentation, aharmonic rightness, and an unparalleled midrange liquidity: "There is something magical. ..
in the
midi that is unmatched by any other amplifier I've auditioned:" CG, however, prefers the version with VTL's own
KT90 output tubes (see Vol.14 No.6, pp.128-142 & 289299) for its "more kick-butt balance and tighter bass."
Maximum power output is around 190W. (Vol.13 No.1,
Vol.14 No.10)
Valve Amplification Company PA90C monoblock:
S5590/pair
"Its holographic imaging ability in triode mode is
astonishing:' DO reports on the sound of this superbly
made two-box tube monoblock. "Its levels of transparency, spatial resolution, and dynamic shading combine
for amuch more convincing illusion of live music." ST,

too, was impressed by the sound of these amplifiers—
"such midrange, such detail. ..
arealism that was positively breathtaking," he gushed—though he feels it only
fair to point out alack of overall dynamics. ST also feels
the Czech Tesla Blue Cobalt EL34 (now available from
Gold Aero) to be abetter-sounding tube than the supplied Golden Dragon output tubes. Output power is 45W
(triode), 90W (ultralinear). Review was of the earlier version; auditioning of current samples confirms the rating.
(Vol.14 Nos.9 & 11)

Aragon 4004 Mk.II: $1850 $$$
This well-made 200Wpc solid-state amplifier provided
TIN with what he thought was the best low-end control of the Apogee Stages he has yet heard in the Stereophile listening room. Less forward-sounding than the
Threshold S/550e, the 4004 is overall not quite up to Class
B's highest performers in high-frequency purity. Nevertheless, TIN notes that he prefers it to the similarly priced
McCormack, which by comparison has asomewhat
softened treble focus. CG also quietly enthuses over the
4004: "This is aKILLER amp and one of the best values
in high-end audio, period ...
my favorite affordable muscle
amp." (Vol.15 No.9; see also TIN's Hafler review in this
issue.)
Audio Research D240 II: $2995
This solid-state 120Wpc stereo amplifier's open, dynamic
sound impressed MC, particularly for its reproduction
of classical music, though he felt it to sound dry in comparison with ARC's Classic series amplifiers. Doesn't have
the midrange magic of ARC's Classic series tube amps,
notes LA, but has great bass and good neutrality. Review
sample was alittle noisy; this was said to have been fixed
in the current version. The upgrade is free to any owner
of an early D240 with proof of purchase from an authorized ARC dealer. (Vol.14 No.12)
Berning EA-2101: $4290
Unusual 140Wpc tube amp featuring switch-mode power
supply and versatile strapping choices of output transformer secondaries. Capable of conveying an intensely
musical experience provided care is taken over system
matching. An undercurrent of bright harmonic textures
can easily be exacerbated by typical solid-state edginess.
Excellent midband transparency, noted DO. Prefers
highish-impedance speakers, due to increase in HF distortion and intermodulation into more demanding loads
leading to sonic "wiriness:' (Vol.15 No.10)
Boulder 500AE: $4100 *
DAS feels this well-made, 150Wpc solid-state stereo
amplifier, based on the late Deane Jensen's discrete opamp topology, "to be the most natural-sounding amp I've
used," though he points out that it needs to be used with
apreamp lacking dryness to get the best from it. LL and
JGH would argue for aClass A rating for the 500AE, JGH
feeling the Boulder to be the most accurate amplifier he's
heard. He found that, while "there was nothing reticent
about the top:' the Boulder's presentation of midrange
detail "was nothing short of remarkable. ..
Highly recommended!" "Some will claim that it sounds too vivid, too
forward:' says LL, "but Ithink it sounds so much more
real than Ithought possible" Though he agrees withIGH
that the 500AE has superbly powerful, well-defined, and
extended bass, RH does find its overall sound too vivid,
too forward, so borderline Class A would seem about
right, decided JA. LL, DAS, andIGH found the 500AE's
sound to be significantly improved, in that it becomes less
dry, more smooth, when apair is used as bridged mono-
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blocks. XLR sockets wired opposite to IEC/AES recommendation with pin 3hot, leading to inverted polarity.
The otherwise identical Boulder 500 adds meters and
other ancillaries for 55200. (Vol.9 No.5, Vol.14 No.10,
Vol.15 No.4)
Bryston 4B NRB: $2095 SU
The revision of the highly regarded 250Wpc 4B improves
on an area that was very good to start with: bass, where
it equals the Krell KSA-250. The 4B NRB displays generous amounts of bass "slam" and "snap," notes LG, but
it falls short of the Krell's rich midrange and ultra-smooth
highs. THX-approved version costs $2245. (Vol.15 No3,
Vol.16 No.1)
Conrad-Johnson MV-125: $3995
A classic, 125Wpc all-tube design without any electrolytic
capacitors in the power supply or signal path. High input
impedance and sensitivity make it suitable for use with
apassive control unit. If alittle too luscious on rock recordings, its sound was luxurious on classical, "invoking the
rich space and character of great concert halls," felt MC,
with a"sense of inner poise and cairn." ST agrees-"spacious, dramatic, exciting," though he questions the '125's
resolution of detail. Borderline Class A, the MV-125
proved asynergistic match with digital front ends. (Vol.15
No.7)
Crown Macro Reference: $3500
Very powerful (760Wpc) solid-state stereo amplifier with
a"clear, clean, quick" character, according to ST Rather
dry-sounding overall, the Crown's lean balance will lead
to care having to be taken in system matching, however.
Fans can be noisy. (Vol.15 No.12)
Forté 4: $1595 SU
A really great-sounding amp, decided CG, adding that
it goes much louder, with greater authority, than any 50W
solid-state amplifier has aright to. Sweet but vividly
detailed high frequencies and terrific pitch definition in
the bass. (Vol.15 No.11)
Hafler IkansNova 9500: $1900 US
ST is also impressed with the lower-powered, $1250 9300
THX. (See TJN's review in this issue.)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 1: $3100
Compact, well-made, 60Wpc solid-state stereo amplifier that TJN described as being "full-bodied, even slightly
lush, but in acompletely believable, natural fashion:' He
continued that the Model One had asomewhat soft low
end and "lacks abit of 'speed' and liveliness, but makes
up for them with adisarmingly unforced quality. ..
and
asubtle and delicate high-frequency response." RH was
also impressed by this amplifier, which TJN found to exert
excellent control and dynamic range in bridged mode,
if lacking asmall degree of subtlety compared with one
amplifier used conventionally. One negative point: On
our review sample, some of the screw-terminal speaker
connectors-two pairs per channel are provided to facilitate hi-wiring-became stripped after alot of use. (Vol.14
Nos.4 & 9)
Mark Levinson No.29: $3495
"Focus, depth, and detail. The 50Wpc Levinson No.29
excels in all three of these vital characteristics," said TJN,
though he did note aslightly lean balance overall, without
the ultimate low-frequency weight posr,ssr•d by the more
expensive Levinson amplifiers. He also felt the soundstage offered by the Jeff Rowland Model 1was ashade
more palpable. Nevertheless, "a compelling performer?'
was his ultimate conclusion. (Vol.14 No.4)
McCormack DNA-1: $1995 $$$
Beautifully made and using premium parts, this relatively
inexpensive amplifier had RH waxing lyrical abouts its
sound: "warm, sweet, punchy, and eminently musical:'
150

With amore laid-back balance than the Boulder 500AE,
the DNA's soundstage presentation featured asuperb sense
of palpability, noted both RH and JA. A pair wired for
bridged-mono operation costs $4595. "A strong Class
B product that is knocking on the door of Class A:'-RH.
(Vol.15 No.4)
Meridian 605 monoblock: 53500/pair
Excellent sense of pace, notes MC. A liquid-sounding,
tube-ish midrange, notes ST, though perhaps not as fully
developed asense of space as he would like. (Vol.15 No.12)
Nestorovic NA-1: $7200/pair
Driven in balanced mode, this 150W tube monoblock
came close to combining the best of solid-state performance with the best of tubes, sounding euphonic but with
atight, well-controlled bass, thought SWW in his original
review. DO listened to more recent samples and felt that,
although they were not as detailed or as transparent as
the Audio Research, VAC, and Threshold amplifiers, they
had asweet-sounding midrange and worked to perfection
with Nestorovic's own loudspeakers, the sounds of the
two being complementary. Borderline Class A performance, overall. (Vol.9 No.8, Vol.14 No.9)
Quicksilver KT88 monoblock: $1895/pair *
Quicksilver Silver Edition KT88 monoblock:
$2300/pair
KT88 output tubes eliminate aresidue of glare in the upper
mids, giving more of a"see-through" quality. ST found
the mono Quicksilvers to be ideal with the Quad ESL-63s.
Others have found them to work beautifully in alot of
low-power situations: reports from the field suggest that
the Quicksilver is ahappy choice for driving Vandersteens
as well as Acoustats of various vintages. Wonderfully tubelike, superb, tonal-standards-setting midrange; can drive
low impedances due to an excellent output transformer;
but low frequencies still rather soft and ill-defined in the
classic tube amplifier tradition. Stereophile's reviewers are
divided on the Quicksilver's merits. LA feels that, despite
the Quicksilver's overall "pleasant" sound, it's still a"lowresolution" design. "It just doesn't cut it in the base says
DO, "and the amp is soft and muted on top." DO concluded his review by pointing out that the Quicksilver
has too much oían old-fashioned sound for aClass B recommendation in these days of highly neutral amplifiers.
GL, however, disagrees strongly with both LA and DO
in his "Follow-Up," feeling that the Quicksilvers should
remain in Class B on musical grounds: "It doesn't do anything to actively interfere with the music:' Mr. T parenthetically points out that, for not much more money, the
90W Silver Edition monoblock is the amplifier to buy.
(Vol.7 No3, Vol.8 Nos.2 & 4, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.13 No.5;
Silver Edition, Vol.14 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80: $2895
(See JE's review in this issue.)
Vacuum Tube Logic Compact 160 monoblock:
$3500/pair
Whereas the older V11 Compact amplifiers (the 100
reviewed by JA in Vol.11 No.11, for example) had an
upfront midrange that grabbed the listener's attention,
the 160 has amore subtle overall balance with asofter but
still detailed treble. Though it runs out ofjuice before the
"160" name would suggest-JA measured amaximum
of 130W in pentode mode, 95W in triode-it presents a
musically satisfying sound overall. Front-panel switching
enables the amp to run in triode mode: essential to get
the best sound from the KT90 tubes, CG's auditioning
and JA's measurements reveal. (Vol.14 No.8)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Ensemble B-50 Tiger: $2100
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This diminutive 50Wpc integrated amplifier enabled GL
to get some of the most musical sound he had experienced
from his old Acoustat 2s, particularly when used with
Ensemble's own cables. "A soundstage seemingly unlimited by the dimensions of my room:' he noted, commenting also on the Tiger's "captivating ability. . to
maintain rhythmic and timbrai spatial separation between
diverse elements of any musical presentation." JA also
found the Tiger to give afundamentally musical presentation. JE disagrees, feeling the B-50 to be more of a
"pussycat" than atiger. Though the Tiger lacks aphono
input, the Phonomaster MM/MC preamplifier with
adjustable loading option (not tested) is available for 8740.
Though this can be powered from the B-50, aMalaysian
reader ("Letters:' Vol.14 No.9, p33) suggests that aseparate
power supply is essential to get the best from it. (Vol.14
No.5)
Exposure XV: $1295
Modest-powered (40Wpc) English integrated amplifier
with unusual regulated power supplies for its output
stages. Got athumbs-up from FtH for its excellent sense
of dynamics and soundstaging, smooth, natural midrange
quality, relatively grain-free treble, and good sense of bass
weight—all provided the amplifier was not asked to work
too near the edge of its power envelope. (Vol.16 No.2)
Nairn NAP 140 power amplifier: 81495
Naim NAC 62 preamplifier: 8965
Though these Naim components appear to be separate
pre- and stereo power amplifiers, their idiosyncratic
natures mean that they are best described as an integrated
amplifier in two boxes—three if you count the Hi-Cap
preamp power supply (81355). Naim speaker cable must
also be regarded as part of the package, the 140 being only
marginally stable into some highly capacitive "audiophile"
cables. The sound of the combination, however, is astonishingly musical, being smooth, transparent, detailed, and
involving. With the Hi-Cap power supply, the $3815
50Wpc Naim system offered an excellent ability to keep
musical threads distinct within the overall texture, though
RH did feel alack of midband immediacy was sometimes
noticeable. The 140 power amplifier works best into
higher-impedance speakers. "If you want amusic system you don't have to think about, and don't need lots
of power, [the Nairn] offers asuperbly musical experience," RH concluded. (Vol.14 No.2)

Adcom GFA-555 II: 8850 tr
While the original '555 was one of the best-selling power
amplifiers of all time, some felt its rather hard treble to
be its weakest point. The Mk.II version sounds significantly sweeter, though still with rather aforward sonic
signature, while maintaining its predecessor's superbly
well-defined, authoritative low-frequency performance
and excellent sense of dynamics. It also throws adeeper
soundstage. A lot of power for the money-200Wpc! Fancooling is available as a$100 option for those with insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers (Vol.8 No.4, Vol:12
No.12, original version; Vol.13 No.10)
Adcom GFA-565 monoblock: $1800/pair
"Clean, solid, secure:' was how TJN summed up his
description of the 300W '565's sound, while ST loved the
sound of this gutsy monoblock—high power, excellent
presentation of detail, weight and authority in the lows,
and superb image definition. He agrees with TJN, however, that acertain flameas of image, atouch of low-treble
hardness, and an ultimate lack of high-frequency transparency make Class C an appropriate rating. Balanced
inputs add 8200/pair to the price, as does apair of fans
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for those with very insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers. (Vol.14 Nos.4, 6, & 7)
B&B. Sonata M-200 monoblock: 81996/pair
ST found this relatively inexpensive 200W amplifier to
drive his Spendor S-100s to perfection, despite arather
lean tonal balance in stock form. Output-stage bias can
be increased, the sound then warming up to give tubelike smoothness and sweetness. "A wonderfully sane product:' declaimed Sam, stating that it should give more
expensive amplifiers ahard timejustifying their existence.
Price now includes balanced inputs. (Vol.14 Nos.1, 2,
& 3)
Muse Model 100: 81200
This modestly priced stereo MOSFET amplifier was one
of the "finds" of 1991, offering acoherent, musically satisfying presentation. CG commented on its effortless sense
of dynamics, and while its bass was not in the same class
as that of the Adcom '555 II, its midrange and highs were
better-balanced overall. TJN also found the sound of the
100Wpc Muse to his liking driving B&W 801s (see Vol.14
No.6, p.200). Balanced inputs add 8100. (Vol.14 No.4)
Nobis Cantabile: $1695
This reworking of the Dynaco Stereo 70, with discrete
FET input and driver stages, offers 35Wpc, reasonably
good bass, and superb midrange transparency. "Price a
little high for the watts!' decided CG, but "a very musical,
capable, thoroughly modern Millie of atube amp:' High
output impedance will give asound that is more dependent
than usual on the loudspeaker with which the Nobis is
used. (Vol.15 No.9)
PS Audio 100 Delta: 81295
Main sonic characteristics of this 120Wpc solid-state
design are asomewhat softened bass and slightly closed-in
high frequencies, thought TJN. Excellent midrange
presentation, however, with a"clear, naturally rich immediacy!' Good value for money. (Vol.15 No.9)
Rotel RB-980BX: 8600 US
Excellent value for money, this modestly priced 120Wpc
amp was designed in England but is made in the Far East.
Kind to difficult loads, notes MC. A slight grain or crispness to the highs, some midbass leanness, and asomewhat
soft low end were noted by TJN but were offset by alively
overall presentation and an excellent sense of soundstage
depth. (Vol.15 No.11)
Sumo Andromeda II: 81595
As a balanced-bridge stereo amplifier, the 240Wpc
Andromeda II requires care when used with speaker
switching boxes, IRS 1B crossovers, and other ancillaries
that might common the grounds of the two channels. But
used conventionally, it impressed the heck out of TJN,
who noted that its midrange is more laid-back and its bass
warmer than that of the big Adcom monoblocks, and
commented very positively on its "upper-frequency air"
and clean, transparent sound. (Vol.14 No.6)
Vacuum Tube Logic Tiny Triode monoblock:
$13001pair
It's hard to recommend such an idiosyncratic amplifier,
the (just) 25W Tiny Triode being unable to put out any
real power with any degree of control in the bass and unable to drive conventional dynamic loudspeakers to high,
let alone very high, levels. Yet when it comes to midrange
performance, it is perhaps one of the most palpable, musically real-sounding amplifiers CG and JA have heard.
"Used Within Their Limits!' concluded CG, "they sound
utterly temfic." If you have an old pair of Electrovoice or
Klipsch horn speakers around, you might try investigating
what apair of TTs could do for them. JA also tried using
apair to drive Grado HP 1headphones, with some musical
success, On the other hand, apair of Th is the ideal ampli-
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fier for your desktop office system, hooked up to apair
of LS3/5as and aportable CD player. (Vol.14 No.4)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Naim NAIT 2: $995 *
Expensive-too expensive, says ST-almost totally lacking
in features, and vety low-powered (21Wpc), the diminutive
NAIT 2would appear to be poor value for money. But
when you listen to it, it offers much better sound than
Class D integrated amplifiers, featuring an expansive
soundstage with asmooth, natural tonal balance and a
liquid midrange. Lacks bass authority, however, low frequencies being neither extended nor tight, and the line
stage is somewhat rolled-off in the highs. (A slightly
uptilted treble in the RIAA response ensures that LP reproduction is more neutrally balanced.) Best suited for sensitive minimonitors like the Celestion 3and Monitor
Audio Monitor 7. (Vol.8 No.5 original version, Vol.12
No.9, Vol.13 No.4)

D (Separates)
BALK ST-140: $548 *
The 105Wpc MOSFET '140 costs little enough to make
it into Class D, but the sonics, after extensive auditioning,
convince ST that it belongs in Class C. LA disagrees, feeling that it should be "high Class D"; after his own auditioning, JA also disagrees. The ST-140 features deep but
not extraordinarily powerful (and mushy) low bass, and
atube-like tonality with asmooth, sweet midrange.
Despite the Anarchist finding the '140 not to have "too
much MOSFET mist:' the amp's high frequencies can
become alittle tizzy, thought JA, while GL found disc
surface noise to be somewhat accentuated. Latest production features adetachable IEC AC cable and gold-plated
RCA inputjacks. An important caveat to our continued
recommendation of the ST-140 concerns the ability of
the current version to drive real-world loudspeakers. With
loudspeakers whose impedances drop much below 8
ohms, the amplifier is thermally limited from delivering
much power without asignificant increase in distortion,
with aresulting hardness to the sound. More powerful
ST-202 ($698, reviewed in Vol.10 No.8) has very similar sonic signature, according to ST, and is therefore to
be recommended with amuch wider range of loudspeakers than the '140. Balanced inputs add $50 to prices
of both '140 and '202. (Vol.7 No.4, Vol.10 No.7, Von 1
No.10 mono version, Vol.12 Nos.4 & 12, Vol.13 No.1)
NAD 2400THX: $599
"Gutsy and weighty," said TJN of this powerful (100Wpc
continuous, 370Wpc short-term) design. Though the
lower treble is alittle forward, the overall sound never
comes to life in the way that it should with aClass C component, he concluded, but anatural choice for ahighdynamic-range home theater system. (Vol.15 No.11)
Parasound HCA-800 II: $425 *
Less image depth than the Adcom '555 II and atouch of
treble grain at high levels, but "More than atouch of highend sound:' said JA of this modestly priced 100Wpc
amplifier, due to its sweet midrange presentation and good
sense of dynamics. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.12 No.2, original
version; Vol.13 No.10)

AMC CVT-3030, Metaxas Iraklis & Solitaire, Bryston
7b, Audio Research Classic 120 & V140, Krell MDA-500,
Manley Reference 100/200 Triode monoblock, Mark
Levinson No.275, VTL 140 Deluxe monoblock, McCormack DNA-1 monoblock, Air Tight ATM-3, Woodside
MA-50.
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Deletions
Krell KSA-250 and KST-100 discontinued; Lectron JH
30 no longer distributed in the US; Kinergetics KBA75 Platinum, Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monoblock, Music Rd_o_nce RM-9, Vacuum Tube Logic Stereo
90/90 Deluxe, Creek 4140 S2, and NAD 2100 not auditioned in too long atime.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Editor's Note: Class A "Loudspeakers" are both sufficiently idiosyncratic and different enough from one
another that prospective customers should read our original reviews in their entireties. Ihave therefore just listed
every system or combination that at least one of Stereophile's
reviewers feels, as aresult of his experience, to approach
the current state of the art in loudspeaker design. (Note
that, to be eligible for inclusion in Class A, the system must
be full-range-ie, feature bass extension to 20Hz-which
is why the Hales Signature is only included in combination
with the Muse Model 18 or Kinergetics SW-800 subwoofers and the WATT 3/Puppy 2 with the Wilson
WHOW or POW-WHOW-and capable of reaching
realistic sound pressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
Readers are therefore advised to turn to the original reviews
for descriptions of the sound.
For those who are not concerned about the last few
hertz of low bass extension, we have created Class A (Restricted Extreme LF) for those speakers that are actually
state-of-the-art in every other way. Candidates for inclusion in this class must reach down to at least 40Hz, below
the lowest notes of the 4-string double bass and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have an
extra class: E. for "Entry-Level." Someone asked me
recently why Stereophile bothers to review inexpensive
loudspeakers at all. In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending they buy any of these inexpensive models? Remember: It's possible to put together a
musically satisfying, truly high-end system around any
of our Class D and E recommendations. That's why
they're listed-and why you should consider buying them.

A
Apogee Diva: $9995/pair *
Best sound is to be obtained with the $3295 DAX III dedicated electronic crossover. lithe DAX is bought with the
Divas, the system price drops to $11,595. (Vol.11 No.8,
Vol.13 No.8)
B&W Matrix 800: $15,000-$18,000/pair
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)
Hales System Two Signature with Muse 18 subwoofer: $8650/system
Hales System By° Signature with Kinergetics SW800
subwoofer: $9895/system
(Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)
Meridian D6000: $15,000/pair
Active system offers digital data inputs only and uses Bitstream D/A conversion. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Sound-Lab A-1: $10,990/pair
"Wings" to reinforce the lows are $1450/set of four in oak,
$1750/set of four in walnut; "SALLIE" backwave attenuators are $1000/pair. (Vol.15 No.11)
Thiel CS5: $10,800/pair
(Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 No.10)
Wilson Audio WATT 3/Puppy 2/WHOW II Universal
or POW-WHOW II:
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$22,290/system-$26,620/system
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10, without WHOW)

A—Restricted Extreme LF
Sonus Faber Extrema: $12,500/pair (stands necessary)
"I admire the commitment, dedication, and craftsmanship
which have gone into this effortlessly musical transducer:'
says MC of this superbly well-contructed two-way
speaker from Italy. MC emphasizes that the Extrema, with
its remarkable sense of timing, superbly transparent, spacious treble, and naturally generous midrange, would be
rated in Stereophile's Class A were it not for alow-frequency
response that doesn't quite reach 20Hz. "Always musical:'
says KR. LG agrees with both writers, saying that "The
Extrema has it all: speed, transparency, imaging accuracy,
and midrange richness:' Unusually, the crossover does
not use capacitors, and tuning of the rear-panel ABR is
adjustable to optimize the low frequencies for the owner's
room. Matching stands cost $1500/pair, but should be
regarded as essential to get the best from this gem from
designer Franco Serblin. (Vol.15 No.6)
Sound-Lab A-3: 3'7990/pair tr
JGH's reference speaker for almost seven years, offering
excellent dynamic range and aneutral transparent midband
that reproduces instrumental timbres as convincingly as
Gordon has encountered. Class A sound quality, feel
PWM and JGH, though this large electrostatic's ultimate
lack of extension without asubwoofer preclude that lofty
ranking. "Wings" to extend the bass response can be
retrofitted for $1250-$1550, depending on finish. (Vol.9
No.6, Vol.11 Nos.6 & 11, Vol.15 No.1)
Wilson Audio WATT 3/Puppy 2:
$12,900/pair-$13,900/pair
A pair of WATT 3s by themselves costs between $7450
and $7950, depending on finish (the update from WATT
2to 3status costs $2700), but are not recommended except
for such specialist applications as location monitoring,
their balance being too lean and lightweight for long-term
satisfaction. But add apair of Puppy 2woofers and you
have an almost flail-range system that throws amagically
holographic soundstage, the speakers giving no clue to
their physical location. The WATT/Puppy system is also
refreshingly free from resonant colorations—the muchmodified Focal tweeter used by Wilson is an order of magnitude better behaved than the similar-appearing Focal
tweeters used in lesser speakers—and excels when it comes
to accurately reproducing music's dynamic contrasts. It's
easy to get an excess of energy in the crossover region
between WATT and Puppy, however (something that particularly bothers ST), while the treble region tilts up somewhat, which is very revealing of amplification problems.
This also adds adegree of brashness to the sound reminiscent of the real thing, but is alittle exaggerated in absolute
terms unless MIT CVT Terminator cable is used. Despite
an impedance which dips to 1.75 ohms at 2kHz, the
WATT/Puppies seem to work best with great tube amplification, the ARC Classic 120s or the Jadis Defy-7 proving
capable of producing superbly palpable imaging and a
natural tonality. "Less is more states MC: "more rhythm,
more dynamics, more music! Who wants deep, slow bass?"
As with the Sonus Faber Extrema, only afew hertz more
bass extension would result in true Class A sound, something that those whose ears we trust indicate can be
achieved by adding the expensive Wilson WHOW subwoofer. (Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two groups. PollSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

ing Stereophik's reviewers resulted in atotal lack of consensus, implying that all the following speakers will, in
the right room with the right ancillaries, give true highend sound. Following pressure from JGH that small
speakers should automatically be denied recommendation
because of their lack of LF extension, Ihave split Classes
B and C into two sections: "Full-range" and "Restricted
LF." To be included in the latter class, asmall speaker has
to be at least as good in every other area as the full-range
competition. (Note that all the full-range Class B recommendations, with the exception of the Apogee Stage, B&W
801, and Spendor S100, are floorstanding models.)

B—Full-range
Acarian Alón IV: $3400/pair
With abass response that was as tight as it was deep, a
"huge" soundstage, and excellent dynamics, the three-way
Alón IV impressed the heck out of RD. Some residual
upper-midrange brightness can be alleviated by careful
system and room matching. Needs to be tri-wired for best
performance A rosewood finish adds $500/pair. (Vol.16
No.2)
Apogee Centaur Major: $3395-$37851pair
Crossing a40" ribbon over to a10" moving-coil woofer
below 350Hz gives the best of both worlds, decided TJN:
midrange and treble transparency and asuperbly tight,
well-defined, and extended bass—organ pedals shook
the room, noted TJN—that makes the all-ribbon Stage
sound exaggerated in this region by comparison. Sideby-side driver configuration and length of ribbon make
the Major fussy regarding setup. A slight tendency to
brightness is offset by asuperbly clean midrange and a
freedom from treble grain. (Vol.15 No.4)
Apogee Stage: $2595/pair $$$
(stands optional)
The Stage has one of the most neutral, seamless midbands
around. Recorded voice is reproduced with an uncannily
lifelike quality. Imaging, too, is superb—"In terms of
soundstage transparency, it rivals any loudspeaker money
can buy:' says DO—as is the speaker's presentation of
recorded dynamics. A lack of deep bass extension, but
the midbass is actually very generous, which both upsets
LA and leads to matching problems in some rooms. The
Stage works particularly well with Classé amplification
and SYMO cable, but prospective purchasers should be
prepared to experiment with room position and toe-in
to get the optimum sound. Matching stands ($395/pair)
are also available for those who prefer ahigher listening
seat. "A real honey. ..
an eminently musical transducer,"
said MC. Stereophile agreed sufficiently with that conclusion to buy the review pair. A dedicated subwoofer is on
the way that might make the combination aClass A contender. (Vol.13 No.8, Vol.14 Nos.2, 3, & 10; Vol.15 No.4)
Avalon Eclipse: $5600/pair
A warmer balance than the Hales System Two Signature
is coupled with aflat on-axis response, astonishing midrange transparency, beautifully delineated, almost holographic soundstaging, and arelative freedom from coloration that generally allow the music to communicate
most effectively. However, this is only true when the
Eclipses are driven by good tube amplifiers, the sound
with even good solid-state amplification—Mark Levinson,
Jeff Rowland—being too bright. The Eclipses also have
somewhat limited dynamics, which can lead to hardness
at very high playback levels. Price refers to aNoctel finish;
anon-rainforest veneer finish adds $1600/pair. Current
production has "an inexpensive tweeter revision" which
AB felt to significantly improve the sound; earlier samples
are upgradeable. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10, Vol.15 No.8)
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B&W Matrix 801 Series 3: $5500/pair *
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's
standard monitor loudspeaker—aluminum-dome tweeter
and B&W's patented "Matrix" enclosure, where the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid body—has
resulted in amoving-coil speaker capable of competing
with the best planars. As LL put it, "a true musician's reference transducer." Strengths include excellent lowfrequency definition and weight, ahighly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics. B&W's bass-alignment
equalizer gives true 20Hz extension but is not included
in purchase price. The best sound, however, is to be had
from one of the after-market models, such as those from
Anodyne and Denver dealer Listen-Up (the MaughanBox). Best used with stands: we have had good results
with the Sound Anchors and with the wooden, sand-filled
Arcicis. (Also see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and Vol.13 No.2,
p.217, for discussions of acrossover modification that
improves the sound of the original 801 Matrix.) Current
version has arevised tweeter, anon-detachable head, an
improved crossover layout, and has done away with the
APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10 No.9)
Hales Systemlivo Signature: 85900/pair
A beautifully made two-way, dual-woofer design with
aresonance-free cabinet featuring a4" baille and aphysically separate crossover, the 181-16 System Two Signature
displaced the B&W 801 Matrix from RH's listening room.
His characterization of the Hales's sound: "precise, controlled, detailed, meticulous, exact, finesse?' Though the
treble is both clean and transparent, aslight propensity
for on-axis brightness can be ameliorated by experimenting with toe-in. Compared with the 801, the Hales offers
superior dynamic detail, even though it lacks the British loudspeaker's low-frequency weight. In fact, the main
fault of the Hales is alean, rather over-damped bass balance
which can be unforgiving with some ancillaries and in
some rooms. With agood subwoofer such as the Muse
18 or perhaps the Kinergetics SW-800, the Signature
becomes a Class A contender. East Coast price is
$6000/pair. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 No.10; see also RH's
reviews of the Hales System Two in Vol.14 No.4 and the
Muse 18 subwoofer in Vol.14 No.7.)
REF R107/2: 85900/pair
The latest version of KEF's flagship speaker features anew
tweeter and arevised KUBE line-level equalizer. JA felt
strongly that its bass performance (within dynamic limitations set by the use of EQ to extend the response below
the design's natural LF limit) was among the best he has
experienced in terms of definition and authority, as was
its presentation of image depth. While the treble sounds
dark, leading to asomewhat polite tonal balance (which
might also be afunction of the KUBE's solid-state electronics), the 107's midband is neutral and free from resonant colorations. (Vol9 Nos.4 & 7, Vol.10 No.2, original
version; Vol.14 Nos.5 & 10.)
Mirage M3si: $2800/pair
"An unqualified success," said GL of this unusual, floorstanding bipolar design, "which, in the right system, can
te amusical experience with all the richness, finesse,
power, and majesty [of] afull-range speaker?' Flattest
response is to be found on the woofer axis (32" from the
ground), though the full-bodied bass might be too much
in some systems or rooms. (Vol.15 No.11)
Nelson-Reed 8-04/CM: 83650/pair
Very sensitive with awide, compression-free dynamic
range. Rather forward midrange balance but aclean, transparent treble that opens "a gorgeously clear (and alive)
window on the recording!' said JGH in his review. The
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review samples' out-of-spec woofers resulted in the overall
sound being too lean; JGH's later audition of apair with
the proper woofers convinced him of the design's musical
worthiness. (Vol.15 No.3, Vol.16 No.1)
Nestorovic Type SAS Mk.1V: 84500/pair
A four-way dynamic loudspeaker that features apatented
bass alignment wherein adriven second woofer also
behaves somewhat as an auxiliary bass radiator. DO felt
that the Nestorovic's rnidband had avelvety, non-resonant
texture, especially on female voice, and that its highs were
free from sizzle and tizz, though he did find that soundstage depth did not develop as fully as he expected. JA
adds that the overall balance is alittle forward in the treble,
which might be afactor here, though it does lead to asynergistic balance with tube amplification rather than solidstate. Nestorovic's own NA-1 monoblocks gave liquidsounding tnids and abold, sweeping soundstage, reports
DO, who summed up his feelings thusly: "In terms of
tonal balance, LF extension, and dynamic scale, this speaker
allows one to fully explore orchestral music without trepidation, congestion, or any form of attendant harshness?'
(Vol.9 No.5, original version; Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
ProAc Response Three: 86500/pair
Beautifully finished two-way, dual-woofer design from
English designer Smart Tyler that Jack English can't recommend highly enough, feeling that it outperforms both
the Thiel CS5 and the combination of the Martin-Logan
CLS II with the Kinergetics SW-800 subwoofer, as well
as other Class A speakers. When the speaker's integral
plinth is correctly loaded with sand, the bass is "extended,
controlled, and powerful." The highs are clean and extended, while the soundstaging is excellent, the speakers
disappearing. The midrange is "full, lush, musical,
involving—in short, lifelike!' wroteJE; CG, for one, would
not disagree. JA also feels that the sound of the Response
Threes was ahighlight of both the 1990 and 1991 SCESes.
(Vol.14 No.9)
PSB Stratus Gold: $2000/pair
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers afundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled with very
low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing treble,
and agenerous, powerful bass. The treble is less prominent
when the speaker is used with the grilles on, when the
sound takes on an appealing accessibility. Excellent value.
(Vol.14 Nos.2 & 10; see also PWM's "Industry Update"
in Vol.14 No.4.)
Snell Type B: 84490/pair
Considerable conflict among Stereophile's writers over the
sound of this big, Kevin Voecks-designed, floorstanding
three-way. All agree about its low levels of coloration,
neutral midrange and treble balance, and extended, powerful low frequencies. RH and CG feel very strongly, however, that the B's slow, ponderous bass quality precludes
recommendation, while PWM and LG feel that, under
the right circumstances, the B can sing. JE feels that the
Snell B is the sonic equivalent of aTelarc recording: "initially very impressive but ultimately dissatisfying!' LG
reinforces JA's feeling that the B's balance will work better
in larger rooms, while PWM adds that unless the room
is somewhat "leaky" at low frequencies, the speaker will
tend to sound too thick. Even more than usual, therefore,
home trial is essential. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.2)
Snell Type C/IV: 82190/pair $U
Superbly flat on-axis response, alack of resonant colorations, and aweighty but well-defined bass performance
that is emotionally as well as intellectually satisfying make
this large floorstanding speaker from the pen of Kevin
Voecks excellent value for money. Low Class B sound,
however, due to alack of ultimate transparency and re-
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stricted image depth compared with such space-meisters
as the Avalon Eclipse, KEF R107/2, and Hales System Two
and Signature. (Vol.14 Nos.4 8c 10)
Spendor Si®: 52990/pair (stands necessary)
Somewhat self-effacing quality compared with "audiophile" loudspeakers and only fair imaging, thought ST,
but the outstandingly tight, extended bass, full, rich balance, overall smoothness and lack of coloration through
the midrange, and treble sweetness make this beautifully
constructed British three-way astrong Class B recommendation. "No significant flaws:" say both Mr. T and
MC, the latter regarding the SI® to have "hidden depths"
JA emphatically agrees, feeling the Spendor to be one
of the best buys in high-end audio. $195/pair Chicago
Speaker Stands speaker stands are normally supplied,
though Spendor intends to introduce their own stands.
(Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 Nos.I0 & 12)
Thiel CS2 2: 52450/pair ISS
Smooth, civilized, "buttoned-down" sound with good
soundstaging, excellent presentation of detail and dynamics, and superbly controlled and nicely extended bass.
"One of the best speaker values on the market today:'
thinks ST. JA agrees, choosing to use the superbly transparent Thiels as his long-term reference, though he does
point out alimited dynamic range in the bass to habitual
party-throwers. JA also notes that aresidual brightness
will mandate careful system matching. The speaker was
launched as the 2.2 but has been renamed, due to Bose
copyrighting decimal numbers such as "2.2:' (Vol.15 No.4,
Vol.16 No.1)
Vandersteen 3: 52395/pair SU
As always with aRichard Vandersteen design, awellbalanced speaker with no serious faults. Excellent low-bass
extension, excellent presentation of musical dynamics,
and agood loudness capability are married to asuperbly
transparent, tonally neutral midrange (when the listener
is sitting on the midrange driver axis). Doesn't throw as
well-focused asoundstage as the similarly priced Thiel
CS2 2, but amore forgiving design, overall. Needs significant break-in period,' though much of this is now done
at the factory. Dedicated Sound Anchor rear braces cost
$200/pair but are essential to aim the speaker's optimum
axis at the listener. (Vol.16 Nos3 & 4)

B-Restricted LF
Apogee Centaur Minor: 51295/pair (stands optional)
SIS
A hybrid design that mates aribbon tweeter/midrange
unit to asealed-box tuned dynamic woofer. Restricted
in bass extension and ultimate dynamic range capability, fussy about setup, but excellent transparency coupled
with upper-midrange purity and the ability to throw a
huge, wide soundstage Upper bass sounds abit wooden,
but amusical bargain overall. Matching stands, $169/pair,
should be regarded as mandatory, felt RH. (Vol.15 No.1;
Vol.16 No.2)
Celestion SL700SE: 53399/pair (stands included) *
Once considered very expensive for asmall speaker, price
includes excellent stands. Improves over the SL600Si in
the areas where that speaker excels, and sets new standards for abox loudspeaker in transparency, neutrality,
and upper-bass clarity. In contrast with the SL600Si, overall balance is rather on the bright side, which demands
careful system matching. Auditioning of the current "Spe1A tip for breaking-in speakers from TJN: Place the speakers
face to face but wired out of phase. You can then drive them
hard with pink noise from aTest CD, but with less sonic pollution to annoy the other members of your family: to alarge
extent, the speakers' outputs cancel.
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cial Edition" version reveals better integration between
tweeter and woofer and an even cleaner upper bass, though
the tradeoff appears to be aless involving sound overall. "A bit polite says ST. Though the SL700 is deficient
in low bass in absolute terms, rate of rolloff in-room is
slow enough that it almost qualifies for inclusion in the
"full-range" Class B category. But only almost. (Vol.11
No.9, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.15 No.4)
Celestion SL600Si with DLP600: 52798/pair
(stands necessary)
Celestion's DLP600 digital-domain loudspeaker processor
($699) fits between the CD transport and DAC; with it,
the SL600Si's soundstage snaps into focus to an extent
that JA hadn't heard from any speaker other than the
Wilson WATT, Avalon Eclipse, or Quad ESL-63. The
speaker's dark-sounding treble also becomes more natural/
airy/spacious. The lower-midrange congestion remains
unimproved, however, otherwise the '600 system would
beat out Celestion's SL700. MC adds that the '700 has
abetter sense of pace and timing. (Vol.15 No.8)
Ensemble PA-1: 53180/pair
Ensemble Reference: $4980/pair (S5300/pair with biwiring option) (stands necessary)
Two almost identical-looking expensive minimonitors
from Switzerland combine an excellent soft-dome tweeter
with an unusual laminated-cone woofer and arear-facing
passive radiator. Both sensitive to being overdriven by
subsonics, but, provided agood high-pass filter is used,
the Ensembles generate aneutrally balanced if bass-shy
sound with better imaging-"spatial resolution was outstanding:' according to DO-and less upper-bass congestion than the standard Celestion SL600Si. The Reference betters the PA-1 in every way-at acost. A "remarkable midrange" notes MC of the Reference, but adds
that its sound is something of an acquired taste. Both
speakers require considerable break-in periods to reach
their optimum performance levels. Matching Landmark
stands cost $1550/pair. (Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.15
No.12)
Monitor Audio Studio 20:
$4499/pair-S5399/pair depending on finish
A floorstanding descendant of the first Monitor speaker
to offer ametal-coned woofer (the Studio 10), with asimilar drive-unit complement, the two-way Studio 20 offers
abig, transparent, well-focused soundstage presentation
with an excellent sense of detail and sufficient bass fullness,
thought RH. ST disagrees strongly, feeling that the Studio
20 is too expensive, considering it doesn't go low or play
very loud. "Not for rockers!" he warns. JA feels the 20 to
be asuperb speaker when used within its limitations,
though he noticed an occasional wiry edge to female voices
and boy sopranos. RH also noted this in his review, but
points out that this will be ameliorated by agood tube
amplifier. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.4)
ProAc Response TWo: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
"Solid Class B," decided CG, "but only when the
Response Twos are used with the matching Target stands
($700/pair), coupled to them with Blu-Tack, or the RoomTune Torture Clamps:' A slight tendency to woodiness
in the lower mids is exacerbated by the wrong stand, JA
found. While the massively constructed Response Two
doesn't have quite the image focus of the Wilson WATT,
SL600/DLP600, or Acoustic Energy AEI, it has amore
accessibly even tonal balance, with asmooth yet detailed
treble, enough bass to be very musically satisfying, and
much better dynamics than either the Celestion or the
Acoustic Energy. "A stunning product that delivers aquality of sound most audiophile speakers only hint at,"
summed up CG. (Vol.15 No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9,
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p.162.)
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor: 84995/pair *
(stands necessary)
Very musical sound, with very low midrange coloration,
natural, precise imaging, excellent soundstaging, and very
good resolution of detail when listened to on the optimum axis. The highs roll off considerably off-axis, which
can lead to adull, lifeless sound in overdamped rooms.
The low treble is alittle resonant (perhaps due to the dustcover), which bothers some listeners (LA) more than others
(ST, LG, DO, JA). Low frequencies are tight but not very
deep, while maximum volume capability is somewhat
limited. (In Santa Fe, with its 7000' altitude, this is astrict
97dB on peaks.) Later modelssound less dry than early
production. Can really come alive with the right amplifier,
and benefits from modifications, most especially suitable
stands (we've found Arcicis to work well). Works well
with such dipole subwoofers as the Finnish Gradient SW63 and the Celestion System 6000 (see "Subwoofers"),
while LG has achieved an excellent match with both the
omnidirectional, servo-controlled Velodyne ULD-18 and
the Muse 18. The current version, the "USA Monitor,"
has astiffer steel frame, arevised protective grille, and a
reduced plate gap for higher sensitivity. (Vol.6 Nos.4 &
5, Vol.7 Nos.2 & 7, Vol.8 No3, Vol.10 No.1, Vol.12 Nos.2
& 6; see also LG's review of the Gradient SW-63 subwoofer system in Vol.14 No.10, and "Editor's Choice,"
Vol.15 No.12 p.17.)
Sonus Faber Electa Amator: $4500/pair
(stands necessary)
"The Amator has the Extremis wonderful imaging and
huge soundstage, without that loudspeaker's dynamic
range, bass, or transparency' feels LG, though JA and TJN
agree with JE that it is still asuperbly natural-sounding,
if expensive, minimonitor. "A powerful and involving
sound' adds MC. Matching stands cost $950/pair. (Vol.15
No.10)
Totem Acoustic Model 1: 81495/pair US
(stands necessary)
Suggested stands: Target Model R4 (S600/pair); HJ
($250/pair); or HS (S180/pair). (See LG's review in this
issue.)

B&W Matrix 804: $2200/pair
Borderline Class B, feels TJN of this elegant two-way-"a
miniature 801"-feeling it produces an open, generous
sound with awell-defined soundstage. Apart from some
warmth in the upper bass, the lows are intrinsically clean
and reasonably extended, though TJN points out that
using B&W's "800 Series Variable High-Pass Alignment
Filter" to equalize the speaker's bass to be flat to below
30Hz restricts the dynamic range too much to be useful.
He also commented on some occasional nasality, though
this was to an insignificant degree. (Vol.14 No.11)
Eminent Technology LFT-VIII: 81500/pair
Combining push-pull planar-magnetic drive-units for
the treble and midrange with aconventional moving-coil
woofer, the LFT-VIII's bass is alittle rich-balanced and
the full complement of high frequencies is only to be
obtained when the listener sits level with the center of the
tweeter and to the inside of the tweeter midrange ribbon.
The speaker's midrange smoothness and lack of boxiness
impressed the heck out of CG, however. (Vol.16 No.2)
Icon Parsec: 81795/pair
Large, three-way speaker from the pen of David Fokos,
once the loudspeaker designer at Conrad-Johnson/Synthesis. Excellent dynamics, the ability to throw awelldefined soundstage, aflat on-axis response, and very good
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low-bass extension are let down by arather too generous upper bass and highish levels of midband coloration,
due to atoo-lively cabinet. (Current production is said
to have improved internal crossbracing.) Only sold direct,
price includes shipping. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.10)
Magnepan MG2.6/R: 819.50/pair
Large two-way panel combining aribbon tweeter with
a"Magneplanar" woofer/midrange unit. A warm-sounding midrange is coupled with aclean yet detailed, transparent treble that will be musically pleasing with the right
ancillaries and provided care is taken in setup. Somewhat
restricted dynamic range and arather thickened bass, but
overall "deliciously smooth," said JA. Otherwise similar
three-way MG33/R ($3000/pair; not yet reviewed) adds
aMagneplanar midrange unit and should be capable both
of playing louder and of going lower in the bass. (Vol.14
No.11)
Snell Type E/III: 8990/pair $U
(stands necessary)
A smooth treble is coupled with anatural, if remote, midrange, while the soundstage focus is somewhat diffuse.
"Awfully good for what they are!" says LL, however, of
this inexpensive ported two-way that resembles asmaller
Snell 01V-it even has asimilar second rear-firing tweeter.
LG was similarly impressed, feeling the Type E to have
"good dynamic range [and] stunning bass response [with]
complete control, no overhang, no peakiness. ..
it truly
offers the wonder and excitement of recorded music at
amodest price" Needs to be used well away from walls;
matching stands cost If 120/pair. (Vol.14 No.10)
Spica Angelus: 81275/pair *
The idiosyncratically styled Angelus has much in common
with this New Madan manufacturer's IC-SO, including
asuperbly defined if lightweight bass register, abasically
neutral if occasionally "cardboardy" or "pinched" midrange, and the ability to throw an astonishingly accurate
soundfield. Treble transparency is alittle lacking when
compared with the better speakers, but still one of the best
loudspeakers ST has heard. "A soundstage champ!" he
proclaims. LA demurs, due to the Angelus's slight departure from midband accuracy, while MC points out that
the speaker's unusual styling results in asomewhat deeper
than usual "floor dip" in the lower midrange which can
lend the bass arather disembodied character. CG's longterm reference A 1991 crossover revision results in amore
dynamic sound, with less congestion at very high levels.
(Vol.11 No.2, Vol.13 Nos] & 4; see also TJN's Vandersteen
review in this issue.)
Thiel CS1.2: 81250/pair *: tin
Lacking ultimate dynamic range, this modest-sized floorstanding speaker offers an outstandingly detailed sound
with superbly precise if alittle shallow soundstaging, a
neutral midband, and aless critical treble balance than the
older CS2 (although VTL monoblocks produced rather
a"hissy" sound). ST reports that the Electrocompaniet
AW100 sounds terrific with the 1.2s. Low frequencies are
full, but only become too ripe when used with, say, atube
amplifier, states JA. ST disagrees, feeling that the bass was
alittle lightweight, which might suggest some room
dependency in the low-frequency balance. A best buy at
the price, nevertheless. (Vol.12 Nos.1, 6, & 11, Vol.13 No.1)
Vandersteen 2Ce: $1295/pair
(stands optional)
(See TJN's review in this issue.)

C-Restricted LF
Acoustic Energy AEl: 81995/pair *
(stands included)
Tiny reflex box with metal-dome tweeter and metal-cone
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woofer. Redefines the art of miniature speaker design,
according to JA, due to its relatively high dynamic range
capability, electrostatic-quality treble, and see-through,
if somewhat forward-balanced, midrange. Bass is perhaps the weak point, with rather aslow-sounding character that keeps the AEI from Class B. Now supplied ready
for bi-wiring with gold-plated binding posts. Price is for
satin black finish (other finishes are available on request)
and now includes matching stands. (Vol.11 No.9, Vol.15
No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
B&W 805 Matrix: $1600/pair (stands necessary)
Optional 800 Series Variable High Pass Alignment Filter
equalizer costs $250. Borderline Class B. (See LG's review
in this issue.)
Celestion SL600Si: S1999/pair *
(stands necessary)
Though lacking the bottom octave-and-a-half of bass
extension, and possessing slightly depressed mid- and
extreme treble ranges that make system optimization difficult, the SL600Si combines lower-midrange transparency and holographic imaging (areas where it sees off
most of the moving-coil competition) with amusical, if
dark-sounding, balance unique for abox speaker. Worth
using with high-end electronics. Latest Si version has
revised crossover layout to allow bi-wiring and is more
transparent in the treble, though atouch of midband congestion remains. Sound quality significantly improved
by $699 DLP600 DSP engine. Good stands, such as
Celestion's own 5299/pair 18" SLSis, are mandatory.
(Vol.10 No.2, original version; Vol.12 No.5, Vol.15 No.8)
Celestion 100: $1199/pair (stands necessary)
While not as inherently musical or sweet-sounding as
Celestion's SL600 or as transparent as Acoustic Energy's
AEI, the well-finished 100 offers low levels of coloration,
excellent imaging, articulate if not particularly extended
low frequencies, and very clean-sounding, if slightly
uptilted, highs. Low treble gets alittle grainy at high levels,
with an occasional touch of congestion in the lower mida.
Price is for walnut or black oak finishes; apair in mahogany veneer costs $1299. (Vol.15 No.6)
Epos ES14: $1295/pair (stands necessary) *
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the ES14
seems to be typical of small British speaker designs in that
it features ametal-dome tweeter in awell-braced cabinet with aminimal crossover and the option for bi-wiring.
The result is asuperbly coherent sound that, according
to TJN, kept drawing him into the music. Ported bass is
both alittle lightweight and somewhat soft, but the upper
bass and midrange are very low in coloration, with excellent transparency. Matching stands cost $250. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.13 No.1)
Genesis Technologies IM-5200: $895/pair $U
(stands necessary)
Tiny two-way in aunique tubular enclosure from Arnie
Nudell, one of the founders of Infinity. Circular "ribbon"
tweeter gives adelicate, detailed, open, and airy treble,
found TJN. Levels of colorations are low, while the soundstaging is wide, deep, and well-focused. Low bass, however, is missing in action, and the dynamic range of the
5" woofer is also necessarily limited. Overall, the rather
analytic tonal balance works best with sweet-sounding
tube amps, decided TJN in his review, while the combination with the Genesis Servo 10 subwoofer (see "Subwoofers") approaches Class B quality. Matching stands
cost $395/pair. (Vol.14 No.10)
JM Lab Micron: $650/pair $SS (stands necessary)
The original version of this French minimonitor had a
truly horrendous lower treble-peaky and fatiguingwhich could be laid at the feet of its Kevlar-domed Focal
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tweeter. Current production features anew titanium
inverted-dome tweeter which is significantly smoother
and less colored, leading to an enthusiastic recommendation from DO. "The upper mida are sweet and texturally
smooth' quoth he Though it lacks bass extension, it gets
the tenor region right, the sound of the cello being timbrally correct. Soundstage focus was also excellent. Price
is for black vinyl finish; wood veneer costs 5750/pair, black
lacquer $1050/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Sonus Faber Minima FM2: S1800/pair
(stands necessary)
Matching Sonos Faber adjustable stands cost 5950/pair;
Sumiko "Franklin and Lowell" sand-filled stands are
8350/pair. (See LG's review in this issue.)
Spica TC-50: S550/pair * US
(stands necessary)
The coherence and imaging of the middle to upper midrange rival the Quad and LS3/5a and would be considered excellent in aspeaker of any price; at $550 they're
asteal. Only significant drawback is the absolute need
for the listener to be sitting with his or her ears on the optimum axis, the sound otherwise becoming too lean. On
the optimum axis, the high frequencies roll off above
16kHz, the midband is rather forward-balanced, and the
low end is designed to be very controlled down to the
lower limit of about 55Hz. This latter aspect makes the
TC-50 perfect for matching to asubwoofer-a pair of
Kinergetics SW100s with their stands and matching
amplifier are ideal. Easily damaged by amplifier overload.
Current version features acrossbrace between front and
rear panels. (Vol.7 Nos.2 & 3, Vol.9 Nos.5 & 7, Vol.11
No.1, Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)

D
Epos ESII: $850/pair
(stands necessary)
Borderline Class C sound, feels JA, if it were not for a
rather congested lower midrange and restricted dynamics.
But above that region, this sophisticated little English twoway from Robin Marshall gets everything right:
instrumental textures and timbres, imaging and soundstaging, aseamless blend between woofer and tweeter,
and grain-free highs. Matching stands cost $200/pair.
Highly recommended. (Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)
Fried R/4: 51195/pair
"Lean, crisp, and articulate," was how TJN summed up
the floorstanding R/4's character. Less refined sound overall
than Epos ES11, but considerably more dynamic range
and LF capability, he decided. Though the upper midrange can be abit bright and some "cupped-hands" coloration was occasionally noticeable, the treble was "silky"
and naturally balanced. Good value for money. (Vol.15
No.6)
Genesis Genre II: $799/pair
A floorstanding two-way with aseamless midrange and
treble that excels in its presentation of natural instrumental
tone colors and aprecisely defined soundstage. A little
sizzly when listened to on-axis, this can be ameliorated
by not toeing in the speakers to the listening seat. A low
optimal listening axis-don't sit too high, warns JA, if
the Genre Il ls not to sound too hollow in the upper mids.
A congested quality to the lower midrange and restricted
LF dynamic range keep this little gem from attaining a
Class C recommendation, however. (Vol.16 No.1)
Icon Lumen: $795/pair (stands necessary)
Despite an apparently flat on-axis response, the well-built
Lumen sounds alittle uptilted, there being some sibilance
present in its treble There is also adegree of resonant col-
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oration in the lower midrange, but its sound is otherwise
delicate and very clean, with an optimally tuned, reasonably extended bass. Only sold direct; price includes shipping. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.14 No.10)
Phase Tech PC-80: 5650/pair $U
(stands necessary)
Similar to the Fried Q/4 in having arather exaggerated
bass region, the well-made PC-80 also offers excellent
imaging specificity, asuperbly flat tonal balance, and a
clean treble, spoiled only by aslightly nasal upper midband. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10; see also RI-I's review of the PC90 subwoofer in Vol.13 No.9.)
Harbeth LS3/5a: S999/pair (stands necessary)
Spendor LS3/5a: $896/pair (stands necessary) *
A major revision of its crossover in 1988 was meant not
so much to "improve" this venerable BBC design (first
seen and heard in 1975!) as to bring production back on
target. Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics.
HF smoothness, and clarity when compared with Class
B and C miniatures such as the Acoustic Energy AEI,
Genesis IM-5200, and Celestion SL600Si and SL700, and
having adistinctly tubby rnidbass, the 1993 version of
the LS3/5a still has one of the least colored midbands
around, throws adeep, beautifully defined soundstage,
and has aslightly sweeter top end, with less nasality than
it used to have. The sound, however, is sometimes not as
musically involving as it could or should be. Originally
manufactured by Rogers, who discontinued it at the beginning of 1993, the LS3/5a is still manufactured by Spendor
and Harbeth: the former has one pair of input terminals;
the latter is bi-wirable with four gold-plated Michell
connectors-see "Industry Update," Vol.15 No.2. (Vol3
No.12, Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos.2 8c 3, Vol.14
No.10, see also Vol.15 No.11, p.89.)
Signet SL280 B/U: 5900/pair
(stands necessary)
Designed by an ex-AR engineer, this two-way was found
by Tysl to rival the Epos ES14 in being musically satisfying
at amodest price. Good bass extension is coupled with
excellent midband transparency, though the treble has
atendency to sound alittle bright. Model reviewed was
actually the discontinued SL280, which was identical apart
from substituting awood veneer for the B/U's black vinyl
finish. (Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Spica SC-30: 5399/pair $S5
(stands necessary)
This cone-tweetered design offers avery flat response on
its optimum axis, which is actually below the woofer, implying the use of very high stands or the speaker used
upside-down on low stands. "Imaging and soundstaging
were surprisingly good:' noted RH, adding that the SC-30
had an overall musical balance and sweet yet detailed high
frequencies, despite some grain in the low treble. A "boxy"
lower midrange has been alleviated with anew woofer,
used in production from early '92. (Vol.15 No.5, Vol.16
No.1)

E
Celestion 3: 5289/pair * $5S
(stands necessary)
Intended to be sited near arear wall on astand or shelf,
which usefully reinforces its limited low-frequency output,
the diminutive 3has arather "cardboardy" coloration
in the rnidband but aclean, open-sounding treble unusual
in this price range. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Dana Audio Model 1: 5199/pair $5$
(stands necessary)
One of the two least expensive loudspeakers listed in
"Recommended Components," Dana's Model Iis only
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available via mail-order. The original sample had arather
warm bass and arather depressed treble which led to a
forgiving balance offset only by adegree of resonant coloration in the low treble. Latest version is more forwardbalanced. Works best away from room boundaries, when
it "squeezes the most music out of the least money,"
according to RH, while JE adds that it offers "a very fine
level of performance for the pricer (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14
No.10, Vol.15 No.7)
Fried Q/4: 5518/pair (stands necessary)
Excellent low-frequency performance from such asmall,
inexpensive speaker, though some might find it overripe
in this region. (Owners are encouraged to experiment with
the bass tuning by removing some of the line-tunnel
damping.) A smooth, laid-back, borderline Class D sound
overall, with low levels of midrange coloration. (Vol.13
No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
KEF Q60: 5600/pair (stands necessary)
When used against the rear wall, the Q60's bass is full and
generous, which adds to the speaker's clean highs and
good dynamics. Imaging alittle imprecise, however, and
arather peaky-sounding upper midrange. Perhaps too
polite-sounding in absolute terms and expensive for Class
E, the Q60 is still excellent value according to MC, with
an overall performance closer to Class D than most of the
other entry-level loudspeakers. (Vol.15 No.5)
Mirage M490: 5600/pair (stands necessary)
Extended bass lacks definition but is offset by lush, transparent midrange, highs that are non-fatiguing if alittle
excessive in absolute terms, and good overall clarity. Inexpensive loudspeakers for the music-lover rather than the
audiophile, felt GL. Matching stands cost S120/pair.
(Vol.15 No.5)
NI-IT 13A: 5500/pair (stands necessary)
Unusual styling but asuperb level of fit'n'finish distinguish
this small, inexpensive loudspeaker. Its midrange is neutral,
its high frequencies clean and free from resonant hash,
though low frequencies lack alittle weight. Sound quality
overall is borderline Class D with the right ancillaries"the NHT 13 excels in those areas that are most important
musically," stated RH. Current "A" version differs in minor
ways from samples tested. (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14 No.10)
Pinnacle PN8+: S400/pair (stands necessary)
Borderline Class D sound, though the presence region
is alittle emphasized and hard-sounding and bass too lean
with the wrong amplification. Midrange has aslight
"boxy" coloration but is otherwise dean, and the imaging
is good for aspeaker this inexpensive. (Vol.15 No.5)
PSB Alpha: 5199/pair US
(stands necessary)
"An oustanding audio bargain," proclaimed JE of this little
two-way. Designed to be used close to the rear wall, the
Alpha plays surprisingly loud without strain, though toein is best avoided to minimize hardness. Optimum with
soft-sounding electronics. Imaging somewhat vague compared with the similar-priced Danas. (Vol.15 No.7)
Rogers LS2aI2: 5550/pair (stands necessary)
Small, low-coloration two-way offers superb soundstaging with anice sense of openness and ease, offset by arather
spitchy mid-treble, restricted bass extension, and limited
dynamic range. (Vol.16 No.1)
Signet SL260B/U: S450/pair (stands necessary)
An exaggerated treble mandates careful system matching,
but the sound from this inexpensive two-way is otherwise
reasonably well-balanced, with quite good bass extension
and definition, and aspacious soundstage. (Vol.16 No.1)
Snell Type Kill: 5465/pair (stands necessary)
A tight, tuneful, articulate bass, thought RH of this
modestly priced two-way design, though with less weight
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than the Phase Tech PC-80. The mids are neutral, the highs
open and airy, but there is atrace of hardness in absolute
terms that can't altogether be ameliorated with the tweeterlevel control. Nevertheless, RH enthusiastically recommends the ¡(III for its musically natural presentation. A
TjN favorite. (Vol.14 Nos.1, 7, & 10)
Spectrum 208C: $595/pair (stands necessary)
Large speaker for the price that unusually hangs its tweeter
in front of the woofer. For devotees of "big bass" who
don't mind alack of image specificity, over-warm lower
mids, and some low-treble hardness. A pair in oak finish costs 5679. (Vol.16 No.1)

Hales Systems One & Three, Snell Type B Minor, Thiel
CS3.6, Vandersteen lb Revised, PSB Stratus Mini, Unity
Audio Signature I, Rogers Studio 3, Harbeth HL-P3,
ProAc Response One, Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitan, Martin-Logan CLS IlZ, Naim SBL Active.
Deletions
Acoustat Spectra 11 & 1100, Mordaunt-Short MS 3.30,
Rogers LS3/5a, and Monitor Audio Studio 10 no longer
available; Wharfedale Diamond IV replaced by Diamond
V, not yet auditioned; Hales System Two, Infinity IRS Beta,
Snell Type A/III Improved, Triad System 7, Cambridge
Sound Works Ambiance, Monitor Audio Monitor 7, and
Magneplanar SMGa all not auditioned in too long atime

VIDEO SURROUND-SOUND
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Snell 500 Home THX system: $4494/system
(stands necessary)
This system is intended for use in home theater situations
and is made up of three LCR-500 front speakers at S799
each; two SUR-500 surround speakers at $799 each; and
aSUB-750 at $499. Matching STA-500 stands cost $89
each. "I was blown away. The sound was as good as anything I've ever heard in amovie theater: .proclaimed JGH
of the Snell 500 THX speaker system when used to play
back video soundtracks. On music program, though he
found there to be "awesomely extended low end: .excellent
image definition and soundstage depth, and excellent tonal
accuracy, he concluded that, in conjunction with the Lexicon CP-3 surround processor and Rane equalizer, it is
only amedium-resolution system compared with his
reference Sound-Lab electrostatics, which were more
transparent overall. (Vol.15 No.12)

SUBWOOFERS &CROSSOVERS
Editor's Note: DO's mini-survey in Vol.12 No.1 indicated that true subwoofers, capable of reproducing the
bottom two bass octaves at realistically high sound levels,
are almost always rare and expensive beasts. In addition,
the problems of integrating one or two subwoofers with
high-quality satellites are major if the integrity of the
upper-bass/lower-midrange region is not to be compromised. (Peter Mitchell offers good advice on where
to place one or more subwoofers in the listening room
in Vol.16 No.3, pp.65-67.) With the exception of the Hsu
SW10 system, we strongly recommend those trying to
subwoof on the cheap to instead look at the possibility
of acquiring more expensive full-range loudspeakers.
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A
Kinergetics SW-800: $3995/system
Twin-tower, 10-driver stereo subwoofer offering true
20Hz extension and intended to be used with the MartinLogan CLSIIAs, when it gets aClass A recommendation from JE. Price includes aversatile crossover, but a
stereo amplifier is required. (Vol.15 No.3)
Muse Model 18 active subwoofer: $2750
(inc. crossover and amplifier)
Slot-loaded active mono subwoofer extending down to
20Hz with which RH, LG, and CG have obtained great
sound (successfully integrating it with Hales Signatures,
Quad USA Monitors, and Spica Angeluses, respectively).
"A complete lack of plodding slowness: .said RH of the
Model 18's ability to present recorded kick drum with
its character intact. RH also noted that it offers a"dynamic
agility" rare in asubwoofer. Part of the reason for the
Model 18's quality is that it is not intended to extend very
high in frequency, thus minimizing its potential for
introducing midrange anomalies. In addition, it can be
customized for the specific satellites with which it is to
be used to give aseamless match. Each "personality card"
to adapt the Model 18's crossover for aspecific loudspeaker
costs 330, and seems to have very little editorial effect on
the sound of the satellites (other than the high-pass function, of course). LG found that the original personality
card for the Quad USA Monitor is set alittle low in frequency to maximize the electrostatic's dynamic range;
this appears to have been corrected. Price is for oak finish;
walnut or cherry finish adds $250. (Vol.14 Nos.7, 8, &
10; Vol.16 No.3)
Wilson Audio Puppy 2: $5450-$6450
Dedicated passive stereo woofer system for the Wilson
WATT minimonitors. Series 2version of the Puppy features anew high-density composite panel bottom and
dedicated MIT 750-W "Puppy Tail." See "Loudspeakers: .
(Vol.14 No.6)

Gradient SW-63: 53000/system (inc. crossover)
Stereo dipole moving-coil subwoofer system from Finland
intended to be used with the Quad USA Monitors. Adds
useful increase in dynamic range and rnidbass power
handling—"Within the 40-100Hz range Ihad never heard
aQuad system sound so clean, well-defined, and fast,"
said LG. Though he found the SW-63 lacked the bottom
octave of ultimate LF extension and was prone to subsonic overload when driven hard in large rooms, he feels
the Gradient to be a"must-listen" for any Quad owner.
Price includes electronic crossover, but separate stereo
amplifier required. (Vol.14 No.10, Vol.16 No.3)
Velodyne ULD-18 active subwoofer: $2750 *
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
LG felt this well-finished, servo-controlled subwoofer
system to offer superb bass performance, extending his
Quad USA Monitors' low frequencies to 20Hz even at
high levels, and adding aconsiderable degree of dynamic
contrast. LG, who also found it to work well with B&W
805s, and PWM would choose aClass A rating for the
ULD-18; DO and others on the magazine's staff disagree,
feeling the Velodyne belongs in Class B due to an overall
lack of absolute definition and apropensity for adding
midrange coloration (this perhaps due to the crossover
electronics). It's fair to note, however, that DO derives
his opinion from auditioning the Velodyne at hi-fi shows,
where the subwoofer would undoubtedly have been
turned up too high. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.16
No.3)
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Velodyne F-1500: $1495 SU
(inc. crossover, servo electronics, and amplifier)
Excellent value for money, this low-distortion, versatile
mono design almost approaches the performance of the
Velodyne ULD-18 but adds rather more system coloration, perhaps due to its gentle 6dB/octave high-pass
crossover slope, suggests LG. (Vol.16 No.3)

dynamic range (which is the other reason for investing
in asubwoofer), hence the Class D rating. Supplied passive
low-pass filter is set for 40Hz with 12dB/octave slope;
different low-pass filters are available. A variable-frequency, 12dB/octave, true crossover is expected to be
introduced later this year which will raise the system price
by $30-$50. (Vol.16 No3)

Celestion System 6000: $3100/pair
(inc. crossover)
20Hz bass extension, though not at high levels, with excellent transient performance and dynamic range due to its
using four 12" drive-units. Dipole radiation pattern makes
system optimization aless thanldess task than usual (Celestion can supply detailed setup data to System 6000 owners
who send the company adiagram of their room). Though
expensive, not even including the need for aseparate stereo
power amplifier, the System 6000 is worth auditioning
with both the Quad ESL-63 and the Martin-Logan CLS
to endow those systems with bass extension and lowfrequency power handling (though DO and LG feel that
the system's fundamentally excellent performance is compromised by the quality of the line-level controller/equalizer). Note that LG feels the System 6000 to be incapable of competing with the Velodynes in terms of being
able to reproduce the power of live low frequencies. Separate stereo amplifier required. (Vol.10 NŒ2, Vol.12 Nos.1
& 10)
Genesis Thchnologies Servo 10 active subwoofer: $895
$$S
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
Main limitation of this inexpensive yet versatile, servocontrolled, active subwoofer is that, while it does go very
deep, it will overload on maximum-extension settings
if pushed very hard. Excellent value. (Vol.14 No.10)
Infinity Modulus active subwoofer: $2000
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
A small, handsome, well-made, well-thought-out servocontrolled design that offers considerable flexibility in
choice of satellites. JA got excellent results with the Monitor Audio Studio Tens, though he couldn't eradicate a
residual hum that appeared to be due to the subwoofer
controller commoning the grounds of the two channels.
(Vol.13 No.11)
Kinergetics SW-I00 Platinum: $1885/system *
The Kinergetics system includes an active crossover and
stereo amplifier and uses apair of 10" drivers per side to
achieve true 20Hz extension (at the expense of alimited
dynamic range). In the right circumstances, however, particularly with Spica TC-50s, it can work very well, producing afull-range sound that can be intensely musical.
(Vol.12 No.1)

Bryston 10B electronic crossover, Entec L2-F20.
Deletions
Velodyne ULD-15 active subwoofer still available but
outperfomed by Velodyne F-1500.

D
AudioControl Richter Scale Series III: 5349 er
Versatile six-band, half-octave, low-frequency equalizer
and analyzer incorporating bass warble-tone generator
and 24dB/octave crossover factory-preset to 90Hz. "Muffled" in sound quality, the Richter Scale nevertheless offers
the woofer fan an excellent chance of achieving successful
integration between subwoofer(s) and satellites. (Vol.12
No.1)
Hsu Research SW10: 5750/pair $55
(including passive low-pass filter and afree CD)
An inexpensive, cylindrical stereo subwoofer system that
achieves true 20Hz extension. Main drawback is that, as
supplied, the satellite speakers are not high-pass-filtered;
the subwoofers, therefore, do not increase the satellites'
160

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A
Grado HP 1: $595 $5$
Beautifully made dynamic headphones with asmooth,
transparent, well-balanced sound. The midrange to treble
transition is seamless compared with the Stax Lambda
Pros, though JA feels that the extreme high end lacks air
and the bass is alittle generous. Highly recommended,
though it must be pointed out that to get the best from
the Grados, you need adedicated headphone amplifier,
such as the Melos tubed unit or Grado's own batterypowered device. (1A got excellent results driving the
Grados with apair of VTL Tiny Triodes!) The otherwise
identical HP 2lacks the absolute polarity switches and
costs 5495. (Vol.14 No.5)
Koss ESP/950: $799 $5$
"Class A," felt TJN of the '950 electrostatic at its original price of $2000, due to its "ravishing midrange
though he did point out alittle euphonic softening at the
frequency extremes and awarmer balance than the Stax
Lambda Signature At the reduced price of $799, it's asonic
bargain! (LG has even seen the '950 advertised for as little
as $499!) (Vol.15 No.12)
Stax SR-Lambda Signature: $2000 *
A diaphragm one-third thinner (lam) than the Lambda
Pro, and adrive amplifier (SRM-T1) with atube output
stage distinguish what BS termed "the best headphones
around" in his review. As good as the Pros are, the Signatures better them in terms of air and space around instruments, having amore forward midrange, and less, if you
can believe it, of a"mechanical" quality. The modest cables
Stax supplies with the SRM amplifiers are dark at the top,
with slightly muddy bass, according to BS. (Vol.11 No.8,
Vol.15 No.12)
Stax Lambda Pro 3: $1200 *
When used with Stax's SRM-1 Mk.11 dedicated class-A
solid-state amplifier (Stax's passive interfaces add some
hardness, veiling, and brightness), the Pro 3features a
totally transparent sound with, according to BS, "oodles
of detail." Unlike most 'phones, the listener gets atrue
idea of the surrounding ambience on arecording. Balance is laid-back and bass is abit fat, not quite blending
with the rest of the range, but distortion levels are astonishingly low, and the Pros have aremarkable dynamic-range
capability. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from uppermidrange suckout, which becomes less bothersome after
some hours' use. The low treble still remains alittle isolated, however. Very comfortable. (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.10
No.9; see also headphone reviews in Vol.12 No.4, Vol.14
No.5)
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AKG K-1000: $999
Superb resolution of detail and asense of effortlessness
to the sound of these expensive dynamic headphones,
which have hinged earpieces to allow the soundwaves to
strike the ear pinnae at anatural angle. BS was bothered
by an excessive nasal coloration, but JA found the degree
to which this coloration was present to be very dependent on the angle the headphones made with the side of
the head and the exact relationship between drive-unit
and ear canal. Bass response generous, if alittle underdamped. (Vol.14 Nos.3 & 5)
Stax Gamma Professional: $700
The Gamma offers asuperbly clean presentation with airy,
delicate high frequencies and excellent low-frequency
weight when driven by the SRD-7/Pro interface. Connecting the Gamma Pro to aStax direct-drive amplifier
further refines the sound, but it still lacks the pristine detail
and musical focus of the Lambda headsets. (Vol.14 No3)
Stax Gamma: $400
A slightly thicker diaphragm than the Gamma Pro leads
to adarker, less transparent sound overall. (Vol.14 No3)
Stax SR-34 Professional: $200 $$$
A new 4µm diaphragm gives these inexpensive electret
headphones aliquidly transparent midrange without any
trace of grain or dryness, offset by asometimes slightly
hard edge to their sound that BS felt was due to the SRD-4
step-up transformer. (Vol.14 No.3)
Stax ED-1 diffuse-field headphone equalizer: $900
Equalizes headphone sound to compensate for the fact
that headphones fire the sound straight into the listener's
ears—see Vol.14 No.5, p.161—whereas in real life the
sound has to negotiate the audio obstacle course represented by the listener's head and outer ear. "The entire
audible spectrum sounds more coherent and seamless,"
quoth BS. GAG disagrees, feeling that the ED-1 adds "a
layer of sonic grundge to the midrange and an edge to the
treble," as well as reducing the spaciousness of the Grado
HP l's sound. JA also feels the degree of the ED-1's EQ
to be alittle exaggerated, there being adegree of emphasis
in the upper midrange, but adds that the ED-I "tames
the forward treble of the Stax Lambdas, giving amore
relaxed, more musically natural sound." Note that the ED1inverts polarity with the EQ switched in. (Vol.12 No.4,
Vol.14 No.5)
Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro: $339 *
Excellent dynamic headphones, with aneutral midband
balance and extended low frequencies. Borderline Class
B performance. (Vol.10 No.9, original version; DT990
Pro, Vol.14 No3)
JVC HA-D990 Digital Reference: $150 SIS
These circurnaural and closed-back cans lack the midrange
and midbass colorations that afflict so many other closedback headphones and produce asound that is beautifully
clear and transparent. Though brass instruments tend
toward brightness, they don't sound hard. Full but tight
bass, along with crisp detailing without being "etched:'
(Vol.14 No.8)
Sentdieiser HD540 H: $199 *
Slightly less neutral than the Beyerdynamic Eff990, being
more laid-back with a"wispy," even bright, high end.
The $279 HD560 Il has amore musical balance, lacking
the '540's top-octave brighmess, notes PWM; JA is working on areview. (Von() No.9)
Sony MDR-CD6: $120 *
A little expensive for the sound quality offered—too much
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midbass, sound somewhat unsubtk—but Sony seems to
have flattened out the fat midbass and heavy low end in
their latest production; if anything, the tonal balance is
now awee bit on the light side! The top end is still slightly
dark, but the more neutral low end makes this error less
objectionable. The MDR-CD6's light weight, compactness, comfort, (=client seal and isolation, high sensitivity,
and total lack of "fiddliness" when mounted or removed,
make it BS's first choice for both live recording and "Walkman" listening. (Vol.10 No.9)

D

Nakatnichi SP-7: $100
A somewhat bland balance keeps these headphones from
Class C, but as BS noted, the SP-7 is one of those rare
under-5100 headphones that is basically neutral and essentially honest. (Vol.14 No.8)
Sony MDR-S101 Mk.II: $30 Yr SSS
A light balance with alively, open sound, but free from
coloration and distortion. A bargain! Mk.II version features gold-plated connectors. (Val° No.9)

Sennheiser HD560
Deletions
Beyerdynamic IRS-690 and Sony MDR-V6 no longer
available.

FM TUNERS
Editor's Note: LG recommends that those interested in
purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's and DAS's discussion on reviewing and measuring FM tuners in Vol.7
No.7, pp.54-57. (See the advertisement elsewhere in this
issue for information on ordering back issues of Stetrophik.)

A
Day-Sequerra FM Reference: $4800
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup in which the
sound from CD could be compared with its sound via
the tuner under test, LG found this superbly made tuner
to be the most neutral, most transparent he has heard,
offering amusically satisfying sound with ahighly defined
bass response and a"total absence of white FM hazer RF
performance was also excellent, the FM Reference pulling
in more FM stations with acceptable or better sound quality than any other tuner he had tried. His verdict? "Redefines the state of the art in FM tuners!' The $12,800 FM
Reference Panalyzer is identical apart from adding an FM
spectrum analyzer. (Vol.14 No.12; see also LG's tuner
reviews in Vol.15 No.9)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1350 $$$
Based on the well-established FT-101A, the Etude features amachined faceplate, WBT output jacks, audiophilequality passive components, and two extra hours of component selection, matching, and testing during its manufacture. The result is atuner that sounds only slightly
noisier than the extraordinarily expensive Day-Sequerra
Broadcast Monitor with the same antenna and station,
and features adistortion-free midrange with strong
dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully free of
hash, distortion, grit, and glazer said LG, though he feels
that it is now borderline Class A due to the Day-Sequerra
FM Reference setting anew standard, particularly regarding bass reproduction and sensitivity. His overall conclusion? That the Etude nevertheless "represents one of
the better balances of price and performance you can find
in FM tuners today." (Vol.13 No.8)
Naim NAT 01: $3395
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Join The Evolution.
Introducing the audiolab 8000 DAC
high performance digital to analog convertor,
handcrafted in England.

ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.
P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 (514) 631-6448

THE
FUTURE
Is
DIGITAL
•Precision 75 OHM Data Line
•Low Jitter, Low SWR
•Low Time Domain Reflection
•Teflon-AF Fast Dielectric
•Razor Sharp Digital Transfer

c
_And' cSyml2Lnics

Digital Standard,
MORIN. TEDBT

UNIVOCAL
CORPORATION

>
The Aural Symphonics Company has pioneered since 1985, TEFLON,' used as adielectric
In the manufacture of wide bandwidth audio transmission lines. Digital Standard uses our latest
technological concepts and the next generation ol TEFLON dielectric compound known as
amorphous flouropolymers.
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Excels in natural sound quality, but full automation of
tuning parameters to optimize sound quality will annoy
DX hounds-DAS was so frustrated, he was driven to
uncharacteristic hyperbole: "It will not get stereo stations
unless the tower lights are in sight!" However, "The
Naim's ability to involve the listener in the music is
remarkable," stated LG. (Vol.15 No.9)

Grundig Fine Arts T-9000: $1199
Excellent stereo sensitivity and sound quality are let down
by brightness due to the German Gnmdig's de-emphasis
not being changed from the European 75its time constant
to the 501.ts required in the US. Limited selectivity means
agood directional antenna will be needed in regions with
overcrowded FM bands. (Vol.16 No.2)
Magnum Dynelab FT-101A: $815 *
An analog tuner, the Fr-101A is superb from an RF standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity
is bettered only by the Onkyo, Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the '101A consistently sounds superior on
most stations. Examination of three different samples in
February 1988 confirmed good quality control. Latest
version has instant-on feature, defeatable stereo blend,
and new board. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No3, Vol.13 No.10)
Meridian 204 Mk.II: $1190
"One of the best values in ahigh-end FM tuner today,"
felt LG of this diminutive shoebox, finding its imaging
and soundstaging to be second only to that of the expensive Day-Sequerra. Just misses aClass A rating due to a
slight lack in transparency and bass response (Vol.15 No.9)
Onix BWD1: $1200 *
Minimalist design with separate power supply (included
in price), but asound "transparent to the music source:'
with good soundstaging. Will give excellent sound with
dassical stations broadcasting dean, uncompressed signals
Still among the best-sounding tuners, thinks DAS, but
not among the best at snatching signals from the ether.
(Von() No.8)
Onkyo Integra T-9090 II: $750 *
This Mk.II version of an old favorite is an excellentsounding tuner in its Wide mode, offering very low noise
and superb stereo separation, though switching to Narrow
or Super-Narrow noticeably degrades audio quality. Bass
response is quick and dynamic. RF performance is excellent, though not as good as the Luxman T-117 in fringe
reception areas. Very similar Grand Integra T-G10 version
($850) offers automatic antenna A/B switching. (Von]
No.5)
Proton AT-670: $400 $$$
"Exceptionally smooth" sound on FM, with anatural
tonal quality and awide soundstage, thought DAS, especially with weaker FM stations. Lacks ultimate selectivity
and AM section has poor sensitivity. Features Schou noise
reduction. (Vol.13 No.7)

HarmaniKardon Citation 23: $699 er
Excellent selectivity-"it can separate closely spaced stations where others fail"-but sensitivity rather on the low
side. Excellent AM section, FM fine-tuning, topnotch
sound. Still aDAS favorite. (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.16 No.4)
Magnum Dynalab FT-11: $495 *
Borderline Class B tuner, according to DAS in his review,
that lacks transparency when compared, for example, with
the more expensive FT-101. This is perhaps duc to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth. Has good selectivity
and avery effective high-blend circuit for receiving weak
stations in acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
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Pioneer Elite Reference F-93: $900
An optimal tuner for those along way from the transmitters Loaded with sensitivity, selectivity, and elaborate,
"space-age" tuning displays. Sonics display anatural timbral quality but are acut below the best British tuners.
More expensive than the similar-performing Onkyo T9090 but better-sounding than most of the digitally synthesized competition LG has heard. DAS recommends
trying the less expensive Pioneer F-449 ($285), which
he has found to sound similar. (Vol.15 No.9)
Quad FM4: $849 tr
Good-quality construction, though only eight presets.
Very sensitive, with listenable, unfatiguing audio if properly aligned. Has excellent imaging, but tends to sound
alittle thin in the bass and lacks transparency. Lacks high
adjacent-channel selectivity, switchable IF bandwidth,
and mono/stereo switch. Soon to be replaced, we understand. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.15 No.9)
Soundstream T-1: $595
Residual RF noise at some frequencies limits this
American-made tuner's ultimate sensitivity, but overall RF performance makes the T-1 agood choice for those
in weak signal areas. A good, long-term buy, thought
DAS. (Vol.14 No.11)

D
Adcom GTP-400: $400 *
Good budget-priced preamplifier, with integral FM/AM
tuner offering good sensitivity but only reasonable selectivity. (Vol.12 No.9)
AudioSource TNR One: $229
A basic, no-frills tuner that DAS felt to offer abasically
good sound for its price in areas where FM signal strength
is moderate to high. (Vol.14 No.3)
HarrnaniKardon TU-9600: $429
(See DAS's review in this issue.)

Yamaha TX-950, Rotel "Sovereign" RHT-10, Quad
FM-66.
Deletions
Onkyo Integra T-4700 discontinued.

FM ANTENNAE
AudioPrism 8500: $450
63"-tall, remote-controllable, vertical phased-array passive
FM antenna for indoor use offering amore directional
pickup than the less-expensive 7500. (Also offers an
omnidirectional pattern.) Will prove optimal for those
who desire to receive relatively weak stations that compete
with stronger stations on similar frequencies that are
broadcast from other directions. (Vol.14 No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: $190 *
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically
polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive design that,
like the Day-Sequerra, will prove optimal in urban highsignal-strength areas. 89.5" height. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: $90 (wood cabinet)
If you don't have the room for an external antenna, then
the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute, offering good reception except for DX-ing purposes. A lot
more effective than the small, active, omnidirectional
antennae offt..tal by some companies, thought BS. Vinylcovered version costs $60. (Vol.13 No.9)
BP FM-9700: $30 *
Excellent directional active indoor antenna offers 6dB
improvement over conventional T-shaped dipole. (Vol.11
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muse electronics
Muse Model One Hundred: "The Muse is one of those rare
products that's difficult to fault; the excellent performance
across the board makes it very easy to forget about it and
concentrate on the music: ahigher compliment Icant pay."
Corey Greenberg,Stereophile Vol.. 14, No. 4(Ann. 1991)

Muse Model One Hundred Fifty: "...Tight, well controlled
bass and avery natural, liquid midrange..." Robert Harley,
Stereophile Vot.. 13, No. t(
JANUARY 1990)

M ERE Eaec-rotœdtc•s, I
NCORPORATED P.
O.Box 2198 CAREEN CARR!, CALIFORNIA 92602
TELEPHONE (714) 554-8200

FAX (714) 351-5643

MIONARCHY
AUDIO(

* Ultra-stable Audio/Video Transport
* Jitter-free Re-clocking Circuitry

380 SWIFT AVE . UNIT

*RCA and Balanced Digital Outputs

S. SAN FRANCISCO , CA 94080

21

TEL : (415)873-3055

$1199—factory direct

FAX : (415)588-0335
,
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Day-Sequerra FM Urban: $385 *
Low-VSWR, omnidirectional, vertically polarized, 5'-high
indoor passive design optimized for metropolitan reception in areas of high signal strength. Price is without base,
which adds 8150. (Vol.12 No.7)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $279 *
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and reception
in areas of poor signal strength. (Vol.10 No.6)

Day-Sequerra Signal Probe Outdoor Antenna.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Editor's Note: JA feels that to continue to recommend
dynamic-range expanders, compressors, aural exciters,
equalizers, ambience extractors, etc, is not in the true spirit
of high fidelity, where the reproduction should be true
to what the engineer and producer intended. The only
processors he would recommend are those which can
prove useful in rendering acceptable the playback of historical material. JGH, however, disagrees forcefully, feeling that equalizers, in particular, should be given highend respectability for the correction of program deficiencies in the almost ubiquitous absence of tilt controls; as
does BS, who states, "What this country needs is an
audiophile-quality, $1000 equalizer." PWM also disagrees,
on the grounds that "the true spirit of high fidelity" could
mean either "re-creating alifelike illusion of music, by
whatever means necessary, or literal reproduction of what
is on the disc—no matter how falsely equalized, compressed, or colored that signal may be." He goes on to say
that "with the best recordings, these goals may coincide,
but not as ageneral rule. Case in point: Apogee speakers
are inaccurate reproducers, but their fat bass and rolled-off
top are partly responsible for their ability to re-create the
sound you hear at aconcert. Without the aid of equalizers or other modifiers of tonal balance, how can the radically different-sounding Apogee Diva and Acoustic
Energy AE1 both be called 'high-fidelity' reproducers?
If either is regarded as plausibly accurate, the other will
need radical help from an equalizer to sound OK." OK?

A

Cello Palette Preamplifier: $6500
Preamplifier with superbly realized equalizer. See "Preamplifiers." (Vol.15 No.6)
Packburn 323A noise-reduction device: $2650 *
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional
(archival) use, the Packburn is the best such device made,
felt JGH. It can remove the maximum of surface noise—
ticks, pops, and hiss—from shellac or vinyl discs with a
minimum of signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)

Raise THX-44 Home THX Audio Equalizer $1299
Offers three full-range channels, each with amix of Vsoctave controls below lkHz and two parametric controls
above that frequency; one subwoofer channel. Lacks ultimate transparency, decided JGH, but still, he found, an
excellent tool to get the most neutral tonal quality from
afull-fledged video home theater system. (Vol.15 No.12)

SigTech adaptive room correction system, AudioSource
EQ Eight/Series II graphic equalizer.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Deletions
Cary Audio Design CAD-5500 analog CD processor.

DOLBY STEREO SURROUNDSOUND DECODERS &
SURROUND SYNTHESIZERS
Editor's Note: Although BS has argued cogently against
the use of aDialog-channel center speaker in his Dolby
decoder reviews, JGH points out that when several
listeners are involved, as will often be the case with movies,
acenter speaker will be essential if those well off the central
axis are to receive dialog correctly localized at the screen
position.

A

JVC XPA-1010TN digital acoustics processor: $1200
Differs from other synthesizers in how it distinguishes
between the ways in which wide and narrow soundsources
excite the reverberant field, the result being an enhanced
sense of realism to the synthetic space being produced
compared, for example, with the Lexicon CP-1. The JVC
is "unmatched," said BS, in its ability to give the listener
"exactly the kind of ambience" he or she wants, perhaps
due to the fact that its synthesis action doesn't duplicate
the early reflections already present on all but anechoic
recordings. Its artificial ambience thus seems to fit much
better with that on the record, thought BS. Doesn't have
Dolby Surround modes. (Actual model reviewed was the
XP-A1000BK, identical apart from being finished in black
rather than "titanium:') (Vol.12 No.12)

Lexicon CP-3: $2995
Similar in concept to the older CP-1, the '3 is bigger, better,
and incorporates aTHX mode to optimize its performance
in home-theater systems. Enthusiastically recommended
by JGH, who found that he mainly used the surround
modes for the extraction of recorded concert-hall space
rather than the ambience synthesis. Bypass testing revealed
aslight loss in overall resolution which keeps this otherwise excellent unit from being deemed Class A. (Vol.15
No.12)

Lexicon CP-1 Plus: $1595 *
Dolby Pro-Logic decoding is performed in the digital
domain, making what is basically an ambience synthesizer
also an excellent buy for home video surround-sound use.
A rather brash, "transistory" coloration is noticeable.
Unique in being able to compensate for the effects of tapeazimuth errors. As asurround-sound sythesizer, offers
versatile choice of reverberation parameters, although less
flexible overall than the now-discontinued Yamaha DSP3000. Current version has upgraded software. (Vol.12
Nos.1 & 8)
Lexicon CP-2: $995
Less well-featured version of the CP-1 that keeps the alldigital processing of the Dolby surround information and
the auto-balancing circuit. (Vol.12 No.12)

D
AudioSource SS-Three/II: $399
"A heck of abargain!" says DAS 9f this versatile processor
incorporating Dolby's Pro-Logic chip, subwoofer crossover, and a30Wpc stereo amplifier to drive the front-center
or rear channels. "A slight darkening. ..
but above-average
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SHA OWNERS ARE APPLAUDING....
Applause for Melos on this unique high end product for only $1,095.
Applause for Corey Greenberg, John Atkinson and Stereophile
for turning them on to it.
(see Review Recommended Components issue Oct. '92. Products of the Year issue, Dec. '92)

-Applause for themselves for owning it
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ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters....
Experience a True Dual Mono Balanced System
at affordable prices
See your Dealer or contact:
ONLY MUSIC Inc. 99 Oak street, Closter, N.J. 07624
Phone (201) 768 1447 Fax (201) 768 0702
Don't forget to bring your ears.
Some rep territories are available.
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sound quality," said BS. (Vol.15 No.1)
Deletions
Museatex (originally Shure) HTS-5300 Dolby surroundsound processor not auditioned in along time.

HOME RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
Editor's Note: With the exception of the Fostex, none
of the microphones listed below has been formally reviewed. However, RH has had extensive experience with
many professional models and has compiled most of the
thumbnail sketches of the sonic signature of each. Other
professional models to look out for on the secondhand
market are cardioids from Sony (C37P & C500), Milab,
and Calrec (AMS), figure-eight ribbons from B&O and
Coles, omnis from Schoeps and B&K, and PZM mikes
from Crown (though it is very easy to get arather colored midband with the PZMs). The Shure C81 cardioid
is also reported to have quite aflat response Anyone about
to undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur"
microphones; as arule of thumb, you should spend as
much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as you do on your
recorder.

A

Brüel & Kjaer 4006: S1660
Omnidirectional, phantom-powered, 1
2 "capacitor micro/
phone with high dynamic range, extended bass response,
and abasically flat response marred only by asmall peak
in the top audio octave and arather depressed lower treble
A calibrated sample is used by Stereophile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see "Follow-Up" in Vol.14
No.10 and audition track 5, index 7on the first Stereophile
Test CD)
EAR 824M stereo mike preamplifier: $3150 *
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced stereo
preamp from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level controls and 48V phantom mike power. Used by Water Lily
Acoustics and also to make Stereophik's first two commercial recordings. We also use it to make all our loudspeaker
measurements in conjunction with aBrüel 8c Kjaer 4006
omnidirectional microphone. (NR)
Manley Reference AID Converter: $7000
After using this solid-state. UltraAnalog-based twochannel converter to master Stereophile's Intermezzo and
second Test CDs, JA felt it to be one of the best-sounding
around. One of the winners in the October 1991 AES
Sound-Off. Offers DC trim controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, and AES/EBU and S/PDIF data outputs. Analog peak meters with "0" set to -12dBFS are
an anachronism, however; you're better off using the LED
or LCD peak meters on the DAT recorder (or whatever
you use to store the data) to avoid running out of bits on
peaks. (NR)
Meridian CD-R: $8500
Superb, Philips-based digital recorder let down by only
fair-sounding ADC and DAC section& (Use external processors, is RH's advice, when the Meridian's performance
jumps to full Class A.) SMA optical input and output adds
$500 to price. A drawback for those with pudgy fingers
is that the "Track Increment" button is right next to the
"Digital/Analog Source Select" button. A surprise for
those who feel "bits is bits" is that aCDR copy of aCD
or DAT sounds better than the original. This appears to
be due to lower levels ofjitter in the recovered datastream.
(Vol.15 No.11; see also Vol.15 No.3, pp.39-41)
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Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT recorder: $11,900 er
Easily the most expensive R-DAT machine around, this
Nakamichi combines asuperb DAT transport with the
56000 1000p D/A processor. (Upgrades from earlier versions of the latter cost $1400.) Records digitally at 44.1kHz
and 32kHz and from analog at 48kHz. Superb, quiet tape
transport, unique fast-spooling mode, and exceptional
ergonomics make it ajoy to use. Treated as aD/A processor, the sound of the original version was not up to such
Class A contenders as the Theta DS Pre, being less transparent. The current 1000p is much improved, particularly when it comes to soundstaging, though it was ultimately outclassed by the PS Audio UltraLink. The
Nakamichi was used to master the first Stereophile Test CD,
though its A/D section does not now match the transport in overall quality, being exceeded by the Manley and
Pygmy ADC& (Vol.12 No.11; see also RH's "Follow-Up"
on the 1000p in Vol.15 No.6)

AKG C414B/ULS: $1199 *
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the 414's
extended bass and flat frequency response make it ideal
for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns,
variable pad, and selectable LF rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless TI. version costs 111399. (NR, but
audition track 5, index 11 on the first Stereophile Test CD)
AKG The Tube: $2999 *
One of the few currently produced tube microphones.
Smooth, open, and uncolored, The Tube captures detail
without solid-state stridency. (NR)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: $5850 *
Having used both Mk.III and Mk.IV versions, JA feels
that the highly praised, variable pickup pattern of this stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an overall "greyness"
and lack of midrange detail, coupled with aslightly hard
lower treble. Nevertheless, it's excellent at capturing atrue
stereo image with width and depth. Price includes 20m
of dedicated multi-conductor cable; 100m of cable on a
reel adds $450 to price. (NR, but audition track 10 on the
first Stereophile Test CD and track 13 on Test CD 2)
EAR "The Mie": $4000 *
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule (sourced
from Milab), switchable-pattern (omni, cardioid, figureeight) mike is somewhat shut-in in the highs and noisier than average, but has extended low frequencies and
amidrange that is extremely true to the original sounds.
"No trace of edge or glare," says RH. Borderline Class
A. (NR, but audition track 5, index 19, and tracks 1118 on the first Stereophile Test CD)
Neumann U-87A microphone *
A perennial favorite among recording engineers. Wide,
flat response gives it asimilar balance to the AKG 414,
but with more "reach" in stereo milting applications. Used
extensively for vocals. (NR, but audition track 5, index
12 on the first Stereophile Test CD)
Panasonic Pro 3700 R-DAT recorder: $1599
Clearly outperforms most mass-market DATs, according
to PWM, with its MASH oversampling encoders and
pretty good analog circuitry. A best-buy storage device
when used with an external ADC like the Pygmy or Manley. Offers better sound with redesigned filters, easier head
cleaning, ajog/shuttle control knob, more flexible controls,
and alower price tag than its predecessor, the 3500. Usefully includes error rate, headlife, and SCMS status indicators (SCMS can be switched out when recording from
the AES/EBU data input). Analog in/outputs are all
balanced XLR. Only inconvenience is that arear-panel
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It's rare to see audio reviewers
in agreement on matters of sound.
Therefore it is particularly humbling
to receive nearly unanimous praise
for our new Response line of
reference loudspeakers.
Contact your ProAc dealer
to hear the new Response Three
Signature and Response One-S.
We're sure you'll find it an
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cal "ei The best word to describe the McCormack
"Extraordinary",
"Unprecedented"

Power Drive DNA-1 is 'musical.' It
consistently offers an involving, satisfying
musical experience...Further, the 1NA-1
represents an extraordinary value; this
combination of musicalityand sheer
output-power muscle are unprecedented
at the price, in my experience."
Robert Harley

Contact us for the name of your local McCormack
Dealer and for reprints from Stereophile or

Stereophile

Vol. 15, No.4, April 1992

The Absolute Sound.
Audition this remarkable amplifier with our exciting new preamplifier, the
Active Line Drive ALD-1. Another "unprecedented" combination.
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McCORMACK
44441

The First Name in Sonic Excellence
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Handcrafted by The Mod Squad, Inc.
542 North Hiway 101
Leucadia, CA gh
92024

619-436-7666
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DIP switch is used to select between AES/EBU and
S/PDIF data in/outputs. (NR)
Tandberg TD-20A-SE Open-Reel Tape Recorder:
$1995
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this Norwegian model
offers professional-caliber performance at arelatively
modest price Better sound than many professional decks,
but ergonomics less good than the still-current Revox B77
Ill or PRO-99. Now distributed in the US by Tandberg
International of Brewster, NY. (Vol.7 No.7)
Telefunken ELAM251 *
Classic tube mike with asweet, warm sound. No longer made, but available in the used market at many times
its original price. Smoother HF than the 414 or U-87. (NR,
but audition track 5, index 16 on the first Stereophile Test
CD)

acassette deck would be awaste of money. Less expensive
WM-D3 (5270) half the size but keeps most of the quality.
Higher wow & flutter, however. (Vol.7 No.6, Vol.10 NŒ6)
Any cheap Dolby-C cassette deck
Buy the cheapest with the longest manufacturer's warranty; don't expect to get high-end sound quality from
it; use it to make tapes for your car or Walkman until it
breaks; throw it away; buy another one, advises ST in
Vol.10 No.9.

AKG C451EBICK1: $529 *
AKG C460B/LTLS/CK61: $599 *
Two small-diaphragm condenser mikes with removable
cardioid capsules (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal,
and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very
detailed, but the C451/CK1's tonal balance leans toward
the thin and bright, and it has significant off-axis peakiness,
making it aless-than-optimal choice for realistic twomike stereo. Good on drums, however. Same diaphragm
as CK1 used in C34 stereo mike, which has similarly
bright balance. Omnidirectional CK2 capsule is somewhat
colored, but a20Hz resonance provides an attractive
emphasis for pedal fundamentals. Newer C460/CK61 said
to be much improved. (NR)
Crown SASS-P Mk.II microphone system: $899
This is astereo pair of omni PZM microphones in aheadsized foam block that produces ORTF-like, superbly natural stereo imaging. Extended bass response, unlike most
directional mikes. Weighs only 1lb, making it very easy
to hang from cables or mount on atall stand. "One SASSPunit, one stand, and aPanasonic Pro 255 DAT make a
complete but amazingly portable recording system with
very satisfying performance," reports PWM. BS found
the original version very dry-sounding and rather grainy,
but Mk.II said to be much improved in these areas. SASSB accommodates two B8cK 4006 mikes (not supplied)
and costs $869. (Vol.15 No.7)
Post« M22RP/S M-S microphone: $1095 •er
Integrated ribbon M-S stereo microphone While not quite
as open at the top as the best capacitor mikes, and possessing alightweight bass, the M22RP/S captures the original soundfield extremely accurately. Stripped-down version, the M2ORP costs $700. (Vol.11 No.3)
Panasonic Pro 255 portable R-DAT recorder: $2700
Good sound, with MASH A/D and D/A encoders. Less
flexible than 3700, and lacks digital inputs. Amazingly
tiny for what it does-far and away the best-sounding
recorder small enough to carry in acoat pocket-but not
rugged enough to be trouble-free when subjected to abuse
Built-in mike preamp, while not the ultimate, is good
enough for serious use (NR)
Sony TC-D5M: $750 *
This decade-old portable will handle metal-particle tape
but offers only Dolby-B noise reduction. It is probably
still the best location cassette recorder available short of
an R-DAT. (NR)

Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer: $180 *
Effective AC power-line filter with RF and spike suppression, five accessory outlets (300W capability), and
two heavy-duty outlets (1500W). Does not seem to limit
current demands of power amplifiers. (Vol.11 No.4)
Mlsop CD Stabilizer: $14.95/dozen
Sumiko Reference Band: $17.95/dozen
Molded, non-adhesive Navcom band that fits around the
periphery of aCD to produce the same aural benefit as
CD Stoplight, including an increase in the amount of
reproduced reverberation and improved bass quality.
(Vol.14 No.11; see also Sam Tellig's column in Vol.13 NO)
Arcici Quad speaker stands: S265Ipair *
Available in versions for both the ESL-63 and the original
Quads, these elegant stands enable the speakers to perform
as God and Peter Walker intended. Clamps them in arigid
embrace, raising the panels the optimum height off the
ground. Now includes Super Spikes. (Vol.10 No.1)
Arcici Lead Balloon Turntable Stand: $375 *
The opposite approach to that of the Sound Organisation table, with lead bars on top of the structure providing
sufficient internally damped mass that nothing short of
an earthquake will disturb the tranquility of the groove/
stylus interface (provided the stand rests on asolid floor,
points out TJN). Supports may be filled with user's choice
of material-sand, lead shot, or some combination. Shelves
may be added to latest version, though rear pillar restricts
their utility. Price includes three Super Spikes; amatching
light is available for $32. (Vol.14 No.11)
Arcici Superstructure I& II: from $177.50
Basic price includes one shelf. Versatile, well-made, metal
equipment rack system. Our experience from two samples
of the II indicates that the shelves can be alittle undersized, however. (Vol.14 No.11)
ASC Thbe 'Baps: $189 to $579 depending on size and
style *
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high bass
standing-wave resonances like sponges. The $315 Studio
Trap provides easily tuneable upper-bass absorption that
JE found to be aboon with the Martin-Logan CLS IIAs.
(Vol.9 No.3, original Traps; Vol.15 No.2, Studio Traps)
Audio Advisor Elfix AC Polarity lbster: $29.95
Components tend to give the best sound with the lowest
potential between their chassis and signal ground. JGH
found using the Elfix to be an easy, non-contact method
of optimizing this aspect of performance in conjunction
with AC "cheater" plugs. (Vol.15 No.6)
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A Analyzer:
$995 *
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 1
/ -octave
2

Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck: $400 *
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality
and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to spend more on
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Pygmy AD1 A/D converter, AMS 250 SoundField microphone, Manley microphone preamplifier, Arcam Delta
100 Dolby-S cassette deck.

ACCESSORIES
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Sometimes it's not what you see, but
what you don't sec.
What you don't see are the components
ola traditional speaker. After all, it
looks like we put nothing behind the
grill. What you're not seeing is our
Electrostatic Driver that incorporates an
incredibly advanced Vapor Deposited
Membrane. You can see right through it.
A design that allows for the soft subtleties
of Brahms to come through crystalline
and flawlessly. But not crank them up
and they will kick you in the chest like an
angry mule.
Martin Logan invented the Curvilinear
Electrostatic Speaker. And we packed all
this technology into avery intelligently
sired package.
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all this in not ad. bur you'll bane no problem sticking all of rhe music in your ear.
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analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class Il filters,
accurate calibrated microphone, and six non-volatile memories. Parallel port can be used with any Centronicscompatible printer to print out real-time response (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.12 No.3)
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Model 116 AC
Line Conditioner: $569
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation transformers with
dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and MOVs to
absorb voltage spikes on the AC line, the Power Wedge
also offers four filtered outlets to plug your power amplifier(s) into. Highly recommended-"Makes the silences
more silent:' says JA-(though LL cautions that in some
systems, it may detract from overall dynamics). Actual
model reviewed was the very similar Model 1. (Vol.14
No.11)
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: $49/three
Squishy, non-reactive polymer balls with plastic cups are
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation. (NR,
but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162)
AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $14.95 *
Green water-based acrylic paint for coating the edges of
CDs. The green color-it absorbs the laser's infrared
wavelength-is presumably significant, but at present we
have no idea why this tweak should so improve the sound
of CDs. That it does so, however, seems to be beyond
doubt to anyone with ears to hear (though no one single product has raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press). "This stuff works!" report JE, PvW, and
JA, who feels that it increases soundstage definition,
improves the solidity of bass reproduction, and usefully
lowers the level of treble grain so typical of CD sound.
PvW and MC report that awater-based poster pen, the
Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has avery similar effect. MC
also notes that the CD should first be destaticized and its
edges degreased before the green paint is applied. (Vol.14
No.11; see also DO's and TJN's WCES reports in Vol.13
No3 and ST's and RH's articles on CD tweaks in Vol.13
No.5)
AudioQuest DM-1000 cartridge demagnetizer;
$89 *
Effective, but be sure to remove the stylus assembly when
using any of these devices to demagnetize amovingmagnet cartridge (NR, but the similar and more expensive
Sumiko FluxBuster was reviewed in Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10
No.5, Vol.12 No.4)
AudioQuest Laserguide: $17
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the best stuff
I've come across," says CG. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (NR)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet tr
One of the best means of isolating components from
vibration. A set of four big feet costs $50, four CD Feet
130. (NR)
AudioQuest Tube Dampers: $15/set of four
Used two to a tube, these Sorbothane rings reduce
microphony. Take care not to allow them to melt, however.
(Vol.16 Nos.2 & 5)
CD Greenbacks: $1.98 each
Green plastic disc that sits on top of aCD's label side that
JE called "the real steal of the digital age." Improves the
music's microdynamics, with alowering of the apparent noise floor, also rescues discs that have too many errors
to play without dropouts. (Vol.16 No.2)
CD Saver et
Eliminates scratches from CDs and laserdiscs, rendering
the unplayable playable (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 No.8, Vol.14
No.11; see also Vol.13 No.9, p.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade: S7.95/five, S50/fifty
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Self-adhesive polyester disc, with centering system, that
is stuck to the CD's label side to produce subjective
improvements similar to those from CD Stoplight and
CD Greenbacks. Note that the disc is not removable.
(Vol.16 No.2)
Cramolin Contact Conditioner: $29.95 *
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized plugs
and contacts. (Von() No.6)
DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $30 *
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency.
JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Discwasher CDU CD Laser Lens Cleaner: $21.95
PvW found this CD fitted with six tiny brushes in aspiral
to be effective at improving the sound ofhis 18-month-old
Marantz CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Ensemble lizbesoz: $48/pair
Small tube made from aweave of Kevlar and copper wire
that is said both to lower atube's operating temperature
and minimize microphonics. DO confirmed the latter but
not the former. (Vol.16 Nos.2 & 5)
Finyl CD treatment: $11.95 (treats 100 CDs)
This surface treatment made CDs sound more "open,
direct, and dynamic:" determined PvW. A larger bottle
($23.95) treats 200 CDs. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (Vol.14 No.11)
German Acoustics Steel Cones: $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable
hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162)
Laser Illusions Spatial Filter: $79.95
Basically an optical aperture disc that fits over the laser
lens in aCD player, resulting in lower measured jitter in
the recovered data stream. Both RH and CG found that
the improvement in sound quality was offset by the player
becoming much more fussy over which discs it could read.
(Vol.15 No.6)
LAST StyLast Stylus Ikeatment:
$22/ 1
/ -oz bottle + $4 S&H *
4
StyLast won't make adifference every time you put it on,
but it will help provide smoother high-end sound, and
is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever life. (NR)
Merrill Stable 'Bible Atlas II turntable stand: $1097 *
Exceptionally stable support but too massive for sprung
floors unless some means-jacks, for example-is found
to support the floorboards. An appropriate amount of
lead shot will cost around $100. (Vol.12 No.10)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $69.95
Provides effective antenna isolation for those with hum
problems in their video systems. (Vol.15 No.2)
Monster Cable Footers: $30-$100/four, three different
sizes
Effective Navcom isolation feet. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9,
p.162)
Music And Sound POWER masTER AC cord:
$125/6' cord, $142/8' cord, $170/10' cord
Replacement AC power cord that AB found to make a
worthwhile difference to the sound of power amplifiers.
LL had some concerns about the mechanical integrity,
but arecent examination by TJN revealed that these cords
are about as well-made as it is possible for a nonencapsulated design to be. (NR, but see 'Industry Update:'
Vol.15 No.9, p.61)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network:
$300
Passive network intended to optimally load an MC cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for an extra
$250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Noisakapper 2000 AC Line Conditioner: $1100
Available by mail order, this unit effectively filters RF from
the AC line and features a2kVA isolation transformer.
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The HRSW1Os will
extend bass of your
stereo or video system
for that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

• Improves Conductivity

•Maintains Optimum
Sound Quality
•Seals &Protects Surf aces

"Truly awesome room shaking bass... 4.0. -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hz"
Don Keele, Audio 11/92
Class K recommended components.
Stereophile, Vol 15 No. 10, October 1992
Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Reviwe 9192
"Bass extension was truly remarkable"
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, April 1992
"Delivered clean low bass at high levels ... work just splendidly"
David Moran. Speaker Builder 3/92
"Some of the most impressive subwoofer systems rye heard"
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991
"I guarantee you this much: once you hear good, clean bass,
you II be hooked for life. Highly recommended'
Dic Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
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(Vol.14 No.11)
Noisffrapper Power Strip: $150
AC outlet extender, offering eight hospital-grade Leviton
outlets, that CG can't recommend highly enough. (Vol.14
No.11)
PEARL Tube Cooler: $5.50 each (small) $11.25 each
(large)
Finned metal heatsink that cools both small-signal and
power tubes. (Vol.16 No.5)
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS AC Line
Conditioner: $150
ST raved about the effect of this patented AC line RF filter
on the sound of his Audio Alchemy DDE. A somewhat
system-dependent effect, noted CG, however, who
recommends trying before buying, seeing if the sound
gets worse when the IDOS is removed. RD finds plugging
the energizing leads for his old Quads into the IDOS to
be worthwhile. Otherwise similar IDOS 11 ($200) offers
three "digital" and six "analog" outlets. (Vol.14 Nos.10
& 11)
Perfectionist Audio Components DIF Digital Interference Filter: $250
Small RCA-equipped box that accepts aCD player's analog outputs and feeds the preamp with RF -filtered and
ground-isolated signals. Makes the sound smoother, more
listenable, said ST, CG also liked the DIF's effects. (Vol.14
Nos.10 & 11)
RooniFune ArnpClamp: $149
Holds your amplifier in an iron embrace to reduce the level
of chassis vibration, to the audible benefit of the sound,
found GL. May restrict cooling of tube amps, however.
(Vol.15 No.3)
Roonilimes: $229/pair ($239/pair in black)
RoortiTune Corneffunes: $79/set of four
RooniTune Echollmes: 139.50/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic treatment for your listening room. GL was much impressed,
though others point out that care should be taken to not
overdo things. The "Basic" room treatment set of 4Tunestrips, 4ComerTunes, and 2EchoTunes costs $287.50; the
Deluxe room treatment set (4 CometTunes, 2EchoTunes,
3RoomTunes) costs $462. (Vol.15 No.3, Vol.16 No.1)
RPG Diffusors & Abffusors
Effective method of adding diffusive surfaces to alistening
room, these remarkably effective panelsjoin Sonex foam,
RoomTunes, and Tube Traps in helping to tame the sofar untameable: room acoustics. RPG Diffusor Systems
Inc. offers acomplete room-treatment system, called
"SOUNDTRAC," which offers the owner the option of
concealing the panels behind fabric. (Vo1.11 No.4; see also
TJN's article on listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10)
Signet SK-302 Contact Cleaner Kit: $25 *
Contains abrasive plastic tools for effective inner cleaning
of phono plugs and sockets in combination with Cramolin
or Kontak. (Care must be taken not to twist the cleaner
and break the RCA socket's internal center connection.)
The RCA phono plug and socket cleaners alone cost $10.
(Vol.10 No.6)
Sound Organisation Turntable Stand: $235 *
The mandatory ancillary to the Linn turntable, though
its low height may prove bothersome in alistening room
that has to be shared with cats and children. (A taller version is now available.) (NR)
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit: $50
"On agood 'table, makes kilobuck digital processors cry
in their EPROMs!" was CG's verdict of this set of turntable and arm tweaks consisting of apaper-thin mat and
ahigh-tension plastic strip to damp tonearm resonances.
(NR)
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Sumiko Kontak: $50
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used. "The
gains in transparency and purity are startling," gusheth
he. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.15 No.5, and
"Manufacturers' Comments," Vol.15 No.9)
Sumiko Navcom Silencers: $70/four
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide isolation superior to that of Mission's Isoplat. (NR)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Enhancer: $19 *
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound
of an already excellent system. Keeps freshly made contacts
fresh by excluding air. (Von() No.6)
Target TT series equipment racks: $1504325 *
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive racks
feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube construction, price dependent on height and number of shelves
(from two to five). Spiked feet supplied, with top shelf
resting on upturned, adjustable spikes to optimize it for
turntable use. Target's wall-mounting turntable shelf is
possibly the best way of siting your turntable out of harm's
way, feels JA. (NR)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber: $14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound from
CD when clamped over the interconnects between player
and preamp. He also found the sound improved-less
grit-when aring was clamped over the data lead between
transport and processor. (Vol.14 No.1)
Theta Optigue: $50
Refractive-index-matching goop which LL recommends
for use with ST-type glass-fiber data links. "Must be used
on the Theta's internal connections to get the full benefit:' he cautions. (See LUs Theta review in Vol.15 No.10.)
Tice Power Block/Titan Series H: $1350/$1100
Superb if expensive AC conditioning system. Series II
models differ from the original in having aTPT-treated
AC cord (!) and specially designed capacitors. RD finds
the Series 11 to give asignificantly extended top end.
Updates cost $300 (Power Block) and $125 (Titan),
including return shipping in original packing. A "DIY"
Series 11 parts upgrade kit costs $180. The new expandedscale voltmeter for the Power Block costs $85. (Vol.13
No.4)
Tiptoes: $11.50 each *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least expensive way of improving the bass and midrange definition
of virtually any loudspeaker when used to couple the
speaker or stand to the floor.
Watkins Echo-Muffi: $149/pair
Effective means of reducing amplitude above 200Hz of
early reflections of loudspeaker from nearby surfaces, thus
improving imaging. Whether or not the aesthetics will
be domestically acceptable will be up to personal taste.
(Factory-direct only) (Vol.10 No.4)
WIST RCA plugs: $50/pair
The best, although original steel locking collett, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. (NR, but see
"Industry Update Vol.12 No.9)
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood stand
has the following characteristics: good rigidity; spikes
on which to rest the speaker, or some secure clamping
mechanism; the availability of spikes at the base for use
on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep
speaker cables away from the stand, to avoid magnetic
interaction; and the correct height, when combined with
your particular speakers (correct height can be anything
from what you like best to the manufacturer's design
height for best drive-unit integration). Though Stereo-
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phile has neglected to review speaker stands, it doesn't mean
we think them unimportant—for speakers that need
stands, every dollar spent on good stands is worth $5 when
it comes to sound quality. Brands we have found to offer
excellent performance are Chicago Speaker Stand, Arcici
Rigid Riser, Celestion SLSi, Sound Anchor, Target,
Heybrook, Sanus Systems Steel and Reference, and Linn.
(Sound Anchor also makes an excellent turntable stand,
reports TJN.) Interface material between the speaker and
the stand top plate is critical: inexpensive Blu-Tack seems
to reduce the amplitude of cabinet resonances the most
(see Vol.15 No.9, p.162).

MIT Z-Stabilizer.
Deletions
Isopod Ceramic Isolation cones, NoiseTrapper and NoiseTrapper Plus AC Line Conditioners, all no longer available

RECORD- CARE PRODUCTS
A
Gruv-Glide II: $21.95 -er
Record destaticizing agent that ST found to give better
sound. Apparently doesn't leave afilm or grundge-up
the stylus. (Vol.9 No.8)
LAST record-preservation treatment: $26 +$4 SAM
Significantly improves the sound of even new records and
is claimed to make them last longer. 2oz bottle contains
60 treatments. (Vol.5 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record cleaner: $725 *
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc sides at
once. Slightly less rugged than the VP!, but both do an
excellent job, and the Nitty Gritty Pro II is faster. Significantly better design than earlier Nitty Grittys. You
may be surprised that the main sonic effect of cleaning
LPs is not primarily areduction in surface noise but a
cleaning-up of midrange sound. (Vol.8 No.1)
Nitty Gritty 2.5FI record cleaner: $519 *
Instead of avacuuming "tonearm" as on the professional
Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot.
Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro,
at asignificantly lower price, though it takes twice as long,
cleaning each side of an LP in turn. (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8
No.1)
Nitty Gritty Hybrid 2Record/CD cleaning machine:
$629 -er
Basically aNitty Gritty 2.5FI with an adapter that allows
CDs to be buffed clean in anon-tangential manner. (Vol.12
No3)
VPI HW-17 record cleaner: $760 *
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality,
the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatically, and
is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "A highly functional and
convenient luxury" Latest version has aheavier-duty
vacuum system. (Vol.8 No.1)

VP! MW-16,6 record cleaner: $450 *
Manually operated version of HW-17 (above), noisier
motor; less money. Adjusts automatically to thickness of
record. CG is currently working on areview of the latest
version. (Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9, review was of earlier but substantially identical HW-16.)
Nitty Gritty Mini Model 1.0 record cleaner: $229 $$$
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $190 $U
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Both of these units (the latter is manufactured for Audio
Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that offer the
least expensive way to effectively clean LPs. The Record
Doctor II differs from the original in having aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the vacuumcleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be fitted with
aroller-bearing accessory, available for $16 including S&H
from KAB Electroacoustics, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield,
NJ 07062-2922, which fits beneath the existing platter.
The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available as the oak-finished
2.0 for $279. (NR)

D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush record
brush *
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle against
the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the record),
these are the most effective dry record-cleaners available
UGH strongly disagrees, feeling that they leave the dust
on the record.) No substitute for an occasional wet wash.
(Vol.10 No.8)
Discwasher record brush *
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system will
do an adequatejob on relatively clean records, but won't
get out the deep grundge If you begin to accumulate lots
of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your record with
an older DW brush, the bristles are worn out; send it back
for resurfacing or buy anew one. A high-torque turntable is required. (NR)

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
I
NTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Previous "Recommended Components"
listings for speaker cables and interconnects were mainly
derived from Dick Olsher's surveys in Vol.10 No.2 (March
1987) and Vol.11 No.7 (July 1988). As many, perhaps
nearly all, of the models recommended have changed to
agreater or lesser degree since those reviews appeared,
we decided just to list those cables that members of the
magazine's review team either have chosen to use on a
long-term basis or have found to offer good value for
money. They are therefore implicitly recommended.
Where acable has been found to have specific matching
requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, these are
noted in the text.
Jack English supplies acogent essay on the whole subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in mind that, to
afar greater degree than with any other component, the
sound of cables depends on the system in which they are
used. Before parting with possibly large sums of money
for acable, it is essential to audition it in your own system. "Drinking by the label" is always abad thing to do
in hi-fi, but it is both unforgivable and unwise when it
comes to speaker-cable purchases. In addition, in JA's
opinion, the virtues offered by the most expensive cable
may well only be audible in the context of atop-flight,
very expensive system. What is the "best" in absolute
terms is not, therefore, necessarily the best for your system.
AB points out that mixing'n'matching interconnects
and speaker cables is awell-worn route to sonic disappointment. Always use interconnects and speaker cables
from the same manufacturers, is his advice. PWM strongly
makes the point that less is more when it comes to speaker
cable, recommending that amono power amplifier be
placed as close as possible to the speaker it drives. This
does pass the buck, however, to the preamplifier, which
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must then be capable of driving long lengths of interconnect. Peter uses Canare Star Quad microphone cable for
interconnect, acable available from pro-sound outlets that
CG feels to be the best of its type for live balanced recording work.

I
NTERCONNECTS
Acrotec 6N-A2010: $400 1m terminated with 6N copper RCA plugs with gold-plated pins
"Very, very good," according to LL.
AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz:
$425 lm/pair terminated with RCA plugs,
$505 lm/pair with AQ custom XLRs & direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins *
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses RCA plugs
made from Functionally Perfect Copper, or FPC, with
the gold-plating applied directly to the copper) seems to
fall midway between the "mellow" cables—MIT, Monster
—and those that are rather upfront in the treble, such as
Madrigal HPC and Straight Wire MaestroJA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is alack of grain that allows
correct instrumental textures to flow freely, and adeep,
well-defined soundstage to develop. Auditioning of
current-production Lapis (as of 2/91), which uses Teflon
insulation and long-grain, solid-silver conductors, suggests that this is the best AudioQuest interconnect yet,
apart from their even-more-expensive Diamond. Auditioning of identical lengths of Lapis fitted with Neutrik
XLRs and AudioQuest's own custom XLRs suggests the
latter represent auseful step forward in sound quality (!).
AudioQuest Diamond: $625 Im/pair,
$705 Ian/pair with AQ custom XLRs with direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically natural midrange and excellent low-frequency weight.
Cardas Hex! ink Golden Five C:
$65011m unbalanced pair
Golden-section stranded, PTFE-insulated interconnect
needs an immense break-in period but then has aglorious
bass and an excellent sense of pace and dynamics. Upper
mids can be abit forward, found JE. (Vol.15 No.12)
Cello Strings: $320 Im pair terminated with RCA
plugs, $368 1m pair terminated with XLRs, $476 lm
pair terminated with Fischers
"Remarkably good for the price," feels LL, "and 'faster'sounding than the Acrotec interconnect!'
Expressive Technologies IC-1:
$60011m pair terminated with RCA plugs ir
RH gets excellent results from this interconnect with the
same company's SU-1 step-up transformer. "Despite the
fact that these cables are bigger around than agarden hose,
ridiculously bulky, unwieldy, and stiff the musical rewards
they offer are well worth the trouble," he says. Less cumbersome IC-2 is close in sound quality. (Vol.15 No.7)
Jerrold RG-6 * US
DAS fits this inexpensive generic cable (available from
radio supply shops) with Radio Shack plastic-shell RCA
plugs, modified to fit the wire diameter, and feels that the
result is remarkably uncolored.
Kimber KCAG:
$350 1m pair terminated with RCA or XLR plugs *
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent. AJE and TJN
favorite.
Kimber KCI: $76 lm pair terminated with RCA or
XLR plugs *
Excellent value, though unshielded.
Magnan Type Vi: $595/4' pair, $695/4' pair balanced
"A masterful ability to simultaneously achieve state-ofSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

the-art levels of both musicality and accuracy!' found JE.
Combines arich, full-bodied sound with excellent retrieval
of detail. (Vol.15 No.12)
Magnan Type Mk $1951m, $295 4' pair balanced
Bearing astrong family resemblance to the more expensive
Type Vi, the Type Illi is less impressive at the frequency
extremes, according to JE. (Vol.15 No.12)
MIT MI-330 CVT Plus Terminator:
$1800 lm pair terminated with MIT CVT RCA plugs
Extremely expensive interconnect uses patented networks
but gives an extremely palpable, musically natural sound,
says JA. (Did he say it was extremely expensive?) RCA
plug center-pins avery tight fit with some jacks.
Monster Cable MS2K Sigma:
$750 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs tr
Used by both LG and AB, the latter characterizes the
Sigma interconnect, when used with Classé and Rowland
electronics, as giving low frequencies "proper weight and
extension, the overall sound being very open and detailed!'
with excellent timbres. The Sigma cables also "throw a
soundstage of vast proportion, the results being alive and
musically involving!' Arnie notes that the Sigma works
superbly with awide range of equipment.
Siltech MC4-24: $460/first meter w/WBT 0101 RCAs,
5320/additional meter or unterminated
Astounding transparency and imaging, feels JA. Now distributed by SOTA.
Siltech MC4-80: $1630/first meter with EBT 0150,
$1470/add. meter
Even better than Siltech 4-24, the very expensive 4-80
competes with AudioQuest Diamond with its combination of smoothness and retrieval of detail, JA found.
At aprice!
Straight Wire Maestro: $275 lm pair terminated with
RCA plugs (MS» or balanced (BM» with Neutrik
gold XLRs; 580/additional meter *
Less laid-back than AudioQuest Lapis or MIT 330, with
superb presentation of detail. May be too bright in some
systems.
TARA Labs Space & Time Pandora S:
$29511m pair terminated with RCA plugs *
Transparent MusicLink Ultra: $800/1m pair terminated
Similar in broad terms to the MITs, which Transparent
Audio used to distribute, the Transparent interconnect
works well in aWATT/Puppy-based system, found JA.
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III:
$141.1111m pair terminated with RCA plugs tr
Excellent treble but less good image focus. AJE recommendation. Latest version has different jacket color and
refined metalwork but is otherwise identical.
van den Hul The First:
523310.6m pair, $333/1m pair, $500/2m pair
High impedance can result in terminal hum problems in
some systems—try before you buy. (See Vol.15 No.11;
also MC's review in the next issue.)
XL0 Type 1interconnect:
$200/1m pair plus $75 termination
In the right system, XL0's Type 1can sound marvelous,
with an improved sense of dynamic contrasts, found JE.
Soundstaging alittle flattened, however, compared with
Cardas and Magnan Vi. (Vol.15 No.12)
XLO l'YPe 4 :$150/1m, $50 additional 0.5m
LL's current reference: "Very transparent, slightly smooth,
harmonically honest:'

Wireworld Eclipse, Discovery interconnect, Finestra
Argento, NBS Signature.
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The New NEAR-50Me
The NEAR-50M's three metal-alloy
diaphragms deliver superior musical detail
without "break-up" or "ringing."
"...this is one of the most
accurate loudspeakers you
can buy at any price."
Martin G. De Wulf,
BOUND FOR SOUND
See our RAVE REVIEWS in...
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, I
SM #77
BOUND FOR SOUND, 2/92
STEREO REVIEW, 9/92
IAR, 9/91
NEAR-50Me from $1599 per pair.
100% Metal loudspeaker systems from
$313/pair to $5990/pair.

Hear NEAR here...

AZ, Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
602-946-8128

FL, Tampa
Audiovisions
813-871-2989

NJ, Teaneck
Sound View Electronics
201-837-0020

TX, Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
214-520-7156

CA, Bel Air (LA)
Ambrosia Audio
310-440-5522

GA, Atlanta
Stereo Video Systems
404-916-1001

NY, Albany
Altair Audio
518-452-3525

TX, Houston
Audio Essentials
713-783-2226

CA, Concord
Stereo Unlimited
510-676-8990

IN, Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
219-482-2069

NY, Lake Grove (LI)
Audio Den Ltd.
516-360-1990

UT, Salt Lake City
Audioworks
801-364-9999

CA, Westminster
Audio Video Today
714-891-7575

IN, Lafayette
Stereo Consultants
317-474-9004

NY, Syracuse/Liverpool
Audio Excellence
315-451-2707

VA, Centreville
Gifted Listener
703-818-8000

CA, Woodland Hills
LA, Baton Rouge
Wilson Audio Video Entertainment kt Colley's Audio
818-883-2811
504-926-0244

NY, Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
716-262-4310

WI, Madison
University Audio Shop
608-284-0001

CO, Boulder
C & SAudio
303-443-3053

LA, New Orleans
Wilson Audio
504-866-3457

OH, Toledo
lamison"s Stereo
419-882-2571

PR, Caparra Heights
Precision Audio
809-782-6969

CO, Denver
Gramophone Shop
303-744-1284

MA, Boston
Goodwin's
617-734-8800

PA, Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
215-923-3035

CANADA, Toronto
Audio Excellence
416-321-9130

FL, Gainsville
Sound Ideas
904-378-0192

ME, Falmouth
HIFI Exchange
207-781-2326

PA, Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
412-521-9500

FL, Pensacola
All Pro Sound
904-432-5780

NJ, Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
908-671-1559

TN, Knoxville
Statement Audio Video
615-693-0084
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LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Acrotec 6N-S1030: $191m
This "six-nines" pure copper cable is recommended by
DO as good value for money, while LL feels it is clearly
the best speaker cable he has heard.
AudioQuest F14: 85c/ft
$$$
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH enthusiastically recommends as excellent value for money.
AudioQuest Type 4: $2.25/ft
"The best cheap speaker cable on the market, and much
better-sounding than F14," sez CG. "Try this stuffbefore
laying down long green for expensive cables."
AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz:
$1095 10' pair terminated
$895 8' pair terminated (most common length) tt
Very expensive but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the term "neutrality:' feels JA. Uses "6N"-pure copper bundles in a
complex lay that brings every conductor to the surface
to the same extent.
AudioQuest Midnight Hyperlitz: $275/10' pair
Almost as good as Clear at amuch lower price.
AudioQuest Sterling:
$1795 10' pair terminated, $1455 8' pair terminated
AudioQuest Dragon:
$3095 10' pair terminated, $2495 8' pair terminated
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are maximally
smooth and maximally transparent, according to RH and
JA. JA also finds the powerful bass performance of Sterling
to be its strongest suit.
Audio Research Litzline 2: $520 lm pair, $640 3m pair
JE found this under-promoted speaker cable to perform
well in adiverse variety of systems, working especially
well with ARC's own amplifiers.
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C:
$840/1m pair, $1360/10' pair
Very similar in character to the Cardas interconnect. A
JE reference cable. (Vol.15 No.12)
Kimber 4AG: $100/ft
An expensive hyper-pure silver cable that resides in LA's
and DO's systems and can offer aglimpse of audio heaven.
Significant system sensitivity, points out DO, so be sure
to check for compatibility before you buy.
Kirnber 4TC: $4.60/ft * $$$
!Umber Kahle 8'FC: $&60/ft •er $$$
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels
DO. Excellent bass.
Kimber 4PR: $1/ft * $44
Least expensive cable from Kimber was found to have
good bass, but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage,
according to DO. With inexpensive amplifiers, however,
its good RF rejection, compared with zipcord or spacedpair types, will often result in abetter sound.
MIT MH-750 CVT Plus Shotgun 'ftrrninator: $4500
8' pair terminated with MIT CVT spade connectors
Extremely expensive cable that forms asynergistic combination with Wilson WATTs and Puppies.
Monster Cable MS2 Sigma: $1000 12' pair terminated,
$750 8' pair terminated er
Excellent detail, attack, and delineation of space, found
AB. Not as transparent as XL0 Type 5, but takes the
honors for presence, pace, and harmonic integrity.
Nains NACA5: $12.95/m $$$
Inexpensive cable that ST found to work well with the
Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agoodvalue cable, thinks JA.
OCOS speaker cable: $8/ft plus 875/pair termination
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

$$$
Distributed by Sumiko, this idiosyncratic cable was found
by LG to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't heard from
ocher cables. He found the bass to be alittle lightweight,
but votes it a"three-star" design.
Purist Audio Colossus:
$1180 1.5Im pair, $200 each additional Vi meter
The famed "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating
jacket. "Resoundingly open staging," found AB, "with
aremarkably distinct lower-midrange/upper-bass presentation which lends music agreat sense of pacer
Radio Shack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
11a/ft * $$$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is OK sonically. You have to choose
for yourself whether to space or twist apair for best sound
(or even whether to double up the runs for less series
impedance).
Siltech FT-12: $575/first meter with spades, $530/
additional meter
MC's reference cable, but high inductance mandates careful amplifier choice.
Straight Wire Maestro: $560 8' pair with gold spade
lugs or pins; $30/additional foot
The cable that LA found to work best between the Krell
KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s.
SYMO LS5SX:
$30/ft with gold-plated spade connectors
Distributed by Apogee Acoustics, this relatively inexpensive cable works well with, you guessed it, Apogees.
TJN's reference for use with the Stages.
TARA Labs Space & Time Rectangular Solid Core:
S45/ft plus $90 termination
These cables have wonderful lucidity, finds RD, and atopto-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly—"The
Almighty sure knows His cables." AB found it to have
an endearing smoothness, "but without obvious loss of
detail due to softness."
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase II TPA Return:
$195 10' pair terminated *
Guy Lemcoe's preferred speaker cable until he heard
TARA's RSC.
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase ll cable: $6.95/ft
$$$
Featuring twisted solid-core construction and "Australian
copper:' this inexpensive cable is DO's workhorse speaker
cable. (Vol.11 No3)
van den Hul Revelation: $873/2m pair, $1495/4m pair
(See MC's review in the next issue.)
XL0 'Iype 5: $55/ft, plus $100 termination
"This is the real gem of the XL° line—JE. "Very transparent and detailed?'—AB. Perhaps atouch of midrange
prominence makes it less suitable for speakers that are
already balanced too forward in this region. Not as expansive as TARA RSC or Monster Sigma; works well with
tube amps. (Vol.15 No.12)

Wireworld Eclipse, NBS Signature, Transparent speaker
cable.
Deletions
Krell The Path speaker cable no longer available.

DIGITAL DATA
I
NTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests
that all the coaxial data cables listed below are better than
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Now you can listen to your CD's anywhere without
giving up high quality audio reproduction. Using the
revolutionary new a HeadRoom,. Headphone Amp
& Audio Image Processor we'll help you configure the
Perfect Portable for your individual listening habits.
We carry only the highest quality portable CD
players and stereo headphones: AKG, Beyer Dynamic,
Sennheiser, Grado, Denon, and more.

Take your listening room
with you wherever you go.
We're so sure your system will provide portable audio
reproduction and imaging like you've never heard before, we back each one with a30-day all-your-moneyback 100%-satisfaction guarantee.

1-800-828-8184

Call us and talk to our system integration experts.
You'll walk away with aPerfect Portable!
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conventional, Toslink-fitted, plastic fiberoptic cables,
which in general don't give as tight abass or as focused
asoundstage. You don't get that essential sharpness of
image outlines, the sound becomes more homogenized:'
quoth hejA feels strongly that coaxial interconnects fall
short of the sonic standard set by the "AT&T" ST optical data connection. He also points out that the specific
character of any particular cable will depend heavily on
the transport and processor it connects.
Altis Altimate Glass Fiber:
$15011m, $55 each additional Vain
"Four stars," says JE of this ST-type datalink.
AudioQuest Digital Pro:
$15011m single cable with welded RCA plugs
A top-rated coaxial data link, though perhaps alittle
behind the Kimber KCAG in absolute terms.
AudioQuest Video Z:
$75/1m single cable with welded RCA plugs
The tonal balance is tilted upward in the treble, while midrange textures are less velvety-smooth than some of the
other data cables, with asoftened soundstage focus, felt
RH. DO found this relatively inexpensive cable to work
well with the Bitwise D/A.
Aural Symphonics Digital Standard:
$195/1m, $292.5011.5m single cable
Neutrik RCA connectors with asliding shield make
ground before signal connection. Vivid and forward rendering, with sharp soundstage focus.
Ensemble Digilluz 75: $210/1m
"Positively the best-sounding 75 ohm digital interconnect
found:' DO wrote in February '93. Smooth, good
focus, and harmonically correct.
California Audio Labs HD Optical Cable:
$200/1m, $275/2m
The best of the Toslink-equipped fiberoptic cables, feels
JA.
Furukawa FO-1310:
$275 1m, $50 each additional meter
The best of the Toslink-equipped fiberoptic cables, feels
JE.
Goldrnund Lineal digital interconnect:
$495/1.5m single cable
"More air, more bloom, more music:' said ST of this true
75 ohm cable. (Vol.15 No.6)
Kimber Kahle AGDL DigitalLink: $175/1m
Best coaxial data link ST had tried until he heard the
expensive Goldmund. JE found it to excel in the retrieval
of detail, while it also featured an extended and powerful
bass. (Vol.15 Nos.2 & 6)
The Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I:
$195/0.5m, $225/1m single cable
Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought JA, with
excellent soundstage depth and natural midrange. Clunky
gold-plated plugs are actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA and BNC adaptors.
TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Reference:
$195/1m terminated
Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of
soundstage depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing analoglike warmth. Silver-plated RCA plugs slightly undersized,
making connection difficult.
TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Master:
$595/1m
Very stiff, awkward to handle, and asilly price, notes RD,
but it does sound exceptionally transparent. RH also
recommends it highly.
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III interconnect:
$141.11 1m pair terminated
Although not specifically intended for use as adatalink,
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

JE found this interconnect to be useful in systems that are
overall too bright, too forward. (Vol.15 No.2)
XL0 Type 4Reference Series digital interconnect:
$150/1m, $50 additional 0.5m
JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage presentation, while being warmer and fuller than the ICirnber
AGDL. "The best digital cable Ihave yet heard in recreating abelievable soundstage with layers upon layers
of width and depth, ample ambience, and pinpoint localization," he cautiously announced. (Vol.15 No.2)
Omega Mikro-D coaxial cable, AudioQuest Pro 2SToptical, Madrigal balanced AES/EBU cable.
Deletions
NBS Reference Digital Interconnect replaced by new Signature version, not yet auditioned.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization program, standard version 1.30: $69.95 (5 1
4 "or 3
/
2 "disks)
/
1
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance and
sensitivity, and target response; program designs appropriate crossover filter networks. Available from Old
Colony Software, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH
03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6371/6526. Fax: (603) 9249467. (Vol.13 No.11)
LEAP 4.5 loudspeaker design program: $39541195
Highly recommended by DO and much used by professional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unit data (it
accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as well as data
produced by Audio Teknology's own LMS system) and
optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network to meet
the user's target specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It
will also average responses to give aspeaker's power
response.) The fully loaded LEAP 4.5, which includes a
SPICE-type passive network analyzer and an Active Filter
Library, costs $1195; abasic version, to which modular
upgrades can be made (each one is $175), costs $395.
Available from Audio Teknology Inc., 7556 SW Bridgeport Road, Portland, OR 97224. Tel: (503)624-0405. Fax:
(503) 624-0194. (Vol.13 No.11)
The Listening Room: $4750 (IBM version)
$67.50 (Macintosh version)
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs that
allows an audiophile to move simulated loudspeakers and
simulated listening seat around asimulation of his or her
room (in three dimensions) in order to find the position
giving optimum performance below 200Hz or so. The
suggestions made by TJN in his review have been incorporated in the latest version, which can also store different
setups as separate files. Upgrades are available for $15 inc.
postage. Available from Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box
130, Veneta, OR 97487, Tel: (503) 935-3982. (Vol.13
No.12)
SPEAK loudspeaker design program:
$395 single user, $995 multi-user
DOS program effectively calculates loudspeaker lowfrequency performance-frequency response, impedance,
excursion, even pipe resonances-for sealed-box, reflex,
and even transmission-line alignments. Available from
DLC Design, 24166 Haggerty Road, Farmington Hills,
MI 48335. Tel: (313) 477-7930. (Vol.16 No.3)
XOPT loudspeaker cri uover optimization program:
$199
Similar in concept to the CALSOD program, XOPT
allows the user to rapidly optimize the design of crossover filter networks. (Vol.13 No.11)
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EQ UIPMENT

R EPORTS

HAFLER TRANSNOVA 9500 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton

Hafler Transnova 9500 power amplifier
Power output: 250Wpc (8 ohms) (24dBW); 750W (8 ohms) (28.75dBVV) in bridged dual-mono mode. Full power bandwidth:
0.15Hz-300kHz. THD: <0.03%, full power, 20Hz-20kHz into 8ohms. Sensitivity: I.8V RMS for full power. Input impedance:
47k ohms. SIN ratio: >100dB, unweighted. Dimensions: 19" W by 12.5" Dby 5.25" H (excluding feet, rack-mount version). Weight: 50 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: DI6C121000120. Price: $1900 (black), $2000 (silver), rack handles $70
(option with black, standard with silver). Approximate number of dealers: 175. Manufacturer Hafler, ADivision of Rockford Corporation, 546 South Rockford Drive, Tempe, AZ 85281. Tel: (602) 967-3565. Fax: (602) 894-1528.

Boy, do we ever get letters. From readers
angry that we review too many expensive
products. From readers depressed that we
review too many affordable products. From
readers bemoaning our digital coverage.
From readers asking when we're going to get
with the 21st century and stop gushing over
analog. From readers wanting more coverage
of tube products. From readers wanting more
coverage of MOSFET amplifiers designed
for high voltage gain on the output stage.
Well, okay, we've never received the last
type ofletter. But if we did, it would have to
refer to Hafler's new Transnova 9500 amplifier (or the smaller, 9300 THX that Sam Tellig is currently auditioning). Will coverage
of the 9500 confuse or please those readers
who want us to review affordable products?
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Is the top-of-the-line Hafler "affordable"?
It's certainly more expensive than past flagship Haflers. But assuming its sound passes
muster, it would certainly qualify as highend for the rest of us.
Our sample of the 9500 arrived in its standard brushed aluminum finish with rackmount faceplate and handles. It's asurprisingly compact and lightweight amplifier for
its rated power—no one would confuse it
with aKrell or aLevinson—but it appears
to be solidly constructed. The heatsinks,
which wrap smoothly around the sides and
back of the amplifier, form an integral part
of its chassis, saving on sheet metal. The rear
panel has your standard RCA unbalanced
input jacks and five-way output binding
posts, along with aswitch which allows for
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bridged output (a mode Idid not audition
as Ineither had apair of the amps nor apair
of loudspeakers—or atest load, for that
matter—which Ireally wanted to subject to
the bridged configuration's rated 750W/8
ohms output).
Ihave aslight quibble with the location of
the input jacks: because they're internally
connected direct to the circuit board, they're
quite close to the output jacks, causing some
slight cramping when there is actually plenty
of real estate available on the rear panel. We
understand, however, that arevision will
rearrange the rear-panel layout to make better
use of the available space. Ialso disliked the
five-way output posts. Their caps are not
hexagonal, and could not be tightened down
with anut driver. They're hard to fingertighten properly, and although there are slots
at the end of the caps which seem made for

awide-blade screwdriver or coin, attempting
to tighten them this way—while it worked—
tended to mangle their soft plastic unless
extreme care was taken. Furthermore, two
of the four terminals stripped easily and
would not tighten securely, forcing me to
resort to banana plugs to make the output
connections. As if that wasn't enough, one
pair of output posts started to work their way
loose from the chassis. They never lost their
internal connection, but this did not inspire
confidence.

DESIGN

Jim Strickland, Hafler's chief engineer, developed the first Transnova amplifier in 1981 for
Acoustat, his former company (which was
absorbed by Hafler later in the decade). He
produced amplifiers for Acoustat using this
design from 1982 to 1987. He designed the

RELAX AND FLOAT DOWNSTREAM.

The Transnova idea is conceptually elegant and not dissimilar to apush-pull
tube output stage. In aconventional output stage (fig.1), the "positive" or "hot"
load terminal is connected to the junction
between the emitters or sources of the
complementary output transistors and the
ground load terminal to the junction
between the ±V reservoir capacitors. In
general, this point defines the ground
potential or OV and is used as the amplifier's fundamental or "star" grounding
reference. The output devices therefore
act as emitter or source followers; they
amplify current but their voltage gain is
unity or less. The previous stages have
therefore to provide all the amplifier's
voltage gain as well as having sufficient
output current to drive the output stage.
The Hafler, however, has the junction
between the devices connected to ground,
the drive to the load being taken from the
junction between the capacitors (fig.2).
You might think that nothing will happen, but the trick is that the common
capacitor connection is not tied to ground,
meaning that the power supply "floats"
with respect to ground potential. When
the output devices amplify the signal
present on their gates, therefore, the entire
power supply—capacitors, rectifiers, and
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Fig.l Conventional power amplifier output
stage and power supply.

Fig. 2Transnova output stage and power supply

power supply—capacitors, rectifiers, and
transformer secondaries—is swung up and
down by the FETs' sources. The common
point is swept up and down with the
power supply and therefore delivers current into the load. As the Transnova output FETS amplify both voltage and current, this greatly simplifies the task for the
upstream circuitry.
—John Atkinson
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Transnova topology to counter what he
believed to be amisuse of the (then) new lategeneration FETs, including power MOSFETs. In his eyes, most designers, accustomed
to working with bipolar transistors, were
using FETs much as they had bipolar devices
—aided by the manufacturers of the devices.
These manufacturers were understandably
anxious to sell the new FETs without confusing the issue and thus were recommending familiar circuit applications which closely
paralleled those of bipolar transistors. Jim felt
that because of this "bipolar thinking," the
many advantages of FETs, including (but not
limited to) high speed, outstanding linearity, low noise, and good thermal stability,
were not being fully utilized.
Transnova is actually an acronym which
stands for TRANSconductance NOdal Voltage Amplifier. A full discussion of its operation—as might be apparent from the full
name alone—is beyond the scope of this discussion (a four-page paper on the topology
is available from Hafler). Basically, however,
the circuit configuration results in an amplifier which derives most of its voltage gain
from the output stage, unlike typical voltagefollower designs (see sidebar). This allows the
driver and front-end stages to be low-voltage
designs running on ±24V. Because the
Transnova design is said to drastically increase
the power gain of the output stage, less is
demanded of the driver stage, which can be
operated with much higher class-A operating
current. There are only three gain stages
required (input, driver, and power), and the
amplifier is said to have inherently high slew
rates and wide bandwidth, along with excellent high-frequency stability. Hafler also
states that it is inherently more tolerant of
capacitive loading—not an unexpected thing
in an amplifier circuit originally designed to
drive Acoustat's electrostatic loudspeakers.
The 9500 has abeefy power supply, its
heavy-duty transformer having separate
secondary windings for each channel's highvoltage supply (with afilter capacitance of
20,000g per rail per channel'), and athird
set of windings for the regulated low-voltage
supply feeding the input and driver stages.
The output stage of the 9500 uses eight
devices per channel (the smaller 9300 uses
six). Because MOSFETs are inherently self1The big 20,000e electrolytics are bypassed with 4.71.iF
polypropylene-dielectric types.
—JA
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correcting when overheated, no thermalprotection circuitry is needed. There is also
no output inductor, implying that the amplifier is unconditionally stable.
Internally, the 9500 appears neat and wellmade. The large power transformer takes up
at least aquarter of the internal space, and
probably makes up agood portion of the
weight as well. The wraparound heatsinks
give the entire assembly areassuring solidity.

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

The Hafler was auditioned with avariety of
loudspeakers, but Ispent most of my listening time with it in the company of the Vandersteen 2Ces (also reviewed in this issue).
The preamp was the Rowland Consummate.
The CD transport was either the belt-drive
C.E.C. imported by Parasound or the Pioneer Elite PD-65 used as atransport (the latter used primarily when the Wilson WATT/
Puppies or the Apogee Stages were in the
system), used to drive aPS Audio Ultralink
via Kimber AGDL. The processor-to-preamp link was TARA Labs RSC Master, and
the preamp-to-power-amp link was Cardas
Hexlink. Symo loudspeaker cables were used
except with the WATT/Puppies, where RSC
Master loudspeaker cable was used (but with
an MIT Puppytail connecting the WATTs
and Puppies). Program material was primarily CD.

SOUND

Ibegan my listening to the Hafler through
the Wilson Audio WATT/Puppies. The pairing was successful, though not arevelation.
The 9500 turned in asolid performance, but
not one which made me want to chuck the
Krell KSA-250 which had been in the system immediately prior to the Hafler. The
9500 sounded cooler and leaner than the
Krell, with atighter but less robust extreme
bottom end and abrighter, more up-front
low treble. Both amplifiers were strong on
soundstaging; though the more forwardsounding of the two, the Hafler nonetheless
did an impressive job in rendering asense of
space and depth. It lacked some of the Krell's
drama, especially in its performance at the
bottom end of its range, but kept avery tight
grip through it all. While Iultimately came
to feel that the Hafler was just abit too lean
and analytical for the WATT/Puppies, it's
unlikely that the moderately priced Hafler
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and the very expensive Wilsons would ever
be paired in any case.
Moving on to amore realistic combination, Ihooked up the Hafler to the VanderSteen 2Ces. My impressions here could not
have been more different. The sound with
the Vandersteens was solid and secure, with
apowerful and—within the capabilities of
the Vandersteens—tight bottom end, an
immediate but not pushy midrange, and a
clean, open, and detailed treble. Though the
extreme highs seemed ashade softened—a
quality of the Vandersteens, in my judgment
—the Hafler presented an excellent sense of
space, with anatural, ambient shell evident
around the performers. Sibilance was clean
and without exaggeration. The Hafler's slight
leanness was evident here, but instead of
washing out the warmth of the overall sound
it simply translated into an opening-up of the
soundspace and apleasing lack of congestion or muddle.
The longer Ilistened to the Hafler in this
setup, the more Iliked it. It was equally at
home on small-scale, intimate music or bigboned, rousing works. A new HDCD sampler from Reference Recordings (RR-S3CD)
is asuperb example of the latter. On Festival
Day in Seville, one of the real showpieces on
this disc as played by the Dallas Wind Symphony (from Trittico, RR-52CD), the Hafler,
like the Energizer bunny (or Frederick Fennell, the conductor here), just kept going and
going and going. The bass drum and percussion on this selection will knock you out of
your chair, and the Haller responded without
strain or congestion.
The brightness Inoted with the WATT/
Puppies was nowhere in evidence here. On
Behold Man, another selection on this sampler, this time of solo chorus (from Testament,
RR-49CD), the overall balance was excellent, with no sense of brightness or leanness
but rather compellingly natural warmth and
acoustic space The latter is particularly notable throughout this CD, and the Hafler did
an especially good job of reproducing it.
Likewise in the portrayal of depth, where the
front-to-back layers of the chorus were
clearly audible.
Nor did the 9500 shortchange other types
of program material. The solo voices on The
Faiffield Four (Warner Bros. 26945-2) had just
the right degree of body and warmth, the
individual voices easily distinguished in the
186

mix. Magazine 60's "Don Quichotte" (Northern Exposure, MCA MCAD-10685) was wide
open and clean, with apunchy, tight low end.
Inner details were sharply defined, but not
overdone And Robert Lucas's voice on Usin'
Man Blues (AudioQuest AQ-CD 1001) was
uncolored and very much in-the-room, his
guitar crisp and articulate, without the slight,
furry edge I've noticed on anumber of other
amp/loudspeaker combinations.
The tendency to brightness and leanness
that I'd noted with the Hafler on the WATT/
Puppies was not entirely absent with the Vandersteens as Iaccumulated more and more
listening time with the Vandersteen/Hafler
9500 combination, but it was arare occurrence and never an irritation. More often than
not, the Hafler's strengths—a tight, welldefined low end, an open, lively midrange,
and aclean top end free of spit or sizzle—
dominated my impressions. Icontinued to
be impressed by the Hafler's reproduction
of depth and space and its ease at high levels.

THE ARAGON COMPARISON

But you might well be wondering—I was—
how the 9500 compared with the competition. Glad you asked. Most of my prior listening to the Vandersteens had been with the
Aragon 4004 Mk.II—one of the best amplifiers in its price class. Yet the Hafler matched
it every step of the way on the Vandersteens,
and managed to edge it out in anumber of
areas. With the Turtle Creek Chorus on
Legacy, the Hailer continued to excel with its
open, three-dimensional sound, striking
sense of depth and ambience, and ability to
separate sections of the choir. My minor
complaints are of asubtle thickening in the
upper midrange with asmall loss of transparency there, along with some shortage of
air at the very top—which did not seem to
limit the realistic portrayal of the performing
space. The latter two limitations are, in my
judgment, attributable to the Vandersteens.
Switching to the Aragon, the differences
were not huge, but the sound was somehow
less deep, less three-dimensional. The chorus
was more forward—a surprise, since my
general impression had been that the Hafler
was somewhat forward-sounding—with
each section of the choir abit less welldefined and with areduced sense of ambient
space. With Albeniz's Festival Day in Madrid,
the 9500 remained open, dimensional, and
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above all, clean, with no sense of edge or
excess brightness. Congestion as the level
increased was minimal. The bass was deep,
reasonably tight, and could be felt as well as
heard—right up through the seat of my
pants. The Aragon was definitely comparable, though was abit more open at the very
top and, at the bottom, fuller yet slightly
tighter. Further listening revealed the Hafler
to be abit brighter in the low treble, the Aragon more subjectively extended, though a
bit crisp-sounding, in the upper treble. The
top end of the Hafler was abit more of a
piece, though, because of its slightly brighter
low treble, not as sweet-sounding overall as
the Aragon. There was little to choose
between them with respect to bottom-end
extension and wallop, though the Aragon
appeared just abit tighter overall.
As Icompared the two amplifiers on CD
after CD, it became clear that they were running neck and neck, though they did not
sound precisely the same. The Hafler continued to excel in the portrayal of depth,
space, and ambience, the Aragon in upperoctave air and detailing. They traded places
in the bass depending on the characteristics
of the program material, the Aragon proving
generally weightier but, on some material—
especially rock—the Hafler coming out as
punchier and tighter overall. Ultimately Ifelt
the Aragon to be perhaps ashade deeper and
fuller in the bass, the Hailer somewhat cooler
and drier. This was not true on all recordings,
however; witness my initial impression on
the Albeniz. The Hafler also sounded livelier
in the upper midrange and low treble, a
characteristic which did not appear unnatural
or irritating on the Vandersteens.
Overall, Ifelt that the Hafler marginally
edged out the Aragon on the 2Ces. Changing over briefly to the Spica Angelus, however, gave adifferent result. Here the Hafler
was abit too forward in the low treble, the
slightly more reticent Aragon giving amore
relaxed presentation. Actually, Ifound that
the Spicas were at their best with neither
amplifier, preferring to receive their sonic
nourishment from the Sonic Frontiers SFS80—though this did reduce the Spica's overall focus and extension at both frequency
extremes.

THE TUBE COMPARISON
Ialso compared the sound of the Hafler
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against that of the Sonic Frontiers driving the
Vandersteen 2Ces. Hafler makes the claim
that the 9500 (and the smaller 9300) delivers
a"tube amp" sound without the penalties
of tubes. Does it? What it does deliver is a
degree of liveliness in the upper midrange
and lower treble which are characteristic of
many—but not all—tube amplifiers, and a
slight softening of the extreme top. But it certainly didn't sound like the SFS-80. The
Sonic Frontiers was sweet and open through
the midrange, with plenty of detail, but there
was adefinition and immediacy to the sound
of the Hafler which Idefinitely preferred. It
did not sound etched or artificial, but very
open and detailed. The Hafler also had asock
in the low end which the Sonic Frontiers
could not match. The Sonic Frontiers did
edge out the Hafler slightly in warmth, fullness, ambience retrieval, and overall depth—
but not by much. And not enough on these
loudspeakers, in my judgment, to make up
for the Hafler's superior grip and overall
control.

RINGING THE SPEAKER CHANGES

The Hafler was also auditioned through two
other pair of loudspeakers—the Vandersteen
3s and the Apogee Stages. The results with
the 3s were every bit as effective as with the
2Ces. (I go into the differences more thoroughly in my review of the Vandersteen 2Ces
elsewhere in this issue.) With the Stages, I
compared the Hafler not only with the Aragon, but with the Krell KSA-250—as Ihad
with the WATT/Puppies.
The Hafler performed exceptionally well
through the Stages, with alively, open, transparent sound. Its bass was tight and controlled rather than warm and full, but with
the Stages—which tend toward fullness
themselves—that was no handicap at all.
Only with close-miked male vocals did I
wish for perhaps atrace more body and
warmth. The midrange was present without being pushy, the highs detailed and very
clean. There was still atrace of excess sparkle
in the lower treble, but Inever found it to be
any sort of problem on anything resembling
adecent recording.
The Hafler may look like Little Toot next
to the Krell KSA-250, but size can be deceptive Ifound the Krell to be warmer and fuller
than the Hafler, with asweeter low treble.
The latter was primarily evident in the Krell's
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softer reproduction of sibilance and slightly
less analytical nature. And the Krell had a
more robust, though less taut, low bass. But
there were recordings on which the Hafler
clearly outgunned the Krell, and the Hafler
actually ran neck and neck with the KSA-250
in imaging, depth, inner detail, and the feeling
of overall power and control it conveyed. I
have to say that Iwent back and forth more
than afew times before deciding that, yes, the
Krell was the slightly more refined-sounding
amplifier overall—but hardly to the degree
suggested by the difference in price.
Stacked up against the Aragon, the Hafler,
this time, took the honors. Both amplifiers
performed very well with the Stages, but the
Aragon seemed somewhat laid-back, perhaps in comparison with the Hailer's more
forward, immediate sound. Yet the 9500
never seemed pushy; it just seemed to have
amore natural weight and body in the midrange. Its soundstage depth extended from
just in front of the Apogees to well behind;
the Aragon's began just behind the plane of
the Stages and did not extend quite as deep
as the Hafler's—though the difference here
was small and not audible on all recordings.
The Hafler also had the more liquid sound,
overall, and although the bass of both amplifiers was very good, the Hailer's was just
slightly more solid and substantial. None of
these differences blew me off my chair, but
of all of them, the Hailer's more full-bodied,
palpable midrange was definitely the most
apparent.

damped, is visible on the leading edge in both
the positive and negative legs—a small price
for the apparently very fast rise time indicating awide bandwidth. The lkHz squarewave
(not shown) is virtually textbook-perfect.
Fig3 shows the crosstalk, measured at lkHz;
it is very low and consistent between channels.
The THD +noise vs frequency results in
fig.4 are consistently low regardless of load,
slightly but not appreciably higher at the
lower impedances. The commonly encountered distortion rise at higher frequencies is
moderate, distortion still remaining below
0.1%.
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Fig. IHafler 9500, frequency response at 2W into
4ohms (right channel dashed, 0.5dBivertical div.)
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M EASUREMENTS
The Hafler 9500's input impedance measured
just over 47k ohms. Gain into 8ohms was
28dB. The output impedance was very low,
ranging between 0.016 ohms and 0.022 ohms
depending on frequency and load. This suggests avery consistent performance with a
wide range ofloudspeaker loads. DC offset
measured 6.8mV in the left channel, 13.6mV
in the right. S/N (unweighted at 1W into 8
ohms) measured 92.7dB. The 9500 was noninverting, apositive impulse at the input
remaining positive at the output.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the
9500 at 2W into 4ohms. Comment here is
unnecessary. The response at IW into 8ohms
is not shown; it is actually slightly better. The
Hafler's 10kHz squarewave response is
shown in fig.2. A very slight overshoot, well
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Fig.2 Hafler 9500,

0kHz squarewave at I
W into

8ohms
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Fig.3 Hafler 9500, crosstalk: L—R (top); R—L
(bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig3 shows the THD +noise waveform of
the Hafler in response to alkHz input into
a4ohm load at an output of 41W, low outputs resulting in nothing but noise It appears
to be primarily anoisy second harmonic. A
similar result was obtained into an 8ohm
load, but into a2ohm load athird harmonic
component was evident (curves not shown).
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the Hailer's output driving 50Hz into a4ohm load at an
output level of 250W (
2
/
3 power). The distortion components here are well down in
level—the worst case being the second harmonic at 100Hz—at -79dB, or about 0.012%.
Fig.7 shows the artifacts (IM distortion)
in response to acombined 19 +20kHz signal at 230W output into 4ohms (a level just
below visible signs of clipping with this
test signal). The highest artifact here—at
17kHz—is at -67dB, or about 0.045%. The
lkHz difference signal is at -78dB, or less
than 0.015%. The response to the same signal

into an 8ohm load at 142W (not shown, but,
again, just prior to clipping with this signal)
had no artifacts above 0.025%.
The THD +noise vs level curves for the
9500, one channel driven, are shown in fig.8.
The output continues to increase with dropping load impedance; though consistent with
its specifications, the output does not double
with each halving of the load value. It will
put out its rated power without complaining,
/1•010 I•6113/01 lead-12

WM, gm
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Fig.6 Hafler 9500, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
DC—I kHz. at 250W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level at
—79dB, 0.012%, but there are no powersupply—related spuriae at 60Hz or its
harmonics.
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Fig.4 Hafler 9500, THD+noise vs frequency at,
from bottom to top: I
W into 8ohms (left);
2W into 4ohms (left); I
W into 8ohms
(right); 2W into 4ohms (right); 4W into
2ohms (left).
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Fig.7 Hafler 9500, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 230W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).

•

Fig.5 Hafler 9500, 'kHz waveform at 4IW into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).
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Fig.8 Hafler 9500, distortion vs output power,
from bottom to top at 100W into 8, 4, and
2ohms
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though the distortion at the 250W (8 ohm)
and 375W (4 ohm) points are nearer 0.1%
than the rated 0.03% (a difference that could
be at least partially accounted for by aline
voltage slightly below 120V). The actual discrete clipping measurements (1% distortion
at lkHz) are shown in Table 1. It is not at all
uncommon for amplifiers putting out this
kind of power, particularly moderately priced
ones, to blow fuses while attempting to take
these measurements, especially at low impedances. Idid not lose asingle fuse with the
Hafler. Ishould note that these continuous
powers were only held for a couple of
seconds—long enough for the Audio Precision test set to stabilize and to read the measurement. But it's unlikely that any realworld application would require these power
outputs for longer than that—most loudspeakers would melt under such continuous
drive.
Finally, despite my previously expressed
concerns for the life of our test-bench load
resistors, Idid check the power output of the
9500 in the bridged mode, into 8ohms. This
was done on aTHD +noise vs level sweep—
which is abit easier on the amplifier and its
fuses than discrete clipping measurements,
as high power is sustained for less than asecond. In this mode, lkHz distortion remained
under 0.02% from under 50mW up to 700W.
Distortion rose rapidly above this point, but
did not reach 1% until 900W or 29.5dBW!
Again, nothing catastrophic occurred, either
to the amplifier or to our test load.
Altogether, the Hafler 9500's measurements would not be out of place in afar more

Table 1. Hafler 9500 Clipping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
LOAD
W (dBW)
W (dBW)
ohms
(L)
(R)
8
273 (24.4)
272 (24.3) 283 (24.5)
(line)
116V
117V
4
434 (23.4)
433 (23.4)
(line)
114V

455 (23.6)
117V

2
(line)

591 (21.7)
113V

expensive amplifier. Nothing in the testbench results contradicts the amplifier's fine
performance in the listening room.

CONCLUSIONS
The Hafler 9500 joins that select group of
moderately priced amplifiers which make life
difficult for manufacturers of higher-ticket
electronics. Like all amplifiers, it will "lockin" better with some loudspeakers than with
others, but agood match will not be exceptionally difficult to achieve. And if you find
the 9500 appealing but can't quite afford
the freight, Hafler has the 9300 THX with
slightly lower power (150W instead of 250W
into 8ohms) and asignificantly lower price
($650 less, to be precise). ST speaks highly
of the latter, though Ihasten to add that I
haven't had the opportunity to compare the
two. But the designs are very similar in concept and execution. Hafler is not the first
company—nor, Ihope, the last—to prove
that superb sound does not require asecond
mortgage.

SONIC FRONTIERS SFS-80 POWER AMPLIFIER
Jack English
Stereo all-tube amplifier. Output tubes: two pairs of matched KT99s. Input/driver tubes: four 6DJ8s. Power as supplied: 80W
RMS into 4ohms (I6dBW). Frequency response: 3Hz-70kHz, ±3dB. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input sensitivity: 950mV
RMS at IkHz for 80W output. Dimensions: 18" W by 14.5" Dby 9" H. Weight: 66 lbs. Warranty: 5years limited parts and
labor, 1year for tubes. Price: $2895. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer Sonic Frontiers, 760 Pacific Road,
Unit 19, Oakville, Ontario L6L 6M5, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.
Canadian audio manufacturer Sonic Frontiers, now nearly five years old, has been relatively unknown in the States. However, this
is probably changing fast since Stereophile
published Dick Olsher's very favorable reviews of their SFL-1 line-level preamplifier.'
The company began life as asupplier of such
190

premium-grade parts marques as Vishay,
Holco, MIT, WonderCaps, Rel-Caps, Solen,
Wima, Alps, Cardas, WBT, Tiffany, and Edison Price, and has acustomer base of over
10,000. Sonic Frontiers offered their first
IAugust 1992 (Vol.15 No.8) and February 1993 (Vol.16
No.2).
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Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 power amplifier

own-brand product in 1989—the SFM-75
mono tube amplifier kit. Audiophiles apparently judged the SFM asuccess and said so
with their dollars. However, the frustrations
associated with supporting the do-it-yourself
market led directly to the SFL-1 preamp and
SFS-80 power amplifier. Convinced they
could indeed develop cost-effective, highend audio products, Sonic Frontiers realized
that they'd be better off building the units
themselves. As of now, they plan to offer no
more DIY products.
Naturally, considering Sonic Frontiers'
background, their own products use only
the best available parts. And, because their
designs were originally aimed at the DIY
market, their products are straightforward
and clearly laid out. In addition, the target
DIY market helped hone their skills in offering very high levels of performance at specific
price points.
This background is evident in the SFS-80's
construction. It uses premium parts throughout, including Edison Price binding posts,
rhodium-plated Cardas female RCA inputs,
and internal Cardas wiring. The eight Gold
Aero tubes comprise two pairs of matched
output KT99s and four input/driver 6DJ8s.
The SFS-80 is actually an updated version
of the short-lived SFS-50 design. Changes
include: amore massive (600VA) power
transformer with an improved core material
of top-quality, grain-oriented silicon steel;
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

a10% increase in filter capacity, with improved tolerances to boot; 12 MIT MultiCap
capacitors; Vishay resistors; lower levels of
feedback; anonmagnetic, stainless-steel chassis; aesthetically improved transformer top
covers also now made from stainless steel; an
improved tube cage with better ventilation;
and Gold Aero tubes. One of the more significant results is a60% increase in power to
80W RMS.
An important feature of this well-thoughtout design is the built-in bias meter located
on the front faceplate. A rotary switch is used
to select which output tube will be measured.
Bias-adjustment potentiometers are located
on the top of the chassis near each KT99 tube.
Biasing is simple and straightforward, each
screw being adjusted to give a50mA reading
on the meter.
The tube cage sits atop the chassis, covering the front of the amp where the tubes are
located. Ileft the cage off throughout this
review to improve ventilation. (Okay, okay—
so Ipreferred to look at the tubes.) The goldanodized aluminum faceplate is spartan, with
only atoggle power switch and the bias
meter. Once again, everything is simple and
to the point. If the SFS-80 has something,
it is clearly there for areason.
Iused ahost of other equipment for this
review, including: the Benz-Micro Ruby and
Koetsu Pro IV cartridges; the Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 arnetable; Magnan Type Vi,
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Cardas Hexlink Golden-Five C, and XLO
Type 1and 4phono leads and interconnects;
Theta Data CD transport; ICimber KCAG
and NBS Digital Reference coaxial, and Allis
Glass Fiber interconnects; the Mark Levinson
No30 DAC; the CAT SL-1 Signature, Melos
333, and Metaxas Marquis preamps; Audio
Research LitzLine 2, XL0 Type 5, and Cardas
Golden Series 5C speaker cables; ProAc
Response Three, Clearfield Audio Metropolitan, and Martin-Logan HZ speakers; and
dual Tice Power Blocks and Titans.

SONIC RESULTS
The SFS-80 did indeed sound like atube
amplifier. What was surprising is how powerful atube amplifier it sounded like. While
80W is hardly atrifling amount, the performance of the amp belied its power rating on
each of the speakers Iused with it, consistently sounding more powerful and effortless
than I'd expected. (After all, Iwas trying to
come up with some excuse to request those
much more powerful SFM-160 monoblocks!) With the warmed-up amp in place,
Ihad no problem understanding the motivations for the naming of Chesky's The Power
of the Orchestra CD (RC30), particularly Mussorgsky's Night on Bald Mountain. With nary
ahint of strain, René Leibowitz and the Royal
Philharmonic set up shop right in the business end of my listening room.
Growing sadistic, Iopted for The Corey
Test. This is auniquely challenging approach
to audio reviewing that Ilearned under the
Master's skillful tutelage (as outlined succinctly in his review of the ProAc Response
Two speakers, July '92). The goal is to try to
destroy some of your speakers' drivers while
running for cover to protect your ears, claiming to be outside washing the car or some
such drivel (has anyone actually ever seen
Corey driving aclean car?). The instrument
of the planned destruction was none other
than the demure Red Hot Chili Peppers' tryto-sit-this-one-out Blood Sugar Sex Majik
(Warner Bros. 26681-2).
Somewhere along the line Imust have
missed something the Master had told me.
The amp was fine. The speakers were fine.
My neighbors were going for their guns. It
was my own ears that begged for mercy long
before the amp cried "Uncle!" This extremely
powerful 80-watter should be capable of
driving almost anything to as loud alevel as
192

its owner desires.
Power corrupts. The SFS-80's power,
however, was put to excellent use in two very
critical areas, neither of which was the crude
ability to simply play loudly. The first was
its handling of the bass region. As specified,
the amp extended deep into the lowest bass,
and proved capable of assisting my speakers
and listening room in delivering everything
they were capable of, from the unrelenting
electric bass of the Chili Peppers through
the rhythmic pace of the acoustic bass on
John Handy's Excursion in Blue (Quartet Q1005CD). The SFS-80 consistently displayed
power, tunefulness, and surprising articulation throughout the bass range. While I've
had limited exposure to the KT99 tube, I
assume that much of the SFS-80's bass
character is related to the KT99's capabilities. This amplifier was noticeably tighter
than my KT88-equipped ARC Classic 150s,
especially through the midbass.
The SFS-80 also effectively put its power
reserves to work in the area of dynamics, this
illustrated in spades by the Chesky Mussorgsky recording. At no point did the amp
become congested or hard. If the music got
louder, that was all it did; it never changed
sonic character at different volume levels.
Another wonderful illustration was the surprising dynamic range on the massed vocals
of Veljo Tormis's Forgotten Peoples (ECM
1459/60, 434 275-2). This two-CD set has
what Richard Lehnert described as a"breathtaking" dynamic range (Vol.15 No.8). The
SFS-80 got all of it without adding any
unwanted colorations.
Prolonged exposure to the amp reinforced
my perception of its tube character. In general, the sound was warm, full, and slightly
softened at the top. The latter was obvious
in aslight loss of distinctiveness on snare
brushes or various bell sounds (eg, Sara K.,
Closer Than They Appear, CheskyJD67). In
the midrange, the amp was harmonically rich
and full, revealing the music's timbral substance. Putting the rich midrange together
with the softened top was never offensive,
but it was musically subtractive on things like
Midori's splendid violin sound from Live at
Carnegie Hall (Sony SK 46742). What was lost
was the stratospherically high, sweet overtones of her lovely performance. What was
wonderful was the full, lush splendor of the
mids.
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The soundstage presented by the SFS-80
tended to be somewhat nearer the front row
than typical. Iwas consistently closer to the
performers as they appeared on avery big,
wide stage. On the downside, depth gradations were slightly truncated. Soundstages
often appeared wider and shallower through
the amp. However, in spite of the treble
softening, the sound was sufficiently spacious
and open. Live performances like Midori's
had believable amounts of ambience and hall
sound. With such large-scale orchestral performances as Hoist's The Planets (Telarc CD80133), Isimply had abetter seat than usual.
Extensive listening led to my only quibbles
with the amp's performance, and they're
minor. The first concerns the lack of clear
delineation, or black space The SFS-80 seemed
to slightly fill things in, running them together. Individual notes or sounds weren't
as precisely defined as they should have been.
With digital, the jet-black backgrounds took
on adark grey hue Sounds were rounded out
and blended together, filling in places that
should have been empty. My only other con11.1210 11116121214.11,110-1 111111...12e, I 2211.124,
2 OM

1111.01.
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cern was with aslightly hard region in the
upper-mids/lower-treble region. This added
atouch of excessive sibilance to massed vocals
(eg, the Tormis recording), asharpened edge
to certain keys on the piano (eg, Handy), and
excessive splashiness to cymbals (eg, Chili
Peppers). The degree of hardness/sharpness/brightness was slight but consistent.
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
Iauditioned and bench-tested the sample of
the Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 as it was set: with
the output transformers' secondary taps at
3.5 ohms.
The input impedance of the SFS-80 measured just under 99k ohms, its gain into 8
ohms 27dB. The output impedance measured 3.5 ohms up to lkHz and decreased
only slightly, to 3.2 ohms, at 20kHz. This is
aconsiderably higher value than usual, even
for atube amplifier; Iwould expect the performance of the SFS-80 to be quite dependent on the load—both loudspeaker and
cable. DC offset measured OmV in both
channels, and signal/noise (unweighted at 1W
into 8ohms) measured 89.7dB. The SFS-80
was noninverting; apositive impulse at the

•
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Fig.l Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, frequency response
at IW into 8ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, 10kHz squarewave
at IW into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, crosstalk: L—R (top);
R—L (bottom) (SdB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, THD+noise vs
frequency at, from bottom to top: I
W into
8ohms; 2W into 4ohms; 4W into 2ohms
(right channel dashed).
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input resulted in apositive impulse at the
output.
The SFS-80's frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms is shown in fig. 1. There is a
0.5dB difference in gain between the channels, and ahigh-frequency rolloff of under
0.5dB at 20kHz. The HF rolloff at 2W into
4ohms (not shown) is slightly less—about
0.25dB at 20kHz—reflecting the slightly
better match of the amplifier's 3.5 ohm output tap to a4ohm load.
The 10kHz squarewave response of the
SFS-80 is shown in fig.2. The rounded leading edge reflects the high-frequency rolloff
evident in fig.1, and there is aslight leadingedge overshoot and about two cycles of ultrasonic ringing. The lld-lz response, not shown,
has anearly ideal square shape. Fig3 shows
the channel separation. This is avery good
result, with the crosstalk buried beneath the
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noise floor below 2kHz. While it increases
abit on one channel in the midband, this
should be audibly inconsequential.
Fig.4, the THD+ noise vs frequency result,
shows areasonably low distortion in the
midband—even into a2ohm load. The distortion does increase considerably at the frequency extremes, but the overall levels are not
out of line for agood tube amplifier. Fig.5
shows the spectrum of the Sonic Frontiers'
output while reproducing a50Hz tone at a
level of 53W into a4ohm load eh power).
The harmonics are clearly visible, decreasing
in level with increasing frequency—with the
level of each even harmonic generally below
the following odd one. The worst of these
harmonics is the third, at -41dB or about
0.9%.
While the results shown here look rather
messy (and could certainly not be called technically impressive), the second highest harmonic, at 100Hz, is down -52dB or 0.25%,
and the remainder are all below 0.1%. Fig.6
shows the distortion+ noise waveform of the
Sonic Frontiers in response to alkHz signal into 4ohms (at 6.7W, lower outputs generating primarily noise). It is mainly second
harmonic, with some noise. Into either an 8

1.0.0

Fig.5 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, spectrum of 50Hz
waveform, DC—I kHz, at 53W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level at
—4IdB, 0.9%, but there are no powersupply—related spuriae at 60Hz or its
harmonic.
Fig.7 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, HF intermodulafon
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 49 8W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
1.11.10
.....C11110.1 .7.110-9 .000.

Fig.6 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, 'kHz waveform at
6.7W Into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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1
Fig.8 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, distortion vs output
power, from bottom to top at IOW into 8,
4, and 2ohms.
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ohm or 2ohm load—again, not optimally
matched to the transformer secondary selected
in our sample—this becomes third harmonic
(not shown).
Fig.7 shows the artifacts (1M distortion)
in response to acombined 19 +20kHz signal at 49.8W output into 4ohms (a level just
before visible clipping occurs with this test
signal). The highest artifacts here are at
18kHz and 21kHz (2x19-20kHz and 2x2019kHz, respectively), down just over 42dB
or 0.8%, followed by the lkHz difference
tone at about -44dB or 0.65%. Aside from
the 17kHz artifact, at 0.12%, the remainder
arc all below 0.1%. The response to the same
signal into an 8 ohm load at 35.6W (not
shown, but again just prior to clipping with
this signal) was comparable though not identical with slightly lower readings, especially
across the low treble region.
The manner in which the SFS-80's amount
of THD+noise changes with level, one channel driven, is shown in fig.8. Note that power
output only reaches alevel of 80W or more,
at reasonably low distortion (1%), with a4
ohm load. Again, this is consistent with the
3.5 ohm output tap configuration. Iwould
expect that, had the output transformer
secondary been wired for 8ohms, the best
power output would have been reached with
an 8ohm load. Even here, the performance
is actually slightly better into an 8ohm load
up to about 34W, but the distortion rises
more rapidly with the 8ohm load above this
point, and the effective power output into this
load is only slightly over 60W. And while the
rise in distortion with a2ohm load is not
rapid until over 80W, the distortion here
reaches 1% by approximately 17W, making
the performance of the SFS-80 marginal into
a2ohm load.
Finally, the measured discrete clipping
levels (1% distortion at lkHz) are in Table I.
Note that, with both channels driven, the
Sonic Frontiers will not put out 80W into the
optimum 4ohm load, the left channel in particular falling well short of that figure. With
one channel driven, however, it will. (I also
checked the output of the right channel
driven alone; it reached the specified clipping
level at 102.5W or 20dBW).
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Table 1 Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 Clipping
(1 0/o THO +noise at 1kHz)
Both Channels
Driven

One Channel
Driven

W (dBW)
LOAD
W (dE1W)
(L)
ohms
(L)
(R)
8
44.6 (16.5) 42.7 (16.3) 45.2 (16.6)
120V
(line)
120V

4
60.1 (14.8) 72.6 (15.6) 80.7 (16.1)
119V
(line)
119V
17.3 (6.4)
2
119V
(line)
Altogether, the Sonic Frontiers SFS-80's
bench-test results were respectable though
not exceptional. The major items worth
emphasizing are the importance of configuring the output transformer's output taps to
the loudspeaker in use for best power transfer—a factory or dealer adjustment—and the
amplifier's rather high output impedance.
The latter, particularly, suggests that acareful
audition be performed with your loudspeaker
(and, preferably, loudspeaker cable as well)
before afinal purchase decision is made.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION
Sonic Frontiers has quickly asserted itself as
amanufacturer of sonically wonderful products. More important, they have specifically
decided to offer outstanding levels of performance at low to intermediate prices. Their
products merit comparison with the best, but
at prices considerably more reasonable than
the competition. In the tube realm, they
should now be mentioned right alongside
Audible Illusions, Quicksilver, and Music
Reference as price/performance pacesetters.
The SFS-80 is an extremely straightforward and well-made amplifier with aHallof-Fame parts list and outstanding sonic performance: great power, impressive bass,
realistic dynamics, and rich harmonics. Soundstaging was close, big, and wide, with ample
openness. Depth was just awee bit foreshortened, there was anarrow band of hardness,
and black backgrounds were painted adark
grey. All things considered, the SFS-80 is a
musically satisfying power amplifier and an
outstanding bargain.
—Jack English
$
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J
ADIS DEFY-7 MK.II
STEREO TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER
Martin Colloms

Jadis Defy-7 Mk.I1
power amplifier
Rated output power 100Wpc into 8ohms or 4ohms (20dBW/I7dBVV) at lkHz for 0.6% THD+noise. Rated frequency response
at IW (-3dB points): I5Hz-100kHz. Measured specifications: Maximum output power at lkHz: I6W into 8ohms for 1%
THD (I2dBVV), one channel driven, 96W into 8ohms for visual clipping, one channel driven (19.8dBVV); 56Wpc into 4ohms
for visual clipping, both channels driven (I4.5dBW). Peak current output: +8.5A. -8A. Output impedance at 'kHz: 0.4 ohms.
SIN ratio ref. OdBW: 75dB (22Hz-22kHz), 83dB (CCIR-weighted). S/N ratio ref. 20dBW: 94dB (22Hz-22kHz), 102dB (CC1Rweighted). Input impedance: 500k ohms in parallel with less than 100pF. Input sensitivity: 85mV for IW/8 ohms; 950mV for
maximum output. Dimensions: 19" W by 8.9" Hby 21" D. Weight: 70 lbs. Price: $6490. Approximate number of dealers:
19. Manufacturer Jadis, Villedubert, France. US Distributor: Fanfare International, Inc., 500 East 77th St., New York, NY
10021. Tel: (212) 734-1041. Fax: (212) 734-7735.

Owning apowerful tube amplifier is like
owning aclassic automobile. Great pleasure
may be had, but ownership involves alittle
more care and maintenance than usual.
Jadis, an audiophile company specializing
in all-tube amplifiers and operating out of
asmall French town, has enjoyed agood reputation for some years, even if some of its
models have suffered from the reliability
problems that occasionally afflict the largest
tube amps. Another problem area is that of
power consumption and heat output. In
common with class-A amplifiers and highbias A/B types, including solid-state models,
larger tube amps give off substantial heat.
The Defy-7's 240W idling consumption may
or may not be welcome, according to your
location and the season.
Your $6490 (give or take some lengths of
good audio cable) gets you amassive stereo
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chassis in polished chrome weighing ahefty
70 lbs. A protective perforated cover is provided for the relatively fragile tubes. (Some
thought may be given to whether this cover
should be removed in families with young
children. The tubes run too hot to touch; if
broken, they provide access to dangerously
high voltages.)
Power enters via adetachable 3-pin LEC
connector; the speaker terminals are doubled
up to facilitate biwiring, while the inputs are
unbalanced, gold-plated phonos. For proper
ventilation and control of microphony, the
Defy-7 cannot be placed directly on acarpet unless on tall insulating feet; or, ideally,
on amasonry slab itself placed on antivibration feet.

TECHNOLOGY
Beneath the Defy-7's glossy, polished
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exterior lies an object of mystery and wonder.
Though apparently asimple, traditional tube
design, some oddly modern, solid-state details have been bolted on to the undercarriage
of this ostensibly all-glass amplifier. There
are no solid-state devices anywhere in the
signal path, however.
The generously dimensioned output
transformers are equipped with terminal
blocks which allow the use of the whole of
the secondary winding in arange of combinations, much like those in the early Radfords. These combinations are selected by
moveable straps to adjust the load matching
and thus achieve maximum loudness and
quality with arange of speaker loads. A particular feature is the 1ohm setting, while
others include 4 (to 8), 8 (to 16), and 6+
ohms. The 4ohm setting, defined for 4to 8
ohms, was the setting supplied and used on
test. (Access is below the bottom cover; the
amp should be disconnected from the supply
and allowed to cool off for 15 minutes before
any work is begun.)
A "low" output setting such as this
improves the available output current and
reduces the source impedance, if at the
expense of maximum output level voltage.
The 8-16 ohm tap may be used to advantage
where the load is kind. Use of the 4ohm
tap—rated at anominal 100W into amatched
impedance—with an 8ohm speaker will in
theory reduce the maximum level by 2-3dB,
to 70-50W (see fig.1 later). The 1ohm setting
in theory will produce only 12.5W of "level"
into an 8ohm load, but has acurrent capability sufficient to dump the 100W of output power into a1ohm loudspeaker load,
such as the original Apogee Scintilla.
The input and driver circuits are longtail-pair differential stages, direct-coupled
from the input to their output. While pairs
of ECC83 triodes, strapped to improve their
power bandwidth, are used for the driver
stage, in practice the signal passes through
only three tubes before arriving at the output
transformer windings. This is abeneficially
short signal path.
An ECC82 double triode is present at the
input, one tube per channel. An unusually
high input impedance of 470k is defined by
the input resistors. This loads the preceding
source very little.
Two triodes, their cathodes each decoupled by an electrolytic capacitor, are used for
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

each phase of the next stage, which is
cathode-biased to +72V to match the preceding stage. The driver plate loads are quite
high at 330k ohms; the plates are coupled to
the output-stage grids via the usual 0.47pF
polypropylene capacitors, these made by
EFD of France.
The Defy-7's high output-stage gain helps
reduce the demands on the driver stage; this
keeps the whole amplifier relatively short and
simple. The output stage operates in classA/B "ultralinear" mode using General Electric 6550 beam tetrodes, three pairs operated
in parallel to generate the necessary output.
They are not overrated in this application,
since the high-voltage rail is set to afairly
modest 500V. In theory, with a750 or 800V
supply one pair of such tubes could deliver
120W flat out; the use here of three pairs can
be seen to be relatively kind to the output
tubes. This also allows for ahigher peak current and consequently abetter load tolerance.
The output tube cathodes are partially
decoupled, generating adegree of auto bias,
but are also directly coupled into afeedback
winding of the output transformer. The
schematic on the transformer can is not
representative, but the operating point for the
tubes is primarily controlled by an unregulated DC bias voltage applied to the output
tube grids.
In the "Ultralinear" connection the screen
grid is coupled via amoderate-value resistor,
1k in this case, to atap in the primary winding of the output transformer. This confers
two benefits: to begin with, it allows the
screen to deliver some useful power; second,
the local negative feedback it introduces
lowers the high anode output impedance of
the "pentode" from 12k ohms or more to less
than 5k ohms, allowing alower-ratio output transformer with improved bandwidth
and coupling.
The "Ultralinear" mode is aselected transition point between pentode and triode
operation for this class of output tube. As the
screen tap on the primary winding of the
transformer moves nearer to the plate, the triode connection is approached (ie, with screen
and anode joined). On the other hand, as the
tap moves nearer to the high-tension rail, less
and less feedback voltage is applied, the feedback is reduced, and the pentode condition
is approached. Somewhere in between—a
40-60% tap is common—the triple benefits
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of low output impedance, low distortion, and
good bandwidth of the triode mode are combined with the higher output power and usefully high stage gain of the pentode.
Negative feedback is held to amoderate
level and is taken from aconnection at the
speaker terminals. Its actual value varies
according to the gain ratio defined by the
chosen selection on the output transformer
secondary.
The main circuit is built conventionally on
alarge fiberglass printed circuit board. However, other aspects of the Defy's construction leave something to be desired. For example, the heater supplies are regulated by a
heatsinked TO-3-can device mounted in a
relatively unventilated part of the unit
beneath the mains transformer. As aresult
of this regulator's position and of its own
heat, this transformer runs hot. Its can
becomes almost too hot to touch in warm
weather. And several large electrolytic capacitors, including the massive 1000g 500V
output stage reservoirs, are bonded—yes,
glued!—with RTV silicone to the underside
of the chassis. While it is unlikely that they
would fall off, this and some other points
indicate an amateurish approach to certain
aspects of construction, surprising considering the number of years Jadis has been in the
business.
Notwithstanding the printed circuit board
layout, the ground is firmly defined for both
channels by ahardwired stack of solder tags
securely bolted together. All the main ground
lines, speaker transformer, supply chassis,
pcb, and other ground lines assemble here in
recognition of the importance of this central
star-ground concept.

LISTENING TESTS
The Defy-7 was run in for afew days after
delivery. Once burned in, 15 minutes' warmup from cold seemed sufficient for it to reach
agood operating plateau. Its sound grows
noticeably better in the first five minutes after
turn-on.
Though aselection of preamplifiers was
on hand, the Defy-7's unusually high input
impedance particularly suited it to two
models: the tubed Jadis JPL (favorably reviewed by DO last January) and apassive
controller, the admirable new Audio Synthesis Passion. The Audio Research LS2
helped deliver the maximum information
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from the Defy-7 and was ultimately preferred
to the JPL on this basis. The latter was certainly highly sympathetic to the power
amplifier's character but did not allow it to
"breathe" fully; nor was the bass so impressive. In addition, the full measure of transparency possible from the Defy was not
conveyed.
Helping to keep my reference standards
in line was an ARC D400, aKrell KSA-150B
and MDA-300, a pair of Meridian 605
monoblocks, and recent experience with a
pair of ARC Classic 120s.
Digital sources included the Vimak 1800
D/A, with the Accuphase DP7O-V used as a
transport and acomplete player. The Theta
Generation III also performed sterling service. For analog disc, Iused Conrad-Johnson
PF1 and Krel1KRC preamplifiers in conjunction with my trusty Linn LP12 Lingo/Aro/
Koetsu Rosewood II supported on atwo-tier
Mana table.
Cables were Siltech silver and van den Hul
(The First interconnect and the Revelation
hybrid speaker cable). The WATT 3/Puppy
2was the main speaker system used for the
listening tests; the sound quality produced
by the combination of vdH carbon cable,
Jadis, and WATTS often reached the sublime.
Notwithstanding this extraordinary synergy,
the Defy-7 was also used to consistently
good effect with Quad ESL-63s, apair of
KEF R105/3s, and my own custom SL700s.
The only drawback to these trials was having
to carry this heavy amplifier upstairs to the
second listening room!
Auditioning the Defy-7 was ajoy. This
power amplifier can thunder with the best
of them; musically, it has aheart of gold. It
wasn't wholly perfect, however, demonstrating detectable deviations from neutrality at
several points.
But to begin with, it's important that I
convey an impression of the overall effect—
the Defy-7's major achievement. This unit
conveyed authority and massive reserves of
power, arare occurrence among tube amplifiers; when called upon to deliver them, it
performed without atrace of indecision,
strain, unmusical hardening, or concomitant
shifts in tonal balance. No matter how hard
Itried to back this amplifier against its performance wall, it continued to deliver until
the peak sound levels reached were beyond
need or reason. The fact that it was able to
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do so, into such atough load as the Wilson
WATT 3/Puppy 2, came as awelcome surprise. Ihave never heard these speakers play
so loud so gracefully.
Iswear that the Defy-7 sounded more like
300Wpc than the 100Wpc claimed. Ihad been
warned it would drive the Wilson system
well, but the loudness reached in my own
room was the proof. A welcome and highly
favorable aspect of the Defy-7 was its almost
complete lack of enharmonic coloration and
an absence of the usual "amplifier" hardness,
compression, and tonal thinning. It sounded
rich and sweet, but naturally so, with no attendant loss of transients, or of speed or sparkle in the treble.
High-end power amplifiers often sound
generally admirable, yet may leave one restless, either because of alack of dynamic contrast, or perhaps—even worse—a lack of
rhythm or pace. Harmonic structures may
sound thinner, more clinical, cold, and hard
than reality. Such unwelcome sound, unfortunately characteristic of much audio equipment, can be unkind to digital sources, exaggerating their defects and militating against
anatural, harmonious sound.
Listener fatigue with the Jadis was very
low; in fact, both digital sources and those
CDs which had previously given trouble in
this respect sounded significantly "nicer"
when played through the Defy-7. It sounded
full, generous, and warmhearted, at the same
time convincing by virtue of its dynamic
authority, resolution, clarity, and superb
integration.
With this strong inner purity, it also
sounded simple and direct; transients were
conveyed with liveliness and speed, but with
no hardness or aggression. The sense of natural rhythm and excitement was also strongly
conveyed with all kinds of music.
Examining my notes, Ifind that in fact, the
Defy-7 attracted very little criticism. If compared with aMeridian 605, it is alittle
"slower" and more relaxed rhythmically; if
compared with abig Krell such as the MDA300 monoblock, then its bass does not quite
convey the integrated power and outright
high-current slam. Conversely, Ifound that
it set the highest standards for transparency.
Ally this with the very good stereo focus and
excellent stage width, and you have aglorious
soundstage—spacious, open, detailed—one
which contains awealth of perspective inforSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

mation. It was not just the very high level of
detail which helped to maintain interest—it
was the way that detail was supported in that
lush, ambient soundfield. Low-level detail
was also very good, the high clarity preserved
over the whole dynamic range.
Dynamics were expressive in anatural
sense, and made many solid-state amplifiers
sound somewhat obstructed and compressed
by comparison. As one listener remarked, the
Defy-7 made other amplifiers sound "uptight."
The midrange was exemplary (a Jadis hallmark, this), with particularly revealing levels
of accuracy on acoustic guitar, mandolin, and
vocals. Yet the treble was almost in the same
class. When Ireviewed the big JA 200 monoblock some years ago, Iremember criticizing
its treble range for alack of integration and
anoted "carelessness!' How times have
changed! As expressed in the Defy-7, the
Jadis treble was superbly coherent and
integrated: grainless, well-balanced, detailed,
unforced, and sparklingly natural.
In case you're worried, no—the bass did
not get left behind. It marked an advance over
the Audio Research D400 (remarkable in
itself), building upon that achievement with
asubstantial level of slam and neutrality. The
Defy-7's bass was big and tuneful, its high
level of definition ensuring good articulation
on complex bass lines.
Some amplifiers show an inclination
toward aspecific class of program or system;
for example, the D400 sounded more comfortable on bigger systems and was better
suited to classical music, while the agility of
the Meridian 605 is often heard at its best on
smaller, faster systems with rock orjazz. The
Defy-7, however, showed no such bias.
While its "classical" musical character lent
itself to the natural-sounding replay of natural instruments and voices in real acoustic
environments, Ifound that Ienjoyed it just
as much on rock as on classical material.
Seductive on intimate works, it was never
fainthearted when called upon to deliver the
big bangs. These were truly impressive, yet
were never coarse or blocked.
The Defy-7 is amature end-product of the
Jadis design philosophy—one which attains
apowerful balance of tolerant matching, pure
fidelity, outright performance, and effective
price. Moreover, that spec41Jadis midrange
performance has been expanded to encom199
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pass the bass and the treble.

LAB REPORT
In the world of tubed amplifiers, designers
don't need to be told about the weaknesses
of our understanding of psychoacoustics and
the relationship between steady-state measurement standards and sound quality. This
is reflected in Jadis's specifications, which are
sparse and, frankly, uninspiring. The output
is quoted at 100Wpc into amatched load for
0.6% distortion, specified at lkHz only. The
high input sensitivity is ideal for passive control use for sources down to 2V output, while
the input impedance is loosely quoted as
>100k ohms. The frequency response is
given at 1W with the -3dB points placed at
15Hz and 100kHz, arather restricted bandwidth when compared, for example, with an
equivalent Audio Research design. Distortion at 30W is quoted at better than 0.6%,
100Hz-10kHz (usually amanufacturer will
quote 20Hz-20kHz). No details are given for
output impedance, intermodulation, dynamic range, or S/N ratio.
Jadis makes no attempt to conceal the relatively poor measured performance of its
products, arguing, Ithink correctly, that the
figures have remarkably little to do with
sonic performance. Nevertheless, it is possible to make afine tube amplifier measure
well. Audio Research is the leading exponent
of this art, many of their tubed amplifiers
doing almost as well on the bench as solidstate models—and sounding good as well.
However, it is the particular failings of the
Jadis which in one sense allows certain perceptual factors to be weighed. Because it
sounds so very good, and because it fails in
certain areas, we can make some tentative
observations about the subjective importance
of these technical parameters. These will
come to light as the lab analysis proceeds.
The JA 200 had measured poorly in the
past and there was no reason to expect much
more from the Defy-7. Itherefore took care
to get all my listening done before measurement to avoid the engineering side ofmy personality getting the better of my judgment.
Beginning at the beginning, the '7 is rated
at 100Wpc into amatched load. Set to the
optional 4-8 ohm tap, and on aUK 243V,
50Hz supply (a little higher than the amplifier
might normally expect), it could not quite
raise 100W with one channel driven into 8
200

ohms, lkHz, measuring 96W (19.8dBW, or
0.2dB short). What's 0.2dB between friends?
Well, the 19.8dBW value is avisual clip result
at high distortion; if we adopt amore stringent 1% distortion limit for maximum output, the Defy-7 reached only 12dBW, 16W.
The picture was worse still at the frequency
extremes—for example, the maximum power
at 20Hz for 1% THD is 9.1dBW, less than
10W, though if some sort of visual clipping
limit is adopted, 17dJ3W, 50W was possible.
The situation was no better at 20kHz, where
10dBW, 10W was the continuous power limit
for 1% distortion.
These results were repeated into a4ohm
load (remember that this is ostensibly the 4
(to 8) ohm tapping on the output transformer). With both channels driven, the
result was aloss in level of between 3and
6dB, depending on the distortion criteria.
A clearer picture of these results can be
gained by looking at the plots of distortion
vs frequency for arange of power levels into
an 8ohm load (fig.1). At 100W (top trace),
the distortion never gets down to the 1%,
-40dB line at all. Things only begin to cheer
up at 10W and below; by 1W, the distortion
has fallen below -50dB or 0.33%, 100Hz10kHz. A similar if slightly worse performance can be seen in fig.2 for output powers
into 4ohm loads.
From these results, we can see that the
Defy-7 is characterized by fairly high distortion at high powers (le, the top 10dB of its
dynamic range), and is poorer still at the
edges of the audible bandwidth. One could
expect that its tonal quality and clarity might
change more than usual when the amplifier
is driven to full power, though Ihave to
report that this was not the case even with
arelatively unkind 4ohm speaker loading.
Perhaps the flaw in this reasoning concerns
the discontinuous nature of music compared
with continuous tone test signals. Here there
was aglimmer ofhope. On toneburst simulation of music conditions (a 10ms burst),
while the amplifier produced no more power
into 8ohms, its 4ohm delivery (for visible
clipping) rose by asubstantial 2.5dB, to
141W. Moreover, its delivery into 2ohms on
burst-126.5W, 15dBW—was almost as
good as its continuous delivery into 4ohms.
Clearly the Jadis's output stage had some offset effect which limited the maximum output
under adverse conditions, but only on con-
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tinuous tones—not on music. This behavior
was also present to alesser degree at the frequency extremes.
Moreover, the peak current—measured
using aload of 1ohm in parallel with 2.2µF
and a 2ms toneburst signal—was quite
respectable at +8.5A and -8A, sufficient to
dump 115W or so into a4ohm load. The
Defy-7 is therefore quite capable in a
dynamic situation.
At 1W, the total harmonic distortion was
typically -50dB, 0.3%. Isubjected a300Hz
tone at this level (into 8ohms) to ahighresolution spectrum analysis (fig.3). Here
perhaps is asignificant indicator of the Defy7's musical character. Other than the fundamental at 300Hz, only two harmonics are
noticeable above the innocuous noise floor
at the -100dB level—the second at 600Hz
and third at 900Hz—and significantly, the
second harmonic has the correct level relative
to the third. Such adistortion characteristic
is highly regarded in amplifier circles.
Ilooked at intermodulation in two different ways. First, the two-tone high-frequency
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Fig.3 Jadis DEFY-7, spectrum of 300Hz waveform,
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amplifier by asking it to drive alow-frequency (37Hz) tone into an adverse 4ohm
load at
of its rated power. The idea is to
assess the power-supply breakthrough or
modulation. Fig.6 shows the result of this test
at areduced level of 12dBW (32W, 4ohms)
to avoid the effects of waveform clipping.
Remembering that UK mains harmonics are
at 50Hz intervals, some harmonic products
of the 37Hz fundamental can be seen, but
there is no significant supply-related breakthrough; just atrace of 50Hz at -70dB.
One aspect which will affect sound quality
slightly is the finite output impedance. With
solid-state amplifiers it is usually sufficiently
low to be considered negligible: 0.1 ohm or
under. With anumber of tube amplifiers it
can be rather higher. For example, the
"1000"—a low-feedback triode amplifier
made by Audio Innovations in the UK—has
an output resistance of several ohms. This is
by no means an isolated example The Defy7's output or source resistance was quite constant over the audio band, ranging from 0.45
ohms at 20kHz, to 0.4 ohms, midband, and
0.45 ohms at 20kHz. Given 0.1 ohm of
2/3
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speaker cable resistance, one can anticipate
that, with agiven multi-way dynamic or
moving-coil loudspeaker, aslight increase
in bass due to lowered electrical damping will
be allied to minor variations in broadband
frequency response due to the varying load
of the loudspeaker's impedance vs frequency
curve. Thus it cannot be expected that atube
amplifier like the Defy-7 would replicate the
tonal balance of asolid-state amp, even ifboth
were intrinsically neutral on aflat-impedance
resistive load.
At low levels into 8ohms, the jadis had an
extended low-frequency response (fig.7), flat
down to 3Hz and peaking +3dB at 03Hz—a
frequency low enough to be inconsequential.
At high frequencies, the -0.5dB point lay at
18.65kHz, with the -3dB point no problem
at 55kHz. The high-frequency rolloff did
show some sudden changes in slope and
phase in the ultrasonic range, notably at
60kHz. It might be worth Jadis's while to
direct some design attention to this aspect,
as there is evidence to suggest that models
with well-ordered ultrasonic rolloffs can
sound even better than those without.
This ultrasonic characteristic is reflected
in the very minor out-of-band ringing which
can be seen in the amplifier's lkHz squareJADIS DEFY 7 8.0.01
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wave response into aresistive load (fig.8). The
amplifier was well-behaved with the usual
2µF capacitive load addition (fig.9), with
well-controlled ringing and overshoot. This
performance confirms its good performance
with electrostatic speakers.
Channel separation was more than satisfactory but could be improved. The characteristic was odd, with good results for one
channel with respect to the other (at 105dB
at lkHz), but not the other way around
(65dB). This implied some mild coupling or crosstalk from the output circuit of
one channel to the input of the other. This
is often amatter of the layout of internal
wires—to the speaker terminals, for example.
S/N ratios were fine, channel balance excellent at 0.04dB difference at lkHz. The input
was easy to drive, providing very light source
loading, and the sensitivity was alittle better
than 1V for full power; ideal for use with a
passive line controller.
No DC offset was present at the output.
(Yes, it is possible to have DC of:Set with tube
designs.) The AC mains transformer ran
pretty quietly; Idon't expect audible hum to
be aproblem.

CONCLUSION
The marvelous sound delivered by this
remarkable tubed stereo amplifier puts it in
the front line, up there with the world's best
amplifiers. Ihesitate to say it is "the best," as
such adistinction also requires very high
standards of load driving, build quality, and
longevity.
The massive strengths of the Defy-7 are
its natural, transparent, unfailingly musical
sound coupled with an astonishing ability
to play loud even into such difficult loads
such as the WATT 3/Puppy 2. The synergy
exhibited between the WATTs and the jadis
is quite a phenomenon, though other
speakers also showed the very high quality
of this tubed power amplifier.
A natural, liquid sound is atop priority,
of course, with atube amplifier, but one also

often has to consider compromises in
accuracy and control at the frequency
extremes. This is not so with the Defy-7. The
subjective performance at the frequency
extremes leave very little to be desired, and
could not be considered compromised.
The laboratory results show how little we
really know about the science of sound quality. We would like those comforting classic
lab results to correspond more closely to the
listening experience, but even now, after some
45 years of high-fidelity development, we
are only alittle wiser. There is insufficient
space here to elaborate further except to say
that the behavior of the Jadis appears to be
closer to that of the human ear than that of
apiece of lab test gear.
This amplifier is well finished and looks
the part. Conversely, the internal build quality in places verges on the amateurish. The
Defy-7 is designed sufficiently conservatively
to enjoy amuch higher reliability than earlier
Jadis models, but only time will tell. Certainly Jadis could try harder with the interior
design.
Nevertheless, Iam favorably disposed
toward the Defy-7. It worked flawlessly over
the extended test period, giving much musical pleasure. Given the inevitable health
warning valid for almost all high-power
tubed power amps, Ican confidently recommend this true audiophile design. Despite the
very minor deviations itemized above, Ihave
no hesitation in placing the Defy-7 high in
the list of my favorite power amplifiers, and
regard it as areference in its power and price
class. Idefy—sorry, Ican't resist the pun!—
anyone to dislike this amplifier.

POSTSCRIPT FROM J
A
Since MC finished his review, we have been
informed that the Defy-7s being imported
to the US by Fanfare have been improved
upon in minor ways. Jack English is currently
working on a"Follow-Up" review, therefore.
-JA

ATTACK OF THE KILLER M IDPRICED CARTRIDGES,
PART I
In the first of two installments, Corey Greenberg listens to
affordable high-output MC cartridges from Benz-Micro and Sumitko
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Benz-Micro/Empire MC-20E 11 high-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Nominal output: 2.5mV. Compliance: ku (lcu =
lx10 6cm/dyne). Recommended load: 47k ohms. Stylus: elliptical. Tracking force: 2gm. Price: $125. Retipping cost: $75.
Benz-Micro/Empire MC Silver high-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Nominal output: 2mV. Recommended load: 47k
ohms. Stylus: elliptical. Tracking force: 2gm. Price: $325. Retipping cost: $175.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 40. US Distributor Musical Surroundings, 5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland,
CA 94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.
Sumiko Blue Point high-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Nominal output: 3mV. Compliance: I5cu. Recommended load:
47k ohms. Stylus: elliptical. Tracking force: I.7gm. Price: $125.
Sumiko Blue Point Special high-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Nominal output: 3mV. Compliance: I5cu. Recommended
load: 47k ohms. Stylus: elliptical. Tracking force: 2gm. Price: $295 ($195 with Blue Point trade-in).
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 400. Manufacturer. Sumiko, RO. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (510) 843-4500.
Fax: (510) 843-7120.
In these waning days of Analog's Last Stand,
it might seem absurd to review midpriced
phono cartridges when this space could be
given instead to the gear Stereophile usually
covers—like $3000 OTL tube amps built by
guys like that "Rainbow Man" lone nut who
used to dance in the stands at Super Bowls
before he took hostages in ahotel room with
a.45 screaming, "MIT CAPACITORS!!!
MIT CA PACITORS!!!"
C'mon! Nobody buys $3000 OTL tube
amps built by guys who wear rainbow afro
wigs. No, kids today are buying DIGITAL
RIGS, and who can blame 'ern? These days,
LPs are harder to find than crack, and they're
usually found in the same neighborhood. I
buy used LPs from an old guy here in Austin
who has agarage full of the things, 78s too,
but he scares me so bad Inever wander too
far into his garage without aclear path in case
he finally snaps and Ihave to bolt; the place
is strewn with garbage and ahalf dozen beatup pairs of old DCM Time Windows.
"I'm always looking for another pair, so
let me know if you see any," he rasps to me,
wiping the butt ofhis 12-gauge with agrimy
rag. His prices are great, though; last time I
went Iscored aton of '60s soul records and
amint copy of the Bee Gees' Cucumber Castle.'
So why do Irisk getting my ass blown off
by some crazy old hermit? Because no matter
how much Iupgrade my digital rig, my
trusty $1195 Well-Tempered Record Player 2
1This is the funniest comedy record I've ever heard that
wasn't supposed to be acomedy record. This is the Bee Gees'
Sgt. Pepper/Satanic Majesties Request ripoff"concept" album,
with the Brothers Gibb all decked out in ballet tights and
Elizabethan foppery, posing in front of an Olde English castle
with straight faces and strategic bulges. If you can hunt down
this great record, you'll laugh so hard your sides will ache,
your heart'll go pitter-pat.
2See Vol.14 No.7 (July 1991) and Vol.16 No.2 (February
1993).
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blows it away without half trying. The killer
$3600 Theta Data II/Basic II combo I'm
using nips at the heels of the very best that
digital has to offer, but it just can't match even
an affordable turntable like the WTRP for
sheer musical satisfaction. If you've been lusting after the Levinson No.30 but thought
you'd never get to achieve that level of sound
quality, I'm here to tell you that akilobuck
overachiever like the WTRP/Linn AxisNPI
HW-16 Jr./Roksan Radius (review on the
way) will kill the No.30. Costs less, sounds
better. It's heresy, Iknow, but that's why they
call me the Audio Antichrist.
Now, when you see acartridge reviewed
in Stereophile, it's always some top o'the line
muy expensivojob that costs $2000, is fragile as hell, and has a"certain limpid ambiguity, coupled with asweet Belgian trufflelike blah blah blah through the. .." [slump]
ZZZZZZZZZZZ. I'd sooner buy allama
than drop acouple of kilobucks on afragile, temperamental cartridge that only lasted
ayear or so if Iwas lucky enough not to
break it first.
But you don't want to swing too far in the
other direction, either. Dealers are telling me
that their customers who used to buy expensive cartridges back in analog's heyday won't
buy anything now but the cheapest Grados,
reasoning that the dearth of new LPs automatically precludes aserious cash outlay on
aphono cartridge.
Man, that's CRAZY! What about all those
records you've already got? Don't you want
to hear them sound as good as they should?
Most of my records aren't available on CD,
and the ones that are sound ahell of alot better than their digital reissues.
That's why Icorralled abunch ofpromising midpriced cartridges and spent acouple
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of months settin"em up, breakin"em in, and
listenin' to 'em on my favorite records. This
month Itackle midpriced cartridges from
Benz and Sumiko; next month I'll wrap
things up with cartridges from AudioQuest,
Dynavector, and Roksan.

BENZ-MICRO/EMPIRE
MC-20E II: $125
Iremember thinking to myself when Itook
the MC-20E II out of its box, "Hey, this is
a cheap'n'cheezy mid-'70s squawker!"
Because instead of the Audiophile-Approved
"BENZ" tag, the MC-20E II has that most
dreaded of all mid-'70s cartridge logos:
EMPIRE! Memories of awful sound during
my younger days of wading through cheap
Empire, ADC, and Audio-Technica cartridges came flooding back, and visions of
trying to get my old direct-drive 'table to
sound as good as my uncle's AR clouded my
mind. Sticky blue Platter Matters (remember
them?), concrete slabs under the 'table—
nothing could keep those low-rent '70s cartridges from quacking like Scrooge McDuck.
But Musical Surroundings' Garth Leerer 3
explained that even though the name is the
same, the MC-20E II has nothing in common with the old '70s Empire cartridges,
which were actually manufactured as OEM
pieces by Benz anyway, as were my el-cheapo
ADCs and Audio-Technicas, as it turns out!
No, Ernst Benz shut down Empire's American operation after he bought the company
name, and now his Swiss company is called
Empire Scientific AG:' In any event, the new
"Empire" MC-20E II is acompletely different animal from those mid-'70s nightmares
Isuffered through, and thank Allah for that.
Garth told me that both the MC Silver and
MC-20E II were made by aJapanese OEM
cartridge manufacturer to Benz's specifications; only the more expensive Benz models,
like the MC-3i, are made by Benz in Switzerland.
On first glance, the MC-20E II doesn't
look very Audiophile-Approved. The cheery
gold-tone body and "Empire" logo don't
exactly inspire even $125's worth of confidence, but then the $125 blue plastic Sumiko
Blue Point doesn't look like the typical megabuck chunk o'metal/purpleheart/Samsonite
3Party on, Garth!
4See Vol.13 No.12, p.63, for amore detailed history ofErnst
Benz and his company.
—RL

Benz-Micro MC Silver phono cartridge

cartridge either!
But what really worried me was the MC20E II's plastic mounting hull; while the Blue
Point is screwed tightly to its plastic mounting hull, the Benz just snaps into place.
Maybe it's asnug enough fit, but it's hardly
the stuff of "tighten 'em down HARD"
audionuts who don lederhosen when they set
up their cartridges. Iguess Benz figures that
someone who's going to buy a$125 cartridge
only wants to set up and align that cartridge
once; the way the MC-20E II is built, the
entire cartridge assembly pops off the mount,
making stylus replacement EZ-U-Bet.

BENZ-MICRO/EMPIRE
MC SILVER: $325
MC Silver isn't Martin Colloms's stage name
when he cuts audiophile rap records, although Ilike the idea:
"YO! What up, MC Silver?"
"Word! Aw yeah, got my silver cables in
effect, boyeeee!"
No, the $325 MC Silver is just the next
step up the line from Benz's $125 MC-20E
II. Although it's still got the same "Empire"
logo on it as its cheaper sibling, the MC Silver looks alot more substantial physically,
more like the typical audiophile cartridge.
The one-piece silver plastic body is definitely
more rigid than the MC-20E II's.

SUMIKO BLUE POINT: $125
The $125 Sumiko Blue Point is one of the
most popular cartridges in modern times, and
with good reason; this affordable li'l gem is
asensational-sounding cartridge. For just
$125, probably less than you paid for all the
foo-foo rubber balls and cones under your
gear, the Blue Point offers afat slice of true
high-end sound.
The story behind the Blue Point is an interesting one. Seems that Sumiko had worked
up adesign for across-coil type high-output
205
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MC they wanted to produce, and found a
large run of some empty blue plastic cartridge bodies that had been intended for
another brand of cartridge that never got off
the ground. The only problem was, the blue
cartridge shells were P-mount types intended
for EZ-2-Setup, Lame-0 Japanese plastic
turntables and the lazy-ass mofos who buy
'em. Fortunately, the people who'd made the
blue P-mount bodies also made screw-on
adapters for standard headshells, so Sumiko
stuck the guts of their cartridge into the elcheapo blue body and, amazingly and totally
out of typical high-end character, priced the
cartridge accordingly.
When word spread of this amazingsounding inexpensive cartridge, the Blue
Point became acult fave. Real-world audiophiles bought Blue Points by the sixpack,
ready to hunker down in their bunkers
through the Digital Winter. Finally, there was
agreat-sounding cartridge that was cheap
enough not to worry about, and for those of
us who routinely send our tonearms skittering across the record because that's where the
panties landed, the Blue Point's almost "disposable" nature makes analog as idiot-proof
as aCD player.

SUMIKO BLUE
$295

POINT

SPECIAL:

But soon word came down the pike that you
could get much better sound out of the Blue
Point if you "nuded" it; that is, carved away
the hollow blue plastic body and let it all hang
out, hombre. And so countless low-rent
modkateers fell upon their Blue Points with
switchblades, Dremel Moto-Tools, and their
own gnashing teeth. Sure enough, after
trashing the requisite 2-3 cartridges, reports
were that the one that finally didn't get mangled sounded GREAT!
Curious to see just how hard it was, Itried
nuding my Blue Point once it was worn out,
and let me tell you, it's abitch. Removing the
plastic body without trashing the delicate
exposed coils and magnet assembly is very,
very difficult, and Idon't recommend it
unless you're the kind of guy who can always
get the funny bone out during "Operation"
without setting off that *°/02a! buzzer and
everybody yelling, "Butterfingers!"
Lucky for the rest of us, Sumiko's come
out with the Blue Point Special: same cartridge, but naked as ajaybird. Sumiko's also
206
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86'd the flimsy plastic P-mount adapter and
mounted the Blue Point's guts to athick brass
mounting plate for better mechanical grounding to the headshell.
The first sample of the Blue Point Special
Ilistened to was identical to the standard version aside from the nudity, but Sumiko sent
me arevised Special which represents all current production. The revised Special is the
same cartridge as the older version except its
suspension tension is tightened awee bit, to
better match the Special's 9gm weight. Other
than that, though, it's the same cartridge as
the stock Blue Point: same stylus, etc.
QUESTION AUTHORITY
You might ask yourself how aself-confessed
expensive-cartridge-avoiding lowbrow like
moi has the chutzpah to presume he can judge
phono cartridges. After all, if you've never
heard Elmore James, how can you say with
any real authority that George Thorogood
SUUUUUUUUUCKS?
And you're absolutely right. I've never
kissed aKoetsu, never bought aBenz. The
Decca was never my Mecca. Iwouldn't
know aGrasshopper if it jumped up my skirt.
Icould go on all night, but I'm saving the
best stuff for my summer job in the Catskills.
But even though Ihaven't scaled these
peaks of phono-cartridge prestige, I've
recently taken delivery of afully loaded Linn
LP12/Lingo/Ekos record player, in order to
review both the new Linn Klyde MC cartridge and report on the sonic differences
between the Basik, Valhalla, and Lingo versions of the classic LP12 'table.
I'll tell you right off As good as some of
these midpriced cartridges sounded on the
$1195 WTRP and $1300 Roksan Radius,
none of them sounded as good as the $1000
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Klyde and $5000 Linn rig, which really set
anew high-water mark for analog playback
in my listening room. So, as the Linn rig is
areal mutha for ya, Iused it as the Mother
Of All References for this review.

an AudioQuest Emerald phono cable assembly; this sounded much less grainy and thin
than the stock throwaway cable. Everything
was plugged into Power Wedge AC line conditioners.

THE SYSTEM

THE

All eight cartridges were auditioned on the
Well-Tempered Record Player and Arm, as
well as the Roksan Radius turntable and
Tabriz arm. The cartridges were all broken-in
with at least 20 hours of playing time; this
translates to approximately 30 LPs' worth
of break-in, and if any of the manufacturers
wanna carp that their baby needs at least 100
hours before the magic starts flowin', let 'em
carp! Would you sit there and dutifully run
your cartridge in for 100 hours before you sat
down to enjoy your new booty? Me neither.
Both the WTRP and the Roksan 'tables
were fitted with the Sumiko Arm Wrap, the
high-tension elastic plastic strip that comes
with Sumiko's $50 Analog Survival Kit of
turntable tweaks. Although Idon't use the
mat that comes with the kit, Ifound the arm
wrap to substantially improve the sound of
the WTRP's arm, and the difference in the
Roksan's sound was even bigger (I'll tell you
all about it in the forthcoming Roksan
review). If you haven't heard what this inexpensive strip of damping material can do for
the sound of aturntable, you're missing out
on one of the most cost-effective analog
improvements I've come across.
As all these babies are high-output MCs
meant to be used with atypical 47k ohm
moving-magnet preamp input, preamplification was the MM phono stage of Exposure's new XVII preamp (another future
review) taken via its Tape Out jacks into the
cool-man Melos SHA-1. Amplification was
either apair of VTL Deluxe 225s or Aragon's
killer 4004 Mk.II, which is fast becoming
one of my favorite solid-state muscle amps.
Speakers were ProAc Response 2s, although
the Spica Angeli and Eminent Technology
LFT-VIIIs saw some action, too. Of course,
the mighty Muse Model 18 powered subwoofer was doing the do, while cables remained Kimber's KCAG interconnect and
4AG speaker wire. As the unshielded KCAG
hums when used as phono cable in my room,
Iused AudioQuest Lapis between the WTRP
and the Exposure and replaced the cheap
cable that came with the Roksan 'table with
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

LAST ELVIS TIE-IN EVER
Now that aBBQ-eatin', rock'n'roll-lovin',
'64 Mustang-drivin', tenor sax-playin', Roe
vs Wade-supportin'JFK-idolizin', McDonalcispatronizin', jelly-donut-scarfin' host body
of The King Of Rock And Roll is the President of the United States, Ithink Ican safely put
the schtick of mentioning Elvis trivia in every
one of my reviews away for good. Iknow the
sense of loss can be difficult, and Iwant you
to know that Ishare in your grief. Together,
we can come out of this stronger for the
suffering.

SOUND
Benz-Micro MC-20E II: What asurprise
this cartridge was! I'm telling you, the
cheap'n'cheezy looks of the MC-20E II don't
exactly portend great sound, but that's just
what Ikept hearing all through my listening sessions. This $125 gold lamé cartridge
is alegitimate rival to the similarly priced
Sumiko Blue Point, and in several ways
clearly bettered the Blue Point in head-2head comparisons.
For starters, the Benz's low end was terrific: rich, tight, and tuneful, it had none of
the midbass bloat and lack of definition that
somewhat mar the standard Blue Point.
Considering my initial alarm at the Benz's
seemingly flimsy mounting scheme, Iwas
shocked at how deep and tight the 20E's
bottom end was. Owners of the WTRP, if
you've been fretting about the lack oflowend oomph from your 'table, you need to try
the MC-20E II; the match was beautiful, and
at no time did Ifeel the need to switch over
to the tighter-sounding Roksan 'table to firm
up the bottom.
Because the Benz sounded so yeah! in the
low end, Iwent into aweeklong love affair
with all my favorite electric bass records: the
first Stanley Clarke solo album (Epic PE
36973), Stanley's Rocks, Pebbles and Sand (Epic
JE 36506), and especially Albert Collins's
great '81 live album Frozen Alive! (Alligator
4725), with my old friend Johrmy B. Gayden
on the best-sounding Music Man bass Iever
heard. Ieven hauled out my own P-Bass and
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started copping bass licks off records again,
something Ihaven't done in years. I'll say it
again: for $125, the MC-20E H's bass is
downright upright!
Check out Johnny Bs bass solo on Frozen
Alivers "Cold Cuts"; after Willie Weeks's
solo on Donny Hathaway Live's "Everything
is Everything," this might be the baddest
electric bass solo of all time. Definitely Stanley Clarke-influenced but in ablues vein, this
solo, unlike all modern bass "showcases,"
never stops holding down the almighty bottom even as Johnny B. burns up the Music
Man while my other old friend, drummer
Casey Jones, lays down a fat Southside
groove. While the standard Blue Point
pumped along but somewhat blurred Johnny
B.'s bass, the Benz dug in fast and furious,
allowing the bass and drums to lock in with
much more authority. And Stanley Clarke's
snappy Alembic bass cruised through Stanley
Clarke's "Vulcan Princess" and Rocks, Pebbles
and Sand's too-funky "We Supply" with
great weight, depth, and slam. The inexpensive Benz didn't rival the Linn Klyde's sense
of bass slam, but for little more than atenth
the Linn's price, it kicks serious booty.
In other areas, it was more ola toss-up
between the MC-20E II and the standard
Blue Point. While the Benz had slightly better soundstaging, the Blue Point came out
ahead in image coherence, HF smoothness,
and midrange clarity. On Stevie Ray Vaughan's Couldn't Stand the Weather, the Benz
sounded abit more nasal on the vocal and
guitar than the Blue Point, which really excels
in this area. Cymbals, too, sounded alittle
wiry compared to the Sumiko. The Blue
Point sounded better with awider range of
source material, but on heavy rock and other
groove-heavy music, the Benz juiced my lizard more with its better low-end drive. For
the typical Real World audiophile, Ithink the
Blue Point would be the better overall choice,
but for hardcore hi-fi rockers (and Iare one,
you know), the MC-20E II has more guts
and gonads. A serious Rock'n'Roll Recommendation!
Benz-Micro MC Silver: I'll come right to
the point: try as Idid, 'just couldn't get off
to Benz's MC Silver. Itried it on both 'tables,
tried switching cables, VTA, tracking force,
you name it, but the MC Silver just never
came alive for me. It didn't suck, but it was
208

just too bland to stand comparison with the
other cartridges in the group. In fact, I
thought the $125 MC-20E II was alot more
fun for less than half the price.
The MC Silver is such afrustrating cartridge to write about because it didn't seem
to do anything very wrong or very right; it
just kind of sat there on the end of the
tonearm, sighing, "Ho hum ...
another record? Iguess Ican play it for you ..." Ikept
listening for clues as to why Ijust wasn't
enjoying the music coming out of the MC
Silver, but Icouldn't put my finger on it.
There were no horrendous faults anywhere
across the spectrum: the bass was decent, the
mids sounded fairly dean, and the highs were
soft but not objectionably so. Soundstaging
and imaging were pretty, well, okay too. What
was Imissing?
And then it hit me: dynamics. The MC Silver doesn't seem to have any. Even after over
20 hours of break-in, the MC Silver sounded
too polite, too reined-in. This had nothing
to do with its HF balance; no, the problem
was that every time the record told the MC
Silver to deliver aquick left jab to the face,
the Silver had second thoughts and pulled
the punch. Ihate this kind of reticence in hi-fi
gear, and the MC Silver had this quality in
spades.
Icould go on, but Iwon't. Suffice it to say,
Iwas underwhelmed by Benz's MC Silver.
For the same price, Sumiko's Blue Point Special knocked it out of the ring in every possible dimension; even Benz's own $125 MC20E II danced all over its more expensive sibling. Maybe I
just got abum sample. But as
it is, Ican't recommend the MC Silver.
Surniko Blue Point The stock Sumiko Blue
Point is alively, dynamic, excellent all-around
performer. With no nasty glaring faults and
only afew shortcomings, the $125 Blue Point
has to rank as one of the best, if not the best,
values in all of high-end audio. As Sumiko
recommends, Iapplied atiny droplet of
LAST stylus treatment to the underside of
the cantilever where it sticks out of the
elastomer suspension; Sumiko claims this
loosens and settles the rubber for better bass
and quicker break-in, and sure enough, it did.
Both the standard Blue Point and the Special were treated with adroplet of LAST
when Iset them up.
Somehow, the Blue Point manages to
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avoid the nasal, congested midrange of most
inexpensive cartridges I've heard, instead
sounding more akin to models costing
$500-$1000. In fact, I've had afew cartridges
through here that cost at least that much, and
Istill preferred the sound of the Blue Point;
it's really that good.
Where the Blue Point doesn't quite achieve
state-of-the-art performance is in the bass.
The midbass is somewhat woolly compared
to the Linn Klyde and others at this performance level, which tends to thicken the
sound too much unless the rest of the system errs toward leanness. I've noticed that
avery popular analog combo these days is
one of the Well-Tempered 'tables and a
Sumiko Blue Point; both the flagship WTT
and the less expensive WTRP share aleaner,
more subdued bottom end than the Linns
and VPIs of the world, and seem to complement the Blue Point's inherent flab quite
nicely. The Blue Point sounded much more
musically right in the low end on the WTFtP
than it did on the firmer-sounding Roksan
'table, although the bottom end was still
leaner than the Linn's.
This characteristic was most apparent on
groove-heavy records with in-yo-face electric bass like Donny Hathaway Live and Stevie
Ray Vaughan's Couldn't Stand the Weather. On
the former, Willie Weeks's godlike Fender Pbass was upfront and strong with the Blue
Point, but lacked the extreme firmness of
pitch definition and speed that the Linn rig
has in spades.' This criticism should be taken
in the proper context, however: Very few cartridges and/or 'tables I've heard are as good
as the Linn rig in this regard. And on Stevie
Ray's instrumental "Scuttlebuttin" Tommy
Shannon's fast-riffing Fender Jazz Bass lines
were somewhat blurred through the Blue
Point, obscuring Tommy's great running
lines and leaving me wishing Icould reach
over and tweak the system's "Tighten Da
Bass" knob—if it had one.
At the other end of the spectrum, the Blue
Point sounded alittle on the sweet side of
neutral. Where the Linn rig sounded very
5Ishould tell you that Willie's bass sound on this record is
not the muy tightivo anemic solid-state-amped Modem Electric
Bass Tone so heavily favored by Today's Bassists. Donny
Hathaway Live was recorded back in 71, when proper bass
players wore wide-striped bellbottom pants, plugged their
Fender P-Basses into Fender. Marshall, and Ampeg tube
amps, and sounded like Godzilla instead of that moderne
clickety-clack.
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close tonally to well-mastered CD versions
of LPs Iown, like the AudioQuest Robert
Lucas albums, the Blue Point was just awee
bit soft in the high end; not enough to really
dull the overall sound, but adefinite reduction in the air around instruments and
vocalists. Chris Layton's ride cymbal on
Couldn't Stand the Weather's "Tin Pan Alley"
came across as slightly muted and roundedoff, as did the sharp transient attacks of Stevie's fairly clean Stratocaster on this track;
what should have been snapped strings hitting the frets with ametallic click sounded
more like they were picked with aplastic
Fender Medium. This slight loss in the high
end also tended to slightly reduce the sense
of recorded space, although not nearly to the
degree that digital regularly imposes.
But it was in the midrange where the Blue
Point more than made up for these shortcomings. Donny's vocals throughout Live,
but especially on the cover of "Jealous Guy"
that cuts Lennon's original, sounded clean,
clear, and dramatically present. And Cornell
Dupree's Telecaster-fed Fender Twin cut right
through the mix, sounding as real from top
to bottom as it does whenever Isee him live.
It's such agas to hear a$125 cartridge do this
well through the all-important midrange; the
Blue Point is definitely the cartridge equivalent of the Spica TC-50, another inexpensive
overachiever that sacrifices the frequency
extremes for excellent midrange performance.
What sets the Blue Point apart from most
other cheap cartridges in my experience is
its balance You don't get the screechy highs,
the nasal mids, or the lumpy bass that you do
with other inexpensive cartridges; there's no
real problem area that sticks out to remind
you that yes, you didn't lay out very much
green for it. The Blue Point is right at home
with the best turntables and arms; my pal
Mike Quinn has one mounted on an LP-12
with an Akito arm, and the sound is killer. In
fact, the Blue is so killer, it's downright shocking when you trade up to the—
Sumiko Blue Point Special: I've said it
before: what adifference anaked body can
make! Listening to the nude Blue Point Special, it was hard to believe that this was the
same cartridge as the original version. I
expected aslight improvement; what Igot
was virtually adifferent cartridge.
All the stock Blue Point's woolliness in the
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upper bass was gone with the Special, and
in its place was amuch faster and tighter low
end. On first listen, the Special sounded
wimpier than the standard Blue Point, just
as most well-designed speakers sound kind
of anemic in quickie comparisons with
bottom-heavy JBLs. But after Iplayed afew
familiar records and start noticing intricate
basslines that sounded like simple riffs with
the standard Blue Point, Iknew the Special
was pretty special.
Because the Blue Point Special lacks the
bass bloat of the stock version, matching it
with the Well-Tempered 'table was alittle
trickier; Ihad to bring the arm paddle much
farther out of the silicone damping goo
before Willie Weeks would even show his
face in my listening room. But even after
doing all of Bill Firebaugh's cartridgeoptimization math and playing with the armdamping arrangement, the sound of the Special mounted on the WTRP still lacked the
kind of kidney-punch bass of the Linn rig.
With its fixed-pivot Tabriz arm, the meatiersounding Roksan 'table was abetter match
for the Blue Point Special. Mounted on the
Roksan, the Blue Point Special came alot
closer to the Linn's level of low-end articulation than the standard Blue Point fitted to
either the Roksan or the WTRP.
Nowhere was this increased sense of bass
agility more apparent than on Couldn't Stand
the Weather. Where the standard Blue Point
had blurred the fast basslines on "Scuttlebuttin'," the Special hung on to the groove and
laid it all out in fine detail. You know how
when you hear areally mckin' song your head
sways back and forth? Mounted on the Roksan 'table, the Blue Point Special has headsway out the butt. So much so, in fact, that
Iwent and put on the Fabulous Thunderbirds' Butt Rockin' (Chrysalis CHR 1319), and
damned if Ididn't sit there and listen to side
one three times in arow. If white boys ever
get funkier than "One's Too Many," I'll eat
my turban; the Blue Point Special pulsed it
all along in fine chicken-fried fashion.
The Special was clearly better than the
standard Blue Point across the board, and this
is no exaggeration; Iwas honestly taken
aback at the virtual transformation that took
place once the Blue Point dropped trou. The
high end became more extended, cleaner, and
had more air than the stock cartridge. "Tin
Pan Alley" 's ride cymbal now had the proper
210

shimmer, and Stevie's guitar regained its
proper cutting tone; switching to the Blue
Point Special was like removing the speakers'
grilles.
In terms of image focus and detail, the Blue
Point Special was far superior to the standard
version, but fell short of the Linn Klyde. Still,
for less than athird the price of the Linn cartridge, this must be considered outstanding
performance. On Couldn't Stand the Weather's
"Cold Shot:' the speaker-level output of Stevie's guitar amp was plugged into aFender
Vibratonc speaker cabinet; this is similar to
the Leslie organ speaker cabinet, which
rotates its speaker drivers to give up that
reedy, churchy sound you hear from the
Hammond B-3 organs they're usually mated
with. With the Linn rig, it was clearly apparent that they rniked the Vibratonc with two
mikes pointed at difkrent areas of the cabinet;
this was slightly but audibly less clear with
the Blue Point Special.
As excellent as the Special may be, it's no
serious rival to the $1000 Linn Klyde; the
Special isn't embarrassed by the comparison,
but the Linn sounds better. But where the
two cartridges are similar is in their sense of
dynamic freedom. The Klyde has an effortlessness about it that makes music sound
unrestrained and free, and the Blue Point
Special shares this quality. Compared to the
other cartridges in the survey, the Special
stood way out at the top of the list in getting
out of the way of the music's ebb and flow,
letting the groove and sturm'n'drang of the
musicians flow freely and easily. As big asteal
as the standard Blue Point is at only $125, I
think the $295 Blue Point Special is an even
bigger one.

CG CONCLUDES
Of the four cartridges reviewed, only the
$325 Benz MC Silver comes away without
arecommendation. Ithought it was not only
outclassed by the similarly priced $295
Sumiko Blue Point Special, but that Benz's
own $125 MC-20E II sounded substantially
more musically involving.
Ican confidently recommend both the
Benz MC-20E Il and the identically priced
Sumiko Blue Point. While either will work
better in different systems and appeal to
different tastes, both offer atrue glimpse of
high-end phono playback for avery reasonable price. The cheapest Grados may be the
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least expensive "not shitty" cartridges you
can buy, but if you've got something better
than aDual and you want true high-end
sound, the MC-20E Il and the Blue Point arc
solid Class D performers and utter steals.
The real pick of this litter, though, is
Sumiko's Blue Point Special. For only $295,
this nuded MC comes within shouting distance of the very best. I've heard cartridges
priced much higher than the Blue Point Special which weren't able to match its sheer

musicality and outright tonal honesty; as several of them are in Class C of Stereophile's
"Recommended Components:' the Blue
Point Special becomes the least expensive
phono cartridge to get aClass C rating.
Look at it this way: For less than the price
of the cheapest NAD CD player, you can
take home aphono cartridge that'll blow
away the Levinson No.30. Idon't know
about you, but that's music to my cars.

S

COBALT BY THETA DIGITAL
307 DAC DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley

Cobalt by Theta Digital 307 DAC D/A processor
Digital/analog converter with 8x-oversampling digital filter and 18-bit hybrid DAC. Frequency range: 0.05Hz-20kHz (no tolerance
given). Filter math resolution: 45 bits. S/N ratio: 108dB. Resolution: 18 bits. Linearity: 18 bits. THD at full output: 0.002%.
Inputs: one coaxial on RCA jack, one optical on Toslink jack. Digital output: One coaxial on RCA jack. Analog output: unbalanced
on RCA jacks. Output level: 2V RMS. Dimensions: 9.5" (W) by 2" (H) by 6.625" (D). Weight: 5lbs. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer Theta Digital, 5330 Deny Ave., Suite R. Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 597-9195.
Fax: (818) 597-1079.
One measure of ahigh-end product designer's talent is the musical success of his
top-of-the-line product. This is his statement
to the world of what he can accomplish—a
kind of "personal best" that defines the upper
limits of his talent. Because he knows of no
way to make the product better, the component stands as the ultimate testimonial to his
skill.
Another, perhaps more interesting, way
of assessing ahigh-end designer's talent is
to examine what he can do with the lowest
budget. The designer trying to make champagne sound on abeer budget must stretch
his skills to the limit when squeezing the
most sound out of the lowest parts cost. The
easy solutions—a more massive power supply or exotic passive components, for exSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

ample—cannot even be considered when the
product's parts budget is set very low to meet
acompetitive retail price point.
Which brings us to the $599 Cobalt 307
DAC digital processor designed by Theta's
Mike Moffat.' Mike is best known (and
highly regarded) for his all-out designs such
as the terrific Theta DS Pro Generation III,
not for budget products. The "Cobalt by
Theta Digital" line was conceived to bring
good-sounding digital products to those
who can't afford Theta's DSP-based processors.
Designing the 307 DAC was an exercise
in tradeoffs: give up something in one area
to gain something in another. In fact, the
1See my interview with Mike in Vol.15 No.10.
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Cobalt's price constraints were so tight that
the unit has three feet instead of four, saving
50¢ in parts costs-50e that could then be
spent elsewhere in the design. This approach
resulted in aproduct with some impressive
parts and build quality for its $599 price: 1
/"4
thick front panel, dual transformers, more
than 32,000µF of power-supply filter capacitance, high-grade op-amps, and Vishay
resistors.
But this is just the beginning; the Cobalt
307 DAC has other surprises in store.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Removing the Cobalt from the shipping box,
Iwas struck by the unit's solid, brick-like feel.
Although only half the width of standard
chassis components, the Cobalt's 1/4"-thick
front panel greatly added to the unit's appearance and sturdy feel.
Two pushbuttons and two blue LEDs are
slightly recessed in the front panel's curved
inset. The buttons select between coaxial and
Toslink optical inputs and invert absolute
polarity. The LEDs indicate power on/offand
when the unit is locked to an incoming digital
signal. The rear panel has four RCA jacks:
apair of stereo analog outputs, acoaxial digital input, and acoaxial digital output. A Toslink optical jack and IEC AC jack finish off
the rear panel.
Looking under the hood revealed adesign
and execution unexpected at this price level.
The unit uses the Crystal CS8412 input
receiver (the lower-jitter "C" version), aSony
CXD1244 8x-oversampling digital filter, and
the Burr-Brown PCM67 "hybrid" DAC.
The Sony filter was an unusual choice: it's
harder to design around (it needs additional
clock-conversion circuitry) than the ubiquitous NPC 5803 or 5813, but reportedly has
more taps than other digital filters. Mike
Moffat—who has always placed ahigh priority on the digital filter—decided that the
Sony filter came closest to achieving the
imaging performance he wanted without the
expense of aDSP-based filter. Note that the
Sony filter has an 18-bit output, rather than
the NPC's 20-bit.
The Burr-Brown PCM67 DAC is an 18bit, dual-channel hybrid unit that combines
amulti-bit ladder DAC on the upper ten bits
and a1-bit type converter on the lower eight
bits. This is the same DAC used successfully
in the Sumo Theorem converter? The 307
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DAC uses the highest-grade "K" version of
the PCM67?
Current to voltage
conversion is performed by apair of Analog Devices AD841
op-amps. These excellent and fairly expensive
parts are also used in the $15,000 Meitner
IDAT as I/V converters. The feedback resistors around the I/V converters are an exotic
Vishay type (Vishay resistors cost several dollars apiece; Holco metal-film resistors are
about 200). This resistor is acritical link in
the digital conversion chain.
The power supply was equally impressive.
Two transformers—one each for the analog
and digital sections—feed over 32,000g of
filter capacitance and four regulation stages.
The electrolytic filter capacitors are the
expensive Nichicon Muse caps, designed
specifically for audio applications. In addition, the incoming AC is filtered before the
transformers.
The direct-coupled output buffer is based
on the National Semiconductor LM6321 opamp. A third-order low-pass filter is wrapped
around the output buffer to remove the 8xoversampled images and other ultrasonic
junk. Capacitors are polystyrene and other
resistors are metal-film types.
De-emphasis is performed in the digital
domain by the Sony digital filter. Unusually,
no output muting relays are used. The processor reportedly won't put out glitches
when it locks to an incoming digital source.
Most processors mute the output until the
unit has locked and stabilized. Despite the
lack of muting relays, Inever heard aglitch
from the 307 DAC during the time it spent
in my listening room.
The entire circuit, including transformers,
is mounted on asingle printed circuit board
that consumes the chassis bottom. Build and
parts quality, execution, and the product's
feel are far beyond expectations for a$600
digital processor. For example, the pcb is
made with 2oz copper plating, and the chassis
has pem nuts and bolts rather than just holes
and sheet-metal screws. The unit's economy
was realinyl with volume parts buying, anew
2 See my review in Vol.15 No.10 (October 1992) and
"Follow-Up" elsewhere in this issue.
3Burr-Brown will soon introduce the PCM69 hybrid DAC.
The newer version will accept a256x clock, allowing it to
interface to the Crystal CS8412 input receiver with no "glue
logic" or clock-frequency conversion& The PCM69 will simplify the design, lower the parts count, and reduce manufacturing cost in future digital processors using the chip.
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The combination of the Cobalt's hefty
presentation and good dynamics teamed up
to present areal sense of slam. Kick drum had
anice punch and drive, adding to the Cobalt's
excellent pace. Moreover, the bass was taut
and fast rather than slow and bloated. Some
Music
processors with weighty presentations tend
Iauditioned the Cobalt 307 DAC through
to put adrag on the rhythm—the Cobalt
my usual reference system: Audio Research
achieved LF heft with speed and definition.
LS2B line-stage preamp, Mark Levinson
As good as the Cobalt's bass was, it wasn't
No.23.5 or VTL 225W monoblock power
in the same league as Theta's Generation III
amplifiers, and Hales System Two Signature
in terms of drive, dynamics, or extension.
loudspeakers with aMuse Model 18 subCompared to the Theorem, it was no conwoofer. The Cobalt also saw time with the
test: the Cobalt had far better pace, weight,
superb Thiel CS3.6 loudspeakers. Interconslam, and amore satisfying tonal balance.
nects were primarily AudioQuest Lapis and
Soundstaging performance—usually a
Diamond or Monster Cable Sigma; loudTheta hallmark—was mixed. The Cobalt's
speaker cables were 8' bi-wired runs of
resolution of image outlines and ability to
AudioQuest Sterling/Midnight. Digital inthrow afocused soundstage were excellent,
terconnects included the excellent Aural
but bettered by the Theorem's ability to conSymphonies Digital Standard or TARA Labs'
vey asense of depth and space. On naturally
killer Digital Master. Power to the system
miked recordings, the Theorem was clearly
(except for the Muse and power amplifiers)
superior at revealing low-level spatial cues
was conditioned with aTice Power Block
that convey the impression of the listening
and Titan.
room
being replaced by the recorded acousOther processors on hand for comparison
tic. On Three-Way Mirror (Reference Recordincluded the Proceed PDP 3(to be reviewed
ings RR-24CD), for example, the stunning
next month), Mark Levinson No.30, and
sense of space, depth, and the room's size
Meitner IDAT. On amore price-competitive
were better resolved by the Theorem. The
level, Icompared the 307 DAC to the $799
Cobalt's presentation was just alittle flatter,
Sumo Theorem, aprocessor Ibelieve to be
lacking
the three-dimensionality revealed by
the best-sounding converter under $1000.
the Theorem. Moreover, the Theorem preFrom the start, it was apparent that the
sented anice bloom and "puff" of air around
Cobalt had agood overall tonal balance and
instrumental and vocal outlines not heard
abig, gutsy, powerful quality not previously
from the Cobalt. This quality better conheard at this price level. The Cobalt's bass
was particularly impressive. There was a veyed the impression of instruments hanging
in space before the listener. Nevertheless, the
generous feeling of weight and heft, giving
Cobalt excelled at locating images at prethe music warmth, power, and drive. Bass
cise
points in that space; the Theorem tended
guitar lines were well resolved, and the into be somewhat more diffuse, lacking the
strument was portrayed with afull "purring" quality. Similarly, acoustic bass had a Cobalt's sharp delineation of individual
outlines.
round, meaty quality that provided agood
Despite the Cobalt's excellent image focus,
tonal foundation for music. By contrast, the
it didn't do as well in resolving individual
Sumo Theorem had alighter, less robust preinstrumental textures. There wasn't aclear
sentation. Bass lines hinted at by the Theorem
sense that the presentation was made up of
were fully fleshed out through the Cobalt.
disparate and distinct instruments. Instead,
The Theorem tended to make the presentathe music tended to sound somewhat syntion somewhat thin and lean; the Cobalt
thetic—like variations on the same tapestry
imbued music with asense of power and
rather than different tapestries. This was perweight.
haps exacerbated by the Cobalt's slight layer
Oddly, the Theorem seemed to have as
of grain overlaying instrumental and vocal
much extension in the lowest octave; the
textures. One cannot expect miracles from
Cobalt's weightier presentation came more
a$599 processor, but the Theorem was better
from the midbass rather than the lowest freat portraying the varying tonal colors and
quencies.

extrusion method for the front panel, and
careful attention to production engineering.
The 307 DAC has no internal wiring, reducing its assembly time to amere 90 seconds.
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nuances of different instruments.
In terms of transparency, the Cobalt was
better than one would expect for its price,
but didn't match the Theorem. The Cobalt
seemed to put avery fine veil between me
and the music, taking away that edge of realism. There was aslight thickness to the
sound, in contrast to the Theorem's open,
clear, and airy presentation. This is, however,
one area in which the Theorem excels; the
Sumo processor has a superb sense of
immediacy, life, and direct contact with the
music. The Robert Lucas CD Usin' Man Blues
(AudioQuest AQ-CD1001) was a good
example The Cobalt tended to lack the Theorem's ability to put Robert and his guitar in
my listening room. It was like taking astep
back from real life, or, put another way, of
the imposition of afine veil in front of the
music. Ishould add that this is the Theorem's
best quality—many much more expensive
converters don't approach its transparency—
and is tough competition.
The Cobalt had aslightly softer treble than
the Theorem, aquality Ifound appealing.
Although the Theorem's treble was cleaner
and had less grain, the Cobalt's presentation
was less etched and analytical—my primary
criticism of the Theorem. Sibilance tended
to be more pronounced through the Theorem, and cymbals were more forward. The
Cobalt's combination of aless aggressive treble and more bass heft gave it abetter overall
tonal balance The Theorem, however, clearly
excelled in revealing treble detail. There was
much more of that filigree quality from the
Theorem, presenting the listener with more
information. Ishould reiterate, however, that
the Theorem crosses the line from resolution
of detail to becoming overly analytical, in
my view.
Overall, the Cobalt had some excellent
qualities for its modest price: powerful, punchy, and well-defined bass, an unaggressive
treble, good image focus, and lack of glare.
In the debit side of the column, the Cobalt
tended to fuse instrumental textures, overlay
the music with aslight coarseness, foreshorten soundstage depth, and obscure fine
detail. All in all, however, quite impressive
for a$599 product.

M EASUREMENTS

Unlike the very high output levels of other
Theta products, the Cobalt 307 DAC had a
214

maximum output of 2.027V (left channel)
and 2.059V (right). This is very close to the
2V CD standard. Output impedance was 50
ohms across the band. This low value suggests the 307 DAC should have no trouble
driving apower amplifier through apassive
level control.
Frequency response and de-emphasis error
are shown in fig.l. The right channel's 03dB
higher output can be seen in the top trace.
There is less HF rolloff than is usually measured in digital processors; the 307 DAC is
down only atenth of adB at 20kHz. Deemphasis error (bottom traces) was virtually
nonexistent, owing to the fact that it is per$1.00+19 •
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Fig.1 Cobalt 307 DAC, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.? Cobalt 307 DAC, crosstalk 10dB/yertical div.).

Fig.3 Cobalt 307 DAC, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.31dBFS with noise and
spuriae (s-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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formed in the digital domain by the Sony
digital filter.
Interchannel crosstalk (fig.2) was unusual
in that channel separation decreased at low
frequencies. Most crosstalk curves show the
inverse of the 307 DAC's response, with
crosstalk increasing with frequency. Note
that left- and right-channel separation performance is virtually identical.
Looking at a1
/-octave spectral analysis of
2
the 307 DAC when decoding a-90dB,
dithered lkHz sinewave (fig.3), we can see
afairly high level of power-supply noise at
60Hz. This is, however, to be expected when
the power transformers are located so close
to the audio circuitry. Interestingly, there is
some 120Hz in the right channel (dotted
trace) not seen in the left channel. This noise
is also seen in fig.4, asimilar spectral analysis of the 307 DAC when driven by digital silence (all data words are zero). Note that
fig.4 is plotted to 200kHz, and that there are
no spikes that would indicate DAC idle tones
or other artifacts.
Low-level linearity (fig.5) was only fair,
with a4dB negative error at -90dB in the
right channel. The low-bit operation of the
PCM67 on low-level signals would be
110r1.110.
40.03

.y...0.1

11111101,14010.4

0111010111

expected to produce less linearity error than
is seen here.
The 307 DAC's noise modulation performance was excellent, as seen in fig.6. The
traces are very closely grouped, particularly
above 2kHz. This indicates that the noise
floor's spectral balance will shift very little
as afunction of input level. This was good
performance, considering the mediocre
linearity measurement; the two are closely
related.
The waveform produced by the 307 DAC
when decoding a-90dB, undithered lkHz
sinewave is shown in fig.7. There is afairly
high level of audioband noise on the signal,
and the waveform looks rather raggedy.
Fig.8 is an FFT-derived spectral analysis
of the 307 DAC's output when driven by a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz. There
is aremarkable absence of alkHz difference
component, but there are several higherorder intermodulation components at 2kFlz,
7kHz, 9kHz, 15kHz, 16kHz, and 17kHz.
There is also an unusual rise in the noise floor
centered on the test-signal frequencies. To
explore this behavior, Irepeated the analysis
using different test-signal frequencies (not
shown). As with the 19kHz and 201cHz analysis, there was anoise-floor rise at the fre-
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Fig.4 Cobalt 307 DAC, spectrum of silent track,
20Hz-200kHz with noise and spuriae
octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Cobalt 307 DAC, noise modu ation, -60 to
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Fig.7 Cobalt 307 DAC, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS.
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quency of the test signal. This rise was, however, greater at high frequencies, but maintained approximately the same bandwidth.
The 307 DAC's reproduction of afullscale, 11cHz squarewave is shown in fig.9. The
clipped shape is typical of linear-phase digital
filters such as the Sony CXD1244.
As would be expected from Theta, the 307
DAC's jitter performance was good considering the unit's low price. The jitter level
varied from 118ps (with no input signal) to
364ps (worst case, -90dB, lkHz sinewave
input). The jitter was less than 300ps with
signal levels above -30dB. The Cobalt's jitter
spectrum is shown in fig.10 (driven by afullscale, lkHz sinewave) and fig.11 (driven by
a-70dB, lkHz sinewave). Note the spikes at
lkHz and multiples of ¡kHz, indicating the
jitter is periodic and correlated to the input
signal. Also note how the number of discrete-frequency jitter components rises with
the lower input level. All jitter measurements
were made at the 8fs (352.8kHz) clock pin
on the PCM67 chip.
amp.
0.0
-

MOM

0100

a

o, aM 0$10.10
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The 307 DAC had no problem locking to
32kHz and 481cHz sampling frequencies, and
Imeasured less than 100µV of DC offset at
the outputs, avery low level. Finally, the unit
doesn't invert absolute polarity unless the
front-panel polarity button is depressed.
Overall, the 307 DAC's bench performance was good for its price.

CONCLUSION

At $599, the Cobalt 307 DAC represents
another price/performance breakthrough in
digital processors.4 It is clearly better than
previous low-priced DACs, and competitive
with much more expensive units. On the plus
side, the Cobalt has agood overall tonal balance, alack of hardness in the treble, and a
powerful, extended bass. Iwas also very
impressed by the Cobalt's dynamics and
punch, qualities that gave the music good
drive and pace.
On the downside, Ifound the Cobalt to
sound alittle thick, with aslight trace of
4Acar stereo version of the 307 DAC will soon be available.
The circuit is identical except for the power supply.
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Fig.8 Cobalt 307 DAC, HF intermodulation
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soundstage opacity. The music didn't have
quite the same immediacy and realism heard
through the $799 Sumo Theorem. There was
also afine layer of grain overlaying the music
in relation to the Sumo processor. Finally, the
Cobalt was only fair at resolving differences
between instrumental textures. These criticisms must be taken in the context of the
Cobalt's cost; many imperfections can be
overlooked at this price level.
The Cobalt's toughest competition, the
Sumo Theorem, presents some interesting
sonic tradeoffs. Although both are excellent
for the money, they have very different

presentations. Music in which bass drive and
dynamics are important was better served by
the Cobalt; selections of naturally miked
acoustic music were portrayed with more
realism by the Theorem. Ishould add that
the Cobalt's $200 lower price is not insignificant at this level. Both are "must audition" products for those looking for an
under-$1000, high-performance converter.
All things considered, Ican recommend
the Cobalt 307 DAC. It offers more than a
taste of high-end performance at aprice virtually everyone can live with.

VANDERSTEEN 2CELOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way, floor-standing, dynamic loudspeaker. Drivers: 8" woofer with polycone, 10" Active Acoustic Coupler, 4.5" polycone
midrange, 1" metal-dome tweeter. Frequency response: 29Hz-29kHz ±3cIB. Nominal impedance: 7ohms (4 ohms minimum). Sensitivity: f3ildB/W/m. Dimensions: 39.75" Hby 16" W by 10.25" D. Net weight: 60 lbs each. Serial numbers of samples
tested: 58620Ce/5862ICe. Price: $1295 (optional stands, $125). Approximate number of dealers: 119. Manufacturer: Vandersteen Audio, 116 West Fourth St., Hanford, CA 93230. Tel: (209) 582-0324.
Eighty thousand pairs. According to Vandersteen Audio, that's the number of Vandersteen 2s of various generations which have
been sold since the loudspeaker—and company—first saw the light of day in 1977. The
2has been continually refined along the way
—a new driver here, anew crossover change
there, heavy-duty stands—more changes, in
fact, than the occasional changes in model
designation would indicate. The 2's main
calling card has always been ahigh perceived
value for money. If anything, this calling card
has only been enhanced over the years as its
price remained remarkably stable while the
cost of high-end audio in general was perceived—rightly or wrongly—as being on a
dizzying upward spiral.
While not all critics fell in love with the
Vandersteen 2, none could deny that it was
amust-audition in its price range. In amarket
segment dominated by minimonitors long
on refinement and imaging finesse but often
short of convincing dynamics and low-end
heft, the Vandersteens could always be
counted on to remind the listener that fullbodied sound does not have to mean alean
wallet.' When anon-audiophile friend of
mine from the San Francisco area came to
Stereophde's 1989 High End Hi-Fi Show and
asked me to recommend apair of loudSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

speakers, the Vandersteens were the first to
come to mind.
In 1991 the 2C underwent its most extensive metamorphosis to date, the first real
change in the loudspeaker's external appearance since its inception. It grew several inches
taller. A taller cabinet is alarger cabinet, making possible asmall but worthwhile extension
in low-frequency response. The small resulting increase in cost was largely countered by
the fact that afull stand was no longer required. While the 2Ce can be used without
any stand, the small vestigial stand (more of
abracket than astand, really) is astrongly
recommended option. Stand and loudspeaker
together retail for $1420. For my friend from
the Hi-Fi show—and most other non-audiophiles with comfortable but not outrageous
incomes—this makes an expensive though
not out-of-reach loudspeaker. In the High
End, however, it would be considered almost
entry-level. It is also, arguably, close to the
point at which design compromises—facts
of life in any piece of audio gear—become less
onerous for both the designer and the even1Or perhaps we just haven't been watching closely enough.
Our next loudspeaker group encounter session, scheduled
for publication in late summer or early fall, will move up a
notch to the $1000-S1600/pair price range. Most of the candidates will be floor-standing designs.
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tuai owner.
While subtly different in appearance from
its predecessor, the 2Ci, the 2Ce remains
much the same basic design. It is actually
composed ola stack of separate cabinets. The
largest holds an 8" woofer and arear-facing
10" "Active Acoustic Coupler." The function of the latter appears to be to both to control the bass loading of the system and, below
45Hz, extend its bottom-end response. It is
actively driven, and the loading is said to perform as asealed box. It is not, however, nor
is it claimed to be, an integral subwoofer.
Sitting atop the bass enclosure is aseparate, smaller cabinet holding the 4.5" midrange. This driver uses the same cone as the
midrange driver in Vandersteen's more expensive Model 3, but not the same basket or
magnetic structure. Another baffle on top of
the midrange enclosure holds the 1" metaldome tweeter—a different version of the
tweeter used in the Model 3. The cabinet itself
is constructed of MDF and critically braced
—attested to by its net weight o160 lbs.
In their promotional material, Vandersteen
makes aspecial point of their time-coherent
design. It begins with proper physical alignment of the drivers, made simpler by the use
of separate baffles as described above. Firstorder crossover networks, which have lower
phase error than higher-order crossovers, are
used at 600Hz and 5kHz. (The effective
operating region of the "active acoustic coupler" is said to be 26Hz to 35Hz.) First-order
networks are by no means considered ideal
by all manufacturers. They do have good
phase performance, but their use demands
that the drivers chosen have good performance well beyond their passband. And the
vertical listening axis is more critical with a
first-order design. More about this later.
None of this elaborate internal structure
is visible to the user. All that can be seen are
the grillecloth front, back, and sides and
wood bottom and top. The latter is covered
in wood veneer and has alarge "sunroof"
opening—also covered by grillecloth—to
minimize reflections from the tweeter off of
the underside of this otherwise solid top plate.
As in the Vandersteen 3, this is the one obvious compromise in an otherwise low-diffraction design. The dowel posts at the four
corners, which connect the bottom and top
and around which the grillecloth is wrapped,
are also potential diffraction sources, but are
218
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further away from the drivers and do not
form flat, reflective surfaces. That does not
mean they will have no effects, only that
those effects are lessened.
On the rear panel are two sets ofinputs,
and contour controls for the midrange and
tweeter. The inputs may be used only with
banana plugs and are configured for bi-wiring
—strongly recommended by the manufacturer
Bi-amping is also possible. The owner's manual
clearly explains how to make either type of
hookup (or single-wiring, if you must). The
contour controls are flush-mounted and calibrated in dB, with amaximum indicated range
of +2dB to -3dB
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SETUP

Setting up apair of 2Ces is more complex than
setting up an ordinary pair of floor-standing
loudspeakers, but not difficult enough to confuse anyone conversant with the replacement
ola light bulb. Istrongly recommend that the
owner's manual be followed closely on this.
It is very thorough, especially in the important
matter of tilt-back of the loudspeaker to attain
the proper vertical listening axis. You will really
need the optional base in order to do this correctly and retain good stability for the cabinet.
The 2Ce owner's manual also provides
detailed recommendations for loudspeaker
placement. For my listening, the placement I
have found optimum for most direct radiating loudspeakers—well out into the listening
room and away from the side walls—worked
out fine.

SYSTEM DU JOUR
Associated equipment used with the 2Ce
included the Rowland Consummate preamp,
C.E.C. CD transport and PS Audio Ultralink
DIA processor, and Aragon 4004 power amplifier. The Haller 9500 power amplifier was also
used extensively. The loudspeaker cables were
Symo (bi-wiring was used exclusively). The
preamp-to-power-amp interconnect was Cardas Hexlink, the processor-to-preamp interconnect was TARA Labs RSC Master. The
source material was primarily CD.
LISTENING

Ihad my first listen to the Vandersteen 2Ce
some months back in conjunction with my
reviewing the PS Audio 100 and Aragon 4004
Mk.II power amplifiers. At the time, Ifound
it to be afine performer, though perhaps abit
lacking in overall transparency and richer than
life in overall balance. The report on the Vandersteen itsf.lf was delayed due to other review
priorities; when Iwas ready to return to them
we learned that the 2Ces we had in-house were
no longer current. Several months after the
loudspeaker's introduction, two primary alterations had been made: arevision in the bass
loading, primarily to the active acoustic coupler,
and achange in the size of the tweeter from
0.75" to 1.0". We returned our samples for an
update.
The delay was afortunate one. While it's
always risky comparing listening impressions
separated by weeks or even months—with
other changes to the reference system also ocSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

curring in the interim—it is my definite feeling
that the modifications have made the 2Ce a
much better loudspeaker. All of the listening
impressions which follow relate to the latest
design.
"Hey, these are good:' is the first line in my
listening notes—a conclusion which never
changed. If anything, the sound of the Vandersteens grew on me as Ilogged more and
more time with them. Unlike the early 2Ce,
Ifound the revised version to sound in no way
overwarm. It had an open, extended, but not
in any way overdone top end, very low midrange coloration, and an amazingly solid, deep
bass when the occasion called for it. It also
played at levels that give minimonitors fits;
we're not talking knock-down-the-walls, rockconcert levels, but if you plan to get yourself
evicted, the Vandersteen 2Ces can help.
The 2Ce will not make you forget your lust
for abass response that will have you making
regular Pampers runs, but bass drum, organ
pedal, double bass, etc. were satisfyingly deep
and solid. The bottom end may not have been
the last word in tautness (though it did occasionally surprise here), but it was in no way
overripe or overdone. On pipe organ, where
definition is important but low-end transient
response is not, the Vandersteen.s were striking.
You'll certainly get more in the way of ultimate
extension and sheer volume capability at the
lowest frequencies from larger, more expensive
loudspeakers, but the bottom octaves from the
2Ces did much more than merely suggest that
apipe organ may have passed this way but
once. Their way with Jean Guillou's organ
transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117) should satisfy
all but the most bass-starved pipe-organ freak.
True, getting the best from this recording requires acareful hand on the volume control.
Turning it up too high made the low treble
glare long before the bass ran out of steam, but
I've found that to be true of loudspeakers with
far higher pretensions than the Vandersteens.
Nor was bass drum slighted. The percussive pyrotechnics on "Dies Irae" from Britten's
Sinfonia de Requiem (Chandos 8983-4) were
frilly satisfying over the 2Ces. The bottom-end
impact on this recording is terrific, with great
whacking bass drum strokes, sharply defined.
While I've heard these strokes deeper and
slightly tighter, the 2Ces handled them with
ease; you're unlikely to feel that anything is
missing. And while there was adegree of
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warmth to the overall sound, Inever bun
dit
excessive.
Rock fans shouldn't be disappointed in
the
Vandersteens' low-end performance. The 2
Ces
told me what was on the recording, from
the
rather billowy low end ofJennifer Warn
es's
The Hunter (Private Music 01005-82089-2
)—
an otherwise excellent recording—to the punchy kick drum on "Don Quichotte" from
the
Northern Exposure soundtrack (MCA MCAD 10685). If anything, the midbass on the Je
nnifer Warnes album was less overcooked here
than I've heard it on anumber ofloudspe
akers with much more ambitious pretensio
ns.
At the other end of the spectrum, the 2C
es
lacked the ultimate sense ofunlimited H
F
extension and air offered by the vety best lou
dspeakers, but the loss was hardly m i
ssed
.Wha
t
did stand out was i
ts sense of ease. The top en
d
was simply there, rarely calling attention t
oi
tsdf
unless forced to by the program material. 0
n
The Hunter, manyl
ou d
speak
ers emphasi7p th
e
vocal sibilance. The Vanderstee ns did n'
t. Al
though its reproduction of sibilance was not
artificially restrained, it did not i
nt
ru d
e o
r,
worse, sizzle backat me. On this and oth
er
recordings the 2Ces were not "
ai
ry "i
n th
e
sense that most of us understand that term, but
neither did they sound in any waycl
osed
-i n
or dark. Once or tw i
ce I
attemptedto goos
e
the very top end a bi tby boosting the twee
ter
level adB or so and cutting the midrange by
an equivalent a
mount ,
but Ii
nvari
ably ended
upThere
with the
wascontour
no obvious
control
sho
sr
set
fia
t
age
bacok
fair
on an t.
d
space on The Mighty Wurlitzer (New Worl
d
NW 227-2), arecording with an inh eren t
abundance of these qualities. The Vandersteens
didn't quite get it all—not in the way that, say,
the WATT/P uppi es or Thi elCS3 .6s do—bu
t
the illusion conveyedby the 2Ces was still con vincing. If the teed-like buzz of the high pipes
was abit short change d, i
t was still effective
.
Upper-octave details from awide range of
other recordings, from the delicate fingering
of acoustic guitar to inner resolution on chorus,
gave me no ca use f
or complaint.
It's in the midrange of course, where aloudspeaker earns its rights to house room. Ilistened
for all the usual suspects with the Vandersteens
—badness, nasality or vowel-like col
orati
ons,
glare, and grain.Ihada hardtime pinning any
of them down in the Vandersteens. Glare?Yes,
if you push them too hard, but any loudspeaker
can be made to misbehave in this way. Ifound

the 2C es '
perf
ormance in the upper midrange
more naturally restrained than that of the 2Cis
whe n Il
ast spent time with the l
atter.
Box iness and nasality? Very hard to spot. The 2Ces
may not have been as open through the midband as the best panel radiators, but they were
close. Very close. 1listen t
o al
ot of vocal recordings—it's nearl
y i
mposs ib le to conceal
midrange colorations from the reproduction
of the hum an vo i
ce — an d t
he Vandersteens
sailed through this type of material with ease.
And midrange grain? Not really. Yet Isuppose that some might interpret ac
ert
ai
nl
ac k
of transpa rencyat higher levels as aform of
grain. This was the only probl em Ihadw i
th
the Vandersteen '
s midrange. It was very low
in obvious c
ongesti
on, yet the spaces between
the notes, as i
t were, b
egan to fil lin as the
complexity of the progr am an di
ts pl
ay b
ac k
level advanced. Thi si
s th
eh
ard
est test f
or any
loudspeaker to pass, and it' susually not limited to the midrange. The 2Ce's slight warmth,
never intrusive in and of itself may have contributed to this. The problem was not a maj
or
one—ce rt
ai
nly not i
n the context of the Va ndersteens' price—but I'd have t
o name a cer tain lack of t
ransparency, particularly at
higher levels, as th e 2C e'
s most si
gnificant
shortcoming.
But soundstage presentation, both in depth
and width, was not a pro bl em. At first Iwas
concerned, as JA hadbeen i
n th
e case of the

Vandersteen 3, about that hard wooden top
sitting just afew inches above the tweeter.
This has to cause diffraction and all sorts of
serious soundstage anomalies, right? Well,
not really. The soundstage from the 2Ces
may not have been as pinpoint-accurate or
as layered in depth as, say, that of the WATT/
Puppies, but that did not detract from what
it could do, given the right material. Wellrecorded choral material could be stunning.
Ifound no obvious constriction of depth on
"Hostias" from Berlioz's Requiem (Telarc
CD-80109), or in the show-stopping layering of the chorus and soloists (the latter rather
too far forward) in the best parts of Alberto
Franchetti's Oistoforp Colombo (Koch Schwann
CD 3-1030-2). In atotally different musical category, Icould almost hear little Joey,
third from the left and second row back
(almost, but not quite), in "Away in aManger" from Christmas Time with theJudds (RCA
6422-2-R). (The highs on this recordings are
also open, airy, and detailed—what I've said
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about the former two qualities in the Vandersteens notwithstanding—and the Judds'
voices clear and low in coloration. Barry
Willis was right about this recording in his
"Records to Die For" picks afew issues back
in February. Do all the Judds' albums sound
this good?) And on Flamenco (Philips 422
069-2), Paco Romero danced up astorm
between and around the 2Ces and nearly
stomped on my toes.
While most of my listening to the 2Ces for
this review was done with the Aragon 4004
Mk.II amplifier, Ialso auditioned them with
both the Haller 9500 and the Sonic Frontiers
SFS-80. The Hailer worked well, but displayed
adifferent set of strengths and weaknesses. I
discuss this in more detail in my review of the
Hafler (elsewhere in this issue), but suffice it
to say here that Istrongly recommend either
amplifier for use with the Vandersteens.
The Sonic Frontiers was an interesting case.
The overall sound here was definitely softer and
more laid-back than with either solid-state
amp, particularly the more up-front Hafler.
With the SFS-80 there was less obvious detail
and immediacy. The overall focus was less
sharp, with areduction of air and sparkle at the
top. There was also less punch at the bottom.
The midrange of the Sonic Frontiers was, however, first-rate and with excellent depth. With
the tube amp, there was no mud or muck, no
cushy warmth or obscuration, but the sound
was just abit slower, easier, and less punchy
overall. The solid-state amps, while less sweet
and forgiving, easily surpassed the SFS-80 in
overall transient speed and in extension and
clarity at the frequency extremes.

COMPARISON #1

It's no secret that at least two of our reviewers
are big fans of the Spica Angelus, aloudspeaker
which, in price, is avery close competitor of
the Vandersteen 2Ce. Ihad the opportunity to
compare the two in the course of this review,
and formed afew impressions of my own.
Leaving aside the matter of appearance—the
"Ming the Merciless" look of the Angelus
inspires more extreme reactions than the more
conventional appearance of the 2Ce—there are
significant sonic differences between the two
loudspeakers.
The Spica is far leaner—almost anemic—in
the low end compared to the Vandersteen.
Subjectively speaking, this opens up the soundstage and gives the impression of greater transSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

parency and darity, but it comes at the expense
of bottom-end weight and power handling.
Low-frequency passages which the Vandersteen sailed through without ahiccup caused
the woofers of the Spica, at equivalent levels,
to bottom with anasty crack. Backing off on
the volume with the Spicas is the only solution; they simply do not have the same
dynamic capabilities as the Vandersteens.
At the top, the Spicas are subjectively
brighter, almost analytical—especially with the
solid-state Aragon and Hailer amplifiers. The
Aragon was alittle more restrained in the low
treble with the Angelus, the Hailer more lively
but at the same time less obviously crisp higher
up. The Sonic Frontiers SFS-80, atube amplifier, turned down the treble heat but at some
sacrifice in overall detail.
Later, when we measured the Spicas, Iwas
surprised to find that they are actually very
smooth at the top end on the listening axis.
They would appear to sound brighter than the
Vandersteens largely because of their leaner
balance, perhaps combined with their more
tipped-up on-axis response (the listening axis
of the Spica, because of its sloped baille, is actually significantly below the tweeter axis).
In contrast with the Spicas, however, there
did appear to be acertain reticence about the
Vandersteens. They never offended, they went
deep into the bass, were notably uncolored in
the midrange, and produced afine, convincing
soundstage, but listening to the Spicas told me
that the 2Ces did lack acertain spark. The
Spicas may go abit too far in the other direction, but they have acertain fire which made
the Vandersteens appear abit veiled and restrained in comparison. The sound of the
Spicas is more immediate and open, with
sharper image outlines, but also has atendency
to be more fatiguing. The Vandersteens did not
lack for detail, depth, or image specificity, but
were abit less hyper about everything, not as
immediately grabbing. And they clearly had
that stronger, deeper, less wimp-out-prone
bass response. The Spicas have the more focused soundstage, yet careful listening revealed
that nothing is really missing with the Vandersteens; it was just more subtly rendered. I
believe that at least some of the immediacy
of the Spicas' soundstage is due to their lean
bass and midbass. This will tend to open up
the sonic fabric, especially in rooms prone
to bass problems in the region where the
Vandersteen is clearly capable of more out221
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put. Such rooms also tend to be smaller,
which will help mitigate the Vandersteens'
limited output capability.

COMPARISON #2
And what of the 2Ce's big brother, the Vandersteen 3? After JA finished his review for last
month's issue (March 1993), Imoved them into
my listening room for some head-to-head
comparisons with the 2Ces. The 3s are larger,
but do not look very different (the only obvious functional change is the 3's use of much
more convenient—to me—screw terminals in
place of the 2Ce's banana jacks).
Changing over to the 3s did not result in a
dramatic shift in my impressions. They were
clearly cut from the same cloth as the 2Ces.
They appeared to have abit more overall bloom
and alittle more ease and extension in the
bass—though arguably with abit less midbass
tautness and more warmth. This slightly reduced my ability to focus on inner details with
the 3s—the acappella voices on The Fairfield Four
(Warner Bros. 26945-2) or the backup singers
supporting Mary Black on "Bright Blue Rose
the best-sounding cut from her Babes in the
Wood (D2 77528), for example—even while
resulting in asomewhat larger, more expansive
soundstage. The image focus of the 3s was
good but not striking, though depth was very
effective. Yet the overall soundstage—in both
depth and lateral placement specificity—was
no better than that from the 2Ces. It was,
arguably, perhaps even not quite as precise.
First impressions can be deceptive, but
specific examples might serve to better pin
down my relative impressions of these two
loudspeakers. The Hafler 9500 amplifier was
used in these auditions. With The Faiffield Four,
in addition to the slight reduction in the clarity
of inner detail noted above, Ialso noticed just
abit too much body in the midbass with the
3s—a quality also noted on anumber of other
male vocals. These two qualities are not unrelated; an increase in the midbass will nearly
always reduce overall clarity. But it is also a
quality most amenable to alteration by different
listening rooms and slight changes in setup.
While there was no time to further tweak the
setup, Iwas able to subjectively open up the
midbass by small changes in the midrange and
highfrequency contour controls (slighdy up for
the highs, slightly down for the nids). This is
not as strange as it seems—we're talking here
about both overall balance and the relative level
222

of overtones which are responsible for the subjective "speed" of the bass and midbass. With
this change, the 3s still sounded slightly warmer
than the 2Ces, but had amore expansive, more
"free-breathing" quality. On balance, however,
the differences were not dramatic.
Listening to Albeniz's "Festival Day in
Seville" from Trittico (Reference RR-52CD) as
sampled here from Reference's HDCD Sampler (RR-S3CD)—a demonstration-quality cut
if ever there was one—I noted similar differences. It was not an easy call. The greater expansiveness and ease of the 3s were evident,
and there was no question that the big bass
drum on this piece was more profound over
the bigger, more expensive Vandersteens. The
2Ce remained very impressive, however, perhaps even more "alive" overall than the 3s, if
less full-bodied. The percussion—particularly
agong which adds significantly to the drama
of this work—exploded out of the 2Ces with
more clarity, if with abit more obvious effort,
than from the 3s. Not an easy call.
Listening to Flamenco, the 3s proved superior
at reproducing the subtle low-frequency room
rumble generated by the footstomps, while the
2Ce definitely excelled at relating the highfrequency reverberation reflecting off the back
wall of the recording site.
So it went, recording after recording. Ultimately Ipreferred the 3s for their greater effortlessness and bottom-end weight, but not by
much. And in some ways the 2Ce boogied in a
way that the 3 did not, the smaller loudspeaker's punchier, tighter midbass moving
rock selections along at amore rhythmic clip.
If nothing else, the comparison convinced me
of one thing: that the 2Ce has been developed
to the point where significant further effort and
expense in an essentially similar design will buy
added refinement but not adramatically improved sound. In short, the High End has not
managed to repeal the law of diminishing
returns. Iwould certainly advise anyone shopping for the 3s to also listen to the 2Ces, and
possibly consider the option of Vandersteen's
own subwoofer (which was not evaluated in
this comparison) to extend the 2Ce's bottom
end, if you feel the need. A pair of 2Ces plus
asingle Vandersteen subwoofer will cost just
abit more than apair of 3s.

M EASUREMENTS
The Vandersteen 2Ce's impedance curve in
fig.1 indicates aload which should be easy
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to drive. The magnitude of the impedance
never drops below 4ohms. Though the 2Ce
is said to function as asealed box, the lowfrequency impedance is reminiscent of the
double peak response typical of reflex enclosures. But the upper peak is heavily damped.
The box tuning appears to be about 413Hz
—the minimum between the two peaks. The
magnitude of the impedance at mid and high
frequencies differs only slightly with the setting of the contour controls (the upper curve
shows both controls set at minimum, the
center at the 12 o'clock position, and the
lower with both controls set at maximum).
The sensitivity of the 2Ce, with 2.83V in, was
low at around 82dB at 1meter.
The impulse response of the Vandersteen,
taken on the tweeter axis, is shown in fig.2.
The pulse has good symmetry, largely due
to the first-order filters employed. The slow
rise in the first fraction of amillisecond is
from the midrange driver; the tweeter's con-

tribution comes in almost immediately thereafter, increasing the steepness of the response;
the midrange and tweeter have excellent time
coherence. The small ripple in the response
visible between about 6ms and 7ms is aroom
reflection. The latter is exaggerated in the step
response (fig.3) because of the effective LF
boost. The shape of this step response also
shows the good time coherency, but with a
sharp initial spike indicative of at least some
high-frequency emphasis.
The anechoic response of the 2Ce averaged
across a30° window on the tweeter axis is
shown in fig.4. The response below 200Hz
is the complex sum of the woofer and acoustic coupler outputs. The response is virtually flat to 40Hz, with a-6dB point of about
301-h—a little worse than the specified -3dB
at 29Hz, but still very good. There is some
elevation in the upper bass/lower midrange
which is probably responsible for the slight
warmth noted in the listening tests, followed
by abroad but shallow depression in the
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Fig.1 Vandersteen 2Ce, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Vandersteen 2Ce, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" with tone controls set
to OdB, averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with overall loudspeaker LF
rollout, calculated by DRA Labs MI_SSA
program by adding the complex nearfield
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Fig.2 Vandersteen 2Ce, impulse response on
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30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Vandersteen 2Ce, individual nearfield
responses of midrange, woofer, and Acoustic
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upper midrange/low treble—the latter likely
contributing to the somewhat laid-back
quality of the sound. A boost of ldB in the
midrange contour and acut of 1or 2dB in
the high-frequency contour controls should
help to flatten the response—though Ifelt no
compulsion to make such acorrection in my
listening tests (I was not aware of the measurement results at the time). The tweeter's
resonance is mild and at ahigh 24.7kHz.
Fig.5 breaks out the nearfield responses of
the acoustic coupler, woofer, and midrangetweeter. The coupler's response (the far-left
curve) is centered on 39Hz and shows some
low-level roughness—possibly due to cabinet resonances—in its rolloff region between
about 90 and 250Hz. The nominal crossover
between coupler and woofer is about 60Hz;
the rapid, highly damped rolloff of the
woofer (the middle curve) below this is evident. The midrange takes over from the

woofer at anominal 700Hz-800Hz. There
is, of course, considerable overlap in their
responses. The upper end of the woofer's
response begins to drop offrapidly just above
crossover, but the low end of the midrange
begins to roll off gradually—at about 6dB/
octave It increases to amuch steeper final rate
about an octave below the nominal crossover
frequency.
The lateral response family of the 2Ce is
shown in fig.6, normalized to the on-axis
response (That is, the on-axis response deviations are subtracted from all the curves,
therefore showing only the changes which
result from a(hypothetically) flat on-axis
response as we move off axis.) The rolloff is
quite smooth, the response holding up very
well to at least 30° off-axis. The vertical re-
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Fig.6 Vandersteen 2Ce, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on midrange
axis, from back to front: reference response;
differences 15° off-axis, 30° off-axis, 45°
off-axis, 60° off-axis, and 90° off-axis.

Fig.7 Vandersteen 2Ce, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure; reference response;
difference on midrange axis; difference
midway between midrange unit and woofer;
difference on woofer axis.
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Fig.8 Vandersteen 2Ce, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig.9 Vandersteen 2Ce. effect of HF (top) and MF
(bottom) tone controls set to maximum and
minimum positions normalized to the
response on the tweeter axis with both
controls set to 12 o'clock.

sponse, on the other hand, as shown in fig.7
(again normalized to the on-tweeter-axis
response, shown as the straight line in the
center), shows aconsiderable deviation above
and below the optimum axis—reason enough
to take Vandersteen's setup instructions (particularly tilt-back) seriously.
The waterfall plot in fig.8 is very good,
with afew mild resonances evident but also
anotably clean and rapid decay in the bass
region compared with many of the loudspeakers we have tested. Fig.9 shows the
effect of the midrange and treble contour
controls, the overall response again normalized to flat so we may show only the contour
effects. The responses are alittle erratic—
again note that these are the maximum positions of the controls—and the action of the
high-frequency contour is closer to ashelving response which engages fairly abruptly
at about 7kHz. Some "crossing over" of the
effects of the controls are evident between

their maximum boost and maximum cut
positions, but there is little overlap in the
operating regions of the midrange and highfrequency controls. The maximum effect of
the controls is greater than implied by their
+3, -2dB markings—closer to ±6dB.
Altogether, the Vandersteen 2Ce's measurements would be more than acceptable
in amuch more expensive loudspeaker. That
they belong to amodestly priced one indicates what is possible with refinement and
competent design work.

CONCLUSIONS

The Vandersteen 2Ce is not aperfect loudspeaker. There are loudspeakers which will
go deeper in the low end, create amore
vividly alive soundstage with more precisely
transparent inner detail, play at lunatic-fringe
volume levels with less sense of strain, and
present amore spacious, open, sound. Many
of them are in Classes A and B of our "Recommended Components," and all are considerably more expensive than the Vandersteens. Eighty thousand pairs of various
generations of Vandersteen 2s were clearly
not sold to people with mush between their
ears. The 2Ce's strength is in the fact that it
does not concentrate its compromises in any
one area—it spreads those inevitable compromises around to the point where you're
not seriously distracted by any of them. Not
to put too fine apoint on it, the newest revision of the Vandersteen 2remains, like its
predecessors, one of the best buys in highend audio.

ZEN &THE ART OF M INIMONITOR DESIGN
Larry Greenhill reviews the Totem Acoustic Model 1,
B&W 805 Matrix, and Sonus Faber Minima FM2 loudspeakers
Totem Acoustic Model 1: Two-way, stand-mounted reflex dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1.2" (28mm) metal-dome SEAS
tweeter, I25mm Dynaudio I5W75, cellulose-acrylate-cone woofer with 3" voice-coil. Crossover frequency: 2.7kHz. Crossover
slopes: quasi second-order. Frequency response: 50Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/VV1m (2.83V), maximum sound pressure
103dB. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: I5W minimum, 120W maximum. Dimensions: 12.5" (313mm)
Hby 6.5" (I67mm) W by 9" (225mm) D. Enclosure volume: 7.2 liters. Weight: 9lbs (4.1kg) each. Finishes: mahogany (Model
IM) or black ash (Model 1B). Serial numbers of units auditioned: M1-150A1B. Price: $1495/pair. Suggested stands: Target Model
RI (21.4" high) or R4 (24" high) (both 5675/pair),
($250/pair), or HS ($180/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer. Totem Acoustic, 646 Boulevard Guimond, Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8, Canada. Tel: (514) 651-5707. Fax: (514)
651-9740. US distributor May Audio Marketing, 76 Main Street, P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, NY 12919. Tel: (518) 298-4434.
Fax: (514) 298-5314.
B&W 935 Matrix: Two-way, stand-mounted reflex dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (26mm) metal-dome ferrofluid-cooled
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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tweeter, I65mm (6.5") Kevlar-cone woofer with 3" voice-coil. Crossover frequency: 2.7kHz. Frequency response: 35Hz-22kHz
±6dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 50W minimum, 120W maximum.
Dimensions: 12.75" (323mm) IA by 13.6" (347mm) W by 8.9" (236mm) D. Weight: 18.7 lbs (8.5kg) each. Finishes: natural
oak, rosewood, walnut, or black ash. Serial numbers of units auditioned: 002421/002422. Price: $1600/pair, 800 Series Variable
High Pass Alignment Filter equalizer, which increases low-frequency output to 42Hz (-3dB) costs $250. Approximate number
of dealers: 200. Manufaaurer. B&W Loudspeakers, Meadow Road, Worthing BNII 2RX, England. US Distributor. B8W Loudspeakers
of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240. Tel: (407) 333-8900. Fax: (407) 333-8903.
Sonus Faber Minima FM2: Two-way, stand-mounted reflex dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1.2" (28mm) silk-dome ferrolluid tweeter, 110mm Dynaudio Esotar T330 cellulose-acrylate cone midrange/woofer with a"Hexacoil" voice-coil. Crossover
frequency: 2kHz. Crossover slopes: first-order, 6dBloctave. Frequency response: 70Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 84dB/W/m
(2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms nominal, 6.5 ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 100W maximum. Dimensions:
12.1" (315mm) Hby 8" (200mm) W by 91
/
2"(240mm) D. Enclosure volume: 6liters. Weight: 13.2 pounds (6kg) each. Finish: solid walnut. Serial numbers of units auditioned: Not noted. Price: $1800/pair. Stands: May be used with Sonus Faber
adjustable matching stands ($950/pair) or the Sumiko "Franklin and Lowell" sand-filled stands ($350/pair). Approximate
number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Sonus Faber, Via L. da Vinci 63, 36057 Arcugnano (VI), Italy. Tel: (39) 0444-962699.
Fax: (39) 0444-962687. US distributor: Sumiko, 3101 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (415) 843-4500. Fax: (415)
843-7120.

REFERENCE SYSTEM
Ibegan my audition of all three pairs of

speakers in my main listening room, which
has served as my standard listening space for
the past 15 years. It's 26' long, 13' wide, and,
with its 12' semi-cathedral ceiling, constitutes avoluminous, sparsely upholstered
space. An 8' by 4' doorway at the back of the
room opens into our kitchen, which adds
another 25' by 15' space. Iset up the speakers
at the narrow end of the room, and listened
from two positions: 8' away for nearfield, and
then my favorite spot, another 10' back. The
speakers were also auditioned in a15' by 10'
study. Upholstered with awall-to-wall carpet, an area rug, and acouch, it is less "live"
than the bigger listening room, and requires
less acoustic power to generate high spls.
Target R4 stands were used throughout
these reviews. These 45-lb, all-metal stands
are 24" tall and extremely solid, with the feel
of cast iron; filled with sand, they're even
heavier. No spikes were used, as my
"bleached" wooden floor would not take
kindly to the weight of such stands on sharp
points. Navcom tiles, 3/I6" thick, were used
to isolate the speakers from the stands.
CDs were played on aKrell MD-1 CD
turntable driving aKrell SBP-32X digital
audio converter. Day Sequerra FM Reference,
Naim NAT 01, and Quad FM-66 FM tuners
provided music from WQXR and WNCN,
my local New York fine music stations. Preamps included aWoodside all-tube model
and aMark Levinson ML-7A run in singleended configuration, aKrell KBL, and a
Classe Audio DR-6 Mk.II (with an internal
226

moving-coil phono module) run in balanced
configuration. LPs were played on aLinn
Sondek LP-12 turntable with Lingo power
supply, Ittok arm, and Spectral moving-coil
cartridge, all precisely set up by Gary Warzin
of Audiophile Systems (US importer of Linn
Sondek) and Casey McKee.
Loudspeakers can be very amplifiersensitive. For this reason, three different
solid-state amplifiers were used with the
Totems and B&Ws: aKrell KSA-250, apair
of Woodside M-50 tube monoblocks, and
the recently developed Mark Levinson
No.27.5, while the Sonus Fabers were auditioned with the Bryston 4B NRB and
Levinson No.27 in addition to the KSA-250.
Each amp had its own strengths: vividness
and speed (Mark Levinson), bass slam and
robust orchestral timbres (Krell), and bass
snap (Bryston). Reference speakers included
my full-range Quad ESL-63s on Arcici
stands, run in bi-amplified mode with asingle Muse Model 18 subwoofer.
Parallel output interconnect cables were
plugged into the KBL's dual main output
jacks to allow both balanced and singleended outputs. Ipreferred balanced interconnects in the system when listening to the 805s
and Totems alone. When the Muse subwoofer was employed, single-ended interconnects were necessary. One set of singleended AudioQuest Topaz interconnects
drove the Muse system, while Cogelco Yellow balanced lines were used for the Totems
driven without subwoofer. Bi-wired OCOS
speaker cables, supplied for this review by
Sumiko, were used to drive the Totems and
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B&W 805s.
To evaluate the sonic performance of the
speakers, Iused asuite of CDs and LPs
employed in earlier reviews, as well as those
I've nominated for Stereopliihes annual
"Records to Die For" feature. These discs test
avariety of sonic attributes, and are particularly good for revealing differences between
components in my listening room. The B&W
805s, the Sonus Faber Minimas, and the
Totem Acoustics were all auditioned using
the same recordings.

TOTEM ACOUSTIC
$4.95/PAIR

MODEL I:

The word totem is powerful in its own right.
Totems have conscious and unconscious
meanings, depicting powerful supernatural
forces in nature and within us. Native Americans of the Northwest Coast tribes, starting
with the Chippewa, or Ojibwa, used the term
for the animals or birds associated with their
clans. Tall wooden columns were carved with
the clan totem, which could be abird, fish,
animal, or plant. Later, the Kwakiutls of the
Pacific Northwest held feasts called Potlatches, during which poles carved with family and clan emblems were erected. Totems
were also involved in worship and rites
of passage. So elemental were the forces
depicted by these symbols that Freud used

Totem Acoustic Model Iloudspeaker
STEREOPHILE, Arizu 1993

totem to depict basic cultural laws, both spoken and unspoken, that guide daily behavior
and proscribe what remains forbidden. It is
fitting that the Totem loudspeaker reviewed
here comes from Canada, the home of the
enduring Kwakiutl Potlatch, where totems
were so powerful.
Before they were sent to me, the Totem
Model 1shad first been evaluated by Sam
Tellig, who had been positively impressed
by this tiny two-way system. Designer Vince
Bruzzese mentioned to me that Jan Eric Persson, President of Swedish recording firm
Opus III, now uses the Totem 1as his exclusive recording monitor.
The Totem Model 1is asmall two-way
reflex design featuring a5" Dynaudio midwoofer with alarge cast-frame basket and
a3" voice-coil, a1.1" metal-dome SEAS
tweeter, and avery rigid cabinet. Joints are
lock-mitered. An internal full-plane crossbrace further reinforces the cabinet, while
sidewalls arc made of alight material which
quickly dissipates energy. Humid-type
gaskets, which remain in afluid state, are used
around the drivers to ensure both damping
and decoupling. Vince Bruzzese has further
damped the entire structure by having the
interior of the enclosure hand-painted with
athick, multilayer borosilicate paste. Similar
compounds were used on the Space Shuttle
to prevent the craft's heat-resistant tiles from
breaking up due to vibration. The borosilicate is also used on the reflex tube, this made
ola damped acrylic material, and set into
place with anti-resonant glue.
The 1" metal-dome tweeter is highly
modified at Totem before being installed in
the Model 1. When it arrives from SEAS,
Totem dismantles and rebuilds the tweeter,
removing the front phase plug and modifying and damping the rear resonance chamber
to match the woofer's. The design of the
125mm rnidwoofer includes a type of
mechanical damping that prevents the unit
from bottoming under extreme dynamic
musical peaks. No grille is used, as Bruzzese
is concerned that any air resistance will lead
to mechanical compression of drivers.
The crossover is aquasi-second-order unit
with a2.7kHz electrical and mechanical
crossover point. It utilizes Solen air-core Litz
coils, metal-oxide resistors, and multiple
bypassing of polypropylene capacitors with
polystyrene types. All wiring employs spe-
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cially wound oxygen-free-copper solid-core
wire, and asilver-coated and extruded Teflon
shield. WBT crimping methods and terminals are used, as well as WBT silver solder
where appropriate. The heavy-duty, goldplated WBT terminals each easily accommodate two spade lugs for bi-wiring. Fit and
finish in this minimonitor is as good as I've
seen in any dynamic loudspeaker.
These loudspeakers are unusually small
and conventional—on the outside. Smaller
enclosure size helps reduce diffraction effects
in loudspeakers, and allows the drivers to
radiate from acommon source, more closely
approximating apoint source than might
occur with alarge planar design. Also, small
rigid enclosures are less apt to store energy
and radiate it later, and thus cause interference and blurring. Of course, asmall loudspeaker will not have the capacity to play
deep, subwooferish bass, and may be limited
in headroom. These design tradeoffs have
been optimized in the Totems.
Totem recommends 85-90 hours ofbreakin time playing music at moderate to low
volumes. Iused this time to listen to WNCN
FM stereo broadcasts over aperiod of two
weeks. Specific instructions for placement
are given, with the speakers set up 1' or
more from back and side walls, and 4' to 8'
apart.
Sound: The Totems passed all my usual subjective listening tests with flying colors. Pink
noise was played to determine midband colorations and the optimum listening axis.
Colorations were not evident, and the sound
was natural over awide listening area. This
was confirmed by the sit-down, stand-up,
walk-around test. The sound remained uniform, and sound changed character only
when Iwas standing right above the speaker.
Itend to assume that the bass response of
a5" midwoofer will not be impressive, but
when it came to the Totems, Iwas wrong.
The pure test tones on Stereophile's Test CD
2revealed that the Totems were able to produce clean bass down to 50Hz in my room,
with no traces of doubling at lower frequencies. On music, the Totems delivered quality bass and plenty of it. Their small size is
deceptive. On Target stands, they did abetter
job on rock and pipe-organ music than either
the Sonus Faber Minimas or the B&W 805s.
Lyle Lovett's wonderful foot-stomping gos228

pel tale on "Church" (fromfoshuaJudges Ruth,
MCA MCAD-10475, reviewed in Vol.15
No.6) had powerful driving bass that reached
right down and grabbed on tight. Terry Bozzio's kickdrum and Tony Hymas's synthesizer on Jeff Beck's "Behind the Veil" (Jeff
Beck's Guitar Shop, Epic EK 44313) had bass
slam and snap, particularly when the tiny
Totems were driven by the Levinson No.275.
The No.27.5 and KSA-250 amplifiers did
best reproducing the punch ofBozzio's kickdrum on the Totems. Rimshots, kickdrum,
and drumhead sounds were highly dynamic
and clearly defined. The dynamic range and
powerful bass drum were evident playing
Owen Reed's "La Fiesta Mexicana" on Fiesta
(Reference RR-38CD). The bass was rhythmic and had agood jump factor. While bass
response did not descend much below 40Hz,
it was lean, taut, and filled the room.
The Totem's midrange spectrum also
caught my attention. Like many minimonitors, the Totems excelled on vocal, clarinet,
and piano. Voices and strings floated free of
the speaker positions. What the Totems added
was an ability to better delineate distinct
voices and instruments and accurately depict
spatial positions. The lead singer's voice on
the first Blue Nile LP, A Walk Across the
Rooftops (Linn LKH1), has asumptuous, full,
three-dimensional quality which stood well
apart from the music and special effects.
Harry Connick, Jr.'s voice on "Don't get
Around Much Anymore" on the When Harty
Met Sally... soundtrack (Columbia CK
45319) had natural vocal timbre with none
of the honk heard on lesser minimonitors.
Suzanne Vega's startling acappella "Tom's
Diner" on Solitude Standing (A&M CD 5136)
was so lifelike that my son came running into
the listening room to find out what was
going on!
Imaging was first-rate, exceeded (in my
memory) only by that of the Sonus Faber
Extrema. The spoken "Well done!" was
heard at the extreme left of the soundstage
at the end ofJA's recording of Anna Maria
Stanczyk playing Chopin's Scherzo in b-flat,
Op.31 (the first Stereophile Test CD). This
shows how able the Totems are at re-creating
an apparently enormous soundstage. The
preacher's voice on Lyle Lovett's "Church"
was placed well to Lovett's left, and was more
clearly delineated from the other voices than
through any other comparison speaker,
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not entirely needed for the tiny Totems,
including the Quad ESL-63s. The chorus
played with alarge jump factor on rock selecbacking up Lovett was layered, the space
tions, with plenty ofbass slam on lcickdrum,
around and behind them well delineated. Test
and robust orchestral timbres when playing
CD 2's "mapping the soundstage" track was
my Stokowsi LPs. The Woodside M-50 tube
handled just as well (see Vol.15 No.6, p.202).
monoblocks were wonderfully synergistic
The Totems created aseamless sonic image
with the Totems, playing with extreme
of achorus spread across the soundstage
smoothness and width of soundstage.
behind José Carreras in the opening "Kyrie"
of Misa Criolla (Philips 420 955-2), and their
Measurements by JA: The Totem was
imaging abilities were further revealed on the
about 2dB more sensitive than the LS3/5A,
instrumental finish of Richard Thompson's
placing it around 84.5dB/W/m, which, while
"Why Must IPlead" (from Rumor and Sigh,
being rather lower than specified, is what I
Capitol CDP 795713 2). There, the acoustic
would expect from such asmall cabinet. It
guitar was located just outside the right
also needs to be driven by agood amplifier,
speaker. Soundstage depth and width were
its impedance magnitude dropping to 3.6
exemplary on Hoist's "Chaconne as played
ohms in the upper bass (fig.1). The saddle in
by the Dallas Wind Symphony under the
this plot also reveals the port to be tuned to
direction of Howard Dunn on Reference
42Hz, the lowest note of the 4-string double
RR-39CD.
bass, while the reduced magnitude of the
The nit Ihave to pick was in the upper trelower bass peak suggests aslightly underble response. The Totem's upper octaves were
smooth, sweet, and gently rolled-off, a damped LF alignment. While this, if carried
to an extreme, can result in an objectionable
sweetness that could be heard on the Glory
"one-note" bass quality, ifcarefully managed
soundtrack LP (Virgin 90531-1). The choir
in aminimonitor it can give the subjective
voices spread from wall to wall, and were rich
effect of amusically appropriate amount of
and airy lir the opening cut, "A Call to Arms."
Yet the Totems did not seem as open as the
B&W 805s on the top end. The 805's aluminum-dome tweeter is externally mounted for
time-alignment, which appears to give the
speaker an openness and transparency not
heard from the Totems. The Totems also
lacked the wonderful silver sheen and clarity
of the Quad ESL-63s. This same quality of
cymbal sheen was missing when the Totems
played Wynton Marsalis's Standard Time Vol3:
The Resolution ofRomance CD (Columbia CK
46143, reviewed in Vol.13 No.10).
Fig.1 Totem I, electrical impedance (solid) and
Even though The Totem's treble response
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
seemed less open than the B&W 805's, it
1 II111111
I 11111111
I 11111111
I I1_
didn't strain at high levels in abig room as
had the Sonus Faber Minimas on the same
musical passages. Even at high volumes,
vibes remain liquid and smooth, as heard on
Joe Beck's "Unspoken Words" (on TheJourney, DMP CD-481). Vocals never developed
the peakiness on soprano choral works, but
were lilting and soft. In contrast, the other
4111
1 11111111
l' illlllll
1 11111111
1 11
minimonitors developed ahardness on the
113kk
lens
Glory LP, particularly on the first cut.
Fig.2 Totem I. anechoic response on tweeter axis
The Totems did not seem to be particularly
at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
amplifier-sensitive. The Mark Levinson
window and corrected for microphone
No.27.5 played with avitality, speed, and
response, with neartield woofer and port
responses plotted below 200Hz and IkHz,
rhythmic force that were very appealing. The
respectively.
KSA-250, whose huge power reserves were
Oloroorld le T01611_1 MIKA', I %tattle., vel
a
-
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low frequencies.
Fig.2 is acomposite plot, showing the
quasi-anechoic response of the Totem under
the following conditions: with its grille off,
averaged across a30° horizontal window on
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Fig.3 Totem 1, vertical response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: response difference 7.5°
above enclosure; difference level with top of
enclosure; reference response; difference
midway between tweeter and woofer;
difference on woofer axis.

the tweeter axis at 45", above 200Hz, and the
individual nearfield responses of the woofer
and port, plotted below 200Hz and 1
kHz,
respectively. .The woofer starts to roll out
below 100Hz, with the port being responsible for reproducing everything below 75Hz
or so. LG found the Totems to be able to
deliver good, clean bass down to 50Hz inroom. The port also has acouple of pipe resonances noticeable at 500Hz and 950Hz,
though these are well down in level. The
main response is somewhat upper-midrangedominant, with aslightly suppressed top
octave, as suggested by LG's auditioning. The
tweeter's main resonance is very high in level,
reaching some 20dB above the midband
reference level; but at 26kHz, this will be
inaudible.
In the vertical plane, the Totem is relatively
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Fig.5 Totem 1, impulse response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.4 Totem 1, horizontal response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: reference response;
differences 15° off-axis, 30° off-axis, 45°
off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis, and 90°
off-axis.
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Fig.6 Totem I. step response on tweeter axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Totem I, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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uncritical regarding the optimal listening axis,
as can be seen from fig.3, which shows just
the changes from the response on the tweeter
axis as the listener moves up and down. Only
when listened to above the top of the baffle
will asuckout at the crossover frequency start
to appear. Horizontally (fig.4), the top two
octaves progressively roll off with increasing
off-axis angle, while apeak appears at the
bottom of the tweeter's passband, due to the
woofer being more directional at the crossover frequency.
In the time domain, the Totem's impulse
response (fig.5) is dominated by the tweeter
resonance. The DRA Labs MLSSA software
allows aspeaker's step response, the output
of the speaker when presented with aDC
voltage step, to be calculated. The ideal shape
should resemble aright triangle, aperpendicular step away from the time axis followed
by asloped line back to it, due to the speaker
basically behaving as ahigh-pass filter. That
for the Totem is shown in fig.6; though the
tweeter and woofer are connected with the
same polarity, the tweeter's output (the sharp
up-and-down spike at 3.4ms) can be seen to
precede the woofer's output (the lazier hump,
overlaid with both the tweeter's ringing and
some lower-frequency component) by about
0.5ms. This reflects the fact that, in aspeaker
with aflat front baffle, the physically less deep
tweeter is mounted more forward than it
needs to be for correct time alignment.
Finally, by taking progressive "slices" of
the impulse response and calculating the frequency response of the slice with the Fast
Fourier Transform, the MLSSA system can
reveal the presence of resonances as "ridges"
in the resultant cumulative spectral-decay,
or "waterfall," plot. The die-away of the
Totem l's sound is basically clean, as can be
noted from fig.7, with the exception of what
is presumably awoofer-cone breakup mode
at 2.3kHz (the cursor position). This resonance is the reason for the low-trebleprominent response in fig3 and for the lowfrequency ringing on the tail of the woofer's
step response (fig.6). It might be expected to
add alittle hardness at high levels, though I
note that LG noted no such character to the
speaker's sound. Logistical problems meant
that Iwas unable to perform any cabinetresonance measurements. Nevertheless, the
Totem's enclosure seems solid and welldamped.
—John Atkinson
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Conclusions: The Totem Model 1's small
size makes it seem expensive. In addition, the
total suggested retail can reach $2100 if one
adds the $675 cost of the Target R1 or R4
stands, although the manufacturer claims that
the loudspeaker does almost as well with the
less expensive HJ or HS stands listed in the
heading. Many three-way, full-range loudspeakers in retail audio stores cost less.
In their true high-end perspective, however, the Totems represent value for money.
Their imaging and their highly defined,
rhythmic bass rival those of other loudspeakers several times their price. The B&W
805 have amore open top end, but not quite
the bass definition or imaging. Only by
ascending to the Sonus Faber Electa Amators ($4500/pair) will one exceed the Totems'
imaging, power, and bass definition in moderate and large rooms. For imaging, only the
Sonus Faber Extrema exceeds this small twoway in spatial definition and depth of soundfield. The Totems benefit greatly from the use
of quality amplification, bi-wiring, and topnotch stands like the Targets.
Perhaps my admiration of the Totems was
influenced by the mysticism and power of
their name. Perhaps. Yet time and again I
returned to them, preferring the Totems to
other loudspeakers in my listening room.
Playing pipe-organ music or reproducing
spoken voice, this diminutive Canadian
monitor had atight, solid bass response and
an ability to image with athree-dimensionality not heard with the comparison loudspeakers. The Totems were smooth and
undistorted, allowing long listening sessions
free of fatigue and irritation. Their small size
did not prevent them from performing well
in both the small and large listening rooms.
Perhaps the Totem's build quality contributed
to my embarrassing enthusiasm. Who knows?
Idon't argue with Totems. Nor should you.
—Larry Greenhill

B&W 8os

MATRIX: $I$500/PAIR
This compact monitor employs many of the
same design features found in the company's
highly rated 801 system. Although the price
is high for atwo-way minimonitor, the 805
fits right into agrowing high-epd marketplace for such designs, one which emphasizes
high quality in asmall enclosure which will
fit into most living-room environments
without calling much attention to itself.
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B&W

805 Matrix loudspeaker

There are two versions of the 805: the vertical version reviewed here, and amodel
whose external tweeter is mounted on its
long side so the speakers can be laid lengthwise on abookshelf, or used as acenter channel for video applications. Even though the
805 is much smaller than the full-sized B&W
Matrix loudspeakers, its 10.5-liter volume
is substantially more than the Sonus Faber
Minima's 6liters, or the Totem l's 7.2 liters.
The 805 is areflex-tuned design by virtue of
its flared ducted port, the 35mm orifice situated just below the woofer on the enclosure's
front panel.
The 805's cabinet features B&W's multicell Matrix cross-bracing, which gives the
805 great solidity and low cabinet coloration;
when tapped, the speaker rings about as
much as agranite boulder. Cabinet interactions are further reduced by mounting the
metal-dome tweeter atop the cabinet in what
Martin Colloms has called the "bullet" or
"eyeball" tweeter configuration (Hi-Fi News
& Record Review, June 1991, pp.42-45).
The 805's drivers are top quality. The unit's
midwoofer, manufactured in-house, is a
long-throw, 130mm (5.4"), resin-bonded
Kevlar-cone midrange/woofer with a
rubber-based surround and adie-cast frame.
Its 30mm voice-coil is wound on ahigh-

temperature Kapton former. The HF unit is
arecent-vintage, 25mm (1") B&W aluminumdome tweeter, identical to the unit used in the
$5500 B&W Matrix 801 Series 3 (Vol.10
No 9). The driver includes acorrective phaseplate to damp ultrasonic resonances and
smooth the high treble response.
The 805's rear panel features heavy-duty
gold-plated binding posts whose screws
allow for bi-wiring and for very secure tightening on the spade lugs used with highquality cables. The 805 can be supplied with
atiny AC-powered electronic low-frequency
equalizer intended for apreamp's tape loop.
Costing an additional $250, it cuts off all
response below 10Hz, but boosts and cuts
the 10-50Hz range. B&W labels this equalizer package the "800 Series Variable High
Pass Alignment Filter:' Its 3.5" by 2" by 2"
chassis has asatin alloy finish, and is connected to aslightly larger power-supply
module that delivers the 20V DC and 25mA
needed to power the filter. The filter comes
preset for the 805, though it's clear that it can
be readjusted for use with other loudspeakers
in the B&W line.
The bass alignment has basically afourthorder rollout, like any reflex system. With the
addition of the accessory bass-alignment filter, however, the system has asixth-order
Butterworth alignment, which the manufacturer suggests extends the 805's -3dB-down
point to 42Hz, the lowest note of the fourstring double bass. The system has been
time-aligned by the external tweeter's placement behind the driver panel. High-quality
parts are utilized on the crossover circuit
boards, including polypropylene film capacitors and hefty cored inductors.
Overall, the build quality of this minimonitor is tops, with superb fit and finish.
Sound: The 805s were broken-in by playing
them for several weeks, though consideration
of other family members ruled out using
Tom Norton's method of breaking-in loudspeakers: driving the speakers face to face
with high-level, out-of-phase pink noise for
several days and nights. Unfortunately, the
28" Sound Anchor stands recommended by
B&W for the 805 were not available for this
review.
The B&W 805s passed all subjective listening tests with flying colors, doing equally
well in both rooms. Pink noise was played
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to determine midband colorations and the
optimum listening axis. The sound remained
uniform during the sit-down, stand-up,
walk-around test. Overall first impressions
of the 805s were positive, based on their
open, unrestrained top end. This quality
stood out, particularly in comparison to the
Quad ESL-63s, the Sonus Faber Minimas,
and the Totems, all of which emphasize the
midrange by comparison.
The 805's bottom end was quite good. Test
signals on Stereophilès Test CD 2revealed that
the 805s could produce clean bass down to
40Hz in my room, even without the accessory bass-alignment filter. With the filter
inserted between the Classé DR-6 preamp
and the Levinson No.27.5, the bass response
attained greater solidity around 40Hz, rolling
off more gradually below. There were only
minimal traces of doubling at lower frequencies. For most music, this rolloff was so
smooth that Ifound myself not missing the
deep bass. Lyle Lovett's gospel tale on
"Church" (on Joshua Judges Ruth, MCA
MCAD-10475) had plenty of bass definition
in the bass and drums. JeffBeck's "Behind
the Veil" (Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop, Epic EK
44313) had lots ofbass slam and snap. Ifound
the Mark Levinson No.27 and KSA-250
amplifiers to be best for reproducing the
punch of akickdrum when driving the 805s.
The 805, with its larger cabinet, had more
bass punch than the smaller-volume Sonus
Faber Minima.
The wonderfully rhythmic quality of the
805s was best heard on The Commitments
soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10286). Catch
the raspiness of Andrew Strong's voice belting out "Guess you got to put your flat feet
on the ground" in the chorus of "Mustang
Sally." The 805s kept Strong's great lungs at
the forefront, never allowing them to be
drowned out by the band's tight drums,
horns, and piano work. Everything integrated with atight, driving rhythm. The
805s performed the same magic for my
favorite classical LP, Shostakovich's Symphony 6and The Age of Gold Suite, both with
Leopold Stokowski and the Chicago Symphony (RCA LSC-3133). These minimonitors delivered awall of sound. The LP's wide
dynamic range and the music's wonderful
rhythms came through clearly, more so than
with the comparison speakers. Furthermore,
the soprano saxophone stood out in space,
STERE OPHILE, APRIL 1993

separate from the massive orchestral fabric.
The 805 also captured, in part, the dynamic
range of the powerful bass drum in Owen
Reed's "La Fiesta Mexicana" (Fiesta, Reference RR-38CD).
These observations on the B&W's impressive bass and dynamic range suggested that
the 805s might even play what Corey Greenberg calls "real music?' Out came my Metallica CD (Metallica, Elektra 61113-2). Iused
the Krell remote to cue up "The Unforgiven?'
This was played with tight, clean, quick
rhythms, preserving the detailing needed to
discern the band's drums and acoustic and
electric guitars. This was definitely goosebump territory—I was thoroughly enjoying myself. Ididn't even miss my Quads ...
much.
But Ihad to press on, and pulled out Jeff
Beck's "Behind the Veil" again—Terry Bozzio's rimshots, kickdrum, and drumheads,
and Tony Hymas's synthesizer, were all
reproduced with plenty of dynamics, and
didn't interfere with the cymbal shimmer. I've
only heard this level of resolution and
dynamics when the Quad ESL-63s are run
with asubwoofer. Of the minimonitors I
have heard, only the 805 has been able to play
Metallica and JeffBeck in my larger listening
room.

Midrange reproduction was fast, clean,
and free of nasal or honking qualities. Harry
Connick, Jr.'s voice on "I Don't Get Around
Much Anymore" had just the right timbre,
without sounding tubby or nasal, on track
6of the When Harry Met Sally. ..soundtrack
(Columbia CK 45319). And the 805 captured cymbal sheen and trumpet sharpness
as well as any minimonitor in the comparison (as on Wynton Marsalis's Standard Time
Vol.3: The Resolution ofRomance CD, Columbia CK 46143).
The 805 made it possible to distinguish the
tonal characteristics of the amplifier driving
it. The Mark Levinson No.27.5 played with
vividness, speed, and bass definition. The
Krell KSA-250 had much more bass slam,
and robust orchestral timbres. The Woodside M-50 tube monoblocks were exceptionally smooth, and generated awider soundstage than the two solid-state stereo amps.
Ipreferred the No.27.5, which produced a
synergistic match in terms of definition,
imaging, and power of bass response.
The 805's high end was extended and very
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open. This is the only minimonitor besides
the Sonus Faber Extrema (done can get away
with calling that large two-way amini!) that
has sounded to me as if it had no upper limit
for reproduction. This contributed greatly
to the sense of space and air around instruments, and seemed to impart much more
spatial information than did some of the
other small two-way loudspeakers. This was
evident in the soundstage depth and width
achieved in the Hoist "Chaconne:' played by
the Dallas Wind Symphony under Howard
Dunn (Reference RR-39CD), showing just
how well the 805s could image. The 805s
created aseamless sonic image of the chorus spread across the soundstage behind José
Carreras in the opening Kyrie of Misa Criolla (Philips 420 955-2). The "Well done!"
at the end ofJA's recording of Anna Maria
Stanczyk playing the Chopin Scherzo in bflat, Op.31 (track 10 on the original Stereophile Test CD) came from the extreme left,
further substantiating the 805's excellent ability to re-create the sonic image of asoundstage.

across a30° lateral window on the tweeter
axis. There is aslight excess of energy in the
top octave, which will add "air" to the
speaker's sound; indeed, LG described the
805's treble as "extended and very open." To
the left of fig.11 can be seen the individual
nearfield responses of the woofer and port.
Again, the basic alignment can be seen to be
alittle overdamped.
Though the grille only covers the front of
the woofer enclosure, it does accentuate a
slight "lip" beneath the tweeter "bullet!' I
therefore performed an MLS measurement
on the tweeter axis, with and without the
grille. These are shown in fig.12—the lower
response is with the grille—along with the
difference between them (the top trace).
Though the latter is relatively minor in
degree, it would probably be best to leave the
grilles off for serious auditioning.
Vertically, there is very little change in the
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Measurements by JA: The 805's Bweighted sensitivity measured to specification at around 87dB/W/m, while its impedance plot (fig.8) revealed it to be arelatively
easy load for an amplifier to drive. The cursor
shows the minimum magnitude to be 5.2
ohms at just under 11kHz. The port is tuned
to 40Hz, the frequency of the saddle between
the two bass peaks, and the basic alignment
is alittle overdamped, this appropriate in
view of the intended use of an electronic
equalizer to flatten and extend the speaker's
low-frequency response. The correction
applied by this equalizer is mild, as can be
seen from fig.9, and results in useful bass
response to below 40Hz.
Fig.10 shows the acoustic responses of the
two drive-units on the tweeter axis at adistance of 45". The crossover is just under
3kHz, and each drive-unit rolls out steeply
outside of its passband. What breakup modes
there are in the woofer cone are generally
well-suppressed, therefore, though there is
ahint of awell-damped mode just before
crossover at 2.1kHz. Apart from afew probably inconsequential ripples, the overall
response is very flat, as can be seen from the
right-hand side of fig.11, which shows the
805's quasi-anechoic response averaged
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Fig.8 B&W 805, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.). Cursor
shows minimum value.
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Fig.9 B&W 805, Bass Alignment Filter electrical
response (top); intrinsic loudspeaker LF
rollout, calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA
program by adding the complex responses of
the woofer and port in the ratio of their
diameters (bottom solid trace); and overall
LF response of loudspeaker when corrected
by filter (middle, dashed trace) (5dB/vertical
div.). The anechoic —6dB point is improved
from 48Hz to 37Hz.
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speaker's sound as long as the listener is on
or below the tweeter axis. Move above the
tweeter axis, however, and adeep suckout
appears at the crossover frequency (fig.13).
As is so often the case, this is aspeaker that
should never be judged by astanding listener.
Laterally, the 805 features awell-controlled
off-axis rollout in the treble (fig.14), which
will contribute to the speaker's excellent
imaging capability. And if you find the
speaker to be just alittle top-octave-heavy
on-axis, fig.14 indicates that you can get a
8. 801
-18:113
-20dB

-48dB
18111

18811:

ills

virtually flat treble by aiming the speakers
straight ahead.
In the time domain, the 805's impulse
response (fig.15) is typical of the type—a
high-order crossover and ametal-dome
tweeter—though the step response calculated
from fig.15 (fig.16) reveals that the drive-units
are not time-coherent on the HF axis, despite
the tweeter's being set back on top of the baffle. The sharp up/down spike is the tweeter's
output, followed afraction of amillisecond
later by the midrange/woofer, which has the
same acoustic polarity. And moving the
microphone down to the port axis so that the
woofer's output is moved forward in time a
little relative to the tweeter doesn't change
the step response much. The waterfall plot
derived from fig.15 is exceptionally clean,
however, this contributing to the speaker's
highly transparent presentation. There is a
slight hint of aresonant mode just below

tIlls

Fig. 0B&W 805, individual anechoic responses of
tweeter and woofer on tweeter axis, both

1141

corrected for microphone response.
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Fig. 1B&W 805, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
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Fig.I3 B&W 805, vertical response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: response difference 15°
above top of enclosure; difference 7.5°
above top of enclosure; reference response;
difference midway between tweeter and
woofer; difference on woofer axis;
difference level with port.

responses plotted below 200Hz and 500Hz,
respectively.
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Fig. 2B&W 805, anechoic response on tweeter
axis with grille (bottom), without grille
(middle) (both corrected for microphone

Fig. 14 B&W 805, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on listening
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° off-

response), and difference made by grille (top).
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axis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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4kHz, but this is very minor.
Finally, Itaped aPVDF accelerometer to
the side of the 805's woofer enclosure and
drove the speaker with 7.5V of2kHz MLS
noise.' Calculating the cumulative spectraldecay plot from the resultant impulse response gives the waterfall graph of fig.18.
1See Stereophile, Vol.15 No.6, June 1992, pp.205-207.—JA

Only one real cabinet resonance can be seen,
at the high frequency of 516Hz. But note the
vertical scale: this resonance is very low in
absolute level; in fact, plotting it to the vertical
scale we normally use (fig.19) reveals the
efficacy of B&W's "Matrix" cabinet construction in suppressing resonances. For
comparison, fig.20 shows the resonant
behavior of the Spica SC-30's cabinet sidewall, plotted to the same scale.
Ste,
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Fig. 15 B&W 805, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

• 0

nee - «me

Fig.I6 B&W 805, step response on tweeter axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.I7 B&W 805, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig. 18 B&W 805, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of cabinet
side wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.5V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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All in all, these are an excellent set of measurements which go some way to explaining why LG was impressed with the 805's
sound quality and indicate the 805 to be an
extremely well-engineered little speaker.
—John Atkinson

Conclusions: Like the Totem 1, the B&W
805 has aprice tag high enough to make one
question the ratio of speaker size to cost.
Though larger than the other two minimonitors reviewed this month, its asking price
of $1600 still seems high. (The total suggested retail can reach $2000 when one adds
in the $400 cost of the Sumiko Franklin and
Lowell stands, and even higher if the $675
Targets are used.) Many three-way fill-range
loudspeakers in retail audio stores have lower
price tags.
However, the B&W 805s fit right into the

high-end marketplace, where sonic qualities
are worth more than sheer size and weight
when it comes to judging aproduct's value.
The 805s' imaging and highly rhythmic bass
exceeded the performance of many floorstanding models I've auditioned in my listening room. The B&W's top end was open and
transparent, so much so that Istarted to
doubt my Quad ESL-63s. The 805's tweeter
is almost in aclass by itself. The speaker's
powerful bass is tight without being as roomfilling as that of some expensive minirnonitors,
even with the bass filter in the signal loop.
The B&W 805 is aneutral, well-rounded
loudspeaker that plays without drawing
attention to itself. It images well, and is much
more open and has amore powerful bass
response than the Sonus Faber Minima.
Similarly, it is more open than the Totem
Model 1, but lacks that speaker's depth of
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Fig. 19 B&W 805, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of cabinet
side wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.5V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.) Plotted to same
vertical scale as fig.20.
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Fig.20 Spica SC-30, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of cabinet side wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.5V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.) Plotted to same vertical scale as fig.I9.
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room-filling bass. The 805 benefited greatly
from the use of solid-state amplification, biwiring, and such topnotch stands as the
Franklin and Lowells or Targets. If you
require asmall, highly accurate, low-distortion, transparent speaker but aren't quite
ready for the special demands of electrostatics, put the B&W 805 high on your list
for an audition.
—Larry Greenhill

SONUS FABER MINIMA FM2:
$1800/PAIR
Imaging, imaging, imaging. That's what I
thought when Ifirst heard the Sonus Faber
Electa Amators reviewed by Jack English last
October. How could such small speakers
create such awide, deep soundfield? John
Hunter, president of Sumiko, Ltd. and importer of Sonus Faber products, was amused
but not surprised at my reaction. Idid the
natural thing and begged for areview pair.
Instead, he sent along the Minima FM-2,
the Amator's baby brother. These 13-lb
minimonitors are the company's smallest
model. Of all the Sonus Faber speakers, John
predicted that the tiny Minimas would best
match my big listening room. Iwas skeptical,
but hooked by what I'd heard in the Amator.
The hook went deeper when Iwandered
into Sumiko's exhibit at the June 1992 SCES
and heard the company's flagship speaker,
the $14,000/pair Extrema. Martin Colloms
(Vol.15 No.6, p.136) was correct—this is a
marvelous speaker, dynamic, fast, detailed,
as transparent as Quads, with loads of bass.
Even better, the Extremas are rhythmic,
explosive, and dynamic on real music (see
below). Yet the Extremas were among the
smallest loudspeakers making big sound at the
show. Perhaps Franco Serblin is right, and
"less is more" in aminimonitor (see sidebar).
A Tablette-sized minimonitor, the Minima
was Sonus Faber's first loudspeaker and has
been in production for the past eight years.
the Minima shares common design elements
with other speakers in Sonus Faber's product
line: asimple 6dB/octave crossover housed
in the finest handcrafted walnut cabinets
made.
The Minima is atwo-way, 6-liter ported
speaker, using a4.4" (110mm) celluloseacrylate-cone midrange/woofer, built to spec
by Denmark's Slcannings Audio Technology, 's
with a"Hexacoil" voice-coil, and aDynaudio Esotar T330, 1.2" (28mm) silk-dome,
238

Sonus Faber Minima FM2 loudspeaker

ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. The first-order
crossover is set at 2kHz. A prominent 1" circular port opening from the back of the cabinet is formed by atube that stops just short
of the tweeter's rear. The Minima physically
resembles the more expensive, larger, $4500/
pair Electa Amator but does not go as low
or as loud.
Sonus Faber cabinetry eschews straight
lines and right angles in favor of slopes,
curves, and smoothly rounded edges. Though
produced long before the Extrema that Martin Colloms praised, the Minima's sculpted
cabinet, built of seven slabs of solid Italian
walnut, has the same "Italian designer quality." Though much smaller and lighter than
the Extrema (the Minima weighs about a
seventh as much), the same attention to detail
is evident. Different glues are used on the
front and back of the enclosure. The leather
facing that forms the gasket for the drivers
provides adispersing surface to enhance midrange dispersion. Fourteen-gauge solid copper wire is used for internal wiring, and all
connections are soldered. While the Extrema
employs finger-jointing to lock-miter the
cabinet sections together, the Minima's solid
walnut parts are assembled, held in ajig, and
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glued. The finished cabinet has asmooth, satiny, deep walnut color and delicate grain, all
set off by adelicate grid of fine grooves along
the top and sides, and aheavily beveled and
sculpted front that narrows to frame the
driver section.
Sumiko's Stirling Trayle supplied two sets
of stands for the Minimas. First he sent Sonus
Faber's $950/pair adjustable stands, built

originally for the Electa Amators. They are
shipped in asmall, heavy (55 lbs!) carton.
Inside, one finds Torx-headed wood screws,
massive cultured-marble bases,
2 two all-steel
top plates finished in ablack enamel crackle
finish, and adjustable solid walnut pillars.
Each stand has two inner, moveable pillars
2This aggregate stone comes from Arcugnano, Italy, where
the Minimas are manufactured.

FRANCO SERBLIN: SPEAKER BUILDER OR ZEN MASTER?

point of view, for, after all, you started 'hiIinterviewed Franco Serblin, founder and
e' But he suggested that Americans prepresident of Sonus Faber, one rainy mornfer large loudspeakers with high sound
ing at the June 1992 SCES in Chicago. We
levels. He wanted to convey "the differmet at Sumiko's exhibit and conducted
ence between European and American
our discussion in the back of the room,
style?' In Europe, the most important
where his Extrema loudspeakers were
thing is the music; less important than
winning my vote for "Best Sound at the
owning abig amplifier or loudspeaker is
Show." Franco spoke mostly in Italian
having "a small corner [in which] to listen
while his administrative assistant, Cesare
to the music you like." After all, "Here
Bevilacqua, translated. We were joined by
[pointing to his body] is the body, which is
Lorenzo Sen, aVincenza audio dealer.
very big, and here [pointing to his head] is
Franco was charming, philosophical, and
the spirit, which is very small but very
dressed as elegantly as he had appeared
important. The Minima is like the spirit?'
in the January 1992 Stereophile photo
The Minima's success in Europe over
(p.83). In that picture, he knelt in front of
the eight years of its product life has conaSonus Faber Extrema, his jaw resting on
vinced Franco that he should continue
his fist, like Rodin's The Thinker.
with his "less is more" design direction.
Franco grew up with classical music at
Unlike manufacturers who modify their
home, listening to the piano. His father
products yearly, Franco finds that it "is
was amaster carpenter. When he became
very important for us to have aproduct
interested in audio, Franco found that he
that has no change in the future' Therechanged his equipment every two to three
fore, despite reviews, the Minima will
weeks. He began to believe that there had
remain the same. Iasked him if he might
to be away to make audio components
violate this principle by fixing the Minithat audiophiles would keep for years.
ma's bass leanness. "Nor he said, even
The result of this thinking was Sonus
though he began his career by designing
Faber, founded in 1981 in Arcugnano, the
asatellite/subwoofer system called The
"gold capitol" of Italy and the best place
Snail (see Vol.11 No3, p.34). He now
to buy handcrafted jewelry. "Sonus Faber"
designs small speakers only; in Italy,
loosely translates into "handcrafted
"there is no culture for subwoofersr He
sound." That was Franco's dream: to
found the search for perfect bass futile.
combine, in a small speaker design,
"When you want more bass, you miss it;
superb cabinetry with the finest drivers.
when you have it, it disturbs you." The
He believes that a"big sound" is not necExtrema is the culmination of Franco Seressary in the home. "People want an
blin's ideas, for it is the "extreme represenimpressive speaker right away, but they
tation of the very pure 6dB" design.
change it the next year. With the Minima,
In his best Zen style, Franco ended the
even if you change, you take the Minima
interview by reminding me, "Nothing
with you ...1 know of no used Minimas
sounds better than things that aren't."
on the market."
—Larry Greenhill
Franco explained Sonus Faber's design
philosophy. "We like your [American]
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and two stationary, outer ones. Speaker
surprising, considering the 4" midrange/
height is adjusted by tightening four internal
woofer. A better bass balance was obtained
bolts that reach through slots in the walnut
in the study. Terry Bozzio's kickdrum and
posts. Stirling suggested that the Minima
Tony Hymas's synthesizer were surprisingly
would image best if the stands were set at a lively in the study on Jeff Beck's "Behind the
30" height. This involved removing the two
Veil" fleffBeck's Guitar Shop, Epic EK 44313).
bottom bolts and sliding the internal sections
Ifound the Levinson No.27 and KSA-250
up so that, when reinserted, the lower bolts
amplifiers to best reproduce the punch of
would pass entirely beneath the walnut slide.
Bozzio's kickdrum when driving the MiniThe final assembly is very heavy and rigid,
mas. Rimshots, kickdrum, and drumhead
and devoid of any detectable audio resonance.
sounds were highly dynamic and clearly
For someone purchasing $1800 Minimas,
defined. The bass was rhythmic, with amild
however, a$950 pair of stands may be too
jump factor. Even so, this was limited bass
pricey. For this reason, Sumiko now markets
performance, and could not compare to such
the $350 Franklin and Lowell (F&L) stands.
three- or four-way full-range systems as the
Although they do not have the designer look
Snell E/III or A/IIIi.
of sculpted walnut and stone, they do raise
The midrange is the Minima's strength;
the Minimas 30" from the floor, and feature
this came through best on voice, clarinet, and
anonadjustable hollow rectangular metal
piano solos. Voices and strings sounded natpost, asolid metal top plate, and polished
ural, floating free of the speaker positions—
marble bases, all held together by highthe Minima is the first monitor loudspeaker
quality Torx-head woodscrews. There are no
I've auditioned that reproduced the human
spikes for this stand. Empty, the F&L's colvoice as naturally as the Spendor BC-1. On
umn rings faintly when tapped. This can be
the first Blue Nile LP, A Walk Across the
eliminated by filling it with sand or lead shot.
Rooftops (Linn LKH1), the lead singer's voice
All listening tests were carried out with both
was rich, full, and three-dimensional, standthe Sonus Faber Adjustable and F&L stands,
ing apart from the music and special effects.
the latter sand-filled.
Even with this warmth, the singer's tiny
inflections of expression were clear and eviSound: The Minimas passed all my usual
dent. Classical music, whose reproduction
subjective listening tests with flying colors.
depends on midrange accuracy, was the
Iplayed pink noise to determine the optimal
Minima's forte. Chopin's Scherzo in b-flat,
listening axis. Midband colorations were not
Op31, as played by Anna Maria Stanczyk on
evident, and the sound was natural over a the first Stereophile Test CD, had amarvelous,
wide listening area. This was confirmed by
rich, warm quality that was totally involving.
the sit-down, stand-up, walk-around test.
The Minimas resembled their Sonus Faber
The sound remained uniform, changing
brethren in one other key area: their ability
character only when Iwas standing right
to image On the same Chopin recording, the
above the speaker. Ibroke the Minimas in
Minimas placed the pianist's manager's postover three months, but even over this long
performance "Well done!" comment at the
atime Iheard little change in sonic character.
extreme left of the stage, showing these
Iset up the Sonus Fabers at the narrow end
minirnonitors' ability to re-create the proper
of the room, 4' from each side wall and 3'
soundstage perspective. This was also heard
from the back, with my listening seat 8' away.
on the second Stereophile Test CD's "MapThis is closer than usual, but it allowed me
ping the Soundstage" (track 10). LA's voice
to reproduce the same sitting distance in the
changed its apparent location in my listening
study. Using the second Stereophile Test CD's
room, just as JA described last June (Vol.15
warble tones, Iwas able to confirm that the
No.6, p.202). The Minimas' imaging abilMinima had usable response down to 80Hz,
ities could also be heard on the instrumental
with some response just detectable at 60Hz
finish to Richard Thompson's "Why Must
and no evidence of doubling. (This last had
IPlead" (Rumor and Sigh, Capitol CDP 7
not been not the case with the 805s in the liv95713 2). There, the acoustic guitar's sonic
ing room.)
image was located just outside the right
Still, the Minimas were unlikely to prospeaker. Only the Minimas and Quad ESLduce deep bass in the bigger room—hardly
63s have gotten this right.
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high levels in my big room. The sound of
Despite their superb imaging, the Minimas
vibes hardened and became zingy, as heard
were not as transparent as other top loudon Joe Beck's "Unspoken Words" (TheJourspeakers. Regardless of speaker placement,
ney, DMP CD-481). Vocals, otherwise a
speaker cable, or amplifier, in neither room
strength of this speaker, became peaky, pardid the Minimas achieve the see-through
ticularly on soprano choral works. Moving
clarity Iheard from the Extremas at the 1992
to the smaller room greatly reduced these
SCES. Of course, this is an unfair expectaproblems.
tion; the $14,000 Extremas are the only
minimonitors I've heard that can produce
Subwoofer to the rescue: The Minimas got
Quad-like transparency. (In addition, Iwas
amajor transfusion of bass extension when
not driving the Minimas with the same, noteamed with the Muse Model 18 subwoofer
compromise equipment or cables Sumiko
(see review, Vol.14 No.7). The Model 18 was
used with the Extremas at the CES, such as
positioned so the Minimas were situated at
the $20,000 SME Model 30 turntable with
the Muse's midpoint, front-to-back. The
an SME Series V tonearm.)
result was terrific. With the Muse, Blue Nile's
The Minima's midrange strengths were
lead singer moved behind ascreen of music
also evident playing Richard Stoltzman's
in "A Walk Across the Rooftops." The snarerecordings of clarinet concerti. My daughter
drum registered with aswiftness, suddenplays the clarinet, and uses the listening room
to rehearse for auditions. Compared with a ness, and startling quality Ihad not heard
before. On the same album, "Tinseltown in
real clarinet, most speakers playing CDthe Rain" resounded with waves of deep elecsourced clarinet music just don't cut it. For
tric bass, and the synthesizer on "Rags to
example, my current standard, the Quad
Riches" was startling. Kickdrum and drumESL-63, is just okay, sounding dry and dishead on "Tinseltown" also felt very solid, as
tant when reproducing Stoltzman's tone. The
if in the room.
Minimas sounded warmer if slightly duller
The Muse subwoofer also gave extension
and drier than the actual clarinet, but were
more involving than the Quads. The Mini- to the Minimas' dynamic range. Full orchestral works put excessive demands on "baremas' ability to reproduce clarinet tone made
foot" Minimas, particularly in my big livsubtle milcing differences evident. For examing room. Turn on the Muse, and the sound
ple, the close miking of Stoltzman playing
became lush, the soundstage full in The Age
Copland's Concerto for Clarinet, Strings,
of Gold, awonderful LP featuring Leopold
Harp, and Piano (L.L. Smith/LSO, RCA
Stokowski conducting the Chicago Sym7762-2-RC) revealed the instrument's reedy,
phony (RCA Red Seal LSC-3133). Corey
warm timbre far better than the distant mikGreenberg's Real Music Test (Vol.15 No.7,
ing of Eddie Daniels playing Weber's Clarp.112) also proved revealing here. James Hetinet Quintet in B-flat, Op.34 (Reference
field's bittersweet ballad, "The Unforgiven"
Recordings RR-40CD).
(Metallica, Elektra 61113-2), caused the
The Minima's treble response was smooth
Minima considerable treble angina, until the
and sweet, rolling off gently. Perhaps this was
Muse subwoofer picked up the energy in
more evident than usual because its midrange
Newsted's bass and Lars Ulrich's drums.
emphasis gave the Minimas atipped-down
Then the harmony between the guitars could
sonic balance overall. Nowhere was this
be appreciated.
sweetness more evident than on the LP of the
Glory soundtrack (Virgin 90531). In the
Comparisons eic contrasts: The Minima's
opening cut, "A Call to Arms," the choir
overall sonic balance was tilted down in the
spread from wall to wall, rich, sweet, and airy.
treble, with awarm midrange and alean bass
On the other hand, this sonic balance did not
register. These emphases, while not objecfavor the direct-injected bass guitar on
tionable, meant that the Minima was no
Stereophile's Test CD 2. Corey Greenberg's
threat to such full-range speakers as the
guitar was warm, but lacked extension in the
Hales, Quads, or Proac Response Threes. In
treble and bass, particularly compared to the
this instance, "less" did mean anarrowed
B&W 805.
range.
The Minima's treble response first showed
Although this sonic personality may
the strain when the speaker was driven at
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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appeal in certain rooms, the Minimas' relatively high price may be adeciding factor for
some audiophiles. These listeners should
place the $200 PSB Alphas (sec JE's review,
Vol.15 No.7, p.117) higher on their shopping
lists. However, there arc other considerations,
particularly sonic ones. Lesser-priced minimonitors may not match the Minimas' imaging and midrange abilities, or their ability
to reproduce vocalists, orchestral string
tone, and clarinet timbre. Speakers of equal
sonic quality are the similarly priced ProAc
Response Two (Vol.15 No.7, p.109), the
B&W 805, and the Acoustic Energy AE-1
(Vol.15 No.6, p.193).
Measurements by JA: As might be
expected from such asmall speaker, the
Sonus Faber's B-weighted sensitivity was on
the low side, the same as the BBC LS3/5A:
82.5dB/W/m, alittle lower than specified. As
can be seen from the plots of impedance
magnitude and phase (fig.21), however, the
Minima is very easy to drive, even lowpowered tube amplifiers being suitable. The
port is tuned to ahigh 65Hz.
The acoustic crossover between the two
drive-units is shown in fig.22, and it can be
&termed le 111.51.111.0P1.00 & IMISltde.,
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seen that there is aregion about an octave
wide where the tweeter and midrange/woofer
overlap. Above crossover, the tweeter's onaxis response tilts up a little, while the
woofer's output is abit peaky at the top of
its passband. Averaged across a30° lateral
window on the tweeter axis, the overall
response (fig.23) is slightly ragged throughout the midrange and treble. LG did find its
balance rather midrange-forward; this type
of response is prone to become fatiguingly
peaky at high levels, again as LG found during his auditioning. To the left of fig.23 are
the nearfield responses of the woofer and
port. The over-damped woofer starts to roll
off below ahigh 200Hz, with the port covering anarrow bandpass centered on 60Hz.
The Minima is definitely aminimonitor compared with the other two speakers reviewed
this month by LG. A couple of port resonances can be seen in fig.23, at 465Hz and
800Hz, but these are well down in level.
LG noted that he found the Minima to
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Fig.23 Sonus Faber Minima, anechoic response on
tweeter axis averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
200Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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Fig.2I Sonus Faber Minima, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.22 Sonus Faber Minima, individual anechoic
responses of tweeter and woofer on
tweeter axis, both corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.24 Sonus Faber Minima, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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sound alittle rolled-off in the high treble.
There's plenty of energy on-axis (fig.23). but
to the sides of that axis, the speaker rolls off
quite rapidly in the top two octaves (fig.24),
which means that the room-reverberant field
will be duller than it would be with either the
Totem 1or B&W 805, this contributing to
LG's impression. In heavily furnished rooms,
the Minimas might sound too dull, therefore.
Vertically (fig.25), while the Sonus Faber is
slightly more fussy than the other two
speakers regarding its optimum listening
axis—that overlap between the driveunits—it still is not too critical as long as you
listen on or below the tweeter axis.
Turning to the time domain, the Minima's
impulse response on the tweeter axis (fig.26)
doesn't appear to be as time-coherent as the

crossover specification might suggest, this
reinforced by the step response (fig.27),
which shows apositive-polarity tweeter followed afraction ola millisecond later by
an inverse-polarity midrange/woofer. The
cumulative spectral-decay, or "waterfall,"
plot calculated by the MLSSA system from
the impulse response can be seen in fig.28.
While the decay of the impulsive sound is
overall quite clean, there is some residual
woofer character noticeable around 2.5kHz,
and atweeter mode at 16kHz, though this
will be too high for most people to hear.
Finally, though the Minima's superbly
rigid cabinet construction doesn't eliminate
cabinet resonances, it does push them up in
frequency to where they will have less effect
10•0100 •••••••• - .0.‘•
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Fig.26 Sonus Faber Minima, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig 25 Sonus Faber Minima, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: response
difference 7.5° above top of enclosure;
difference level with top of enclosure;
reference response; difference midway
between tweeter and woofer; difference
on woofer axis; difference level with Sonus
Faber badge beneath woofer.
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Fig.27 Sonus Faber Minima, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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on the music. Measured with a PVDF
accelerometer, the main sidewall mode, for
example, though high in level at -4dB for a
7.5V input, lay at an innocuous 390Hz.
—John Atkinson
Conclusions: As the smallest of the Sonus
Faber minimonitors, the Minima is not the
optimal model for those playing full-range
organ music or Metallica-like thrash, or those
with cavernous listening rooms. "Less is
more" doesn't quite apply. On the other
hand, these minis favor classical music and
vocal and instrumental solos, where they are
among the most musically involving minimonitors I've heard. They can be used with
either the Mark Levinson No.27 or aKrell
KSA amplifier, Sumiko's OCOS cable, and
the Franklin and Lowell stands. Add asub-

woofer for big rooms.
At their best, the Minimas imaged beautifully, playing with anaturalness that allowed hours of listening without fatigue.
Here smallness paid off; less was really
enough. For aseventh its price, the Minima
gives its owner abit of the Extrema's magic:
Italian sculpted-wood cabinetry, outstanding
imaging, and captivating musicality.
The Minimas' balance of strengths (tremendous naturalness and ability to involve
the listener in the music, great imaging, low
listener fatigue, midrange smoothness, excellent dispersion), even when set against their
weaknesses (reduced transparency, peakiness
when driven hard in large rooms, cost), lead
me to place them at the top of the "restricted
bass" Class C in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components:'
—Larry Greenhill
$

HARMAN/KARDON TU-9600 FM/AM TUNER
Don Scott

Harman/Kardon TU-9600 FM/AM tuner
Measured specifications (using Sencor SG80 test set): FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 2.10µV/II.64dBf mono, 2.40µV/12.80dBf with Active Tracking, 5µv119.18dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity:
360136.33dBf with noise reduction, 27eI33.83dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: I.2dB. Selectivity: 80dB alternate
channel, 12-I5dB adjacent channel. SIN ratio at 65dBf: 80dB mono, 75dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.25%. Stereo separation:
50dB. SCA rejection: 45dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB. 19 and 38kHz products:45dB. Power consumption: I2W. Dimensions:
I7%" W by 12" Dby 21" H. Weight: 7.5 lbs. SN: 5171-04013. Price: $429. Approximate number of dealers: 400. Manufacturer
Harman/Kardon, 8380 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91325. Tel: (818) 893-9992. Fax: (818) 893-8788.
The Harman/Kardon Citation 23 FM/AM
tuner has remained in Stereophile's "Recommended Components" since its favorable
review in Vol.10 No.8. The TU-9600 shares
the H/K Active Tracking circuit technology
found in the Citation 23, and has identical
specifications for this feature despite alower
price tag: $429 vs $699.
Active Tracking is afeedback circuit in the
IF strip designed to increase selectivity without using additional distortion-prone narrow
ceramic filters. The feedback signal is superimposed on the normal 10.7MHz IF signal
and shifted in frequency very carefully in
244

accordance with the modulation index. The
effect is to restrict the RF acceptance window
the tuner will receive This is possible because
abroadcast FM signal modulated with an
audio signal varies in frequency up to
75kHz from its central carrier frequency.
The tracking signal can, for instance, phasecancel anything beyond ±70kHz, therefore
limiting interference from adjacent stations
without seriously degrading the desired signal. The Active Tracking signal can also be
offset on the TU-9600 approximately
±15kHz, in five fixed steps, to increase effective selectivity; it is continuously adjustable
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on the Citation 23.
The TU-9600 has aslightly curved front
panel to match the cosmetics of the company's latest CD players and preamplifiers.
Cabinets are available in black or champagne
Ergonomically, this is one of the easiest-tooperate tuners I've seen. There is alarge
power switch on the left; continuing toward
the right are the Active Tracking (narrow
bandwidth) and associated fine-tuning controls, Antenna 1and 2switches, and memory
controls for 24 random presets. FM/AM
switching, combined Stereo-auto scan/
Mono-manual scan in 100kHz steps, HiBlend, and alarge up/down tuning rocker are
on the extreme right. The fluorescent display,
off-centered to the right, shows all functions
in white except for Stereo and Fine Tuning
in red. All functions can be entered into
memory, including Fine Tuning and antenna
selection. A useful five-level signal meter is
provided.
The rear panel has connections for two Ftype, threaded 75 ohm antenna connectors,
fixed-level RCA audio jacks, AM antenna
terminals, connections for H/K system remote control, and an unswitched AC convenience outlet. The remote duplicates all
front-panel operating functions with two
exceptions: there is no power on/off; it is
assumed one will buy an H/K system and the
tuner will be turned off by another remote
The remote does include Preset Scan, not
duplicated on the front panel. Interior RF and
audio construction are mostly on amediumsized circuit board, using an equal mixture
of usual- and high-grade components. The
power-supply and display driver boards are
well isolated from the main board to lessen
induced noise.

FM RF PERFORMANCE

Out-and-out mono sensitivity should not
be the final word in judging tuner performance; there are many areas where excessively strong signals are more of aproblem.
However, high sensitivity is an asset as long
as atuner has wide enough dynamic RF
range to handle both situations equally well.
The TU-9600 was resistant to high-signal
overload, but its low-signal performance was
about 15% below par, measuring 2.1µ\//
11.64dBf at best, vs atypical 1.80//1031dBf.
Stereo 50dB quieting measured the typical
36µV/3633dBf, but was enhanced considerSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

ably when using the high-blend, 2712V/
33.83dB£ Rarely was the TU-9600 found
to be excessively noisy in stereo; it should
work well in marginal signal areas.
While the above specifications are acceptable, Ifound disappointing the failure of the
tested unit to meet its 30dB adjacent-channel
spec. It measured 12-15dB, and allowed
splatter between adjacent weak and mediumto-strong signals. Had it met this important
spec, Iwould be more forgiving of its other
minor defects and its overall rating would be
higher.I What's troubling is that the Citation
23, with the same 30dB spec, actually meets
or exceeds that figure, permitting adjacentchannel reception where others fail. Inoted
no other RF defects or specification discrepancies.

FM SOUND QUALITY
Midrange balance, high-frequency extension,
and overall clarity with alack of transistor
grit were all on the money. What disappointed me was the strong response below
500Hz, which had more slur and blur than
solid punch and dynamics. Stereo separation
was especially good, although commonmode material was somewhat recessed in the
soundstage.
The high-blend, as indicated under "RF
Performance is well designed. When engaged, it took the hiss away with only a10dB
loss of channel separation. What was left was
still more apparent stereo than with any other
blend Ican recall evaluating. The blend was
also effective in lessening birdies and tweaks
from FMX-encoded stations. S/N ratio was
75dB in stereo—nearly as quiet as the Luxman T-117.
AM SECTION
There was some engineering effort to preserve more than the usual amount of highfrequency response in the TU-9600. Response extended beyond 6IcHz (31cHz is typical). However, the extra highs were distorted
and gritty. Selectivity is specified at 55dB,
which would be sufficient to separate stations
10kHz apart for night-time reception. In
reality it measured about 30dB, allowing
only the stronger stations to win. Sensitivity
1Under the direction of H/K's technical department, I
checked the alignment of the Active Tracking circuit. Inoted
no improvement; therefore, Iconcluded that the sample was
not defective.
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was also poorer (400µV/m) than the usual
300µV/m, adding up to atotal loss on AM.
In contrast, the Citation 23 proved an agile
performer on AM as well, and in top alignment is atough act to follow. AM can be very
good, if not more pleasing and smoother
than FM. In my opinion, this was especially
true when the superior, almost extinct Kahn
AM stereo system was broadcast by WQXR
in NYC and other fine music stations.

CONCLUSION
Rather than rely on pure memory, Iborrowed aCitation 23 from adealer. Though
not alate serial number, it still proved the
validity of my original review. The borrowed
23 did everything right, except that it had
poor sensitivity. I'm assured by their supertech, Peter Philips, that H/K has corrected the
sensitivity problem: there was agrounding
problem with the front-end, and another
ground-loop with the antenna cable In addition, an electronic switch, which added
another tuned RF stage when the tuner was
in the narrow mode, had avoltage drop
across it, lowering gain. This stage is now
hard-wired "on" to its B+ feed. Also, the
tuner now powers up in stereo instead of
mono; aquirk Inever noticed, if it was there,
on the original sample five years ago. lie
this is true, the latest-production Citation 23
should be asignal-grabber extraordinaire,
particularly if coupled with the Magnum/Dynalab 205 serial booster for alittle
extra kick in very weak signal areas.
Therefore, based on my evaluation of the
two Harman/Kardon tuners with the aid of

aSencor SG80 AM/FM test set, my conclusion is that while the 23 is awinner, the TU9600 is just okay.

POSTSCRIPT
Marty Zanfino, H/K's director of R&D, got
word that Ihad given the TU-9600 an unenthusiastic review and sought ameans of
recantation. The original unit submitted for
review was realigned and returned to me for
retesting. However, to be fair, objective,
honest, and retain all the attributes of agood
reviewer, Irequested an additional unopened
sample for retesting. Both units exhibited
increased selectivity over the original sample,
with the realigned unit meeting or slightly
exceeding its 30dB adjacent-channel spec and
the sealed sample checking out at 25dB (5dB
below spec). The audible effect was slight
splatter between strong and weak signals on
the sealed sample, and near-perfect reception
from the realigned unit. All other measured
AM/FM specs, observations, and opinions
remain unchanged from the original text. All
this points to the fact that H/K has an excellent design in the TU-9600, but needs to
tighten up its alignment quality control. For
the consumer, this indicates that if adealer
has two units, both should be auditioned.
It's important to remember that, for $429,
and in proper alignment, the TU-9600 has
only one competitor offering equal selectivity
at roughly the same price: the (recently discontinued) Onkyo T-4700 ($450). The
Onkyo, however, lacks digital fine-tuning,
which will enhance selectivity in some
crowded RF environments.

F OLLOW-UP
THE WELL-TEMPERED
TURNTABLE &TONEARM
A true measure of aproduct's musical and
commercial success is the number of aftermarket tweaks it inspires. Instead of being
an insult to the designer, Isee tweaks and
modifications as the ultimate expression of
affection for the product. The tweaker recognizes agreat component and wants to exploit
the product's ultimate potential, without
regard for the cost considerations that constrained the designer. It is sometimes possible to turn an excellent product into a
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superlative one with just afew carefully considered tweaks.
Two products that have generated many
after-market modifications are the WellTempered Turntable and Well-Tempered
Arm.' Ireported on one of these mods, the
tonearm modification by Lary Pederson of
LP Lab, just over ayear ago, in Vol.15 No.l.
Ifound the musical improvement offered by
Lary's arm tweaks significant and well worth
1Mango also makes aseries of vibrational damping devices
that work with any turntable.
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The Well-Tempered Arm with Mango Clamp
present aproblem for sprung-chassis turnthe mod's very reasonable $200 price. Since
that "Follow-Up" was published, I've retables. This isn't afactor, of course, with the
unsprung WIT Additionally, care must be
ceived several WT mods by third parties,
taken when mounting the Clamp: too much
as well as the most recent upgrades offered
torque on the hex-head bolts can pull the arm
by Well-Tempered Laboratories (the Wellcup off its mounting to the base. The best
Tempered Turntable, Arm, and associated
technique is to hold the Clamp from above
accessories are distributed by Transparent
with the left hand and gently tighten the bolts
Audio).
with the right hand. Installation takes about
With this survey of new and aftermarket
five minutes.
products for the 'WIT, we'll bring this justifiThe theory behind putting such amassive
ably popular turntable up to date.
device in intimate contact with the arm cup
is straightforward. I'll quote the owner's
MARIGO AUDIO LABS
manual: "In the Well-Tempered Arm design,
WELL DAMPED ARM CLAMP
aportion of the signal generated from the
Perhaps the most extensive and tweakiest
WTT mods come from Mango Audio Labs.
stylus-groove interface travels through the
Many of Mango's products will work equally
cartridge body, arm tube, and paddle, into
the silicone fluid. At infrasonic frequencies,
well on any turntable, but several are designed
specifically for the WIT and WTA.2
these longer wavelength vibrations are effecThe most intriguing of these is the
tively dissipated through molecular shear
forces as heat in the silicone fluid. However,
patented Well Damped Arm Clamp, asolid
the silicone molecules lose the capability of
brass device that fits around the arm cup
holding the silicone damping fluid. The
responding to shear to the shorter wavelength vibrations in the audio frequency
Clamp comprises two pieces of machined
range, instead becoming an effective vibrabrass that form acircle around the arm cup.
tional coupler. These vibrations, propagated
Four hex-head bolts secure the two halves
through the silicone fluid, reach amechanical
together. Holes have been drilled inside the
impedance boundary condition at the exterClamp (not visible once installed) and filled
ior surface of the silicone cup. The vibrations
with aspecial damping material. A singleare then reflected back from the boundary
point mechanical ground spike protrudes
to the cartridge causing arelative movefrom the Clamp's bottom surface to meet the
turntable base. An electrical grounding lug
ment of the stylus. The signal reappears,
is also provided. The quality of machining,
attenuated, 110 microseconds after initial
the precision with which the parts fit together
generation to interact with the information
(and to the arm cup), and overall execution
currently being retrieved from the record
are first-rate. The $299 Clamp looks and feels
groove.
like afine precision instrument.
"The patented design of the Well Damped
Although the Clamp will work on the
Arm Clamp utilizes the coupling capacity of
Well-Tempered Arm when mounted on any
the silicone fluid to provide atermination
turntable, its heavy weight (19 ounces) may
route for these vibrations. The structure,
mass, and damping have been optimized to
2First reviewed in vol. ii No.3.
fully absorb all vibrational energy across the
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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audio band. High inertial mass-loading of
the cup completely eliminates mechanical
hysteresis effects at low frequencies. A stainless-steel point on the bottom of the Well
Damped Arm Clamp provides asingle-point
mechanical ground for adissipative path to
earth."
But enough of molecular sheer forces and
hysteresis effects—what does the Clamp do
for the WTA's sonic performance? 3
In aword, the Clamp's effect was dramatic.
After installing the Clamp afew months ago,
Iheard an improvement in the sound, but
only when Iremoved the Clamp for some
comparison listening did Irealize just how
good this product was. Ifully expected to
listen for afew weeks without the Clamp
to help form my opinion of the product. But
on the first record played in months without the Clamp, Iimmediately knew it
wouldn't take long to assess the Clamp's
value. The drop in musicality was so great
Iwanted to reinstate the Clamp immediately.
Specifically, the Clamp provided amuch
smoother, more liquid, and better focused
presentation. The overall tonal balance seemed
less uptilted in the treble and with awarmer
midrange. Without the Clamp, the treble was
slightly etched and forward; putting it back
on softened the treble (yet not with aloss of
detail), made it less hashy, and gave the presentation amuch greater sense of ease. On
Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume
One (Reference Recordings RR-37), for
example, the cymbals were cleaner, less upfront, and sounded more like brass being
struck. In my opinion, this improvement
in the treble alone is worth the price of
admission.
But there's more. The Clamp made midrange textures more liquid; the unClamped
arm could sound slightly hard and brittle in
the upper mids. The attack of piano notes,
for example, had less of an "edge" with the
Clamp, a factor that made music more
involving and less fatiguing. This was also
true of Robert Lucas's voice on the Usin'
3The playback system used in all of these evaluations consisted oían Audio Research LS2 line-stage preamplifier fed
by John Curl's Vendetta Research SCP2B phono stage and
an AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge. Power amplifiers were
Vil 225W Deluxe monoblocks or aMark Levinson No 23.5,
driving Hales System Two Signatures, with and without a
Muse Model 18 subwoofer. Interconnects were primarily
Expressive Technologies IC-2 in the phono stage and between
the LS2 and the power amplifiers. AC power was conditioned
by aTice Power Block and Titan.
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Man Blues LP (AudioQuest AQ-1001). The
Clamp made it more realistic, removing the
slightly mechanical quality heard from the
unClamped arm. Although the presentation
was less edgy, there was an increase in speed
and zip. Transient detail was sharper, tighter,
better resolved.
The bass was also improved, but not to the
same extent as the treble. There was agreater
tightness, cohesion, and articulation with the
Clamp. Bass lines—Andy West's great playing on the Dixie Dregs' Night of the Living
Dregs (Capricorn CPN 0216)—had more
punch and drive, adding to the music's rhythmic power. Finally, the Clamp seemed to
increase transparency and snap the soundstage into greater focus.
Ican't recommend the Well Damped Arm
Clamp more highly. The best testimonial to
the product's effectiveness is the urgency I
felt to reattach it after hearing favorite records
played on the WTT/WTA without the Clamp.

M ARIGO
MICRO SUSPENSION SYSTEM &
MOTOR TERMINATOR KIT
The next Mango mod is atwo-part isolation
system of which half (the Motor Terminator) is exclusive to the WIT The Micro Suspension System can be used by itself with any
turntable.
The Motor Terminator is aset of three very
heavy half-ovals of metal, each with adamping pad on the bottom and asmall coupling
pad on top. The three devices are placed
beneath the WTT's motor; this raises the level
to match the increased height caused by the
Micro Suspension System. Note that on the
WTT, the Motor Terminator must be used
in conjunction with the Micro Suspension
System, and vice versa. On other turntables,
the Micro Suspension System can be used
independently. Together, the Motor Terminator kit and Micro Suspension System sell
for $219. The Micro Suspension is available
separately for $109.
The Micro Suspension System consists of
four round plastic feet, each about the size
of a record clamp, and four translucent
squares of arubbery material. Each foot rests
on five small compliant discs on the foot bottom, and has ametal spike protruding from
the foot's top surface. After the stock feet
are removed, the self-adhesive, rubber-like
squares are mounted to the turntable bottom,
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and the upwardly spiked feet are placed
beneath them with the spikes partially sticking into the rubber-like squares. The idea is
to isolate the turntable from vibration in the
turntable stand.
Fortunately for this review, Ihave two very
different equipment racks on which to evaluate the performance of these isolation systems. One is the 350-lb Merrill Stable Table,
which has alead shot-filled base, top, and pillars, and is spiked to the concrete floor. The
second is an oak equipment rack that you
would find in any furniture store. It isn't very
massive, and the top shelf is rather flimsy (by
audio standards). One rack is extremely solid
and well isolated from vibration and the other
isn't. (Incidentally, Ihad ahuge gain in LP
playback performance after adding the Stable
Table to the system two years ago. A highquality turntable stand is an absolute must
for realizing LP playback's potential.)
Adding the Micro Suspension System
and Motor Terminators to the WTT when
mounted on the Stable Table had virtually no
effect on the sound. There may have been a
marginal increase in focus and transparency,
but the difference was negligible at best.
But when added to the WIT mounted on
the generic oak stand, Iheard atremendous
difference. The most obvious change was in
the bass. The WTT mounted on the oak
stand without the Micro Suspension System
sounded thick, fat, slow, veiled, and congested—much like an underdamped loudspeaker. These characteristics robbed the
music of its pace and dynamics, greatly
decreasing the system's overall musicality.
Drums lacked their sharp transient edge, and
the rhythmic power of the bass drum and
bass guitar working together was totally
missing. It was as if asoggy blanket had been
thrown over the music.
Adding the Micro Suspension System and
Motor Terminator kit brought the presentation much closer to what Ihear from the
WTT on the Merrill Stable Table: leaner and
tighter bass, greater transparency, and improved resolution. Again, the most dramatic
difference was in the bass. The MSS made the
bass faster and more controlled, improving
pitch definition. Moreover, bass dynamics
returned, and with them the sense of pace and
rhythm. Although there was more lowfrequency weight without the Micro Suspension System, this was at the very high exSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

pense of losing pitch definition, dynamics,
pace, and clarity. The difference was not subtle. The Micro Suspension System, however,
was no match for the Stable Table—all the
improvements I've described were greater
when Iput the WTT back on the Stable
Table.
In short, if you've got aturntable stand of
the caliber of the Merrill Stable Table or
Arcici Lead Balloon, save your money—the
Micro Suspension System and Motor Termination kit won't improve the performance.
But if your WIT is on aless than rigid stand,
the Mango Micro Suspension System and
Motor Terminator kit offer significant musical improvement well worth the $219 asking price.
MARIGO PLATTER INTERFACE
SYSTEM

The Mango Platter Interface System consists
of aconstrained layer mat, fabric inner mat,
spacer discs to accommodate different platter
configurations, and can be used with any
turntable. The spacer discs should be used
on concave platters to make them less concave so that the platter can better accommodate the Platter Interface System (I'll call it
a"mat" from here on). In anice touch, aglass
epoxy disc just larger than the WTT's record clamp is provided to go between the
clamp and the record label, preventing the
label from getting chewed up. The mat center
has five copper discs arranged in acircle
around the center hole. The Platter Interface
System is nicely finished and sells for $179.
As with the Well Damped Arm Clamp, I'd
been listening to the WTT for several months
with the mat installed. It was only after I
removed the mat that Ifully recognized its
benefits!
The biggest change wrought by the mat
was asmoothing of the mids and treble. The
presentation became softer, less aggressive,
with agreater sense of ease. Although adding
the mat seemed to attenuate high-frequency
energy, Iattribute this to the cleaner, less
hashy treble presentation rather than to any
attenuation of detail. Cymbals had amuch
truer sound, more like brass being struck
than like bursts of white noise HF transients
were quicker and had better-defined leading edges.
4Don't forget to reset VTA when adding or removing the
mat.
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There was also adecrease in lower-midrange thickness; adding the mat removed a
sense of congestion and heaviness in the
upper bass and lower mids. The thickness
heard without the mat manifested itself as
boxiness on piano, peakiness in the upper
registers ofbass guitar, and afatness on lower
toms. The drum solo on "What Is Hip," from
Tower ofPower Direct (Sheffield Lab 17), was
agood example. The mat tightened up the
drums, ameliorated the slightly tubby quality
on the toms, and added dynamic punch.
Reducing this coloration improved the
presentation's clarity and transparency, providing more of asee-through window on the
music. Overall, Irate the Platter Interface
System's sonic improvement below that of
the Well Damped Arm Clamp, but worth the
$179 asking price.

W ELL-TEMPERED LAB'S
BLACK DAMPED PLATTER

Transparent Audio, the distributor of WellTempered Lab's products, continues to provide upgrades to WTT and WTA owners.5
Most significant of these are the Black
Damped Platter and Black Tonearm. The
Black Damped Platter costs $300 if you have
arecent Classic WTT, or $400 for older Classic and Well-Tempered Record Players. If
you're just buying aWIT, the Black Damped
Platter adds $230 to the price.
The new platter is black (instead of the
original platter's clear) acrylic, but has had
its bottom hollowed out to accept alayer of
ISODAMP CN, adamping agent. ISODAMP
CN was reportedly developed for the Navy
to control noise and resonances in ships. After
the 0.355" -thick ISODAMP CN layer is
attached, the platter is turned asecond time
and the acrylic polished to asatin finish. The
new platter reportedly attenuates the platter's resonance modes, which results in less
energy stored in the platter.
The Damped Platter is designed to accommodate the newer 2" spindle, requiring
owners of the older, small-spindle version
of the WTT to buy the 2" adapter and larger
record clamp (thus the $100 price difference).
5In addition to the two products reviewed here. Transparent offers amyriad of products and services to WTT and WTA
owners. The factory services include base refinishing, motor
voltage conversion, and arm rehanging; products include a
dustcover, stylus pressure gauge, arm fluid, finger lift, record clamp, arm rest, cartridge clips, and everything else a
WTT owner may need.
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I'd been experimenting with the Mango
mods for afew months and had just recently
switched the original clear platter for the new
Black Damped Platter. Seconds into the first
record, Iwas stunned at the difference the
Black Damped Platter made. It was like
listening to acompletely different turntable!
While all the other mods improved the WTT's
fundamental sound, the Black Damped Platter
completely transformed it.
First, there was ahuge increase in dynamic
contrast. The music seemed to jump out of
the loudspeakers with an effortless, unfettered quality. It wasn't just drums and other
percussive instruments; every instrument's
dynamic envelope was much more sharply
defined and cohesive. In addition, transients
seemed to "line up" together instead of being
smeared slightly over time. The musical effect
of this sonic change was vast: there was a
much greater sense of the band's energy and
life. In fact, this difference was aparadigm
of what Martin Colloms described in his
revelatory article on pace and rhythm in
Vol.15 No.11. The music had afar greater
ability to grab me and not let go.
Moreover, the difference between loud and
soft was greatly expanded. Icould hear much
more low-level information, particularly
reverb decay. The hall seemed to hang in
space longer. When combined with the
increased lump factor," the ability to more
clearly hear low-level detail expanded the
playback system's dynamic window within
which the music could express itself. The
result was amuch greater sense of excitement
and involvement in the music.
This change alone would be well worth
the price of admission, but was only the
beginning. The bass was much tighter and
cleaner, with heightened pitch definition.
Bass notes that had seemed featureless with
the clear platter suddenly took on pitch,
attack and decay, and inner detail. What had
been low-frequency energy became plucked
bass strings. The subjective extension was
also increased, with adeeper and more solid
low bass. Moreover, the Black Platter exposed and ameliorated aproblem with the
clear platter: aresonance at about 400Hz.
This resonance was very much like aloudspeaker with cabinet modes, adding aboxy
coloration and transient overhang. This was
very noticeable on Mike Garson's Oxnard
Sessions; the piano became less thick in the
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lower registers. It was as if the piano had been
suddenly released from abox, allowing it to
soar through the music. The removal of this
resonance, Ibelieve, is largely responsible for
the greatly increased pitch definition and
ability to hear the transient nature of plucked
acoustic and electric bass. In the report on the
Mango Platter Interface System, Imade
mention of how the Mango product ameliorated this tendency toward lower midrange
boxiness. The Black Platter, however, completely eliminated this coloration from the
music.
The Black Platter rendered similar effects
to what Iheard after adding the Marigo mat,
but to amuch greater degree. The smoother,
less aggressive mids and treble heard with the
Mango mat were even more so with the
Black Platter. There was an ease, liquidity,
and naturalness Ihadn't previously associated
with the WIT.
There were also significant gains in transparency, soundstage depth, and image focus.
If listening to music with the clear platter was
like looking through apicture window,
adding the Black Platter was like removing
the window entirely and becoming part of
the scene—the increased ability to see into
the soundstage was that great. Moreover, the
transparency brought anewfound resolution
of fine detail. Favorite records were revealed
to have much more low-level information.
Adding to the transparent soundstage, the
Black Platter increased the separation between individual instruments, both texturally
and spatially. The music was less homogenized and more an ensemble of individual
identities. Image outlines were more clearly
defined, greatly adding to the illusion of
individual instruments hanging in threedimensional space Similarly, the textural distinction between instruments was more
clearly resolved, further adding to the impression that the music was made up of
individual instruments.
It's difficult to overstate the sonic and
musical transformation rendered by the WellTempered Lab's Black Damped Platter. If you
own an original WTT, don't spend another dime
on your hi-fi until you have the Black Damped
Platter6

W ELL-TEMPERED LAB'S
BLACK ARM
The Black WTA is very similar to the original
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

WTA arm, but with afew changes. The Black
Arm features athicker aluminum (instead of
stainless steel) arm tube, anew headshell that
has two mounting holes for amore secure
mechanical connection to the cartridge, and
asingle large stainless-steel counterweight.
The wiring is also updated, and the terminal block is fitted with higher-quality RCA
jacks.
The Black Arm can be bought separately
for $900. Owners of the original WTA can
have theirs upgraded for $300. The upgrade
package includes new arm tube, headshell,
fresh silicone fluid, new wiring, and higherquality RCA jacks. The arm tube is filled with
the same damping sand as in the original arm.
The S300 upgrade price is based on the customer rehanging his own arm: Transparent
charges an additional $70 if the entire arm
assembly is received and returned to the customer ready to install.
Speaking of rehanging the arm, this is
absolutely the last set of WTA mods I'll
review: removing the arm, draining the
messy silicone fluid, rehanging the arm, and
remounting the cartridge (not to mention
resetting azimuth, tracking force, and VTA)
are not my idea of fun—particularly when
there are records to be enjoyed.
Ishould warn readers that my experience
of the Black arm may not exactly match
theirs; there are so many variables in changing arms that it is impossible to guarantee that
every parameter is identical after switching
arms. While Iattempted to match tracking
force, VTA, how deep the paddle lay in the
silicone, azimuth, and anti-skate, it's possible
that these were not identical with both
tonearms. Idid, however, optimize the Black
Ann's performance after listening to it under
the same conditions as the original arm. Further, my comparison of the Black Arm was
with the Lary Pederson-modified WTA, not
the stock arm. Readers are advised to read my
"Follow-Up" of that modification in Vol.15
Although Ithought each of the products
tried in this survey had an unquestionable
benefit, Ihad mixed feelings about the Black
6Incidentally, adding the Mango Platter Interface System
to the Black Damped Platter had much less effect than adding
it to the WTT's clear platter. On the Black Platter, the difference was less significant, suggesting that the Black Platter is
the more worthwhile investment. Hard-core tweakers will
undoubtedly add the Mango mat to the Black platter for the
ultimate performance.
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Arm. In some respects it was clearly better
than the modified standard arm, but was by
no means the clear winner overall. The biggest improvement rendered by the Black
Arm was in the quantity and quality of bass.
The Black Arm had amuch weightier presentation, with what seemed like an octave
greater extension. Bass drum had more kick
and power, awelcome addition to my system. In addition, the entire bass had more
weight. This fuller, deeper bass, improved
by both the Black Arm and Black Platter,
may put an end to the WTT's reputation for
lightweight presentation. With the full updates, the WTT can now hold its own in
terms of bass power, depth, and dynamics.
The Black Arm also had greater resolving
power, particularly in the treble. There was
more detail, life, and air in the top octave. I
felt, however, that the Black Arm crossed the
fine line between resolution and becoming
analytical. There was just alittle too much
detail for my taste. Moreover, treble detail
tended to become etched, somewhat hard,
and fatiguing compared to the LP Labmodified arm.
Adding to this impression of an uptilted
treble was alack of warmth in the mids.
Instrumental timbres were "whiter," and
missing some body as aresult. Violins became more wiry and thin, rather than fullbodied. The Harmonia Mundi LP of Handel's Water Musik (HMU 7010) was agood
example of this tendency. Iheard more detail
and air in this recording with the Black Arm,
but instrumental textures were more natural
with the LP-modified original. Similarly,
cymbals had more air and extension in the
top octave, but their brighter, more forward
character could make the music fatiguing.
To its credit, the Black Arm had amore
solid center image, with agreater ability to
make the loudspeakers disappear. Image
placement within the soundstage was superior with the Black Arm, as were the illusions
of depth and size.
Overall, which arm one prefers will be
highly system-dependent. Itended to like the
LP Lab's modified arm for its smoother presentation, despite the Black Arm's far superior bass and resolving power.

CONCLUSION

While the Well-Tempered Turntable and
Tonearm are excellent products, their per252

ADDRESSES
Mango Audio Labs can be reached at
1720 N. Marshfield, Chicago, IL 60622.
Tel: (312) 235-6450. Fax: (312) 235-5855.
Their products can be purchased from
dealers, or directly from the factory if no
dealer is in your area.
Transparent Audio can be reached at Rt.
202, Box 117, Hollis, ME 04042. Tel:
(207) 929-4553. Fax: (207) 929-4271.
formance can be significantly improved with
the addition of afew tweaks and upgrades.
It's encouraging that, in 1993, aturntable
manufacturer continues to offer upgrades to
owners, and that tweakers pursue the quest
of wringing the last drop of performance
from the LP?
This survey of upgrades and modifications
can also be considered an assessment of the
Well-Tempered Turntable itself, which can
be bought new for $2225 with the Black
Damped Platter and Black Arm. Irecommend the WTT/WTA combination without
hesitation to those considering buying a
turntable, both for the WTT's superb musical
performance (particularly with the Black
Damped Platter), and because of the continuing upgrade path provided by its manufacturer. With this many diverse upgrades and
modifications available for an already excellent product, the Well-Tempered Turntable
and Well-Tempered Tonearm may be the last
LP playback system you'll need to buy.
—Robert Harley

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B
LINE-STAGE PREAMPLIFIER

Back in Vol.14 No.10 (October 1991) Ireviewed the $2500 LS2 line-stage preamplifier from Audio Research. To say Iliked
the musical performance from this tubed/
solid-state hybrid was an understatement.
The LS2 was the closest thing I'd yet heard
to the ultimate preamplifier—no preamp at
all. Such was the LS2's transparency, it imparted virtually no sonic signature that overlaid the music. Instead, the LS2 got out of the
way, faithfully passing whatever signal ap7Ron Hedrich, inventor and manufacturer of the Mango
mods, is working on ano-holds-barred assault on the stateof-the-art turntable. Given his inventiveness in devising the
WTI' mods, I'll look forward to seeing his latest creation.
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peared at its inputs with aminimum of
editorial comment.
Since that review, the LS2 has been the
center of my reference playback system. Having such atransparent preamp has been a
great advantage when reviewing associated
components—particularly digital processors.
The LS2 lets the individual personalities of
the products under review emerge. In fact,
the LS2 was so transparent that it made me
give up the passive attenuators whose neutrality Iwas previously unable to live without.
The only thing the LS2 lacked was balanced inputs. This omission necessitated my
using the Electronic Visionary Systems Ultimate Balanced Attenuators when auditioning
the balanced outputs of digital processors.
Many digital processors sound very different
in balanced mode, particularly the Theta DS
Pro Generation III?
Audio Research has resolved this quandary
by introducing the LS2B, abalanced version
of the LS2. The balanced inputs are asingle
stereo pair of XLR jacks marked "Direct."
This direct input bypasses the input switching (and, incidentally, doesn't drive the tapeout jacks) for maximum sonic purity. The
balanced input impedance is an extremely
high 3megohms, chosen to minimize interaction with the source component driving
the LS2B. The LS2B has five additional stereo
line inputs, two stereo pairs of single-ended
outputs (one main, one tape), and two pairs
of balanced outputs.
In addition to adding balanced inputs,
ARC made some parts and layout modifications to the LS2. The LS2B uses ARC's
Decoupled Electrolytic Capacitor (DEC)
technique more extensively, features ahigherquality "Direct" input switch, afew capacitor
brand changes, and aslightly different layout.
The circuit remains identical. Note that the
balanced inputs are converted to single-ended
before the gain stages, then converted back
to balanced before the output? The LS2B
costs $2995, $495 more than the LS2.
I've been auditioning the LS2B for afew
months, using it for listening and reviewing,
and comparing it to the LS2. Iset the LS2 and
IFor my Genii! review (Vol.15 No.10), Iused the Krell KBL
preamplifier in assessing the processor's balanced outputs.
2Audio Research founder William Z. Johnson is working on
areference-quality $7500 all-tubed line stage that keeps the
signal balanced from input to output.
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LS2B for identical gain and went back and
forth between them with .
both LP and digital
sources. The playback system included Hales
System Two Signature loudspeakers driven
by aMark Levinson No.23.5 or VTL 225W
monoblock power amplifiers. Sources were
amodified Well-Tempered Turntable and
Arm fitted with an AudioQuest AQ7000
cartridge and amplified by aVendetta Research SCP2B phono stage. Balanced source
was provided by aMark Levinson No.30
digital processor fed by aProceed PDT Series
III transport, the LS2B then feeding aMark
Levinson No.23.5 power amplifier via balanced AudioQuest Lapis interconnects. The
LS2B also saw time with the Thiel CS3.6
loudspeakers (to be reviewed next month).
First, the LS2B was generally better than
the LS2 when comparing the two preamplifiers in single-ended mode. There was amarginal increase in transparency and aslight
reduction in the LS2's tendency to add avery
fine "whitish" layer over the treble. Dynamics were also improved, with atad more
punch in the bass. Overall, the LS2B had a
little more coherency and openness in relation
to the LS2. Again, the difference was incremental.
The full balanced setup was compared, at
matched levels, to the excellent Electronic
Visionary Systems Ultimate Balanced Attenuators in place of the LS2B (and the additional short run of balanced Lapis in the signal path with the LS2B). The Ultimate Attenuators are apair of switched resistor boxes
that plug directly in to apower amplifier's
balanced inputs. The comparison was thus
between the LS2B's line stage and the combination of aseries resistor and aresistor connected to ground in the EVS attenuator—a
revealing test indeed.
The LS2B was remarkably transparent,
but did still add some artifacts to the signal.
The treble took on aslightly white "solidstate" character, making the presentation just
alittle less smooth. Ialso noticed amarginal
reduction in soundstage depth with the LS2B
in the signal path, as well as aminor loss of
very low-level detail. The LS2B also imparted
afine grain over instrumental textures. Imust
stress that these criticisms are minor; what
the LS2B does to the signal is minuscule
compared to most other line stages.
On the plus side, the LS2B had much better bass and dynamics compared to the
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passive attenuator. LF extension, control,
weight, and punch were all far better with
the LS2B. It was easier to follow bass lines,
and the music had more pace and involvement.
When I've performed such bypass comparisons with lesser line stages, the colorations imposed have been much more severe.
Many preamps thicken the sound, blur the
distinction between instruments, fatten the
bass, add glare to the upper mids and treble,
and are generally unmusical. Others seem to
add euphonic colorations such as agreater
sense of space than that heard without the
preamp in the signal path, asofter treble, or
arounder bass. Although such apresentation may be musically appealing at first, it is
nevertheless adeparture from reality—and
can become tiresome. Bypass testing is the
best method of determining what types of
colorations aline stage imposes on the music.
Although the LS2B is not perfectly transparent, its colorations are minimal; it seems to
get out of the music's way rather than add
pleasing distortions. In short, the LS2B
comes very close to the sonic truth.
The LS2B's measured performance was
like the LS2's: excellent. Iwill report only on
measurements which differ from those of the
LS2. Signal/Noise ratio from balanced inputs
to balanced outputs was 68.2dB in the left
channel and 67.7dB in the right channel
referenced to 1V RMS output at unity gain
(unweighted, 22Hz-22kFiz bandwidth). The
'scope revealed alittle bit of very high frequency "fuzz" on alkHz sinewave passing
through the LS2B. Itherefore extended the
measurement bandwidth to 80kHz, where
the S/N decreased only slightly to 66.6dB,
but decreased further to 50.4dB when the
measurement bandwidth was increased to
500kHz.
Ialso performed a1
/-octave spectral anal2
ysis of the LS2B's output with no input signal
and the unit set to unity gain (fig.1). Again,
the measurement is referenced to 1V output.
There is some power-supply noise seen at
60Hz and 180Hz and the noise floor can be
seen to rise with frequency, particularly above
100kHz.
THD +noise was very low, measuring just
0.015% across the band. The LS2B's input
impedance at the balanced jacks was so
high— in the several megohm region—it was
difficult to measure accurately. All other
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Fig.l Audio Research LS2B, spectrum of noise
floor, 20Hz-200kHz ('-octave analysis,
right channel dashed, OdB = IV).

measurements were consistent with those of
the LS2.
Audio Research has another winner with
the LS2B. In addition to providing balanced
inputs, the unit is marginally better sonically
than the LS2. In light of its superb performance, features (except for lack of abalance
control), and overall ease of use, Iconsider
the LS2B abargain at the price. It has clearly
earned a Class A ranking in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components."
—Robert Harley

SVMO THEOREM
D/A CONVERTER
Since my review of Sumo's $799 Theorem
D/A converter in Vol.15 No.10, the company
has incorporated ajitter-reduction circuit in
this popular processor. My assessment at the
time was very favorable: Icalled the Theorem
the "best-sounding converter under $1000."
When Iheard that Sumo had improved the
Theorem's sonic performance, Iwas eager
to audition it again. In addition to finding out
how good the newer version was, it would
be possible to hear the effects of lower wordclock jitter—if indeed the revision lowered
jitter as claimed.
Thanks to the Meitner LIM Detector
described in January's "The Jitter Game"
(p.114), we can now quantify how much jitter
exists in digital processors and CD players.
It is thus possible—for the first time—to
independently verify or refute manufacturers'
claims oflow jitter and the efficacy of "jitter-reduction circuits!'
Iauditioned the updated Theorem (in the
identical reference playback system—see my
original review) to assess the musical performance of current production. Ialso measured
its jitter performance and compared it to the
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original sample.
Idon't know if the newer version sounded
that much better than the first or if Ihad just
forgotten how good the Theorem was, but
its performance was superb, and far above
what one would expect at this price level. The
Theorem's best quality was abeautiful transparency, clarity, and excellent sense of space.
The Sumo processor also had another attribute important to musical reproduction that
is uncharacteristic of low-priced digital: the
ability to present instrumental images as
individual entities. In these areas, the new
Theorem was competitive with units costing
five times as much. Moreover, the Theorem's
treble was very pure, clean, and free from
hash.
The Theorem's main weakness was its
lightweight presentation, the bass lacking
enough weight, power, or authority. This
characteristic extended to the lower mids,
making some instrumental textures slightly
lean and lacking meat. Another liability was
the Theorem's somewhat etched treble.
Although highly detailed, the presentation
tended to be on the analytical side, afactor
that could make the Theorem fatiguing.
For amore complete description of the
revised Theorem's musical characteristics, see
my review of the $599 Cobalt 307 DAC (to
which the Theorem is compared) elsewhere
in this issue.
On to the jitter issue. The second sample
indeed had much lower word-clock jitter
than the first, which had afairly high level
of 1.25 nanoseconds at most input levels and
awhopping 25.9ns with certain input signals. The latter figure was apparently aresult
of Phase Locked Loop (PLL) instability in the
receiver circuit.
The word-clock jitter of the new Theorem
measured amuch lower 124ps (picoseconds)
with no input signal, rising to 371ps when
driven by afull-scale, lkHz sinewave, and
peaking at 563ps (worst case) when driven
by a-70dBFS, lkHz sinewave. These figures
are significantly lower than on the first unit
measured, and verify Sumo's claims of lower
jitter. Not only was the RMS jitter level lower,
but the jitter spectrum was much cleaner. The
number and amplitude of periodic jitter components (jitter with aspecific frequency, seen
as vertical lines in the trace) are vastly
reduced, shown in the comparison between
figs.1 (first sample) and 2(second sample).
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

The presence or absence of these periodic
components is likely of more sonic importance than the overall jitter level. Although
not extraordinarily low, the Theorem's jitter
was within reasonable levels, particularly for
amoderately priced processor.
Incidentally, the lower jitter was realized
with asimple modification to the PLL associated with the input receiver. Owners of the
first production can have their units upgraded
by Sumo at no charge, provided the owner
pays the freight in both directions.'
Sumo's revision of the Theorem strengthens its standing as the best DIA converter
under $1000. It is not only agood-sounding
product, but its $799 price establishes it as
the bargain of affordable digital processors.
Its lean tonal balance and tendency toward
an analytical treble may not suit all listeners,
however, making an audition mandatory
before committing to apurchase.
—Robert Harley
1Sumo can be reached by phone at (818) 706-9974, or by fax
at (818) 706-1139.
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Nothing between the
1\4uEsie
It's really quite simple. A selection starts, your room is
filled with the colour and texture of inspiration made real
through brass, wood, and breath. Your heart skips abeat as
atear drops. Music and emotion blend to form an experience...
so personal, so real, quite Counterpoint!

COUNTERPOINT SA-5000 AND SA-220.

THE
A1, uoruel% 5-roRE
WOL•11%./

I

825 Cromwell Avenue, Rocky Hill, Conn. 06067
Hours: M-Th 11-8; Fri. 11-6; Sat. 10-5.
(203) 257-3232
Our other recommendations: Acurus, Aragon, Audioquest,
Clearfield, Clements, Counterpoint, Creek, CWD, Denon, Klipsch,
Museatex, Meridian, Mirage, NAD, Pinnacle, Signet, Stax,
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THE JITTER GAME REVISITED

This "Follow-Up" also provides an opportunity to clarify aperplexing issue raised in
the January jitter article. From those measurements, it would appear that processors
with single-bit converters have much lower
jitter than the more common 8x-oversampling units that use multi-bit DACs. Indeed,
1-bit converters typically have only afew
picoseconds of jitter, rather than several
hundreds of picoseconds or even several
nanoseconds for multi-bit converters. Is the
jitter performance of l-bit machines intrinsically lower, thus "better"?
Yes and no. On an absolute scale, the 1-bit
DACs did indeed have vastly lower measured
jitter. But the single jitter figure in isolation
doesn't tell the whole story. The jitter level
must be considered in relation to the clock frequency: 1-bit converters have very fast word
clocks which run at some high multiple of
44.1kHz. These clock frequencies are typically 128x (128 times 44,100, or 5.645MHz),
192A (8.467MHz), 256x (11.289MHz), or
384x (16.934MHz). Multi-bit converters
have amuch slower word clock, generally running at 8x the sampling rate, or
352.8kHz.
Now, it is intuitive that 100ps ofjitter on
a16.9MHz clock is afar greater error than
100ps on a352.8kHz clock. The 16.9MHz
clock has aperiod (the time it takes to complete one cycle) of only 59ns; the 352.8kHz
8x clock has aperiod of aleisurely 280Ons
or 2.8µs (48 times slower). A timing variation of 100ps is huge in relation to the 59ns
period, but very small compared to the relatively long 2.8µs period of the 352.8kHz
clock. Put another way, the 100ps is amuch
larger percentage of the period for the faster
clock, and thus more significant.'
It therefore seems appropriate to express
jitter in relation to the clock frequency. Rather
than ask readers to calculate the clock period
from the oversampling rate and figure out the
relative jitter levels for themselves, we have
decided to normalize all jitter measurements
to the very common 8x-oversampling clock
found in virtually all current multi-bit CD
players and D/A converters.
Here's how it works. Say we measure 3ps
ofjitter on a384x clock. Rather than ask you
1It has been suggested in discussions I've had with designers
that jitter is amuch more sonically significant factor in 1-bit
than in multi-bit converters.
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to extrapolate the figure to an 8x-oversampling converter for comparison, we will perform the conversion. First, we find the ratio
between 8x-oversampling and 384x (48), and
multiply the measured 3ps by that ratio. This
gives us an answer of 144ps, or the 8x-oversampling equivalent of 3ps on a16.9MHz
clock. Note that the ratio between the jitter
deviation and the clock frequency is identical
for 3ps ofjitter on a384x clock and 144ps
on an 8x-oversampling clock.
Normalizing all jitter measurements to an
8x clock makes it possible to directly compare jitter measurements on products with
avariety of clock frequencies.
The Theorem provides an excellent example of how normalizing the jitter measurements to an 8x-oversampling clock works.
The Theorem's PCM67 DAC is ahybrid,
with amulti-bit DAC handling the upper ten
bits and a1-bit DAC for the lower eight bits.
The chip is fed both ahigh-speed clock
(384x-oversampling, or 16.934MHz) and an
8x-oversampling clock (352.8kHz). Measuring the jitter at the high-speed clock revealed 5.89ps of RIVIS jitter with aflail-scale
input signal. But at the 8x clock, the measured jitter was 371ps. Does the Theorem
have extraordinarily low jitter of less than
6ps, or is it more in line with the average jitter
performance of371ps? By multiplying 5.89ps
by 48 (the ratio between a384x clock and an
8x clock), we get 283ps, slightly lower than
the 371ps measured at the 8x clock (the
higher jitter at the 8x clock is probably a
result of dividing the master 16.9MHz clock
to obtain the 352.8kHz clock). Just as the
clock frequency is divided down, so, too, is
the jitter?
Again, note that 5.89ps is to 16.9MHz
what 282ps is to 352.8kHz; the ratio between
the jitter and the clock period is identical. In
all future jitter measurements of processors
with oversampling rates higher than 8x, the
jitter figures presented will include the words
"normalized to an 8x-clock frequency."
If you didn't follow all of that, don't worry.
Just remember that when you see ajitter
measurement presented, you don't need to
calculate the jitter in relation to the clock
frequency—it has been factored in to the
measurement result. —Robert Harley
S
2We chose the higher jitter figure measured at the 8x clock
because this is the clock that actually controls the conversion
of digital to analog.
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Superlative Spectral
The Editor's Choice * * * *
The Absolute Sound, Vol. 17, Issue 83/84, December 1992

The New Spectral DMA 180 Reference Amplifier.

Audition it.
The new Spectral Reference electronics: the DMA 180 Amplifier and the DMC 20
Preamplifier are on display at Innovative, New York's premiere high-end audio video
store. Also the new Reference Moving Coil cartridge —the MCR Signature IIA.

spectral

Liberal trade-ins on your electronics.
We're In the NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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****
Wonderful Wilson
The Editor's Choice *** *
The Absolute Sound, Vol. 17, Issue 83184, December 1992

Wilson
OPEN

Seminar
HOUSE

N1 ark Goldman, Sales Manager
Wed & Thus, Ma

19 & 20, 1993

2to 8:30 pin

The Wilson Watts & Puppies
"Sorry for the gushing and drooling.., what can 1say— the Watt
speaker system is audio heaven."
San Francisco Chronicle
Innovative is New York's newest Wilson dealer
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

\INNevATIvE

7'1:LINTON STREET
BRooKi.yNnEmirrs
\n -VORK 11201
12.121 619-64000R

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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Exciting Exposure

The XV Integrated Amplifier $1,295

.the Exposure XV is capable of delivering asuperbly
musical experience...I can enthusiastically recommend the Exposure XV.
It offers more than aglimpse of what
the best high-end gear promises, and at afraction of the price.
If the XV is Exposure's entry-level product, Ilook forward
to hearing their most ambitious efforts."
Robert Harley, Stereopbile, VoL 16, No.2, February 1993

Serious Amplification Systems

Innovative is New York City's exclusive
Exposure dealer.
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO

SHOWROOMS
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Thiel Temptation
The Thiel CS 3.6
$3,900./pr.

"Thiel's cautious, sane
approach -the refinement of
known techniques -has produced
aspeaker with clarity,
transparency and admirably
superb imaging."
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News &
Record Review, Vol. 37, No.II.
November 9, 1992

Innovative is New York City's
exclusive Thiel dealer.
Liberal trade-ins on Thiel 3.5's.

(.4

INNOVATIVE
ere in the NNNEX Yellow Pages

BROOKLYN
'7 CLIN ro\HEIGHTS
STREET
NEWYORK 11201
(212)619 -64000R

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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Astonishing Avalon
The Radian
Introducing: The Radian
tinder $10,000/pair

The Radian has the unique ability
to combine superlative
coherence, imaging, transparency,
and tonal balance into an
astonishingly authentic musical
experience.
Avalon Seminar
OPEN

HOUSE

Meet Neil Patel, President
Wednesday, May 5, 1993
2to 8:30 pm

AV" LON

ACOuST.CS

Were in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

77 CI.
INTONSTREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
\EW YORK 11201

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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Electrifying Linn
"The Linn Karik /Nu merik CD player
has earned aClass Arecommend(
lion in Stereophile's 'Recommended
Components.' Analog-leaning music
lovers who hare been pulling off
buying adigital front
end: the

Li1111

Karik/

Numerik was worth the
wait." —Robert Harley,
Stereophile, January
1992,

The Linn Karik
The Linn Numerik

Vol.15

No.I

Linn Seminar

1

OPEN HOUSE
Mr. Bill Miller, Director of Engineering
Thurs &Fri, April 29 & 30, 1993

FIVE

O UR BRANDS
Adcom, ADS, Avalon, Bang& Olufsen, Cal Audio Labs,
Celestion, Creek. Definitive, Denon, Exposure,
Fosgate,Grado, JYC Video, Klyne, Linn Products, Lexi-

SHOWROOMS

Our extensive 6,000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perform
specific scientific comparisons of CD players, turn-

con, Mark Levinson, McIntosh, MIT Cable, Monster,

tables, tape decks, electronics, speakers, TVs and VCRs.
The store features five soundrooms including three

Nad, Nakamichi, Pioneer Elite, ProAc, Proceed, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Sharp Vision, SONYVideo, Spectral, Spica,

Theatres feature Dolby Pro-Logic and Lucasfilm THX

Stax, Terk, Thiel, Velodyne and Wilson Audio.

Surround Sound.

single-pair speaker demonstration rooms. Our Home

D ELIVERY, INSTALLATION & R EPAIR 7 D AYS A W EEK
Located just 5minutes-from Wall St. Easy to reach by subway or car. Parking nearby. Call for directions.
Innovative is New York City's exclusive Linn dealer.
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO
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VIDEO

SHOWROOMS

77 CLINTON SIR EET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
NEWYORK 11201
(212) 619 -64000R
(718)596-0888
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Straight

Talk...

is a result of straight thinking!

106 BRANDS AVAILABLE!
AUTHORIZED DEALER

The

audio components we stock are
"A" Stock units selected from
our

106 "Award Winning"
brands. Only a few
audio
stores in America can
make this statement and virtually
all of us are located in hi-tech
university towns.
Tens of thousands of our loyal
customers over the past 34 years
have graduated, and left Kansas,
yet many of them continue social
and business relationship with
our people. Many of our current
clientele are second generation and
referral friends of past satisfied
customers. We always buy direct
at maximum volume rebates and,
yes we do pass on any savings to
our customers. Our people are
friendly, knowledgeable and the
students tell us our prices are
nationally

competitive.

KANSAS UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
ASK ABOUT YOUR

SPECIALS
Mon -Thur:

10am-8 m,

X_J_ICO

0

Fri-Sat:

10am-6

/WIC, E

HOME AUDIO 913-842-1811

CAR AUDIO 913-842-1438

24TH & IOWA LAWRENCE, KS 66046
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uke Ellington was aprescient, as
well as musically gifted, man. In
1939, at the height of the Swing
Era, he was worried about the condition of
jazz. In down beat, he talked about the "dearth
of creative and original music:' and grumbled
about the commercialism of swing, which,
he felt, stifled many great talents. These commercial bands were, as he predicted, about
to suffer from acombination of changing
tastes, musical exhaustion, and the dismal
economics of the war years. Those stifled
talents, as it turned out, were ready to
explode. With the startling emergence of
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Bud Powell,
and others, the revolutionary music that came
to be called bebop had reached its first
flowering by the mid-'40s.
Today it is possible to see where bebop
came from, to recognize how the music
evolved from earlier jazz. We can hear hints
of Charlie Parker in the harmonically advanced, casually phrased solos of Lester
Young; we can observe through recordings
the evolution of Dizzy Gillespie from imitator of the fiery Roy Eldridge to master of
his own fleet, sly approach. We can even find

phrases from bebop compositions hidden in
the arrangements of the big bands: Monk's
"Rhythm-a-fling" appearing in Andy Kirk's
"Walkin and Swinging," written by Mary
Lou Williams, and virtually the whole of
Gillespie's comic anthem, "Salt Peanuts,"
showing up as ariff in the arrangement he
wrote for Lucky Millinder's "Big John
Special."
But to the listeners of the time, and to
many musicians, bebop was astartling, even
upsetting, innovation. As quoted in Ira
Gitler's indispensable Swing to Bop, guitarist
Barney Kessel told of his dismay at returning
from the war and discovering that he would
have to rethink his whole way of playing: "I
can't begin to tell you what ablow it was to
my ego," he added.
So for jazz, the '40s were atime of remarkable change and sweeping adjustments. The
decade began in the swing era, saw the height
of the bebop movement, and ended with the
birth of the cool. Many styles coexisted.
What Duke Ellington could not have predicted in 1939 was that in 1945 the ancient
trumpeter Bunk Johnson would be playing
and recording again in his raggedy New
265
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Call: 805-523-3005
For an audition
Fax: 805-531-1001
12277 Arbor Hill Street
Moorpark, CA 93021

Orleans style, or that in 1947 Louis Armstrong would go back to playing with an allstar New Orleans-style group, and would
make one of his most satisfying recordings
since the '20s (The Town Hall Concert of May
17, 1947 is not currently available on disc:
one number, "Pennies From Heaven," can
be found on the excellent five-CD anthology RCA VictorJazz: The First Half Century,
RCA Bluebird 66084-2.)

mimic the smooth, monochromatic sound
ola band such as Glenn Miller's, then create the uniquely complex sound that has been
called the "Ellington effect." It's as ifhc were
paying tribute to swing and showing his
superiority to its clichés in asingle chorus.
Count Basie lost his star soloist, Lester
Young, during the early years of the decade,
but nonetheless made richly swinging
recordings that often featured replacement
tenor saxophonist Don Byas. Count Basie
1941 (Classics 652) has some of the best of
Basie: his "Basie Boogie" with its ineffable
piano solos and some of the band's tightest
rifling, and the wonderful "Harvard Blues,"
written by columnist George Frazier and
featuring Jimmy Rushing singing such
spirited lyrics as "I don't keep dogs or
women in my room." Usually considered
a loosely organized band of talented
improvisers, the Basic band of 1941 played
swing arrangements as well as any band ever
had.

Duke Ellington

Several of the most famous swing bands
made definitive recordings in the '40s. Ellington's own recordings of the period are among
the essential glories of jazz. The 1940-42
Victor 78s, often featuring tenor saxophonist
Ben Webster and bassist Jimmy Blanton, have
been collected on Duke Ellington: The BlantonWebster Band (3 CDs, RCA Bluebird 5659-2).
This set contains the boppish "Cottontail,"
afeature for Ben Webster based on "I Got
Rhythm," and "Concerto for Cootie," in
which Ellington demonstrates in three
minutes every facet of trumpeter Cootie Williams's style in apiece of infinite variety and
striking coherence. The collection includes
Billy Strayhorn's exquisitely atmospheric
"Chelsea Bridge," the dark-toned masterpiece "Ko-Ko," and "Take the ATraie soon
to be Ellington's theme. It also has "Harlem
Air Shaft," in which he has the reeds first
S-11-.REOPFULE, APRIL 1993

Count Basie

1941 was also the year Glenn Miller
recorded "Chattanooga Choo Choo," which
for nine weeks was America's number-one
hit. That and 22 of his other hits, including
"In the Mood," "Imagination," "Tuxedo
Junction," and "Don't Sit Under the Apple
Tree," have been collected on Chattanooga
267
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Chou Choo: The #1 Hits (Bluebird 3101-2).
Smooth as silk, the band and its rather bland
vocalists play music that now seems, given
the times, naïvely optimistic. Perhaps that
was its appeal. A more fiery swing band was
led by Lionel Hampton—his mid-'40s
orchestra might have been the first rock and
roll band. Lionel Hampton: Flying Home
(1942-1945) (Decca MCAD-42349) has
Illinois Jacquet's ripping solo on the title cut
that made this band famous. Live, Hampton
and Jacquet played this riffing number for 20
minutes before ecstatic dancers and listeners.
The recording is understandably more
muted. The disc also has "Hamp's Boogie
Woogie," and Dinah Washington singing her
first hit, "Blow Top Blues."

Lionel Hampton

There were signs of anew music in the
Cab Calloway orchestra of 1940 and 1941.
Dizzy Gillespie was the band's hot young
trumpet soloist, as we hear in "Pickin' the
Cabbage" (Calloway, 1939-40, Classics 629).
But ayoung Dizzy wasn't all this band had
to offer. Besides its leader's camp vocals, the
Calloway orchestra had Chu Berry, whose
hefty, mellifluous tenor sax is heard on
"Ghost ola Chance" (Classics 614) and on
Benny Carter's wonderful "Lonesome
Nights" (Classics 629), and afine rhythm
section featuring Milt Hinton and Cozy
Cole.
STEREOPHILE. APRIL 1993

There's no more touching guitar sound
than that of Charlie Christian. Christian
joined the Benny Goodman band in 1939;
two years later he was ill with the tuberculosis
that would kill him in March 1942. In those
two years he changed the history ofjazz guitar. We can hear his loping, lyrical style, his
deft, exuberant way of threading the chord
changes in long, billowing phrases on The
Genius of the Electric Guitar (Columbia CK
40846), which has "Solo Flight," "Air Mail
Special," and "Breakfast Feud:' In those
recordings, Christian functions as asideman
to Benny Goodman. After hours, Christian
liked to appear at jam sessions at places like
Minton's, where he was recorded (by an amateur) playing such numbers as "Stompin' at
the Savoy" with the young Thclonious
Monk. Monk sounded something like Teddy
Wilson at the time; but Christian dashing his
way through the bridge of "Stompin at the
Savoy" sounded only like himself. Those
recordings have been issued as Live Sessions
1941 on Jazz Anthology 550012.
Like Charlie Christian, Nat King Cole was
in 1941 aforward-looking musician whose
harmonic boldness suggested anew direction. We can hear his trio's early recordings
on Hit Thatfive,Jack (Decca MCAD-42350).
Although he would become famous for his
singing, Cole's disciplined solos influenced
the first generation of bop pianists. So did
those of Art Tatum, the near-blind wonder
from Toledo, Ohio whom many call the
greatest jazz pianist of them all. Tatum performed all through the '40s: his 1949 recordings, including "Aunt Hagar's Blues:' are
available on The Complete Capitol Recordings:
Volume One (Capitol CDP7 92866 2).
A final word about aswing-era pianist.
Earl Hines continued leading abig band in
the early '40s. It would eventually include
Charlie Parker, who unfortunately did not
record with Hines. But vocalist Billy Eckstine did record with Hines such hits as "Jelly
Jelly," which appears on Classics 567: 193940. Eckstine would go on to form his own
progressive big band, nicknamed "the cradle
of bop:' Listeners will want to seek out IWant
to Talk About You (Xanadu 207) for more
examples of Eckstine with Earl Hines, and
for three cuts with Eckstine's own band. Mr.
B. and the Band (Savoy 2214) seems to be out
of print, although Denon Records, now the
owners of the Savoy catalog, plan to reissue
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AudioQuest Total Centers stock, demonstrate and loan virtually the
enitre range of AudioQuest cables and accessories. These dealers
have made atotal commitment to satisfy your cable and accessory needs.

AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
(602)9913351

FL, Tampa
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the Eckstine recordings.
Pianist John Lewis was in the army during the war, he told me, when ablues came
over the Armed Services Radio. He stopped
dead in his tracks when he heard ashort alto
saxophone solo by an unnamed sideman of
the Jay McShann band from Kansas City.
This was, he felt, abrave new world indeed.
The sideman was, of course, Charlie Parker,
whose first solos with the McShann band can
be heard on Jay McShann, Bluesfrom Kansas
City (Decca GRD-614). The bright confidence and fluidity of Parker's solo chorus on
the 1941 "Hootie's Blues" shows him already
the master of the blues, and the band plays
swinging riff-based arrangements behind the
shouting vocals of Walter Brown.
Three years later the first real bop records
were being made, and anew era had begun.
In 1944 Dizzy Gillespie opened at the Onyx
Club—he called this moment the beginning
of the bebop era—and in 1945, when Charlie
Parker joined him, bebop, according to the
trumpeter, reached its highest levels. The
essential bop recordings begin in 1945, but
one should also hear the 1944 session for
Apollo that featured Dizzy Gillespie in Coleman Hawkins's band playing "Woody 'n'
You" and "Disorder at the Border!' There's
abit ola mismatch here, as Gillespie sounds
distinctly more modem than the straight-upand-down playing of Hawkins. But these
numbers, recently available on Dizzy Gillespie:
The Development of an American Artist (Smithsonian R004) are still exciting, as are the 1944
recordings that Hawkins made with Fats
Navarro and Thelonious Monk, which were
recently available as Bean and the Boys (Prestige 7824), and are due to be reissued.
"My music," the late Dizzy Gillespie said
in his autobiography, To Be or Not to Bop,
"emerged from the war years, the Second
World War, and it reflected those times. Fast
and furious, with the chord changes going
this way and that, it might've looked and
sounded like bedlam, but it really wasn't."
Elsewhere, in what might be seen as a
delightfully contradictory passage, he added:
"I didn't try to express anything in particular, just music, just what the chords inspired!' When the first records came out,
bebop was frequently greeted as the outrageous music of agroup of kooks. But it was,
as John Lewis said, "a complete virtuoso
music!' It required study. After bebop, cornSTEREOPHILE. APRIL 1993

poser George Russell told me, ajazz musician could no longer survive on mere instinct.
The bebopper's music was tense, angular,
rhythmically complex, and to listeners
brought up on swing, unmelodic. But to
others it was pure melody—as soon as
Charlie Parker records started to come out,
singers put words to his solos. Born in jam
sessions where musicians tested each other
with new harmonies, faster tempos, and
angular compositions, it was amusic that
stressed, after adecade of swing arrangements, improvisation.
It was not really adance music, although
the bands of Dizzy Gillespie played for
dances. The rhythm sections sounded different. Count Basic had the quintessential swing
rhythm section: its members—guitarist Freddie Green, bassist Walter Pate, and drummer
Jo Jones—often sounded like one complex
instrument. In bop bands, bassists still kept
the beat, but the drummers, playing mostly
on their cymbals, added irregularly placed
thumps—called "bombs"—to kick the solos
along. The pianists played chords—they
called it "comping"—but often in astaccato
fashion, and again on offbeats. The unified
rhythm section of the swing era had broken
up into its constituent parts.
The test of the new music, according to
Gillespie, was whether it could survive the
weaning from the "mother dance bands."
The music survived, but jazz was never so
popular again. Gillespie was the scholar (and
clown) of the new music, Thelonious Monk
and Bud Powell its quintessential pianists, and
Kenny Clarke and Max Roach its influential drummers. Charlie Parker was its heart.
"Bird was kind of like the sun," Max Roach
said, "giving off the energy we drew from
him. We're still drawing on it. His glass was
overflowing." Dizzy Gillespie called him "the
other half of my heartbeat," and called his
playing "sanctified." Parker brought the blues
to bebop. He also brought to it snatches of
Stravinsky, Bartók, and popular songs that
other modern musicians wouldn't have
touched. His playing had the fluidity and
grace and daring of agreat athlete. It was also
deep, as Dizzy has said, deep in the choice of
notes and in its feeling. And startling.
The essential Parker from the '40s was
recorded on small labels, especially Savoy and
Dial. The originally issued (master) takes of
both labels are available: one wants them all.
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The Savoys—which begin in 1944, pause as
Parker went to the west coast in 1946, and
resume in 1947—are on two discs: Bird: The
Savoy Recordings Master Takes (Savoy ZDS
4402 and 4407). The Dials, from 1946 and
1947, are also on two discs: The Legendary
Dial Masters (Stash CD-23 and 25). The
Savoy recordings, it should be noted, are
being reissued by Denon in their original
packaging, and with remastered sound. I
found the sound on the Denon issue, The
Genius of Charlie Parker (Savoy Jazz 01040),
to be brighter and to have more presence than
previous issues—as well as more surface
noise.

Dizzy Gillespie

The music is, of course, astonishing. The
masterpieces sometimes came from the most
unlikely sessions. Charlie Parker's "Ko-Ko,"
from the first Savoy disc, was his version of
Ray Noble's "Cherokee:' already made
famous by Charlie Barnet. After avirtuoso
introduction for trumpet and alto, Parker evidently intended to play the 64-bar melody
through in recognizable fashion. The producer objected, so what we are given is the
introduction, which ingeniously combines
unison passages and improvisation, and then
solos by Parker, Gillespie, and Max Roach.
There is no real melody anymore, just sheer,
exhilarating invention at an amazingly fast
tempo. It sounds like an inevitable masterSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

piece, and yet Dizzy Gillespie wasn't even
supposed to be at that session—he dropped
in and replaced Miles Davis—and ended up
playing afew chords on the piano because
pianist Bud Powell hadn't shown up.
Much of Parker's music has this catch-ascatch-can quality. He lived on the edge musically, and thrived there. His playing, and his
compositions, pointed in various directions,
and every direction turned out to be fruitful. He played hot blues, such as his "Parker's
Mood:' but he also played cool, as we hear
in "Yardbird Suite," afavorite of west coast
musicians of the next decade. He transformed
and illuminated ballads, as we hear on
"Embraceable You," and he wrote unforgettable riffs, as we hear on "Billie's Bounce"
and "Now's the Time?'
Parker can also be heard with Dizzy Gillespie on another indispensable disc, Dizzy's
Shaw Nuff (Musicraft MVSDCD-53), which
is about equally divided between small-band
performances and cuts by Gillespie's big
band. "Shaw Nuff" itself is one of the masterpieces by Gillespie and Parker—it's hard
to imagine improvised music that has more
spark or sophistication. Parker also plays on
"All the Things You Are" and on Gillespie's
comical "Salt Peanuts!' There are other pleasures here—we hear the young tenor saxophonist Dexter Gordon on "Blue 'n' Boogie" and, in one of her most unmannered,
expressive early performances, Sarah Vaughan on "Lover Man?' The small-band "One
Bass Hit" has Gillespie's remarkable solo.
Iam also afan of the brash, brassy Gillespie
big band, with its arrangements by Gil Fuller
and Gillespie. It's remarkable how fast these
two developed abig-band repertoire and
style perfectly fitted to bop and to Gillespie's
personality. Istill find "Things to Come"
thrilling, and "He Beeped When He
Bopped" funny. There are 14 more cuts by
the Gillespie orchestra on The Bebop Revolution
(Bluebird 2177-2-RB), which also has small
bands led by Kenny Clarke, Lucky Thompson, and Coleman Hawkins. Again, there are
enduring classics here, including Gillespie's
"Night in Tunisia:' "Anthropology:' and
"Manteca," in which Gillespie successfully
weds modern jazz to aLatin beat. He's even
more ambitious in the forward-looking
"Cubano Be, Cubano Bop," which he wrote
with George Russell. The piece includes a
section of stalled harmonic motion in what
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would corne to be called modal writing, and
features the chanting and conga drums of
Chan° Pozo.
Bud Powell and Thelonious Monk were
friends who influenced each other. They were
also complete individualists who played the
piano with more force than jazz had seen
before. That's what impressed pianist Tommy
Flanagan, he told me, when he first heard
Powell—the force of his notes, the way each
note in afast-moving boppish phrase rang
out clearly. Powell has been called the Parker
of the piano. He had acomparable fluency
and authority, and he played long, angular
lines—punctuated with darting chords—that
were similar to Parker's. His brilliant playing
and composing can best be heard on The
Amazing Bud Powell, Volumes One and Two
(Blue Note CD 81503 and 81504), which
have his powerful version of Gillespie's
"Night in Tunisia," such Tatumesque ballads
as "Polka Dots and Moonbeams," and such
masterful originals as "Un Poco Loco" and
"Bouncin' with Bud."
Thelonious Monk could make the piano
sound like the clanking of dishes. He would
strike out dissonances with flat fingers or
poke at asingle note from above as if he were
shooting darts. His sound was as memorable
as any in jazz, his timing perfect, and perfectly
individual. He would write tunes that sounded
abstruse, and leave huge spaces in the playing. For all this, he rarely sounded merely
eccentric—he played the blues authoritatively, and his striking lines and ineffable timing made his music dance, even when it didn't
precisely swing. Many of Monk's best compositions, including "Round Midnight" and
"Misterioso," come from the '40s. The Best
of Thelonious Monk (Blue Note CD 95636)
contains these and other early masterpieces.
By 1947 or so, bebop was established.
There were new bands and new stars on all
the instruments. One should hear the sweet
bop mastery of Fats Navarro on The Fabulous Fats Navarro (Blue Note 81531 and
81532), or on Nostalgia (Savoy 0123). Charlie
Parker made the alto the saxophone of the
moment, but tenor player Wardell Gray had
abop hit with "Twisted," later sung by Annie
Ross, and his "Easy Living" shows how tender bop playing could become. (These are on
the two volumes of The Wardell Cray
Memorial, Prestige OJCCD-050 and 051.)
There's something of that lyricism, amixSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

turc of Lester Young and Charlie Parker, in
"Four Brothers," apiece by Jimmy Giuffre
played by Woody Herman on The llunideritm
Herds, 1945-7 (Columbia CK 44108). And
we hear the echoes of Lester Young again on
"Early Autumn," which features the young
Stan Getz (Herman, Early Autumn, Bluebird
07863). Most of the big bands that survived
were investigating bop, or modern jazz, as
we can hear in the early Stan Kenton bands
from the '40s; Retrospective (Capitol CD 97350
2) is auseful anthology.
By the end of the '40s, there were signs that
bop was branching out. Some musicians
were intrigued by modern rhythms and harmonies, but lamented the lyricism of earlier
jazz. Pianist Lennie Tristan° was one of these:
his version of bop toned down the rhythm
section and stressed the sometimes interweaving lines of his hornmen or ofhis piano.
His is akind of bop without the jarring
angles—some listeners called it cool jazz.
(One can hear some Tristano with saxophonist Lee Konitz on Subconscious-Lee, Prestige OJCCD-186.)
Miles Davis popularized the term "cool."
In his autobiography he mentions that he felt
something was missing from bebop—
something of the humanity he heard in
Ellington, for instance. It may have been the
melodic quality, and the seamless connection between improvisation and composition. As the '40s ended, many arrangers—and
players as well—were interested in amusic
that would include more sophisticated
arrangements than the typical bebop unison
lines.
Miles Davis turned to Gil Evans, whose
soft-textured, deep-toned arrangements for
the Claude Thornhill band had created new
sonorities in aserious modem music. We can
hear these sonorities on "Yardbird Suite" and
"Anthropology" (Columbia CK 46152).
With Evans, Gerry Mulligan, John Lewis,
and others, Davis put together anonet whose
brassy, bottom-heavy sound mimicked the
feeling ofEvans's earlier arrangements. These
1949 and 1950 recordings, issued under the
title The Birth ofthe Cool (Capitol CD 92862),
suggested anew direction, but it was anew
direction for bebop. Charlie Parker's music
had changed jazz forever. The question musicians were faced with at the end of the '40s
was what to do with the complicated legacy
Parker had left to them.
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Artur Rubinstein (left), at age 88, recorded the previously unreleased Last Concert for Israel, which Igor
Kipnis thinks is "extremely moving" and "totally amazing—a powerhouse of aperformance" (p.295).
Elvis Costello, meanwhile, has teamed up with the Brodsky Quartet—whose usual partners are
Shostakovich and Bartók —to record The Juliet Letters, "a song sequence for string quartet and voice"
(p.305). The results are spectacular.

CLASSICAL
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4ei 7
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
EMI Classics CDC 754503 2(CD only). Mark Vigars,
eng.; John Fraser, prod. DDD. TT: 72:09
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5az 6
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
EMI Classics CDC 754304 2(CD only). Mark Vigars,
eng.; John Fraser, prod. DDD. TT: 75:42

Many believe that asurfeit of Beethovensymphony recordings demands atemporary
moratorium on further releases of this repertory. That such amoratorium would be illjudged is made clear by these two CDs. In performances that are virtuosic and idiomatic; lyrical, dramatic, and brash; fresh in conception
without ahint of eccentricity; and pointedly
animated within the framework of traditional
tempos, Sawallisch provides cogent examples
278

of how to bring afresh perspective to these
warhorses while honoring the Classical style
that they typify.
In both releases the execution of the Concertgebouw Orchestra is virtually matchless.
String tone is gorgeous, the brass rich but not
abrasive, and the winds well forward, lending
these readings color and point. Note in particular the apt perkiness of the staccato oboe in
the opening of 6, the clarity of the witty bassoon in the outer movements of 4, the way in
which the clarinet enriches expression in the
second movement of 5, and the bucolic spirit
created by all the winds in the second and third
movements of 6. Equally impressive is Sawallisch's care with dynamic gradations and his
willingness to permit fortes to explode with
Beethovenian brusqueness. Thus, although the
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opening movement of 5is not especially fast,
it seems uncommonly forceful in its frequent
rude eruptions. So, too, the opening movement
of 4, which here is made to sound more closely
related to the revolutionary "Eroica" and the
audacious Fifth than is customary. Then, too,
Sawallisch's rhythmic rectitude—most apparent
in his refusal to distend the famous three-dotsand-a-dash motif of 5or to impose uncalled-for
ritards on the bassoon passages in the firstmovement development of 6—generates structural integrity absent from other accounts. In
7the conductor takes care to clarify the reiterated dactylic patterns that form the rhythmic
backbone of its opening movement, and he
reins the finale of the work with asteady tempo
that heightens its controlled abandon and
cumulative force.
A few details, to be sure, may not please all
tastes. The tempo for the second movement of
5is rather broad for an Andante con moto, the
introduction to 7is lacking some of its incipient
tension, and the finale of 5may be abit too fast
to suggest all of the movement's triumphant
grandeur. But Sawallisch makes agood case for
his pacing. The C-major fanfares in the second
movement of 5sound like apt foreshadowings
of the work's finale, and in that finale asense
of affirmation is conveyed by exceptionally clear
articulation. Similarly, afleetness in the finale
of 4is never so great as to blur the focus of the
figurations on which it is based. Only asmallscaled, excessively gentle approach to the finale
of 6seems hard to justify.
Perhaps Sawallisch is abit less intense than
he was 30 years ago when he recorded 5and
6with this orchestra for Philips. All the same,
these are auspicious releases that augur well for
what may prove to be the most impressive
Beethoven cycle of recent years. EMI's engineering—just close enough to tame the hall's
resonance—is unusually realistic in its natural perspective, wide dynamic range, and freedom from harshness. Sawallisch is most intelligent about exposition repeats, observing only
those in the first movements of 4, 5, and 6and
in the finale of 4.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERNSTEIN: Symphonic Suite from On the
Waterfront
HARRIS: Symphony 3
COPLAND: Suite from Billy the Kid
Eduardo Mata, Dallas Symphony
Dorian DOR-90170 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, Douglas
Brown, Brian C. Peters, David H. Walters, engs.;
Douglas Brown, prod. DDD.
60:30

Tr

As Eduardo Mata winds down his Dallas
career, we learn that Andrew Litton has been
designated to succeed him. Too often adull and
ponderous journeyman, in this recording Mata
has struck it about as rich as he is ever likely to.
At the same time, Dorian has finally unlocked
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

the secrets of the McDermott Hall for asymphonic sound that fully lives up to Dorian's
audiophile reputation.
In the photo of the DSO onstage, the orchestra appears to be playing into amuch higher
ceiling than most of the known great halls. This
may give the orchestra adarker tone than it
might otherwise have; failure of the engineers
to deal with this may be responsible for the
murky, distant sound of Dorian's first Dallas
efforts, Stravinsky's Rite of Spring, Prokofiev's Scythian Suite, and Shostakovich's Symphony 7.
This recording actually sounds like the picture looks. While it wouldn't be mistaken for
aWoods/Renner Telarc, aKeener/Hatch EMI,
or an Eargle Delos, it certainly takes its place
with any of the best recordings of these engineers/producers. The fullness, clarity, and
dynamics are quite stunning, and these qualities
serve the music.
Mata seems most successful with Copland's
Suite from Billy the Kid. For audiophile collectors, acomparison would have to be drawn to
the legendary Vox recording by the DSO under
Donald Johanos, available in regular, premium,
and super premium unleaded. No matter how
you take it, the DSO is afuller, more polished
(and better paid) ensemble than it was in 1968,
when it played its heart out for Johanos. Here
they give Mata, Dorian, and us aperformance
of Billy that can stand up to any previous
recording of their work, including Copland's
or Bernstein's.
The Vox will remain atreasured collector's
item, but the new Dorian will take its own place
as asystem demo for any number of qualities.
Iwas impressed by the sound of the slapstick
strokes, which are often absorbed by the massive tuttis in which they occur. Here they stand
out naturally and believably, with startling clarity. And there is bass drum worth having asubwoofer for.
It's worth noting that Billy gives arecent
audiophile rival, John Eargle's Delos by Schwartz/
Seattle, agenuine run for its money. It would
take the wisdom of Solomon to choose between them sonically, but the DSO gives a
freer, more spontaneous performance.
Mata's recording of Harris's Symphony 3is
the only one available—other than Toscanini's
1942 broadcast on Dell'Arte—to reinstate some
40 bars of solo woodwind and key modulation,
originally cut by Koussevitzky with Harris's
approval in order to fit on four 78rpm sides for
RCA's 1938 recording. Although no more than
acommercial expedient, most conductors,
including Bernstein, who should have known
better, have taken the cut as acommand from
on high. Mata is too reserved with this music,
but the performance has value for demonstrat-
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ing the gain in continuity and logic with the
cut passages restored.
Mata is least successful in Bernstein's Suite
from On the Waterfront, although no one may
ever surpass the dramatic intensity of Bernstein's first recording with the New York Philharmonic, currently available in asplendid Sony
remastering. Ironic though it seems, Mata clarifies Bernstein's complex figurations in the two
fight episodes better than Bernstein ever did.
That in itself is interesting, but Bernstein's
pushed and frantic executions actually sound
like mob hits and people beating up on each
other. Nor can Mata match Bernstein in the
quieter moments of tension, suspense, or unexpected sentiment.
Musically amixed bag, but an unqualified
sonic success. Let us hope that Dorian will foster as generous and nurturing arelationship
with Andy Litton as they have with Mr. Mata.
—Richard Schneider
ELGAR: Cello Concerto
TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococo Variations
Mischa Maisky, cello; Giuseppe Sinopoli, Philharmonia Orchestra
DG 431 685-2 (CD only). Klaus Hiemann, cog.; Wolfgang Stengel, prod. DDD. TT: 46:29
ELGAR: Dream Children, Wand of Youth Suites 1&2,
Nursery Suite, Starlight Express
Raymond Leppard, Indianapolis Symphony
Koss KC-1014 (CD only). Larry Rock, Doug Dillon,
engs.; Vic Muenzer, prod. DDD. TT 72:08

A pleasant surprise—a Sinopoli/Elgar performance that does not have me climbing up the
wall! In fact, this very competitive account
never falls into the trap of over-sentimentalizing
or indulging in personal excesses.
Sinopoli adopts comfortable tempi for each
movement of the Elgar, giving Maisky the
opportunity to expand expressively and demonstrate his great technical agility, particular in
the Allegro molto of the second movement. Here
Sinopoli is occasionally left behind when the
heat of the moment drives Maisky forward, but
this implies aspontaneous performance and is
at the heart of its success. What remains when
the last note has died away is afeeling of having
been privy to anoble but passionately felt statement. The recording supports this sentiment.
The Rococo Variations are given with the same
commitment and sensitivity. Good contrast is
drawn between the fast and slow variations,
Sinopoli and Maisky responding to each other's
needs with immediacy and immaculate coordination. Sinopoli inspires some excellent and
refined playing from the Philharmonia in Fitzhagen's revision of the work.
To sample Elgar in avery different vein, the
Leppard recording presents the composer of
miniature delicacies in just about the best possible light. Entitled Dream Children after ashort
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

two-movement work of the same name, this
disc revolves around those works that were
overtly inspired by anostalgia for Elgar's childhood that was arecurring, ifless recognizable
feature in most of his works. The Wand of Youth
Suites 1and 2, comprised of seven and six
pieces respectively, were written in 1907 and
1908, although based on music Elgar had composed when he was ten for afamily play to be
performed with his six siblings. Like the Nursery
Suite, which was dedicated to the Princesses
Elizabeth (later to become Queen Elizabeth II)
and Margaret Rose in 1931, this music is simple
and totally single-minded in its intention to
illustrate such titles as "Slumber Scene,"
"Moths and Butterflies," and "The Sad Doll."
The Overture and Finale from the incidental
music to the play Starlight Express round off this
excellent disc. All are recorded with the same
loving care and attention that have gone into
the music.
—Barbara Jahn
GUZMAN: Ambrosio
Gabriela Herrera, Lourdes Lopez, Violetta Davalos, Olivia
Gorra, Ruth Ramirez, Hector Sosa, Carlos Pascual,
Francisco Grijalbajorge Lagunes, Noe Colin Arvizu;
Eduardo Garcia, Chamber Orchestra La Camerata and
Chorus
Sonora SACD 101 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; Bob Katz,
Jose Antonio Guzman, prods. DDD. IT 71:36

Here is afirst recording of anew opera fresh
after its premiere performances. With considerable eclecticism in ways that may remind us of
Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex, Guzman draws upon
astyle as remote as Monteverdi's, the very
father of opera, and combines it with vestiges
of Mozart Singspiel, the cabaret style of Kurt
Weill, and the Spanish zarazuela. The stylistic
pastiche actually works.
Ambrosio is based on The Monk, by the 18thcentury English writer Matthew Lewis. Guzman has transplanted the setting to New Spain
(Mexico City) just before the turn of the 18th
century. The story concerns asanctimonious
monk who falls prey to all the temptations he
has attempted to deny: sot, avarice, murder, and
all that other great stuff. After considerable local
success in Mexico, the composer, along with
others who helped him to create the opera,
seeks awider audience through this recording.
One factor which may help, and certainly
can't hurt, is the genuine audiophile quality of
the production, engineered by Bob Katz (of
Chesky fame) working with asingle stereo
microphone. Although the overall personnel
requirements for Ambrosio are modest (compared to Boris Codunov), this is an astounding
feat, believed to be afirst for an opera.
Considering the interest in technicalities
among audiophiles, it's unfortunate that Sonora
doesn't provide alaundry list àla Telarc, or even
identify the mike. Fortunately, Bob Katz is
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accessible to audiophile journalism, and enthusiastically forthcoming about most things.
The mike, which began life in 1964 as an
AKG C24, continues to undergo an evolutionary regime of modification. David Manley,
Larry Smith, and Bob himself, among others,
have labored to keep the AKG state-of-the-art.
The mike is fed directly into Bob's own customized preamp, and from there, directly into
the 128x-oversampling A/D converter, also
of Bob's own design. At this point the chain
becomes conventional: apair of Sony DATs,
editing to PCM 1630s, and finally, Nimbus
mastering and pressing.
Ambrosio was performed at various times in
theaters and opera houses in Mexico City
which Bob felt were inappropriate to singlemike recording. Sala Netzhualcoyotl, chosen
for the recording in August 1990, is described
as avery open shoebox-shaped concert hall,
composed principally of wood and masonry
surfaces and seating approximately 2000.
Aside from revealing that the orchestra, cast,
and chorus shared the stage floor, Bob was
unwilling to discuss his mike placement, or the
disposition of the performers relative to the
mike or each other. It was sufficient to say that
the "studio" staging did not correspond to the
performance staging, and was somewhat unconventional, even with reference to usual
recording practice involving singers and instruments.
By whatever means he's employed, Bob has
managed to achieve anatural presence by which
the mind's ear can construct the 25-piece
orchestra arrayed in the foreground, the cast
and chorus developing the narrative on a
slightly higher, wider level. Since there are no
requirements for immensity, depth is not a
major factor, but the overall soundstage has an
ideal shape, in which voices as well as instruments can be heard in forward and rear locations, as well as the obvious left and right.
Moreover, this is adry recording. Hall ambience, reflection effects, and "air around the
performers" are quite subtle, and will no doubt
receive intense scrutiny in comparing systems
and tweaks.
Fortunately for those audiophiles who abhor
subtlety and want their socks blown off, Ambrosio provides for that need as well, most especially in the penultimate scene of Act II, in
which the enraged Devil smashes amasonry
pot. This effect in itself ranks as one of the alltime great transients of audio history, and is not
for the faint-hearted.
Nominally set in three Acts, Ambrosio has
been recorded with its dialogue abridged but
all of its music intact, and runs for just over an
hour and ten minutes. The performance is proprietary and committed. Sonora's booklet proSTEREOPHILE, APRII. 1993

vides astriking cover photo, illustrations, complete Spanish libretto, synopses, and other
informative details in English, though asideby-side libretto with English translation would
have made this new work easier to follow for
non-Spanish speakers. The 16-member chorus
and the 25 orchestra musicians are identified.
Ambrosio will take its place among the collections of audiophiles and audio professionals.
In order to take its place in the world-wide performance repertoire, the opera will require support for performances outside of Mexico.
Those readers who happen to be professionals
in opera management and performance should
give Ambrosio alisten.
—Richard Schneider
HERRMANN: Symphony 1
SCHUMAN: New England Triptych
James Sedares, Phoenix Symphony
Koch 3-7135-2H1 (CD only). Michael Fine, eng., prod.
DDD. TT: 52:00

Bernard Herrmann was one of our greatest film
composers, writing the scores for Citizen Kane,
Fahrenheit 451, Psycho, Taxi Driver, and many
others. This is, of course, adiscipline that calls
for more of aprogrammatic than aformal
approach to composing. But in his only symphony, Herrmann adopted the genre's traditional forms and achieved agood deal of success. Tightly constructed, his Symphony 1
rewards repeated listening despite the shortcomings of some rather insubstantial melodic
material and aduration that exceeds that material, especially in the first and third movements.
This strongly tonal, absolute music opens
in an ominous vein, very effective in its dark
and foreboding atmosphere. The main theme
is not much to hang amovement on, however,
and the movement could probably have been
helped by editing. The second movement opens
and closes with aTill Eulenspiegel-ish playfulness that contrasts beautifully with the weight
of the first movement. Notably effective is the
night-music central section. In the third movement, we again find material that is less than
compelling. The opening theme, for example,
is abit too pretty to make this otherwise affecting elegy hold up well enough to justify the
movement's length. There is anice feeling of
summation in the final movement, with its use
ofprior themes, but along and somewhat wayward coda diminishes the effect abit. On the
whole, Ithink the symphony overcomes its
shortcomings to offer astrong neo-romantic
appeal.
Sedares and the Phoenix Symphony achieve
what seems to be acogent, sympathetic interpretation, albeit in the absence of any comparative recordings of the work. It certainly is well
executed.
So is the New England Tryptych of William
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Schuman. Imust admit to being won over by
Howard Hanson's reading of this work with
the Eastman-Rochester Orchestra on Mercury
Living Presence CD. Though abit roughhewn in the hands of that youthful orchestra,
it is that very quality of unevenness and enthusiasm-exceeding-polish that complements
so well the rustic character of the work. Certainly the Phoenix Symphony offers amore
refined technical performance, but there is
something ever so slight that is missing. Sedares
just misses the rhythmic nuance in the first
movement, and smooths over the mildly jarring
intervals of the second. This adds to the impression that the performance is perhaps abit overly
poised for the music—but not by much. And
Iwould not quibble with anyone who finds the
Sedares/Phoenix reading to be perfectly fitting.
Michael Fine has given the musicians the
benefit of asuperb-sounding recording. The
impression of alarge concert hall is very, very
convincing, with tons of air around the instruments and no loss of inner detail. There is no
hint of stridency or glare anywhere, and the
violins are especially beautiful, with alovely
feathery sheen on ton. On sound aualitv alone,
Iwould strongly recommend this disc. And
based on the undeservedly neglected Herrmann
symphony and the fine performance of the
Schuman, 1can do no less. —Robert Hesson
IVES: A Portrait of Charles Ives
The Seer, .4 Lecture by President Arthur 'Mining Hadley, Like
.4 Sick Eagle, Allegretto sombreeso from Incantation,
General W Booth Enters Into Heaven, Time Roads No. I. From
the Steeples and the Mountains, Tine Roads No.3, Adagio Sostenuto (At Sea), Mists, On the Antipodes, The Rainbow (So
may it be!), The Pond (Remembrance), The Bells of Yale (Batten
Chimes or Chapel Chimes), Calcium Let Net, The Gong
on the Hook and Ladder (Fireman's Parade on Main Street),
All the Way Around and Back. Over the Pavements, The
Ruined River, The Indians, "Gyp the Blood" or Hearst—
Which is Worst?, Aeschylus and Sophocks, A Set of Piecesjiir
Theater or Chamber Orchestra and Sunrise
Henry Herford, baritone; Ensemble Modern, Ingo Metzmacher
EMI CDC 754552 2(CD only). Harwig Paulsen, eng.;
Gerd Berg, prod. DDD. TT 63:54
IVES: Orchestral Works
The Unanswered Question, Central Park in the Dark, Robert
Browning Overture, Three Places in New England
Michel Swierczewski, The Gulbenkian Orchestra
Nimbus NI 5316 (CD only). DDD. TT: 58:55

Who says it takes Americans to play the music
of innovative American composer Charles Ives
with absolute conviction and idiomatic ease?
These two European CDs featuring the work
of German, French, and Portuguese artists can
stand with the best of the Ives recordings. The
EMI disc is an all-German affair and the
Nimbus CD features the work of aFrench conductor leading aPortuguese orchestra. The
results in both cases are, in the best sense,
"Ivesian."
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

The Ensemble Modern is the more interesting collection, largely due to the inclusion of
seldom-heard and even less seldom recorded
compositions for chamber group. In fact, these
appear to be the premier recordings of The Bells
of Yale (1897) and Aeschylus and Sophocles (1922).
The Ensemble Modern has been playing these
pieces in concert since 1985, so their familiarity,
coupled with their obvious virtuosity, account
for the ease with which they deliver this often
thorny and rhythmically challenging music.
Additionally, ten of the works are heard here
in new editions prepared especially for these
recordings by American Ives scholar/editor
David G. Porter. Examples of particularly
impressive interpretive elegance include the
intuitive Tone Roads No.3, the brilliantly evocative Like aSick Eagle, and the lovely yet moody
The Rainbow (So May It Be!).
Baritone Henry Herford sounds as if he
owns these pieces; his General W Booth Enters
into Heaven is, by awide margin, the best I've
heard. The fidelity of the recordings is bright
and democratic, with only aslight tendency
toward areticently mixed piano at times. This
is amandatory acquisition for the Ives collector,
and represents the most comprehensive recording of Ives's chamber orchestra music yet to
appear on CD. Judging by their success with
the musics of Frank Zappa, Anthony Braxton,
and now Ives, it would appear that the Ensemble Modern has aspecial affinity for American music.
Parisian-born Michel Swierczewski proves
an insightful Ives interpreter with the more
commonly heard repertoire on the Nimbus
disc, which uses the approved Ives Society Critical Edition scores. Thankfully, Nimbus has
mitigated their usual propensity for overreverberant sound on these recordings; the
Gulbenkian Orchestra sounds natural, if somewhat laid-back, with good detail and arealistic
soundstage. This Unanswered Question (original version) is appropriately mysterious and
reflective, offering serious competition to Bernstein's definitive reading of the revised version
and Tilson Thomas's excellent recording of the
original. The highly original traversal of the
Robert Browning Overture, one of Ives's most
interesting and dissonant works, is also areal
winner, Swierczewski tackling it with passion
and intelligence. Like most of these readings,
tempos tend to be deliberate, as if Swierczewski
wished to linger over, savor this music. The
only negative element is aclumsy tape splice
at the end of Browning. The popular Three Places
in New England includes an outstanding "The
'St. Gaudens' in Boston Common" of which
Ives would surely have approved; the rhythmic pace and execution are masterful.
Both discs add immeasurably to the Charles
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Ives discography; Ives lovers should waste no
time acquiring them. Hopefully, they will help
to increase exposure for the music of this brilliantly original and often underrated American
master. The Europeans seem to value this music
highly; as evinced here, they prove that they
certainly know how to play it.—Carl Baugher
MOZART: Symphonies 39-41
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Chamber Orchestra of Europe
Teldec 9031-74858-2 (2 CDs only). Michael Brammann,
eng.; Helmut Mühle, prod. DDD. TT: 108:09

Those familiar with Harnoncourt's previous
recordings of this repertory (with the Concertgebouw Orchestra) will not be surprised by
the traits that stamp these new ones. Here is a
Mozart that departs in amyriad of ways from
conventional treatment, often to the music's
benefit, but just as often to its detriment.
Paramount among indisputable virtues is the
clear, lean sonority of this 50-piece "Chamber" ensemble. Vibrato-free modern strings
suggest "authentic" style while remaining
purged of the nasal honking that sometimes
afflicts period-instrument performances. And
winds and brass cut through with telling point,
exposing detail often fudged in other accounts.
Particularly noteworthy in this regard is the
resulting clarity of harmonic motion in the first
movement of 40 and the sharply defined polyphony in the finale of 41. And tempos are
sometimes refreshingly unorthodox. The main
body of the first movement of 39, for instance
(preceded by avery fast introduction that suggests aFrench overture), has abreadth that lends
the music stature and makes it aharbinger of
Beethoven's "Eroica."
But against this backdrop of virtues are several quirky traits that many listeners may find
objectionable and that may prove increasingly
wearisome with repeated hearings. Some of the
pacing is downright eccentric, especially in the
Minuets of 39 and 40, which become jetpropelled, one-to-the-bar flights over the
music's surface. Phrasing is often arbitrary,
Harnoncourt imposing alegato smoothness
where none is called for, and an occasional rupturing of the basic pulse breaks the line and
undermines structure. The opening of 41 is particularly offensive in this respect, its contrast
between the strings' piano answer to the full
orchestra weakened by apointless breathpause. Disturbing, too, is Harnoncourt's practice of slowing the tempo radically for the trios
of minuets, creating other instances where
built-in contrasts are weakened rather than
heightened. And finally there is the conductor's obsessional inclusion of every repeat, even
those of developments and recapitulations.
Granted, this is what Mozart specified, and the
composer may well have intended the doubling
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of length that such repetitions produce in the
slow movement of 40 and the finales of 39, 40,
and 41. But he could not have anticipated the
phonograph and the once-undreamed-of
familiarity it permits. In such acontext, Harnoncourt's literalism smacks of blind fundamentalism. Disturbing, too, is his inclusion
of gratuitous repeats in the reprises of Minuets.
Ihave cited all these peculiarities because they
may prove objectionable. Let it be added,
though, that whatever the oddities in Harnoncourt's readings, his approach to Mozart is
fresh, thoughtful, and often powerful—a far
cry from the overly refined and superficial
18th-century-drawing-room style that was
once considered apt. This is (small ensemble
notwithstanding) large-scaled, passionate, and
intense Mozart that is often highly expressive
in its quirky way and geared to making one hear
these familiar scores as if they were mint-fresh.
And let it be added that Teldec's in-concert
engineering is exemplary, taming, in its close
perspective, the excessive resonance that has
defaced many other recordings produced in
Vienna's Grosser Musikvereinssaal.
—Mortimer H. Frank
PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky, Scythian Suite
Carolyn Watkinson, mezzo; Latvija Chor; Kurt Masur,
Gewandhausorchester Leipzig
Teldec 9031-73284-2 (CD only). Michael Brammann,
eng.; Martin Fouque, prod. DDD. TT: 56:14
PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky, Lieutenant Kije
Jard van Nes, mezzo; Charles Dutoit, Choeur et Orchestre
symphonique de Montréal
London 430 506-2 (CD only). John Dunkerley, eng.; Paul
Myers, prod. DDD. rn 57:28

Prokofiev wrote the music for Einstein's film,
Alexander Nevsky, in 1938. The following year,
he rescored it as aconcert cantata, but its seven
sections still follow the narrative of the film:
the Russians in the hands of their Mongolian
oppressors, Nevsky as brave leader, the Aryan
foe, the Russian people called to the fight, the
"Battle on the Ice," their grief as they mourn
their dead, and the ultimate victory as Nevsky
enters Pskov. This is bleak, blood-chilling stuff,
the clash of steel suggesting that victory will
help the survivors transcend the memories of
wasteful carnage. Masur and his forces summon some of the frenzy of the "Battle" but
maintain too literal an eye, being susceptible
to neither the chill of the ice nor the heat of the
battle. His mezzo, too, has to work at sentiment
rather than feeling it.
If this is true of Masur, how much more cultivated and benign, predictably one might say,
Dutoit and his Montréal orchestra sound. This
is abeautiful performance of delicate scene- and
mood-painting, but where is the horror and
savagery? Ican't help but think that the witty
and lightweight Lieutenant Kije Suite, which just
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about works as acoupling here, would be ludicrously incongruous had Nevsky been handled
with anything like the degree of aggression it
warrants.
Masur's coupling is the Scythian Suite, taken
from the ballet Ala and Lolli, which Prokofiev
wrote for Diaghflev's Ballets Russes when he
was only 23. It is concerned with "barbaric
subject matter:' the struggle of good and evil,
light and darkness. The fact that Stravinsky's
Rite ofSpring was used as amodel will suggest
the flavor of the piece; tableaux awash with wild
harmonies and chromaticism dissolve into
orgies of sumptuous and seductively turned
lyricism in the most exotic orchestral colors.
Masur is good here, tempering alternating
moods and character with an artful ear. But my
ultimate choice on both this and Nevsky would
beprvi and the SNO (CHAN 8584) forprvi's
sheer abandon in the face of whatever emotion
is driving the works at the time.—Barbarajalui
PUCCINI: Tosca
Mirella Freni, Tosca; Plácido Domingo, Mario Cavaradossi; Samuel Ramey, Scarpia; Bryn Terfel, Angelotti;
others; Chorus of Royal Opera House, Covent Garden; Philharmonia Orchestra, Giuseppe Sinopoli
DG 431 775-2 (2 CDs only). Wolfgang Stendel, prod.
DDD. TT: 2:01:37

Although I'm not particularly proud of it, I
own adozen recordings of this opera. This is
the slowest. Yes, Iknow—we all could have
guessed that, given Sinopoli's quirks. Because
Sinopoli is incapable of conducting anything
shallowly—even Tosca, it appears—we do learn
some things from his tempi, and hear things
we might have missed before. "Recondita
armonia" sounds newly beautiful, for instance,
and Domingo sings it handsomely (if utterly
predictably). But this opera does not (forgive
me) need to be newly scrutinized, and when
Sinopoli slows things down appreciably, as in
the first Tosca/Mario duet, it merely sounds. ..
slowed down. He certainly brings the brutality
of Scarpia's music to the fore, however, and
some may be willing to take the lags with the
force as atradeoff. Ifound the lags paralyzing,
and only wished that he had taken even more
outlandish chances, pushing this almost too
familiar opera over the top. But his singers may
have made his decisions for him; they can only
do so much.
Freni has become the ideal diva temperamentally, and much of her singing is beautiful as
well as moving, but she doesn't sound young;
examining the voice so carefully at these tempi
points up the aging process. The slowness also
makes us realize how familiar Domingo is, and
we all know what familiarity tends to breed.
(Okay, he still has an amazingly virile sound.)
Ramey's gorgeous voice almost makes up for
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

his unbearable facelessness—almost. Just think
of Gobbi's terrifying Scarpia and you'll see
what's wrong with Barney, despite the fact that
there's apparently nothing the latter can't do
with his voice. (He's also abass in abaritone's
role, and this never works in Tosca; even an artist
as great as George London had the wrong color
of sound.) Bryn Terfel is the greatest Angelotti
I've ever heard, if you still care.
The engineering is handsome (if abit too
closely miked on Freni) and takes Sinopoli's
big moments in stride and naturally; in general,
the production is terrific and realistic. If you
want to be stunned by the melodrama this work
has to offer—and who doesn't?—go directly
back to Callas/Gobbi/di Stefano in mono. The
electricity in the performance makes up for the
cramped recording.
—Robert Levine
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
PROKOFIEV: Scythian Suite
Eduardo Mata, Dallas Symphony
Dorian DOR-90156. Douglas Brown, prod.; Craig D.
Dory, Douglas Brown, Brian C. Peters, engs. DDD.
rn 60:21 (Rite: 36:24)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite ofSpring, Perséphone
Kent Nagano, London Philharmonic; Anne Foumet, narrator; Anthony Rolfe-Johnson, tenor; London Philharmonic Choir 8c Chorus, Tiffin Boys Choir
Virgin 91511-2 (2 CDs only). Andrew Keener, prod.;
Mike Hatch, eng. DDD. TT: 82:41 (Rite: 34:48)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite ofSpring (two versions)
Benjamin Zander, Boston Philharmonic; Stravinsky pianola version by Rex Lawson
IMP Masters MCD 25 (CD only). DDD. TE 68:52
(orchestral Rite: 35:08)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring, Petrouchka
Pierre Boulez, Cleveland Orchestra
DG 435 769-2 (CD only). Alison Ames, prod.; KarlAugust Naegler, eng. DDD. rn 68:32 (Rite: 33:32)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite ofSpring, Pukinella
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony
Delos 3100 (CD only). Amelia S. Haygood, exec. prod.;
Adam Stem, prod.; John Eargle, eng. DDD. TE 77:46
(Rite: 36:27)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring, Pulcinella Suite
YodlLevi, Atlanta Symphony
Telarc CD-80266 (CD only). Robert Woods, prod.;
Michael Bishop, eng. DDD. TE 53:50 (Rite: 33:07)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite ofSpring
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 1
Sir Georg Solo, Royal Concertgebouw
London 436 469-2 (CD only). DDD. TE 63:08 (Rite:
34:04)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring,Jeu de cartes
Alexander Rahbari, BRT Philharmonic Orchestra
Naxos 8.550472 (CD only). Gunter Appenheimer, prod.;
Jo Tavernier, eng. DDD. TE 59:05 (Rite: 35:08)
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Plus: Symphony in Three Movements, Fanfare for aNew
Theatre, Fanfare for Three Trumpets, Oedipus Rex, Apodo
Pas de Deux, Requiem Canticles, Symphony of Psalms
Robert Craft, Orchestra of St. Luke's; Paul Newman, narrator; soloists, chorus
MusicMasters 67078 (2 CDs only). Gregory K. Squires,
prod./eng. DDD. TE 2:12:09 (Rite: 30:15)

Here are nine recent recordings of Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring to supplement my "Building a
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Library" of November 1991. All but two are
disappointing. Although The Rite today is standard repertory for most orchestras, those of
Seattle, Atlanta, and Dallas sound stressed in
their respective recordings, largely because of
lack of impetus from the podium. All three are
interpretively weak, with little of the demonic
energy essential for asuccessful presentation.
Schwarz's is one of the longest ever, and also
one of the most tedious, acautious traversal of
the score that never excites. Mata, who has
made some superb recordings in Dallas, disappoints here, and Levi, too, is low-voltage.
Even aless-than-inspired performance could
offer some sonic excitement if well recorded,
but these are not. The Schwarz and Mata performances arc distantly miked, resulting in
masked detail, undefined bass, diffuse brass,
and little sense of presence. Levi's recording is
closer, with asolid low end emphasizing bass
drum and timpani, exposing all the more the
weak strings, woodwinds, and brass. The Rite
is scored for an orchestra of at least 110 players;
none of these recordings suggest this mammoth
ensemble.
The London Philharmonic is clearly superior
to any of the orchestras mentioned above, and
already has recorded The Rite several times. This
new one, directed by Kent Nagano, is undistinguished, although it has moments of excitement. Virgin Classics' engineering is shallow,
with adecided lack of low bass. This CD is in
aregular-sized jewel-box that contains two
CDs, asplendid idea for those trying to save
space. Perséphone occupies the second CD, far
better both in performance and sonies but, even
at midprice, with atotal playing time for the
two CDs of less than 83 minutes, hardly good
value in playing time.
The new Boulez/Cleveland DG recording
seems unnecessary, particularly as their 1969
Columbia performance was one of the better
ones. This remake, about 45 seconds faster than
the earlier one, is admirably analytical and
totally dissects the score It is beautifully played
and well recorded, but Boulez's sterile approach
emasculates The Rite's visceral energy. Incredibly, aboring performance.
Robert Craft, who was aclose associate of
Stravinsky, worked closely with him on his
Columbia recordings, and conducted the world
premieres of several of his later works, leads
the Orchestra of St. Luke's in another new
recording of The Rite. This super-brisk performance (30:15) is the fastest ever recorded, more
than aminute faster than the composer's 1960
recording. The orchestra sounds under-sized
and under-rehearsed, with unexceptional
sonics. This is adisappointing start for the
MusicMasters series which eventually is to
include all of Stravinsky's works.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Most disappointing of all is London's CD
with Sir Georg Solti and the Royal Concertgebouw, recorded live in September 1991. The
magnificent orchestra plays superbly, and Solti's
reading is not without interest, although rather
episodic and lacking in cumulative power. The
sonic quality, however, leaves everything to be
desired. The producer and engineer are not
identified, and with good reason: They have
managed to eliminate the Concertgebouw's
distinctive mellow acoustic, offering in its place
adry, thin, harsh, and ill-defined representation
of the orchestra. This, without question, is the
worst stereo recording made in the Concertgebouw that I've heard. What went wrong?
Of new recordings of the last year, the most
intriguing is on the budget Naxos label, with
Iranian conductor Alexander Rahbari conducting the Brussels Radio and Television Orchestra. This has the tension the other new recordings lack, the orchestra is superb, and the sound
is well-balanced, spacious, and detailed.
My 1991 "Library" omitted the IMP Masters
Rite with Benjamin Zander and the Boston
Philharmonic, aCD that also includes Stravinsky's supervised pianola version, made
around 1920, in which he specifically indicated
his desired tempi, particularly the breakneck
speed for the final dance. Stravinsky slowed it
down in his own recordings, as it is virtually
impossible to play at the faster tempo. Monteux, who conducted the premiere in 1913,
strove in his 1929 recording to play the final
dance at the quicker tempo, and failed. It is to
Zander's credit that his community orchestra,
the Boston Philharmonic, plays The Rite as
expertly as it does. Indeed, the exhilarating
finale well deserves the applause at the end of
this live concert recording. The "pianolist" for
the re-creation of Stravinsky's player-piano
version is Rex Lawson, utilizing a1912 Aeolian
pianola and Básendorfer Imperial concert
grand. Fascinating!
Top recommended recordings of The Rite
remain the composer's own 1960 CBS, Colin
Davis and the Concertgebouw on Philips,
Pierre Boulez and the Cleveland on CBS, Igor
Markevitch and the Philharmonia on EMI/
Angel, and Solti's Chicago recording on London. The distinctive, essential Ancerl/Czech
Philharmonic 1963 recording has been reissued,
available on two separate midpriced Supraphon
CDs, coupled with The Firebird Suite (11 0659)
and Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky (11 1958).
—Robert Benson
TAVENER: The Protecting Veil, Thrinos
BRITTEN: Third Suite for Solo Cello
Steven Isserlis, cello; Gennadi Ftozhdestvensky, London
Symphony Orchestra
Virgin 91474-2 (CD only). Simon Rhodes, mg.; Andrew
Keener, prod. ODD. 17 75:08
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This John Tavener is the second in English
music history. The first lived in the 16th century
and, as you might expect, composed mainly
masses and motets. Tavener Il also writes religious music; The Protecting Veil, written in 1987,
commemorates a10th-century vision of the
Holy Virgin at aConstantinople church. A
convert to the Russian Orthodox Church,
Tavener looks as his music sounds: sanctimonious and self-indulgent. But I'm not quite ready
to dismiss his composition.
In the liner photos, Tavener stares sternly out
at us arrayed ("dressed" would be the wrong
word) in ascarf, asilk sportcoat with pocket
hanky, and an ornate crucifix displayed garishly through adeeply open, ruffled shirt. I
wouldn't bother to describe his costume if it
weren't so reflective of his music. There is alot
of impressive sound here without alot of musical substance. The Protecting Veil is acontinuous 45-minute song for solo cello with incidental string-orchestra accompaniment. Its chief
features are incredibly long-held cello notes
and eastern-inspired melodies over chords in
the orchestra. Two-note sforzando violin passages punctuate the progress of the work often
enough to become cloying, but they do relieve
the tedious nature of much of the music.
Having said that, it may sound odd to you
that Ifound myself returning to the work several times [As did 1.—Ed.]. Despite its indulgent,
sanctimonious, and sometimes monotonous
nature, this music has all the appeal of afirst-rate
guilty pleasure. Ifind the opening theme, sung
in the cello's upper registers, to be quite beautiful in its rendering of spiritual yearning. And
the sixth of the work's eight continuously
played sections has acelebratory character that
is very effective Similarly, the valedictory quality of the quiet, reflective seventh section comes
off beautifully as aprelude to the openingtheme reprise of the work's final section.
Overall, The Protecting Veil seems better suited
as an accompaniment to meditation than as an
object of ratiocination. And if you're willing
to sit through the worse parts to get to the better, you may find the work quite attractive. Atonal expressionism it ain't.
Tavener's 'Thrinos is asimilarly contemplative
and reverential work for unaccompanied cello.
As in Britten's demanding Third Suite for Cello,
Steven Isserlis has more of achance to display
his strong technique than he does in Veil. All
three are impressive performances.
While the sound quality of the disc is good,
it doesn't inspire superlatives. The upper
registers of the cello are just abit glassy, while
the lower registers are somewhat bloated. And
the orchestra in Veil is at times strident. There's
nothing here sonically that would put you off,
but neither is there anything that makes this
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

an audiophile must-have.
If you're interested in afine performance of
the Britten, this recording is worth having. And
you may very well find that The Protecting Veil
grows on you.
—Robert Hesson
VERDI: Luisa Miller
Aprile Millo, Luisa Miller; Plácido Domingo, Rodolfo;
Vladimir Chemov, Miller; Paul Plishka, Wurm; JanHendrik Rootering, Count Walter; Florence Quivar,
Federica; Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus,
James Levine
Sony S2K 48073 (2 CDs only). Michel Glotz, prod.;
Christian Constantinov, eng. DDD. TT: 2:16:46

Luisa Miller comes dead-center in Verdi's output, and its three acts mirror the composer's
three compositional stages: The first act is like
his early operas in tunefulness, appealing superficiality, and orchestral accompaniment; the
second is closer in tone to Rigoletto, liaviata, and
Trovatore—drama and originality in orchestration have become more important, and anew
energy compels the situation; and the third act
is apowerful dramatic whole, bold in its exclamation.
All this makes for achallenge, particularly
for the conductor. Luisa has done well on discs:
London has Caballé, Pavarotti, and Milnes, led
by Maag. DG features Ricciarelli, Domingo,
and Bruson under Maazel, and RCA stars
Moffo, Bergonzi, and MacNeil under Cleva.
Oddly, all of the singers and conductors are at
their best. Does Levine's new reading, with
Millo, Domingo, and Chernov, match up?
Well, it's good, but it's not great. Levine does
not capture the lightness of the early act, and
neither does Millo, who never sounds sweet
or lovely. Levine drives the performance too
much too soon: by the time the music matches
the drama, near the end of the second and in
the third acts, we feel somewhat battered, as
if the events had not occurred naturally. That
said, there's plenty of excitement and good, redblooded singing to be enjoyed here.
Millo does get better, sounding nicely
Tebaldi-ish, but to my cars she never ingratiates
herself. She gets inside the character's big Act
II scene and sings splendidly (after Act I) most
of the time, but Irecall special moments with
Caballé, Ricciarelli (who was at her most
ravishing when the DG was taped), and Moffo,
whereas Idon't with Millo. Domingo is
Domingo—handsome, potent, and abit generalized. It's amazing how young he sounds, but
he can't compare with his younger self,
Pavarotti, or, more specially, Bergonzi. Chernov is terrific, dark yet sympathetic and
involved—a match for any of the others, and
at times better. Plishka is ashaky, underpowered Wurm, Rootering's Count is dullish
(so is the role), and Quivar is good, if not
memorable, as Federica.
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* ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS *

Sound Advice without the Price
Call for pre-owned equipment specials

The sound is excellent, and the Met forces
play beautifully for their boss. Everyone sounds
very athletic and aggressive, but the truth is the
truth—while there's much to admire and be
impressed with here, there's less to enjoy than
with the others. I'd go with highlights from the
DG (now available), the RCA (since it's on their
budget label and asteal), and the London (the
three most beautiful voices and the most understanding conductor). Then, maybe, I'd buy this
one.
—Robert Levine

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
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•

•
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•
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•

•
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ALKAN: Concerto for Solo Piano (0p39 Nos.8-10)
Marc-André Hamelin, piano
Music & Arts CD-724 (CD only). Joseph Patrych, Ards
Wodchouse, engs.; Joseph Patrych, Marc-André Hamelin, prods. DDD. TT 50:01
LISZT? Grand Roinantk Virtuoso
Réminiscences de Norma; La Leggierizza; Un Sospiro;
Polonaise No.2; Bénédiction de Dieu dans la Solitude;
Réminiscences de Donjuan (after Mozart)
Marc-André Hamelin, piano
Music & Arts CD-723 (CD only). Lowell Cross, eng.:
Joseph Patrych, Marc-André Hamelin, Lowell Cross,
prods. DDD.
71:24
MASTERPIECES OF CABARET
Britten: Cabaret Songs. Schonberg: Brettl-Lieder. Bolcom: Twelve Cabaret Songs, Lime Jell° Marshmallow
Cottage Cheese Surprise. Flanders & Swann: A Word
On My Ear
Jody Karin Applebaum, soprano; Marc-André Hamelin, piano
Music & Arts CD-724 (CD only). George Blood, eng.;
George Blood, Jody Karin Applebaum, Marc-André
Hamelin, prods. DDD. TE 76:55

Now 31, Montréal -born Hamelin has established himself as one of the most important
younger-generation pianists. His technique—
the present Liszt and Alkan are staggering
examples—is second to none, and he seems to
have apenchant for unusual, even avant-garde
repertoire, at least to judge from his mounting
discography: Bolcom, Wolpe, Ives, Sorabji,
Rzewski, and Godowsky. Superb reviews of
his all-Godowsky CD on CBC MVCD 1026,
in fact, are what caused me to be intrigued.
They were right.
Whether one likes Alkan or not (I tend to find
this maverick contemporary of Chopin, Liszt,
and Berlioz remarkably unfulfilling), there is
no denying the breathtaking virtuosity to be
heard in Hamelin's performance of the Concerto for Solo Piano. His forte, as in the Liszt
collection, is the most astonishing finger dexterity. On the other hand, charm, romantic
yearning, and color often appear to be subjugated to other considerations with these composers; poetic impulse, to be sure, is present at
times, but not, to my taste, enough delicacy,
charm, or graciousness. A good deal of what
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

is missing must be laid at the doorstep of the
clean yet distinctly hard-toned, unyieldingly
close-up piano reproduction, shallow and
rather too clattery. Iwas unhappy with the
sound on both discs.
Fortunately, the third CD, alive Philadelphia performance of November 2, 1990, is a
gem. Most realistic in its supper-club ambience,
it is an absolute pleasure to the ear both for the
feeling of excellent sonic presence and for the
absolutely delectable performances by Hamelin
accompanying his wife àla William Bolcom
and Joan Morris (the album's dedicatees). The
varied selections, sophisticated, teasing, charming, often humorous (Bolcom's "Waitin' "is
aremarkably haunting exception), are marvelously rendered; the collection can be most
highly recommended. Texts are included for
all but two encores—they're not needed, so
sensational is the diction.
—Igor Kipnis
SVIATOSLAV RICHTER/BENJAMIN BRITTEN:
Aldeburgh Festival Recitals
Sviatoslav Richter, Benjamin Britten, pianos
Britten: Introduction and Rondo alla Burlesca, Op.23
No.1; Debussy: En blanc et noir for two pianos; Mozart:
Sonata for Two Pianos, K.448; Schumann: Bilder aus
Osten, Op.66 for Piano Duct
Music & Arts CD-709. TT 67:50
Mozart: Sonata in C for four hands, K.521; Schubert:
Grand Duo for piano two hands, D.812
Music & Arts CD-721. TT: 67:25
Schubert: Variations in A-flat, D.813; Andante varié,
D.823; Fantasie in f, D.940 (piano four hands); Moments
Musicaux, Op.94, Nos.1, 3, & 6(S. Richter, solo piano)
Music & Arts CD-722. TT 65:00
All three: From 1964/67 mono and stereo broadcast recitals.
CDs only. AAD.

Between 1964 and 1967, Sviatoslav Richter and
Benjamin Britten performed astunning series
of works for piano duet and two pianos at Britten's Aldeburgh Festival, concerts that were
broadcast by the BBC and are now to be heard,
partly in mono, partly in stereo, on three CDs.
The playing, in an atmosphere that was obviously congenial to both great musicians, displays avitality seldom to be experienced, and
Iwould recommend all three discs to anyone
interested in great performances and this repertoire. The Schubert F-Minor Fantasy on CD722, for example, is given an absolutely incomparable performance, the greatest Ihave heard.
The same is true of at least one or two pieces
on each disc: the Schubert Grand Duo on CD721, adazzling Mozart Two Piano Sonata and
the fascinating and full-bodied Debussy on
CD-709. The good-broadcast-quality piano
reproduction, barring tape hiss and occasional
hints of saturation distortion at high-level
points, is close-up with agreat deal of presence
and minimal audience noise.
—Igor Kipnis
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN: The Last Recitalfor Israel
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Beethoven: Sonata, Op.57, "Appassionata. Chopin:
Études, Op.10 No.4, Op.25 No.5; Nocturne, Op.15
No.2; Polonaise, Op.53. Debussy: La plus que lente,
Prélude from Pour le Piano). Schumann: Fantasiestiklee,
Op.12
Artur Rubinstein, piano
BMG Classics 09026-61160-2 (CD). Jon Samuels,
remastering eng.; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT: 74:58
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN: The Last Recitalfor Israel
Same program as CD (above), plus: Chopin: Scherzo
No3; Waltz, Op.64 No.2. Debussy: Ondine (Préludes,
Bk.1). Mendelssohn: Spinning Song, Op.67 No.4
Artur Rubinstein, piano
BMG Classics 09026-61160-6 (laserdisc). John Pfeiffer,
Glenn Smith, prods. ADD. TT. 104:37

These recordings, one audio, the other alaserdisc reproducing the entire program ofJanuary
15, 1975, present the nearly 88-year-old pianist
in concert at Pasadena's Ambassador Auditorium in California for the benefit of the International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem. While full of admiration for the pianist,
Ioften have felt that the recorded performances
of his last decades tended, understandably, to
be more careful and contained than those of his
younger years, aperiod when temperament and
spontaneity flew particularly high. Astonishingly, Rubinstein reveals exactly that incredible
fire and earlier vitality in this late, late program,
one which came ayear or so before increasing
difficulties of oncoming blindness forced him
to forego performing. It is an extremely moving
document, totally amazing for one of the
pianist's years, and his determination to perform with his accustomed virtuosity and
musicality—not just to get through—is palpable Certainly, so far as tempi are concerned,
there is not the slightest concession to age.
Most of the repertoire is familiar fare for the
pianist. Igrew up loving the excitement of
Rubinstein's mid-'40s "Appassionata" recording (the first- and last-movement codas here
are, if anything, even more turbulent); similarly
with the Schumann and the various Chopin
which he often recorded over the years. Curiously, like Horowitz, he never made an integral
set of the Chopin Etudes, though he played a
number in recital. One of the most valuable
entries, therefore, are the two he performed in
Pasadena, études which one could only hear
him play previously on an old Melodiya LP of
pirated recitals. These alone are worth the price
of the album. In the Beethoven, in the Debussy, all the Chopin, and in the Schumann,
as well as in the Mendelssohn encore, there is
always great elegance, freshness, and an often
touching simplicity. The rubato is quite wonderful. And the concluding Chopin Polonaise
is—no other word will do—a powerhouse of
aperformance.
One can see and hear Rubinstein in acouple of documentaries, ahandful of films, and
several shorts, but this laserdisc, interestingly,
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is the only one to feature the pianist in afulllength recital. The slightly excerpted CD (missing is Debussy's Ondine, the Chopin Third
Scherzo, and two encores: The Chopin Waltz
and the Mendelssohn Spinning Song, as well
as apost-concert presentation ceremony) is certainly worth hearing, though the piano sound
suffers, at times severely, from oversaturation.
The close-up instrument, with its slight flutter,
emphasized midrange, and mostly negligible
rumble, plus the distortion, is less obviously distracting in the laserdisc version, just as the
viewer more easily tends to overlook any occasional performance lapses. Perhaps this is a
result of the added visual dimension. The screen
views of the Rubinstein concert are restricted
entirely to the stage with the usual selection of
front, side, rear, and (quite effective) overhead
shots; not all cameras, especially the one shooting the pianist from the right rear, are wellfocused (though this may in part be due to the
videotape source). In spite ola fuzziness most
apparent on alarger-screen projection TV, the
laserdisc is one whose value cannot be overestimated. If you enjoy musical performances
on video discs, don't pass this one up.
—Igor Kipnis

SHOW M USIC
MORE BROADWAY CAST RECORDINGS
FROM RCA/BMG Fr CBS/SONY

The folks at RCA/BMG and CBS/Sony have
been at it again: remastering show-music
recordings, many of which have been unavailable for some time. Purlie (RCA 60229-2-RG)
is based on Purlie Victorious, by Ossie Davis (yes,
Oz on Burt Reynolds's late and somewhatlamented "B.L. Stryker" TV series), and features
agospel-inspired score by Gary Geld and Peter
Udell (later responsible for Shenandoah). Bill
Rosenfield's liner notes quote aNew York Times
review of the record comparing it favorably
with My Fair Lady—an opinion that, Isuspect,
its author now files in the "Wish-I-Hadn'tSaid-That" category. (I have asmall but growing set of items in that category myself.) Certainly, the cast (especially Melba Moore) cannot
be faulted, but, generally, Iwould describe the
score as workmanlike rather than exceptional.
Gypsy (60571-2-RG), of course, does have a
great score, one that can be heard to good
advantage on the Original Broadway (Columbia CK 32607) and the recent Broadway revival
cast (Elektra Nonesuch 979239-2) recordings
(forget the movie soundtrack). The RCA release
is of the London cast, starring Angela Lansbury; she does well, but Merman in the Original Cast remains the champ. The British sup-
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porting cast is fine, although some of the
spoken lines in "All INeed is the Girl" have
an inflection that sounds suspiciously like
Cockney.
110 in the Shade (RCA 1085-2-RG) and
1 Do! I Do! (RCA 1128-2-RC) represent
attempts by Harvey Schmidt and Tom Jones
to repeat the enormous success of The Fantasticks. Neither show came close to accomplishing that feat, but IDo! 1Do! had amore-thanrespectable run on Broadway and has become
astaple of summer stock and dinner theater.
I've seen IDo! 1Do! only in asummer stock
production, with no-name performers, and
thought it was amanipulative rehashing of
every sexist cliché about men, women, and
marriage. Listening to the record has not really
changed my mind, but Inow think it's acharming rehashing of these clichés, and the manipulation often works. The difference is Robert
Preston and Mary Martin, two performers who
have charm and talent to spare, and are able to
breathe life into the cardboard characters they
play.
1/0 in the Shade is a"Western" musical, with,
yup, some would-be Oklahoma!-type numbers,
and one song, "A Man and aWoman," that
could very easily have been used in IDo! IDo!.
Again, fine performances, especially from
Stephen Douglass in the secondary lead, but
I'm not surprised that, with Hello, Dolly! and
Funny Girl as competition, this was not the hit
of the 1963-64 Broadway season.
The Roar of the Greasepaint (The Smell of
the Crowd) (RCA 60351-2-PG) was Leslie
Bricusse's and Anthony Newley's attempt to
reprise their earlier success, Stop the World—
!Want to Get Off Like Stop the World, this purports to be aparable about Life, with Newley
playing the Everyman character, Cocky, and
Cyril Ritchard his upperclass nemesis, Sir. What
there is of aplot is aproper mess, but this need
not concern us here: the score is really quite
delightful, and contains several standards,
including "On aWonderful Day Like Today,"
"Feeling Good:' and "Who Can ITurn To" (of
course, it should be "Whom," but Cocky was
away when they did grammar). Back then,
Newley had not yet descended into self-parody,
and, predating Annie by about adecade, there's
asprightly chorus of female urchins.
House of Flowers (CBS Special Products
A2320) has an outstanding calypso-tinged
Harold Arlen/Truman Capote score, with at
least one number ("A Sleepin' Bee") that has
become astandard. It's performed with great
style by alarge cast that features Pearl Bailey
and ayoung Diahann Carroll. (Given what she
looks like now, Carroll must have been no more
than seven when she was in House of Flowers.)
Some have criticized characterizations in
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musicals for being superficial, even cartoonlike; these critics have their ground cut out from
under them when it comes to Li'! Abner (CBS
Special Products A5150): to call it "cartoonlike" is to acknowledge its faithfulness to the
source. Imust admit to having an inordinate
fondness for this truly silly musical. In niy
defense. Ican only point to the attractions of
the Gene de Paul/Johnny Mercer score ("A
Typical Day:' "If IHad My Druthers," "Namely
You," "The Country's in the Very Best of
Hands," "Jubilation T. Compone"), the superb
cast (Peter Palmer. Edith Adams, Stubby Kaye).
and the fact that any 1956 musical that would
dare to have acharacter with aname like Appassionata von Climax has to have something
going for it.
The last three recordings in this current set
are not original cast recordings: Roberta (CBS
Special Products A7030) is one of the Columbia
studio recordings made by Goddard Lieberson in the '50s; Sondheim: A Musical Tribute
(RCA 60515-2-RC) is the recording of a1973
gala fundraiser for the National Hemophilia
Foundation; and Mary Martin Sings, Richard
Rodgers Plays is simply Mary Martin singing and
Richard Rodgers doing whatever it is he does.
(Actually, the title is misleading: Martin is
mostly accompanied by an orchestra, Rodgers
contributing the occasional pianistic tidbit.)
Iused to own acopy of the Roberta recording, but, somewhere along the way it disappeared into some mysterious Black Hole.
Listening to the CD re-release was like greeting
afriend that Ihaven't seen for years, and who
turns out not to have changed at all. The music
("Smoke Gets In Your Eyes:' "You're Devastating," "Yesterdays:' "Lovely To Look At," "I
Won't Dance") is top-drawer Jerome Kern, and
the performers (Jack Cassidy, Joan Roberts,
Stephen Douglass, Kaye Ballard, Portia Nelson)
are some of the best on the 1952 musical theater
scene. This is by no means an "authentic" recreation of the score; the orchestrations sound
at times like vintage Percy Faith, and the rubato
would surely make John McGlinn gag. A new
recording of Roberta (from McGlinn?) would
be most welcome, but this one at least fills the
void.
The Sondheim Tribute is the first of several
Sondheim collections/revues/concerts that have
appeared through the years. This live recording
has the assets and liabilities the genre is prone
to: asense of occasion and excitement, as well
as the occasional vocal and orchestral flub. With
one exception gack Cassidy, who was to have
starred in Saturday Night, Sondheim's first
show), all the performers have appeared in
Sondheim shows, and include the likes of
Dorothy Collins, Angela Lansbury, Larry Kert,
Nancy Walker, and Alexis Smith. Apart from
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"Happily Ever After" (the song from Company
that was replaced in the show by "Being
Alive"), and Sondheim himself playing/singing
"Anyone Can Whistle," most of what's here is
available in more polished performances elsewhere, but fans of live recordings—and, of
course, of Sondheim—will be pleased to have
this long-unavailable recording.
The Martin/Rodgers collaboration is, as
already mentioned, more Martin than Rodgers
in the performance realm, but does present a
unique pairing of agreat star of the musical theater with one of its greatest composers. Having
said that, Iwish Martin showed alittle more
variety in her approach; she's so darn polite and
genteel that, after awhile, Istarted wishing for
aguest appearance by someone raucous, like
her pal Ethel Merman.
It's difficult to make any general comments
about sound quality that would apply to ten
recordings made between 1952 and 1974, but,
in any case, recordings like this—and, arguably,
all recordings—should be purchased because
of the music and the performance, not the
sound. (Oops, there goes my audiophile credibility.) Actually, the early recordings (Roberta,
1952; House ofFlowers, 1954) sound pretty good;
better, in fact, than at least one of the later ones
(110 In the Shade, 1963). Analog-philes will be
pleased to learn that while the CDs of Gypsy
and the Sondheim Tribute (the most recent
recordings) sound fine on their own, the original LPs are better still. Don't junk your LPs!
—Robert Deutsch

JAzz
A NIGHT OF CHESKY JAZZ: Live at Town Hall
Tom Harrell, trumpet; Paquito D'Rivera, Phil Woods, alto
sax, clarinets; Joe Lovano, Rich Perry, tenor sax; Fred
Hersch, Jim McNeely, Daniel Freiberg, piano; Ana
Caram, vocals, guitar; Romero Lubambo, guitar; Erik
Friedlander, cello; Peter Washington, Scott Colley,
David Finck, bass; Tom Rainey, Bill Goodwin, Jorge
Ftossy, drums; Raphael Cruz, Jamey Haddad, percussion
Chesky JD82 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David & Norman Chesky, prods. DDD. TE 59:13

It's an open secret in the music business that
there are more audiophile labels that make good
recordings than make good music. So far,
Chesky Records has managed to do both. Their
recordings, made proudly with minimalist
miking techniques, are designed to sound natural, and to put their musicians in arealistic
soundstage. They do so. More important, the
Chesky recordings capture excellent musicians
in compatible surroundings. Chesky has
recorded well-known musicians (Clark Terry,
Phil Woods, McCoy Tyner, Paquito D'Rivera),
and highly professional musicians who are not
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yet household names, such as pianist Fred
Hersch and trumpeter Tom Harrell. Brazilian
singer-guitarist Ana Caram was unknown to
me before Chesky recorded her, as was the
Orquesta Nova. All these musicians are both
extraordinarily talented and extraordinarily
dependable. (Has anyone ever heard Phil Woods
really flub adate?) So it's not entirely surprising
that this live concert, made at the JVC Festival
in New York on June 24, 1992, should be successful musically and sonically.
Sonically, we hear aseries of small bands,
starting with Tom Harrell's sextet, that sound
alittle more spread out across the stage than
on the studio recordings. The sound is warm,
resonant but not echoey. Some musicians play
new versions of pieces that they've recorded
for Chesky. Joined by Phil Woods as well as Joe
Lovano on his ebullient "Journey to the Center," Tom Harrell plays with his usual care and
precision. Fred Hersch plays anew version of
his whimsical raggy piece, "Nostalgia," and
afrantic Brazilian piece, scored for piano, cello,
and drums: Egberto Gismonti's "Frew." Ana
Caram has alight, flexible voice. She plays and
sings bossa nova with vim and wit: at one point
in "0 Quer Vier Eu Traco," she half swallows
aseries of staccato syllables, and then, after a
pause, sings an already sprightly lyric in
doubletime. Paquito D'Rivera plays his hit,
"Seresta" and then, with Phil Woods, jamsjoyously on "Birk's Works." If this concert has a
flaw, it is that this Dizzy Gillespie blues seems
to be the only vehicle on which the musicians
really let loose. But there are already too many
slovenly live concerts on the market: perhaps
the discipline of these Chesky artists should
be commended.
—Michael Ullman
DICK HYMAN Plays Duke Ellington
Reference Recordings RR-50CD (CD only). Keith O.
Johnson, eng.; J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. D. TE
61:23.

Attentive Stereophile readers will recognize Dick
Hyman Plays Duke Ellington as the gold-plated,
direct-to-disc recording that Robert Harley
described in the January 1993 issue. Harley ably
described the complicated process of making
this recording. Let me summarize. The problem
is that in order to have access to individual
tracks on aCD, one must program the timings
in advance. According to producer J. Tamblyn
Henderson, that information must be accurate
to Vso of asecond. Of course, jazz performances
are relatively open-ended, so adirect-to-disc
performance of ajazz recital would seem
impractical.
So Reference Recordings had Dick Hyman
record Ellington on the Bósendorfer Reproducing Piano, agrand piano that can "record" a
performance and play it back. (The process
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allowed him to edit out minor mistakes.) Then,
with the timings set, they had the piano play
the recital by itself and made the master from
that re-creation of Hyman's performances.
The company insists that not even aperformer could tell the difference between his or
her performance and that reproduced on the
Büsendorfer's updated player piano. Nonetheless, the whole thing makes me nervous—
especially after Iheard the disc, which sounds
like an excellent, warm, big-toned piano being
played in an empty hall. To me, that extra resonance, though not absolutely bothersome, is
not ideal. And Iwonder if Hyman was affected
by the situation. He plays in asomewhat grander
style than Ihave heard from him before, as if
playing out to the hall. There are subtle variations of tone and volume here, but, especially
on the (infrequent) ballads, alack of intimacy.
Hyman's "On aTurquoise Cloud" has little of
the wistfulness, the suggestiveness, of Ellington's own performance.

Hyman is at his best during the uptempo
numbers, and the earlier they were written the
better. His lusty "Jubilee Stomp," which Ellington recorded three times during 1928, captures
the good spirits and humor of the early Ellington. The composer never played it better.
Hyman resurrects acharming dance tune,
"Doin' the Voom Voom," and plays "Drop Me
Off in Harlem" with the appropriate bounce.
He renders Ellington's mini-concerto for piano,
"Clothed Woman," remarkably as well. This
piece uniquely surrounds apassage of exuberant stride piano with an introduction and conclusion that are harmonically ambiguous and
rhythmically powerful. Its opening notes are
like shattering glass. One regrettable feature
of this disc is that there is not enough time
between the startling ending of "The Clothed
Woman" and the "Sophisticated Lady" which
follows. The lady almost treads on the toes of
the clothed woman.
Although Dick Hyman Plays Duke Ellington
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RY COODER/
VISHWA SHAVE A Meeting by
the River
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-29-CD (CD only;
LP available eventually). Kavichandran Alotander,
prod.. mg. AA!). TT: 39:48
Availablefrom May Audio Marketing, (800) 422-7525

1probably shouldn't be writing this review.
Ifeel pretty passionately that amusic reviewer should have amusical genre down if
he's going to tackle one of its records, so
how can Ipossibly cover this one if the sum
total of my experience with traditional
Indian music is the Ravi Shankar side of The
Concertfor Bangla Desh?!
The answer is, because A Meeting by the
River isn't traditional Indian music. I'm not
sure exactly what it is at all, except that it's
magic music ofa rare and graceful curve that
completely captivated me the first time I
heard it; I've listened to it dozens of times
since, at all hours of the day in all permutations of attentiveness, and Idon't feel as
if I've even scratched its timeless and elliptical surface.
Here's the lowdown: Grateful Dead
luthier and Alembic Guitars founder Rick
Turner turned his pal Ry Cooder on to a
Water Lily Acoustics record of Vishwa
Mohan Bhatt, an Indian slide guitarist. Ry
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freaked, the gears turned, and soon he and
Vishwa were sitting barefoot with their
slide guitars on agiant Persian rug inside
Christ the King Chapel in Santa Barbara,
CA, while our hero Kavi Alexander threw
up his tubed Blumlein pair and fed them
spicy homemade curries and fresh Indian
tea to grow the vibe.

The vibe. If one word sums up A Meeting
by the River, it's vibe. Records used to befilled
with vibe of some kind or another, sounds
that suggested feelings and emotions and
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is not aperfect disc, it is afascinating one sonically and musically. JA listed it as one of his
"Records 2 Die 4" in February; Stereophile
readers will want to get it and argue about it.
—Michael Ullman
KLAUS IGNATZEK: Gershwin Songs
Klaus Ignatzek, acoustic piano
Nabel 4361 (CD); Nabel LP 09 (LP). Max Bolleman, eng.;
Rainer Wiedensohler, prod. DDD. TTs: 62:13 (CD),
44:37 (LP)
MILCHO LEVIEV: Bulgarian Piano Blues
Milcho Leviev, acoustic piano
M.A. Recordings M012A (CD only). Todd Garfinkle,
eng., prod. DDD. TT: 57:05

These are two magnificently recorded recitals
by strikingly original European pianists. Milcho Leviev is the better known in this country, to which he emigrated from his native Bulgaria in 1970. He was asuccess almost from the
start. Leviev joined Don Ellis's big band in
1971, and Ellis recorded several Leviev compositions, including the rhythmically spectacuwhole universes of modal patterns that
made listening to the record feel like stepping into awhole 'nother zone. But I've
become so accustomed to the modern musical aesthetic of 2-D shallow disposable nothingness that when arecord like this one—
which positively drips with vibe—crosses
my path, I'm genuinely taken aback.
Like Isaid, this isn't traditional Indian
music. Without so much as ahalf-hour
between their first introduction and the start
of the session, Cooder's Tex-Mex border
slide and Bhatt's shimmering Indian quaver
meet on that laughing white sliver of moon
that smiles peacefully at the segregation of
musical categorization and gently blows it
off into the cosmos where it can do the least
harm. As the session progresses, Ry's guitar
lines start bending their heads toward India
while Vishwa's get bluesier; the two seemingly disparate guitars eventually embrace
one another and intertwine until you can't
tell where one leaves off and the other
begins. Backed by the rhythm section of
Sukhvinder Singh Namdhari on tabla and
Cooder's 14-year-old son Joachim on the
bongo-like dumbek, the two master slide
guitarists converse in ancient broken melodies and weave aspell that begs for Sag
Paneer, darkness, and infinite repeat.
Why does this A Meeting by the Riverjuice
my lizard so mightily? What sets this disc
above virtually all similar recordings is that
the entire session was totally improvised;
the sounds on this record are two musicians
meeting, delivering graceful introductions,
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lar "Sladka Pitka," which was issued in 1973
on Ellis's Soaring. After recording with Leviev
in 1980, alto saxophonist Art Pepper said:
"Milcho has as much technical ability as any
piano player I've ever heard. Any piano player."
On Bulgarian Piano Blues, while playing a
repertoire that is full of surprises and delights,
Leviev demonstrates his technical ability—
and his taste, humor, and melodic invention—
on aremarkable Biisendorfer piano. His concept of blues is broad: he plays "Women's
Dance a24-bar piece in 5/4 based on amelody
he heard in Bulgaria. "Kaval Melody" recreates the sense of aBalkan flute player. It
begins simply and slowly with aline that is full
of flute-like quavers, then accelerates dramatically. On what he punningly calls "King Bassie," Leviev has written a12-bar blues, quoting
the most famous riff from "One O'Clock
Jump."
Leviev uses the full capacity of his Bósendorfer to fashion arecital notable for its range
complimenting and complementing each
other while laying out vast landscapes
of sound without atrace of inhibition or
awkwardness. A Meeting by the River is the
essence of that most powerful of music's
ingredients—communication—and while the
music itself is often tranquil, the message
will carry you away, heart pounding and
monkeybone throbbing.
For a recording to make Stereophile's
"Recording of the Month," it's got to deliver
the sonic goods as well as the musical mojo.
I'm here to tell you that A Meeting by the
River is just flat-out astounding, one of the
most uncannily real recordings I've ever
heard. Ihaven't heard the LP yet, but the
CD is amind-blower: mastered directly
from aCD-R transfer of the analog master, this is the best-sounding acoustic guitar
recording I've ever heard. From the most
subtle string-scrape die-offs to the unleashed dynamics throughout "Ganges
Delta Blues:' the sound just breathes life
into the room and makes the best-sounding
discs in my rack sound grainy and flat by
comparison.
A Meeting by the River is the first genuine
Audiophile-Approved recording whose
spirit matches its sonics; it takes me on atrip
every time Ilisten to it, and recommendations just don't come any higher than that
from me. Think about it: Ry Cooder! Improvising slide guitar with an Indian master! On
a 3-D Blumlein-miked triode-tubed analog
recording!
GO KAVI GO!
—Corey Greenberg
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of volume and touch. "B Major!" unfolds over
abass line taken from the lowest octave of the
piano: it sounds incomparably rich.
If the piano on Bulgarian Piano Blues seems
to fill the soundstage, that on Gershwin Songs
is set farther back and more precisely located.
Gerswhin Songs was recorded in two days and
has been issued on both CD and LP. Ibelieve
that the microphone placement was not exactly
the same on every cut. At least on "Liza' Ihear
aslightly more remote and muffled sound than
Ihear on the brilliant "Fascinating Rhythm."
The sounds of CD and vinyl are virtually identical, but the LP has three fewer numbers.
I'd want it all. From the first notes in his
ruminative introduction to "S Wonderful,"
Klaus Ignatzek had me convinced. He's playing
some of the most overly recorded numbers in
American musical history, and he approaches
each freshly in longish improvisations that are
original without being capricious. He plays "'S
Wonderful" in an easy-going tempo, offering
effects from bluesy choruses to block chords
to achorus of staccato interchanges of single
notes between hands. Toward the end of "But
Not for Me," he introduces sprays of tonally
remote notes that don't interrupt the swing
feeling. He plays achorus of icy single notes
high in the treble, then relaxes with aseries of
pedaled chords in aslower tempo that retraces
the melody. His "Summertime" is serious, but
Ignatzek does not play this tune as ablues, as
does virtually every jazz musician who has
heard Miles Davis. Readers interested in piano
jazz should hear both these recitals for their
music and their sound.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
ELVIS COSTELLO & THE BRODSKY QUARTET
Thefrliet Letters
Elvis Costello, voice; The Brodsky Quartet: Michael
Thomas, violin; Ian Belton, violin; Paul Cassidy, viola;
Jacqueline Thomas, cello
Warner Bros. 45180-2 (CD only). Kevin Killen, Elvis
Costello, Brodsky Qt., prods.; Kevin Killen, mg. AM).
TE 62:53

I'm always suspicious when Ilike arecord on
first hearing as much as Iliked TheJuliet Letters. Most pop recordings (not the great ones)
offer up all their treasures on first hearing,
sounding ever paler with each replay. But two
weeks and lots oflistenings later, TheJuliet Letters just keeps sounding better and better.
It's about time. As much as Iraved about
Costello's Spike afew years back, it teetered on
the edge of being over-produced, overripe, and
overwrought; only Costello's passion and some
very strong material made it all work. Nothing
could save Spikès successor, Mighty Like A Rose,
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

which was virtually unlistenable in the florid
turgidity of its track upon track of unnecessary over-arrangements of virtually impenetrable lyrics. Besides, it neither rocked nor swung.
Imean, didn't this guy used to be called apunk,
however inaccurately? It was long past time for
areturn to basics.
But what aset of basics Costello has gone
back to: the string quartet, as elemental acombo
within the classical tradition as drums, bass,
rhythm, and lead (read: The Attractions) are to
rock, or the piano trio is to jazz. The wisdom
of such amove is one artists seem always in need
of relearning: the freedoms found within the
restraints of alimited set of tools.
But before you get the wrong idea: Elvis
Costello did not bring his latest batch of tunes
to some hack arranger to have them set for
string quartet, which the contract players then
recorded, after which EC came in to lay down
vocal tracks. No, the words and music of virtually every song on this generous disc are collaborations between Costello and the Brodsky
Quartet, who must now add "composers" to
their already well-filled résumés. The writing
is seamless; it's clear that EC could not have
written this album without the Brodskys, nor
they without him.
The results arc stunning. Rather than some
hybrid of rock and classical, whether "Third
Stream" or crossover, TheJuliet Letters is unique
in my experience in sounding as if it was created
totally without compromise: it is 100% arock
album and 100% acontemporary string quartet
recording. (Turns out that, unbeknownst to each
other, Costello and the Brodsky had been
attending each others' concerts for years.)
Though there are musical references to Bartók, Broadway, Shostakovich, Weill, and the
Strausses R. and J., TheJuliet Letters has aconsistently taut, astringent voice of its own. The
Brodsky's playing is bitingly strong, with overpowering rhythmic authority and akeen sense
of dramatic dynamics, all complemented by a
dancing grace, whether ironic (as in "Damnation's Cellar") or earnest ("Romeo's Seance").
Perhaps the greatest miracle of this record
is the evidence it offers of the continuing evolution ofElvis Costello, Singer. Here he is without anet, no rhythm section, amusical illiterate
(he's taking lessons) singing songs full of unexpected rhythmic and harmonic twists and turns,
surprising resolutions or none at all, and downright chromatic developments—all with some
of the power, and considerably more than the
passion (if not the voice), of an opera singer.
Any number of times on this record, even after
the many times I've now heard it, Ihear
Costello gearing up to reach some note obviously beyond his range, and Iwince in anticipation of crack and strain—and then he catches
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it, full-voiced, with just the slightest hint of
raggedness to let you know how much it cost
him, and how worthwhile it was. This is worldclass singing ola sort Ihave never heard before,
whether in opera house, rock arena, orjazz club.
The songwriting itself is the most lucid and
powerful Costello has done in years. The unifying conceit of Thefuliet Letters was inspired by
anewspaper article of aVeronese university
professor who for years has been answering letters addressed to "Juliet Capulet" The 17 songs
here (there are also three instrumentals) are all
epistolary: chain letters, suicide notes, letters
home from the war, collected letters to the family firm of solicitors over alifetime of legal
imbroglios, letters from the living to the dead,
no less than three from the dead to the living,
letters about other letters; and, of course, love
letters. There's little rhyme, but plenty of
Costello's trademark cleverness, and the variety
of narrative voices gives EC and the Brodsky
much to work with. How's this for asong subject: in EC's words, asuicide "who believes in
the afterlife leaves aletter for his atheist lover"
("The First to Leave"). Death haunts these
songs, and the Brodsky'sfin de siècle hints of
Mahler and Strauss are apt. In the three songs
which close the album, the listener is offered
the choice of hell, heaven, or oblivion. After
"The First to Leave," "Damnation's Cellar"
evokes afunny and horrible Hell to amusichall tune as if composed by Van Dyke Parks.
The album closes with "The Birds Will Still
Be Singing!' in which EC bittersweetly joins
the great tradition of British Pastoralism as
invented by Delius and Vaughan Williams. The
only sour tone is struck in the mean-spirited
"Swine" and the heavy-handed "This Offer
Will Not Be Repeated," in which alittle vocal
restraint would have carried Costello agood
bit farther.
Costello's lengthy liner note is witty, informative, and engagingly self-deprecating as he
describes the collaborative process, hints at an
interpretation of each song, and ends with a
note sure to warm every audiophile's heart:
"The decision to make an analog recording was
apurely aesthetic one, founded on my firm conviction that for everything that digital recording
gains in noise reduction and supposed clarity,
there are unacceptable losses of warmth and
depth." The entire affair was recorded live in
the studio with no EQ, and reverb added only
to EC's voice. Still, this is hardly state-of-theart string quartet sound; the strings are steely
and dry, and the Brodsky is pretty much split
down the middle to create aslot for Costello's
voice, which is mixed in rather unnecessarily
up-front. Compared to the way strings are
usually handled on apop recording, however,
The Juliet Letters sounds stunningly natural.
STEREOPHILE, APRII, 1993

It's also the best thing Costello has ever done.
From the vantage point of The Juliet Letters,
"Less Than Zero" now seems almost as far
away as "Love Me Do!"
—Richard Lehnert
R.E.M.: Automaticfor the People
Warner Bros. 45055-2 (CD only). Clif Nord, eng.; Scott
Litt, REM., prods. AAD. rn 48:51
10,000 MANIACS: Our Time in Eden
Elektra 61385-2 (CD only). Ed Thacker, eng.; Paul Fox,
prod. AAD. TT 48:34

As the people who put together press schmooze
events for the Buffalo tourist board have already figured out, the way to awriter's heart
is through his stomach. So an album that takes
its name from asoul food restaurant's motto
starts with afew points automatically, eh? Well.
Automatic for the People won't make Michael
Stipe and the Boys rich (well, not very rich), seal
up the hole in the ozone layer, or even save a
Democratic incumbent his seat in the Senate—
but it's probably good for acouple of free
vegetarian platters at Weaver D's Delicious Fine
Foods in Clarke County, Georgia, and Ican
get behind that.
And song for song it's alot stronger than
1991's mega mega hit Out of Time. Automatic is
(generally) dark and brooding instead of shiny
and happy, and Ilike that in an album. And it
includes R.E.M.'s best song since, well, "Losing
My Religion." "Man in the Moon" takes us on
atour of heaven with Andy Kaufman as the
guide ("Hey, Andy, are you goofin' on Elvis?"),
and it's just as loony and wonderful as it sounds.
And you thought Michael Stipe didn't have a
sense of humor.
Speaking of funny, the Automatic string
arrangements that give texture to thoroughly
enchanting songs like "Nightswinuning" and
"Sidewinder" were strung up by none other
than Led Zep alum John Paul Jones. (Does this
mean Ihave to listen to "Stairway to Heaven"
again?) And while Stipe's lyrics are as cryptic
as ever—and no lyric sheet, natchally—he
seems to have contracted acase of Tony Bennetitis. The man who named adebut album
Murmur has finally learned how to e-nun-ci ate. And blossomed into one of the best voices
in rock in the process.
And speaking of Murmur, as easy as Automatic
is on the ears. Iwonder if the Four Athenians
have forgotten how to rock. My wife Sally
called Automatic "whiney" and brought up the
borderline thrash days of "Radio Free Europe!'
Maybe it's because Stipe has taken control of
the band from rock and roll animal Peter Buck.
Or maybe they're just ceding this territory to
alienated nerds-of-the-week from Seattle who
are still working on mastering that fourth
chord, but ...
aw, nevermind.
If the food at Weaver D's is as good as
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Automatic—and I'm sure it is—I'm sharpening
my crayon and adding it to my long-term
Places To Eat list. It fits in right between Lutece
and Harold's Chicken Shack.
Our Time in Eden has nothing to do with soul
food, but maybe it oughta. Belying their name,
the Maniacs have always been a'pretty uptight
crew. Blame it on ex-producer Peter Asher—a
near-miss at being Paul McCartney's brotherin-law can do that to you. While they haven't
exactly turned into Sly and the Family Stone,
new producer Paul Fox has imported ahorn
section, liberated the guitar hooks, and, lo and
behold, the Maniacs have found theyselves a
groove thang.
In My Tribe and Blind Man's Zoo, their first
couple, were kind of like rock and roll
soufflé—lovely to behold, but hard to sink your
teeth into. Our Time in Eden is an album about
the here and now, and it sounds it. It's as though
Natalie Merchant had anightmare about french
fries and suddenly realized that "Anticipation"
wasn't about ketchup after all. Gone is the fussy
phrasing of songs like "Hey, Jack Kerouac";
in its place is strong singing and good common
sense. As philosophy, "Never before and never
since, Ipromise /Will the world be warm as
this" works alot better for me than "Don't Stop
Thinking About Tomorrow."
And this reality check has made all the Eden
songs stronger. "Circle Dream" gives you a
chill, first because of the beauty of Merchant's
performance, then again when the words sink
in. "Gold Rush Brides" reminds us that feminism didn't start with Betty Friedan. And
without adoubt, "I'm Not the Man" will take
its place beside The Band's "Long Black Veil,"
Bruce Springsteen's "Johnny 9W' Steve Earle's
"Billy Austin," and Vicki Lawrence's "The
Night That the Lights Went Out in Georgia"
on Casey Casem's Capital Punishment Countdown List.
Both of these albums were recorded at the
House that Albert Grossman built, Bearsville
Studios in upstate New York, and both sound
really good. Maybe it's because the soundwaves
don't bump into so many carbon monoxide
molecules on the way to the mikes, but whatever the reason, these albums both have abig,
warm, woody sound. Despite its more live-inthe-studio feel, Eden gets afew demerits because the sound hardens during louder passages
and there's aslight top-end tizz all the way
through. Automatic is lovely to listen to, with
avery wide (but not overly deep) soundstage,
excellent detail, and good dynamics. Let it be
be noted that R.E.M. left Bearsville to record
parts of Automatic in Miami, Atlanta, and New
Orleans. Not much soul food in Woodstock,
Iguess. And man cannot live on groats alone.
—Allen St. John
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Roars OFRY
JOSEPH SPENCE: The Complete Folkways Recordings
1958
Smithsonian Folkways CD SF 40066 (CD only). Sam
Charters, eng., prod. AAD. TT: 51:23
JOSEPH SPENCE ik THE PINDER FAMILY: The
Spring of Sixty-Jive
Rounder CD 2114 (CD only). Peter K. Siegel, Jody
Stecher, engs.; Peter K. Siegel, prod. ADD. Tr: 43:15
THE PAHINUI BROS.
Private MusidPanini Records 01005-82098-2 (CD only).
Lee Hirschberg, eng.; Steve Siegfried, Witt Shingle, Ry
Cooder, prods. DDD. Tr: 40:02

In amagazine interview, Ry Cooder once
expressed his disappointment upon first hearing
his guitar heroes live. He expected the perfect
three- or four-minute vignettes that he found
on their recordings. What he got was tenminute, out-of-tune rambles that were very
different from the set-pieces he had spent hours
learning note for note. This same sense of disappointment is evident in Keith Richards in the
movie Hail, Hail Rock and Roll. Richards obviously wants Chuck Berry to play the classic
tunes just like the original singles, and can't
understand why his hero can't or won't.
The key to both men's problems is the word
"classic." For all their talent and soulfulness,
Richards and Cooder tend to mistakenly approach blues and r&b music as akind of dassical tradition: performances subject to interpretation but with the structure carved in stone.
In fact, being rooted in the same soil as jazz, they
are spontaneous, improvisatory, and the structure can shift with every performance.
Ry especially has an academic attitude toward
roots music that couldn't be more antithetical
to its subject. Even acursory listen to these two
Joseph Spence recordings reveals that, now
matter how accurately Cooder has absorbed
the technical aspects of Spence's guitar style,
he has utterly missed the point.
The music ofJoseph Spence is about nothing
if not abandon, an attitude that just doesn't
apply to Ry. When Spence plays, his fingerpicking style has aseat-of-the-pants quality that
dances along the edge without ever (at least on
record) falling off.
When the Folkways folks went to the
Bahamas in 1958, they found Spence playing
his brand of traditional gospel hymns to entertain workers on the job and for dancers at
parties. While his contemporaries in the US
divided black music into the religious (gospel),
the secular (blues), and the danceable (soul),
Spence brought them all together. His stomping foot provides adisco-like, four-on-thefloor beat which combines with his syncopated
bass and melody lines to make for music that
doesn't allow dancing—it requires it. "I'm
Going to Live That Life" alternates asung (or,
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more accurately, mumbled) personal philosophy with biblical raps, while lump in Line"
exhibits acalypso style that is more roots of
Sonny Rollins than of Ry.
The Folkways recordings are field recordings. The tape hiss is briefly annoying, but soon
recedes behind the joy of the music. The actual
sound is warmer and rounder than on the later,
more technically clean Pinder Family set.
The Spring of Sixty-five frames Spence's music
in another setting. For the most part his guitar is in the background (although "The Crow"
is probably the best example of his utterly
eccentric playing style on either disc), while
his rhythmically flexible vocal style is taken up
by Elizabeth, Geneva, and Raymond Pinder.
This is harmony singing only in the sense that
Dixieland is harmony playing. Each vocalist
takes his/her own track, coming together at rare
and interesting intervals. The spirit leans toward
the spiritual and away from the dance, but the
effect is as joyous, celebratory, and worldly in
its own way as Al Green singing gospel.
Ifirst heard Joseph Spence when someone
left abatch of guitar records on my doorstep.
A quick listen and Ifiled him under "novelty!'
Iwas wrong. His music may be fun (the part
Ry misses), but it runs very deep (the part he
gets). Don't wait for someone to drop him on
your doorstep—grab these discs.
In the pan-cultural shopping mall that supplies Mr. Cooder with his style, Gabby Pahinui
owned an important store. A legendary Hawaiian slack-key (a method of tuning) guitarist and
vocalist, Gabby's music bore little resemblance
to the Don Ho-isms familiar to tourists and
moviegoers. However, it does take some jettisoning of mainland cultural baggage to get
past the minor similarities and into the spirit
of the islands so well defined by the authentic stuff.
Real Hawaiian music has the back-porch feel
of most folk music. Drums and bass are conspicuous by their absence, leaving plenty of
sonic room for the sonorities of strings—
guitars, lap steels, ukuleles—and voices. The
voices are pure and lyrical, devoid of twang or
gruffness. There is much crossbreeding with
C&W, from the guitars introduced to the islands
by cowboys, to the yodeling sent back by the
natives. The net result is as soft as atropical
breeze.
Unfortunately, The Pahinui Bros., by Gabby's
sons Martin, James, and Cyril, has all the elements of abad idea gone wrong. Start with
their voices: much too gruff and lived-in to
work on the straighter Hawaiian numbers ("A
ICamawailua Lani," "Panini Pua Kea"), they
remain too sweet-sounding to attempt the soul
stylings on "Jealous Guy" (yes, the Lennon
one). This, combined with bass, drums, and
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other "haole" digressions—like the doo-wop
"Come and Go with Me," and Steve Earle's
"My Old Friend the Blues"—result in the
Hawaiian lounge-band sound that we always
found so amusing in—you got it—Don Ho.
And no amount of payback homage by Cooder
or David Lindley can save the slipshod arrangements or the unfocused production.
In aseparate promo booklet, Ry recounts his
doubts about whether this project would ever
come together and his misgivings as to the
result. His contribution here, more dutiful than
heartfelt, sums up the spirit of this record. By
all means check out real Hawaiian music; lineage notwithstanding, this ain't it.—Michael Ross
TOM TOM CLUB: Dark Sneak Love Action
Sire 26951-2 (CD). Mark Roule, Steven Stanley, engs.;
TTC, prods. AA!). TT: 51:52

In Seattle, the "gurus of grunge" say "Tom Tom
Club" means "uncool outsiders:' (New York
Times, 11/15/92). They're all wet. Anyone who
wondered who contributed the heart, the playful eroticism, and the whimsy to Talking Heads
need look no further than bassist Tina Weymouth, her drummer/husband Chris Frantz,
and their solo project Tom Tom Club (which
scored big in 1981 with the disco hit "Genius
of Love"). Now augmented by guitarist Mark
Roule and multi-instrumentalist and computer
programmer Bruce Martin, Tom Tom Club has
forged an identity in its own right, waxing in
proportion to the fading relevance of the Heads.
Not that the quartet doesn't share Byrne's
predilection for expeditions into musical
anthropology. Wisely, however, they've picked
up Byrne's fascination with African and Haitian
art and animism but, seemingly willfully, stuck
to the sunny side of the street, transmuting
them into sunny Caribbean-flavored songs of
innocence and ecstasy, the joy of aday at the
beach where even an "ugly girl" ("Who Wants
An Ugly Girl?") is valued, the soul lives on, and
love can heal ("Say IAm").
Those who think "avant-garde musician"
and "family values" are mutually exclusive
terms should check this out. It's asmart and
happy album that's not too proud to dance, that
says "sexy" is okay (prurience is not), and that
"le bon Dieu" and acertain amount of perspective conspire to produce ablessed state of being,
"feeling good in the skin that you're in."
Dark Sneak Love Action is also exquisitely and
intelligently scored, performed, and produced.
Of wonderful touches too many to enumerate, note the Laktne-like shimmering bell sound
that introduces and punctuates "Innocent Sex
Kiss," clever treatments for Weymouth's voice
(not much of asinger, she chants to great effect
on "Love Wave" and is overdubbed with up.to
five vocalists, including folk stat Kirsty Mac-
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Coll, to take atreble line), and abagpipe which
becomes the shadow of asitar to underline a
universal truth ("Daddy Come Home").
Also noteworthy: precise and imaginative
control over spatial effects and amix of electronic and acoustic sounds which must be the
band's special blend; Icalled, but they begged
off, claiming "trade secrets:' adding they'd
worked very hard and were happy we'd
noticed. It's hard to believe such delightful noise
could have been created via MIDI and computers, but the "Tom Tom Clubhouse" in Fairfield, CT is in another spiritual plane somewhere between Jamaica and Never Never Land.
—Beth Jacques
LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: History
Charisma 86416 2 (CD only). LW III, Jeffrey Lesser,
prods.; Jeffrey Lesser, eng. AAD. TT 46:20

Loudon Wainwright III has one of the finesttuned BS detectors I've ever come across. Perhaps that's because he's had to cut through so
much BS of his own. Scratch acynic, find a
romantic.
01' Loud is not much seduced these days by
romance, as he's glad to wryly remind you in
"People in Love" and "I'd Rather Be Lonely!'
And songs like "Talking New Bob Dylan" are
as double-razor-edged as Dylan himself. But
you can't call him acynic any more, not when
more than half of these 14 songs are such
masterpieces of the informed heart as "Men,"
"The Picture," "Hitting You:' "So Many
Songs:' "4 x 10:' "A Father and aSon," and
"Sometimes IForget" In fact, there are so many
excellent songs on this, LW Ill's 13th and best
album ever, that it's hard to know where to
begin.
The title is the best place. Despite their vast
differences, Ican't help thinking of this record
in the same mental breath as Leonard Cohen's
recent The Future (reviewed last month). They
are alike only in their intelligence, integrity, and
passion. But just as all projections into the
"future" are inescapably paraphrases of the
present, so do all histories reveal more of the
present than of the past. As LW III says in "So
Many Songs:' "All my songs about you were
all about me." In his album, Cohen declaimed
vast apocalyptic prophecies of afuture both
hopeful and bleak, austere and joyful, but in
overripe, everything-but-the-sink arrangements of synths, strings, and choirs. Wainwright's tools are far simpler: voice and acoustic
guitar—lean, stripped-down voice and guitar
at that—with the occasional backing vocal,
accordian, fiddle, or minimal rock/folk band.
The histories he tells are of his own family: his
father, mother, sister, son, daughters, and exwives, and of himself in the roles of son,
brother, husband, and father; and of how
SFEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

familial torture is handed down with love,
generation after generation. Serious stuff; it's
not many could juggle such heavy themes as
lightly as Wainwright does.
"Hitting You" is almost excruciating in its
simple honesty. To abasic folkie chord progression in abright major key, Wainwright tells the
story of slapping his daughter far harder than
he had intended to, and of watching his child's
trust in him evaporate as the bruise spreads. Nor
is there alast-verse reconciliation: "These days
things are awful between me and you /All we
do is argue like two people who are through
/Iblame you, your friends, your school, your
mother, and MTV /Last night Ialmost hit
you—that blame belongs to me." Every parent knows this story, whether the blow was
from the back of the hand or the lash of the
tongue. Wainwright just sings it straight, tells
the story, and gets out of the way; it's all the
more harrowing for all that.
"The Picture" is aminor miracle: In amere
2:32, Wainwright describes aphotograph of
himself and his sister/manager Teddy Wainwright, taken when they were six and five,
respectively, and evokes an entire lost world.
Iheard this song many times on apre-release
cassette; when the album finally came out, with
its sumptuously designed and illustrated booklet, Iwas astonished at how close my imagining
of that photo had been to the original, reprinted
here.
And in asong barely aminute longer, LW III
undertakes to make clear the ways of men to
God in "Men:' in which, without sentimentality or false chivalry, he reaffirms many older
mens' suspicion of the superfluity of their own
gender: "A husband and afather, every man's
aking/But he's really just adrone, gathers no
honey, has no sting /Have pity on the general,
the king, and the captain /They know they're
expendable; after all, they're men." Try as I
might, Ican hear no irony here. I'd be awhole
lot more comfortable if Icould.
In "4 x10," the measurements (in feet) gauge
the thickness and height of the walls men put
up between themselves and women: "Boys kiss
the girls, then make them cry /It's aman's job,
that is why /And when you cry, you're just a
clone /Of every woman Ihave known. // And
every Harry, Dick, and Tom/Gets all of this
shit from his mom /Who was unhappy, Mom
was sad /Because of awall that Dad had!'
The album ends darkly, in atrio of songs
about fathers and sons: "A Father and aSon,"
LW III to his own son Rufus; "Sometimes I
Forget," asong from LW III to his own father,
who died afew years ago, and about the hole
that LW Jr. has left in his son's life; and finally,
"A Handful of Dust," written by Loudon Wainwright Jr. in 1952, which in its black despair
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sounds uncannily like acompanion piece to one
of his son's songs—"Prince Hal's Blues," from
T-Shirt and the dark days of the mid-'70s.
It's so easy to make fun of subject matter like
this—but not if you get there first, as LW III
does in calling them "Songs from the Westchester County Delta Country." Wainwright
is the only person Iknow of who has been consistently capable ofbringing off atrick like this.
But the getting of wisdom is no more—or
less—easy for the rich than for the poor, and
Wainwright has gotten agood hit of it over the
years. Imean, who else could call an album
Therapy and actually put you through some
while convincing you you're laughing at the
whole field? And the simple clarity of song and
singing make it all sound so easy. ..
History is beautifully recorded in analog, with
hear-them-skins-flap kickdrum and Loud's
thin, dry, supple voice sounding much as it does
in unmiked concert (I've seen him half adozen
times over the last 23 years). With Elvis Costello's new Thefuliet Letters, now for the second time this month—the third, if you count
Cohen's The Future from the last issue—I'm
calling anew album by an established artist "the
best thing he's ever done." It's been agreat
month.
—Richard Lehnert

bootleg, Tengo Na Minch ja Tanta (reviewed in
January).
Undoubtedly, there are those for whom
these discs will be endlessly entertaining, but
Ican't imagine wanting to hear most of this dialog more than atime or two. Playground Psychotics is adisappointment.
—Carl Baugher

OUTTAKE
TANITA TIKARAM: Elmen Kinds of Loneliness
Reprise 26835-2 (CD). Simon Hurrell. rug.; tulita
Tikarani, prod. DDD? TT: 43:34

Having just returned from Graceland—Sorry,
Corey, Pharmaceutical Processing wouldn't let me
bring aguest—I'm more sure than ever that
Tanita is Elvis's love child; Lisa Marie's the imposter. Problem is, Tanita inherited her Daddy's
good looks and her momma's singing voice.
And Ican assure you that Mrs. Tikaram's
wudn't no Patsy Cline. Eleven Kinds of Lousiness cements Tanita's status as atriple threat: she
can't sing, she can't write, and she can't play guitar. The sound's lousy and the photos are out
of focus, but other than that ...
—Allen St. John

FRANK ZAPPA: Playground Psychotics
Barking Pumpkin D2 74244 (2 CDs only). Frank Zappa,
Spence Chrislu, engs.; Frank Zappa, prod. ADD. TT!
2:12:33

Playground Psychotics is an audio home movie
of Zappa's "Flo & Eddie" band, ca early '70s.
While not lacking in conceptual intention (it's
amicrocosm of atouring rock and roll band,
even beginning with snippets of an airline flight
to Spokane, Washington and including sound
checks and plenty of dressing-room chatter and
madness), what it really lacks is enough interesting music to justify its length. Toss out the
seemingly endless dialog (some of which is
duplicated on The True Story of200 Motels video),
the John & Yoko jams (which are an improvement over Lennon's mixes on Sometime in New
York City but are still loose and rambling), and
the backstage rehearsals, and you're left with
enough material for one solid CD.
There are highlights, however. The brief
"Sleeping in ajar," the raucous, back-to-back
"Wonderful Wino" and "Sharleena," the
moody "Mom and Dad," and the extended version of "Billy the Mountain" are all legitimate
additions to the Zappa discography. Still, these
hardly supplant Live At The Fillmore or Just
Another Band From L.A., not to mention 200
Motels. In short, they're inessential. Zappa collectors craving this particular flavor would be
far better served by the aforementioned releases,
and even the recently issued, newly legitimized
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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M ANUFACTURE RS' C OMMENTS
SONIC FRONTIERS SF S-80
Editor:
We would like to thank Jack English for his
thoughtful review of our SFS-80 stereo amplifier.
It is encouraging to note that Jack (and the
critical press in general) has embraced our valueoriented design philosophy while understanding that this in no way compromises our goals
or achievements with agiven product. Simply
put, just because it is less expensive doesn't
mean it is any less sophisticated or well-built.
That is what we attempt to prove with all Sonic
Frontier products—build it better, with greater
reliability and higher fidelity, for less money
than the competition (sounds like aLexus!).
Regarding Tom's objective measurements,
we would like to stress one point. Our bandwidth power ratings are based on a3% THD
figure (not 1%, as in the review). We made the
conscious design decision (not aconsequence
of poor design) to use extremely low feedback
in our design—approximately 7dB! If we had
chosen to use amore traditional amount (20
to 25dB), as used in many of our competitors'
designs, we would have had alower output
impedance (higher damping factor), greater
bandwidth, and greater power with lower
distortion—however, at the expense of greater
fidelity and musicality.
Once again, we would like to thank Jack for
all his efforts.
CHRIS J
OHNSON
President, Sonic Frontiers
BENZ-MICRO MC SILVER &
MC20E II
Editor:
The MC20E II is being recommended on the
basis of its "guts and gonads"? The MC Silver is not being recommended because it didn't
"do anything very wrong," "sounded too
polite, too reined-in"? Just the reasons (neutrality?) that England's Hi Fi Choice magazine
recommended the MC Silver in their February
1992 issue. Ihave requested that John Atkinson
give the MC Silver to another reviewer who
shares amore common thread with the readers
than exciting one's "monkeybone factor."
Hey, don't get me wrong. Ienjoy reading
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

Corey's reviews. But he himself admits that he
has little experience with high-quality phono
cartridges.
Ido hope that the MC Silver's output of 2mV,
significantly less than that of the other cartridges reviewed, was not acontributing factor
in the Silver's underwhelming of the reviewer?
Imust also question the front-end electronics:
the MM phono stage oía preamp feeding a
headphone amp used as aline stage? An interesting reference using two components with a
combined mull of $2500 as neither was intended.
Ihave the greatest respect for Bill Firebaugh's
Well-Tempered 'tables and arms and believe the
WTRP to be agreat value. But Iquestion the
use of Sutniko's arm wrap (an outstanding
product on MMTs, FT4s, and SMEs) on the
WTA. In that my experience with the WellTempered arm, which Ibegan to sell at retail
in 1985, is that it is extremely well damped (a
sand-filled tube with asilicone bearing), it can
overdamp certain cartridges. Additional damping of the WTA could definitely suck some life
out of the MC Silver. The Linn Ekos is asuperb
higher-mass arm totally unsuited for cartridges
such as the MC20E II and the MC Silver.
Corey talks about how CRAZY (his emphasis) it is for people to use only the cheapest
Grados when there is all that music hidden in
their existing record collections. Iagree, but
why stop with these Japanese OEM MCs, just
the entry level of analog perfórmance and satisfaction? Corey's afraid that expensive cartridges
wear out too quickly and are easily broken. His
admitted inexperience with high-end cartridges
proves he has no history in this area. We supposedly learned many years ago about designing high-end audio systems and the importance
of the source components. The cartridge is as
critical as it gets.
The review of the MC Silver from Hi Fi Choice
points out that products in the lower price
ranges of the High End offer either ageneral
compromise of qualities or good performance
in some areas at the expense of others. Iam
proud that the MC Silver belongs in the former category; asource component with notable flaws constantly demands compensation
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downstream.
The intent of the MC20E Il and the MC Silver (and its low-output brother, the MC Gold)
is not to occupy the most critical position in
atopnotch analog system (Corey at least seemed
to get that right). These cartridges are designed
to provide abalanced, musical source for medium-priced music systems. But as acritical
source for a$10,000-plus system (ProAc 2s,
VTL 225s, etc.), let's get real! That system deserves at least our MC-200i or MC L0.4
Swiss-made cartridges.
Musical Surroundings has put into place
upgrade programs which allow owners of
other inexpensive cartridges to economically
upgrade to the MC Gold or Silver and then get
their original purchase price of $200 (or up to
six times that value) when they upgrade to the
Swiss hand-built Benz cartridges.
Ido have to thank both Corey and Stereophile
for continuing to review analog products and
supporting this very important and enjoyable
aspect of music reproduction.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings
VANDERSTEEN 2CE
Editor:
Thank you for Thomas J. Norton's review of
our Model 2Ce loudspeakers and this opportunity to comment.
We agree that the differences between our
Model 2Ce and Model 3fall into the realm of
diminishing returns. Since both speakers share
the same basic design, the only way to create
alarge, "Oh my gosh" type of difference between the two would be to intentionally make
one or the other less accurate. The Model 3was
developed in response to the incredible number
of people using our model 2series speakers
with preamp/power amp combinations worth
$10,000 or more. These faithful Vandersteen
owners wanted to realize more of the electronics' potential while retaining the essential
Vandersteen attributes. The more advanced
drive-units in the Model 3, including our
patented midrange, give these listeners the
increased resolution and dynamics to fully
complement their top-line electronics. While
the Model 3is better than the Model 2Ce even
in amoderate system, the improved performance becomes much more pronounced as the
overall quality of the system increases.
RICHARD VANDERSTEEN
Vandersteen Audio
COBALT BY THETA DIGITAL 307
Editor:
We're really glad you liked our first attempt at
alow-priced product.
We agree with Robert Harley that it is dif-
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ficult to do something that sounds good for this
little money.
What made this unit possible is how many
audiophiles have bought Theta products: because we buy parts in such large quantities, the
parts vendors give us really great prices.
If you "look under the hood" of any Theta
product, you'll see the same kind of parts-costto-retail ratio that you see in the Cobalt: much
more impressive than most high-end hi-fi
products.
While we were really happy that Mr. Harley
eiljoyed the Cobalt so much through his $20,000
reference system, we really expect this product
to more likely be used by those with far more
modest systems. A Theta Generation III, or at
least aBasic, is more applicable to Mr. Harley's
state-of-the-art system. (Reminds me of the
time TAS compared NAD's $200, 20W 3020
integrated amp to ARC's all-out separates on
big, demanding Infinity speakers and decided
the NAD did okay.)
It was interesting to see the comparison of
the Cobalt with the Sumo Theorem. Considering that the Theorem costs $200 more, it looks
like the Cobalt is doing pretty nicely. Please
note that Theta's design team worked with
the people at Sumo on the development of the
Theorem!
N EIL SIN CLAIR
President, Theta Digital

B&W 8o5

Editor:
We at B&W would like to thank Stereophile and
Larry Greenhill for reviewing the Matrix 805
loudspeaker. Needless to say, we are delighted
that LG did discover and recognize the sound
quality delivered by the Matrix 805.
A couple of years ago, Lewis Lipnick wrote
avety enthusiastic review of our $15,000 Matrix
800. Subsequently, both LL and Stereophile took
alot of "heat" for LL's assertion that, in terms
of the Matrix 800's shortcomings, "there are
none Editors and audiophiles alike should take
note that our $1600 Matrix 805s were subjected
to LG's very thorough scrutiny, involving as
tough aplaylist of music as anyone could devise
to reveal loudspeaker performance, especially
[that of] a"minimonitor." And guess what?
Apparently, the Matrix 805s don't have any
shortcomings either! As the redoubtable Casey
Stengel used to say, "you can look it up."
Actually, LG did call into question the product's price in relation to its size. We would like
to point out that to achieve such high performance from such asmall speaker costs more, not
less. It is also worth mentioning that, while
quality stands bring out the best in the 805 (we
recommend Sound Anchors), if the loudspeaker
must be used near awall, or (God forbid!) on
abookshelf, the 805s perform splendidly.

THESE FOUR NEW RELEASES REPRESENT OUR MOST DRAMATIC
ACHIEVEMENTS IN RECREATING A LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.
Peggy Lee
Moments Like This
31:184
All new recording from
the incomparable Peggy
Lee featuring stunning
renditions of classic jazz
standards. The clarity of
sound matched with the
class of performance
make this ajazz
collector's dream.
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Lubarnbo 8, Rabello
Shades of Rio JOBS
Romero Lubambo and
Raphael Rabello are two
of the foremost guitar
virtuosos playing
contemporary Brazilian
repertoire. Together,
these two masters
stimulate and inspire each
other to reach heights.
beyond their individual
limits, to challenge and be
challenged!

Orquesta Nova
Salon New York JD86
Critically acclaimed hybrid
chamber ensemble
Orquesta Nova plays
crossover Latin, classical
jazz mix. The group
creates aunique sound,
at once truly original
and firmly rooted in
the Latin American
musical tradition.

Cephas & Wiggins
Bluesmen 1D89
Traditional acoustic
blues legends, Cephas
& Wiggins. play the
Piedmont blues with
absolute authenticity.
These Bluesmen are
preserving the blues—
the grassroots of most
of American music. A
sonic spectacular.

CHESKY RECORDS
You Can Hear The Difference

so.

Chesky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct with Visa/MasterCard by calling 1-800-331-1437
or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order for CDs $14.98 (Gold CDs $29 .
98 )plus postage and handling
"(add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to: CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station. P.O. Box 1268, New York, NY 10101
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Given the obvious respect that LG had for
the Matrix 805's performance, his concluding
remarks were rather tepid, given the importance of his findings. Not very often does a
small speaker (or any speaker, for that matter)
perform as LG said the 805 did (even in the
bass). The further advantages of small size and
ultimate "livability" should make avery compelling case for the Matrix 805.
CHRIS BROWDER
B&W
TOTEM ACOUSTIC MODEL I
Editor:
As amanufacturer dedicated to establishing a
musical truth and giving our fellow music
lovers true long-term unequaled value, we'd
like to thank Stereophile and Dr. Larry Greenhill
for the opportunity of allowing your readers
to know our product and Totem alittle better.
Dr. Greenhill seems to have put melody to
words and transmitted afeeling of what Totem
is really about ...
musical truth. In choosing
Totem as acompany name—or, should Isay,
in Totem choosing us—we realize that our responsibility is great indeed. We want our products to have atimeless raison d'être. Those who
have heard pr auditioned our products know
they are very special and that living with them
makes them irreplaceable. We extend our appreciation to Dr. Larry Greenhill for having
the perspicacity and courage to delve below the
superfluous and give real insight into Totem.
We recognize his well-researched commentary.
Music is language, power, and insight, atransdimensional bridge to ahigher realization.
Totem helps build that bridge.
I'd like in addition to point out that Totem
Model Ispeakers have acertain ambidextrous
nature to them which allows placement not
only fairly close to the rear wall but also well
away. For our present and future consumers,
we'd like to point this out. While flexible, there
are afew magic spots in any room which would
put the Totem Is in an even brighter light.
Larry Greenhill comments that their imaging
was exceeded in his memory only by the Sonus
Faber Extrema; and that time and again he returned to them, preferring the Totems to other
loudspeakers in his listening room—glowing
commentary fueled by their unique nature.
Careful placement in the room can yield
astonishing results. Experimentation is the key
to success with the Totem Model ls. They can
"open up" to degrees which to some might
seem unfathomable. They exist in symbiosis
with room, music energy, and power, "alors"
full range.
Trying to ravenously describe, contradict,
or corroborate in print something which
should be felt and experienced by soul and body
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

is academic. So we'll end it here.
Many thanks again to Stereophile and Dr.
Greenhill for their insight... Listen &
Believe. ..
VINCENT BRUZZESE
President, Totem Acoustic
WELL-TEMPERED ACCESSORIES
Editor:
Thank you for an in-depth review of Mango
Audio Lab's analog accessories. We are extremely
pleased that Bob Harley found every one of our
devices to be excellent.
Iwould like to provide some additional
information here for Stereophile's readers. The
Well-Damped Arm Clamp is an audiophilefriendly tonearm upgrade. It is user-installable
in minutes, and the arm-damping fluid does
not have to be touched.
The Platter Interface Mat System is clearly
asignificant improvement for turntables with
acrylic platters, such as the WI, Well-Tempered
Record Player, Voyd, etc. Also the Oracle with
removable mat, Rega Planar, and certain other
designs are highly synergistic with the Mango
Mat system.
The Microsuspension System with motor
terminators, as evaluated, is also applicable to
the Well-Tempered Record Player and is amost
beneficial and cost-effective improvement with
the typical equipment rack used. As Bob Harley
kindly stated in afootnote, aturntable is in the
works here that incorporates aseries of design
concepts to push the envelope of the state of
the art in turntable performance.
RON HEDRICH
Mango Audio Lab
WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE
Editor:
On behalf of Bill Firebaugh, the designer of
Well-Tempered products, and Transparent Audio,
the manufacturer and distributor, Iwish to
thank Stereophile for the very comprehensive
review of the various upgrades that are available
for Well-Tempered Turntables.
The extent to which aftermarket products
have been developed for the Well-Tempered
Turntable and Arm is indeed atribute to the
high standing of these classic designs among
those many audiophiles who still treasure the
analog listening experience.
All of the changes that we have made to the
Well-Tempered Turntables and Arms have been
evolutionary, and all are available as upgrades
to even the very earliest Well-Tempered products.
We appreciate Stereophile's continued interest
in analog equipment.
KAREN SUMNER
President, Transparent Audio
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B
Editor:
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Our thanks to Robert Harley, who once again
has concisely and (we believe) accurately portrayed an Audio Research product—this time,
the LS2B line preamplifier. It is true that the
balanced-input LS2B builds upon the remarkably neutral character and value of the standard
LS2, without losing anything in the translation.
On the technical side, we were pleased that
you noted the extremely high impedance (3 megohm) of the LS2B's XLR "Direct" inputs—which
means that any source input will have avery
easy load looking into the LS2B, and thus will
sound its absolute best. And, as you pointed
out, even extremely high-quality "passive" line
controls are no match for the LS2B's lowfrequency extension and overall dynamic punch.
Owners of the standard LS2 will be happy
to know that the factory upgrade to the "B"
version is available for $695 suggested retail;
contact your Audio Research retailer for
assistance in scheduling. The upgrade includes
not only the retrofitting of the additional circuitry and XLR connectors, but also an improved input selector switch and new coaxial
capacitors in critical circuit locations.
Music lovers who have not yet made their
purchase decision owe it to themselves to hear
the LS2B before either spending more money
on an "exotic," or spending less money on a
fledgling from an untested manufacturer. The
only real value is long-term. TÈ RRY DORN
VP Marketing & Sales, Audio Research
HARMAN/ICARD ON TU96 00
Editor:
Iwish to comment on Don Scott's review of
the Harman/Kardon TU9600 AM/FM Tuner.
First of all, Imust admit that the sequence of
events that Don described is accurate. He found
that we had an alignment problem, and we
have since addressed it. We stopped shipping
TU9600s last June while all units in inventory
were realigned. We will also gladly realign any
customer's unit if they find that the Active
Tracking feature is not working properly (not
rejecting strong adjacent channels).
Idisagree with the comment that the first
sample was not defective. The Active Tracking circuit was slightly out of alignment; in all
other aspects, the tuner was working properly.
This may lead one to the conclusion that it was
not defective. But it was defective by our standards. When properly aligned, it works effectively and meets the 30dB adjacent-channel
selectivity spec.
Lastly, Iwould have welcomed more emphasis in the review on the wide IF FM mode, which
is the preferred mode when no adjacent-channel interference is present. We went through
alot of trouble to minimize distortion, maximize stereo separation, and reduce MPX
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

artifacts. "MX"-grade filters are used throughout the IF section, as they have the most constant group-delay characteristics available. Also,
the best available pilot-canceling MPX decoder
IC is used. When the wide-mode sound quality,
Active Tracking interference rejection, and ease
of use are all considered, the TU9600 is an
exceptional tuner.
M ARTY ZANFINO
VP Engineering, Harman/Kardon
MSB TECHNOLOGY SILVER
Editor:
It is gratifying when areviewer spends the time
necessary to uncover the subtle yet important
attributes of aquality product. When TJN used
the terms "richer, warmer quality" and "unforced detail," [in his March review of the MSB
Silver CD player], we were pleased, since those
are qualities we have worked for many years
to achieve. He specifically mentioned female
vocals as "glorious!' Each of our CD players
and D/A processors is tested before shipment
with aknown female vocal and piano solo, a
demanding test for any audio system, yet one
that reveals the strength of our products. TJN
even noticed that we "delve deeper into the
extreme bass." This is aresult of the special DC
servo circuitry used around the MSB I/V converter. We would especially like to comment
on TJN's observation that our CD player was
more forward (giving it a"pleasing presence')
than the other units. It has been our observation
at the recording sessions we have attended that
most are recorded with close microphone techniques. As aresult, we have always felt that the
more forward sound of our products (with no
loss of depth) is amore accurate reproduction
of the original. We use the CDs produced at
sessions we have attended to ensure the accuracy of MSB sound.
A brief comment on the measurements is in
order. We were pleased to see that TJN looked
past the initial appearance of the results. Our
unique power supplies run at 200MHz, and we
use high-speed devices with little to no filtering
throughout. This is one of the primary reasons
amoderately priced CD player sounds so good.
But the high-speed circuits can (as observed)
generate asmall amount of noise in the circuits,
or on a'scope probe. This noise is usually filtered out in other manufacturers' equipment,
but at the expense of detail, attack, and phase
coherency. Instead, we do extensive internal
component shielding. It is clear to us that specifications and measurements are little consolation to the audiophile facing aproduct with
bad sound. With us, good sound always comes
first and last, with real engineering in between.
We are pleased and honored to have our Silver CD player compared favorably with far
more expensive two-box .systems. We con-
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gratulate TJN on having the courage to make
such bold statements about the sound of the
MSB CD player in light of its much lower cost.
We can not wait for our Gold MSB processor
(at only $3995) to be reviewed by RI-I. We feel
that it is significantly better than our Silver, or
any other product, at any price.
LARRY S.GULLMANN
M ARK S.BRASFIELD
General Manager
Chief Engineer
MSB Technology
ROGERS LS3 /521
Editor:
Ken Kessler's recent report from the UK, in
your February issue, asks some questions and
raises some interesting points about our old
Rogers LS3/5A and new Studio 3. Ken wonders, "who'd kill aproduct when it sells in adequate numbers? Especially an acknowledged
classic?" The answer is simple "Adequate numbers" are not the goal for aproduct. Building
aging "classics," while quaint-sounding, is also
not an objective at Rogers. Developing new
products that become classics is far more effective, often moving agiven product group from
"adequate numbers" to double or triple that
amount.
That is exactly what has happened, at least
here in the US. The introduction of the Rogers
Studio 3has doubled our sales at that size and
price point. We expect this to continue to grow.
Changes of this sort keep beloved audio companies alive, well, and, most critical, moving
toward the future.
Personally, Iam overjoyed with the Studio
3's introduction. Iwould have expected aseemingly progressive hipster like Ken to welcome
the development of anifty new audiophile
speaker, from acompany known for awhole
slew of good-sounding products. But instead
of telling readers about the Studio 3's merits
and flaws in detail, Ken launches an emotional
LS3/5A funeral tantrum that culminates in the
most closed-minded paragraph I've seen in
years (p.51, next to last). Ken could just as well
have written, "No! No! Iwon't let you stop
making them! Iwon't! Iwon't! Iwon't! And
if you do, I'll tell everyone you're idiots and
make them buy someone else's! So there!"
Come on, Ken, let go. Let 'em die. As you
point out, "the Studio 3goes louder, deeper,
and is easier to drive." But it's more than that.
The Studio 3also has fewer tonal colorations,
aless compressed, pinched sound. Blasphemy,
you say! The new Rogers handles more power,
uses better components and fittings. Most
important (brace yourself, Ken), the Studio 3
doesn't make opera sound like it's being performed by abunch of little mice dressed in
funny costumes on adoll-box stage It sounds
more like the real thing, big humans, with big
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1993

voices, on areal soundstage.
What's that, Ken?
"I don't care! Iwon't like them! Iwon't! I
won't! You can't make me!"
If you open your mind enough, you'll even
notice that our in-house woofer, which you
rudely dismiss as aprofit-motivated development, is co-polymer polypropylene mounted
on apure magnesium chassis, with aKapton
voice-coil former. It is far more expensive than
archaic Bextrene on stamped steel with a
Nomex former. Add the fact that the Studio 3
has aveneered cabinet back, amore modern,
ferrofluid-cooled, fabric dome tweeter, and biwired gold binding posts on afancier nameplate, you get amuch better dollar value for the
music lover; areally nice audio toy.
What do you think, Ken?
"Well, it does sound pretty good. No! You're
trying to trick me! Iwant my old speakers back!
Iwon't listen! Iwon't!"
The Rogers Studio 3is not a"pretender" or
"usurper" as you say, but rather acontender
and arightful successor. Just as the Rogers Studio 1and IA proved themselves as non-BBC,
successful descendants of the LS3/6, so the Studio 3will prove itself.
A lot of your international press friends
already like them. You should try them for a
while Get used to their new sound, break them
in. Let the Studio 3s permeate your audio subconscious.
There, that's not so bad, is it? You can still
take out your old 3/5As and play with them
once in awhile You might find they begin to
sound abit stale and outdated, though. Then,
later, you'll notice the Studio 3s actually sound
doser to the $2500 Rogers mid-size BBC monitor, the LS5/9. And that's an admirable goal.
M ICHAEL ZEUGIN
Audio Influx Corporation
NELSON-REED ON JITTER
Editor:
Congratulations! No, not strong enough.
Kudos! No, too amateurish.
Standing ovation! Not even. Right strength,
wrong application.
Bitchin; dudes! Far too colloquial.
Please excuse us—we're engineers, not writers,
dammit. Since we can not seem to find words
to express our admiration for the quality, thoroughness, and timeliness of Robert's latest jitter
report, let's move on.
While Robert and the Stereophile staff may feel
the need to technically justify such abold
"emperor has no clothes" jab at the entire digital
audio industry, we at Nelson-Reed sighed a
breath of relief upon reading Vol.16 No.l. ["The
Jitter Game," January 1993, p.114]
Jitter is real. Jitter is the name of the game Jit325
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ter is the Holy Grail of the digital channel.
Projects and products based on digital technology are discussed in terms of cost per megabyte
vs manufacturing jitter margin. Timing jitter
is the sole limitation in digital disk or tape storage capacity. Signal/noise ratio is the analog
equivalent ofjitter.
Nelson-Reed's major source of income is
derived from consulting services specifically
directed at solving jitter problems, primarily
in digital recording channels. We were tempted
to approach Stereophile some time ago to work
on ajoint project to test the hypothesis that jitter
in .CD players could be correlated to audible
degradation. Not to sound aloof, we balked;
we were not sure if the audio community was
ready to address the issue. As manufacturers,
we were also aware of aperceived conflict of
interest in becoming involved with Stereophile.
But let's get back to the issue. We believe
Robert has proven our hypothesis that jitter is
not only audible, but amajor source of the distortion that audiophiles find objectionable in
CD players. The measurements Robert presented show the expected correlation between
the frequency "domain" of the spectrum analyzer and the digital "domain" of the LIM decoder.
To avoid going into endless detail as to why,
we fully endorse Robert's technique for measuring jitter. No, the LIMD is not the best piece
of equipment available, but it is wholly adequate for relative jitter measurements. The
LIMD is also, at $2000, ludicrously affordable.
Of course, the proper tool for the job is the
Time Interval Analyzer (TIA). A TIA with the
resolution required to precisely quantify jitter
in the 100 picosecond range sells for around
$30,000. For some perspective, Nelson-Reed's
TIA, in conjunction with avibration-isolated
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granite slab disk spindle, will resolve timing
errors as small as 25ps. System cost: about
$160,000. One does not have to be afinancial
genius to see why TIA techniques are costprohibitive for even the largest "specialty audio"
manufacturer.
Again, back to the main issue. Before the
audio community erupts into afull-scale feud
over the merits of how to properly measure jitter, how to reduce it, optical vs electronic, etc.,
etc., etc., let us just fast-forward here and propose that we sidestep the whole jitter issue.
Accept jitter at face value, and accept that we
must minimize jitter, if only for the sake ofbeing
"purists." just don't worry about measuring jitter. Don't bother analyzing and comparing
which player has what jitter, or if agreen felt-tip
marking pen has any effect.
Now the astute reader will be puzzled. Don't
think for aminute that we are belittling Robert's
work or his insights. Armed with this "new"
tool, the LIMD, the obvious course of action
would be to ferret out and minimize jitter. Logical, but futile. So just forget about fiddling the
jitter. Md adigital time-base corrector (TBC) (I have
included alittle sketch) and eliminate the jitter electronically.
To simplify aslightly tricky circuit, aTBC
is composed of ablock of high-speed solid-state
memory (RAM) and astable crystal-controlled
clock. This RAM, called the "buffer:' is placed
in the CD-player circuit just ahead of the D/A
converters. The jittery digital data stream coming off the CD first is clocked, or saved, in this
memory buffer. The buffer needs to hold only
afew seconds' worth of data, not the entire CD.
Each bit or word of digital data coming off the
CD is thus placed in successive memory locations. We don't care if jitter causes different
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words to be saved in the buffer at slightly different times. Now that each word has been saved
in its own little buffer "cubbyhole," the D/A
can clock out, or read, the words using aprecision crystal-controlled clock. This output
clock is isolated and stabilized; it does not jitter!
Rather than being force-fed data by ajittery
PLL clock, the D/A can independently read the
data at precisely spaced intervals. The result is
astable, lock-step stream of data for jitter-free
D/A conversion.
Yes, yes, nothing is absolute; but the lion's
share ofjitter is removed. Now by taking some
care to reduce secondary effects by using isolated power and grounds, any digital noise will
be far less than the quantizing steps of the D/A.
Why modern CD players do not use aTBC
is hard to fathom. Most of the circuit logic
required for the TBC is already in place in all
CD players in the decoder/error corrector. Only
alittle more memory and aseparate, stable crystal clock is required to fully implement aTBC.
Yes, 10 years ago, the cost of the solid-state
memory buffer would be an issue. At today's
memory prices, aT13C could be built into aCD
player for about $1.
We leave the issue to Stereophile. Only by
pressuring the industry for improvement will
jitter in consumer digital audio be addressed
and reduced.
W. B. REED
Nelson-Reed
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes
newly developed by British
audiophiles and engineers,
produced in China.

Twin Triodes:
(singles)
12AT7A
$14.00
I2AU7A
$14.00
I2AX7A
$14.00
pair matching for above $ 6.00
6DJ8
$22.00
pair matching for above $20.00
low noise testing (each)
$10.00

"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the
Golden Dragon I2AX7 and
EL34, this venture is the
best thing to have happened Gold Pin Series:
ICC-01/12AT7A* $22.00
to tubes since the heyday of
the likes of N-0 Valve and E82CC-01/12AU7A* $22.00
Nullard . . . the Golden ES3CC-01/12AX7A* $22.00
$29.00
Dragon goal of premium E88CC-01/6DJ8*
tubes rivaling the best ever Power Amplifier (matched
pairs)
made appears to have been Tubes:
613Q5/L84
$22.00
realized."
$28.00
Dick Olsher, Stereoohile. Vol. 14 7189/6841.,*
$42.00
No. II, November 1991. 6CA7/EL34

EL34 Super'
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT88
KT88 Super*
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
300B
81IA
845
power tube quad matching
power tube sextet matching
power tube octet matching

$ 55.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
$ 96.00
$122.00
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$134.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00
$ 8.00
$14.00
$20.00

Many types not listed above
available NOS
*NEW1

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
.111

P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230 •Fax: 813-925-1220
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Quickly Becoming The Reference
In High Performance Audio Cables.
Call
716-223-1520
To Order
or For Additional
Information
Interconnect Cables
System 1 $149/1 Mtr. Pr.
System 2 $249/1 Mtn Pr.
Reference $379/1 Mu. Pr.
Digital
$149/1 Mu.
Balanced Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $200/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft. Pr.
Reference $680/8 Ft. Pr.
All Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends May Be Used
AC Products
4Ft. Power Cord with
Hospital Grade Ends $198
Multiple Outlet Strip $295

The RC Audio system consists of world class interconnects,
speaker wires, digital cables, power conditioning cords
and outlet strips. Individually, or better yet collectively,
they will allow your system to transcend its limitations.
Surprisingly they are quite affordable.

Call Now To Order

30 Day No Risk Trial

716-223-1520
RC Audio /3349 Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester, NY 14618

Introducing an old friend of
the Los Angeles audiophile:
Sound Factor
For the last 19 years, owners Jack and
Murray have been quietly and enthusiastically representing both high and mid
priced audio in their three conveniently
located stores. Now the secret is out this is the place to shop in LA for
knowledgeable advice, friendly service &
great selection: Apogee, B&W, CJ,
Magnum, NAD, Nakamichi, P.S. Audio,
Roxsan, Tara Labs, Threshold and
Velodyne. Open Monday -Saturday.

the Sound Factor
Threshold 3.9 power amp

330

17265 Ventura BI, Encino(818)501-3548
13065 Victory BI, N. Hollywood 980-1161
2S. Rosemead BI, Pasadena 577-4945
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Sterrophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
Stereo Unlimited
The Stereo Shop
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
COLORADO
505 Farmington Ave
San Francisco
ALASKA
Arvada
Middleton
San Francisco Sound
SoundTrack
Anchorage
Madrigal Audio Lab
&
Vision
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Shimeks Audio
2081
S. Main St
2074 45th Ave
530 E. Benson Blvd
Aurora
New Haven
Sounds Alive
SoundTrack
Take Five
ARIZONA
731 Florida St
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
105 Whitney Ave
Mesa
Stereo Plus
Boulder
New London
Hi-Fi Sales
2201 Market St
AD
Systems
Ltd.
Roberts
810 W. Main St
Ultimate Sound
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284 90 Bank St
Phoenix
141 Keamy St
Eads News &Smoke Shop
Sound Advice
San Rafael
1715 28th St
2230 E. Indian School Rd
FLORIDA
The CD Seller
Listen Up
Sound Alternatives
90 ASt
Boca Raton
2034
E. Arapahoe
4126 E. Lewis
Front Row Center
San Jose
SoundTrack
Sounds Like Music
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Books, Inc.
1685
28th
St
Real HiFi Systems
420 Town &Country Village
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo-Image
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Mountain View
279 N. Federal Hwy
San Luis Obispo
1939 Pearl St
Scottsdale
Sound Goods
Cheap Thrills Records
Bonita Springs
Colorado Springs
Esoteric Audio
391 San Antonio Rd
553 Higuera St
Kirk's Music World
Listen Up #3
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Newport Beach
26880 Old 41 #5
Santa Barbara
230
N.
Tejon
Shakespeare Beethoven
Pacific Coast Audio Video
AudioVision #1
Clearwater
Sound Shop
Scottsdale Galleria
2816 E. Coast Hwy
612 N. Milpas St
Rising Sounds
528 S. Tejon
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
North Hollywood
28901 US 19 N.
Cymbaline Records
SoundTrack
Tucson
Levity Distributors
1035 State St
Coral Gables
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Wilson Audio
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Sound Components
Lenz Arts
2900 E. Broadway
Denver
Orcutt
1533 Magruga Ave
142 River St
Listen
Up #2
Paradise Records
Fort Lauderdale
CALIFORNIA
Mission Audio
999 S. Logan St
1232 Barnette Rd
Audio Center
215 W. Mission St
Anaheim
Second Sound
Pacific Grove
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Audiophile Selections
1875 S. Broadway
Audio Video Design Group Santa Monica
Hollywood
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Optimal
Enchantment
Sound Hounds
227 Grand Ave #3
Hollywood Sound
Berkeley
522 Santa Monica (by appt.) 1575 S. Pearl
Palm Springs
523 S 21st Ave
Audio Chamber
Shelley's Stereo
SoundTrack
David Rutledge Audio
Jacksonville
17178 University Ave
1520 Wilshire Blvd
1298 W. Alameda Ave
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
House of Stereo
CD World
SoundTrack
Palo Alto
Santa Rosa
3505 Southside Blvd #10
1573 Solano Ave
Sawyer's News
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Audible Difference
Key West
DB Audio
733 Fourth St
Englewood
805 El Camino Real
Audio Video International
2573 Shattuck Ave
Studio City
Gold Sound
1436 Kennedy Dr
Western
Audio
Imports
Music Lovers
Dave's Video,
4285 S. Broadway
4191 El Camino Real
Madeira Beach
1510A Walnut St
The Laser Place
Fort
Collins
Book
Nook of Madeira
Pasadena
Beverly Hills
12144 Ventura Blvd
Ovation
15029 Madeira Way
Canterbury Records
Beverly Hills Audio
236
S.
College
Sausalito
Melbourne
8950 W. Olympic Blvd #902 805 E. Colorado Blvd
Music by Design
SoundTrack
Jazz Waves CDs &Tapes
GNP Audio Video
Christopher Hansen
107 Caledonia St
4606 S. Mason St
822 E. Newhaven Ave
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Torrance
Highlands Ranch
Miami
Reseda
Brea
Stereo Hi Fi Center
SoundTrack
Audio by Caruso
Variety Newsstand
Audio Haven
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
2680 E. County Line Rd
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
18456 Sherman Way
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Littleton
Disctronics Corp.
Tustin
Riverside
Carmichael
SoundTrack
2315 NW 107th Ave
The Digital Ear
Speaker Craft
Deetes Sound Room
9350 W. Cross Dr
13011 Newport Ave #100
Joe's News
1650 Seventh St
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Thornton
1549 Sunset Dr
Roseville
Stereo One
SoundTrack
Audio Den
Tampa
Dimple Records
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
930 E. 104th Ave
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Audio Visions South
1701
Santa
Clara
Dr
Concord
Westminster
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
The Audiophile Network
Stereo Unlimited
Rowland Heights
Westminster Newsstand
14155 Kittridge St
2151 Salvio #G
GEORGIA
Audio Best
5088 W. 92nd Ave
2411
S.
Joel
Dr
Costa Mesa
Vernon
Alpharetta
Wheat Ridge
Upscale Audio
Kinergetics
AnaLogique
Sacramento
SoundTrack,
4260 Charter St
5645 Grove Point Rd
1835 Newport Blvd
Audio FX
Pearce Electronics
3019 DSt
Culver City
Walnut Creek
Atlanta
9901 W. 50th Ave
Armadillo &Company
Sound Distinction
Audio Forest
Paradyme AudioNideo
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
CONNECTICUT
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
5795 W. Washington Blvd
1720 Fulton Ave
Salinas
West Sacramento
Bristol
Dunwoody
Daly City
Sound Unlimited
AnaLogique
House of Sight &Sound, Ltd.Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
Audio Vision
1300 S. Santa Fe
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
169 Church St
5331 Forest Springs Dr
55 First Ave

ALABAMA
Aubum
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
lincaloosa
DZ Music &Other Stuff
709 15th St E.

Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine
&Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Upscale Audio
330 N. La Cienega Blvd
Menlo Park
Kepler's Books &Magazines
1010 El Camino Real
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
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San Diego
Sound Company
5079 El Cajon Blvd
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
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Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Yucaipa
Gross Television
12126 California St
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California Audio Labs

PLUS OVER 30 OTHER BRAND NAMES

WE OFFER:
• FREE PHONE

CONSULTATIONS

• EQUIPMENT TRADE-INS

• 30

DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

• FREE SHIPPING Sr HANDLING

CALL US TODAY
(303) 759-5505

4697 E. EVANS • DENVER, CO 80222
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Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
'fucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
Ketchum
Mountunes
dba Magic Mountain
231 Sun Valley Rd
8778 Fairview Ave
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Jazz Record Mart
11 W. Grand Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Park Ridge
Dr. B's AudioNideo
Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave
Schaumburg
Hi Fi Hutch
879 S. Roselle Rd
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Norridge
Rolling Stones Records
7300 W. Irving Park
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S Second St
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave

Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
Mishawaka
Orbit Music
2564 Miracle Ln
Richmond
Side 1Music
3753 E. Main St
IOWA
Arnolds Park
Jam Records
Hwy 71 S.
Banded
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Laserland of Baltimore
7914 Honeygo Blvd
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
77'00 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
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Traverse City
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand The Sound Room
14446 Layhill Rd
1319 S. Airport
Waterville
Towson
The Music Gallery
An Die Musik
35 E. On The Concourse
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MINNESOTA
MASSACHUSETTS
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
Boston
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
Looney Tunes Records
1226 Harmon PI
1106 Boylston St
Needle Doctor
Brookline
419 14th Ave SE
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
MISSOURI
Cambridge
Blue Springs
Audio Lab
Seventh Heaven
36 JFK St
600 S. Seven Hwy
Looney Tunes Il
Columbia
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Keith Audio Group
OAudio
10 W. Nifong Blvd
95 Vassar St
St. Louis
Everett
Best Sound Company
Everett Music Shop
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
30 Norwood St
Flip's Stereo Place
Framingham
9556 Watson Rd
Natural Sound
Great St. Louis Sound Co
401 Worcester Rd
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Northampton
The Sound Room
Sound and Music
747 N. New Belles Rd
351 Pleasant St
MONTANA
North Dartmouth
Kalispell
Sound II
Audio Visions
576 State Rd
136 Main St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Saugus
Rockit Records
120 Broadway
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd.
17620 W. 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E. Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S. 11th St
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St

WorldRadioHistory

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Ln
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St

Morristown
Sight &Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Trenton
Hals Stereo &Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Wayne
Second Saturday
40 Galesi Dr
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenita del Oso NE
Sound FX
10300 Menaul NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma #109

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Alfred
College Suppliers
15 Church St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
NEW JERSEY
1330 Front St
Deptford
Brooklyn
Hi Fi Connection
Ubiquity
Distributors
136 Rt 41
607 Degraw St
Howell
Buffalo
Camera Video Showplace
4518 Rt 9, Friendship Plaza Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Marlton
Great Neck
Hi Fi Connection
Discriminating Ear
RD 1, Rt 73
937
Northern Blvd
Middletown
Hudson Falls
Stereo Dynamics
Maple Street Video Variety
1670 Hwy 35
161 Maple St
Millburn
Jamaica
Professional Audio
RAF HiFi/Stereo
Consultants
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
182 Essex St
Liverpool
Montclair
Audio Excellence NY
Cohen's
4974 Alexis Dr
635 Bloomfield
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Our services include:
High-End Audio & Video
Custom Installation
Handcrafted Cabinetry
Home Theater
Multi-Room Systems
Media Rooms
Single Speaker Listening Room

agents for:

•B&W

• Centauraus

• Krell

• California Audio Labs

• Lexicon

• Rotel

• Mark Levinson

• Apogee

• Mirage

• Custom Subwoofers

• Proceed

• Aragon
• Acurus

• Bang & Olufsen

• Nakamichi

• Day Sequerra

• Straight Wire

• Vidikron

2036 N. Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60614
Shipping Available

1r 312-549-8100

ADA • ADCOM • AKG
ALON • AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOOUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CAL • CANTON
CWD CABINETS
DENON • DUAL
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
MADRIGAL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
McINTOSH
NEAR

• NILES

PARADIGM
PROCEED • ROTEL
RUSSOUND
SENNHEISER
SIGNET • SME
SONANCE • SOTA
STAX • SUMIKO
TEAK • THORENS
WADIA • VANDERSTEEN

FAX 312-549-5058

High End Sound, Convenience and
Elegance --a Contradiction? Not at
New England's Oldest Audio Store.
We know from experience that fabulous sound and
elegance can be combined. We have been doing so for
over 60 years. Many people believe that you must
have many black boxes and wires all over your room
for high end sound. It is true that they must be
present, but we can conceal them without compromising performance. In fact, with our expertise many
times we can improve performance with aproper
installation. Your system should enhance your life not
burden it!!
When you're ready, we'll be here!!

For New England o
Quality Sound Since 1928

JVC VIDEO

Yhe Musk Sox

SHARPVISION

58 Central Street • Wellesley, MA •02181

VIDIKRON VIDEO

334

ir 1-800-362-8784

(617) 235-5100
WorldRadioHistory
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David Lewis Audio
Signature Sound
Stereo Lab #1
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
11419 Princeton Rd
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Lynbrook
Columbus
Audio Options
American Audiophile
For The Record
Trading Corp.
5824 Forbes Ave
1386 Grandview Ave
373 Sunrise Hwy
Monk's Audio
Needle in aHaystack
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Merrick
2384 Wellesley Ln
Performance Audio
Selinsgrove
Progressive Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Village TV &Stereo Shop
1764 N. High St
19 N. Market St
Mount Kisco
Stereo Lab
Accent on Music
Williamsport
2244 Neil Ave
175 Main St
Malizia Sound Systems
Dublin
1933 W. Third St
Fox &Sutherland
Audio Encounters
15 S. Moger Ave
Willow Grove
4271 W. Dublin
Soundex
Granville Rd
New York
1100 Easton Rd
Dina Magazines
Fairborn
270 Park Ave S.
Audio Etcetera
PUERTO RICO
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Electronic Workshop
San Juan
10 E. 8th St
Findlay
Nova Electronics
House of Hindenach
J&R Music World
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
23 Park Row
830 N. Main St
Puerto Nuevo
Lyric Hi-Fi
Lakewood
SOUTH CAROLINA
1221 Lexington Ave
Play It Again Sam
Columbia
12611 Madison Ave
The Magazine Store
Sound
Advice
30 Lincoln Plaza
Lyndhurst
1807 Bush River Rd
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
Natural Sound
Greenville
5280 Mayfield Rd
247 Centre St
American Audio
Toledo
Park Avenue Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Boogie Records
425 Park Ave S.
Mt. Pleasant
3301
W.
Central
Sound by Singer
Tunes Discs &Tapes
Jamiesons'
18 E. 16th St
976 Houston Northcutt
5431
Monroe
Pleasantville
Blvd #2
Westlake
Audio Excellence
Rock Hill
New Image Electronics
343 Manville Rd
Record Cellar
31017 Center Ridge Rd
Queens
Rock Hill Galeno
T.D. Electronics
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
OKLAHOMA
115-36 229th St
TENNESSEE
Oklahoma City
Rochester
Gatlinburg
Audio Dimensions
Fairport Soundworks
The Rhythm Section
10407 N. May Ave
3400 Monroe Ave
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Tulsa
Rowe Audio
Hendersonville
K-Labs Audio
1737 MI. Hope
Musical Elegance
4715 E. 41st St
Sound Concepts
111 Oak PI
The Phonograph Ltd.
2314 Monroe Ave
Knoxville
8221-B
E.
61st
St
Rockaway Park
Hi
Fi House
Hi Fi Classics
8373 Kingston Pike #900
115-09 Rockaway Beach Blvd OREGON
La Vergne
Scarsdale
Beaverton
Ingram Periodicals
Listening Room
Chelsea Audio
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
590 Central Park Ave
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Nashville
Corvallis
Syracuse
Cumberland
Audio
Northwest
Audio
Labs
Clark Music
4119 Hillsboro Rd
1557 NW Monroe
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Nicholson's
Stereo
Portland
Superior Sight &Sound
115 19th Ave S.
Chelsea Audio
2780 Erie Blvd E.
935 SW Washington St
Walton
TEXAS
High Fidelity Unlimited
Audio Classics
Amarillo
1428 SE 36th Ave
U.S. Post Office Bldg
Don's Hi-Fidelity
Sixth &Washington News
West Babylon
7402 W. 34th St
617 SW Washington St
Audio Visions
Sound Systems
1067 Montauk Hwy
2502
Paramount
PENNSYLVANIA
Arlington
Ardmore
NORTH CAROLINA
Texas
Audio
Danby Radio
4211 S. Cooper #111
Boone
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Mr. Audio
Austin
Berwyn
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Audio Systems
Soundex
1102 W. Koenig Ln
Cary
747 Berwyn Ave
Advanced Audio
Austin News Agency
Carlisle
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
2830 Real St
Sound Solutions
Cochran Corp.
Charlotte
150 MI Mall
Ernie's Music
2830 Real St
Doylestown
8042 Providence Rd #1400 Trac Records
Dallas
Mr. Audio
Audio
Insight
Doylestown Shopping Center
601 a Kings Dr #F
13929 N. Central Expwy
Erie
#G441
Durham
Custom Audio
Audio Visions
Fine Print Distributors
1550 W. 26th St
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Harrisburg
Raleigh
Krystal
Clear Audio
I.P.D. Distribution Services
Audio Advice
4433 McKinney Ave
2323 Woodlawn St
3532 Wade Ave
Omni Sound
Jenkintown
19120 Preston Rd
The Stereo Trading Outlet
Preston Trail AudioNideo
OHIO
320 Old York Rd
3953 Beltline Rd
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Shakespeare Beethoven
Stereo Lab
Chestnut Hill Audio
4582 Montgomery
149 N. Third St
Galleria #3200
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El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 a Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Or
VERMONT
Burlington
Chassman &Bern
Booksellers
81 Church St
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Alexandria
Alonso Book &
Periodical Services
7670 Richmond Hwy
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
&Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
64'77 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
4060 Commonwealth Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
WASHINGTON
Kelowna
Bellevue
K&A Audio
Eastside Daily Planet News 453 Bernard Ave
156600 NE Eighth #33
Richmond
Hawthorne Stereo
Book Warehouse
13107 Northup Way
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Kennewick
Vancouver
Quick Silver Audio
Book Warehouse
307 N. Columbia Center Blvd 632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
Seattle
Bulldog News
The Magic Flute
4208 University Way NE
2100 W. Fourth Ave
Sikora's Classical Records
Definitive Audio
432 W. Hastings St
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
4326 University Way NE
Victoria
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
10100 Silverdale Way
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AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
MAGNUM •N.A.D.
ROTEL •THRESHOLD

loudspeakers

The AudioVisions Customer
The AudioVisions customer truly loves music. It's a basic part
of his life. For him, audio components aren't expensive toys:
They bring the power, the thrill, and the joy of music into his
home. Video gear, no matter how good, will never give him so

"Rock Solids" by B&W
M & K •MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN

Phono it C.D.

much pleasure. The picture is flat, it lacks magic, and it fails
to compel or involve him. Stores now showcasing surround
sound "entertainment centers" cannot satisfy his needs. He
admires the Pursuit of Perfection (the guiding principle of the
best audio manufacturers AND the best dealers). Since he

ADCOM •Audioquest
GRADO •GRAHAM
ORACLE •PROCEED
SME •SOTA •SUMIKO

doesn't necessarily have two Porsches in the driveway, his
audio purchases must represent real VALUE. He's learned
that he can hear the differences adealer can make. (How
many dealers have loaned awide variety of cables to you, or

cables
Audioquest •A.R.C.
Aural Symphonies
Monster /Sigma
Straight Wire

made aspecial visit to your home?) He seeks out one of the
very few audio specialists in the country. In the New York
area, he comes to AudioVisions. We invite you to make an
appointment to visit us; our knowledge, honesty, frankness,
and concern will make the trip worthwhile.

other good stuff
C.W.O. •FOSGATE
NOISETRAPPER
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX •Tube Traps
TARGET •L.P.s & C.D.s

£AudioVeDirm
MONTAUK HIGHWAY •W. BABYLON, N.Y. •(516) 661 3355

c1:4uctio

The Entire Dynaco Product Line

Dynaco Stereo 400
Series II
Solid State Power Amp

Dynaco Stereo 70 Series II

Amblé, Audio Quest, Bruce Moore Audio Design, Chesky, Dynaco, Eminent Technology,
Kimher, Kinergetics, Merlin, NEAR, Quad, Reference Recording, Target, XL0.

Call for an appointment: 408-377-3580
336
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MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St

ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Essex
Audio Two
5Frances Ct
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—VVestdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vem Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio 8Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1/
2 Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Acodale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight 8Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.

Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montreal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. Décarie
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, 1st Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi 8Video
Westfield Shopping Town
#54
Burwood Rd, Burwood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
BERMUDA
Hamilton
M8M International
61 Church St
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlotteniund 0K-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Ve¡ 23
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
KT Radio
Bruunsgade 36
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg.
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saad No.21
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PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd.
PO. Box 50087

POLAND
National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound 8. Music
Via della Formica 496

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
MISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jin Tun Mohd Food
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac CF. 03910
Mexico 19, OF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre, 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Gres Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8,M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Mislead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade,
Friar St
VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Local 321 Prados
del Este

TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No 2141 Ln
Chung Shan N Road Sec 7

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton
3Sydney St

121i.

The Stereophile

RECORD- REVIEW
I
NDEX
is now available!

Indexes every record review published in Stereophile
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12 (1987-1992).
Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available as hard copy or on
51
/ "or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
2
•

•

•

VVVVV

Send $9.95 tof
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate hard copy or disk and disk size.)
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UnityAudio

rneale

reg a

dyntaca

* Acoustic Energy
* Audible Illusions

* Lectron
* Linaeum

* Music Reference
* Parasound

* Audioquest
* Cardas

* Magnum Dynalab
* MFA

* PSE
* Quicksilver

* Fried
* Grado
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo

* Micromega
* Mod Squad
* Mórch
* Musical Fidelity

* Rego
* Rotel
* Signet
* Spendor

r

VANDERSTEEN

ncrri._

POWER WEDGE

KIM3ER KABLE

Tubes, Cables
Accessories

'AG(
3
1
'"mr
lolob

rnicromeGa

* Spica
* Taddeo
* Target
* Tice
* Unify Audio
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* XL0
*** and MUCH more!!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07004 )
(201) 239-1799

Recommended Today Boat Anchor Tomorrow?
We all know that sinking feeling that comes when the carefully selected
and expensive toy drops, without comment, from a list of recommended
components. Can you sell it? Will it gather dust until you finally give it
to some less fortunate soul?
At AudioVision we can't guarantee that the following components will,
or will not be on any list. Only that they have the AudioVision seal of
approval.
This month we feature the new KRELL "S" Series Amplifiers. These
amplifiers all utilize the Sustained Plateau Biasing' previously used
only on the KRELL AUDIO STANDARD monster amplifiers.
Adcom, AR. AudioQuest. Cardas. Forté. Genesis. Kinergetics.
Krell. Lexicon. NAD. P.S. Audio. Signet. Sumiko. Thiel.
Transparent Cable. Vidikron. Video Acoustics. VPI

AUDIO
33s

50 Years of audio expertise
At your service.

e,4

1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174 617-648-4434
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90e per ir«ord, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.75 per word, $110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX is
now available. Indexes every record review published
in Stereophile, from Vol.10 Nal through Vol.15 No.12
(1987-1992). Also includes indices to "Building A
Library" and musician interviews. Available as hard
copy or on 51
/ "or 31
4
/"floppy disks (MS DOS, raw
2
ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate
hard copy or disk and disk size.
Transform your listening environment. ACOUSTIC
SOLUTIONS presents innovative, elegant bass traps,
controlling standing waves and resonances. Acclaimed
at Winter CES by Genesis, mbl, Eminent Technology,
and Speaker Arts. Dimensions: diameter l', height 4'; $250
each, two usually sufficient. Satisfaction guaranteed. (213)
665-6274.
AN MART, INC. IN ALHAMBRA and Cucamonga,
So. Calif.: Audio Alchemy, Cardas, Dynaco, Kinergetics,
Esoteric, Sony ES, Pioneer Elite, Infinity Kappa, Modulus,
Mission, Paradigm, Rotel, Parasound, Monster, Bose,
Onkyo, Acoustat, Velodyne, Surniko. We have used equipment also. Monthly special: Parasound HCA-1200 200W
amp, list $845, inventory sale $592 (new). Fred, (818)
282-0520.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales, SOTA, and Epik speakers.
CAT preamp (still the best!), Symphonic-Line, CODA,
EAD. Promethean passives and power conditioners.
Cardas, Siltech, High-Wire, me, others. Stands, dampers
from Sound Anchor, Microscan, Bright Star. Appointments. Audio Archives, (619) 455-6326.
HIGH-END COSTS TOO MUCH!!! Buy pre-owned
from Allegro Sound and save big on ARC, Duntech, Esoteric, Goldmund, Krell, Levinson, NRG, Threshold, etc.
+ ria‘sic tube gear. Trade-ins welcome!!! Also: Audiophile
Listing Services' (buy-sell-trade for 3e/day/item!), Audiophile Reference' tubes and AudioWorks" patented cable
design for license/sale. (818) 377-5264 anytime.
ICRELL KSA-150, $3400, less than 6months old. (206)
820-0277 evenings.
FOR SALE: UNITY AUDIO Fountainhead Signature,
latest ($5500 new), $3600. (215) 721-9659.
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LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE DATA (magnitude and
phase) for 145 different loudspeaker samples, measured
from 10Hz to 50kHz with the Audio Precision System
I. Available on 51
/ "(1.2Mb) or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS
2
DOS only). Send $19.95 to Impedance Data (Attn. Debbie
Fisher), Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Please indicate disk size.
AR LIMITED, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, AR Classic, Enlightened Audio Design, Polyfusion, Scientific
Fidelity, Symphonic-Line, CODA, XL°, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaco, IDOS, Definitive Technology,
Audio Alchemy, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Presence
Audio, Space & Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and
turntables, Musical Design, Marantz, Arcici, Bright Star,
Well-Tempered, Transparent cables, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate THX, many more. Straightforward guidance.
!Crystal Clear Audio, 4433 McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX
75205, (214) 520-7156.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Sound Organisation, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9,
Sumac°, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always
lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (818)
307-6467.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcomejohn Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
NEW—LOW-COST TUBE TRAPS are here! Redesigned by ASC for top value. Tower Traps = full-bandwidth acoustic control at less than half the old prices. Ask
your dealer for Tower Traps. Or call Acoustic Sciences Corporation for dealer listings: (800) ASC-TUBE.
CLARITY DOUBLE COPPER power cord (2), list $400
each, $270 each or $500 both. Call after 6pm EST, (718)
261-809&
LUXMAN CL-32 TUBE PREAMPLIFIER, excellent
condition, $280; Sansui TU-9900 tuner in mint condition
with box and manual, $320; Spectrum 410 speakers, excellent condition, $300; Beta VCR, $90. (319) 393-4303.
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APOGEE

CREEK
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McCORMACK

ONIX
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Enjoy the music.
-SELECT -SOUND
6314 Northern Blvd

-

East Norwich NY

(516) 624-2124
PS

AUDIO

QUAD

z

ROKSAN

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
-nee

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO OUEST •

AUDIO RESEARCH •B&K AUDIO •
B & U/ •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SOUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROU/LAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAX •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V A.0 •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CO s8. LP s•
CREDIT
REDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON-SAT 11-6

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, 7N 37215
(615) 297-4700
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UNITY AUDIO

AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 , Twin-Balanced" interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened
Audio, Grado, Linaeum, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire,
Target, Well-Tempered, WireWorld. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707.
Visa/MC/Amex.

ALTAIR AUDIO DEMO BLOWOUT, Factory Warranties apply. ARC-SP9 Mk.II, $1400; LS-1, $1200; LS-2,
$1700; PH-1, $1000; DAC1-20, $2400; Classic 30, $1650.
Krell Stealth, $1100; KSA-250, $4200; KSA-150, $2900;
KST-I00, $1850; SBP-32X AT&T, $2300; MD-2 AT&T,
$1800; MD1, $3300; SBP-64X, $5450; KSL, $1550;
KPA, $2050; TDL Monitor, $2600/pair; B&W 801 II
rosewood, $3900/pair, Martin-Legan Quest, $2900/pair;
Stax SR Sigma, SRNM, $1000; Stet ED-1, $480; WellTempered Turntable, $1165; Apogee Centaur, $1100/pair;
Apogee Minor, $700/pair. No refunds, you pay shipping.
(518) 452-3525, Fax (518) 452-042a
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN MODEL 2001 Mk.II,
Australian-made loudspeakers, mahogany finish, absolute
perfect condition, $19,800 current list, $9200 firm. Gary,
(714) 496-9471 early AM or evenings, So. CA.

If you are an audiophile STRANDED IN IOWA—don't
despair. Audio Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose
from Audio Research, Martin-Logan, AudioQuest, Audio
Power, B&K, Celestion, Definitive Technology, Eminent
Technology, JVC (XLZI050), NHT, Rotel, Sanus, and
more. (515) 254-0265.

THRESHOLD S550e amplifier, $3700; FET 10e HL preamp, $1600; both have 8-year warranty. Pair B&W 801
Anniversary with MaughanBox, Arcici stands, mint,
$3200. (718) 830-9562.

AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.

REVIEW/LISTENING TEST EQUIPMENT for sale.
Mint, first-come only. Krell MDA-500, $10,500; (2)
Rowland model 1amps, $2400 each; Barclay Cabernet
CD transport, AT&T, $2400; Wadia 2000 plus DigiLink
40, $6200; Classé DR-6 Mk.II, $2700; Tice Power Block
and Titan Mk.II with PC-2 power cord, $1650. Call (201)
451-5328.

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiomeca by Pierre Lumé, Audio Note, Aural Symphonics,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, CODA, Dynavector,
Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Roksan,
RooniTunes, SOFA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and more. ..CallJohn Barnes, (303) 698-0138, or Fax
(303) 922-0522. 2341 West Yale Ave, Engkwood, CO 8011a

TICE POWER BLOCK MK.II and Titan Mk.II, mint,
$1475; new JVC XL-1050 CD, $550; new JVC RX1050V surround receiver, $975; American Hybrid interconnects, 1.5m pair, $185; Naim NAIT II, 6months old,
mint, $550. Barry, (314) 434-3252.

ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY. New arrivals! Linn CD player, Kairn preamp,
Roksan Radius turntable, Naim CD player, Deltec processors, Epos ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Rotel, Creek, Arcarn, Pegs, Castle, and Boyd—are musical
and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914) 242-0747.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Alt, Counterpoint,
Dynaco,ICimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-217a
VANDERS1'EEN 3, $1900; ICrell ICST-100, $1600; ARC
LSI, $800; Proceed Series ICD, $700; Rotel tape deck,
8150; JVC tuner, $150; MIT HPC interconnects, $1751
pair. Rob, (904) 784-3590 after 5pm.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade in older
Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly
updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits for
3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series Il Improved, and Series
III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,. RO Beer 38Z Pacifico, CA 94044. TN: (415) 359-7431.
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PERFECTIONIST AUDIO COMPONENTS Pro
Reference II preamp with phono stage ($4500), $1950
OBO; Martin-Logan CLS-IIA, mint, black oak ($3500),
$1900; Muse model 18 subwoofer, walnut ($2750), $1900.
Will consider trades for power amp. Nathan, (314) 8212440, MO.
QUICKSILVER KT88 MONO AMPS, $1125/pair;
Quicksilver preamp, $975; Tice Power Block, $675. All
mint with boxes. (813) 856-2522.
ROWLAND CONSUMMATE II, mint condition, fresh
from latest $850 factory upgrade. Shipped anywhere in
USA with original manual, custom packing foam, and
wooden crate, $4000. Also, Melos Triode 400—huge dual
monoblocks, $3000. Mike, (512) 345-9269, 6-9pm CST
STAX SIGMA EARSPEAICERS with SRD-7/SB adapter,
mint condition, $450 OBO. Jay, (901) 523-1212.
TANNOY SUPER RED MONITORS: SRM-12X,
$3500; SRM-15X, $5000. Super Gold Monitors: SGM3000, $6000. (201) 702-8966.
SME SERIES V tonearm, brand new in box, $1550. (713)
974-3207.
PAIR OF CLASSÉ DR-9s, $1700 each or $3200 both.
Pick up only. (617) 868-5366.
DISPLEX POWER CONDITIONER 5-outlet dualtransformer design, 15-day money-back guarantee. Compare to Tice and Power Wedge at $165 (shipping included).
(314) 821-244a
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally 5k, sell 3.5k. (404) 752-7772.
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE amp, $1875; Krell
32X D/A with AT&T, latest, $1575; Threshold SA10E
mono amps, $4800. (219) 264-9495 before lOpm EST
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Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

Exclusive

1111111.
1
"»-

Upstate
New York's
Dealer For...

Searching for the best CDs at
a LOW price?
We specialize in only the best
and with unbeatable prices!

APOGEE •
MAO LEVINSON
:CLASSE •
MIA •
1111EL
Mart lovIMM 00 Mote Prows« Ws Oa llisplay

We carry:

ACURUS

Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99),

ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH

Dorian($12.99), Harmonía Mundi($13.49),

AUDIOOUESI
GRADO
MAGNEPAN

Mercury Living Presence($9.99),

B

MAGNUM DYNALA

Ref. Recordings($12.99),

MIRAGE

Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).

HAD
NARAMICHI

For more information and FREE catalog:

PROCEED
R C AUDIO
VELODYNE

Send mail:

P.O. Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

or FAX:

(714) 283-2857

o

diophile
elections

B&W
KEF
B&W
NEUTRAL /DEPTH

11J

E
A
N
S

E

N
A

LABS
USE A PAIR OF

Spica

B&W

PSB Speakers

Hales Audio

BASS AUGNMENT

Martin Logan

Conrad -Johnson

FILTERS IN PLACE OF

Adcom

Snell

NAD

Classé Audio

ThE"KUBE

OR BMWS

"BLACK BOX' FOR A
DRASTIC IMPROVEMENT

G
H

IN YOUR

E

D
S

PLEASE CALL ANYTIME
INFORMATION.

G

H
S

190 DWYER STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716)822-0159
ANYTIME

D
E
E

E

KEF

Vidikron
Reference Line

New location!
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd., San Jose, CA 95129
Call Steve or Keith at:

408.255.0735

BayAreaAuclio

A
S
S

RCA OR BALANCED
B&W

Sennheiser
Calif. Audio Labs
•

LISTENING PLEASURE.

FOR MORE

H

Serious
Sound

GOLDEN FLUTE

A
E
N

D

B&W
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KSA-250, COMBAK-TREATED, $3850; WT-2000,
S2550, 6months old. Jim, (718) 748-8056 evenings.
KRELL UNDER WARRANTY: CD-1, $1450; CDDSP, $2000; MD-10, $3700; Stealth, $1200; Studio,
$2500 (all with AT&T). KSL, $1300; KSP-7B, $1700; ICBL
(latest), $2600; !CPA, $1400; KST-100, $1800 (latest); KSA150, $3100; KSA-250 (latest), $4200; MDA-300, $6300;
MDA-500, $8500. All are immaculate. (718) 277-6123.

ARAGON 4004, $1475; Acurus A250, $735; McCormack DNA-1, $1570; Alón II, $1695. All new. (601) 9827054 evenings.
CAL DELTA TRANSPORT, $520; CAL Sigma D/A,
$475; Muse model 100 amp, $780; Reference Line Perfectionist passive preamp, $275; Straight Wire Maestro
I/Cs, $150 each; TARA Digital Reference, $75. Call (407)
274-6475 days, (305) 428-1327 nights.

DEMO CLEARANCE: Sonus Faber Extremas with
stands, $9750; Nakamichi MB1000 CD transport D/A
converter, $7750; Sony VPH1270 with IFS-10 RGB input
card, $12,250; Sony VPH1031Q, $6950. All remaining
stock of MIT, Magnan, and OCOS cable, 40% off. Call
Gregg Overman, (206) 524-6633, Definitive Audio.

XL0 BALANCED INTERCONNECT, 2m, $300;
Audio Express NoiseTrapper Plus CD, hospital outlets,
$375; Tice PC-2 power cord, $175; Arcici rack, 2shelves,
$175. (707) 823-2244 after 7pm PST

KRELL KSL, $1000; Pioneer Elite CT-93, 20 hours, $675;
Yamaha DSP-1000 with extras. (703) 386-9826.

HI-Fl CLASSICS—SR FCT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! 'IN: (718) 318-9618. Fax: (718) 318-9623.

ARIZONA'S ESOTERIC AUDIO Super Clearance—
Discounts to 60%; VPI TNT and HW19 IV turntables;
Conrad-Johnson MF80 amp, PF IL preamp, MV52 amp;
Monarchy 22A DAC; Sound-Lab Pristine; NEAR 50ML;
Magnavox CDC552; Onkyo M502 amp, TX904 AV
receiver, SSI 4500 AV PreampSurround; Esoteric P500
CD transport, D500 DAC; Rowland M1B amp, Coherence One ll preamp. M5B amp; PSS preamp; SOTA Sapphire and Star turntables; assorted MIT cables; misc. accessories. Call or visit Scottsdale's oldest and finest Audio
Salon for the best selection and pricing! 4120 N. Marshall
Way, (602) 946-8128.
ONE PAIR BI-WIRED AudioQuest Cobalt speaker
cables, 13' length, $300. Call (614) 635-2598 after 7pm EST
QUICKSILVER PREAMP, latest, $975; EAD DSP-7000
Gold, $895; both, $1795. (817) 776-9953.
VPI HW19 Mk.Ill platter, bearing, and springs, $175
OBO. Bill, (616) 676-0131.
SAM TELLIG has for sale VAC PA90C amps, $2995 with
set of E34L output tubes or $3495 with set of KT77s.
Shipping extra. Spica Angelus, walnut, latest version, $695
or $795 with custom Sound Anchor stands. Speakers in
NYC metro/CT only. Write: Sam Tellig, P.O. Box 1198,
Ridgefield, CT 06877.
VENDETTA RESEARCH SCP-2A PHONO STAGE,
51350; AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz speaker cable, 6' pair,
$450; Kimber KCAG, lm, $210. (206) 568-4480.
ADCOM GTP-400, $275; GFA-535, $235; Yamaha
CDC705, $190; Snell K-2s, $330. All mint, B/0. (609)
883-4097, Alex.
IRS BETAs, $7500. Russ, (313) 274-4880 days, (313) 8221950 evenings.

CELESTION SL600 LOUDSPEAKERS, $950, mint
condition. (619) 360-7951, 6-9pm PST

VANDERSTEEN 2Ce, with stands, mint, $1100; Celesdon SL600si, mint, $1250; CAL Sigma D/A, mint, $525;
Adcom GFA-545 II, $250; Adcom GFP-555 II, $250.
(212) 864-6248.
OREGON MUSIC LOVERS—We will change your
listening experience forever! in/between audio suggests:
CODA, Cary, MAS, Bitwise, VPI, Oracle, Benz, PBN,
TARA, Bradley, Scientific Fidelity, Aural Symphonies,
Straight Wire, SimplyPhysics, Arcici, Nitty Gritty, Gold
Aero, Chesky, Reference. For appointment/catalog, (503)
638-5767. Equipment modifications by Old Gold Audio
(Cardas and MIT), (503) 591-5925.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120, balanced, black,
1month old ($7500 new), $4900 OBO; Conrad-Johnson
Premier 5power amp, updated 12/92 ($7500 new), $3500
OBO; sarA Panorama speakers, rosewood ($2000), $750
OBO; ProAc Response III, 6months old, $4200; McIntosh MC2205, $1000; Beard B100 power amp, $1000;
Beard CASOS preamp, $800. (305) 938-8578, FL.
MARANTZ TUBES: 10B tuner, 7C preamp, 8B power
amp. Original owner, manuals, performance certification, mint. Best offer, each or set. Dan, (313) 939-5426.
DELTEC—THE LITTLE BIT or PDM2 D/A—Britain's
digital equipment—used for demos only. Brand-new
DPA5OS power amp. DSP5OS preamp and phono stage.
Assortment of cables also available. Call for best price,
(416) 428-0135.
LINN AXIS, Akito, Blue Point Special, $700; Reference
Line 1500, $320; Dynaco ST120, PAS, Thorens TD150,
Rabco linear arm, B/0. (206) 668-9611.

AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT!!!
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Counterpoint, TARA Labs,
Straight Wire, Music Reference, Power Wedge, VMPS
Speakers, Stax, Dahlquist, SOTA, NAD, Target, Parasound, Nitty Gritty, Lexicon, Signet, Hafler, Sumiko,
AudioQuest. Free "Specials List" and price list available.
HCM Audio, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341, Fax (916)
345-7269.

STAX SR-LAMBDA PRO 3, rarely used, like new, $750.
(608) 262-4903.

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rd-Cap, SCR, Solen, Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay, Mills, Caddock, and Holco resistors,
all types audio connectors, chassis wires, BUF-03 preamp
kits, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations,
hospital-grade AC outlets and plugs, tools and accessories,
request catalog! Michael Percy, Box 524 Inverness, CA 9493Z
(415) 669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558.

KRELL KSA-250 amplifier, immaculate, $4500. (916)
343-6726.
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VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS, $350; Hybrid stereo
power amplifier, 18W at 8ohms Send SASE for free information. Tube Sound, 410 S 17th Avenue, Maywood, IL 60153.
MIT MH750SG, 8', $400; MIT MI330, 4m, $275; lm,
$85; Rowland Research SVX3 electronic crossover, $350.
(203) 537-0534

CONVICTED AGAIN! What do Telarc, Theta, Dorian,
Peter Aczel the Audio Critic, Jack Renner, and Ihave in
common? We all use the best damn speaker in the
world—Waveform Mach 7—with balanced discrete crossover by Bryston. Phone right now. John Of vas, alive and
kicking. Phone/Fax: (613) 475-3633.
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CD STORAGE+

CI,. IMPORT

LP'S AND CD'S •

co

YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE
FOR AUDIOPHILE LP'S,
CD'S & ACCESSORIES
AO •Anakeee Produalont •AIR •Audloomml •
Bra Moro •Caodat •Glory •Clwooky •PARR,
•MAP •Dorian •LW Wind •Enumry •Gemini •
anneal*. •Harrnora Mundl •lOrAer •Lim •
UM •Mobile Meaty •NuAlen •Ilunbus •Nily
Gay •Nord, $W •Ode, •Op» 3 •RAM., •

No. A150

Rd Ammo. • SheRield Lab • Super Anàbague •
TAW° •IBM •VOA« LI,. •WW1« and nony morel

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single &multipk CD's, Videos and
Cassettes —in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Wabuit, Teak or Chary. Can stack or
wall mount.

CALL, WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG
The Elusive Disc
5346 N. Guilford
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-3446 =
FAX (317) 255-2826
TO ORDER: 1-800-782-3472

For FREE Literature &Prices on our Full Line:
Call 1.800.432.8005 FAX P201448-2592

SORICC

P.O. Box 747-2
Nutley, NJ 07110.i

•RECORD CARE PRODUCTS •

New Arrivals —
Classe' Audio 30 Remote Preamp.
Van Den Hul LSC Cables
BEL 1001 MK H Amplifier
Muse Series H Amplifiers
Meridian 263 DIA & 206DS
Avalon Acoustics
Artemis EOS Speaker System
Reference Line •Linaeum LFX/C
Unity Audio • ViMak DS-1800 DIA

Cardas •Audioquest •Kim ber
Tara Labs RSC •A TC •NAD
Acoustic Energy •B&K •Coda
Celestion •EAD •Esoteric •PSE
Lexicon •Muse •Magnum Dynalab
Rega •Stax •Sonrise • Target
PSB • Tice • Velodyne • V. A.
C.

301-989-2500

Js

15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville,
Maryland 20866
A•U•D•I•0
FAX (301) 989-2552
USA, MASTERCARD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS
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LOY7ES7lee
AUDIO VIDEO, Inc.

'Authorized Dealers for •

•ACROTEC
•EMINENT•PIONEER
•ACURUS
TECHNOLOGY •QUAD
•AMC
•GOLDENDRAGON •ROGERS
•APOGEE
•GOLD AERO
•ROOMTUNE
•ARAGON
•GRADO
•SHARPVISION
•AUDIOQUEST •KEF
•SOLID by B&W
•B&K
•LINAEUM
•SONIC•CA.L
•MELOS
FRONTIERS
•CARDAS
•MERIDIAN
•SONY
•CELESTION
•MONSTERCABLE •TANNOY
•COUNTERPOINT •M&K
•THORENS
•DENON
•NAKAMICHI
•V.A.C.
•EPOS
•ONKYO
•YAMAHA
and much more...

Home Theater Specialists!
137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel (718) 321- 15001 Fax (718) 321 1078
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JVC 1050TN CD PLAYER, $450 OBO; Counterpoint
PAC-15 line conditioner, $195 OBO; Theta Pro Prime,
$700 OBO; TARA Digital Master cable, $350 OBO;
CODA 10 amp, $1600 OBO; CODA FET 02, $1100
OBO. All in perfect condition. Tim, (806) 756-4425.
CAT SIGNATURE PREAMP, 4months old, absolutely
mint condition, $3750. Barry, (314) 434-3252.
JADIS JPL PREAMP, mint, current, $3400; Altis Reference DIA, mint, $1450; Adcom GFA-555 II, $495; Adcom
GFP-565, $495; Tandberg 3026 power amp, mint, $750.
Barry, (314) 434-3252, leave message, all calls returned.
MARK LEVINSON NO.27.5, list $5800, sell $4300 or
B/0; Martin-Logan CLS IIZ, list $4000, sell $2295; Theta
DSP Pro Gen.III, balanced, plus AT&T, list $5400, sell
$3495; Philips CDV400 laservideo/CD, great transport,
list $600, sell $349; Madrigal MDC digital cable, list $300,
sell $179; Audio Alchemy DTI, list $300, sell $189; MIT
330E with CVT, list $800, sell $379; NBS mini Serpent
speaker wire, 15', list $1200, sell $595. (616)942-1603 EST
APOGEE STAGE, mint, $1450 OBO; B&K EX442 amp,
$450; Artech Prisma 7' bi-wired, $200; or all for $1950.
(919) 855-5768, leave message.
THIEL CS5 SPEAKERS, teak finish, like new, crated,
$4700; ARC DAC-3/20 converter, $2100; Wadia WT3200 transport, $1500; Rowland Model One amplifier,
current, $1875; ProAc Minitower speakers, rosewood with
bases, $950 ($2000); all plus shipping. (303) 722-9771.
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT-11 tuner, $325; NYAL
Superit tube preamp, $135; Parasound ST-220 tuner, $125;
Stax Lambda Pro headphones with amp, $525; Stax SR-X
Mk.III headphones with SRD7, $125. All mint with boxes.
(214) 713-9492 evenings.
BLUE POINT CARTRIDGE UPGRADE—tighter bass,
sharper imaging, greater resolution. Our aluminum
adapter replaces flexible plastic orginal. $40. (Ask about
denuding/reinforcement upgrade.) Meadow Song Labs, 6
Adelaide St. East, Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario MSC 1H6,
Canada, (416) 941-1595.
KRELL MD-10 (new version), $3950. AudioQuest Lapis
Silver: 1.5tn/XLR, $275; 10m/XLR, $1095. Wadia V/T2000, $3150; X-64A, $3250. RPG QRD and ABF panels.
(315) 426-0513, (315) 476-2411 before 10pm EST
ROOM ACOUSTICS HANDBOOK, "A wider,
deeper, more holographic soundstage," $14.95. 75 ohm
digital interconnect, $99. Vibration isolation feet, 24/$99.
Much more, speakers, amps, and the best DAC under
$2000. Dealer and field rep. inquiries invited. MACH 1
Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH, (603) 654-9826.
THIEL 3.5 SPEAKERS, mint condition, $1400. CallJohn
at (518) 385-9086, leave message.
QUICK/MOD, THE NEW SPEAKER MODIFICATION that highly improves the performance of your
speakers. This new speaker modification is stunning! Subwoofer: $100/kit, $150 installed. Minimonitors: $100/kit,
$150 installed. Floorstanding 3-way: $200/kit, $250
installed. Quick/Mod, 1235 El Prado St., Ridgecrest, CA 93555.
Information, (619) 446-7621; orders, (800) 422-2270.
THETA DATA 2with AT&T, $2150; Theta DS Pro Prime,
$825; Linn Arkiv (Linn's best MC cartridge), $1700; Ekos
tonearm, $1850 (both are latest versions in sealed boxes
from Linn); Threshold 400A amplifier, class-A biasing
with $500 in Threshold updates, $900; Forté F-40 prearnp
with phono card, $725; Denon DCD-2560, $375; Muse
model 18 subwoofer, $1850. Call for complete list of
equipment, buy, sell, or trade. Call (802) 763-237a
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B&K 202, $395; W OCOS pair, $135; BEL 450 amp, new,
$1175; Audio Control C-101 analyzer/equalizer, $299.
Tel: (215) 370-2275.
MOVING SALE: Vandersteen 2Ce, oak with stands, 4
months, perfect condition, $1200; Adcom GTP-500
Mk.II, $400; NAD 5340 CD player, $250. Original boxes,
prices negotiable, pick-up preferred but can ship. (203)
785-9433.
FORTE #3, 200Wpc, $695. (602) 749-2313.
ADCOM GFA-545, modified by Audio Advisor (Professional Mod Service—$300 value super mod), mint, $360;
Audio Alchemy DDE 1.0, modified by Wavetrace Technologies ($170 value), plus CS-1 cable, $360. (405) 3259846 evenings or leave message.
McINTOSH MR73 tuner (aligned 1/93 by McIntosh),
C28 preamp, and MC2105 power amp. All absolutely
mint with cabinets, manuals, and boxes, $1895. (407)
283-3243.
THIS IS IT Maranta 10 tube tuner (extremely rare chrome
model), with extra 'scope, cabinets, manuals. Maranta 7C
tube preamp (Sid Smith modification) with cabinet, manual. Marantz 8B tube amp with cage/manual. All reconditioned to like-new, $3595. (407) 283-3243.
QUAD FACTORY-AUTHORIZED SERVICE and
replacement parts. New/used Quad equipment bought
and sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands available For
all technical, service, parts, and/or equipment inquiries,
contact: QS&D, inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredricksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713. MC/Visa
accepted.
CONRAD-JOHNSON EVOLUTION 2000, brandnew, paid $5000, sacrifice $3490; Oracle Delphi Mk.II
with Linn lttok arm, mint, originally over $3000, $975.
Russ, (516) 462-1937.
ROWLAND 7MONOBLOCKS, unbalanced, gold,
mint, $4750/pair; Wilson Audio WAMM crossovers,
please call; Athena ML-1 line Polyphaser (new $500),
$200; Tice Powerblock, $700; Nakamichi DMP-100 digital mastering processor with Apogee filters, $650. (707)
964-5857 (CA).
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
quick, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, ICEF, Parasound, Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
B&W 801 OWNERS: Our Complete Passive Crossover
Replacement sets new standards in 801 performance.
Please call or write for our complimentary literature North
Creek Music Systems, 500B Route 8, Speculator, NY 12164,
(518) 548-6071.
EAD DSP-7000, NEW BURR-BROWN DACUAudiophile Upgrade. Wake up your EAD. If you'd like your
EAD to have greater transient speed and dynamic impact,
better darity and imaging, and awider, more transparent
soundstage—call us. You will be amazed. Stratocom, (212)
563-1515, (201) 670-1762 evenings.
ADCOM PREAMP 555 II, $349; Adcom amp 555 II,
$649; Velodyne ULD-15 II, $1400; Fosgate DSL model
Two, $1000; B&W Rock Solids, $200. All brand-new in
box. (312) 861-8066, 9am-5pm; (708) 699-8969 after 6pm.
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'We continue to be the small
audio retailer committed to
bringing our marketplace
and it's clients the best in the
industry today."
Mary Smith
Audio Components by:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • APOGEE • AUDIO ALCHEMY
B&K • CARY • CLASSE' • ENERGY • ENLIGHTENED
AUDIO • HALES • HARMAN KARDON • LUXMAN
MARTIN LOGAN • MELOS • MUSE • PARADIGM
HOTEL •SIGNET •SONIC FRONTIERS •SOTA •SPICA

PURE SILVER /
PURE MUSIC
After years of research
& development, the
culmination of science
and inspired listening
come together to produce
the most musically accurate
and harmonically correct
design on earth .
$210.00 per meter pair
Money back guarantee
CALL NOW!

Cables & Accessories
AUDIO SELECTION • CARDAS • LAST
NITTY GRITTY • SIMPLY PHYSICS

SILVER SEVEN INTERCONNECT

STRAIGHTWIRE • SIMKO •V.
P.
I
.

=11:111:

(303) 442-2166 ME

Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6, or by appointment
1939 Pearl •Boulder, Colorado 80302
Trade-Ins Welcome •1Year Upgrade Policy

WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
122 S. Clearwater Largo Road
Largo, FL 34640
(813) 587-7868

e

In Southern California

Profflurica

I
1 ITNEIMPII
P rA • Vole/
T

UP

11,

Lai

AUDIO IPEORLI /Tf

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.

Electronics

Accessories

Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Morantz
McCormack
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonogrophe
NAD
Luxman
Denon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sum iko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Koble
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers
Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

• Adcom
• AKG
• Aragon
• Arcam
• Audio Alchemy
• Audio Research
• Audio Static
• Beyer
• B&K
• Cardas
• Celestion
• Creek
• CWD
• Energy
• Grado
• H/K
• Janis
• Mod Squad
• Haim
• Paradigm

Turntables
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

• Sound Lab

•spendor

• Spica
• Sumiko
• Target
• Tesla
• Theta
• VTL

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

(818) 781-4700
346

• ProAc
• Proton
• Quad
• Rego
• Rokson
• RoomTune
• Rotel
• JRowland

2236 N CLARK •CHICAGO.
I
L60614 •312 8834500
114, 5701 W.
DEMPSTER •MORRDN GROVE •708 581-1900 dp
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McINTOSH MC2255 AMP with C504 preamp, won't
separate, $2200; McIntosh MCD7007 CD player, $1375.
All mint with cabinets and manuals. Crary (319) 396-0341
evenings CST
THERE IS HOPE! High-end comes to the Southeast.
Sight 8c Sound Design is now offering fine audio for
everyone. Custom home AN design and installation is
our specialty. Sight & Sound Design, P.O. Box 5538, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, (803) 842-6932.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARIS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Kimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Bourns, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Edison-Price Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple awg/color); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; Pearl Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc.. ..
Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog. Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. TeL (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.
UNPRECEDENTED AUDITION OFFER! Earn $5
for auditioning the Cormorant interconnect, the unique,
noninductive, great-sounding cable designed in harmony
with the laws of physics. Im/pair, $124. If not delighted,
return for refund including all shipping, plus $5! Fair
enough? Enjoy! Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue,
West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (40 842-7314 (800) 484-8271,
code 7281.
AUDIO RESEARCH D400, $3200; LS2-B, $2100; B&W
801 Series III, $3200. Dave, (507) 282-8721.

SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized: Acurus, Arcam, Celestion, Rogers,
Sumo, Ratel, H/K, Denon, Marantz, Signet, Energy, Niles,
Monster, AudioQuest, et al. Stereo Classics, 75 Church Street,
New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 2201284. Buy, sell, trade, service. Amer, MC, Visa, Discover.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, $500 (D); Fried
Q-4s, $350 (D); B&K 202+, $540 (D); Superphon SP100,
$270 (D); and more. We represent best-buy products from
B&K, ESS, Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical
Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio
Alchemy, Melon, Period, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Apature, Arcici, Cardas, Dynaco, Merlin, Music
Reference/RAM Labs, Parasound, PS Audio, Reference
Line, Roonffune, Signet, SOTA, TARA Labs, and Tice.
Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound price Signature
Sound, PG Bar 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315) 622-9064
(315) 622-4137, Visa/MasterCard accepted.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
ACCUPHASE DP8O/DC81, previous Stereophik Class
A, $3800; Nakamichi Dragon, $1200; both mint, OBO.
(303) 320-3921 evenings, weekends (MST).
WADIA WT-2000S transport, $3500; W-2000 DAC plus
Digilink, $4000. Both latest versions, like new. Classic
Pyramid T-1 ribbon tweeters, perfect, $700. Levinson
LNP-2 crossover, $700. (212) 998-6016 (leave message).

ACCURA-1
-=
Pioneer
AMX
PowerWedge
Audioquest
Proton
Audio Alchemy
Pulsar
Audio Source
LLICASFILM
Revolver
B+K
Rocksan
BIC
Rockustics
Celestion
Runco
Draper
Sat]
- •Fosgate
Son
Harmon Kardon
Hailer
Standesign
Jamo
Stewart
JVC
Sumo
W711
Target
NHT
Threshhold
MB quart
Camelot Technology
McCormack
Tice
Mod Squad
Toshiba
Muse
VPI
Velodyne

IHX

AI A

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

PHONE (214) 692-6597
8511 MANDERVILLE LANE /DALLAS TEXAS 75231
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E9 cIppointmmt (706) 861-0282

AUDIO
VIDEO
DALLAS FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

Acarian Systems
Acurus
Apogee
Arcici
Aragon
Audio Alchemy
Bis K
Centaurus
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
E.A.D.
Forte'
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Mordaunt-Short
Pa raso und
Philips
Premier
RC Audio
Revolver
Room Tunes
Rotel
SME
Siefert Research
Signet
Threshold
VPI
van den Hul
VMPS
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ca
simply the best

offle new location
1414€

ate
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...

AVALON AVATAR ($4000 pr.)
CLASSE AUDIO 70 ($1095)
,f1 fee "(wee yew, deeeza twit«y
CLASSE
AVALON
HALES
CARDAS

ALON
MFA
VTL
MUSE

[URNE
PSB
RYAN
HOTEL

SONIC FRONT
MICROMEGA
MUSIK SYST.
SOUND LAB

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Suite C-3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634

Washingtonian
Audiophiles

Visit an acoustically controlled sound room designed by an
Aerospace Engineer,
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
•SONIC FRONTIERS
(rubes Pre/Power Amps, Phono Stage &
Integrated Amp)
•MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
•JANIS SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS
•AUDIO ALCHEMY CD TRANSPORT/
DA PROCESSORS
•GOLD AERO TUBES

From the NO COMPROMISE
PDM2 down to THE LITTLE BIT,
dpa (Deltec Presion Audio) produces
the finest, most 'musical sounding'
DIA Convertors and Transport currently available -regardless of price.
Throughout the world, fair but discriminating critics have been universal
in their praise of DPA products. If
you value music and not distortion
we think you will agree with DPA simply the best!

1, U . elm

Room acoustics and audio consultant
EIS.. M.S.. in Aerospace Engineering
A specialized service for music lovers
Hours are by appointment only

ACOUSTIC CHAMBER INC.
Greenbelt, MD
PHONE/FAX (301) 552-91 57

For Further Information Contact:
RCS Audio International
3881 Timber Ln., Verona, WI 53593
(608)-833-6383 FAX (608)-829-2686
(Dealer Inquires Invited)

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time, sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a
long-time repeat Customer. Earning your
confidence is the key
to this philosophy, and that Ido by offering honest,
knowledgeable service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.
Maybe that's why the vast majority of our business
comes from repeat customers and the friends they refer.
Join our family! — Galen Carol

ONCE
IS NCT
ENOUGH

Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales, VAC,
Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VP), Eminent Technology, Quad,
Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica,
SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver, Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab,
SME, Bihvise, Lyra, Musical Design, Berning, McCormick,
Arcam...and many more!We carry virtually all cable, cartridge, and
accessory lines.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on new,
used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210)805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
'Audio One To One
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FORTE 40 preamp, $600; Proceed PDT and PDP, $1400.
Glenn, (415) 673-4279.
VELODYNE ULD-18 SERIES Il with crossover bypass
option, new, $2000; PS Audio 5.0 preamp with M500
power supply, $750 mint; Denon DCD-2560 CD player,
$500 mint; a/d/s/ 10 digital delay, $250; 1set TAS, $200.
Gustav, (612) 293-1904 anytime.
TWO 10' PAIRS XLO-5 SPEAKER CABLE, $600/pair;
NoiseTrapper Plus and Tripplite 1800LC line conditioners,
$145 each. Call Glenn, (909) 793-9667.
CONRAD-JOHNSON DF-1 CD player/preamplifier,
mint in box, manuals and warranty, $890 (originally
$1600). (317) 844-2325.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago Speaker
Stands, !Umber Kable, Music Metre, Scientific Fidelity
loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VP!, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivers Audio, (219)
422-5460.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE MODIFICATIONS. FET
analog output, upgraded filtering, etc Realize greater depth
and asilkier, more open midrange and top end, $169. Outboard LCR battery supply. We promise absolute heaven
with this pure DC source, $269. Mod and LCR supply,
$370. Money-back guarantee. Audio Alchemy honors
warranty with our modifications. Also selling new Audio
Alchemy products. Call for special pricing. Wave Trace Technologies, Inc., (813) 587-7868.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE, $225; Grado SR 200 headphones, $150. (812) 963-3850 after 6pm EST

DNM PREAMP with Six power supply, $2000; DNM
Gem amp, $800; Superphon dual-mono preamp, $200;
DNM 200 amp, $300; CAL Icon Mk.II, $550. (516)
265-1909.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, llega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XL0, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
1993 DESIGN MANUAL AND CATALOG: includes
parts, kits, schematics, and how-to instructions for building/modifying solid-state and tube audiophile equipment.
Largest selection of parts and supplies. Now adistributor for the MIT MultiCap. $10 for +140-page catalog,
or $1 for price list only. Welborne Labs, 971 E.
Garden Drive,
Littleton, CO 80126.
KRELL KSP-7B, $1600, like new, perfect in box, warranty. (914) 633-5325 nights.
OHM WALSH 5loudspeakers, new in sealed cartons,
shipping included direct from •Ohm, $4000. (517)
496-2706.
JVC 1100 TUNEFt, Stereophile Class B, mint condition,
$300 or offer. (502) 465-7562.
TANDBERG 3014 CASSETTE deck, $599; Tandberg
TD-20ASE open-reel, $799; McIntosh MR-67 tuner,
$450; McIntosh MAC-1700 receiver, $399; McIntosh
M30 amplifier; $799/pair, McIntosh Contemporary Console, $399. All equipment in mint condition. Phone (706)
322-3922
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Audioquest
AudioAlchemy
B&K
B &W
Cal.Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
The Mod Squad
McCormick
Monitor Audio
Rega
Roksan
Rotel
Scientific Fidelity
Sharpvision
Spica
Snell
Taddeo
Vandersteen
V.P.I.
Wadia Digital
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HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN

(psE)

Min OC EEDrom ia

eassé

,a,

PRTIfl LOGPrl
MIT

SDICO

Infinity IRS Series

ADCOM

WELL TEMPERED LABS

F'SALAZ140

TIE

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

STE

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

audioquest

COUNTERPOINT

audio

research

SHOPPE

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

21 N Mnrket Sr. Selmsyrove. PA •717.174 0150

Audio Images
•....,..(.?
Audio Research
Threshold
Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End
Audio Specialists
minimiet)

..à„._
71
1

Deno,
Thiel
Pr oil

Vanden.teen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI •PSE •XLO •Straightwire
Cordes •Sumiko •M & K. ..& morel
Fine Qua4p, Affordabih, and LeFerase ;VIM A Persona! Touch

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd. •Allentown. PA 18106

350

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America

COME, HEAR
OUR STORE

ADCOM •AUDIO QUEST •B&K •B&W
REO •CAL AUDIO •CWD •DENON
EAD •KINERGETICS •KLIPSCH
MARTIN LOGAN •MITSUBISHI
NAKAMICHI •POLK
JEFF ROWLAND •SONY VIDEO •THETA
THIEL •VELODYNE •YAMAHA
ENTERTAINMENT FURNITURE
FULL SURROUND SOUND HOME
THEATER ...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

609-883-6338
STEREO &VIDEO
Alt. US Route 1& Texas Ave., Lawrenceville
NJ 08648 .3 miles south of 1-95
WorldRadioHistory
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SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips.
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS II, full-range electrostatic, finished in walnut. As-new condition, including all packing
materials, papers. Treat your ears for only $1300 plus shipping. Prefer local sale. (703) 450-6008 (Northern VA).
ICRELL KMA-100 Mk.II, $3000; with Apogee Scintillas,
$4200. (318) 674-7861 (HO, (318) 686-6771 (H).

LPs/CDs/TApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
AUDIO.. .
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446
CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog is available. Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, RC! Box 629, Walkersville, MD 21793. (301) 845-8997.

HRELL HRELL DIGITAL •KW •RDCOM
NRHRMICHI •HINERGETICS •TEMA LODS
MIRAGE •VELODYNE •NSM •PSAUDIO
STRRIGHTWIRE •STRX •SUMIHO •REVER
TARGET •COMO JOHNSON •YAMAHA
PINNACLE •APOGEE •PRO RC •ROTEL
WELL TEMPERED •MAGNUM MUD
SALES • SERVICE • FUN

$8 STILL BUYS A GREAT LP at Better Records, like
Rollins/Coltrane Tenor Madness! $10? Janis's Pearl (her best!).
$15? Stunning English reissues of Neil Young (Harvest,
Gold Rush)! $20? ICarajan's 1961 Beethoven Cycle (8 German LPs)! $25? Glory, Jazz, or Unplugged! $30? The
astounding Japanese Led Zeppelin series! Catalog? Free!
(800) 487-8611.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rate Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd Street,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: Mercury SR90212
(Chabrier), RCA LSC 2225 (Witches' Brew). Others
wanted! Randall Goldman, P.O. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270.
BEATLES MOBILE FIDELITY Box Set. Never opened,
still in factory-sealed carton, $550. Call weekdays, (908)
688-0800, Andy.
The TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including Classical, Jazz, Rock LPs, is available. Write:
Suite 184,835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706
MY ENTIRE COLLECTION of well-cared-for LPs,
dating back to 1958, is up for sale. Mostly Classical. No
rubbish or silly prices. For list, call (619) 724-334% or write
P.O. Box 1766, Vista, CA 92085.
COLLECTORS' RECORDS AND TAPES (no Rock),
plus tube-era electronics. (702) 647-2190, JC, 5249 W
Auborn, Las Vegas, NV 89108.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Disk,
Quiex, American, Imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.

Stores

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

306 CDs

or any combination
cettes etc

'
,Featuring our patented ALI.STOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23' Hx19 1/2' W x17 1/2' D. •Fully assembled •Stackable •
Available In Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($219) &
Black ($229)-Prices include shipping in Cont. U.S
To order or for free brochure

415.861.1044
2201 MARKET ST.• S.F.,CA 94114
STEFIEOPHILE, APRIL 1993
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800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc. •287 S. Clarkson St.
Denver, CO 80209 •Fax 303-744-9519
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WANTED
WANTED: QUADRAPHONIC decoders and equipment, including Audionics Space and Image composer,
Fosgate 101A, and Tate surround processors. Tad Bartel,
(503) 688-6747.
WANTED TO BUY—dbx equipment: 4BX Multiband
Expander, 3BX-DS Dynamic Range Controller, 14/10
computerized equalizer, 10/20 computerized equalizer (2nd
choice), 20/20 computerized equalizer (3rd choice). Please
call Lee, (203) 529-5066.
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Beming, Ekctrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher,
Rowland, !Clyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton,
Sequerra, Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, tube and solid-state.
(713) 728-4343, Fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Corb, 12325
Ashcrofi, Houston, TX 77035.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. Tige Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-165a
WANTED: MELOS T-200 and Ryan minimonitors. (619)
446-7621.
a/d/s/ L1590 Series 1and 2speakers wanted. (414) 2573933, Tom.
WANTED: MICROPHONES BY NEUMANN, Telefunken, AKG, Schoeps, Sony, B&K: tube, condenser, stereo, etc. (201) 656-3936.
WANTED: RAY LUMLEY M150. Please call (416) 2919501 or (416) 683-2661, ask for Kay.

Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Maranta, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Redo, etc
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-466Z NY.
WANTED: CELLO ENCORE preamp. (315) 426-0513,
(315) 476-2411 before lOpm EST
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WANTED: AUDIONICS CC-2 amplifier.
528-9720.

(4/0)

WANTED: SONY CDP-X77ES or X777ES CD player,
new in sealed box. Fax information to: (702) 252-7422,
Attn: Rodney.

Coming Attractions (continuedfrom p.3)
Jadis 200, Cary 805. Digital Products: Mark
Levinson No.31, Maranta DD-92 DCC recorder, Meridian 263, Sony CDP-X779ES,
Proceed PDT 3& PDP 3. Analog products: 1mmedia RPM-1, Roksan Radius & SOFA Comet
turntables; Linn Arkiv & Klyde, AudioQuest
MC-5, Dynavector DV-10X4 Mk.II, Roksan
Corus Blue & Black phono cartridges.
—John Atkinson

A UDIO CENTER

INC.

Dr. H Presents:

5TH ANNUAL
SPRING CLEANIN G
DEMO & CLEARANCE SALE

Mr. Bags (Design Department)

AVALON ASCENTS
AVALON AVATAR
PRoAc RESPONSE SERIES
(Selected Models)
PRoAc SUPERTABLETTE
SME 309 TONE ARM
•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Comers and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestals
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
B. ISA. I. P.
BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers
CALL USF
OR
YOURL
OCAL DEALER
4147 Transport si. •Ventura, CA 93003 •(805) 644-2185 Fax 644-0434

REGA RB 300 TONE ARM
ALL TEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

ROWLAND Models 8 & 9
S.E. U.S. Exclusive
4134 N. Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308

(305) 566-0233
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson 8c Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Acarian
84
Accurate Audio Video
347
Acoustic Chamber
348
Acoustic Image
346
Acoustic Sounds
123
Adcom
22
Altair
308
Apogee
56
AFtS Electronics
328
Artech Electronics
162
Audio Advisor
64-66
Audio Center
352
Audio Chamber
296
Audio Connection
338
Audio Den
346
Audio Designs
336
Audio Ensemble
349
Audio Gallery
318
Audio Haven
348
Audio Images
350
Audio Influx
116
Audio Nexus
320
Audio Outlet
294
Audiophile Selections
342
Audio Power Industries
116
AudioQuest
20, 86, 270
Audio Research
26
Audio Store
256
Audio Trading Times
320
Audio Vision
338
AudioVisions
336
Aural Symphonics
162
B&K Components
100
•B&W Loudspeakers
19
Bay Area Audio
342
Billy Bags
352
BJ Audio
312
Bose Express Music
128
Bryston Manufacturing
90
Cable Company
268, 316, 322
CAIG
172
Cary Audio Design
44
Celestion
46
Cello
130
Chattanooga Valley
347
Chesky Records
319
Clarity Recordings
315
Classé Audio
42
Conrad-Johnson
50
Counterpoint
15
Crown International
105
CSA Audio
284
Cumberland Audio
340
Dana Audio
306
David Lewis Audio
288
Definitive Audio
300
Digital Ear
328
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Discriminating Ear
Duntech
Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc
Enlightened Audio
Euroson
Exposure Electronics
Fairport Soundworks
Galen Carol Audio
Genesis
Hafler
Hal's Stereo
Headroom
HiFi Buys
Highwire Audio
Hsu Research
Icon
lmmedia
Innovac America
Innovative Audio
Jadis
JPS Labs
JS Audio
Kief's Audio/ Video
Kimber Kable
Lexicon
Listening Room
Lodestar
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
•
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
May Audio
McCormack
Melos Audio
Meridian
Mirage
MIT
Monarchy International
Mondial
Monster Cable
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
Music Box
Music By Design
Music Hall
Music Room
Naim Audio
NBS
NEAR Loudspeakers
Nimtec
NoiseTrapper
OCM
Panamax
Paradigm
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166
344
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68, 134
80
349
348
64
48
350
104, 180
176
172
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314
312
96
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53
342
344
264
134
76
120
344
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112
118
170
74
168
166
28
32
62
164
2
72
164
290, 310
334
282
94
332
52
286
178
30
268
132
110
10

Parasound
Paul Heath Audio
Per Madsen Design
Precision Audio
ProAc
Progressive Audio
Pro Musics
PS Audio
PSB Speakers
Quad
RC Audio
RCS International
Reference Audio/Video
Reference Line Audio
RoomTune
Rotel America
Rowland Design
Sanus Systems
Savant Audio &Video
Select Sound
Sonic Frontiers
Sorice
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Factor
Sound Goods
Soundings
Sound Resource
Square Deal
Stereo Dynamics
Stereo Image
Stereo Plus
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Shoppe, FL
Straight Wire
Swans Speaker Systems
Synergistic
TARA Labs
Theta
Thiel
Threshold
Transparent Audio
Tubes By Design
Ultra Systems
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Wadia Digital
Wavetrace
Westlake Audio
WireWorld
XLO
Xponent

118
334
350
266
168
304
346
38
24
170
330
348
340
298
98
13
54
78
324
340
34
344
322
276-277
124
342
170
274
330
326
332
268
326
292
346
351
350
316
272
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310
88
40
58
83
108
329
314
356
114
355
346
60
92
102
174
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ighlighting
the is
brilliant
"Letters"
pages
this month
amost thoughtful
and provocative response from nonreader Nanette Westerman to Barry Willis's
"Toys for Boys" (Vol.16 No.1).
Ms. Westerman's argument is complicated:
On the one hand, she admits her distaste for
the appearance of most high-end audio product
—it's either ugly or boring. On the other hand,
she fears categorization as someone who simply
chooses style over substance.
Idon't think that fear is justified. A large
amount of hi-fi equipment is ugly and boring,
and not just by women's standards. Nor do
women have acorner on aesthetics. Successful
interior designers are both male and female, as
are fashion designers, architects, furniture
makers, and artists. Both men and women
spend large amounts of money on utilitarian
products alarge part of whose appeal is aesthetic, from fountain pens to Swiss watches,
from luxury automobiles to oriental carpets,
from haute couture clothing to designer kitchens.
It's not that men don't appreciate visually
beautiful things, it's that men appear to be more
willing to overlook boring and ugly designs
in afield with which they're intensely involved.
But why are men intensely involved with
sound reproduction, and women, generally,
not?
Idon't buy the "men only need apply:' or
"men's club," argument. On the industry side
of things, women who are involved tend to be
intensely involved at high levels. Of the four
people chosen by Harry Pearson to get the
Academy for the Advancement of High End
Audio started, three were women. Of the 14
people involved in that organization at the
Board or Executive level, six are women,
including the Executive Director. No one who
has dealt with these people from abusiness
standpoint would refer to them as token
women or Ladies Auxiliaries—the opposite,
in fact.
Part of the reason why women number only
1% of Stereophile's readers, and make up asimilarly small percentage of the audiophile enthusiast public, is self-exclusion. Women don't

W ORD

view themselves as audiophiles not because
they're not accepted, but simply because they
don't see themselves as interested in the subject. In asimilar manner, trips to fabric stores
and home handicraft outlets reveal atiny male
population among the customers. Men, generally, don't see themselves as interested.
That doesn't cover all women, though, as
revealed by the letters we get from women on
this subject. When they have expressed interest,
or tried to buy product, they have been frequently rebuffed or treated as nonentities. (So
have alot of "uninitiated" men.)
Why, then, is high-end so closed to women
customers, and what will change this state of
affairs? For the latter, Ms. Westerman hits the
nail on the head when she says, "Women have
the money to spend. Men want it." Then why
don't high-end retailers and manufacturers take
the time and energy to discover the ways in
which their products, services, and modes of
presentation are failing to attract women customers, and change them?
My guess is that it's the twin banes of the
high-end audio industry generally: stupidity,
and lack of promotional creativity and imagination. If you were aretailer starting out in
business, and were told that half the buying
public didn't consider themselves qualified to
even walk through your front door because of
their gender, what are some obvious things you
might do? Make your store attractive, well-lit,
and filled with "home feel" (like ahigh-end
furniture store, for instance)? Hire female sales
personnel? Invite local female executive groups
to be your guests for their meetings?
Those are things that I've come up with off
the top of my head, without even consulting
someone with experience at appealing to a
female audience—something I'd do before even
trying the things Ithought of. But you'd be
stunned by the number of high-end companies who've done none of these things. Before
I'd bemoan the state of àhigh-end industry
reeling before the home-theater barbarians at
the gates, I'd make asignificant effort at selling high-end audio to the other half of the
world.
—Larry Archibald
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FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE

The Wadia 7CD Transport signals a
new era in the history of the Compact
Disc.
From the highly acclaimed P2S
transport mechanism, to the vault-like
stability of the enclosures and the
standard setting separate power supply,
no aspect of information retrieval has
been left to chance. Even the remote
control is machined from asolid block of
aluminum to provide the ultimate in user
convenience and satisfaction.
The position of industry leader is not
something that we, or our customers,
take lightly. It is hard earned through
innovation, reliability, and absolute
musical satisfaction, all of which explore
the boundaries of what technology and
human imagination allow.
We invite you to contact your Wadia
Dealer for an audition.

Weia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET RIVER FALLS, WIWorldRadioHistory
54022
PHONE 715-426-5900 FAX 715-426-5665

VA\D RSTFF\
The most expensive dynamic speakers in the world
are multi-enclosure, minimum-baffle designs. So is
every full-range Vandersteen speaker. One listen to
the astonishing clarity and realism of Vandersteen
loudspeakers will show you why "boxless" is
definitely better.

Model 3
UlPalate realism is an
advanced lour driver.
three •way loudspeaker
with ultra•guality drive
component, dual inputs
tor bi-wiring or bi-amping
and apatented midrange
that virtually eliminates
internal reflections and
the resultant distortion

Model 2Ce
Superb performance in
alegendary lour driver.
three-way loudspeaker
with advanced drive
components and duel
inputs for 6r-wiring
or bo-amping

Model 18
Incredible

Model ZW

value on aslim
elegant two way
loudspeaker with

True bass in

high performance

athree drover

rime components

300 watt powered
subwooler

For more than 15 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230

true to both science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately

(209) 582-0324

reproduce the entire frequency range of music and recreate the full dimensions

uuviLNSIO\AL
PURITY.

of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest carefully selected
Vandersteen Audio dealer.

Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
WorldRadioHistory

